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William Clyde Friday, B.S., LL.B., LL.D., President
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James L. Jenkins, Jr., A.B., Assistant to the President

Edgar Walton Jones, B.S., M.S., Ph.D., Associate Vice President—Research and
Public Service

John P. Kennedy, Jr., S.B., B.A., M.A., J.D., Secretary of the University

Arnold Kimsey King, A.B., A.M., Ph.D., Assistant to the President
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Richard H. Robinson, Jr., A.B., LL.B., Assistant to the President

J. Lem Stokes II, A.B., M.Div., Ph.D., Associate Vice President—Academic Affairs

Robert W. Williams, A.B., M.A., Ph.D., Associate Vice President—Academic Affairs

The University of North Carolina was chartered in 1789 and
opened its doors to students at its Chapel Hill campus in 1795.

Throughout most of its history, it has been governed by a Board of

Trustees chosen by the Legislature and presided over by the Gover-

nor. During the period 1917-1972, the Board consisted of one hun-

dred elected members and a varying number of ex-officio members.
By act of the General Assembly of 1931, without change of name,

it was merged with The North Carolina College for Women at

Greensboro and The North Carolina State College of Agriculture

and Engineering at Raleigh to form a multicampus institution desig-

nated The University of North Carolina.

In 1963 the General Assembly changed the name of the campus
at Chapel Hill to The University of North Carolina at Chapel Hill

and that at Greensboro to The University of North Carolina at

Greensboro and, in 1965, the name of the campus at Raleigh was
changed to North Carolina State University at Raleigh.

Charlotte College was added as The University of North Carolina

at Charlotte in 1965, and, in 1969, Asheville-Biltmore College and

Wilmington College became The University of North Carolina at

Asheville and The University of North Carolina at Wilmington re-

spectively.

A revision of the North Carolina State Constitution adopted in

November 1970 included the following: 'The General Assembly

shall maintain a public system of higher education, comprising The



University of North Carolina and such other institutions of higher

education as the General Assembly may deem wise. The General

Assembly shall provide for the selection of trustees of The Univer-

sity of North Carolina. . .
." In slightly different language, this

provision had been in the Constitution since 1868.

On October 30, 1971, the General Assembly in special session

merged, without changing their names, the remaining ten state-

supported senior institutions into the University as follows: Appala-

chian State University, East Carolina University, Elizabeth City

State University, Fayetteville State University, North Carolina

Agricultural and Technical State University, North Carolina Cen-

tral University, North Carolina School of the Arts, Pembroke State

University, Western Carolina University, and Winston-Salem State

University. This merger, which resulted in a statewide multicampus
university of sixteen constituent institutions, became effective on

July 1, 1972.

The constitutionally authorized Board ofTrustees was designated

the Board of Governors, and the number was reduced to thirty-two

members elected by the General Assembly, with authority to choose

their own chairman and other officers. The Board is "responsible for

the general determination, control, supervision, management, and
governance of all affairs of the constituent institutions." Each con-

stituent institution, however, has its own board of trustees of thir-

teen members, eight ofwhom are appointed by the Board of Gover-

nors, four by the Governor, and one of whom, the elected president

of the student body, serves ex officio. The principal powers of each

institutional board are exercised under a delegation from the Board
of Governors.

Each institution has its own faculty and student body, and each
is headed by a chancellor as its chief administrative officer. Unified

general policy and appropriate allocation of function are effected by
the Board of Governors and by the President with the assistance of

other administrative officers of the University. The General Ad-
ministration office is located in Chapel Hill.

The chancellors of the constituent institutions are responsible to

the President as the chiefadministrative and executive officer ofThe
University of North Carolina.



CALENDAR OF EVENTS

1975-1976

Summer Session, 1975

First Term

May 19, Monday
May 20, Tuesday

June 6, Friday

June 9, Monday
June 20, Friday

June 23-24, Monday-
Tuesday

Second Term

June 30, Monday
July 1, Tuesday

July 4, Friday

July 11, Friday

July 12, Saturday

July 21, Monday
August 1, Friday

August 2, Saturday

August 4—5, Monday-
Tuesday

Registration.

Classes begin.

Last day for submitting an application for a degree

and an application for admission to candidacy for

the master's degree and last day for submitting an
application for doctoral degree for August gradua-

tion.

Last day to drop a course.

Last class day.

Final course examinations.

Registration.

Classes begin.

Holiday.

Doctoral dissertations and master's theses for can-

didates for the August graduation must be filed in

the Graduate School by this date.

Written examinations for master's candidates for

the August graduation may not be taken after this

date.

Last day to drop a course.

Last class day.

Last day for final oral examinations for the mas-

ter's or doctoral degrees for graduation in August.

Final course examinations.

Fall Semester, 1975

August 25-27, Monday-
Wednesday

August 28, Thursday

August 28, Thursday

September 1, Monday

Registration.

Classes begin.

Examination for proficiency and reading knowl-

edge in English given at 5 p.m. in 101 Greenlaw,

Department of English.

Holiday.
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October 3, Friday

November 22, Saturday

November 25, Tuesday

November 25, Tuesday

November 26, Wednesday
December 1, Monday
December 5, Friday

December 6, Saturday

December 9-18

Tuesday-Saturday

Monday-Thursday

Last day for submitting an application for degree

and an application for admission to candidacy for

the master's degree and last day for submitting an

application for doctoral degree for December

graduation.

Written examinations for master's candidates for

the December graduation may not be taken after

this date.

Doctoral dissertations and master's theses for can-

didates for the December graduation must be filed

in the Graduate School by this date.

Last day to drop a course.

Thanksgiving recess begins at 1 p.m.

Classes resume at 8 a.m.

Classes for Fall Semester end at 6 p.m.

Last day for the final oral examinations for the

master's or doctoral degrees for December gradua-

tion.

Final course examinations.

Spring Semester, 1976

January 6-7, Tuesday-

Wednesday
January 8, Thursday

January 23, Friday

March 8, Monday
March 15, Monday
March 19, Friday

April 12, Monday
April 17, Saturday

April 19, Monday
April 22, Thursday
April 24, Saturday

April 26-May 5,

Monday-Saturday

Monday-Wednesday
May 9, Sunday

Registration.

Classes begin.

Last day for submitting an application for a degree

and an application for admission to candidacy for

the master's degree and last day for submitting an

application for doctoral degree for May Commence-
ment.

Spring recess begins at 8 a.m.

Classes resume at 8 a.m.

Doctoral dissertations and master's theses for can-

didates for the May Commencement must be filed

in the Graduate School by this date.

Last day to drop a course.

Written examinations for master's candidates for

the May Commencement may not be taken after

this date.

Holiday.

Classes for Spring Semester end at 6 p.m.

Last day for final oral examinations for the mas-

ter's or doctoral degrees for graduation in May.

Final course examinations.

Commencement.
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Special Deadlines for Admission Applications

July 1, 1975 Last day for submitting application for admission

to the Fall Semester.

November 1, 1975 Last day for submitting application for admission

to the Spring Semester.

February 1, 1976 Last day for submitting application to qualify for

fellowship or assistantship consideration for the

Fall Semester.

May 19, 1976 Last day for submitting application for admission

to the First Term Summer Session.

June 23, 1976 Last day for submitting application for admission

to the Second Term Summer Session.
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OFFICERS OF ADMINISTRATION

THE UNIVERSITY OF NORTH CAROLINA AT
CHAPEL HILL
Nelson Ferebee Taylor, LL.B., Chancellor

Susan H. Ehringhaus, J.D., Assistant to the Chancellor

John Parkhill Evans, Ph.D., Assistant to the Chancellor

Sarah Virginia Dunlap, B.S., Secretary to the University

Donald Arthur Boulton, Ed.D., Dean of Student Affairs

Douglass Hunt, LL.B., Vice Chancellor, Administration

Claiborne Stribling Jones, Ph.D., Vice Chancellor, Business and Finance

Lyle Vincent Jones, Ph.D., Vice Chancellor and Dean of the Graduate School

William Frederick Little, Ph.D., Vice Chancellor, Development and Public Service

John Charles Morrow III, Ph.D., Provost

Homer Cranston Rice, M.E., Director ofAthletics

Cecil George Sheps, M.D., Vice Chancellor, Health Sciences

THE GRADUATE SCHOOL
Lyle V. Jones, Ph.D., Vice Chancellor and Dean
Renee M. Hoover, Assistant to the Dean

Michael E. Bishop, Ph.D., Associate Dean
Gail King, Assistant for Enrolled Graduate Students

Blyden Jackson, Ph.D., Associate Dean
Gerald O. Whittington, Assistant for Fellowships

Barbara H. Wasik, Ph.D., Associate Dean
Terry Maddox, Assistant for Residence Status

WiLUAM J. Brinson, B.A., Director of the Graduate Office

THE ADMINISTRATIVE BOARD OF THE
GRADUATE SCHOOL OF THE UNIVERSITY
OF NORTH CAROLINA AT CHAPEL HILL
Henry H. Dearman, Ph.D., Professor of Chemistry (1976)

J. D. Eyre, Ph.D., Professor of Geography (1975)

Eugene H. Falk, Ph.D., Professor ofFrench and Marcel Bataillon Professor ofCom-
parative Literature (1978)

Russell B. Graves, Ph.D., Professor of Dramatic Art (1977)

John Gulick, Ph.D., Professor ofAnthropology (1979)

C. Hugh Holman, Ph.D., Kenan Professor of English (1976)

G. p. Manire, Ph.D., Kenan Professor of Bacteriology and Immunology (1979)

Margaret L. Moore, Ed.D., Professor of Physical Therapy (1977)

Morris A. Shiffman, M.G.A., Ph.D., Professor ofEnvironmental Health in the De-

partment of Environmental Sciences and Engineering, School of Public Health

(1975)

Richard L. Simpson, Ph.D., Professor of Sociology (1978)

Roy E. Sommerfeld, Ph.D., Professor of Education (1978)

Fred B. Wright, Ph.D., Professor of Mathematics (1975)

1. The Chancellor, the Provost, and the Director of Libraries are ex officio members of the Board.
2. Terms expire December 31 of years indicated.



THE GRADUATE FACULTY

Included here is the name, terminal degree, and academic appointment for each

regular member of the Graduate Faculty. More extensive data about each faculty

member is provided in the Undergraduate Bulletin.

James Ralph Abernathy, Ph.D., Associate Professor ofBiostatistics in the School of
Public Health

Elie Maynard Adams, Ph.D., Kenan Professor of Philosophy

J. Stacy Adams, Ph.D., R. J. Reynolds Industries Professor of Applied Behavioral

Science in the School of Business Administration

John Berry Adams, Ph.D., Professor of Journalism

Joseph Edison Adams, Ph.D., Professor of Botany, Emeritus

Raymond William Adams, Ph.D., Professor of English, Emeritus

Susan Grey Akers, Ph.D., Professor of Library Science, Emeritus

John S. Akin, Ph.D., Assistant Professor of Economics

Edgar Hiester Alden, Ph.D., Professor of Music

Virgil Charles Aldrich, Ph.D., Professor of Philosophy, Emeritus

John Volney Allcott, M.A., Professor of Art, Emeritus

Ernest Marvin Allen, Jr., Ed D., Professor of Physical Education

George Douglas Allen, Ph.D., Assistant Professor of Oral Biology in the School of
Dentistry and Assistant Professor of Speech and Hearing Sciences

James Elmore Allen, M.S.P.H., Ph.D., Associate Professor ofHealth Administration

in the School of Public Health

Walter Allen, Jr., Ph.D., Professor of Classics, Emeritus

Josef Anderle, Ph.D., Professor of History

Carl Elmore Anderson, Ph.D., Professor of Biochemistry and Nutrition

John J. B. Anderson, Ph.D., Associate Professor ofNutrition in the School ofPublic

Health

Richmond K. Anderson, Ph.D., M.D., M.P.H., Professor of Nutrition in the School

of Public Health

William H. Anderson, Ph.D., Assistant Professor of Psychology

Dragana Andjelkovic, Dr.P.H., Assistant Professor of Epidemiology in the School

of Public Health

Harold Lee Andrew^s, Ph.D., Associate Professor of Music

James Clarence Andrews, Ph.D., Professor of Biochemistry, Emeritus

Joseph F. Aponte, Ph.D., Assistant Professor of Clinical Psychology

Mark I. Appelbaum, Ph.D., Associate Professor of Psychology

Dennis R. Appleyard, Ph.D., Associate Professor of Economics

William J. Arendshorst, Ph.D., Assistant Professor of Physiology

Christopher Mead Armitage, Ph.D., Assistant Professor of English

Gary M. Armstrong, Ph.D., Assistant Professor of Business Administration

Lester Asheim, Ph.D., William Rand Kenan, Jr., Professor of Library Science

Juan Bautista Avalle-Arce, Ph.D., William Rand Kenan, Jr., Professor ofSpanish

William E. Avera, Ph.D., Assistant Professor of Business Administration

Laurence Green Avery, Ph.D., Associate Professor of English

Edward E. Azar, Ph.D., Associate Professor of Political Science

ToMAS Baer, Ph.D., Assistant Professor of Chemistry

James Osler Bailey, Ph.D., Professor of English, Emeritus
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Robert Addison Bain, Ph.D., Associate Professor of English

Herman Glenn Baity, Sc.D., Professor of Sanitary Engineering in the School of

Public Health, Emeritus

Bruce S. Baker, Ph.D., Assistant Professor of Zoology

Charles Ray Baker, Ph.D., Professor of Statistics

WiLUAM E. Bakewell, Jr., M.D., Professor of Psychiatry

Thomas S. Baldwin, Ph.D., Associate Professor of Social Work

Lester B. Ball, Ed.D., Professor of Education

J. Hunter Ballew, Ph.D., Professor of Education

Enrique Baloyra, Ph.D., Assistant Professor of Political Science

Bennie Dale Barker, D.D.S., M.Ed., Professor ofPreventive Dentistry in the School

of Dentistry

Robert John Barnard, M.A., Professor ofArt

George Eric Barnes, M.A., Professor ofSanitary Engineering in the School ofPublic

Health, Emeritus

j

Samuel Gill Barnes, Ph.D., Associate Professor of English

Patricia R. Barnett, Ph.D., Associate Professor of Dramatic Art

George S. Baroff, Ph.D., Professor of Psychology

Samuel H. Baron, Ph.D., Alumni Distinguished Professor of History

I

Gerald Alan Barrett, J.D., Professor of Business Administration

I
Emily M. Stacy Barrow, Ph.D., Associate Professor of Pathology

I Edward Gail Barry, Ph.D., Associate Professor of Botany

j

Patricia Z. Barry, Dr.P.H., Assistant Professor of Health Administration in the

School of Public Health

Joel Baseman, Ph.D., Assistant Professor of Bacteriology and Immunology
David Giovanni Basile, Ph.D., Associate Professor of Geography

Mario C. Battigelli, M.D., M.P.H., Professor ofIndustrial Medicine in the Depart-

ment of Environmental Sciences and Engineering, School of Public Health, and

\
Professor of Medicine

\ Emmett Earl Baughman, Ph.D., Professor of Psychology

\
Karl E. Bauman, Ph.D., Associate Professor of Maternal and Child Health in the

I
School of Public Health

James Wyatt Bawden, Ph.D., Professor of Pedodontics in the School of Dentistry

Stephen Bartow Baxter, Ph.D., Alumni Distinguished Professor of History (1968)

John D. Bazley, Ph.D., Assistant Professor ofAccounting

Norton L. Beach, Ed.D., Professor of Education

I

Richard Scott Bear, Ph.D., Professor ofAnatomy
Mary Caroline Becker, M.D., Assistant Professor ofEpidemiology in the School of
Public Health

Charles Dale Beers, Ph.D., Professor of Zoology, Emeritus

Lenore Balsam Behar, Ph.D., Assistant Professor of Psychology

Frederick Otten Behrends, Ph.D., Associate Professor of History

Jack Newton Behrman, Ph.D., Professor of International Business

Clyde Ritchie Bell, Ph.D., Professor of Botany
Fred E. Bell, Ph.D., Associate Professor of Biochemistry

Gerald Dean Bell, Ph.D., Professor of Business Administration

Arthur Benavie, Ph.D., Professor of Economics
\ Joyce Ann Benjamins, Ph.D., Assistant Professor of Biochemistry

Henry Stanley Bennett, M.D., Sarah Graham Kenan Professor of Biological and
Medical Sciences and Professor ofAnatomy

Walter Russell Benson, M.D., Professor of Pathology
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Edward M. Bergman, Ph.D., Assistant Professor of City and Regional Planning
Michael Kalen Berkut, Ph.D., Associate Professor ofBiochemistry and Physiology

Sandra Lee Berry, M.S.N., M.S.P.H., Associate Professor of Nursing

V. EuzABETH Berryhill, M.P.H., Assistant Professor of Nursing

Walter Reece Berryhill, M.D., Sc.D., Sarah Graham Kenan Professor ofMedicine,

Emeritus

Thad L. Beyle, Ph.D., Associate Professor of Political Science

Harold A. Bierck, Jr., Ph.D., Professor of History

Stephen Shaw Birdsall, Ph.D., Associate Professor of Geography

Michael E. Bishop, Ph.D., Associate Professor of Journalism

Penny Merle Black, Ph.D., Assistant Professor of Political Science

Jack E. Blackburn, Ed.D., Professor of Education

James Cyril Dickson Blaine, Ph.D., Professor of Transportation

Roger A. Blau, Ph.D., Assistant Professor of Business Administration

Seymour Blaug, Ph.D., Professor ofPharmacy
Margaret Blee, M.Ed., Professor of Public Health Nursing, Emeritus

Michael Alan Bleyman, Ph.D., Assistant Professor of Zoology and Biochemistry

M. Robert Blum, Ph.D., Assistant Professor ofPharmacy
Carl Stuart Blyth, Ph.D., Professor of Physical Education

Ralph Henry Boatman, Jr., Ph.D., Professor of Health Education in the School of

Public Health

Herbert L. Bodman, Jr., Ph.D., Associate Professor of History

Richmond Pugh Bond, Ph.D., Kenan Professor of English (1955), Emeritus

Henry Charles Boren, Ph.D., Professor of History

Raj Chandra Bose, M.A., Kenan Professor of Statistics (1966), Emeritus

Kenneth F. Bott, Ph.D., Associate Professor of Bacteriology and Immunology
Donald A. Boulton, Ed.D., Associate Professor of Education

Linda C. Bowen, Ph.D., Assistant Professor ofAccounting

Calvin M. Bower, Ph.D., Associate Professor ofMusic

Thomas A. Bowers, Ph.D., Assistant Professor of Journalism

Wayne Alexander Bowers, Ph.D., Professor of Physics

Bernard Boyd, Th.D., James A. Gray Professor of Biblical Literature (1950)

Paul Dickerson Brandes, Ph.D., Professor of English

M. Elizabeth Brannon, M.S., Assistant Professor ofNutrition in the School ofPublic

Health

John C. Brantley, Ph.D., Associate Professor of Education

Alfred Theodor Brauer, Ph.D., Kenan Professor of Mathematics (1959), Emeritus

George R. Breese, Ph.D., Associate Professor ofPharmacology

Jonathan Paul Brezin, Ph.D., Associate Professor of Mathematics

Richard A. Brice, Ed.D., Assistant Professor of Education

L. Gail Bridges, M.S.N., Assistant Professor of Nursing

Kenneth Merle Brinkhous, M.D., Alumni Distinguished Professor of Pathology

(1961)

Charles Victor Briscoe, Ph.D., Professor of Physics

Donald Leslie Brockington, Ph.D., Professor ofAnthropology

Maurice S. Brookhart, Ph.D., Associate Professor of Chemistry

Christopher Brookhouse, Ph.D., Associate Professor of English

E. Willis Brooks, Ph.D., Assistant Professor of History

Frederick Phillips Brooks, Jr., Ph.D., Professor of Computer Science

Thomas Robert Shannon Broughton, Ph.D., Paddison Professor of Classics, Emeri-

tus
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Carl F. Brown, Ph.D., Professor of Education, Emeritus

DuANE Brown, Ph.D., Associate Professor of Education

Edwin Louis Brown, Ph.D., Associate Professor of Classics

James Clement Brown, M.S.S.E., Associate Professor ofEnvironmental Engineering

in the Department of Environmental Sciences and Engineering, School of Public

Health

Richard Malcolm Brown, Jr., Ph.D., Professor ofBotany

Cylde E. Browning, Ph.D., Professor of Geography

R. Lee Brummet, Ph.D., C.P.A., WillardJ. Graham Professor ofBusiness Administra-

tion

Rebecca Broach Bryan, M.P.H., Associate Professor of Nutrition in the School of

Public Health

Thomas H. Brylawski, Ph.D., Assistant Professor of Mathematics

Richard P. Buck, Ph.D., Associate Professor of Chemistry

Hugh Jonathan Burford, Ph.D., Associate Professor ofPharmacology

WiLUAM I. Burke, Ed.D., Assistant Professor of Education

Ernest J. Burkes, Jr., D.D.S., M.S., Associate Professor of Oral Diagnosis in the

School of Dentistry

WiLUAM V. Burlingame, Ph.D., Clinical Assistant Professor of Psychology

Maurice Moyer Bursey, Ph.D., Professor of Chemistry

J. Robert Butler, Ph.D., Professor of Geology

Thomas Cullom Butler, M.D., Professor ofPharmacology

Robert B. Cairns, Ph.D., Professor of Psychology

Richard Percival Calhoon, A.M., Professor of Business Administration

Peter Calingaert, Ph.D., Professor of Computer Science

J. Calvin Callaghan, Ph.D., Professor of English

Edward Alexander Cameron, Ph.D., Professor ofMathematics and Alumni Distin-

guished Professor of Freshman Instruction (1969), Emeritus

Robert L. Campbell, D.D.S., Assistant Professor of Oral Surgery in the School of

Dentistry

Suzann K. Campbell, M.S., Ph.D., Assistant Professor of Physical Therapy

Michael Caplow, D.D.S., Ph.D., Professor of Biochemistry

WiLLARD T. Carleton, Ph.D., William Rand Kenan, Jr., Professor of Business Ad-

ministration

Charles N. Carney, M.D., Assistant Professor of Pathology

James C. Carpenter, Ph.D., Assistant Professor of Psychology

Raymond L. Carpenter, Jr., Ph.D., Associate Professor of Library Science

John B. Carroll, Ph.D., William Rand Kenan, Jr., Professor of Psychology

Raymond J. Carroll, Ph.D., Assistant Professor of Statistics

Charles W. Carter, Jr., Ph.D., Assistant Professor of Biochemistry and Anat-

omy
Clyde Cass Carter, LL.B., Ph.D., Professor of Business Law, Emeritus

Joel Jackson Carter, Ph.D., Professor of Music
Pablo Gil Casado, Ph.D., Associate Professor ofRomance Languages
John Steel Casko, D.D.S., M.S., Ph.D., Associate Professor of Orthodontics in the

School of Dentistry

John Charles Cassel, M.P.H., Professor of Epidemiology in the School of Public

Health

Cornelius Oliver Cathey, Ph.D., Professor of History, Emeritus
Gerald Mason Cathey, D.D.S., M.S.D., Professor of Endodontics in the School of

Dentistry
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Lamar John Ryan Cecil, Jr., Ph.D., Professor of History

Gillian T. Cell, Ph.D., Associate Professor of History

Chi-bom Chae, Ph.D., Assistant Professor of Biochemistry

Elmer F. Chaffee, M.S.P.H., Ph.D., Associate Professor ofParasitology and Labora-

tory Practice in the School of Public Health

Indra Mohan Chakravarti, D.Phil., Professor of Statistics

Melvin Arthur Chambers, Ph.D., Professor of Pharmacy
Stephen Gifford Chaney, Ph.D., Assistant Professor of Biochemistry

Emil Theodore Chanlett, M.S.P.H., M.S.S.E., Professor ofSanitary Engineering in

the Department of Environmental Sciences and Engineering, School of Public

Health

Francis Stuart Chapin, Jr., M.C.P., Alumni Distinguished Professor of City and
Regional Planning

Susanna L. Chase, Ed.D., Professor of Nursing

Alphonse F. Chestnut, Ph.D., Professor of Marine Sciences and Zoology

Hsi-Sheng Chi, Ph.D., Associate Professor of Political Science

Sidney Shaw Chipman, M.D., M.P.H., Professor ofMaternal and Child Health in the

School of Public Health, Emeritus

Sang-Il Choi, Ph.D., Professor of Physics

Wayne A. Christiansen, Ph.D., Assistant Professor of Physics

Russell F. Christman, Ph.D., Professor ofEnvironmental Sciences and Engineering

in the School of Public Health

Hanson Y-K Chuang, Ph.D., Assistant Professor of Biochemistry and Pathology

Joseph Anthony Cima, Ph.D., Professor of Mathematics

Fred M. Clark, Ph.D., Associate Professor of Portuguese Language and Literature

Mary Gill Clarke, Ph.D., Professor of Psychology

Barbara H. Cleaveland, M.S.W., Assistant Professor of Social Work
Thomas B. Clegg, Ph.D., Associate Professor of Physics

Judy R. Clem, Ph.D., Assistant Professor ofParasitology and Laboratory Practice in

the School of Public Health

Dorothy Clement, Ph.D., Assistant Professor ofAnthropology

Gordon Baylor Cleveland, Ph.D., Professor of Political Science

Nora Cline, M.L., Associate Professor of Public Health Nursing

Lewis P. Clopton, Ph.D., Assistant Professor of City and Regional Planning

Wallace A. Clyde, Jr., M.D., Professor of Pediatrics and Bacteriology

Albert Coates, LL.B., Professor ofLaw, Emeritus

George Harry Cocolas, Ph.D., Professor of Pharmacy
Joffre Lanning Coe, Ph.D., Professor ofAnthropology

James C. Coffey, Jr., M.S.P.H., Ph.D., Assistant Professor of Orthodontics in the

School ofDentistry and Assistant Professor ofPediatrics in the School ofMedicine

Betty E. Cogswell, Ph.D., Assistant Professor of Family Medicine

Avery Berlow Cohan, Ph.D., Professor of Finance

Morris H. Cohen, M.A., M.Sc, Associate Professor of Social Work

Sidney Cohn, Ph.D., Associate Professor of City and Regional Planning

James Logan Coke, Ph.D., Associate Professor of Chemistry

Richard R. Cole, Ph.D., Assistant Professor of Journalism

Francis Nash Collier, Jr., Ph.D., Professor of Chemistry

Lucy H. Conant, Ph.D., Professor of Nursing

Philip Wayne Cooke, D.S.W., Professor of Social Work

Richard H. Coop, Ed.D., Associate Professor of Education

Gary Wayne Cooper, Ph.D., Associate Professor ofPharmacology
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Herbert A. Cooper, M.D., Assistant Professor ofPathology

James Isaac Copeland, Ph.D., Professor of History

Joan C Cornoni, Ph.D., Assistant Professor ofEpidemiology in the School ofPublic

Health

Juuo Cortes, Ph.D., Associate Professor ofRomance Languages

Donald Paul Costello, Ph.D., Kenan Professor of Zoology (1949)

Lyman Atkinson Cotten, Ph.D., Professor of English, Emeritus

John Nathaniel Couch, Ph.D., Kenan Professor ofBotany (1945), Emeritus

Elizabeth J. Coulter, Ph.D., Professor ofBiostatistics in the School ofPublic Health

Norman A. Coulter, Jr., M.D., Professor ofBioengineering and Biomathematics in

Surgery and Professor of Physiology

Irene Courtenay, M.P.H., Assistant Professor ofNursing and Public Health Nursing

James Robert Cox, Ph.D., Assistant Professor of Speech

Ernest Craige, M.D., Henry A. Foscue Distinguished Professor of Cardiology

Elliot M. Cramer, Ph.D., Associate Professor of Psychology

Miles Richard Cramer, Ph.D., Associate Professor of Sociology

Clifton Earl Crandell, D.D.S., M.S., M.Ed., Professor of Oral Diagnosis in the

School of Dentistry

JuuA GoRHAM Crane, Ph.D., Associate Professor ofAnthropology

James Homer Crawford, Jr., Ph.D., Professor of Physics

James Joseph Crawford, Ph.D., Associate Professor ofEndodontics in the School of

Dentistry and Associate Professor of Bacteriology

Miles Aubrey Crenshaw, Ph.D., Associate Professor ofDental Science in the School

of Dentistry

William James Cromartie, M.D., Professor of Bacteriology and Medicine

Robert E. Cross, Ph.D., Assistant Professor of Biochemistry

WiLLAM Grant Dahlstrom, Ph.D., Professor of Psychology

Robert T. Daland, Ph.D., Professor of Political Science

Frederic Gilbert Dalldorf, M.D., Professor of Pathology

George Bernard Daniel, Jr., Ph.D., Professor of French

Robert E. Daniels, Ph.D., Assistant Professor ofAnthropology

David G. Dannenbring, Ph.D., Assistant Professor of Business Administration

Stephen L. Darwall, Ph.D., Assistant Professor of Philosophy

John Frederick Dashiell, Ph.D., Kenan Professor of Psychology (1935), Emeritus

Clarence E. Davis, Ph.D., Assistant Professor ofBiostatistics in the School ofPublic

Health

Dan W. Davis, Ph.D., Assistant Professor of Education

Edward W. Davis, Ph.D., Associate Professor of Business Administration

Morris S. Davis, Ph.D., Morehead Professor ofAstronomy
Robert L. Davis, Ph.D., Professor of Mathematics

John Charles Daw, Ph.D., Assistant Professor of Physiology

Raymond Howard Dawson, Ph.D., Professor of Political Science

Barbara D. Day, Ph.D., Associate Professor of Education

Dewitt Cunton Dearborn, D.C.S., Professor of Business Administration

Henry Hursell Dearman, Ph.D., Professor of Chemistry

Paul Debreczeny, Ph.D., Professor of Slavic Languages
Gordon DeFriese, Ph.D., Assistant Professor of Sociology

Yves De la Queriere, Ph.D., Assistant Professor ofRomance Languages
John M. Dennison, Ph.D., Professor of Geology

Robert B. DesJardins, Ph.D., Associate Professor of Business Administration

Alan C. Dessen, Ph.D., Professor of English
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Cynthia S. Dessen, Ph.D., Assistant Professor of Classics

James Ashton Devereux, Ph.D., Associate Professor of English

Janet Winecoff Diaz, Ph.D., Associate Professor ofRomance Languages
William Campbell Dickison, Ph.D., Associate Professor ofBotany
Martin Dillon, Ph.D., Assistant Professor of Computer Science and Library Science

John W. Dixon, Jr., Ph.D., Professor of Religion and Art

Andrew W. Dobelstein, Ph.D., Assistant Professor of Social Work
David Phillip Dobson, D.D.S., M.S., Professor of Prosthodontics in the School of

Dentistry

Margaret Baggett Dolan, M.A., Professor of Public Health Nursing, Emeritus

Frank A. Dominguez, Ph.D., Assistant Professor ofRomance Languages

Aristotle J. Domnas, Ph.D., Associate Professor of Botany

Dennis George Donovan, Ph.D., Associate Professor of English

George W. Douglas, Ph.D., Associate Professor ofEconomics

Chester W. Douglass, D.D.S., Ph.D., Assistant Professor of Dental Ecology in the

School ofDentistry and Assistant Professor ofHealth Administration in the School

of Public Health

Elisha Peairs Douglass, Ph.D., Professor of History

David E. Downie, Ph.D., Assistant Professor ofBioengineering and Biomathematics

in Surgery

Claude W. Drake, D.D.S., M.P.H., M.S., Associate Professor ofDental Ecology in the

School ofDentistry and Assistant Professor ofEpidemiology in the School ofPublic

Health

Kenneth H. Dudley, Ph.D., Associate Professor ofPharmacology

Frank Marion Duffey, Ph.D., Professor of Spanish

Gordon S. Dugger, M.D., Professor of Surgery

Roberta Ann Dunbar, Ph.D., Assistant Professor ofAfrican /Afro-American Studies

David E. Dunn, Ph.D., Professor of Geology

KiAN S. Dy, Ph.D., Associate Professor of Physics

Linda Dykstra-Hylander, Ph.D., Assistant Professor of Psychology

Patrick F. Earey, Ph.D., Professor of Physical Education

Patrick B. Eberlein, Ph.D., Assistant Professor of Mathematics

Alva V. Ebersole, Jr., Ph.D., Professor ofRomance Languages

Connie Clare Eble, Ph.D., Assistant Professor of English

David Alan Eckerman, Ph.D., Associate Professor of Psychology

Bruce K. Eckland, Ph.D., Professor of Sociology

Elizabeth R. Eddy, Ph.D., Assistant Professor of English

Charles Ernest Edge, Ph.D., Associate Professor of English

Marshall Hall Edgell, Ph.D., Associate Professor ofBacteriology and Immunology
Jessee Wilbert Edgerton, Ph.D., Professor of Psychology

Elizabeth M. Edmands, M.A., Associate Professor in the Departments of Public

Health Nursing and Maternal and Child Health, School of Public Health

Joseph C. Edozien, M.D., Professor of Nutrition in the School of Public Health

Waldemar Eger, Ph.D., Assistant Professor of Germanic Languages

William J. Eichman, Jr., Ph.D., Professor of Psychology

Graydon L. Ekdahl, Ph.D., Assistant Professor of Germanic Languages

Regina C. Elandt-Johnson, Ph.D., Professor ofBiostatistics in the School ofPublic

Health

Glen H. Elder, Jr., Ph.D., Professor of Sociology

Frederic L. Eldridge, M.D., Professor of Physiology

Norman Ellsworth Eliason, Ph.D., Kenan Professor of English (1966)
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Ernest L. Euel, Ph.D., William Rand Kenan, Jr., Professor of Chemistry

Fred Wilson Ellis, Ph.D., M.D., Professor ofPharmacology

Robert C. Elston, Ph.D., Professor of Biostatistics in the School of Public Health

Douglas A. Elvers, Ph.D., Associate Professor of Business Administration

Stephen Albert Emery, Ph.D., Professor of Philosophy, Emeritus

William Louis Engei^, Ph.D., Professor of Zoology, Emeritus

Jane Engush, Ph.D., Assistant Professor of Philosophy

Alfred Garvin Engstrom, Ph.D., Alumni Distinguished Professor ofFrench (1961)

Ella Gray Wilson Ennis, Ph.D., Lecturer in Medical Allied Health Professions and
Physiology

Preston Herschel Epps, Ph.D., Kenan Professor of Greek (1955), Emeritus

John Parkhill Evans, Ph.D., Professor of Business Administration

Slayton a. Evans, Jr., Ph.D., Assistant Professor of Chemistry

Terence M. S. Evens, Ph.D., Assistant Professor ofAnthropology

John A. Ewing, M.D., D.P.M., Professor of Psychiatry

John Douglas Eyre, Ph.D., Professor of Geography

William E. Fahy, Ph.D., Professor of Marine Sciences and Zoology

Eugene Hannes Falk, Ph.D., Professor ofFrench and Marcel Bataillon Professor of

Comparative Literature

I

Werner David Falk, Ph.D., James G. Hanes Professor of the Humanities in Philoso-

I

phy
Paul B. Farel, Ph.D., Assistant Professor of Physiology

Robert Gilbert Faust, Ph.D., Associate Professor of Physiology

J. Alan Feduccia, Ph.D., Associate Professor of Zoology

Lawrence E. Feinberg, Ph.D., Assistant Professor of Slavic Languages

John Howard Ferguson, M.D., D.Sc, Professor of Physiology, Emeritus

Laurice Ferris, M.A., Assistant Professor of Nursing

Paul B. Fiddleman, Ph.D., Associate Professor of Psychology

Alfred J. Field, Jr., Ph.D., Associate Professor ofEconomics

Peter G. Filene, Ph.D., Associate Professor of History

Samuel Fillenbaum, Ph.D., Professor of Psychology

\ Arthur Emil Fink, Ph.D., Professor of Social Work, Emeritus

Ruth White Fink, M.A., Professor of Physical Education, Emeritus

I Lee Walton Finks, Ph.D., Assistant Professor of Library Science

Elizabeth Martin Fischer, Ph.D., Assistant Professor of Sociology

Janet J. Fischer, M.D., Professor ofMedicine and Associate Professor ofBacteriology

and Immunology
George S. Fishman, Ph.D., Professor of Operations Research and Systems Analysis

I; Merrel D. Flair, Ph.D., Associate Professor in the Schools of Medicine, Education,

1
and Public Health

I WiLUAM Shoemaker Flash, Ph.D., Associate Professor ofHealth Administration in

I

the School of Public Health

Judith Flaxman, Ph.D., Assistant Professor of Psychology

Joseph Martin Flora, Ph.D., Associate Professor of English

John William Florin, Ph.D., Assistant Professor of Geography

Richard Harter Fogle, Ph.D., University Distinguished Professor of English

Jaroslav T. Folda III, Ph.D., Associate Professor ofArt
James D. Folds, Ph.D., Assistant Professor of Bacteriology and Immunology
James D. Foley, Ph.D., Assistant Professor of Computer Science

' Donald L. Fox, Ph.D., Assistant Professor ofEnvironmental Sciences and Engineer-

ing in the School of Public Health
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Mildred Francis, Sc.D., Assistant Professor of Biostatistics in the School of Public

Health

Walter K. Francke, Ph.D., Associate Professor of Germanic Languages

Dirk Frankenberg, Ph.D., Professor ofMarine Sciences

David Allison Fraser, D.Sc, Professor of Industrial Health in the Department of
Environmental Sciences and Engineering, School of Public Health

Carol P. Fray, M.A., Associate Professor of Nursing

Keener Chapman Frazer, A.M., L.H.D., Professor of Political Science, Emeritus

Moye W. Freymann, M.D., M.P.H., Dr.P.H., Professor of Health Administration in

the School of Public Health

Werner Paul Friederich, Ph.D., Kenan Professor ofGerman and Comparative Liter-

ature (1959), Emeritus

Richard T. Froyen, Ph.D., Assistant Professor ofEconomics

Paul D. Fullagar, Ph.D., Professor of Geology

John Thomas Fulton, D.D.S., Professor of Dental Epidemiology in the School of
Public Health, Emeritus

John P. Gaa, Ph.D., Assistant Professor of Education

James B. Gadson, M.F.A., Assistant Professor ofArt

John P. Galassi, Ph.D., Assistant Professor of Education

Frederick L. Gale, Ph.D., Assistant Professor of Education

M. David Galinsky, Ph.D., Professor of Psychology

Maeda J. Galinsky, M.S.W., Ph.D., Associate Professor of Social Work

James J. Gallagher, Ph.D., William Rand Kenan, Jr., Professor in the School of

Education

Edward Michael Galligan, Ph.D., Associate Professor of Philosophy

Robert Emil Gallman, Ph.D., Professor ofEconomics

BuDD Leslie Gambee, Ph.D., Professor of Library Science

Robert Brown Gardner, Ph.D., Associate Professor of Mathematics

James Reuben Gaskin, Ph.D., Professor of English

Henry Phelps Gates, Jr., Ph.D., Associate Professor of Classics

John T. Gatzy, Jr., Ph.D., Associate Professor ofPharmacology

Ladnor Dale Geissinger, Ph.D., Associate Professor of Mathematics

John T. Gentry, M.D., M.P.H., Professor ofHealth Administration in the School of

Public Health

Claude Swanson George, Jr., Ph.D., Professor of Management
Rose George, M.S., Associate Professor of Nursing

Wesley Critz George, Ph.D., Professor of Histology and Embryology, Emeritus

Joachim Dieter Geratz, M.D., Professor of Pathology

Federico Guillermo Gil, J.D., D.Pol.Sci., D.Dip.Law, Kenan Professor of Political

Science

C. Gorman Gilbert, Ph.D., Assistant Professor of City and Regional Planning

Dennis B. Gillings, Ph.D., Assistant Professor ofBiostatistics in the School ofPublic

Health

Richard Lee Glasser, Ph.D., Associate Professor of Physiology

Edward Glassman, Ph.D., Professor of Biochemistry and Genetics

James Logan Godfrey, Ph.D., Distinguished University Professor of History

David Robinson Godschalk, M.R.P., Ph.D., Associate Professor of City and Regional

Planning

Charles A. Goldsmid, Ph.D., Assistant Professor of Sociology

Harry Gooder, Ph.D., Professor of Bacteriology and Immunology

Sue Ellen Goodman, Ph.D., Assistant Professor of Mathematics
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AucE Gordon, Ph.D., Assistant Professor of Psychology

Carl Wiluam Gottschalk, M.D., Kenan Professor of Physiology and Medicine

Hilton Thomas Goulson, Ph.D., Professor of Parasitology and Laboratory Practice

in the School of Public Health

Geraldine Gourley, M.S., Associate Professor ofMaternal and Child Health in the

School of Public Health, Emeritus

James F. Govan, Ph.D., Professor of Library Science

Virginia F. Gover, Ph.D., Professor of Nursing

Barry Goz, Ph.D., Associate Professor ofPharmacology

John Borden Graham, M.D., Alumni Distinguished Professor of Pathology (1966)

Richard E. Grandy, Ph.D., Associate Professor of Philosophy

Lester D. Grant, Ph.D., Assistant Professor ofAnatomy
Russell B. Graves, Ph.D., Professor of Dramatic Art

William H. Graves, Ph.D., Associate Professor of Mathematics

Bradford H. Gray, Ph.D., Assistant Professor of Sociology

Timothy Kenney Gray, M.D., Associate Professor ofMedicine and Assistant Professor

ofPharmacology

Fletcher Melvin Green, Ph.D., Kenan Professor of History (1946), Emeritus

Philip Palmer Green, Jr., LL.B., Professor of Public Law and Government

Bernard George Greenberg, Ph.D., Kenan Professor of Biostatistics in the School

of Public Health

John Marshall Gregg, D.D.S., M.S., Ph.D., Associate Professor of Oral Surgery in

the School of Dentistry

Worth Bagley Gregory, D.D.S., M.S.D., Associate Professor of Endodontics in the

School of Dentistry

Victor August Greulach, Ph.D., Professor of Botany, Emeritus

\ David M. Griffiths, Ph.D., Associate Professor of History

J. W. Grisham, M.D., Professor of Pathology

James Ennis Grizzle, Ph.D., Professor ofBiostatistics in the School ofPublic Health

Kenneth L Gross, Ph.D., Associate Professor of Mathematics

John Gulick, Ph.D., Professor ofAnthropology

Giles B. Gunn, Ph.D., Associate Professor of Religion

Paul Newman Guthrie, Ph.D., Professor of Economics, Emeritus

j

Robert Joseph Gwyn, Ph.D., Associate Professor of Radio, Television, and Motion

j

Pictures

' Thomas Haas, Ph.D., Associate Professor of Dramatic Art

Sophia Hadjian, Ph.D., Assistant Professor of Education

B. Wesley Hadzija, Ph.D., Assistant Professor of Pharmacy
Raymond Frederic Hafer, Ph.D., Assistant Professor ofAnthropology

Irvine R. Hagadorn, Ph.D., Professor of Zoology

George Philip Hager, Ph.D., Professor ofPharmacy
I. R. Stirling Haig II, Ph.D., Professor ofRomance Languages
Robert Louis Haig, Ph.D., Professor of English

Waldo Emerson Haisley, Ph.D., Professor of Physics

Iris H. Hall, Ph.D., Assistant Professor of Pharmacy
Jacquelyn D. Hall, Ph.D., Assistant Professor of History

Ross D. Hall, Ph.D., Assistant Professor of Germanic Languages
Thomas L. Hall, Dr.P.H., Professor ofHealth Administration in the School ofPublic

Health

George Caverno Ham, M.D., Professor of Psychiatry

Jacob S. Hanker, Ph.D., Professor of Oral Biology in the School of Dentistry
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Roger D. Hannay, Ph.D., Professor of Music

Ann Caton Hansen, M.P.H., Associate Professor ofPublic Health Nursing, Emeritus

Jacques Hardre, Ph.D., Kenan Professor of French

William Marion Hardy, M.A., Professor ofRadio, Television, and Motion Pictures

Roy E. Harkin, Ph.D., Associate Professor of Education

James Penrose Harland, Ph.D., Professor ofArchaeology, Emeritus

WiLUAM Ruth Harmon, Ph.D., Associate Professor of English

Charles L. Harper, Ph.D., Associate Professor of Health Administration in the

School of Public Health

Howard M. Harper, Jr., Ph.D., Associate Professor of English

Albert K. Harris, Jr., Ph.D., Assistant Professor of Zoology

Robert L. Harris, Jr., Ph.D., Associate Professor of Environmental Sciences and
Engineering in the School of Public Health

John Henry Harrison IV, Ph.D., Associate Professor of Chemistry

Sylvia Kay Hart, M.N., Associate Professor ofNursing

Earl Horace Hartsell, Ph.D., Associate Professor of English, Emeritus

William Emerson Hatfield, Ph.D., Professor of Chemistry

Geoffrey Haughton, Ph.D., Professor of Bacteriology and Immunology
Amos W. Hawley, Ph.D., Kenan Professor of Sociology

Arthur John Hawley, Ph.D., Assistant Professor of Geography

Ruth Warwick Hay, M.S., C.P.H.N., Professor of Public Health Nursing, Emeritus

Andrew E. Hayes, Ed.D., Assistant Professor of Education

Donald Bales Hayman, Ph.D., Professor of Political Science

Robert S. Headen, D.B.A., Associate Professor of Business Administration

John Miles Headley, Ph.D., Professor of History

Milton S. Heath, Jr., LL.B., Professor ofPublic Law and Government and Professor

of Water Resources in the Department ofEnvironmental Sciences and Engineering,

School of Public Health

Clarence Heer, Ph.D., Kenan Professor ofEconomics (1945), Emeritus

David Heise, Ph.D., Professor of Sociology

Ronald W. Helms, Ph.D., Assistant Professor ofBiostatistics in the School ofPublic

Health

George Charles Hemmens, Ph.D., Professor of City and Regional Planning

LuciLE Kelling Henderson, A.B., B.L.S., Professor of Library Science, Emeritus

James Richard Hendricks, Ph.D., Associate Professor ofParasitology and Laboratory
Practice in the School of Public Health

H. Carlisle Henley, Jr., Ph.D., Assistant Professor of Social Work

Rucker Sterling Hennis, Jr., Ph.D., Professor of Education

O'Dell W. Henson, Jr., Ph.D., Professor ofAnatomy
Carolyn B. Heriza, M.A., Assistant Professor of Physical Therapy

Jan Hermans, Ph.D., Professor of Biochemistry

Jan Joseph Hermans, Ph.D., University Distinguished Professor of Chemistry

John P. Hernandez, Ph.D., Associate Professor of Physics

Harriet Laura Herring, M.A., Professor of Sociology, Emeritus

Howard Garland Hershey, D.D.S., M.S., Associate Professor of Orthodontics in the

School of Dentistry

Robert G. Heyneman, Ph.D., Professor ofMathematics

Earl Preston Hicks, D.D.S., M.S., Associate Professor ofPedodontics in the School

of Dentistry

Robert Don Higginbotham, Ph.D., Professor of History

Marion E. Highriter, M.N., M.P.H., S.D., Associate Professor ofPublic Health Nurs-

ing
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Lester B. Higley, D.D.S., M.S., Professor of Orthodontics in the School ofDentistry,

Emeritus

John Benjamin Hill, M.D., Ph.D., Associate Professor ofPharmacology

Michael Arendell Hill, Jr., A.M., Professor of Mathematics, Emeritus

Diane L. Hinkle, Ph.D., Assistant Professor of Comparative Literature

Philip Francis Hirsch, Ph.D., Professor ofPharmacology

Richard Grant Hiskey, Ph.D., Professor of Chemistry

Godfrey M. Hochbaum, Ph.D., Professor ofHealth Education in the School ofPublic

Health

Derek John Hodgson, Ph.D., Associate Professor of Chemistry

Wassily Hoeffding, Ph.D., Kenan Professor of Statistics

Neil Hoffman, M.D., Assistant Professor of Pathology

Lara G. Hoggard, D.Ed., William Rand Kenan, Jr., Professor of Music

Carol R. Hogue, Ph.D., Assistant Professor of Biostatistics in the School of Public

Health

David James Holbrook, Jr., Ph.D., Associate Professor ofBiochemistry in the Center

for Research in Pharmacology and Toxicology

George Ruhle Holcomb, Ph.D., Professor ofAnthropology

Edward G. Holley, Ph.D., Professor of Library Science

Lydia Say Holley, M.P.H., Associate Professor of Health Administration in the

School of Public Health

Mark Hollins, Ph.D., Assistant Professor of Psychology

C. Carroll Hollis, Ph.D., Professor of English

William G. Hollister, M.D., M.P.H., Professor of Psychiatry

Robert C. Hollow, Ph.D., Assistant Professor of Linguistics

C. Hugh Holman, Ph.D., Kenan Professor of English (1959)

Samuel M. Holton, Ph.D., Professor of Education

Max Hoyt Hommersand, Ph.D., Professor ofBotany

John Joseph Honigmann, Ph.D., Professor ofAnthropology

Charles Wright Hooker, Ph.D., Professor ofAnatomy
Patrick Michael Horan, Ph.D., Assistant Professor of Sociology

Paul Barryman Hounshell, Ed.D., Associate Professor ofEducation

Arthur L. Housman, Ph.D., Professor of Dramatic Art

George W. Houston, Ph.D., Assistant Professor of Classics

Robert Armstrong Howard, M.A., Professor ofArt

S. Kenneth Howard, Ph.D., Professor of Political Science

Eugene F. Howden, D.D.S., M.S., Associate Professor of Pedodontics in the School

of Dentistry

Almonte Charles Howell, Ph.D., Professor of English, Emeritus

Robert M. Howell, D.D.S., M.S.D., Associate Professor of Oral Diagnosis in the

School of Dentistry

David H. Howells, M.S.S.E., Professor ofEnvironmental Engineering in the Depart-

ment of Environmental Sciences and Engineering, School of Public Health

Edward S. Howle, Ph.D., Associate Professor ofEconomics

Vinton Asbury Hoyle, Ph.D., Professor of Mathematics, Emeritus

Henry S. Hsiao, Ph.D., Assistant Professor of Bioengineering and Biomathematics

in Surgery

Paul S. Hubbard, Ph.D., Professor of Physics

Arthur Palmer Hudson, Ph.D., Kenan Professor of English (1951), Emeritus

Richard Page Hudson, Jr., M.D., Professor of Pathology

Frances Huemer, Ph.D., Professor ofArt

William Davis Huffines, M.D., Professor of Pathology
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Maynard Michael Hufschmidt, D. Public Administration, Professor of Water Re-

sources in the Department of Environmental Sciences and Engineering, School

of Public Health, and Professor in the Department of City and Regional Plan-

ning

G. David Hughes, Ph.D., Burlington Industries Professor ofBusiness Administration

John T. Hughes, D.D.S., M.P.H., Dr.P.H., Professor ofHealth Administration in the

School of Public Health and Professor in the School of Dentistry

Barbara S. Hulka, M.D., M.P.H., Associate Professor ofEpidemiology in the School

of Public Health

Jaroslav Fabian Hulka, M.D., Associate Professor of Maternal and Child Health

in the School of Public Health

Douglas George Humm, Ph.D., Professor of Zoology

Grover Cleveland Hunter, Jr., D.D.S., M.S., Professor ofPeriodontology and Oral

Pathology in the School of Dentistry

Sara Hunter, Ph.D., Assistant Professor of Psychology

Robert R. Huntley, M.D., Associate Professor ofPreventive Medicine in the School

of Medicine and Assistant Professor of Health Administration in the School of

Public Health

Howard Russell Huse, Ph.D., Professor of French and Italian, Emeritus

L. H. Hutchens, D.D.S., M.S.D., Associate Professor of Periodontology in the School

of Dentistry

Clyde A. Hutchison III, Ph.D., Associate Professor ofBacteriology and Immunology
Ronald W. Hyatt, Ph.D., Associate Professor of Physical Education

Michel Ibrahim, M.D., M.P.H., Ph.D., Professor of Epidemiology in the School of

Public Health

Antonio Illiano, Ph.D., Associate Professor of Italian

Henry Rudolph Immerwahr, Ph.D., Professor of Greek

Sara Anderson Immerwahr, Ph.D., Professor ofArt

James Carlton Ingram, Ph.D., Professor ofEconomics

Roy Lee Ingram, Ph.D., Professor of Geology

Chester A. Insko, Ph.D., Professor of Psychology

J. Logan Irvin, Ph.D., Kenan Professor of Biochemistry

Thomas L. Isenhour, Ph.D., Professor of Chemistry

Khalid S. Ishaq, Ph.D., Assistant Professor ofPharmacy
Blyden Jackson, Ph.D., Professor of English

Roberta H. Jackson, Ed.D., Associate Professor of Education

Sagar C. Jain, M.A., A.M., Ph.D., Professor ofHealth Administration in the School

of Public Health

Sherman A. James, Ph.D., Assistant Professor ofEpidemiology in the School ofPublic

Health

Richard Calvin Jarnagin, Ph.D., Professor of Chemistry

Harvey E. Jeffries, Ph.D., Assistant Professor ofEnvironmental Sciences and Engi-

neering in the School of Public Health

William Sumner Jenkins, Ph.D., LL.B., Professor of Political Science, Emeritus

Charles Edwin Jenner, Ph.D., Professor of Zoology

William Elliott Jenner, Ph.D., Professor of Mathematics

Thomas Harlan Jerdee, Ph.D., Professor of Business Administration

Donald Charles Jicha, Ph.D., Associate Professor of Chemistry

Katharine Jocher, Ph.D., Professor of Sociology, Emeritus

Dell B. Johannesen, Ph.D., Associate Professor ofEconomics

Albert L. Johnson, Ph.D., Associate Professor in the Schools of Social Work and

Public Health
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iETTY Sue Johnson, M.S., Associate Professor of Nursing

Bruce C. Johnson, Ph.D., Assistant Professor of Linguistics

Jecil Slaton Johnson, Ph.D., Professor of History, Emeritus

Charles S. Johnson, Jr., Ph.D., Professor of Chemistry

Edward Stokes Johnson, Ph.D., Associate Professor of Psychology

jrUY Benton Johnson, Ph.D., Kenan Professor ofSociology and Anthropology (1963),

Emeritus

fAMES Donald Johnson, Jr., Ph.D., Professor of Environmental Chemistry in the

Department ofEnvironmental Sciences and Engineering, School of Public Health

VIarjory Wilson Johnson, M.A., Associate Professor of Physical Therapy

*^orman Lloyd Johnson, Jr., Ph.D., Professor of Statistics

fliTA B. Johnson, Ed.D., Associate Professor in the Schools of Medicine, Education,

and Public Health

fliCHARD E. Johnston, Ph.D., Associate Professor of Radiology

A.NNIE Lee Jones, Ed.D., Professor of Education

Claiborne Stribling Jones, Ph.D., Professor of Zoology

Lyle Vincent Jones, Ph.D., Alumni Distinguished Professor of Psychology (1969)

Samuel Shepard Jones, Ph.D., Burton Craige Professor of Political Science (1956)

A.RTHUR Melville Jordan, Ph.D., Professor of Educational Psychology, Emeritus

J. Richard Judson, Ph.D., William Rand Kenan, Jr., Professor ofArt

Edward John Kaiser, Ph.D., Professor of City and Regional Planning

Margaret Ellen Kalp, M.A. in L.S., Associate Professor of Library Science

A.RNOLD D. Kaluzny, M.H.A., Ph.D., Associate Professor of Health Administration

in the School of Public Health

Berton H. Kaplan, Ph.D., Professor ofEpidemiology in the School ofPublic Health

Martin L. Karel, Ph.D., Assistant Professor of Mathematics

John Kasson, Ph.D., Assistant Professor ofAmerican History

Joy Kasson, Ph.D., Assistant Professor of English

Cornelius Timpson Kaylor, Ph.D., Professor ofAnatomy, Emeritus

Wiluam R. Keech, Ph.D., Professor of Political Science

Donald B. Keesing, Ph.D., Professor ofEconomics

Richard J. Keintz, Ph.D., Assistant Professor of Business Administration

Alan Keith-Lucas, Ph.D., Alumni Distinguished Professor of Social Work (1961)

Douglass G. Kelly, Ph.D., Associate Professor of Mathematics
Elizabeth Louanna Kemble, Ed.D., Professor of Nursing, Emeritus

C L Kendall, D.B.A., Assistant Professor of Business Administration

Edward Donald Kennedy, Ph.D., Assistant Professor of English

George Alexander Kennedy, Ph.D., Paddison Professor of Classics

Rosemary May Kent, Ph.D., Associate Professor ofHealth Education in the School

of Public Health, Emeritus

Horst Kessemeier, Ph.D., Associate Professor of Physics

Lawrence D. Kessler, Ph.D., Assistant Professor of History

Basheer a. M. Khumawala, Ph.D., Associate Professor ofBusiness Administration

Albert Warren King, M.S.W., Assistant Professor of Social Work
Arnold Kimsey King, Ph.D., Professor of Education, Emeritus
James Kimball King, Ph.D., Associate Professor of English

Richard Austin King, Ph.D., Professor of Psychology and Associate Professor of
Physiology

Henry S. Kingdon, M.D., Ph.D., Professor of Biochemistry
Mary Kingsbury, Ph.D., Assistant Professor of Library Science

Richard W. Kinnaird, M.F.A., Associate Professor ofArt
Henry Neil Kirkman, M.D., Professor of Pediatrics
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Charles Atkinson Kirkpatrick, D.C.S., Professor of Marketing, Emeritus

Robert Galloway Kirkpatrick, Ph.D., Associate Professor of English

David G. Kleinbaum, Ph.D., Assistant Professor of Biostatistics in the School o)

Public Health

Frank Wysor Klingberg, Ph.D., Professor of History

Jay E. Klompmaker, Ph.D., Assistant Professor of Business Administration

Thomas John Kniesner, Ph.D., Assistant Professor of Economics

Samuel Bradley Knight, Ph.D., Professor of Chemistry

F. X. Calvin Knobeloch, Ph.D., Assistant Professor ofSpeech and Hearing Sciences

Gary Grove Koch, Ph.D., Associate Professor ofBiostatistics in the School ofPublic

Health

William Edward Koch, Ph.D., Associate Professor ofAnatomy
William Julian Koch, Ph.D., Professor ofBotany

Karl A. Koehler, Ph.D., Assistant Professor of Pathology and Biochemistry

Gerhard Koeppel, Ph.D., Associate Professor of Classical Archaeology

Jan Justus Kohlmeyer, Dr. Rer. Nat., Professor of Marine Sciences and Botany

EszTER B. KoKAS, M.D., Professor of Physiology

Richard Joseph Kopec, Ph.D., Associate Professor of Geography

Carol Kornblith, Ph.D., Assistant Professor of Psychology

Rudolph Joseph Kremer, Ph.D., Professor ofMusic

Clifton Holland Kreps, Jr., Ph.D., Wachovia Professor ofBanking (1955)

Paul F. Kress, Ph.D., Associate Professor of Political Science

Martin Ross Krigman, M.D., Professor of Pathology

Paul Joseph Kropp, Ph.D., Professor of Chemistry

Roy Raymond Kuebler, Jr., Ph.D., Professor ofBiostatistics in the School ofPublic

Health

Edward J. Kuenzler, Ph.D., Professor ofEnvironmental Biology in the Department

ofEnvironmental Sciences and Engineering, School ofPublic Health, and Professor

of Botany

A. Arthur Kuflik, Ph.D., Assistant Professor of Philosophy

MoTOY KuNO, M.D., Ph.D., Professor of Physiology

John G. Kunstmann, Ph.D., Professor of German, Emeritus

Lawrence L. Kupper, Ph.D., Assistant Professor of Biostatistics in the School of

Public Health

Armand M. Kuris, Ph.D., Assistant Professor of Marine Sciences and Zoology

Donald Burton Kuspit, D.Phil. (Philosophy), Ph.D. (Art History), Professor ofArt

Robert P. Kusy, Ph.D., Assistant Professor ofOrthodontics in the School ofDentistry

John E. Kwoka, Jr., Ph.D., Assistant Professor ofEconomics

Peter Anthony Lachenbruch, Ph.D., Associate Professor of Biostatistics in the

School of Public Health

James C. Lamb III, Sc.D., Professor of Sanitary Engineering in the Department of

Environmental Sciences and Engineering, School of Public Health

Henry A. Landsberger, Ph.D., Professor of Sociology

George Sherman Lane, Ph.D., Kenan Professor of German (1949), Emeritus

Mary Turner Lane, Ed.D., Associate Professor of Education

Robert D. Langdell, M.D., Professor of Pathology

Harold Quentin Langenderfer, D.B.A., C.P.A., Peat, Marwick, Mitchell Professor

of Professional Accounting

James Laningham, M.D., Assistant Professor of Pathology

David Theodore Lapkin, Ph.D., Professor of Economics

John Edgar Larsh, Jr., M.S., Sc.D., Professor ofParasitology and Laboratory Practice

in the School of Public Health

Rai

Do:
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Henry Allen Latan6, Ph.D., Meade H. Willis, Sr., Professor ofInvestment Banking

Ralph A. Latham, Ph.D., Associate Professor of Oral Biology in the School of Den-

tistry

Donald Thomas Lauria, M.S.S.E., Ph.D., Associate Professor of Environmental

Sciences and Engineering in the School of Public Health

Patricia Lawrence, M.S., Assistant Professor of Nursing

Douglas N. Lay, Ph.D., Assistant Professor ofAnatomy
Malcolm Ross Leadbetter, Ph.D., Professor of Statistics

Lewis Leary, Ph.D., William Rand Kenan, Jr., Professor of English

Sturgis Elleno Leavitt, Ph.D., Kenan Professor of Spanish (1945), Emeritus

J. FiNLEY Lee, Jr., Ph.D., Julian Price Professor of Business Administration

Kuo-HsiUNG Lee, Ph.D., Associate Professor ofMedicinal Chemistry in the School of

Pharmacy
Maurice Wentworth Lee, Ph.D., Gary C. Boshamer Professor of Economics and

Business Administration

Hugh Talmadge Lefler, Ph.D., Kenan Professor of History (1955), Emeritus

Harvey Eugene Lehman, Ph.D., Professor of Zoology

Dorothea C. Leighton, M.D., Professor of Mental Health in the School of Public

Health, Emeritus

Karl Francis Leinfelder, D.D.S., M.S., Associate Professor of Operative Dentistry

in the School of Dentistry

George S. Lensing, Jr., Ph.D., Associate Professor of English

Gerhard E. Lenski, Ph.D., Alumni Distinguished Professor of Sociology

Kenneth Jay Lessler, Ph.D., Associate Professor of Psychology

James R. Leutze, Ph.D., Associate Professor of History

Richard Ivor Levin, Ph.D., Professor of Business Administration

Madeune G. Levine, Ph.D., Associate Professor of Slavic Languages

William T. Levine, Ph.D., Assistant Professor of Political Science

Helmut Heinrich Friedrich Leith, Ph.D., Professor of Botany

David L. Lillie, Ed.D., Associate Professor of Education

Roy Lawrence Lindahl, D.D.S., M.S., Professor of Pedodontics in the School of
Dentistry

Forrest E. Linder, Ph.D., Professor of Biostatistics in the School of Public Health

Charles D. Liner, Ph.D., Assistant Professor of Economics

Joan W. Lingner, M.S., M.A., Ph.D., Assistant Professor ofBiostatistics in the School

ofPublic Health

Joe Burton Linker, Ph.D., Professor of Mathematics, Emeritus

Robert White Linker, Ph.D., Professor ofRomance Languages, Emeritus

Lewis P. Lipsitz, Ph.D., Professor of Political Science

Morris A. Lipton, Ph.D., M.D., Sarah Graham Kenan Professor ofPsychiatry

Bernadette Gray Little, Ph.D., Assistant Professor of Psychology

Linda West Little, Ph.D., Associate Professor ofEnvironmental Sciences and Engi-

neering in the School of Public Health

William Frederick Little, Ph.D., Professor of Chemistry

James E. Littlefield, Ph.D., Professor of Business Administration

Philip R. Loe, Ph.D., Assistant Professor of Physiology

Larry James Loeffler, Ph.D., Associate Professor ofPharmacy
Clement Searl Logsdon, Ph.D., Professor of Marketing, Emeritus

Gertrude London, Diplome de Professeur de Francais a I'Etranger, Docteur de

rUniversite de Paris, Academic Post-graduate Diploma in Librarianship, Associate

Professor of Library Science, Emeritus

Charles H. Long, Ph.D., William Rand Kenan, Jr., Professor of Religion
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Douglas Clark Long, Ph.D., Associate Professor of Philosophy

Eugene Robert Long, Ph.D., Professor of Psychology

Thomas Carlyle Long, Ph.D., Assistant Professor of Zoology

Roger W. Lotchin, Ph.D., Associate Professor of History

C. A. Knox Lovell, Ph.D., Associate Professor of Economics

Billy Wade Lovingood, Ph.D., Associate Professor of Physical Education

Joseph C. Lowman, Ph.D., Assistant Professor of Psychology

John Lynn Lubker, Ph.D., Associate Professor of Psychology

J. C. Lucchesi, Ph.D., Professor of Zoology

Charles Townsend Ludington, Jr., Ph.D , Associate Professor of English

Edward J. Ludwig, Ph.D., Associate Professor of Physics

Roger Lauren Lundblad, Ph.D., Associate Professor ofPathology and Biochemistry

and Associate Professor ofOral Biology in the Department ofPeriodontology, School

of Dentistry

Norval Neil Luxon, Ph.D., Alumni Distinguished Professor ofJournalism, Emeritus

John Lyman, Ph.D., Professor ofEnvironmental Chemistry (Chemical Oceanography)

in the School of Public Health, Emeritus

Clifford Pierson Lyons, Ph.D., Kenan Professor of English (1961), Emeritus

J. Ross Macdonald, Ph.D., William Rand Kenan, Jr., Professor of Physics

Fred Henry MacIntosh, Ph.D., Professor of English

Daniel Allan MacPherson, Ph.D., Professor of Bacteriology and Immunology,

Emeritus

Duncan MacRae, Jr., Ph.D., William Rand Kenan, Jr., Professor ofPolitical Science

and Sociology

Edith K. MacRae, Ph.D., Professor ofAnatomy
Arthur J. McBay, Ph.D., Professor of Pathology

Owen Link McConnell, Ph.D., Associate Professor of Psychology

W. James McCoy, Ph.D., Assistant Professor of History

Harold Grier McCurdy, Ph.D., Kenan Professor of Psychology (1963), Em.eritus

Jan M. McDonagh, Ph.D., Assistant Professor of Pathology and Biochemistry

Richard P. McDonagh, Ph.D., Assistant Professor of Pathology, Physiology, and
Epidemiology

Richard W. McEnally, Ph.D., Associate Professor of Business Administration

Walter Thompson McFall, Jr., D.D.S., M.S.D., Professor of Periodontology in the

School of Dentistry

David McFarland, Ph.D., Professor of Economics

Edward Grafton McGavran, M.D., M.P.H., Sc.D., Professor ofEpidemiology in the

School of Public Health, Emeritus

Clarence Henry McGregor, Ph.D., Burlington Industries Professor ofBusiness Ad-

ministration (1955), Emeritus

David L. McIlwain, M.D., Assistant Professor of Physiology

Marie J. McIntyre, M.S., Associate Professor of Public Health Nursing

Frank Thomas McIver, D.D.S., M.S., Associate Professor ofPedodontics in the School

of Dentistry

Frederick Eugene McJunkin, M.S.S.E., Associate Professor of Environmental

Sciences and Engineering in the School of Public Health

Robert Lambert McKee, Ph.D., Professor of Chemistry

William John McKee, Ph.D., Professor ofEducation in Extension Teaching, Emeri-

tus

J. D. McKiNNEY, Ph.D., Associate Professor of Education

Alsi R. McKinnon, M.A., Assistant Professor of Social Work
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WiLUAM A. McKnight, Ph.D., Professor of Spanish

Curtis P. McLaughlin, D.B.A., Professor of Business Administration

'William McLendon, M.D., Professor of Pathology

James Herbert McLeran, D.D.S., M.S., Professor of Oral Surgery in the School of

Dentistry

Elizabeth Anne McMahan, Ph.D., Professor of Zoology

Anthony McMichael, Ph.D., Assistant Professor of Epidemiology in the School of

Public Health

Donald Edgar McMillan, Ph.D., Associate Professor ofPharmacology

DouGALD McMillan III, Ph.D., Associate Professor of English

Haynes McMullen, Ph.D., Professor of Library Science

Peter Lancelot McNamara, Ph.D., Assistant Professor of English

WiLUAM Ashley McQueen, Ph.D., Associate Professor of English

Michael R. McVaugh, Ph.D., Associate Professor of History

Paul Michael Magennis, M.F.A., Assistant Professor ofArt

Gyula a. Mago, Ph.D., Assistant Professor of Computer Science

Robert B. Mahaffey, Ph.D., Associate Professor of Speech and Hearing Sciences

AuGUSTiN Maissen, Ph.D., Associate Professor ofRomance Languages

Catherine A. Maley, Ph.D., Assistant Professor ofRomance Languages

Emil E. Malizia, Ph.D., Associate Professor of City and Regional Planning

Nadia N. Malouf, M.D., Assistant Professor of Pathology

George Philip Manire, Ph.D., Kenan Professor of Bacteriology and Immunology

(1971)

Richard A. Mann, Ph.D., Assistant Professor of Business Administration

William Robert Mann, Ph.D., Professor of Mathematics

Arthur S. Marks, Ph.D., Associate Professor ofArt

Sandy C. Marks, M.S., Associate Professor ofPedodontics in the School of Dentistry

Christopher S. Martens, Ph.D., Assistant Professor of Geology

Berthe Marie Marti, Ph.D., Professor of Classical and Medieval Latin

Barclay Martin, Ph.D., Professor of Psychology

Donald F. Martin, Ph.D., Assistant Professor of Education

John D. Martz III, Ph.D., Professor of Political Science

Keiji Marushige, Ph.D., Assistant Professor of Biochemistry

Reginald Gladstone Mason, Jr., M.D., Ph.D., Associate Professor ofPathology, Mar-

kel Scholar (1965)

Wilton Elman Mason, Ph.D., Professor ofMusic
George Mallary Masters, Ph.D., Associate Professor of French

Donald Gene Mathews, Ph.D., Professor of History

Albert M. Mattocks, Ph.D., Professor ofPharmacy
Harvey Edward Mayberry, Ph.D., Assistant Professor ofAnatomy
Robert R. Mayer, Ph.D., Professor of City and Regional Planning
William Fred Mayes, M.D., M.P.H., Professor ofHealth Administration in the School

of Public Health, Emeritus

Noel Mazade, Ph.D., Assistant Professor of Psychiatry

Gerald L. Mechanic, Ph.D., Professor ofOral Biology in the Department ofPeriodon-

tology. School of Dentistry, and Professor of Biochemistry

Gerhard W. D. Meissner, Ph.D., Assistant Professor ofBiochemistry and Physiology

William H. Melson, Ph.D., Professor of Radio, Television, and Motion Pictures

BiSHETTA D. Merritt, Ph.D., Assistant Professor of Radio, Television, and Motion
Pictures

Dorothy L. Merrow, M.S.N., Associate Professor of Nursing
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EuGEN Merzbacher, Ph.D., Kenan Professor of Physics

Ancel Clyde Mewborn, Ph.D., Professor of Mathematics

Siegfried Ernst Mews, Ph.D., Associate Professor of German
Harold Diedrich Meyer, A.M., LL.D., R.S.D., L.H.D., Taylor GrandyProfessorofthe

Art and Philosophy of Living (1962), Professor of Sociology and Recreation Ad-
ministration, Emeritus

Thomas J. Meyer, Ph.D., Associate Professor of Chemistry

Jonathan A. Mezz, Ph.D., Assistant Professor ofDramatic Art

Vasa D. Mihailovich, Ph.D., Associate Professor of Slavic Languages

Augustus Taylor Miller, Jr., Ph.D., M.D., Professor of Physiology

C. Arden Miller, M.D., Professor of Maternal and Child Health in the School of
Public Health

Francis T. Miller, Ph.D., Assistant Professor of Psychology

Robert Moats Miller, Ph.D., Professor of History

Jerry Leath Mills, Ph.D., Associate Professor of English

Donald W. Misch, Ph.D., Associate Professor of Zoology

Earl N. Mitchell, Ph.D., Professor of Physics

Marlys Marie Mitchell, Ph.D., Associate Professor of Education

Richard Mizelle, Ph.D., Assistant Professor of Education

Amie Modigh, M.S.N., Assistant Professor of Nursing

Dannie Joseph Moffie, Ph.D., Professor of Business Administration

Beatrice B. Mongeau, M.P.H., Assistant Professor of Public Health Nursing

David Geeting Monroe, Ph.D., Professor of Political Science, Emeritus

Edward D. Montgomery, Jr., Ph.D., Associate Professor ofRomance Languages

Royce Lee Montgomery, Ph.D., Associate Professor ofAnatomy
Judith B. Moody, Ph.D., Assistant Professor of Geology

Margaret L. Moore, Ed.D., Professor of Physical Therapy

Ronald Wesson Moran, Jr., Ph.D., Associate Professor of English

David H. Moreau, Ph.D., Associate Professor of City and Regional Planning

Pierre Morell, Ph.D., Associate Professor of Biochemistry

Lucy Shields Morgan, Ph.D., Professor of Health Education, Emeritus

Barry M. Moriarty, Ph.D., Associate Professor of Geography

Robert M. Moroney, Ph.D., Associate Professor of City and Regional Planning

Edouard Morot-Sir, Docteur es lettres, William Rand Kenan, Jr., Professor of

French

Naomi M. Morris, M.D., M.P.H., Professor of Maternal and Child Health in the

School of Public Health

James L. Morrison, Ph.D., Associate Professor of Education

John Charles Morrow III, Ph.D., Professor of Chemistry

Olin Terrell Mouzon, Ph.D., Professor ofEconomics

George E. Mowry, Ph.D., William Rand Kenan, Jr., Professor of History

Frederick O. Mueller, Ph.D., Associate Professor of Physical Education

Helmut C. Mueller, Ph.D., Associate Professor of Zoology

Robert Arthur Mueller, M.D., Ph.D., Associate Professor of Anesthesiology and

Assistant Professor of Pharmacology

James Joseph Mullen, Ph.D., Professor of Journalism

L. Edward Mullins, Ph.D., Assistant Professor of Journalism

Frank J. Munger, Ph.D., Professor of Political Science

Stanley Morris Munsat, Ph.D., Professor of Philosophy

Paul L. Munson, Ph.D., Sarah Graham Kenan Professor ofPharmacology

James L. Murphy, Ph.D., Professor ofEconomics
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RoYCE Wilton Murray, Ph.D., Professor of Chemistry

fPAUL MusHAK, Ph.D., Assistant Professor of Pathology

Robert J. Myers, Ph.D., Professor of Biostatistics in the School of Public Health,

Emeritus

N. Krishnan Namboodiri, Ph.D., Professor of Sociology

Arnold Samuel Nash, M.Sc, M.A., M.Sc. Econ., D.D., Professor of History and the

Sociology of Religion, Emeritus

Shihadeh N. Nayfeh, Ph.D., Associate Professor of Biochemistry

Alan W. Neebe, Ph.D., Assistant Professor of Business Administration

Virginia Neelon, Ph.D., Assistant Professor ofNursing and Physiology

Charlene M. Nelson, M.A., Associate Professor of Physical Therapy

John Kendall Nelson, Ph.D., Professor of History

Robert Mellinger Nelson, D.D.S., M.S., Professor of Orthodontics in the School of

Dentistry

Virginia Margaret Nelson, M.P.H., Associate Professor ofPublic Health Nursing

Kenneth Ness, Diploma, Professor ofArt and Resident Artist, Emeritus

A. Conrad Neumann, Ph.D., Professor ofMarine Sciences

John E. Newbold, Ph.D., Assistant Professor of Bacteriology and Immunology

Sheldon Earle Newhouse, Ph.D., Associate Professor of Mathematics

William S. Newman, Ph.D., Alumni Distinguished Professor of Music (1962)

Robert Leo Ney, M.D., Professor of Medicine and Physiology

John Paul Nickell, M.A., Professor of Radio, Television, and Motion Pictures

LoREN A. Nikolai, Ph.D., Assistant Professor ofAccounting

Jerry L. Noe, M.F.A., Assistant Professor ofArt

Rita Nolan, Ph.D., Associate Professor of Philosophy

Waykin Nopanitaya, Ph.D., Assistant Professor of Pathology

Jeffrey Obler, Ph.D., Assistant Professor of Political Science

Paul Arnold Obrist, Ph.D., Professor of Psychology

Margaret Anne O'Connor, Ph.D., Assistant Professor of English

Peter O'Connor, Ph.D., Assistant Professor of Education

Daniel Alexander Okun, Sc.D., Kenan Professor ofEnvironmental Engineering in

\ the Department of Environmental Sciences and Engineering, School of Public

Health

Theodore Richard Oldenburg, M.S., Professor ofPedodontics in the School ofDen-

tistry

Lindsay S. Olive, Ph.D., University Distinguished Professor of Botany

Mary Wilhelmina Oliver, LL.B., Professor ofLaw and Library Science

James L. Olsen, Ph.D., Associate Professor ofPharmacy
Charles R. O'Melia, Ph.D., Professor ofEnvironmental Sciences and Engineering in

the School of Public Health

Abdel R. Omran, Dr.P.H., Professor ofEpidemiology in the School ofPublic Health

David A. Ontjes, M.D., Associate Professor of Medicine and Pharmacology

Jerrold Orne, Ph.D., Professor of Library Science

Peter A. Ornstein, Ph.D., Associate Professor of Psychology

Thomas J. Orsagh, Ph.D., Associate Professor of Economics

Brooks Otis, Ph.D., Paddison Professor of Latin

Roberta Owen, M.F A., Assistant Professor of Dramatic Art
Joseph Stephen Pagano, M.D., Professor of Medicine and Bacteriology

Everett Dyson Palmatier, Ph.D., Kenan Professor of Physics (1959)

WiLUAM S. Palmer, Ph.D., Associate Professor of Education

Francis H. Parker, Ph.D., Assistant Professor of City and Regional Planning
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John Albert Parker, MArch., M.C.P., Professor of City and Regional Planning,

Emeritus

John Curtis Parker, M.D., Professor of Biochemistry

John William Parker, MA., Professor of Dramatic Art, Emeritus

Mabel Marie Parker, MA., Associate Professor of Physical Therapy

Clifford Robert Parks, Ph.D., Associate Professor of Botany

Carol Ann Parr, M.S., Assistant Professor of Physical Therapy

Robert Ghormley Parr, Ph.D., William Rand Kenan, Jr., Professor of Chemistry

Ralph C. Patrick, Ph.D., Associate Professor ofEpidemiology in the School ofPublic

Health

Daniel Watkins Patterson, Ph.D., Professor of English

Thomas McEvoy Patterson, M.A., Professor of Dramatic Art

James L. Paul, Ed.D., Associate Professor of Education

Roy Peach, Ph.D., Associate Professor ofEndodontics in the School ofDentistry and
Associate Professor ofAnatomy

James Lowe Peacock III, Ph.D., Professor ofAnthropology

William Henry Peacock, Ph.D., Professor of Physical Education, Emeritus

Gordon Wayne Pearlman, M.F.A., Assistant Professor of Dramatic Art

William H. Pearlman, Ph.D., Professor ofPharmacology

William J. Peck, Ph.D., Associate Professor of Religion

Lee Grant Pedersen, Ph.D., Associate Professor of Chemistry

Carl Hamilton Pegg, Ph.D., Alumni Distinguished Professor of History (1961),

Emeritus

John W. Pelosi, Ph.D., Assistant Professor of Education

James Worth Pence, Jr., Ph.D., Associate Professor of English

Tai-Chan Peng, M.D., Associate Professor of Pharmacology

Ralph Penniall, Ph.D., Professor of Biochemistry

John Thomas Penniston, Ph.D., Associate Professor of Chemistry

Edward R. Perl, M.D., Professor of Physiology

Joseph Hertz Perlmutt, Ph.D., Professor of Physiology

Haywood Arnold Perry, Ed.D., Professor of Education, Emeritus

William Decatur Perry, Ed.D., Professor of Education, Emeritus

Robert W. Peters, Ph.D., Professor of Speech and Hearing

Karl E. Petersen, Ph.D., Associate Professor of Mathematics

Peter Petrusz, M.D., Assistant Professor ofAnatomy
Billy James Pettis, Ph.D., Professor of Mathematics

Frederick K. Pfaender, Ph.D., Assistant Professor of Environmental Sciences and

Engineering in the School of Public Health

Richard William Pfaff, Ph.D., Associate Professor of History

John Andrew Pfaltzgraff, Ph.D., Associate Professor of Mathematics

Ralph William Pfouts, Ph.D., Professor ofEconomics

Peter George Phialas, Ph.D., Professor of English

Clarence Edward Philbrook, Ph.D., Professor of Economics

Harry T. Phillips, D.P.H., M.D., Professor of Health Administration in the School

of Public Health

Richard C. Phillips, Ph.D., Professor of Education

Claude Piantadosi, Ph.D., Professor of Pharmacy and Associate Professor of Bio-

chemistry

James Raymond Pick, Jr., D.V.M., Assistant Professor of Pathology

Faye Dark Pickard, M.S.N. , Associate Professor of Nursing

Stephen M. Pizer, Ph.D., Professor of Computer Science :
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Joseph F. Plante, Ph.D., Assistant Professor of Mathematics

Francis Pleasants, Ed.D., Associate Professor of Physical Education

Solomon Polachek, Ph.D., Assistant Professor ofEconomics

Steven Polgar, Ph.D., Professor ofAnthropology

Wiluam Sprott Pollitzer, Ph.D., Professor ofAnatomy
Doris T. Poole, Ph.D., Associate Professor ofPharmacology

Jouett L. Powell, Ph.D., Assistant Professor of Religion

William S. Powell, M.A., Professor of History

Arthur J. Prange, Jr., M.D., Professor of Psychiatry

John J. Pringle, Ph.D., Associate Professor of Finance

James Warren Prothro, Ph.D., Professor of Political Science

James Worrell Pruett, Ph.D., Professor of Music

Calvin Pryluck, Ph.D., Associate Professor ofRadio, Television, and Motion Pictures

Walter B. Pryzwansky, Ed.D., Associate Professor of Education

Ross L. Purdy, Ph.D., Assistant Professor of Sociology

Dana E. A. Quade, Ph.D., Professor of Biostatistics in the School of Public Health

George Rabinowitz, Ph.D., Assistant Professor of Political Science

Alfred W. Rademaker, Ph.D., Assistant Professor of Biostatistics in the School of

Public Health

Albert Ernest Radford, Ph.D., Professor of Botany

Gilbert Ragland, Ed.D., Associate Professor of Education

Paul Clyde Ragland, Ph.D., Professor of Geology

Philip Erwin Rakita, Ph.D., Assistant Professor of Chemistry

Warren K. Ramp, M.S., Ph.D., Assistant Professor of Oral Diagnosis in the School

of Dentistry and Assistant Professor ofPharmacology

Julius R. Raper, Ph.D., Associate Professor of English

Amnon Rapoport, Ph.D., Professor of Psychology

Forrest Read, Ph.D., Associate Professor of English

John K. Read, Ph.D., Associate Professor ofParasitology and Laboratory Practice in

the School of Public Health

Kenneth Joseph Reckford, Ph.D., Professor of Classics

John Shelton Reed, Jr., Ph.D., Associate Professor of Sociology

Mark Reed, Ph.D., Professor of English

Sandra Regenie, M.S., Assistant Professor of Nursing
Seth R. Reice, Ph.D., Assistant Professor of Zoology

Herbert William Reichert, Ph.D., Professor of German, Emeritus

Clifford Bruce Reifler, M.D., Assistant Professor of Mental Health in the School

of Public Health

Charles Norwood Reilley, Ph.D., Kenan Professor of Chemistry (1963)

Parker Cramer Reist, Sc.D., Professor ofEnvironmental Sciences and Engineering

in the School of Public Health

Ronald C. Reitz, Ph.D., Assistant Professor of Biochemistry

Michael P. Remler, M.D., Associate Professor of Medicine and Assistant Professor

ofAnatomy
Michael David Resnik, Ph.D., Associate Professor of Philosophy

Isaac Newton Reynolds, Ph.D., Professor ofAccounting
Tom Rezzuto, Jr., M.A., Professor of Dramatic Art
Harriet L. Rheingold, Ph.D., Professor of Psychology

DwiGHT C. Rhyne, Ed.D., Associate Professor of Education
Oscar Knefler Rice, Ph.D., Kenan Professor of Chemistry (1959), Emeritus
Emeline Hill Richardson, Ph.D., Professor of Classical Archaeology
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Richard Judson Richardson, Ph.D., Professor of Political Science

Rheinhard M. Rieger, Ph.D., Assistant Professor of Zoology

Reuben D. Rieke, Ph.D., Associate Professor of Chemistry

Harold Ross Roberts, M.D., Professor of Pathology

Louis Douglas Roberts, Ph.D., Professor of Physics

Peter J. Robinson, Ph.D., Assistant Professor of Geography

Charles Baskervill Robson, Ph.D., Kenan Professor of Political Science (1961),

Emeritus

Howard O. Rockness, Ph.D., Assistant Professor ofAccounting

Richard C. Rockwell, Ph.D., Assistant Professor of Sociology

Robert D. Rodman, Ph.D., Assistant Professor of Linguistics

Clark M. Rogers, Ph.D., Associate Professor of Dramatic Art

David P. Rogers, Ph.D., Clinical Assistant Professor of Psychology

John J. W. Rogers, Ph.D., William Rand Kenan, Jr., Professor of Geology

Ellis L. Rolett, M.D., Professor of Medicine and Physiology

Fred W. Roper, Ph.D., Assistant Professor of Library Science

Stephen S. Rosefielde, Ph.D., Assistant Professor ofEconomics

Benson Rosen, Ph.D., Associate Professor of Business Administration

Jay Frank Rosenberg, Ph.D., Professor of Philosophy

Leonard S. Rosenfeld, M.D., M.P.H., Professor of Health Administration in the

School of Public Health

Lawrence G. Rowan, Ph.D., Associate Professor of Physics

Vermont Connecticut Royster, B.A., William Rand Kenan, Jr., Professor of Jour-

nalism and Public Affairs

David S. Rubin, Ph.D., Assistant Professor of Business Administration

Louis D. Rubin, Jr., Ph.D., University Distinguished Professor of English

Robert Arthur Rupen, Ph.D., Professor of Political Science

Frederick Ansley Russ, Ph.D., Assistant Professor of Business Administration

Harry Kitsun Russell, Ph.D., Professor of English, Emeritus

Richard Dilworth Rust, Ph.D., Associate Professor of English

Frank Winkler Ryan, Jr., Ph.D., Professor of History

Will Carson Ryan, Ph.D., LL.D., Kenan Professor of Education (1940), Emeritus

Joseph St. Jean, Jr., Ph.D., Professor of Geology

Maria Antoni Salgado, Ph.D., Associate Professor ofRomance Languages

Marvin Saltzman, M.F.A., Professor ofArt

G. Kenneth Sams, Ph.D., Assistant Professor of Classical Archaeology

Betty Jean Sanders, M.A., Assistant Professor of Physical Therapy

James H. Sanford, Ph.D., Assistant Professor of Religion

John Savory, Ph.D., Associate Professor of Medicine, Pathology, and Biochemistry

Aldo D. Scaglione, Doctore in Lettere Moderne, William Rand Kenan, Jr., Professor

ofRomance Languages and Comparative Literature

Earl S. Schaefer, M.A., Ph.D., Professor ofMaternal and Child Health in the School

of Public Health

Morris Schaefer, D.P.A., Professor ofHealth Administration in the School ofPublic

Health

Richard M. Scheffler, Ph.D., Assistant Professor of Economics

Phillip C. Schlechty, Ph.D., Associate Professor of Education

George Schlesinger, Ph.D., Professor of Philosophy

Michael Schlessinger, Ph.D., Associate Professor of Mathematics

Peter J. Schmidt, Ph.D., Associate Professor of Economics

Howard A. Schneider, Ph.D., Professor of Biochemistry
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John Martin Schnorrenberg, Ph.D., Professor ofArt

Thomas J. Schoenbaum, J.D., Associate Professor ofLaw
Mark Alan Schoenberg, Ph.D., Assistant Professor of Dramatic Art

Eric Schopler, Ph.D., Professor of Psychology

Janice H. Schopler, M.S.W., Assistant Professor of Social Work

John Schopler, Ph.D., Professor of Psychology

Stephen R. Schroeder, Ph.D., Clinical Assistant Professor of Psychology

Dietrich Schroeer, Ph.D., Associate Professor of Physics

Charles Peter Schuch, M.S., Assistant Professor of Physical Therapy

John H. Schutz, Ph.D., Professor of Religion

< John Harris Schwab, Ph.D., Professor of Bacteriology and Immunology

F. J. Schwartz, Ph.D., Professor of Marine Sciences and Zoology

Joel J. Schwartz, Ph.D., Associate Professor of Political Science

Christoph E. Schweitzer, Ph.D., Professor of German
GusTAV Theodor Schwenning, Ph.D., Professor ofBusiness Administration, Emeri-

tus

Frank J. Schwentker, A.B., C.L.U., Julian Price Lecturer in Life Insurance (1953),

Emeritus

Andrew MacKay Scott, Ph.D., Professor of Political Science

Joan W. Scott, Ph.D., Associate Professor of History

Robert Neill Scott, Ed.D., Associate Professor of Education

Tom Keck Scott, Ph.D., Professor of Botany

Donald Searing, Ph.D., Associate Professor of Political Science

Jerome P. Seaton, Ph.D., Associate Professor of Chinese Literature

Ron Leroy Seckinger, Ph.D., Assistant Professor of History

Andrew M. Secrest, Ph.D., Associate Professor of Journalism

Andrea J. Sedlak, Ph.D., Assistant Professor of Psychology

Conrad Seipp, Ph.D., Professor of City and Regional Planning

William C. Self, Ph.D., Professor of Education

Fred T. Semeniuk, Ph.D., Professor of Pharmaceutical Chemistry in the School of

Pharmacy
John E. Semonche, Ph.D., LL.B., Professor of History

Joyce Ann Semradek, M.S.N., Associate Professor of Nursing

Louis P. Semrau, Ph.D., Assistant Professor of Education

Pranab K. Sen, Ph.D., Professor of Biostatistics in the School of Public Health

Hanson Douglas Sessoms, Ph.D., Professor ofEducation and Recreation Adminis-

tration

Richard H. Shachtman, Ph.D., Assistant Professor of Biostatistics in the School of
Public Health

Stephen Morrison Shafroth, Ph.D., Professor of Physics

Robert Jack Shankle, D.D.S., Professor of Endodontics in the School of Dentistry

David Gordon Sharp, Ph.D., Professor ofBiophysics in the Departments of Bacteri-

ology and Physics

Lawrence Albright Sharpe, Ph.D., Associate Professor of Spanish and Portuguese

Robert Boies Sharpe, Ph.D., Professor of English, Emeritus

Donald Lewis Shaw, Ph.D., Associate Professor of Journalism

Paul Edmundson Shearin, Ph.D., Professor of Physics, Emeritus

Daniel J. Sheerin, Ph.D., Assistant Professor of Classics

George Edward Shepard, Ed.D., Professor of Physical Education, Emeritus

Cecil G. Sheps, M.D., M.P.H., Professor of Social Medicine

Richard W. Shermer, Ph.D., Assistant Professor of Pathology
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Jabbar K. Sherwani, Ph.D., Associate Professor ofHydrology, Systems Analysis, and
Water Resources in the Department of Environmental Sciences and Engineering,

School of Public Health

Morris A. Shiffman, M.G.A., Ph.D., Professor of Environmental Health in the De-

partment of Environmental Sciences and Engineering, School of Public Health

Paul G. Shinkman, Ph.D., Associate Professor of Psychology

Mark S. Shuman, Ph.D., Assistant Professor ofEnvironmental Sciences and Engi-

neering in the School of Public Health

David Sider, Ph.D., Assistant Professor of Classics

Earl Siegel, M.D., Associate Professor ofMaternal and Child Health in the School

of Public Health

Marvin N. Silver, Ph.D., Professor of Physics

Myron S. Silverman, Ph.D., Professor ofImmunology and Microbiology in the School

of Dentistry

Gordon D. Simons, Jr., Ph.D., Associate Professor of Statistics

David M. Simpson, D.D.S., Ph.D., Assistant Professor ofPeriodontology in the School

of Dentistry

Richard Lee Simpson, Ph.D., Professor of Sociology

Philip C. Singer, Ph.D., Associate Professor ofEnvironmental Sciences and Engineer-

ing in the School of Public Health

Mary Clyde Singleton, Ph.D., Professor ofPhysical Therapy and Associate Professor

ofAnatomy
Joseph Carlyle Sitterson, Ph.D., Kenan Professor of History (1961)

Kathryn M. Six, Ph.D., Assistant Professor of Pathology

Lawrence Myer Slifkin, Ph.D., Professor of Physics

Joseph Curtis Sloane, Ph.D., Alumni Distinguished Professor ofArt (1963)

Earl Anderson Slocum, M.A., Mus.D., Professor of Music, Emeritus

Cecil Slome, M.B.Ch.B., D.P.H., Professor of Epidemiology in the School of Public

Health

Troy Bunyon Sluder, Jr., D.D.S., M.S., Professor ofOperative Dentistry in the School

of Dentistry

Ernest W. Small, D.D.S., M.S., Professor of Oral Surgery in the School of Dentistry

Marian Smallegan, Ed.D., Assistant Professor of Education

Gary R. Smiley, D.D.S., M.S., Professor of Orthodontics in the School of Dentistry

Charles Sydney Smith, Jr., Sc.D., University Distinguished Professor of Physics

Harvey Liss Smith, Ph.D., Professor ofSociology in the Departments ofSociology and
Psychiatry

Mary C. Smith, Ph.D., Assistant Professor of Religion

Ned Allan Smith, Ph.D., Assistant Professor of Zoology

Sidney R. Smith, Jr., Ph.D., Associate Professor of Germanic Linguistics

Walter Laws Smith, Ph.D., Professor of Statistics

Wendell C. Smith, Ph.D., Assistant Professor ofBiostatistics in the School ofPublic

Health

William Walker Smith, Ph.D., Associate Professor of Mathematics

Woollcott Keston Smith, Ph.D., Assistant Professor of Statistics

Howard E. Smither, Ph.D., Professor of Music

Richard Andrew Smyth, Ph.D., Associate Professor of Philosophy

Bart Sobel, Ph.D., Assistant Professor of Education

Mark D. Sobsey, Ph.D., Assistant Professor ofEnvironmental Sciences and Engineer

ing in the School of Public Health

Richard Allen Soloway, Ph.D., Professor of History
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Roy Elmer Sommerfeld, Ph.D., Professor of Education

JoHANN SoNNER, Dr. Rer. Nat., Professor ofMathematics

Paul Clay Sorum, Ph.D., Assistant Professor ofEuropean History

Joseph J. Sparling, Ph.D., Assistant Professor of Education

Phiup Frederick Sparung, M.D., Associate Professor of Medicine and Assistant

Professor of Bacteriology

John Keith Spitznagel, M.D., Professor of Bacteriology and Medicine

Corydon Perry Spruill, B.Litt., Alumni Distinguished Professor of Economics,

Emeritus

Dirk J. Spruyt, M.D., M.P.H., Assistant Professor of Health Administration in the

School of Public Health

Phiup Austin Stadter, Ph.D., Professor of Classics

Darrel W. Stafford, Ph.D., Associate Professor of Zoology and Assistant Professor

of Biochemistry

RiA Stambaugh, Ph.D., Professor of German
Donald F. Stanat, Ph.D., Associate Professor of Computer Science

Donald J. Stedman, Ph.D., Professor of Education

Michael A. Stegman, Ph.D., Professor of City and Regional Planning

Thomas A. Stein, Ph.D., Associate Professor of Education

Alton L. Steiner, Ph.D., Associate Professor ofPharmacology

JuRG Steiner, Ph.D., Professor of Political Science

Alan J. Stern, Ph.D., Assistant Professor of Political Science

\
Arthur Cecil Stern, M.S., Professor ofAir Hygiene in the Department of Environ-

I

mental Sciences and Engineering, School of Public Health

Guy W. Steuart, Ph.D., Professor ofHealth Education in the School ofPublic Health

I
David M. Stewart, Ph.D., Assistant Professor of Geology

j
J. Richard Stewart, Ph.D., Assistant Professor ofBiostatistics in the School ofPublic

I Health

William S. Stewart, J.D., Associate Professor of Business Administration

William B. Stiles, Ph.D., Assistant Professor of Psychology

Alan Ernest Stiven, Ph.D., Professor of Zoology and Ecology

E. Barbara Stocking, M.P.H., Associate Professor ofMaternal and Child Health in

the School of Public Health

Sterling Aubrey Stoudemire, Ph.D., Professor of Spanish, Emeritus

I
Betsy Jones Stover, Ph.D., Associate Professor of Pharmacology

I

Joseph Ward Straley, Ph.D., Professor of Physics

William Ringgold Straughn, Jr., Ph.D., Professor ofBacteriology and Immunology
Albrecht Benno Strauss, Ph.D., Professor of English

Robert P. Strauss, Ph.D., Associate Professor ofEconomics

Frank Thomas Stritter, Ph.D., Assistant Professor in the Schools ofMedicine, Edu-

cation, and Public Health

Gary B. Stuck, Ed.D., Associate Professor of Education

Thomas A. Stumpf, Ph.D., Associate Professor of English

Walter E. Stumpf, Ph.D., Professor ofAnatomy and Pharmacology

Kenneth Sugioka, M.D., Professor ofAnesthesiology

George Kendrick Summer, M.D., Professor of Biochemistry

Margaret Catherine Swanton, M.D., Professor of Pathology

Roger George Swearingen, Ph.D., Assistant Professor of English

Michael R. Swift, M.D., Associate Professor of Internal Medicine

Boyd R. Switzer, Ph.D., Assistant Professor of Nutrition in the School of Public

Health and Assistant Professor of Biochemistry

\
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Michael J. Symons, Ph.D., Assistant Professor ofBiostatistics in the School ofPublic

Health

Luther R. Taff, Ph.D., Associate Professor of Education

Ernest Wiluam Talbert, Ph.D., Alumni Distinguished Professor ofEnglish (1963),

Emeritus

Dorothy M. Talbot, Ph.D., Professor of Public Health Nursing

Roy VanNeste Talmage, Ph.D., Professor of Pharmacology

Vincent J. Tarascio, Ph.D., Professor ofEconomics

Donald Gentry Tarbet, Ed.D., Professor of Education

Petrus W. Tax, Ph.D., Professor of German
DuANE F. Taylor, Ph.D., Professor of Operative Dentistry in the School of Dentistry

George Vanderbeck Taylor, Ph.D., Professor of History

William W. Taylor, Ph.D., Assistant Professor ofPharmacy
Morton I. Teicher, Ph.D., Professor of Social Work

Junius H. Terrell, Ph.D., Professor ofAccounting

Bill C. Terry, D.D.S., Professor of Oral Surgery in the School of Dentistry

Daniel A. Textoris, Ph.D., Professor of Geology

John Walter Thibaut, Ph.D., Alumni Distinguished Professor ofPsychology (1962)

Anthony E. Thomas, Ph.D., Assistant Professor ofAnthropology

Henry Garrison Thomas, Ph.D., Professor of Chemistry

William Grady Thomas, Ph.D., Associate Professor ofAudiology

Herman Ora Thompson, Ph.D., Professor ofPharmacy
Vaida D. Thompson, Ph.D., Associate Professor of Psychology

William J. Thompson, Ph.D., Associate Professor of Physics

Fred Clifton Thomson, Ph.D., Associate Professor of English

Weldon Thornton, Ph.D., Associate Professor of English

Thelma Gwinn Thurstone, Ph.D., Professor of Education, Emeritus

Rolue Tillman, D.B.A., Professor of Marketing

George Brown Tindall, Ph.D., Kenan Professor of History

Jon Wright Tolle, Ph.D., Associate Professor of Mathematics

Henry Roland Totten, Ph.D., Professor of Botany, Emeritus

SvEiN U. TovERUD, D.M.D., Dr. Odont., Associate Professor of Pharmacology and
Associate Professor of Oral Biology in the School of Dentistry

Neal Herred Tracy, Ed.D., Professor of Education

Daniel L. Trevino, Ph.D., Assistant Professor of Physiology

Ralph McCoy Trimble, M.S., Professor ofApplied Mathematics, Emeritus

Pascal L. Trohanis, Ph.D., Assistant Professor of Education

Maria Tsiapera, Ph.D., Professor of Linguistics

Joseph S. Tulchin, Ph.D., Associate Professor of Latin American History

Boone A. Turchi, Ph.D., Assistant Professor ofEconomics

Ann p. Turnbull, Ph.D., Assistant Professor of Education

Craig D. Turnbull, Ph.D., Assistant Professor ofBiostatistics in the School ofPublic

Health

Alvis Greely Turner, Jr., Ph.D., Assistant Professor ofEnvironmental Sciences and

Engineering in the School of Public Health

Derek T. Turner, Ph.D., Professor of Oral Biology in the Department of Operative

Dentistry, School of Dentistry

Robert Twarog, Ph.D., Associate Professor of Bacteriology and Immunology

Marvin L. Tyan, M.D., Professor ofOral Biology in the Department ofOral Diagnosis,

School of Dentistry, and Professor of Bacteriology
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Eunice Nickerson Tyler, M.P.H., Ph.D., Professor ofHealth Education in the School

of Public Health, Emeritus

Herman A. Tyroler, M.D., Professor ofEpidemiology in the School ofPublic Health

J. Richard Udry, Ph.D., Professor ofSociology and Professor ofMaternal and Child

Health in the School of Public Health

Peter R. Uhlenberg, Ph.D., Assistant Professor of Sociology

Richard H. Uhlig, Ph.D., Associate Professor of Social Work

Gerald Unks, Ph.D., Associate Professor of Education

Robert Dale Vance, Ph.D., Assistant Professor of Philosophy

Rupert B. Vance, Ph.D., Kenan Professor of Sociology, Emeritus

Charles D. Van Cleave, Ph.D., Professor ofAnatomy, Emeritus

Hendrik Van Dam, D.R.S., Professor of Physics

Tames E. Veney, Ph.D., Associate Professor ofHealth Administration in the School

of Public Health

William F. Via, Jr., D.D.S., M.S., Professor of Oral Diagnosis in the School of Den-

tistry

Walter Neef Vickery, Ph.D., Professor of Slavic Languages

Frederick Wright Vogler, Ph.D., Associate Professor of French

Robert Brown Voitle, Jr., Ph.D., Professor of English

William Joseph Waddell, M.D., Associate Professor ofPharmacology and Professor

of Oral Biology in the Department of Pedodontics, School of Dentistry

Paul Woodford Wager, Ph.D., Professor of Political Science, Emeritus

Edward H. Wagner, M.D., M.P.H., Assistant Professor ofEpidemiology in the School

i of Public Health

Robert Howard Wagner, Ph.D., Professor of Pathology and Biochemistry

Jonathan M. Wahl, Ph.D., Assistant Professor of Mathematics

Peter Franklin Walker, Ph.D., Professor of History

Rarle Wallace, Ph.D., Professor of Political Science

Victor L. Wallace, Ph.D., Associate Professor of Computer Science

Wesley Herndon Wallace, Ph.D., Professor of Radio, Television, and Motion Pic-

tures

Marcus Bishop Waller, Ph.D., Professor of Psychology

Thomas S. Wallsten, Ph.D., Assistant Professor of Psychology

Donald William Warren, Ph.D., Professor of Dental Ecology in the School of Den-

tistry

Jean T. Warren, Ph.D., Assistant Professor of Sociology

Barbara H. Wasik, Ph.D., Associate Professor of Education

Julia Day Watkins, M.P.H., Associate Professor of Public Health Nursing

Eugene Ray Watson, Ph.D., Associate Professor of Education

Robert B. Watson, M.D., M.P.H., Professor ofParasitology and Laboratory Practice

in the School of Public Health, Emeritus

Roger N. Waud, Ph.D., Professor ofEconomics
James Neal Weakly, Ph.D., Assistant Professor of Physiology

Norman Fred Weatherly, Ph.D., Professor ofParasitology and Laboratory Practice

in the School of Public Health
James Murray Webb, M.C.P., Professor of City and Regional Planning, Emeritus
William Phillip Webster, D.D.S., M.S., Professor of Oral Pathology in the School of
Dentistry and Associate Professor of Pathology

Edward Joseph Wegman, Ph.D., Associate Professor of Statistics

Stanley John Weidenkopf, Eng.D., Professor ofEnvironmental Engineering in the
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Department ofEnvironmental Sciences and Engineering, School ofPublic Health,

Emeritus

Gerhard Weinberg, Ph.D., William Rand Kenan, Jr., Professor of History

Charles Manuel Weiss, Ph.D., Professor of Environmental Biology in the Depart-

ment ofEnvironmental Sciences and Engineering, School of Public Health

Shirley F. Weiss, M.R.P., Professor of City and Regional Planning

Stephen F. Weiss, Ph.D., Assistant Professor of Computer Science

Henry Bradley Wells, Ph.D., Professor ofBiostatistics in the School ofPublic Health

Samuel Fogle Wells, Jr., Ph.D., Associate Professor of History

WiLUAM Smith Wells, Ph.D., Kenan Professor of English (1955), Emeritus

George Schlager Welsh, Ph.D., Professor of Psychology

Siegfried Wenzel, Ph.D., Professor of English and Comparative Literature

Gail T. Wertz, Ph.D., Assistant Professor of Bacteriology and Immunology
Kenneth L. Wertz, Ph.D., Assistant Professor of Economics

William Custis West III, Ph.D., Associate Professor of Classics

Janice R. Westaby, M.P.H., Associate Professor of Health Administration in the

School of Public Health

Clayton E. Wheeler, Jr., M.D., Professor of Dermatologic Medicine

Walter Hall Wheeler, Ph.D., Professor of Geology

James Rushton White, Ph.D., Professor of Biochemistry

James W. White, Ph.D., Associate Professor of Political Science

JoAnn White, Ph.D., Assistant Professor of Zoology

KiNNARD Paul White, Ph.D., Professor of Education

Orion White, Jr., Ph.D., Associate Professor of Political Science

Raymond P. White, Jr., Ph.D., Professor of Dentistry

William Alexander White, Ph.D., Professor of Geology, Emeritus

Barry L. Whitsel, Ph.D., Associate Professor of Physiology and Associate Professor

of Oral Biology in the School of Dentistry

David G. Whitten, Ph.D., Professor of Chemistry

Maurice Whittinghill, Ph.D., Professor of Zoology, Emeritus

Jack K. Wier, Ph.D., Associate Professor of Pharmacy
James A. Wiggins, Ph.D., Associate Professor of Sociology

Benson Reid Wilcox, M.D., Professor of Medicine

James A. Wilde, Ph.D., Associate Professor ofEconomics

Ralph Eugene Wileman, Ed.D., Associate Professor of Education

R. Haven Wiley, Ph.D., Assistant Professor of Zoology

William Leon Wiley, Ph.D., Kenan Professor of French (1955), Emeritus

Donald G. Willhoit, Sc.D., Associate Professor ofRadiation Biophysics in the Depart-

ment of Environmental Sciences and Engineering, School of Public Health

Carolyn A. Williams, Ph.D., Associate Professor ofNursing and Assistant Professor

of Epidemiology in the School of Public Health

O. Dale Williams, Ph.D., Assistant Professor ofBiostatistics in the School ofPublic

Health

Joel R. Williamson, Ph.D., Professor of History

Samuel R. Williamson, Jr., Ph.D., Professor of History

Everett K. Wilson, Ph.D., Professor of Sociology

John Eric Wilson, Ph.D., Professor of Biochemistry

Louis Round Wilson, Ph.D., Professor of Library Science, Emeritus

Robert Neal Wilson, Ph.D., Professor of Sociology

Arthur Simeon Winsor, Ph.D., Professor of Mathematics, Emeritus

Ann Dryden Witte, Ph.D., Assistant Professor of Economics
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Joseph S. Wittig, Ph.D., Associate Professor of English

Warren R. Wogen, Ph.D., Associate Professor of Mathematics

Richard Vance Wolfenden, Ph.D., Professor of Biochemistry

Matthew Thomas Wood, D.D.S., M.S., Professor of Prosthodontics in the School of

Dentistry

Thomas J. Wood, Ph.D., Assistant Professor of Speech and Hearing Sciences

William J. Woods, Ph.D., Associate Professor ofMarine Sciences and Botany

Deil Spencer Wright, Ph.D., Professor of Political Science

Fred B. Wright, Ph.D., Professor of Mathematics

John Joseph Wright, M.D., M.P.H., Professor ofHealth Administration in the School

of Public Health, Emeritus

Harold E. Wyman, Ph.D., Associate Professor of Business Administration

Marvin D. Wyne, Ed.D., Associate Professor of Education

Earl Raymond Wynn, M.S., Professor of Radio, Television, and Motion Pictures

Priscilla B. Wyrick, Ph.D., Assistant Professor of Bacteriology and Immunology
Richard Asa Yarnell, Ph.D., Associate Professor ofAnthropology

Lloyd Robert Yonce, Ph.D., Associate Professor of Physiology

James W. York, Jr., Ph.D., Associate Professor of Physics

Forrest W. Young, Ph.D., Associate Professor of Psychology

William Jay Yount, M.D., Professor ofMedicine and Associate Professor ofBacteri-

ology

Dennis John Zaborowski, M.F.A., Associate Professor ofArt

Richard Harold Zaffron, Ph.D., Assistant Professor of Philosophy

David Zalkind, Ph.D., Assistant Professor of Health Administration in the School

of Public Health

Paul Ziff, Ph.D., William Rand Kenan, Jr., Professor of Philosophy

Charles G. Zug III, Ph.D., Assistant Professor of English



GENERAL INFORMATION

History

The University ofNorth CaroUna at Chapel Hill was the first state

university to admit students. It was chartered in 1789 and formally

opened in 1795; from early in its history, it has encouraged research

and creative activity.

As early as 1853-54 the catalogue of the University carried an
announcement of graduate course work. In 1876, after the institu-

tion had been closed for the period 1871-75, the catalogue an-

nounced the requirements for the master's degree, and the next

issue carried an announcement of regulations governing the degrees

of Master of Arts, Master of Science, and Doctor of Philosophy.

Several graduate degrees were awarded before the turn of the cen-

tury, the first degree ofDoctor ofPhilosophy being conferred in 1883,

but it was not until 1903 that a separate Graduate School with a

dean was established.

In 1920, from an earlier advisory committee, the Administrative

Board of the Graduate School was organized. In 1922, the graduate

faculty voted, first, to vest in the Administrative Board legislative

powers in matters that affected graduate education; second, to au-

thorize the Administrative Board to admit members to the teaching

faculty ofthe Graduate School; and, third, to vest in the Administra-

tive Board the responsibility for authorizing curricula and courses

carrying graduate credit. At the present, the Board consists of

twelve members appointed by the Chancellor upon nomination by

the Dean, after an advisory vote by the graduate faculty.

All master's degrees offered by the University and the degrees of

Doctor of Philosophy, Doctor of Education, and Doctor of Public

Health are conferred by the Graduate School.

Organization

Work toward advanced degrees in The University of North

Carolina at Chapel Hill proceeds under policies and regulations es-

tablished by the graduate faculty. The immediate direction of the

Graduate School is in the charge of the Administrative Board, of

which the Dean is Chairman, consisting of twelve members of the

faculty who represent the following four divisions:

I. The Division of the Humanities

The Department of Art

The Department of Classics
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The Curriculum in Comparative Literature

The Department of Dramatic Art

The Department of English

The Curriculum in Folklore

The Department of Germanic Languages

The Department of Linguistics and Non-Western Lan-

guages

The Department of Music

The Department of Radio, Television, and Motion Pic-

tures

The Department of Religion

The Department of Romance Languages
The Department of Slavic Languages

II. The Division of Philosophy and Political and Social Science

The Department of Anthropology

The Department of City and Regional Planning

The Department of Economics
The Department of Geography
The Department of History

The School of Journalism

The Department of Philosophy

The Department of Political Science

The Curriculum in Recreation Administration

The Department of Sociology

III. The Division of Mathematics and the Sciences

The Department of Anatomy
The Department of Bacteriology and Immunology
The Department of Biochemistry and Nutrition

The Curriculum in Biomedical Engineering and Math-
ematics

The Department of Botany
The Department of Chemistry
The Department of Computer Science

The Curriculum in Ecology

The Curriculum in Genetics

The Department of Geology

The Curriculum in Marine Sciences

The Department of Mathematics
The Curriculum in Neurobiology

The Curriculum in Operations Research and Systems
Analysis
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The Department of Pathology

The Department of Pharmacology
The School of Pharmacy
The Department of Physics and Astronomy
The Department of Physiology

The Department of Psychology

The Curriculum in Speech and Hearing Sciences

The Department of Statistics

The Department of Zoology

IV. The Division of Professional Schools

The School of Dentistry

The Graduate School of Business Administration

The School of Education

The School of Library Science

The School of Nursing
The School of Public Health
The School of Social Work

ADMISSION AND OTHER INFORMATION

Admission

Application for admission should be made on forms provided by
the Graduate School. Inquiries concerning admission and requests

for application forms should be directed to:

The Dean of the Graduate School

105 Steele Building

The University of North Carolina at Chapel Hill

Chapel Hill, North Carolina 27514

It is advisable to apply for fall admission by February 1, but applica-

tions submitted as late as July 1 will be considered for admission

if space is available. Only when the application and all supporting

materials are received by February 1 can an individual be consid-

ered for a Graduate School fellowship. (Departmental awards may
continue to be available thereafter.) Applications for admission in

the spring semester must be received by October 15, but earlier

submission of applications is advisable.

Admission to the Graduate School of The University of North

Carolina at Chapel Hill is necessarily a selective process. Only appli-

cants with academic records of high quality should seek admission.

Admission to the Graduate School does not imply financial assist-
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ance of any kind. The award of financial assistance is a separate

decision. The prospective student must hold the bachelor's degree

from an accredited college or university in this country or its equiva-

lent in a foreign institution—based on a four-year curriculum. The
student's record should be a strong one overall with an average

grade ofB or better in the major subject area. Meeting this require-

ment does not insure that an applicant will be admitted.

It is customarily expected that the prospective student will have

completed an undergraduate major in the subject of graduate inter-

est. This expectation does not extend to schools and departments

that represent disciplines not commonly offered at the college level

or to others for which a high level of aptitude and academic achiev-

ment in general may constitute the basis for admission. Students

who are taking, or have taken, graduate work elsewhere must be

in good standing at that institution to be eligible for admission to

this Graduate School.

The Administrative Board ofthe Graduate School has empowered
the Dean to grant admission on a provisional basis to applicants in

certain categories; these include those who apply in the middle of

the senior year of college, but who will complete the bachelor's

degree prior to enrollment.

Many departments require specific tests or materials of all appli-

cants, and the Graduate School requires that all applicants with less

than a B average in the last two years of undergraduate work take

the GRE aptitude test. The Graduate School also strongly recom-

mends that the GRE be taken if the applicant is applying for finan-

cial support. The test should be taken no later than October to insure

that scores will be submitted in time to process the application for

fall admission. Applicants whose native language is not English are

required to submit acceptable scores on the Test of English as a

Foreign Language (TOEFL) in addition to the usual requirements.

Other matters relating to admission, including details on the ap-

propriate test or tests, are discussed in the instructions accompa-
nying the application forms, and in the sections of this catalogue

pertaining to schools and departments. Your attention is called to

these descriptions which contain information necessary to success-

fully complete admission requirements.

In some exceptional cases students may be admitted to the Gradu-
ate School to take courses only, and not for purposes of obtaining

a graduate degree. With this exception, admission to the Graduate
School entitles one to begin a program of studies that may lead to

a graduate degree; it is a separate event, however, from admission
to candidacy for such a degree. Until admitted to candidacy for a
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degree, the student is regarded as being in the Graduate School for

the purpose of earning semester hours of credit and of acquiring

knowledge and otherwise profiting from association with the faculty !

and other students. After being admitted to candidacy for a degree, i

a student is regarded as having the encouragement of the appropri-

ate faculty to proceed toward a graduate degree, and is held responsi-

ble by the Graduate School for completing a specific program of i

study and research as determined by consultation with a faculty

adviser and described on the application for admission to candidacy.

The Summer Session

One ofthe first summer schools in America was established at The
i

University of North Carolina at Chapel Hill in 1877. Eighteen ses-
|

sions were held during the next thirty years. The Summer Session

has operated annually since 1907 and has come to be an integral part

of the academic organization of the University.

Curricula and courses that are offered during the Summer Session

in all departments, schools and colleges are comparable to those of

the fall and spring semester. With few exceptions, students may
j

make progress toward fulfilling requirements for all graduate de-

grees offered by the University.

The Summer Session is divided into two terms of approximately

five and one-half weeks each. The summer program is planned to

meet the needs of graduate students who are fulfilling degree re-

quirements in this institution, visiting graduate students who desire '

to take courses for transfer to other institutions, teachers and ad-

ministrators who desire to meet state certification requirements, I

and other students who have special educational objectives.
!

Graduate students who wish to be admitted or readmitted in the

Summer Session to a degree program should write to the Dean of

the Graduate School. The requirements for admission in the Sum-
mer Session to a degree program are the same as those in the regular

academic year. Those who desire a copy of the Summer Session

catalogue and wish to enroll in the summer as visiting students

should write to the Director of the Summer Session, 102 Peabody

Hall, The University of North Carolina at Chapel Hill 27514.

Foreign Students

Non-U.S. applicants are regarded in the same light as U.S. appli-

cants and their applications for admission and courses of study are

processed essentially in the same way. There are, however, some

important distinctions. The foreign student is often supported by the

U.S. Government, private foundations, Fulbright travel, home gov- I
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ernment funds or, in some cases, University programs. In these

instances, the sponsor's financial responsibilities are clearly estab-

lished and the sponsor issues the necessary immigration documents

for the exchange visitor. In those cases where the foreign student

is supported by personal funds or is provided with a teaching or

research assistantship, the necessary certificate of eligibility is is-

sued by the Graduate School. Students who plan to use personal

funds to finance their education must provide the University with

verification that the necessary funds are available. (The University

will provide a form for this purpose.)

All foreign applicants except those from English-speaking coun-

tries must provide proof of English-language proficiency by obtain-

ing acceptable scores on the Test of English as a Foreign Language.

I

In addition, each new student must take an English language profi-

• ciency test at the time he or she first enrolls in the University. While

^

the latter test does not affect the student's admission, failure to pass

it may necessitate the taking of English lOlX, a non-credit course

designed to improve the student's ability to communicate in the

English language.

j

Admission to Candidacy

I A student in a master's degree program applies for admission to

I

candidacy at the time of application for the degree. To be eligible

for graduation at the next commencement, the student must make
an application by the deadline shown in the Calendar ofEvents. The

I

candidate should be certain that he or she has removed any condi-

' tion attached to his or her admission or any conditions imposed at

a later time. A doctoral candidate should apply for admission to

candidacy after he or she has passed both the doctoral oral and
written examinations, has completed all course work required by the

department of the major and minor(s), and has completed any for-

i

eign language or language-substitute requirements. When a student

is admitted to candidacy for a doctoral degree, he or she will be
' issued a Certificate of Candidacy by the Graduate School.

The deadline dates for applying for admission to candidacy appear
in the Calendar of Events of the Graduate School.

Application for a Degree

Each student must make an application for a graduate degree for

a specific commencement. In order to graduate at that commence-
ment, the student must make application by the deadline shown in

the Calendar of Events. The Graduate School cannot make excep-

tions to this rule. Application cards are available in the Graduate
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School. Candidates for master's degrees make applications for de-

gree and candidacy at the same time. If a student (master's or doc-

toral) has already applied for candidacy and for the degree but has

failed to meet the deadline for a particular commencement, he or

she must again make an application for the degree.

Fellowships and Financial Aid

Financial support available for graduate students is offered in the

form of University fellowships; fellowships and other awards spon-

sored through federal, state, and private grants; departmental as-

sistantships and part-time instructorships; work-study awards; and
student loans. Though some awards are restricted to first-year

graduate students, many are available for current students.

Some awards are made by the Graduate School directly; others

are offered through the departments independently. Before a pro-

spective student may be considered for any award from the Gradu-

ate School, a nomination to the Graduate School must be made by
the student's department. Prospective students who wish to be con-

sidered for any type of award must complete the Application for

Admission to the Graduate School. If the applicant is already en-

rolled in graduate school, the Director of Graduate Studies in the

student's department should be notified of the student's desire to be

considered for financial aid.

All applications from prospective students for Graduate School

awards must be received by the Graduate School on or before Febru-

ary 1. Departmental awards are under the department's jurisdiction

and may still be available after February 1. Announcements of

awards will be made in late March or early April.

Students receiving financial support from the University, whether

through a nonservice fellowship or a service appointment, are ex-

pected to take a full-time program ofstudy toward a degree. Failure

to register for any term during tenure shall result in automatic

termination of the appointment. Support is subject to cancellation

if the student fails to meet the terms of the award or fails to main-

tain a satisfactory academic standard.

Students are urged to apply for fellowships available through na-

tional, regional, and foundation sources (some of which are listed

below), as well as for those offered by The University of North

Carolina.

Payment arrangements will be specified in award letters for those

fellowships offered through the Graduate School. In the case of

awards granted through particular departments, appointees should

inquire in their departments as to the financial arrangements.
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University Fellowships and Assistantships

Morehead Fellowships (three- or four-year nonservice awards)

with stipend of $4000 plus tuition and fees per academic year.

Letitia A. Lewis Fellowships (two-year, nonservice awards) with

stipend of $3500 plus tuition and fees per academic year.

Alumni First Year Graduate Fellowships and University First

Year Graduate Fellowships (one-year, nonservice awards) with sti-

pend of $2500, plus tuition.

Limited Service Awards (one-year appointments) with stipend of

$2500.

University Research Assistantships (one-year appointments) with

stipend of $2500.

Whitaker Fellowship (one-year, nonservice award) with stipend of

$2000.

Georges Lurcy Fellowships (one-year, nonservice awards) with sti-

pend of $4000 for study in France.

Special Endowment Fellowships

Several departments offer fellowships funded by special endow-

ments from private sources. Stipends for these awards range from

the cost ofincidental fees to $4500. Students are nominated for these

fellowships by their departments and selection is made by faculty

committees or by the Graduate School. For additional information,

the applicant should contact the appropriate department.

Listed below are some examples:

The William Chambers Coker Fellowship in the Department of

Botany; the Samuel Kress Fellowship and Ann McCulloch Hill Fel-

lowship in the Department of Art; the Kent James Brown Fellow-

ship in the Department of Germanic Languages; the Mellon Fellow-

ships in City and Regional Planning; the Waddell Fellowships in the

Department ofHistory; the Sommer Fund in the Department of Art;

the Morehead Fellowship in the Department of Chemistry; the

George E. Nicholson, Jr. Fellowships in the Department of Statistics.

Federal and State Fellowships and Traineeships (For first-year and
advanced students)

Scholarships in Program for Mentally Retarded Children and
Youth with stipends of $2000 and up. Recipients must be students

in the School of Education.

A limited number ofUnited States Public Health Service Trainee-

ships with stipends ranging from $1800 up, plus tuition, fees, and
dependency allowances. Students must be pursuing graduate train-
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ing in supported fields of study. Interested students should request

additional information from the department.

Departmental Assistantships (For first-year and advanced students)

There are approximately 1400 graduate assistantships, research

assistantships, or teaching assistantships, with stipends ranging up
to $4000, available through specific departments.

Numerous graduate assistantships in the social sciences are avail-

able through the Institute for Research in Social Science with sti-

pends ranging up to $3000.

Several Library Assistantships are offered through the School of

Library Science carrying stipends of $3000 for first-year students

and $3400 for second-year students for the calendar year.

Residence Hall Staff Positions

Upperclass and graduate students who have had experience in

residence hall living may apply for resident assistant (RA) and as-

sistant residence director (ARD) positions by writing for further

information and application forms to the Department of Univer-

sity Housing, Carr Hall. To be assured of consideration, applica-

tions should be returned by January 15. Personal interviews are

required.

National, Regional, and Foundation Fellowships

These awards are made to the individual rather than to the Uni-

versity. Recipients are chosen from a general competition on a na-

tional or regional basis.

Some examples follow:

Kent Graduate Fellowships—Applications available from J. Ed-

ward Dirks, Director; Kent Fellowship Program, Danforth Founda-

tion, 2228 Central Avenue, St. Louis, Missouri 63105.

Danforth Graduate Fellowships for Women—Applications availa-

ble from Graduate Fellowships for Women, The Danforth Founda-

tion, 2228 Central Avenue, St. Louis, Missouri 63105.

Southern Fellowships Fund, 795 Peachtree St., N. E., Suite 484,

Atlanta, Georgia 30308. These fellowships are for persons who plan

to teach in predominantly Negro institutions.

NSF Graduate Fellowships—The Fellowship Office, National Re-

search Council, 2101 Constitution Avenue, N. W., Washington, D.C.

Pre-application packets are available in the Graduate School Fellow-

ship Office, 115 Steele Building.

American Association of University Women Fellowships—Ap-

plications available through local chapters.
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Oak Ridge Nuclear Studies—Applications available from Oak
Ridge Institute of Nuclear Studies, Post Office Box 117, Oak Ridge,

Tennessee 37831.

Ford Foundation Graduate Fellowships for Black Americans (non-

service, one-year renewable). Stipends $3000, dependency allow-

ance, plus $300 book allowance and tuition and fees. Students may
apply directly to: Graduate Fellowships for Black Americans, The
National Fellowship Fund, 795 Peachtree St., N. E., Suite 484, At-

lanta, Georgia 30308.

Ford Foundation Graduate Fellowships for Native Americans, for

Mexican Americans, and for Puerto Ricans (nonservice, one-year,

renewable). Stipends $3000, dependency allowance, plus $300 book

allowance and tuition and fees. Students may apply directly to:

Graduate Fellowships for (Native Americans), (Mexican Ameri-

cans), (Puerto Ricans), The Ford Foundation, 320 East 43rd Street,

New York, New York 10017.

Tuition Payment for Award Holders—Unless tuition is expressly

provided by the terms of the award, a holder of a nonservice award
must pay tuition at the rate determined by his residence status.

However, a nonresident student who is solicited for a special talent

and is thereby awarded a fellowship or traineeship is eligible for a

special reduced tuition rate. A nonresident graduate student soli-

cited for a special talent and thereby awarded an assistantship of

an academic nature may be eligible for a reduced tuition rate equal

to that charged North Carolina residents.

Dates ofAward Payments—Graduate students are reminded that

for some appointments stipends are not paid until after work is

performed. This means that checks will not be received until thirty

days after registration for each semester. Students are advised to

make arrangements for support during the time prior to the arrival

of the first payment each semester.

Other Financial Aid

In addition to service and nonservice awards made by both the

Graduate School and the several graduate departments, the Student
Aid Office administers financial aid to graduate students in the form
ofloans and/or College Work-Study Awards. These awards are based
on documented financial need (as described below). Graduate stu-

dents must complete the required FinancialAid Application as well

as the proper supportive document. Simply requesting to be consid-

ered for financial aid by the Graduate School or department will not

cause a graduate student to be considered for financial aid by the

Student Aid Office.
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Loans

The University makes available through the Student Aid Office

loans, based on need, which are available to graduate students from
National Direct Student Loan funds and from University loan funds.

Applications for these loans should be made prior to February 1

through the Director of Student Aid, Student Aid Office, 300 Vance
Hall, The University of North Carolina at Chapel Hill, Chapel Hill,

N.C. 27514. Late applications will be accepted but are only funded

if resources are available.

National Direct Student Loans are available according to need up
to $2,500 a year for four years ofgraduate study. The maximum total

NDSL loans for any student, combining all years of undergraduate

and graduate study, is $10,000. Repayment begins nine months after

finishing a course ofstudy or leaving school, with ten years to repay.

Interest is 3% simple per year. University loans are usually made
on a similar basis, except for a few special requirements in certain

endowments.
Under federal law and University policy, loans can only be made

on the basis ofdocumented family need. Students and their families

are expected to contribute whatever resources are reasonably avail-

able for the financial needs of students. The Financial Aid Applica-

tion must be supported by completing either a Parents' Confidential

Statement (PCS) or a Students' Financial Statement of the College

Scholarship Service (CSS), Box 176, Princeton, N.J. 08540. A Par-

ents' Affidavit of Financial Assistance should also be submitted by

students who claim to be independent of parental support. As an

alternative to the (PCS), the University will accept a Family Finan-

cial Statement (FFS) of the American College Testing Program,

P. O. Box 1000, Iowa City, Iowa 52240. Please do not file the Graduate

and Professional School Financial Aid Service form (GAPSFAS); it

is not an acceptable substitute for any of the above forms. Proper

documents should be mailed to the appropriate service several

weeks before the February 1st deadline and should designate The
University of North Carolina at Chapel Hill as a recipient institu-

tion. All of these forms and the University's Financial Aid Applica-

tion may be obtained from the Director of Student Aid, Student Aid

Office, 300 Vance Hall, The University of North Carolina at Chapel

Hill, Chapel Hill, N.C. 27514.

College Work-Study Program

The University participates in the federally funded College Work-

Study Program, through which a limited number ofjobs are availa-
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ble to graduate students with documented financial need. These job

opportunities are assigned by the Student Aid Office usually in var-

ious University departments and offices. An effiDrt is made to fit the

job to a student employee's interests. The CW-SP jobs average 10

hours a week in the academic year, but vary according to financial

need and academic schedules. In the summer period CW-SP students

generally work up to 15 hours a week if they are registered or 40

hours a week to earn funds for the next academic year. Currently

the pay is $2.50 an hour.

The standard Financial Aid Application and supporting financial

statements as described above are used to qualify for these jobs.

Other Employment

The Student Aid Office also maintains a bulletin board of job

opportunity information in the stairwell of Vance Hall. These jobs

may be located in University departments or in the town's commer-
cial and professional establishments. Several hundred students se-

cure jobs each year through this information service, which is availa-

ble to anyone.

Tuition and Fees

Tuition and fees are due at registration or, if pre-registered, at the

beginning of each term. The University reserves the right to make
changes in tuition and fees at any time without prior notice with

the approval of the proper authorities.

Tuition for a registration ofseven or more semester hours is based

upon the full-time rate of $128.00 a semester for residents of North
Carolina, and $900.00 a semester for nonresidents of the state. Tui-

tion for one to three semester hours is computed as one-third of the

full-time rate. Tuition for four to six semester hours is computed as

two-thirds of the full-time rate.

In addition to tuition, each graduate student registered must pay
fees of $96.50 each semester. Master of Business Administration

students pay fees of $104.00 each semester. The University cannot,

under any circumstances, waive the payment of tuition or fees. Fail-

ure to make payment at the beginning of the term results in the

assessment of a late payment fee and possible disenrollment.

A non-refundable application fee of$10.00 must be submitted with
the Application for Admission to the Graduate School. An applicant

who has been offered admission for the fall or spring semester re-

serves his place by the payment of a $25.00 non-refundable deposit

which is credited toward tuition for the semester for which he is
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admitted. Such deposits are not required for the Summer Session.

Advance deposits are not refundable if the applicant fails to enroll.

Residence Status for Tuition Payment^

General. The tuition charge for legal residents ofNorth Carolina

is less than for nonresidents. To qualify for in-state tuition a legal

resident must have maintained his domicile in North Carolina for

at least 12 months immediately prior to his classification as a resi-

dent for tuition purposes. In order to be eligible for such classifica-

tion, the student must establish that his or her presence in the State

during such twelve-month period was for purposes of maintaining

a bona fide domicile rather than for purposes of mere temporary
residence incident to enrollment in an institution of higher educa-

tion.

Domicile. Domicile means one's permanent dwelling place of in-

definite duration, as distinguished from a temporary place of abode.

Burden of Proof and Statutory Presumptions. The burden of

establishing facts which justify classification of a student as a resi-

dent entitled to in-state tuition rates is on the applicant for such

classification. Proof of residential status is controlled, initially, by
two statutorily prescribed and complementary presumptions, which
are stated in terms of prima facie evidence:

a. If the parents or court-appointed legal guardian of the student

(without reference to the question ofwhether the student is a minor

or an adult) are not domiciliaries (legal residents) ofNorth Carolina,

such fact shall constitute prima facie evidence that the student is

not a domiciliary (legal resident) ofNorth Carolina, and the student

must assume the burden of rebutting the prima facie showing by

producing evidence that he or she, independently, is in fact a

domiciliary (legal resident) ofNorth Carolina, in spite ofthe nonresi-

dential status of his or her parents;

b. Conversely, if the parents of the student are domiciliaries of

North Carolina, such fact shall constitute prima facie evidence that

the student is a domiciliary of North Carolina. If the student has

neither parents nor legal guardians, the prescribed concept ofprima

facie evidence cannot and does not apply.

c. It is the responsibility of the student to pay tuition at the rate

charged and billed while an appeal is pending. In effect, the student

who is classified as a nonresident at the time oftuition billing should

1. The information in this section comes from three sources: (i) North Carolina General Statutes, Sec. 116-

143.1(b), (d) [Chap. 1364], (d) [Chap. 1377], and (e); (ii) A Manual to Assist the Public Higher Education Institutions

ofNorth Carolina in the Matter ofStudent Residence Classification for Tuition Purposes, July, 1974; (iii) Chancel-

lor's Rules and Procedures for Residence Classification of Students for Tuition Purposes.
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pay the nonresident rate. Conversely, if a student is classified as a

resident at the time ofbilling, he or she should pay the resident rate.

Statutory Exceptions

a. Grace Period. By virtue of the provisions of G.S. 116-143.1 (d)

(Chap. 1364), if a student has been properly classified as a resident

for tuition purposes, a change in that student's state of residence

thereafter does not effect in all cases an immediate automatic loss

of entitlement to the in-state tuition rate. To qualify for the grace

period, the following conditions must be satisfied:

1. The student must have been properly classified as a resident

for tuition purposes, on the basis of a valid finding that the student

in fact was a legal resident ofNorth Carolina and had been such for

the requisite twelve-month period prior to classification;

I
2. At the time of subsequent change of legal residence to a state

other than North Carolina, the student must have been enrolled in

I

a public institution of higher education in North Carolina.

The extent of this grace period, during which the in-state rate is

applicable in spite of the fact that the student is not a legal resident

ofNorth Carolina, is twelve months from the date ofchange in legal

residence, plus any portion of a semester or academic term remain-

ing, as of the expiration date of the twelve-month period, in which

j

the student is enrolled.

b. Qualifying Periods for Spouses. By virtue of the provisions

1 of G.S. 116-143.1 (d) (Chap. 1377) and (e), the prescribed twelve-

i
month period of legal residence required for entitlement to classifi-

cation as a resident for tuition purposes may be shortened on the

basis ofthe marital status ofthe student, in specified circumstances.

If a student otherwise can demonstrate compliance with the funda-

mental statutory requirement that he or she be a legal resident of

North Carolina, the second statutory requirement relating to dura-

tion of residence may be satisfied derivatively, in less than twelve

months, by reference to the length of the legal residence of the

spouse of the student, if the spouse has been a legal resident of the

State for the requisite twelve-month period.

Minors. A minor is any person who has not reached the age of

eighteen years. The domicile of a minor is that of the father. With
a few exceptions noted below, this presumption is virtually irrebut-

table. If the father is deceased, the domicile of the minor is that of

the surviving mother. If the parents are divorced or legally sepa-

rated, the domicile ofthe minor is that ofthe parent having custody
by virtue ofa court order; or, ifno custody has been granted by virtue

of court order, the domicile of the minor is that of the parent with
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whom he Hves; or, if the minor Hves with neither parent, in the

absence of a custody award, the domicile of the minor is presumed
to remain that ofthe father. Even though a person is a minor, under
certain circumstances the person may be treated by the law as being

sufficiently independent from his parents as to enjoy a species of

adulthood for legal purposes. The consequences, for present pur-

poses, of such circumstances is that the affected person is presumed
to be capable of establishing a domicile independent of that of the

parents; it remains for that person to demonstrate that a separate

domicile in fact has been established. The circumstances recognized

as having the potentially emancipating effect are:

a. Marriage of the minor person;

b. Parental disclaimer ofentitlement to the minor's earnings and
the minor's proclamation and actual experience of financial in-

dependence from his parents, with the actual establishment and
maintenance of a separate and independent place of residence.

Married Women. The domicile of a wife is presumed to follow

that of her husband; the converse is not presumed. There are excep-

tions to this presumption.^ This presumption arises from the com-

mon law. When considered in conjunction with the statutory provi-

sions of G.S. 116-143.1 (d) (Chap. 1377) and (e), it bestows upon the

wife not only the benefit of the husband's domicile but also, if the

husband's domicile is North Carolina, its duration with respect to

the twelve-month waiting period. [G.S. 116-143.1 (d) (Chap. 1377)

and (e), also permit the husband benefit of the wife's domiciliary

duration if, immediately prior to the marriage, both spouses had
been North Carolina residents but the wife had been domiciled in

this state for a longer time than the husband.]

Military Personnel. The domicile of a person employed by the

Federal Government is not necessarily affected by assignment in or

reassignment out of North Carolina. Such a person may establish

domicile for himself by the usual requirements of residential act

plus intent. No person shall lose his in-state residence status by

serving in the armed forces outside of the State of North Carolina.

Property and Taxes. Ownership of property in or payment of

taxes to the State of North Carolina apart from legal residence will

not qualify one for the in-state tuition rate.

Change of Status. A student admitted to initial enrollment in an

institution (or permitted to re-enroll following an absence from the

institutional program which involved a formal withdrawal from en-

rollment) shall be classified by the admitting institution either as

2. A Manual to Assist the Public Higher Education Institutions of North Carolina in the Matter of Student
Residence Classification for Tuition Purposes, July, 1974, p. 35.
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a resident or as a nonresident for tuition purposes prior to actual

matriculation. A residential classification once assigned (and con-

firmed pursuant to any appellate process invoked) may be changed

thereafter (with corresponding change in billing rates) only at inter-

vals corresponding with the established primary divisions of the

academic calendar.

Transfer Students. When a student transfers from one North
Carolina public institution of higher education to another, he or she

is treated as a new student by the institution to which he or she is

transferring and must be assigned an initial Residential Classifica-

tion for tuition purposes.

The transfer into or admission to a different component of the

same institution (e.g., from an undergraduate to a graduate or

professional program) is not construed as a transfer from one institu-

tion to another and, thus, does not by itself require a reclassification

inquiry unless (1) the affected student requests a reclassification

inquiry or (2) the transfer or enrollment occurs following the lapse

of more than one quarter, semester, or term during which the in-

dividual was not enrolled as a student.

Responsibility of Students. Any student or prospective student

in doubt concerning his or her residence status must bear the respon-

sibility for securing a ruling by stating his or her case in writing to

the Graduate School. The student who, due to subsequent events,

becomes eligible for a change in classification, whether from out-of-

state to in-state or the reverse, has the responsibility ofimmediately

informing the Graduate School of this circumstance in writing. Fail-

ure to give complete and correct information regarding residence

constitutes grounds for disciplinary action.

Appeals of Rulings of Admissions Officers. A student appeal

of a classification decision made by any admissions officer shall be

filed by the student with that officer in writing and shall be transmit-

ted to the Residence Status Committee by that officer, who shall not

vote in that Committee on the disposition of such appeal. The stu-

dent shall be notified of the date set for consideration of the appeal

and, on request of the student, he or she shall be afforded an oppor-

tunity to appear and be heard by the Committee. Any student desir-

ing to appeal a decision ofthe Residence Status Committee shall give

notice in writing ofthat fact within 10 days of receipt by the student

of the decision of the Residence Status Committee, and the basis for

such appeal, to the Chairman of the Residence Status Committee,
and the Chairman shall promptly transmit the appeal to the State

Residence Committee.
A complete explanation of the statute and the procedures under
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the statute is contained in A Manual to Assist the Public Higher
Education Institutions of North Carolina in the Matter of Student

Residence Classification for Tuition Purposes. This manual and
other information concerning the application of this law is available

for inspection in the Admissions Offices of the University.

All students are responsible for knowledge of the contents of the

statute and the Manual.

Student Health Service

The University offers a comprehensive program of health care for

its Student Body and provides a Student Health Service with both

inpatient and outpatient facilities.

The Health Service is staffed with physicians, psychiatrists, clini-

cal psychologists, counselors, and a full nursing complement. In

addition to programs for physical and mental health, there is also

a Sports Medicine Program and a Health Educator. The Student

Health Service also provides certain specialty clinics, including clin-

ics in dermatology, gynecology, and minor surgery.

Patients may be seen either by appointment or on a walk-in basis.

At the discretion ofthe attending physician, a student may be admit-

ted as an inpatient with no charge for services rendered by the

Student Health Service staff. However, certain highly specialized

services (major surgery, consultations, certain types of laboratory

and X-ray procedures) not available at the Health Service are ren-

dered by North Carolina Memorial Hospital or commerical laborato-

ries at standard rates. In addition, a charge is made for inpatient

meals and for drugs and dressings other than those routinely pro-

vided on either an inpatient or outpatient basis. Charges are also

made for routine procedures not directly related to a student's

health (such as pre-employment physical examinations) and for

services rendered between regular University sessions when the

student is not actually enrolled.

The University also provides the opportunity to purchase compre-

hensive hospitalization insurance through a group program which

provides coverage for married students and their families as well as

for single students.

Housing, Food, Laundry, and Linen Service

The University reserves the right to approve the housing of all

students whether they live on or off the campus. Each University

student is required to maintain a correct local address with the

University. By Trustee action the administration is authorized to

establish minimum standards of health, safety, and general welfare
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in regard to housing and to require that students maintain their

residence in quarters which comply with these standards.

University-Operated Facilities

Student housing is considered to be an integral part of the educa-

tional program. The primary objective ofthe Department ofUniver-

sity Housing is to provide a physical and psychological atmosphere

conducive to each student's having the opportunity to develop his

I or her personality, ability and sensitivity. The Department of Uni-

versity Housing is a part of the Division of Student Affairs. The
Director, who is also an Associate Dean of Student Affairs, works

! with a professional staffwho manage housing contracts and assign-

ments, finances, residence life, maintenance and operation and mar-

ried student housing. Nearly 300 people make up the Residence Life

:
staff which includes Residence Directors and Assistant Residence

Directors for each residential area, a student Resident Assistant for

each floor or wing, desk assistants, secretaries and night assistants.

Residence Directors and Assistant Residence Directors have overall

responsibility for their residence halls, including overseeing physi-

cal operation of the building, managing services provided to resi-

dents and supervising residence hall staffs. Resident Assistants are

the "front-line" staff of the Department of Housing, acting as an
important source of help and information to residents, encouraging

i

residence hall activities, and helping to fairly enforce the regula-

tions necessary for a community of persons to live together. The
housing department operations staff includes 135 tradesmen and
custodial employees. Their purpose is to help keep the buildings

functioning properly and to clean the public areas. Residents can

assist the operations staff greatly by keeping their rooms and
i lounges clean.

I

All students have the rights and responsibilities of participating

\
in self-government, of electing officers, of planning and engaging in

I

residence hall programs and of establishing and enforcing the regu-

lations necessary to provide conditions for personal, social and aca-

demic development. Students and staff in Craige Graduate Center

combine to form an advisory committee to the Director ofUniversity

Housing. This committee deals with administrative, operational and
residence life problems and solutions. Craige has its own Student

Executive Council. All residents are citizens and members of the

Student Government ofthe University, and are subject to the execu-

tive, legislative and judicial structure of the Campus Governing
Council and Student Courts.

The University maintains residence hall space for more than 6600
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students in 29 buildings. Among these is Craige Graduate Center,

reserved for graduate students. Graduate students are not permitted

to live in undergraduate residence halls.

All rooms are equipped with twin-size beds, closet and drawer
space, desks, chairs and wastebaskets. Students should provide their

own pillows and linens, as well as any draperies or rugs. Students

may contract for weekly linen service through the University. Stu-

dents are expected to keep their own rooms clean. All residence halls

have either a snack bar close by or vending machines for soft drinks

and sandwiches. A food service is operated on campus. A telephone

is furnished in each room, but it will remain inoperative until the

occupants ofthe room contract for telephone service with the Chapel

Hill Telephone Company. The University assumes no responsibility

for telephone connections, service or disconnections. Mail is deliv-

ered to each residence hall. The Daily Tar Heel, student newspaper,

is delivered daily, and other newspapers are available.

Craige Graduate Center.

The following information, excerpted from ''Room to Live,"

specifically describes Craige Graduate Center:

Craige Graduate Center, as the living center for graduate and

professional students, provides for a wide variety of interests

and life styles. Craige serves not only as a residential hall unit,

but also as an expanding graduate community which attempts

to reach all graduate students with programming focusing on

the wide interests, talents and needs ofstudents in graduate and

professional fields. Craige increasingly functions as a focal point

and meeting ground for all graduate students.

The activities and functions of the center are planned and
determined by the residents. For this purpose residents are

elected to fill the positions of president, vice president and floor

representatives, which form the executive council. The council

holds open meetings which all residents are encouraged to at-

tend and voice their own opinions.

A full-time residence director, an assistant residence director,

eight resident assistants and a staff of office assistants comprise

the staff' of the center. The staff' serves to meet the individual

needs of the residents in the forms of programming, interper-

sonal relations, friendship, listening, information sources and

administrative purposes. Staff'members are readily available in

emergency and crisis situations or just to listen and talk.

Physically, Craige is a seven-story, coeducational building
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with rooms arranged on a suite system. Kitchens and lounges

are located on each floor for common use by all the residents.

Other facilities include a laundry, game rooms, a coffee house,

a recreation room, a snack bar, computer terminal, television

lounges and study and/or seminar rooms. Plans and ideas for

the future include a handicrafts room, dance studio, photogra-

phy lab, classrooms, and exercise rooms, plus countless ideas for

programming.

In athletic facilities Craige has its own basketball, volleyball

and tennis courts and ping pong tables. Equipment is available

and may be checked out. Also, outside is a picnic and barbeque

area.

The staff' and residents of Craige are involved in an increas-

ingly progressive and varying community ofpeople, ideas, inter-

ests, programs and future orientations. Craige is a graduate

center aware of and striving to meet a wide diversity of life

styles, and in so doing, bring them closer together.

Assignments to University housing are made by date of receipt

of complete application. Application for housing does not guarantee

assignment except for undergraduate freshmen. Early application

is advised.

Additional information regarding residence hall accommodations
including contract responsibilities, cost, and application procedure

is available by writing to: Department of University Housing, Con-

tracts Office, Carr Building, The University of North Carolina at

Chapel Hill, Chapel Hill, North Carolina 27514.

The "Room to Live" booklet is published annually by the Depart-

ment of University Housing. ''Room to Live" will be a later publica-

tion and the data therein will clarify or supercede information pre-

sented here.

Married Student Housing.

The University of North Carolina at Chapel Hill owns and oper-

ates 76 one-bedroom unfurnished apartments, 160 two-bedroom un-

furnished apartments, and 70 two-bedroom furnished apartments.
The apartments are conveniently located in Odum Village, which
is one mile south from the center of campus. To be eligible for

Married Student Housing either spouse must be a registered, full-

time student. Further information regarding married student hous-

ing is available by writing to: Manager, UNC Married Student Hous-
ing, Odum Village, Branson Street, Chapel Hill, N.C. 27514.
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Summer Session Housing.

Information regarding summer housing may be obtained by writ-

ing to: Department of University Housing, Contracts Office, Carr
i

Building, The University of North Carolina at Chapel Hill, Chapel
Hill, North Carolina 27514.

Student Dining Facilities

Dining facilities are operated in locations convenient to residence

halls and meals are offered at reasonable rates. ^

Privately Owned Residence Hall Accommodations i

Some graduate students are housed in privately owned Granville

Towers, located just off the UNC campus about one block from the
i

Carolina Inn. The three towers of these supervised residence halls
I

have a cafeteria dining commons. The fee charged includes room and
board. All correspondence should be directed to the Granville Tow-
ers Business Office, University Square, Chapel Hill, North Carolina

|

27514.

Laundry, Dry Cleaning, Linen, Pillow, and Blanket Service

Laundry Service: Finished Laundry Service at reasonable cost is

provided by the University Laundry to students who wish to use it.

There is also an economical Wash-Dry-Fold service (nothing fin- i

ished). Both services are available on a Cash-and-Carry basis at any
|

of seven Laundry Call Offices.

Linen Rental Service:A complete linen rental service is also avail-

able through the University Laundry. The service consists of two i

sheets, one pillow case, and three bath towels exchanged on a weekly

basis through the seven Laundry Call Offices. A fee of $40.00 in-

cludes a $10.00 refundable deposit, covers the entire academic year

and is payable when the service is requested. Pillows may be rented

for $1.50 for the school year. Blankets are available for a deposit of I

$3.50 each, with provision for a $2.00 refund when the blanket is

returned in good condition.

Dry Cleaning: Complete dry cleaning service is available at all

seven Laundry Call Offices on a Cash-and-Carry basis.

Laundry Call Offices are located in Avery, Craige, Ehringhaus,

James, Joyner, and Morrison dormitories and also at the Laundry

Plant on West Cameron Avenue.

Coin-Op Service: Coin-Op service is available at Avery, Connor

Basement, Craige, Ehringhaus, James, Joyner, Morrison, Odum Vil-
|

lage, and Winston Basement.
I
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! The University Year

Two semesters of approximately 17 weeks each and a summer
session consisting of two six-week terms constitute the University

year. The requirements for admission and for graduate degrees in

the summer session are the same as those in the regular academic

year. For the schedule of events of particular interest to graduate

students, one should consult the Calendar of Events printed at the

front of this catalogue.



GENERAL UNIVERSITY REGULATIONS AND POLICIES

Persons enrolled in the Graduate School are regarded as members
of the student body of The University of North Carolina at Chapel

Hill and are held responsible for conducting themselves in conform-

ity with the moral and legal restraints found in any law-abiding

community. They are, moreover, subject to the regulations of the

student government under the Honor Code and the Campus Code
which read as follows:

The Honor Code

It shall be the responsibility of every student at The University

of North Carolina to obey the Honor Code, prohibiting lying, cheat '

ing, or stealing, when those actions involve academic processes or

university, student, or academic personnel acting in an official ca-

pacity and to report any such cases of which he or she has knowl-

edge.

The Campus Code

And it shall be the further responsibility of every student to abide

by the Campus Code, namely to conduct oneself so as not to impair

significantly the welfare or the educational opportunities of others

in the University community. (Additional information about the

student judicial system may be found in the Undergraduate Bulletin

of the University Record.)

Alcoholic Beverages

The University will establish no policy or regulation that sanc-

tions either the use of alcoholic beverages or any action which con-

travenes State or Federal law regarding their purchase or consump-

tion. The University discourages the drinking ofalcoholic beverages,

drunkenness, and other abuses of alcoholic beverages. Being under

the influence of alcohol is considered a serious breach of conduct,

and students who violate these standards are subject to appropriate

disciplinary action.

Automobile Regulations

Students at the University who own and/or operate a motor vehi-

cle on campus, and are eligible for and desire campus parking privi-

leges, may register their vehicles with the Traffic Office, "Y" build-

ing, in order to secure and display on the vehicle a permit indicating

eligibility for parking privileges.
i

For returning students, applications requesting motor vehicle
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parking permits must be submitted before the Spring Semester ends;

these are processed and permits are issued during fall registration.

Transfer and new students will be given opportunity to register their

automobiles or motorcycles during the fall registration. A check or

direction to charge the student account must accompany the ap-

plication.

The Town of Chapel Hill has merged its bus system with the

campus bus system. Bus permits may be purchased by the semester

for unlimited rides from the UNC Traffic Office, "Y" Building. Stu-

dents wishing to use this bus system instead of paying for campus
parking may park off campus in a perimeter lot for a small fee.

Bus schedules and a complete set of rules and regulations govern-

ing parking and traffic will be furnished to each student at the time

that a parking permit is issued.

Commercial Activities

Selling or soliciting by any person (private citizen or student),

firm, or corporation on the campus of the University is prohibited.

Drugs

The illicit and improper use of certain drugs (for example canna-

bis, amphetamines, barbituates, opiates and hallucinogenic drugs)

will not be tolerated by the University. The illicit possession or

transfer of these drugs is a State and/or Federal offense, and the

University will cooperate fully with appropriate authorities in the

enforcement of the law.

Firearms and Other Weapons

The possession ofbowie knives, dirks, daggers, loaded canes, sword
canes, machetes, pistols, rifles, repeating rifles, shotguns, pump
guns, or other firearms or explosives upon any University campus
or in any University owned or operated facility, unless explicitly

permitted in writing by the Chancellor or his designated representa-

tive, is forbidden. Violation of this prohibition constitutes grounds
for suspension from the University.

Disciplinary Records

Disciplinary records are maintained in the offices of the Dean of

Student Affairs for five years following termination of any penalty

ofrecord or the awarding of a degree—whichever is later—and then
are destroyed. Cases pending are maintained until judicial resolu-

tion has been effected. No degree will be awarded during the effective

dates of an active penalty of record.
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A student may stipulate in writing that no disciplinary informa-

tion be given to non-University sources without his written consent.

In the absence of such stipulation the Dean of Student Affairs in

certain specifically defined circumstances will interpret the record,

under an assumption of implied consent, to responsible administra-

tive officials, representatives of other educational institutions, or

governmental agencies.



ACADEMIC REGULATIONS

The Administrative Board of the Graduate School has adopted

regulations for the guidance of the graduate faculty and students.

The Graduate School publishes a Graduate School Handbook, and
the student is urged to become familiar with the major regulations

contained therein. Certain of these regulations follow:

1. All students are required to register in accordance with proce-

dures in force at the time. All new students, and all old students who
have been out of the University for a full calendar year or more,

must have a medical report submitted to the Director of Student

Health Service and approved by him before their registrations may
be effected.

2. Final-semester seniors in this institution who need less than

fifteen semester hours to complete requirements for the bachelor's

degree may take one or two courses for the purpose oflater obtaining

graduate credit provided that they are not enrolled for more than

fifteen semester hours for any purpose and provided that approval

is obtained in advance from the student's undergraduate dean and
from the Graduate School.

Apart from credit earned according to the plan described above,

graduate credit may be received only on courses taken after the

student has been duly admitted to the Graduate School or on such

courses as may be approved for transfer from other universities.

3. Grades used in the evaluation of the performance of graduate

students are as follows:

//—Exceptionally superior work.

P—Satisfactory passing work.

L—Low passing work.

F—Failure.

No work falling below the standard represented by the grade of

L is counted for graduate credit. If, in the judgment of the Adminis-
trative Board, the quality of work of any student falls below the

standard expected of graduate students, the registration of such
student will be cancelled: moreover, any student who receives a
grade of F, or grades of L on three courses or on twelve semester
hours (whichever comes first), is ineligible.

4. Students in the Graduate School are permitted to enroll for a
maximum of sixteen semester hours in any one semester. A full

semester of residence credit may be earned for the successful com-
pletion of a registration for nine or more semester hours of work
offered for graduate credit. (Courses approved for undergraduate
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credit only may not become a part of the graduate degree program,

although a graduate student may take one or more of these on the

recommendation of the faculty adviser; no residence credit is as-

signed for the completion of an undergraduate course.)

A graduate student who is required by his or her department to

take undergraduate courses, whether as a prerequisite to admission

or for other reasons, must make grades of at least B on all such

courses numbered below 100. A graduate student who registers for

a strictly undergraduate course (numbered below 100) other than

those required may make any grade above F without jeopardy to

graduate standing.

5. On the recommendation of the major department and the ap-

proval of the Graduate School, a maximum of six semester hours of

graduate course credit may be transferred from another graduate

institution or from the University Extension Division (before formal

admission), in partial satisfaction of the thirty hour minimum re-

quirement for a master's degree. This transfer does not reduce the

minimum residence period of one academic year or its equivalent.

A doctoral student may also transfer credit from another graduate

institution, but to do so the course work must be submitted for

examination at the time of the doctoral oral examination. In this

way, all work, whether taken at the University or elsewhere, is held

in the same regard, and the examining committee is able to base its

appraisal of the knowledge of subject matter on the student's own
performance. The committee may then recommend the transfer of

both course and residence credit in its report to the Graduate School,

which has the final responsibility for approving the transfer. Trans-

ferred credit will not relieve the student of the requirement to earn

at least one academic year of credit in continuous full-time study,

or the equivalent, at The University of North Carolina at Chapel

Hill.

No credit beyond that earned in a master's program may be trans-

ferred from an institution that gives the master's as its most ad-

vanced degree.

6. A graduate student working for a master's degree has five cal-

endar years from the date of first registration to complete all re-

quirements for the degree. A graduate student working on a doctor-

ate has eight calendar years from the date of first registration to

complete all requirements for the degree.

When special circumstances warrant, extension of time may be

granted upon petition by the department or school to the Dean.

Exceptions to these limits may also be made in certain professional

curricula where field experience is a requisite to admission.

7. A student who has not been registered during the preceding
;
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semester should apply for readmission to the Graduate School at

least sixty days before the date on which the student plans to return.

8. Graduate students who hold service appointments earn resi-

dence credit on the same basis as other graduate students. Depend-

ing upon their service obligation, however, their registrations will

' be limited to nine or to twelve semester hours. Full-time instructors

are not permitted to carry more than three semester hours in any
semester. Persons holding full-time, non-teaching positions, on this

campus or elsewhere, are limited to three hours in any semester.

9. Each student holding an appointment, service or nonservice,

in the regular academic year must be registered in order to hold the

position. Unless the award requires the student to be at another

campus or at a research center, this registration must be as a student

"in residence."

10. No person holding the rank ofassistant professor or an equiva-

lent or higher rank within the University may be a candidate for

a graduate degree at The University of North Carolina at Chapel

Hill.

Inter-Institutional Residence Credit

Students registered in residence on this campus may take gradu-

ate courses at North Carolina State University, The University of

North Carolina at Greensboro, The University of North Carolina at

Charlotte, North Carolina Central University, and Duke University

with approval by the student's adviser. The student obtains from the

Graduate School permission to take courses on another campus. He
or she presents a letter of authorization from the Graduate School

to the Registration Office in Hanes Hall. The Registration Office will

prepare an Inter-Institutional Form, a copy of which the student

carries to the Registration Office of the school being visited. Tuition

for a course under inter-institutional registration will be charged as

if the registration were for a course offered on this campus. Courses

taken by inter-institutional registration are given residence credit

as if they were courses on this campus. During a summer session,

a student taking all of his or her courses at one institution should

register at that school and pay tuition and fees accordingly.

Policy of the University on Equal Opportunity

All students, regardless of sex, race, ethnic or religious identifica-

tion, are equally welcome in The University ofNorth Carolina. Per-

sons of all backgrounds may apply for and accept admission, confi-

dent that the policy and regular practice of the institution will

protect them from discrimination.



RESEARCH PUBLICATIONS

Research; A Record of Scholarship and Publication, a biennial

publication of the Office of Research Administration, records the

scholarly and creative activities ofthe faculty and graduate students

ofThe University of North Carolina at Chapel Hill. Research publi-

cations and other activities of the academic faculty as well as dis-

sertations and theses directed by the members of that faculty are

included. The Journal of the Elisha Mitchell Scientific Society pub-

lishes a large number of scientific papers. The James Sprunt Studies

in History and Political Science publishes a series of original papers

by faculty, alumni, and advanced students of the departments of

History and Political Science. There are a number of literary and
linguistic publications, including Studies in Comparative Literature,

Studies in Germanic Languages and Literature, Studies in Romance
Languages and Literature, Romance Notes, and Studies in Philology.

Southern Indian Studies is devoted to research publications in an-

thropology and archaeology. The Southern Economic Journal, a

quarterly publication, provides a medium for the writings of south-

ern and other economists. The North Carolina Law Review is aimed
at stimulating research and publications by faculty and students in

the School of Law. Chapel Hill Workshop Reports, published by the

School of Social Work, is widely used in inservice training in the

children's institutional field. Research Previews carries resumes of

research projects of members of the Institute for Research in Social

Science.

The High School Journal, which attracts contributions from edu-

cational practitioners and theorists from all parts of the country, is

also published at the University as is Social Forces, one of the best

known journals in sociology and related fields.

Some of the journals published in the University have been in

existence for decades, with The Journal ofthe Elisha Mitchell Scien-

tific Society, which appeared first in 1884, the oldest. While most of

them welcome contributions from scholars in other places, they

serve to reflect something of the persistent and viable spirit of re-

search activity that is an important part of the University.

RESEARCH FUNDS
In addition to research sponsored by research institutes and that

financed by research contracts with and grants from outside agen-

cies, study and publication of faculty members ofthe University are

supported by funds administered by the University Research Coun-
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cil and by the Administrative Board of the Graduate School. The
latter has control of the Smith Research Fund, described below.

Faculty research is supported from funds administered by both the

University Research Council and the Administrative Board. Ap-

plication forms and information regarding these funds may be ob-

tained from the Office of the Dean of Research Administration.

SMITH FUND
The Smith Fund provides small grants for research expenses

(travel, microfilming, etc.) necessary for the preparation of disserta-

tions. Requests should be carefully prepared and must be accom-

panied by a supporting letter from the student's department chair-

man. Applications are available from the Dean of Research

Administration, South Building.

THE UNIVERSITY OF NORTH CAROLINA PRESS

The University ofNorth Carolina Press is the primary publishing

arm ofthe University in the scholarly field. In addition to its publica-

tion of the journals of research, it carries on a book publishing

program that in recent years has totaled about thirty titles a year.

Although these books are the work of scholars from all parts of the

world, the presence in the University ofa professionally staffed book

publishing organization, with facilities for the international distri-

bution ofworks of scholarship, is a stimulus to research and writing

by members of the University community. The Press's program is

an important contribution to the development of that aspect of the

University's service which has to do with the advancement of learn-

ing.

THE UNIVERSITY LIBRARY
The more general collections ofthe University Library are housed

in the Louis Round Wilson Library building. Among other research

facilities, the Library building includes a Humanities Division, a

Business Administration and Social Sciences Division, the Graduate
Study, seminar and conference rooms, and 511 carrels located in the

bookstacks. In addition, there are two large, general reading rooms,

seven special reading rooms, and 49 individual studies for use by
visiting scholars and faculty. The entire building is airconditioned.

With the opening of the Robert B. House Undergraduate Library in

the fall of 1968, the Louis Round Wilson Library has additional

space for study and research facilities.

The University Library contains over 2,900,000 volumes, con-

stituting one of the more important collections in the South. It has
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been selected with great care, the purpose being to make it an effec-

tive working library, a laboratory for the use of students in those
j

departments in which research must be carried on mainly by means
of books, as well as an instrument contributing to general culture,

i

The holdings increase through gift and purchase at the rate of ap- i

proximately 85,000 volumes a year. i

Notable among the special collections is that of North
Caroliniana, which contains over 269,000 items and thus is the most

;

complete library of North Carolina history and literature in exist-

ence. Other special collections include: the Southern Historical Col- !

lection of more than 5 million manuscripts, bearing on the social

history ofthe South; the Chemistry Collection, including exceptional

sets of periodicals in English, German, French, Russian, and other

languages; the English Collection, which contains the publications

of most of the important societies concerned with the study of Eng-

lish language and literature; important research collections relating

to graphic arts, prints, maps, city and regional planning, folklore,
|

and books by and about the Negro; the C. Alphonso Smith Library

of Southern literature; the Archibald Henderson Collection of

American drama; the seven Whitaker collections of Johnson, Dick-

ens, Cruikshank, Shakespeare folios, costume plates in color, the

First Editions on the Grolier Club List of 100 Books Famous in

English Literature; the Burton Emmett Collection of Materials

Relating to the Graphic Arts; a Judaica collection containing some
j

3,000 items; the Nash and Pendelton King collections ofbooks relat-

ing to Romance Languages and literature; the George Bernard Shaw
Collection of clippings, posters, playbills, and first editions of the t

author's works; the Augustus Thomas Collection; the Tannenbaum
Shakespeare Collection; the William Henry Hoyt Collection of

!

French Scientific History of the Napoleonic era; and the Elisha

Mitchell Scientific Society Collection, comprising the exchanges re-

ceived since 1884 from more than 200 of the leading scientific socie-

ties throughout the world.

The collection ofthe Hanes Foundation for the Study ofthe Origin

and Development of the Book comprises over 750 incunabula, a

considerable collection of critical materials for the study of rare and

early books, 1,600 books illustrating the development of printing

from the fifteenth century to the present day, a collection of

Babylonian and Sumerian clay tablets, and other materials depict-

ing the development of the written and printed word. The Hunter

Collection of Manuscripts and Rare Books contains 100 incunabula,
,

included above, and 1,000 manuscripts ranging from the ninth to the

seventeenth century.

i
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The document collections of the University Library comprise a

rich body ofresources, including exceptional files offederal and state

publications, in which there is special strength on the federal, con-

gressional and departmental series; state legislative journals, laws,

collected documents, colonial and state records; and records of con-

stitutional conventions.

The Law Library, containing over 159,000 volumes, is located in

the building occupied by the School of Law. It contains material

useful to students of history and government. Advanced students

also have the privilege ofusing the valuable manuscripts ofthe State

Department of Archives and History and the State Library at Ra-

leigh. Departmental libraries containing special collections for

graduate study and research are assigned to Art; Botany; Chemistry;

City and Regional Planning; Geology; Division of Health Affairs

(Medicine, Public Health, Nursing, Dentistry, Pharmacy, and the

Hospital); Institute of Government; Library Science; Mathematics

and Physics; Music; and Zoology.

The University Library receives more than 35,000 periodicals and
other serials annually. Also available are the learned journals,

which record contemporary research in all the great fields of investi-

gation, such as the sciences; history and economics; philosophy and
sociology; education; classical and modern foreign languages and
literatures; and English philology, folklore, and literature. The li-

brary is a member ofimportant philological, biographical, and scien-

tific associations, and receives their publications regularly. More
than 200,000 bound volumes of periodicals of permanent worth are

available from the beginning of their publication, constituting a

working collection of great value to advanced students. The Library

also receives the publications of such organizations as the Smith-

sonian and Carnegie institutions, the Rockefeller Foundation, the

Hispanic Society of America, the Russell Sage Foundation, and of

many universities, including foreign universities and academies,

which issue monographs important in advanced research. It enjoys

the privilege, through interlibrary loan, of borrowing from other

libraries, for use of graduate students, unusual publications which
it does not possess. Through the exchange of catalogue cards and
operation of frequent delivery service, the resources of the Duke
University Library are readily available, as are those of North
Carolina State University at Raleigh and The University of North
Carolina at Greensboro. A Union Catalogue includes cards covering

special collections in 43 other libraries of the state. Facilities are

available for the reproduction of books and manuscripts on mi-

crofilm, and microfilm readers are provided for graduate and re-
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search students. The Library is a regional depository for United
States government documents, United Nations documents and
UNESCO publications, and has an important collection of foreign

documents.

Both Wilson and House Libraries have open stacks and single exit

control. Faculty members and graduate students writing theses may
obtain from the Circulation Department Intercampus Borrowers

Cards which entitle them to direct borrowing privileges and stack

access at Duke and the other fifteen campuses of The University of

North Carolina.

RESEARCH INSTITUTES AND CENTERS

The intellectual life of the University and the research activities

of graduate students and faculty alike receive valuable encourage-

ment and support from various institutes. These institutes do not

operate as instructional agencies within the University; rather, they

serve to obtain financial and organizational assistance for the schol-

ars who constitute their membership.

Institute for Research in Social Science

The Institute for Research in Social Science, founded in 1924 by
Howard W. Odum, was established to facilitate research by faculty

members at The University of North Carolina at Chapel Hill.

Through the years the Institute has been a center for initiating,

catalyzing, developing, and financing research in the social sciences.

Much of its work has been in stimulating collaboration in interdisci-

plinary research programs. In addition to stimulating research by

faculty members associated with it, the Institute also initiates and

conducts research through its own facilities.

The Institute is also a service agency for research projects in social

science. Its services include aid in research design, computer pro-

gramming, secretarial and clerical assistance, editorial assistance,

data-processing consultation, support for graduate assistants, and

the publication of research monographs and working papers.

The Institute's Social Science Data Library houses the collections

of the Louis Harris Political Data Center, the Human Relations

Area Files, U.S. Census data, and data from numerous Institute

studies, including the Southeastern Regional Surveys. Through the

Data Library, researchers on campus have access to the collections

ofthe International Survey Library Association (Roper Public Opin-

ion Research Center), and the Inter-University Consortium for

Political Research.

The Institute also performs another important role within the
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University—that of giving training to both graduate and under-

graduate students. While the Institute offers no formal course work
in its own name, Institute staff prepare materials for courses in

various social science departments and participate in the analysis

of these materials. In addition, the Institute provides students with

opportunities for active participation in research projects. Its facili-

ties are increasingly used as laboratories for courses, in the same
way that laboratories are used in the physical sciences.

The Institute is governed by an administrative board made up of

senior faculty members, department chairmen, and higher adminis-

trators. In addition to a small full-time staff, the Institute staff in-

cludes about 170 senior members with a part-time Institute affilia-

tion. The senior staff are faculty members, generally receiving

salaries through their academic departments, who are carrying out

social science research. New members are appointed to the senior

staffby the administrative board on the basis of their written state-

ments about the scientific problem they wish to examine and the

means of investigation they propose. Appointments are usually for

a year.

Membership of the senior staff varies from year to year, but usu-

ally includes faculty from anthropology, business administration,

city and regional planning, economics, education, geography, health

affairs, history, journalism, library science, political science, psy-

chology, social work, and sociology.

Junior staff members are graduate students with research or

trainee appointments in the social sciences whose stipends are paid

from Institute funds or by Institute sponsored research projects.

Graduate appointees are selected through academic departments on
the basis of the students' academic performance and promise and
the availability ofresearch projects on which they could gain experi-

ence relevant to their graduate training.

The Institute's statistical laboratory—equipped with calculators,

unit-record equipment, and a high speed computer printer and card

reader/punch connected both to the IBM 360/75 at the UNC Compu-
tation Center and to the IBM 370/165 at the Triangle Universities

Computation Center—serves both research and general instruc-

tional purposes.

The Institute's publications include Research Previews, which is

issued about two times a year and carries articles on the research

of Institute staff members, and paperbound monographs and work-
ing papers, including a methodology series and a series on Compara-
tive Urban Studies. It also issues the UNC News Letter, a quarterly

publication, which carries articles about social science research of

interest to the general public.
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Institute of Speech and Hearing Sciences

The Institute ofSpeech and Hearing Sciences, established to meet
training, service, and research needs in the area ofspeech and hear-

ing for North CaroUna and the surrounding region, is concerned

with communicative disorders that occur at all age levels as well as

basic knowledge about speech, hearing and language processes. The
Institute, through the Curriculum in Speech and Hearing Sciences,

provides for the academic and professional training of speech and
language pathologists and audiologists at the master's level. The
training program is multidisciplinary and involves personnel from
other University departments as well as those in the Institute of

Speech and Hearing Sciences, including individuals from the

Schools of Dei^tistry, Education and Medicine and from several divi-

sions of the Child Development Institute. In addition to the involve-

ment of University personnel and facilities, individuals at Duke
University and the Veterans Administration Hospitals at Durham
and Richmond are also involved in the training program. Research

activities ofthe Institute, as well as treating basic knowledge in both

clinical and normal speech, hearing and language, are concerned

with methods for delivery of services, and particularly with the

utilization of computer technology for the delivery of services. In

addition, the Institute, as part of its program, maintains a clinical

facility that is primarily concerned with language and speech pa-

thology. Several other clinical sites are utilized as part of the train-

ing program.

Institute of Latin American Studies

The University of North Carolina at Chapel Hill has a tradition

of interest in Latin America that is over a half-century old. Courses

in the languages, history, politics, geography, and social life of the

area were instituted as early as 1915 and made part of a special

curriculum. This interest was further manifested in 1940 with the

establishment of the Institute of Latin American Studies.

Today the Institute is composed of political scientists, historians,

anthropologists, ^sociologists, geographers, economists, and linguists

actively engaged in the study of Latin American life and culture.

The individual and collective activities of this distinguished group

ofLatin Americanists have established UNC-CH as one ofthe major

centers of Latin American Studies in the country. Federico G. Gil,

Kenan Professor of Political Science, has been Director of the Insti-

tute since 1959.

Major functions ofthe Institute are: (1) to encourage and stimulate

study and research on and the teaching of Latin American subjects
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at The University of North Carolina at Chapel Hill; (2) to serve as

a campus medium for interdisciplinary communication of Latin

American Studies related information, including the sponsorship of

a variety of gatherings on campus—Latin American guest lectures

and seminars; films and slide shows; weekly Latin American lunch-

eons—to bring together interested faculty and students from differ-

ent disciplines; (3) to promote the exchange ofscholars and students,

and to encourage close relationships between UNC-CH and institu-

tions of higher learning in Latin America; and (4) to serve as an
agency to undertake contract research on Latin America.

The Institute offers an undergraduate (BA) degree program in

Latin American Studies which became effective in 1974. The Latin

American Studies program of courses is of significant value to stu-

dents who wish to enter the Foreign Service of the United States or

to engage in Latin American trade and commerce. An M.A. program
with a certificate in Latin American Studies is offered by the Depart-

ment of Political Science (see statement in the offerings of the De-

partment of Political Science). The University of North Carolina at

Chapel Hill has a rich library collection of Latin Americana, and
the language instruction facilities of the Department of Romance
Languages are among the finest.

Over fifty courses dealing directly with Latin American Studies,

ranging from the undergraduate level to that of advanced graduate

students, are offered by the Institute's faculty members in their

respective disciplinary departments. In the past thirty years these

participating departments have awarded disciplinary degrees (BA,

MA, PhD) to students who have specialized at UNC-CH in Latin

American studies.

Each semester a current list of Latin American related course

offerings at both UNC-CH and at Duke is made available by the

Institute for distribution. For further information about Latin

American Studies at UNC-CH and for help in designing a program
of study, consult Professor Federico G. Gil, Director of the Institute

of Latin American Studies, 313 Hamilton Hall.

Institute of Marine Sciences

The Institute of Marine Sciences was established in 1947 as the

Institute of Fisheries Research through the efforts of Robert E.

Coker, with cooperation from the Department of Conservation and
Development, and with financial assistance from the Knapp Founda-
tion, Inc. It is now administered as a research facility of the Univer-

sity with its primary functions being the investigation of basic and
applied aspects of marine science. Its secondary role is to serve as

a repository and clearinghouse for scientific data needed in the
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management ofmarine resources, and, in general, to serve the state

as an agency for research in marine science.

The Institute, housed in a modern building completed in 1967, is

located on Bogue Sound in Morehead City, N.C., in a location admi-

rably suited to studies on estuarine and marine problems of biology

and oceanography. The laboratory is well equipped for research on
the biology and ecology ofmolluscs, Crustacea and fish. Special facili-

ties are available for physical, chemical, and environmental control

experimentation and analysis. The collections and library holdings

are specialized but serviceable for the research activities ofthe Insti-

tute. The Institute vessel is primarily designed for estuarine and
in-shore marine collecting and sampling. Deep water oceanographic

research can be carried out through cooperative arrangements with

the nearby United States Fisheries Laboratory and Duke Marine
Laboratory at Beaufort.

The facilities of the Institute are made available to faculty and
students ofthe University with research interests in marine biology,

physical or chemical oceanography, and related fields. The Institute

staff contributes to graduate education programs in the University

through lectures, seminars, and in providing laboratory facilities for

visiting classes or resident graduate students. A limited number of

living accommodations and research appointments are available for

graduate students in residence. The direction of graduate research

and instruction of summer courses in marine science are provided

by staff' members of the Institute on the recommendation of the

University departments and with approval of the Administrative

Board of the Graduate School. For additional information, see the

statement of offerings of the Curriculum in Marine Sciences.

Institute of Statistics

The Institute of Statistics is a research agency of the University
:

established in 1945 to stimulate and strengthen the University's

program in statistics on all its campuses. Through sections organized i

on the different campuses, it plays a major role in assisting local i

administrators to create, maintain and strengthen departments,

and administer grants and contracts which have to do with statisti-

cal theory and practice. It brings distinguished scholars to the Uni-

1

versity from other centers throughout the world to do research,
I

teaching, and occasional lecturing and is instrumental in organizing!

summer sessions and conferences. It encourages various separate i

statistical groups to work together for mutual benefit in teaching!

and research.
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In Raleigh the Institute cooperates with the Department of Statis-

tics which engages in much close consulting work with the Agricul-

tural Experiment Station and Engineering School. Besides training

graduate students, whose chief interest is in application of statistics

to such areas, it engages in cooperative research activities with gov-

ernment agencies and with industry throughout the state. In addi-

tion to conducting a graduate training program and granting de-

grees ofMaster ofScience and Doctor ofPhilosophy in Experimental

Statistics, the department conducts the undergraduate teaching of

statistics and offers a degree of Bachelor of Arts in Statistics.

In Chapel Hill the Institute works with many groups. The Depart-

ment of Statistics provides a specialized program in theoretical sta-

tistics leading to either a master's or a doctoral degree; it also offers

courses leading to a Bachelor of Science degree in mathematical

sciences. The Department of Statistics also has an active research

program, which is sponsored by numerous government agencies, in

probability, statistics, combinatorial mathematics, statistical com-

munication theory, and operations research. Many assistantships

are available to candidates for advanced degrees.

The Department of Biostatistics in the School of Public Health,

the Social Science Statistics Laboratory, the L. L. Thurstone

Psychometric Laboratory, and the Computation Center are other

organizations in Chapel Hill which, together with the Institute of

Statistics, engage in cooperative research activities. Also, collabora-

tion with the Research Triangle Institute nearby is an aspect of

current activities. Through the Institute of Statistics, contact be-

tween members ofthe various groups is maintained and encouraged.

Uniting the strengths of several departments and campuses, the

Institute in its membership and staff represents a resource of great

distinction in statistics.

Institute for Environmental Studies

The Institute for Environmental Studies of The University of

North Carolina at Chapel Hill is the successor to the Institute for

Environmental Health Studies which was organized on the Chapel
Hill campus in 1966. The general purposes of the Institute are to

foster and coordinate research, teaching, and service in environmen-
tal concerns among the various elements ofThe University ofNorth
Carolina at Chapel Hill, and to maintain liaison and cooperate on
environmental matters with agencies outside the Chapel Hill cam-
pus. To accomplish these purposes it undertakes, on an interdiscipli-

nary basis, to identify and articulate important problems and oppor-

tunities related to environmental health, science, and policy; to fos-
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ter discussions and joint examinations of environmental problems
among faculty members from various disciplines; to stimulate new

|

research, teaching, and service programs involving the cooperation
!

of persons from various disciplines; to encourage and assist in coop-

erative efforts on environmental matters between elements of

Chapel Hill campus and other campuses ofThe University ofNorth
Carolina, with other colleges and universities, and with other gov-

ernmental and private agencies.

Water Resources Research Institute

The Water Resources Research Institute of The University of

North Carolina was established in 1964 to strengthen research and
graduate education in water resources. Created under the provisions

of the Water Resources Research Act of 1964, the Institute program
|

is supported with State appropriations and annual allotments and
matching funds from the Office of Water Research and Technology,

j

U.S. Department ofthe Interior. While the Institute office is located

at North Carolina State University at Raleigh, The University of

North Carolina at Chapel Hill shares, responsibility for its adminis- i

tration and fully participates in all of its programs.

The Institute encourages, coordinates, and supports multidiscipli-

nary research in response to the state's water resources problems.

It coordinates University programs in water resources with other

universities, private industry, and the state and federal water re-

sources agencies; sponsors seminars and symposia; and furthers the

University graduate program in water resources.

The Institute is governed by a Board ofDirectors representing The
University of North Carolina at Chapel Hill and North Carolina

I

State University. A Technical Committee, composed offaculty mem-
bers from Chapel Hill, Raleigh, Charlotte, and Greenville, works

with a full-time director in carrying out the Institute program.

Triangle Universities Consortium on Air Pollution

The Triangle Universities Consortium on Air Pollution (TUCAP)
j

is an association ofThe University ofNorth Carolina at Chapel Hill,

Duke University, and North Carolina State University at Raleigh.

TUCAP was established in January, 1970, to facilitate and encour-

age joint and cooperative action among member universities in edu-

1

cational and public service endeavors relating to air pollution. The
educational effort includes the expansion and strengthening of pro-

\

grams offered by the three member schools, as well as other colleges
i

and universities within the State. The public service effort includes
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provision of special training courses, and research and planning

assistance to federal, state and local governmental agencies in North

Carolina. TUCAP also presents symposia and workshops, special

short courses, and summer institutes devoted to important issues.

TUCAP is governed by a Board of Directors, composed of three

representatives from each participating university, who are ap-

pointed by their respective Chancellor or President. Its programs are

supported by funds from the U.S. Environmental Protection Agency,

U.S. Department of Transportation and member institutions.

The University of North Carolina Highway Safety Research
Center

The University of North Carolina Highway Safety Research Cen-

ter was created by an act ofthe 1965 North Carolina General Assem-

bly. Its purpose: to conduct research and training in a coordinated

effort with other state and university agencies to stem the rising

death rate on the state's highways.

The Center is a part ofthe General Administration of the Univer-

sity. Established as a multidisciplinary agency, it is staffed by profes-

sionals trained in psychology, transportation and human factors

engineering, biostatistics, epidemiology, computer systems, experi-

mental mathematics, and community mental health. This core staff,

in cooperation with other university departments and the Gover-

nor's Highway Safety Program, is charged with identifying highway
safety problems, conducting research, recommending possible solu-

tions, and making this information available to decision makers,

both at the state and national levels. An equally important function

of the Center is to evaluate objectively the state's various opera-

tional highway safety programs.

The Highway Safety Research Center is funded by the state and
federal governments and by grants from private sources.

Some staff members of the Highway Safety Research Center hold

joint appointments in other schools and University departments and
are presently developing a teaching program for University students

and for working professionals in highway safety. Attracting gradu-

ate students to the expanding field ofhighway safety research is also

a fundamental goal ofthe Center. In this regard, the Center sponsors

the semiannual meetings ofthe North Carolina Conference on High-
way Safety.

Close working and consulting relationships are maintained with
a number of the departments on several of the sixteen University

of North Carolina campuses.
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In addition to the Governor's Highway Safety Program, the High- ^

way Safety Research Center works with other state agencies, includ-

ing the Department of Motor Vehicles, the Highway Commission i

and the State Highway Patrol.

Research activities of the Center change continually. Among re-
i

search projects undertaken since the Center was established are a

number of motorcycle studies, evaluation of vehicle safety devices,

an evaluation ofthe driver licensing system, a series ofstudies exam-
ining motor vehicle inspection, a study of the North Carolina traffic

records system, and a special study relating the make and model of
\

cars to the extent of injury sustained by the driver involved in a

crash. Different projects emphasize different aspects of the problem,

so that some research efforts focus primarily on the driver, while
j

others deal with the ways in which vehicles or highway features are

potential causes of accidents and injury.

Computation Center

The Computation Center of The University of North Carolina at

Chapel Hill was established in 1959 with the installation ofa Univac

1105 Data Processing System. In 1966 The University of North
Carolina at Chapel Hill joined with Duke University and North
Carolina State University in establishing the Triangle Universities

Computation Center in the Research Triangle Park. At that time

the UNC Computation Center updated its computer system to an
IBM System/360 model 30. This system provided a limited amount
ofon-campus computer capability and served as a remote input/out-

put terminal to the large scale IBM System/360 model 75 available

at TUCC. Subsequent growth in computer usage resulted in upgrad-

ing these installations several times, the latest occurring in Septem-

ber of 1971 with the installation of an IBM 370/165 at TUCC and i

an IBM 360/75 at UNC.
The facilities and personnel of the Computation Center support

\

computer-oriented educational and research activities throughout

the University. In addition to supporting the educational activities

of the academic departments in the University, the Center offers a

series of short courses to meet the special needs of its users.

The Computation Center staff carries on continuing work in pro-

gram research and development aimed at making the computer a i

more effective tool in problem solving and more readily accessible

to University users. A variety ofspecialized programming languages

as well as generalized programs for the solution ofproblems in fields
|

such as statistics, the social sciences, physical sciences, etc., are

available through the Center's program library facilities.
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The Carolina Population Center

The University of North Carolina at Chapel Hill has an outstand-

ing program of interdisciplinary studies in population and family

planning. The Carolina Population Center, established in 1966, is

responsible for stimulating, coordinating, and supporting these stud-

ies. It assists in building population research and teaching within

the University departments, developing interdisciplinary projects,

and maintaining relationships with field activities in North Carolina

and abroad for study and service purposes.

Faculty Associates of the Center are served by its Academic Pro-

grams Office. Departmental teaching and research activities involve

Anthropology, Economics, Geography, Political Science, Psychology,

Library Science, Sociology, Ecology, Education, Obstetrics and
Gynecology, City and Regional Planning, Social Work, Biostatistics,

Epidemiology, Health Administration, Health Education, Maternal

and Child Health, and Nursing. During the year 1973-1974, these

departments had 163 graduate students specializing in the popula-

tion field. The Center also provides a strong population library and
reference service.

The Center's State Services Office works closely with state and
county agencies concerned with population and family planning in

North Carolina and in the southern United States. Its International

Programs Office supports various major research projects and main-

tains relationships with institutions and agencies with population

interests in India, Thailand, Egypt, Iran, Ghana, the Philippines,

Colombia, and Venezuela.

The Laboratories for Reproductive Biology

The Laboratories for Reproductive Biology accommodate an inter-

disciplinary and interdepartmental research and training program
organized primarily for purposes of improving mankind's compre-

hension of reproduction in living things. Special emphasis is placed

on applying the approaches of modern molecular and cell biology

to studies ofbiological reproductive processes. Postdoctoral training

is offered by special arrangements with members of the Laborato-

ries.

The research work of the Laboratories for Reproductive Biology

is carried out in the laboratories of associated members, wherever
they are located. A central focus of 10,000 square feet of laboratory

space assigned to the Laboratories for Reproductive Biology is

located in the Swing Building on the southwest edge of the campus.
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Degrees Offered

Anatomy— Ph.D.

Anthropology

—

M.A., Ph.D.

Art—M.F.A., M.A., Ph.D. (Art History)

Bacteriology and Immunology

—

M.S., Ph.D.

Biochemistry and Nutrition

—

M.S., Ph.D.

Biomedical Engineering and Mathematics

—

M.S., Ph.D.

Botany—MA., M.S., Ph.D.

Business Administration

—

M.B.A., Ph.D.

Chemistry—MA., M.S., Ph.D.

City and Regional Planning—M./?.P., Ph.D.

Classics—MA., Ph.D.

Comparative Literature

—

M.A., Ph.D.

Computer Science

—

M.S., Ph.D.

Dentistry

—

M.S., M.S. in Endodontics, M.S. in Oral Surgery, M.S.

Orthodontics, M.S. in Pedodontics, M.S. in Periodontics, M. S.

Prosthodon tics

Dramatic Art—M.A., M.F.A., L.D.A.

Ecology—M.A., M.S., Ph.D.

Economics

—

M.A., Ph.D.

Education—MA., M.A.T., M.A.C.T., M.Ed., Ed.D, Ph.D.

English—M.A., Ph.D.

Folklore—MA.
Genetics—M.S., Ph.D.

Geography—M.A., Ph.D.

Geology—M.A., M.S., Ph.D.

Germanic Languages—M.A., Ph.D.

History—M.A., Ph.D.

Journalism—M.A., Ph.D. (Mass Communication Research)

Library Science

—

M.S.L.S.

Linguistics and Non-Western Languages—M.A., Ph.D.

Marine Sciences

—

M.S., Ph.D.

Mathematics—M.A., M.S., Ph.D.

Music—MM, M.A., Ph.D.

Neurobiology

—

Ph.D.

Nursing

—

M.S. in Nursing

Operations Research and Systems Analysis

—

M.S., Ph.D.

Pathology—M.S., Ph.D.
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Pharmacology

—

M. S., Ph.D.

Pharmacy—MS., Ph.D.

Philosophy—MA., Ph.D.

Physical Education

—

M.A.

Physics and Astronomy

—

M.S., Ph.D.

Physiology—M.S., Ph.D.

Political Science

—

Master of Public Administration, M.A., Ph.D.

Psychology

—

M.A., Ph.D.

Public Health

—

M.P.H. (offered in each field, below)

Biostatistics—M.S., M.S.PK, Dr.P.H., Ph.D.

Environmental Sciences and Engineering

—

M.S., M.S.E.E.,

M.S.PK, Ph.D.

Epidemiology—M.S., M.S.PK, Dr.P.K, Ph.D.

Health Administration—MSP./f., Dr.P.K
Health Education—M.S.P./f., Dr.P.K, Ph.D.

Maternal and Child Health—MSP./f., Dr.P.K
Nutrition

Parasitology and Laboratory Practice—M.S., M.S.P.K, Dr.P.K,

Ph.D.

Public Health Nursing—M.S.
Radio, Television and Motion Pictures

—

M.A. in Communications
Recreation Administration—M.S. in R.A.

Romance Languages

—

M.A., Ph.D.

Slavic Languages

—

M.A., Ph.D.

Social Work—M.S. W.

Sociology—M.A., Ph.D.

Speech

—

M.A.

Speech and Hearing Sciences—M.S.

Statistics—M.S., Ph.D.

I Zoology—MA., M.S., Ph.D.

Master of Arts and Master of Science

i

To be allowed to enter a program of study leading to the degree

of Master of Arts or Master of Science, the student must qualify for

admission to the Graduate School. In the event that admission is

provisional, all special conditions must be removed before a student

may be admitted to candidacy for the degree.

Both degrees, the Master of Arts and the Master of Science, re-

quire the satisfactory completion of thirty semester hours of gradu-

ate work. Twenty-four to twenty-seven semester hours of this credit

will be earned in courses and three to six semester hours in the

completion of a thesis. (For the M.S. degree in certain departments,
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the Graduate School has approved a substitute for the thesis require-

ment.)

Typically, the master's program will be constituted of distinct

major and minor components. The major consists of from eighteen

to twenty-one semester hours of course and research credit and the

minor of a minimum of nine semester hours. The thesis is required

to be on a subject related to the major. In some cases, the minor may
be split between two subjects, provided that both are represented by
two courses. The minor program must be approved in advance by
both the major and the minor departments. In some departments

a minor is optional.

The master's program, which must be shown fully in the applica-

tion for admission to candidacy, is planned by the student and a

departmental advisory committee that is usually represented by the

director or adviser ofthe student's thesis research. All courses must
be chosen from those offered for graduate credit, and no more than

six semester hours that have already been used in one graduate

professional or in one completed master's program may be applied

to the course requirements for the degree.

Before receiving the degree ofMaster ofArts or Master ofScience,

the student must earn at least one academic year, i.e., two semesters,

of residence credit. A semester of residence credit may be earned

through the satisfactory completion by the student of a registration

for at least nine semester hours of graduate course work. Satisfac-

tory completion of six through eight semester hours of work in a

given semester yields one-half a semester of residence credit; com-

pletion of three through five semester hours yields one-fourth of a

semester of residence credit. The required academic year of resi-

dence credit may be earned either through continuous enrollment

for two semesters or through part-time study sufficient in amount
to permit the earning of thirty semester hours of course and re-

search credit. It should be observed that the required residence

credit is not necessarily related to the length of the period of time

used by the student in completing the degree program.

In some master's programs, the student must demonstrate a read-

ing knowledge of one modern foreign language. Usually reading

knowledge of French, German, Spanish, and Russian is tested

through the Graduate School Foreign Language Testing Program
of the Educational Testing Service. For information regarding the

scheduling of these examinations, one should write directly to the

Educational Testing Service, Princeton, New Jersey, or Berkeley,

California. Prospective students are urged to take the E.T.S. exami-

nation at or near the end of their undergraduate programs. It will
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be to the student's advantage to arrive on campus with the language

requirement completed.

Also, the language requirement in French, German, Spanish, Ital-

ian, Latin and Russian may be fulfilled by the successful completion

of the second semester of a special two-semester course series num-
bered lOlX and 102X. For languages other than these, reading

knowledge is tested usually by a special examination given by the

language department concerned. Foreign students whose native lan-

guage is not English may not offer their native tongue in satisfaction

of this requirement, but they may be permitted to stand examina-

tion in English.

Every master's candidate must pass either a written comprehen-

sive examination covering his or her field ofstudy, or an oral compre-

hensive examination covering all course work required for the de-

gree, or both, according to the decision of the department. Neither

examination may be taken until the course work is completed or

until the final courses are in progress. The examinations must be

scheduled in conformance with the appropriate deadline date shown
in the Calendar of Events. The student must remove any condition

;

prior to the examinations.

I

A committee of three members of the graduate faculty evaluates

the student's work for the master's degree, approves the thesis and
administers any oral examination that may be given. If the student

has a minor field of study, at least one member of the committee

typically represents the department of the minor. In case of a joint

minor, involving two departments, one faculty representative on the

committee is sufficient, provided that both minor departments agree

that the faculty member can adequately represent the entire minor
course of study. The result of each of these examinations must be

j

reported to the Dean at least one week before the student may be

graduated. A student who fails either examination may take it a

second time after a lapse of three months; the student may not take

a third examination without permission of the Administrative

Board of the Graduate School.

The master's thesis may carry three or more semester hours of

credit. It is expected that the thesis will represent the conclusion by
the student of an independent research project, and will show com-
mand of the bibliography and research methodology of his or her
specialty. The thesis is expected to be written in English and in

conformity with accepted standards of form used in research writ-

ing. In special cases languages other than English may be used; the

substitution is not permitted as a matter of the student's conve-

nience, but may be allowed when the student has suflftcient skill at
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composition and when a thesis topic that is, in the judgment of the

adviser, especially suited to treatment in the second language. The
Dean's approval of the use of a language other than English must
be obtained in advance.

Three copies ofthe thesis should be prepared and submitted to the

Graduate School for binding and storage in the library and in the

candidate's major department. The thesis in its final form must be

submitted at the Graduate Office by the appropriate deadline date

as shown in the Calendar of Events. All copies must be on paper of

prescribed size and quality and in proper form. A copy of "A Guide
to the Preparation of Theses" is available free from the Graduate
School. An abstract must be submitted with the thesis. A binding

fee of $15.00 must be collected by the Graduate School when the

thesis is submitted.

Doctor of Philosophy

The degree of Doctor of Philosophy is conferred only upon those

who have completed, with high distinction, a period of intensive

study and investigation in an established field of learning. Candi-

dates must have gained control of the materials in the chosen field,

mastered the methods of advanced study, and illustrated these

methods through a dissertation, the results ofindependent research,

which adds to the sum ofhuman knowledge or presents results that

have enduring value. Neither the accumulation of facts, however

great in amount, nor the completion of advanced courses, however

numerous, can be substituted for this power of independent investi-

gation and the proof of its possession. It is possible for a well-pre-

pared student of good ability to secure the degree upon the comple-

tion of three years of graduate study.

The Graduate School has no course requirement as such in the

major field, nor does it require a minor. However, the department

may require a minor, or the student may elect one. When the stu-

dent offers a minor, he or she must present at least fifteen credit

hours. All courses to count towards the minor must be listed (or

cross-listed) in departments other than the student's major. A minor

may consist of a set of related courses, some of which are listed by

one department and some by another. If so, the student must take

at least six credit hours in each department. The minor should be

planned in advance, and both the major and minor departments

must give the Graduate School written approval for the program.

Normally the student will be expected by his or her departmental

faculty to spend two years or more in formal course work and di-

rected research. Many schools and departments have certain courses
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required of all prospective doctoral candidates, and some have spe-

cial requirements. Such requirements are outlined in the appropri-

ate school or department section of this catalogue.

Foreign language requirements vary from department to depart-

ment. In certain departments a student may be required to offer a

research skill (for example, mathematics, statistics, computer

science, biostatistics, or symbolic logic) in lieu of or in addition to

a foreign language.

If a student wishes to offer French, German, Spanish, or Russian,

the foreign language requirement may in most departments be met
by passing the examination administered by the Educational Test-

ing Service, Princeton, New Jersey or Berkeley, California. When
possible, the student should take these examinations prior to com-

mencement of work in Chapel Hill.

Also, the language requirement in French, German, Spanish, Ital-

ian, Latin and Russian may be fulfilled by the successful completion

of the second semester of a special two-semester course series num-
bered lOlX and 102X. For languages other than these, reading

knowledge is tested usually by a special examination given by the

language department concerned. Foreign students whose native lan-

guage is not English may not offer their native tongue in satisfaction

of this requirement, but they may be permitted to stand examina-

tion in English.

To obtain a doctoral degree, a student must earn four semesters

of residence credit. At least two of these must be earned at this

University by continuous registration for no less than six semester

hours per regular semester or summer session, although registra-

tion during summer session is not required for continuity. The other

two required semesters ofresidence credit may be obtained by regis-

tration at this University and/or by transfer of credit as described

in the following paragraph. Residence credit is computed as follows:

Nine semester hours of credit is considered a full-time load and
earns a full semester of residence credit. Satisfactory completion of

six through eight semester hours ofwork in a given semester yields

one-half a semester of residence credit; completion of three through
five semester hours yields one-fourth semester of residence credit.

Each doctoral student is required to take a written and an oral

examination, which together constitute a comprehensive examina-
tion of the student's command of his or her field. The doctoral com-
prehensive examinations should cover all work in major and minor
subjects. Moreover, if the student proposes the transfer of credit

from another recognized graduate school, the work for which he or

she received credit must also be covered by this examination and the
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transfer must be recommended by the examination committee
before the Graduate School will credit the work in the student's

degree program here. While there is no limit on the number ofhours
of credit that may be transferred in the doctoral program, the stu-

dent may not receive the degree of Doctor of Philosophy unless he
or she has earned at least two semesters ofresidence credit in contin-

uous residence study at The University ofNorth Carolina at Chapel

Hill as described in the previous paragraph.

The doctoral oral examination committee must consist of at least

five members, all of whom are on the graduate faculty. Ordinarily,

the chairman of the committee is the student's dissertation adviser.

Both major and minor subjects are to be represented in the commit-

tee membership, and it is expected that, among its purposes, the

committee will strive to evaluate the student's fitness to be recom-

mended for continued study in the Graduate School and for admis-

sion to candidacy for the highest degree offered by the institution.

It is within the committee's authority to require that additional

course work be taken if the members feel that the student shows
weaknesses that could be corrected by further instruction.

In addition to the doctoral oral examination, each doctoral student

will be given a written comprehensive examination on material to

be determined by the faculty of the school, department, or cur-

riculum in which the student is enrolled. A student who fails either

examination may not take the examination a second time until at

least three months have elapsed; he or she may not take a third

examination without permission of the Administrative Board of the

Graduate School.

Departments and schools determine the order of doctoral oral and
written examinations, but before the student can take the first one

(be it oral or written) he or she must obtain a permit from the

Graduate School. The student must be in the final stages of course

work before such permit is authorized. No permit will be issued

unless the candidate has removed any condition attached to admis-

sion. In the departments where cumulative written examinations

are used, the permit must be obtained prior to the last section ofthe

examination, and the examination as a whole may not be considered

complete until such permit has been issued.

Before being admitted to candidacy for the degree of Doctor of

Philosophy, the student must have met any special conditions that

may have been attached to admission, completed all major and mi-

nor required courses, passed the doctoral written and doctoral oral

examinations, satisfied the foreign language requirement if there is

one, and developed a dissertation research problem or project to the
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point where a reasonably full outline may be presented to the stu-

dent's doctoral committee.

The dissertation is expected to be ofsuch scope, independence, and

skillful presentation as to indicate that the candidate has acquired

a command of the subject, ability to contribute fresh knowledge or

a fresh outlook to the subject, and that he or she is a master of the

research methodology ofthe discipline. It is expected that the disser-

tation will be written in English, but under some circumstances it

may be written in another language; use of a language other than

English must be approved in advance by the Dean. It is further

expected that the dissertation will be an independent work approved

expressly as partially fulfilling requirements for the degree of Doc-

tor of Philosophy at this institution, but prior publication of parts

of the work is not forbidden.

The dissertation should be submitted to the Graduate School with

due regard to the deadlines appearing in the Calendar of Events. It

must be typewritten on paper of prescribed size and quality, and its

form must be in accord with approved methods of scholarly writing.

"A Guide to the Preparation of Theses" may be obtained free from

the Graduate School. Two copies of the dissertation, including an
abstract, are required by the Graduate School for binding and stor-

age. An additional two copies ofthe abstract must also be submitted.

Publication of the dissertation by means of microfilming is re-

quired by the Graduate School. To provide for this, the University

has entered into an agreement with the University Microfilms, Ann
Arbor, Michigan. This firm will in all cases make and file a negative

copy in the Library of Congress, and will publish an abstract of each

Dissertation in Dissertation Abstracts. The fee for binding and mi-

crofilming the dissertation is $40.00.

I

If a student desires to copyright the dissertation, he or she may
! obtain a copyright for $15.00 through the Graduate School Office.

At the end the student's course of study, at least one week after

the dissertation has been submitted, the candidate will stand a final

oral examination. The examining committee must consist of at least

five members of the graduate faculty. The chairman of the commit-
tee is usually the student's dissertation director. The field to be
covered at this time must include that ofthe dissertation; it may also

include such other material as determined by the examination com -

mittee. The date and place of the final oral examination shall be
announced to the graduate faculty of the student's school or depart-

ment by the Graduate Studies Director and shall be open to any
member of the graduate faculty.

A more concise summary of requirements for graduate degrees
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may be found in The Graduate Handbook, available from the Gradu-
ate School Office.

Professional Degree Programs

Requirements for professional graduate degrees, under the super-

vision of the graduate faculty, are described elsewhere in this cata-

logue and in some special catalogues of schools and departments

concerned. Since these requirements differ in some respects from
those summarized above, those sources should be consulted for the

following: School of Business Administration, Department of City

and Regional Planning, School of Dentistry, School of Education,

School of Library Science, School of Nursing, Department of Politi-

cal Science, School of Public Health, School of Social Work, and
Department of Radio, Television and Motion Pictures.

Commencements

Master's and doctoral degrees are awarded at the end of each

semester and the summer session. Formal commencement exercises

are held only in May.



DEPARTMENTAL LISTINGS OF GRADUATE FACULTY
AND COURSES OF INSTRUCTION

Graduate Faculty

Graduate faculty members are listed by academic rank in the

department(s) in which they serve. Following the faculty member's

name is a section number, which should be used in registering for

independent studies, readings, research, and thesis and dissertation

courses with that particular professor. Up to three areas of speciali-

zation are listed for each faculty member following the section num-
ber.

Course Numbers and Credit

Courses numbered from 100 through 199 are for advanced under-

graduates and graduates, from 200 through 299 for graduates only.

Those numbered 300 through 399 are seminar and research courses

and are also limited to graduate student enrollment.

The unit of measurement in meeting degree requirements is the

semester hour, by which is meant, as a rule, one hour of lecture or

at least two hours of laboratory or field work a week for a semester.

The valuation of each course is stated in parentheses following the

course title.



DEPARTMENT OF ANATOMY

H. Stanley Bennett, Chairman

Professors

Richard S. Bear
H. Stanley Bennett

O'Dell W. Henson, Jr.

Charles W. Hooker
Edith K. MacRae
William S. Pollitzer

Walter E. Stumpf

Associate Professors

William E. Koch
RoYCE L. Montgomery

Roy Peach

Mary C. Singleton

Assistant Professors

Charles W. Carter, Jr.

Lester D. Grant

H. Edward Mayberry

Douglas M. Lay

Peter Petrusz

Michael P. Remler

Visiting Professor

W. Henry Holunshead

Visiting Associate Professor

Aldo Rustioni

Emeritus Professors

Wesley C. George
Cornelius T. Kaylor
Charles D. Van Cleave
Frederick R. Weedon

(2)

(3)

Molecular Anatomy, X-ray Diffraction

Histology, Cell and Reproductive Biology and
Ultrastructure

(19) Gross Anatomy, Sensory Physiology, Com-
parative Anatomy

(6) Gross Anatomy
(9) Histology and Fine Structure

(14) Gross Anatomy, Physical Anthropology, Hu-
man Genetics

(17) Neuroendocrinology, Autoradiography, Histo-

pharmacology

(8) Developmental Biology

(11) Gross Anatomy, Neuroanatomy, Hippocam-

pus

(12) Histology, Electron Microscopy, Growth and

Development

(16) Gross Anatomy, Neuroanatomy, Physical

Therapy Graduate Education

(20) X-ray Crystallography, Structure and Func-

tion of Macromolecules

(18) Neuroanatomy, Neuroendocrinology, Brain

Behavior Relationships

(10) Histology, Embryology, Growth and Develop-

ment
(18) Gross Anatomy, Sensory Physiology, Com-

parative Anatomy
(13) Histology, Reproductive Endocrinology

(21) Neurology, Comparative Neurophysiology,

Neuroanatomy

(5) Gross Anatomy (Clinical Interests)

(15) Neuroanatomy

(22)

(7)

(23)

(24)
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Courses for Graduates and Advanced Undergraduates

101 NEUROANATOMY (Neurobiology 101) (5). The central nervous system and

organs of special sense. Three lecture hours and four laboratory hours a week,

spring. Grant, Rustioni.

103 EMBRYOLOGY (2). Prerequisite, permission of instructor. An introductory

study of normal and abnormal human development, including fertilization,

cleavage, placentation, early body formation and organogenesis. Spring. May-

berry, Koch.

107ab GROSS ANATOMY (7). Prerequisite, permission of instructor. Primarily for

medical students. Graduate enrollment limited by availability of space and

material. One lecture, six laboratory, fall; two lecture, six laboratory eight

weeks of spring. Henson, Hooker, HoUinshead, Lay, Pollitzer.

lllfs GROSS AND MICROANATOMY (8). Four hours a week, fall and spring.

Peach, Mayberry, Montgomery.

112 HUMAN ORIGINS (Anthropology 112) (3). Fall. Holcomb.

114 DEVELOPMENTAL TISSUE INTERRELATIONSHIPS (2). Prerequisite, per-

mission of instructor. Lectures and seminar discussion on the development,

differentiation and interaction of embryonic and adult tissues. Fall. Koch.

115 GENETICS AND HUMAN EVOLUTION (Anthropology 115) (Genetics 115)

(3). Spring. Pollitzer.

116 RESOLUTION OF BIOLOGICAL STRUCTURES (4). Prerequisite, permission

of instructor. Fall. Bear.

117 STRUCTURAL MOLECULAR BIOLOGY (4). Prerequisite, Anatomy 116, per-

mission of instructor. Spring. Bear.

118 NEUROENDOCRINOLOGY (Pharmacology 118) (Neurobiology 118) (2).

Prerequisite, permission of instructor. A review of presently held concepts in

neuroendocrinology with emphasis on topographical aspects of brain struc-

tures related to hormone action. Spring. (1976 and alternate years.) Stumpf
119 FUNCTIONAL ANATOMY OF MAMMALIAN REPRODUCTION (3).

Prerequisite, permission ofinstructor. Structural and functional basis ofmam-
malian reproduction, including sex differentiation, germ cells and fertiliza-

tion, reproductive cycles, pregnancy and lactation, and artificial control of

reproduction. Spring. (1975 and alternate years.) Petrusz.

124s BIOLOGICAL SCIENCE LABORATORY (4). Primarily for students of Den-

tistry. Eight hours a week, spring. Staff.

191 GROSS ANATOMY (Physical Therapy 191) (8). Prerequisite, Zoology 11 and
Zoology 41 or equivalents and permission of instructor. Primarily for Physical

Therapists. Two lecture, one conference and nine laboratory hours a week, fall.

Singleton.

193 FUNCTIONAL NEUROANATOMY (Physical Therapy 193) (3). Prerequisites,

Anatomy 191, Anatomy 107 or equivalent and permission of instructor. Study

of basic structure of the brain and spinal cord, including both lecture and
laboratory. Primarily for Physical Therapy students. Four hours a week,

spring. Singleton.

Courses for Graduates

200ab ADVANCED GROSS ANATOMY (8). Prerequisite, permission of instructor.

Fall and spring. HoUinshead.

202ab BIOLOGICAL ELECTRON MICROSCOPY (Dentistry 202ab) (2). Prerequisite,

permission of instructor. Conference thirty hours. Peach.
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203 ANATOMY OF THE INFANT (2). Prerequisites, Anatomy 107, embryology,
i

Dissection of the infant or fetus, supplemented by lectures dealing with the

anatomic attributes of the infant, developmental anatomy, and the origin of

certain malformations. Fall. Hooker.

204 CONGENITAL MALFORMATIONS OF THE OROFACIAL REGION (Den-

tistry OB. 204) (1). Prerequisite, permission ofinstructor. Spring. Smiley; staff, i

205 TOPICS IN ANATOMY (1). Prerequisites, Anatomy 101, 103, 107, and permis-

sion ofinstructor. A seminar devoted to the literature dealing with representa-

tive problems in morphology. Spring. (1975 and alternate years.) HoUinshead,

Hooker.

206 SEMINAR IN FINE STRUCTURE (2). Prerequisite, permission of instructor.

Reading and student presentation on selected topics from the current litera-

ture of fine structure of cells and tissues. Spring. MacRae.

207 REGIONAL ANATOMY (3). For students of oral surgery, surgical residents,

graduate students. Fa//, spring, and summer. Montgomery.

208 HISTOLOGY & ORGANOLOGY (5). Prerequisites, Biology 21, 22; Chemistry

11, IIL, 21, 21L, 61, 62; Physics 24, 25 or the equivalent of these courses;

permission ofinstructor. The study ofthe structure oftissues and organs using

the light microscope and electron micrographs. Fall. Bennett.

212ab CYTOCHEMISTRY AND HISTOCHEMISTRY (Dentistry OB. 212ab) (2).

Prerequisite, permission of instructor. Hanker; staff.

222 SEMINAR IN STRUCTURAL AND HARD TISSUE PROTEINS (Dentistry

OB. 222) (1). Prerequisite, permission of instructor. Spring. Mechanic.

310 RESEARCH (2 or more). Credit to be arranged in individual cases. Fall, spring,

and summer. Staff.

393 MASTER'S THESIS (3). i

394 DOCTORAL DISSERTATION (3).

400 GENERAL REGISTRATION (0).



DEPARTMENT OF ANTHROPOLOGY

John J. Honigmann, Chairman

Professors

Donald L. Brockington

joffre l. coe

John Gulick

' George R. Holcomb

John J. Honigmann

James L. Peacock

< Steven Polgar

i

\ Associate Professors

Julia G. Crane
Richard A. Yarnell

Assistant Professors

Dorothy C. Clement (16) Anthropology and Education, Cognitive An-

thropology, Quantitative Methods

Robert E. Daniels (4) Social Anthropology, Culture and Personality,

Africa

Terence M. S. Evens (5) Social Theory, Utopian and Communal Socie-

ties, Middle East

Raymond F. Hafer (7) Rural Communities, Language and Culture,

Latin America

Anthony E. Thomas (14) Medical Anthropology, Anthropology of Law,

Eastern Africa

The Department offers advanced work leading to the Master of

Vrts and Doctor of Philosophy degrees.

Candidates for the M.A. must prepare themselves in such a way
hat they are informed on each ofthe four branches ofanthropology

ethnology, linguistics, prehistoric archaeology, and physical an-

hropology). The M.A. thesis should be regarded as a concise re-

earch exercise of high quality. All requirements for the M.A. will

deally be completed no later than the end of the second year of

graduate study, but may be completed by the end of the first year.

Candidates for the Ph.D. specialize in one of the four major
•ranches of anthropology and plan and develop their program in

lose contact with a faculty advisory committee. It is highly desira-

(1) Archaeology, Latin America, Middle America

(2) Archaeology, North American Indians, U.S.

Southeast

(6) Social Organization, Urban Cultures, Middle

East

(8) Physical Anthropology, Functional Anatomy,

Morphogenesis

(9) Culture and Personality, Ethnographic Meth-

ods, History of Theory

(11) Culture Change, Symbolic Systems, Southeast

Asia

(12) Evolution and Ecology, Population, Medical

Anthropology

(3) Field Methods, Social Organization, Caribbean

(15) Ecology, Evolution, Ethnobotany
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ble that part of the training of a professional anthropologist be a
research experience undertaken in the midst of a culture which is

significantly different from the candidate's own culture. Normally,

it is expected that such experience will be the context in which data

for dissertations in ethnology (or social anthropology) are gathered.

Students at both the M.A. and Ph.D. levels may, in accordance

with the regulations of the Graduate School, take some courses

in other departments. Courses in anatomy, epidemiology, folklore,

geography, geology, genetics, linguistics, psychology, or sociology are

often particularly appropriate. The Department's policy is to help

the individual student select such courses which supplement and
strengthen his specialization in anthropology.

The Department works closely with the Institute for Research in

Social Science, with the Carolina Population Center, and with the

Research Laboratories of Anthropology, and it has various active

training and research interests in conjunction with other depart-

ments and schools of the University.

Courses for Graduates and Advanced Undergraduates

100 OLD WORLD PREHISTORY. A course to provide anthropology majors and

other students of comparable behavioral science sophistication with a basic

background in the development of man and culture in the Old World. Fall.

Coe.

101 PREHISTORY OF THE FAR EAST. A course designed to acquaint an-

thropology majors and upperclassmen from other fields with a general view

of the prehistory of Siberia, China, Japan, and southeast Asia and Oceania.

(Not offered in 1975-1976). Spring. Brockington.

105 ANTHROPOLOGY OF THE SOUTH. Anthropological materials and insights

bearing on modernization and other current trends in southern culture; re-

search problems in the South. Fall. (Alternate years.) Staff.

110 PRINCIPLES OF ARCHAEOLOGY. An examination of archaeology as a set

oftechniques and a sub-field ofanthropology, including history ofarchaeology,

survey and excavation techniques, laboratories treatment of remains, archae-

ological analysis, historical and processual inference. Spring. Brockington.

112 HUMAN ORIGINS (Anatomy 112). (Genetics 112). An introductory survey of

physical anthropology, including the place of man among the primates, hu-

man evolution, and racial differences. Consideration is also given to osteology

and the inter-relationship of cultural and biological factors. Fall. Holcomb.
I

115 GENETICS AND HUMAN EVOLUTION (Anatomy 115) (Genetics 115).

Prerequisite, Introductory Biology or permission ofthe instructor. Fundamen-

tal principles of genetics; population genetics; genetic equilibrium; race and

species formation; factors of evolution; and relation ofthese principles to man i

and primates. Blood groups and other traits as illustrations. Spring. PoUitzer.

116 PRIMATE SOCIAL BEHAVIOR. Social behavior and ecology of prosimians,

monkeys and apes and the evolution ofhuman behavior. (Not offered in 1975-

1976) Spring Staff.
I
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120 CULTURE CHANGE AND UNDERDEVELOPED AREAS. Theories and case

studies of cultural change will be discussed. Problems ofculture change in less

developed areas of Asia, Africa, and Latin America will receive particular

I

attention. Fall. Thomas.

121 CULTURE AND PERSONALITY. Prerequisites, Anthropology 41 and Psy-

chology 28 or permission of the instructor. Broad survey of methods and

problems connected with studying personality features characteristic oftribes

and modern nations, child training and personality, and the relationship of

culture to mental illness. Fall and spring. Daniels.

tL22 CULTURAL ANTHROPOLOGY (Folklore 122). Not recommended for stu-

dents who have had Anthropology 41. Recommended for advanced under-

graduates and graduate students who have little or no background in an-

thropology. A survey of anthropological approaches to the study of human
cultural and social behavior, with some emphasis on the relation of an-

thropology to other social sciences. Spring. Clement.

l23 magic, ritual, AND BELIEF (Folklore 123). An outside project is an im-

portant part ofthe course and includes first-hand study and analysis ofbehav-

ior relevant to the term's work. Spring. (Alternate years.) Honigmann.

.24 LAW, CULTURE, AND SOCIETY. Law and legal mechanisms in their cul-

tural and social contexts. Historical and contemporary problems of "law and

development" will be analyzed. Fall. Thomas.

1.25 DEVELOPMENT OF ANTHROPOLOGICAL IDEAS. Prerequisite, An-

thropology 41. Review ofselected cultural anthropologists and their predeces-

sors to define recurrent as well as innovative perspectives with which they

have viewed man, culture, and society. Fall. Honigmann.
126 AFRICA: PEOPLES AND CULTURE (Folklore 126). Prerequisite, An-

thropology 26 or 41 or 122 or permission of the instructor. Advanced ethno-

graphic survey of cultures of sub-Saharan Africa; some emphasis on the his-

torical development of major African sociocultural systems; application of

anthropological theories to Africa and uses ofAfrican data in the development

of such theories. (Not offered in 1975-1976.) Spring. Staff.

127 ABORIGINAL CULTURES OF MEXICO AND CENTRAL AMERICA (Folk-

lore 127). The development ofIndian cultures ofMiddle America; culminating

in such civilizations as the Aztec and Maya; archaeological and ethno-histori-

cal data synthesized. Spring. Brockington.

129 SOUTHEAST ASIA: PEOPLES AND CULTURES (Folklore 129). A survey of

cultures in Indonesia, the Philippines, and mainland Southeast Asia. Tradi-

tional influences and the impact of major contemporary changes on societies

of the area will be discussed. Spring. Peacock.

130 INDIANS OF NORTH AMERICA (Folklore 130). A descriptive study of cul-

ture areas of North America at the time of European contact, with emphasis

on the Southeast, Spring. Coe.

.31 ARCHAEOLOGY OF SOUTH AMERICA. The development of native South

American cultures according to archaeological and early ethnohistorical re-

cords. Fall. Brockington.

32 LATIN AMERICAN CULTURES (Folklore 132). An ethnographic survey of

the peoples of Latin America with emphasis on the analysis of the tribal and
community organization. Fall. Hafer.

.33 THE PEOPLE OF THE CARIBBEAN. A survey ofCaribbean cultural develop-

ment. Particular attention will be given to human ecology, population seg-

ments, metropolitan influences, and culture change. Fall. Crane.
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135 CONSCIOUSNESS AND SYMBOLS (Folklore 135). Symbolizing as exempli-

fied in the arts, religious, languages, and world-views of various cultures.

Emphasis is on the relation of symbolizing to social process, as analyzed by
I

theorists such as Durkheim, Weber and Levi-Strauss. Fall. Peacock.
}

136 COMPARATIVE SOCIAL ORGANIZATION. Prerequisite, permission of the

instructor. An analysis of recurrent types of social groups, kinship systems,

localized communities, and supra-community structures. Types are viewed in|

terms of a world-wide sample of societies of various complexity. Fall. Crane.

137 MODERN CULTURES OF THE MIDDLE EAST (Folklore 137). Emphasis on

current acculturation problems as related to the various ecological, social,[

linguistic, and religious systems of the area whose cultural history is also

considered. Fall. Gulick. •

139 ENVIRONMENTAL ANTHROPOLOGY. The general nature ofinterrelation-

ships between people and environment; biological vs. cultural adaptation,

archaeological evidence of ecological relationships, adaptation in the ethno-

graphic present, and environmental alteration will be examined. Fall. Yar-

nell.

143 FIELD TRAINING IN ANTHROPOLOGY. Supervised, on-site data collection

144 and analysis. Students develop background knowledge and select research!

topic before leaving campus. Instructor's permission required. Staff.

146 INTRODUCTION TO FOLKLORE (Folklore 146). (See Folklore 146 for de-j

scription.) Spring. Staff.

150 ARCHAEOLOGY OF NORTH AMERICA. A study ofthe growth ofAmericanj

Indian cultures north of the Rio Grande as interpreted by archaeological i

research. Special emphasis on the prehistory of North Carolina and eastern

woodlands. Fall. Coe.

160 RECENT ANTHROPOLOGICAL IDEAS. Prerequisite, permission of instruc-

tor. The course reviews recent theories. Students receive practice in applying

theories to data from ethnographies or personal observation. Spring. Honig- [M

mann.
163 PSYCHOLOGICAL ASPECTS OF MODERNIZATION. Exploration of pat i3

terns of psychological development experienced by persons undergoing mod
ernization. Students will cooperate in comparing and analyzing life histories: M

collected in non-Western as well as local settings. (Not offered in 1975-1976.

Spring. Peacock. \ I

164 POLITICAL ANTHROPOLOGY. Anthropological approaches to the study ol

political conduct; emphasis on social anthropological theory and on traditiona

political systems. Spring. Evens.

165 ECONOMIC ANTHROPOLOGY. An intensive survey of theoretical and em
pirical concerns of this sub-field of anthropology. Analysis of tribal and peas

ant economies, with some emphasis on data gathering. (Not offered in 1975-

1976.) Spring Staff.
™

166 INTENTIONAL CULTURE CHANGE. Study of social and cultural elements

involved in deliberate reformulation of the way of life of communities. Prob

lems of community development and human resources in anthropologica;

perspective. (Not offered in 1975-1976) Spring. Hafer. ^

167 URBAN ANTHROPOLOGY. Emphasis on the social systems and modernize

tion processes of contemporary cities in the Third World. Also considered

problems and opportunities of American anthropologists studying Americai

industrial cities. Spring. Gulick.
|

170 MEDICINE AND ANTHROPOLOGY. Especially relevant for pre-medical stu
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dents. Considers disease in various exotic and western cultures as well as

problems related to innovation. Surveys of mental health point up relations

between culture and health. Spring. Thomas.

172 CULTURAL FACTORS IN POPULATION PLANNING. Prerequisite, permis-

sion ofthe instructor. Cultural factors bearing on the need, ethics, design, and

implementation of programs attempting to deal with population growth.

Spring. Staff.

175 ETHNOGRAPHIC METHOD. Prerequisite, anthropology major or minor or

graduate standing; for others, permission ofinstructor. Survey ofethnography

from field work to writing up, including formulating a problem, writing

proposals, data storage, pattern construction, theory building, and hypothesis

testing. (Not offered in 1975-1976.) Spring. Honigmann, Crane.

179 INTRODUCTION TO GENERAL LINGUISTICS (Linguistics 100). (See Lin-

guistics 100 for description.) Fall and spring. Hollow.

180 LINGUISTIC PHONETICS (Linguistics 120). (See Linguistics 120 for descrip-

tion.) Fall Hollow.

181 INTRODUCTION TO COMPARATIVE AND HISTORICAL LINGUISTICS
(Linguistics 101). (See Linguistics 101 for description.) Spring. Tsiapera.

183 PHONOLOGICAL ANALYSIS (Linguistics 123). (See Linguistics 123 for de-

scription.) Spring. Hollow.

184 LANGUAGE AND CULTURE (Linguistics 184). The relationship oflanguage

to other aspects of culture for the analysis and description of cognitive and

affective features of the semantic component of languages. Spring. Hafer.

186 ANTHROPOLOGY AND EDUCATION. Prerequisite, consent of the instruc-

tor for undergraduates. Application of anthropological method and theory to

education, both in contemporary educational settings as well as in cross-cul-

\ tural perspective. Emphasis on education as cultural transmission. Spring.

Clement.

^190 INTRODUCTION TO DESCRIPTIVE LINGUISTICS: GRAMMAR (Linguis-

i

tics 130). (See Linguistics 130 for description.) Fall. Staff.

^193 GRAMMATICAL ANALYSIS (Linguistics 133). (See Linguistics 133 for de-

r scription.) Spring. Staff.

il94 STRUCTURAL LINGUISTICS (Linguistics 134). (See Linguistics 134 for de-

\ scription.) Spring. Staff.

199 SPECIAL TOPICS. Examines selected topics from an anthropological perspec-

tive. Course description for a particular semester is available in the depart-

! mental office. Fall and spring. Staff.

Courses for Graduates

;200 ADVANCED SURVEY OF ANTHROPOLOGY. Prerequisite, permission of

I

the professor. An intensive survey of all branches of anthropology as a scien-

tific discipline, with attention to current findings and orientations. Fall. Yar-

nell.

205 SEMINAR IN PEASANT SOCIETY AND CULTURE. Intensive empirical and
theoretical examination ofpeasant life. Critical assessment ofadoptive poten-

tial of peasantry to environment in Latin America, Asia and the Mediter-

ranean area. Spring. Hafer.

222 RESEARCH METHODS IN ARCHAEOLOGY. A study of the basic principles

underlying archaeological study ofprehistoric sites. Field trips and laboratory

work. Spring. Coe.
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223 SEMINAR IN ANTHROPOLOGICAL LINGUISTICS. (Linguistics 223). Meth-
ods and problems involved in analysis and description of semantic structure

oflanguages, its relation to rest oflanguage and to cultural systems; emphasis

on work with a non-English speaking informant in eliciting and student

projects. (Not offered in 1975-1976.) Spring. Staff.

224 SEMINAR ON CROSS-CULTURAL RESEARCH. Prerequisite, permission of

the instructor. Survey of cross-cultural studies involving social cultural, and

psychological data. "Controlled comparison" and "world sample" approaches.

Methodological issues in data collection and analysis. Hypothesis-testing byi

students. (Not offered in 1975-1976.) Spring. Daniels.

230 CULTURE CONTACTS AND ACCULTURATION. (Folklore 230). Prerequi-

site, permission of the instructor. Considers theories of prolonged contact

between peoples of different cultural traditions; emphasizes controlled anal-

ysis of various cultural responses to European economic and political expan-

sion. (Not offered in 1975-1976.) Spring Staff. !

233 ADVANCED SEMINAR IN CARIBBEAN STUDIES. Prerequisite, An-

thropology 133 or permission ofinstructor. Survey ofCaribbean cultural devel-'

opment for students having some knowledge or experience of the area. Par-I

ticular attention will be given to current problems and recent theoretical!

issues. Spring. Crane.

250 SEMINAR IN MEDICAL ANTHROPOLOGY. Specially designed for, but nol;

restricted to, students who are specializing in medical anthropology. Medicine:

as part ofculture; medicine and social structure viewed cross-culturally; medi-

cine in the perspective of anthropological theory; research methods. A special

purpose is to help students plan their own research projects, theses, and disser-

tations. (Not offered in 1975-1976.) Spring Thomas. i

251 SEMINAR IN CULTURE AND PERSONAL ADAPTATION. Prerequisite

Anthropology 121 or equivalent. Individual coping in social institutions; e.g..

adaptations of the poor and mentally deficient; Eskimo and Indian childreri

in school; the aged in a society geared to youth. Emphasis on original data!

(Not offered in 1975-1976.) Fall. Honigmann.
!

254 SEMINAR IN ADVANCED SOCIAL ORGANIZATION. Prerequisite, An|

thropology 136 or permission of the instructor. To provide training for gradu i

ate students in the theories and problems in the field of social organizatior

through emphasis on review of the literature and research techniques. Fall

Evens. i

255 SEMINAR IN CULTURAL ECOLOGYAND POPULATION. Mutual relation

ships of environment, social structure, mortality and natality, reviewed in ar

evolutionary framework. Detailed consideration of a few selected cultures

e.g., Bushmen, Tikopia, Ashanti, Japan, and Vicos (Peru). Spring. Polgar.

261 SEMINAR IN METHODOLOGY: CULTURE CHANGE. Prerequisite, An
thropology 120 or permission of the instructor. Methods for studying cultuni

change are presented and explored, with emphasis on problems of the relatior

between theory and data. (Not offered in 1975-1976.) Fall. Staff

265 SEMINAR IN THE ANTHROPOLOGY OF LAW. Prerequisite, permission o

the instructor. Drawing upon recent work ofsocial anthropologists, this course

will analyze the nature of law and conceptions of authority in various Asian

African and American preliterate societies. Law will be related to the econ

omy, social organization, religious ideology, and political instruments of eacl

society. Underlying theories of social cohesion and process will be examinee,

in detail. (Not offered in 1975-1976.) Spring Staff
I
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266 SEMINAR IN ETHNOBOTANY. Prerequisite, permission of instructor. The

focus is on economic plants and primitive technology, ecological relationships

between man and plants, and analysis and interpretation of archaeological

plant remains. Some laboratory work is expected. Spring. Yarnell.

290 LINGUISTIC GEOGRAPHY (Linguistics 250). (See Linguistics 250 for descrip-

tion.) Spring. Staff.

293 LINGUISTIC FIELD WORK I (Linguistics 293). (See Linguistics 293 for de-

scription.) Fall. Staff.

294 LINGUISTICS FIELD WORK II (Linguistics 294). (See Linguistics 294 for

description.) Spring. Staff.

301 READING AND RESEARCH. Registration with permission of professor. Fall

302 and spring. Staff.

315 READING AND RESEARCH IN METHODOLOGY. Registration with permis-

316 sion of professor. Fall and spring. Staff.

317 TRAINING IN THE TEACHING OF ANTHROPOLOGY. Prerequisite, per-

mission of Associate Chairman. Directed course preparation and review of

teaching techniques, films, and other aids. Fall. Gulick.

318 TRAINING IN THE TEACHING OF ANTHROPOLOGY. Prerequisites, An-

thropology 317, M.A. degree and permission of Associate Chairman. The
trainee teaches a small class in general anthropology under supervision. Fall

and spring. Staff.

321 FIELD RESEARCH (3 each). Registration with permission of the professor.

322 Fall and spring. Staff.

327 SEMINAR IN SELECTED TOPICS. Fall. Staff.

328 SEMINAR IN SELECTED TOPICS. Spring Staff.

393 MASTER'S THESIS (3 or more). Individual research in a special field under

the direction of a member of the Department. Fall and spring. Staff.

394 DOCTORAL DISSERTATION (3 or more). Individual research in a special

field under the direction of a member of the Department. Fall and spring.

Staff.

400 GENERAL REGISTRATION (0).



DEPARTMENT OF ART

J. Richard Judson, Chairman

Professors

Joseph C. Sloane (1) Nineteenth Century Art

Robert A. Howard (3) Sculpture

John W. Dixon, Jr. (4) Art and Religion, Italian Art, Criticism

Sara A. Immerwahr (5) Greek Art, Archaeology

Marvin Saltzman (6) Printmaking

Frances Huemer (7) Renaissance and Baroque Art

John M. Schnorrenberg (8) Medieval Art and Architecture, Northern

Renaissance

Robert J. Barnard (9) Art Education, Painting

Donald B. Kuspit (12) Renaissance, Modern Art

J. Richard Judson (20) Sixteenth-Seventeenth Dutch Art

Associate Professors

Jaroslav T. Folda
Richard W. Kinnaird
Dennis J. Zaborowski

Arthur S. Marks

Assistant Professors

Jerry Noe
Paul M. Magennis
James Gadson
Carla H. Ethier

Anne W. Thomas

Instructor

Kathleen C. Rieder

Lecturers

John M. Wisdom
Robert W. Schlageter

Visiting Associate Profe

MoE A. Brooker

Visiting Lecturer

Michael Jacoff

Emeritus Professors

John Allcott

Kenneth Ness

(10) Medieval Art, Byzantine Art

(11) Painting

(15) Painting

(21) American Art and Architecture, Modern Art

(13) Sculpture

(14) Ceramics, Art Education

(19) Graphics

(22) Painting

(23) Art Education

(25) Drawing

(18) Prints and Drawings

(17) Museology

(24) Painting
(

Medieval Art, Byzantine Art

Modern Art and Architecture

Painting

Graduate work leading to the degrees ofMaster ofArts and Doctor

of Philosophy is offered for those considering professional careers in

criticism of art, museology, teaching, or research in art history.
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Those desiring professional careers in painting, sculpture, or print-

making should take the degree of Master of Fine Arts.

The William Hayes Ackland Memorial Art Center provides exhi-

bition galleries, department library, offices, study areas, and class-

rooms. Other exhibitions and collections are displayed in the More-

bead Building. Studios and classrooms are also located in Lenoir

Hall, Caldwell Hall, and New East Annex.

The University Library holds about 45,000 volumes in the field of

art history and classical archaeology, ofwhich 27,500 are housed in

che Art Library of the Ackland Art Center.

One feature ofthe Department is its possession ofan art museum.
\ growing collection of works of art in all media offers the oppor-

tunity for graduate students to work on research problems using

actual objects. Frequent exhibitions, chosen for their art historical

interest or their value for students in studio courses, give further

opportunities for study.

Financial Assistance

A number of departmental assistantships are available for both

studio and art history students. The value of these varies according

:o need, but does not exceed $2,000. A certain amount of service to

:he Department is required of all holders of assistantships. In addi-

tion, some hourly work in the library and elsewhere is available

ipon application to the Department. For information on the Emily
Pollard Fellowships, Kress Foundation Fellowships in Art History,

:he Hill Fellowship and a variety of lesser scholarships, address

nquiries to the Department of Art, The University of North
Carolina at Chapel Hill.

Several teaching assistantships are also available which pay
52,700 for the academic year.

Admission

In addition to completing an application to the Graduate School,

he candidate for admission to the Master of Fine Arts program in

;tudio art must submit directly to the Department ofArt a portfolio

)f representative examples of creative work. Good photographs and
ilides, adequately labeled and identified, are acceptable. No applica-

ion will be considered until the portfolio has been submitted. There
ire no Spring Semester admissions.

All applicants for graduate study in art history are admitted to

he Master of Arts degree program, unless they already have re-

eived or expect to receive this degree in art history from another
astitution. An undergraduate major in art history is not required.
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but the minimum standard for admission is twelve semester hours

of good work in art history, archaeology, cultural anthropology, or

aesthetics, and a reading knowledge at entrance of at least one ol

the following: French, German, Italian, Latin, or Greek.

Degree Requirements

The Master of Fine Arts degree follows the requirements of the

Graduate School for the Master ofArts degree, as described on pages

85-88, with the following exceptions: The minimum period of resi

dence study will be at least three semesters or part-time residence

sufficient in amount for completion the course requirements. The

major consists of thirty-six credit hours, including thesis or special!

project. No written thesis is required. Private or semi-private studios

are provided for all graduate students. At the end of the first semes
ter of residency the student will indicate with which professor he

or she will study. At the end of the second semester of residency £ i

review will be held to determine if continued study at Chapel Hil

is recommended. Favorable action will require each student in con n

sultation with his or her professor to develop a committee consisting

of two additional faculty members. The requirement that a studeni

demonstrate a reading knowledge ofa modern foreign language ma]

be waived for this degree by the Art Department. For fuller informa

tion about this degree program, the applicant should write the As
sociate Chairman for Studio or consult the program announcemen
available from the Department. i

The Master of Arts degree in general follows the requirements o

the Graduate School as described on pages 85-88. All students mus
complete a minimum of ten courses as follows: Art 200, Art 201 o:

184; five additional courses in art history, ofwhich no more than tw«|i3a

may be 100-level courses and two must be 300-level seminars; twi

elective courses, and a thesis course. Students may take an externa

minor, but this will require the completion of 33 semester hours o

work. Students must pass the reading knowledge examination ii

French, German, or Italian. They must also pass four general fiel

examinations in Ancient, Medieval, Renaissance and Modern Ar

prior to taking the master's examination. Able students who plai

to take the Ph.D. may bypass the M.A. degree with departments

permission after completing all M.A. course work, examinations

and the language requirement.

The degree of Doctor of Philosophy in general follows the require

ments ofthe Graduate School as described on pages 88-92. Student

who have the M.A. in art history from another institution ar
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* admitted directly to this program, but must take the four field ex-

aminations required of M.A. students. They must also take Art 200

and Art 201 or 184 unless they have had equivalent graduate courses

elsewhere. In addition to the courses completed for the M.A., the

doctoral student will take four 300-level seminars in at least two

fields of study, two additional courses in art history, and two elec-

tives. A studio field or an external minor may be offered, but either

choice will require the completion of more courses. The candidate

must pass the reading knowledge examination in a second foreign

language out of the three usually accepted: French, German, and
Italian. He or she may be required to pass other foreign language

examinations. The doctoral written examinations cover two of the

five fields of study offered in the department: Ancient, Medieval,

Renaissance and Baroque, Modern and Criticism.

For further information consult the special departmental an-

nouncement.

ART HISTORY

Courses for Graduates and Advanced Undergraduates

151 EARLY ITALIAN PAINTING (3). Spring.

152 SIXTEENTH CENTURY ITALIAN PAINTING (3). Spring. Huemer.
155 RELIGIOUS ART IN THE WEST (Religion 155) (3). Dixon.

156 ART OF FLORENCE (Religion 156) (3). Spring Dixon.

158 THE ILLUMINATED BOOK (3). Folda.

159 HISTORY AND THEORY OF ART CRITICISM (3). Dixon.

160 SIXTEENTH AND SEVENTEENTH CENTURY ART IN LOW COUNTRIES
(3). Judson.

172 MODERN ARCHITECTURE (3). Spring Marks.

173a NORTHERN EUROPEAN ART OF THE FOURTEENTH AND FIFTEENTH
CENTURIES (3). Fall Folda.

I73b SIXTEENTH CENTURY GERMAN AND FLEMISH PAINTING (3). Kuspit.

175 ITALIAN BAROQUE PAINTING (3). Fall. Heumer.
176 TOPICS IN THE HISTORY OF ART (3).

177 WESTERN MEDIEVAL ART (3). Spring Folda, Schnorrenberg. (Not offered

1974-1975.)

L78 STUDIES IN THE HISTORY OF GRAPHIC ART (3). Fall. Wisdom.
LSla MEDIEVAL ARCHITECTURE: ROMANESQUE (3). Fall. Schnorrenberg.

LSlb MEDIEVAL ARCHITECTURE: GOTHIC (3). Fall Schnorrenberg.

182 RENAISSANCE AND BAROQUE ARCHITECTURE (3). Spring Huemer.
L84 INTRODUCTION TO MUSEOLOGY (3). Spring Schlageter.

L85 ART OF THE EIGHTEENTH CENTURY (3). Sloane.

186 GREAT MASTERS (3). Fall Schnorrenberg.
L89 STUDIES IN NEAR EASTERN ARCHAEOLOGY (Clar. 189) (3). Fall

Sams.

90 GREEK ARCHITECTURE (Clar. 190) (3). Fall Sams.
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191 ARCHITECTURE OF ETRURIA AND ROME (Clar. 191) (3). Spring. Richard-

son.

193 GREEK PAINTING (Clar. 193) (3). Immerwahr.

198 AEGEAN CIVILIZATION AND NEAR EASTERN BACKGROUNDS (Clar.

198) (3). Immerwahr.
199 BYZANTINE ART (Clar. 199) (3). Spring. Folda.

The content of these courses will vary slightly from year to year

in accordance with the needs of the students and the special compe-

tence of the instructor.

(Additional courses offered in the Department of Classics may be
ii

taken by qualified students in Art History. Consult the Department
of Classics listings).

Courses for Graduates

In the seminars listed, the topics for study change from year tc

year depending on the professor conducting the course. Architeo

ture, sculpture, painting or a combination of these, may be the sub-

ject. Consult the Department for details on specific course in anj

given semester.

200 LITERATURE OF ART (3). Fall. Dixon.

201 TEACHING METHODS IN ART HISTORY (3). Spring Schnorrenberg.

274 NORTHERN BAROQUE ART (3). Spring Huemer.

276 ADVANCED TOPICS IN THE HISTORY OF ART (3). Folda.

285 MODERN ART AND INTELLECTUAL HISTORY, 1800 to 1970 (3). Kuspit

292 GREEK SCULPTURE (Clar. 292) (3). Immerwahr.

294 GREEK TOPOGRAPHY (Clar. 294) (3). Spring Sams.

296 ROMAN SCULPTURE (Clar. 296) (3). Koeppel.

297 ROMAN PAINTING (Clar. 297) (3). Richardson. Fall.

298 ROMAN TOPOGRAPHY (Clar. 298) (3). Koeppel.

299 ETRUSCAN ART (Clar. 299) (3). Spring Richardson.

301 RESEARCH (3). On demand. Staff.

350 SEMINAR IN MEDIEVAL ART (3). Fall. Folda.

351 SEMINAR IN MEDIEVAL ART (3). Spring Schnorrenberg.

352 SEMINAR IN RENAISSANCE ART (3). Kuspit.

353 SEMINAR IN RENAISSANCE ART (3). Dixon.

354 SEMINAR IN BAROQUE ART (3). Fall. Huemer.

355 SEMINAR IN MODERN ART (3). Spring Sloane.

356 SEMINAR IN MODERN ART (3). Fall. AUcott.

357 SEMINAR IN MODERN ART (3). Fall.

358 SEMINAR IN ANCIENT ART (Clar. 358). Spring Immerwahr.

359 LOW COUNTRIES SEMINAR (3) Spring Judson.

378 SEMINAR IN PRINTS AND DRAWINGS (3). Spring Wisdom.

393 MASTER'S THESIS (3 or more). Staff.

394 DOCTORAL DISSERTATION (3 or more). Staff.

400 GENERAL REGISTRATION (0).

tI2b
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STUDIO ART

Courses for Graduates and Advanced Undergraduates

NOTE: These courses may be repeated as necessary upon the advice of the student's

advisor.

105a ADVANCED PAINTING (3). Continuation of 82b. Departmental permission

required. Prerequisite, Art 82b. Nine studio hours a week, fall and spring.

Kinnaird, Zaborowski, Brooker

105b ADVANCED PAINTING (3). Continuation of 105a. Departmental permission

required. Prerequisite, 105a. Nine studio hours a week, fall and spring. Kin-

naird, Zaborowski, Brooker.

107 SPECIAL STUDIES IN CRAFTS AND CRAFT DESIGN (3-6). Advanced craft

techniques and design. Course open only to students in Art Education pro-

j

gram. Departmental permission required. Minimum of twenty studio hours a

week, summer only (Penland School of Crafts). Staff.

108 INDIVIDUAL STUDIES: STUDIO (3-6). Special projects based on student's

performance and capacity in other advanced courses. Departmental permis-

sion required. Minimum ofnine studio hours a week, by arrangement, fall and

I

spring. Staff.

109 SPECIAL STUDIES IN ART EDUCATION (3-6). Special projects in art educa-

tion based on student's performance and capacity in other advanced courses.

Departmental permission required. Open to Art Education majors only. Mini-

mum of nine hours a week, by arrangement, fall and spring. Staff.

I12a ADVANCED SCULPTURE (3). Continuation of86b. Departmental permission

required. Prerequisite, Art 86b. Nine studio hours a week, fall and spring.

Howard.

I12b ADVANCED SCULPTURE (3). Continuation of 112a. Departmental permis-

sion required. Prerequisite, Art 112a. Nine studio hours a week, fall and
spring. Howard.

I20a ADVANCED PRINTMAKING (3). Continuation of88b. Departmental permis-

sion required. Prerequisite, Art 88b. Nine studio hours a week, fall and spring.

Gadson.

I20b ADVANCED PRINTMAKING (3). Continuation of 120a. Departmental per-

mission required. Prerequisite, Art 120a. Nine studio hours a week, fall and
spring. Gadson.

Courses for Graduates

240 GRADUATE PAINTING (9 hours for each 3 credits each week). This course

may be repeated- for credit. Fall and spring. Staff.

241 GRADUATE SCULPTURE (9 hours for each 3 credits each week). This course

may be repeated for credit. Fall and spring. Staff.

242 GRADUATE PRINTMAKING (9 hours for each 3 credits each week). This

course may be repeated for credit. Fall and spring. Staff

m MASTER'S THESIS (3 or more). Fall and spring Staff,

too GENERAL REGISTRATION (0).



DEPARTMENT OF BACTERIOLOGY AND IMMUNOLOGY

G. Philip Manire, Chairman

Professors

Wallace A. Clyde (4)

William J. Cromartie (6)

Harry Gooder (10)

Geoffrey Haughton (11)

G. Philip Manire (1)

Joseph S. Pagano (14)

John H. Schwab (15)

D. Gordon Sharp (16)

Myron S. Silverman (17)

John K. Spitznagel (19)

William R. Straughn (20)

Myron L. Tyan (22)

Associate Professors

Kenneth F. Bott (3)

James J. Crawford (5)

Marshal H. Edgell (7)

Janet J. Fischer (8)

Clyde A. Hutchison, III (12)

P. Frederick Sparling (18)

Robert Twarog (21)

William J. Yount (25)

Assistant Professors

Joel B. Baseman (2)

Infectious Diseases, Biology of Mycoplsismas

Innate Resistance to Infection Mechanisms of

Streptococcal Disease and Rheumatic Fever

Bacterial Cell Walls and L-Forms

Immunogenetics and Immunology of Tissue

Transplantation

Virology, Growth Cycles and Cell Wall Anti-

gens of Chlamydia

Interactions ofAnimal Virus Nucleic Acid and

Mammalian Cells

Autoimmunity, Cross-Reactive Antigens on

Bacterial and Mammalian Membranes
Biophysics, Electron Microscopy, Quantitation

of Viruses

Immunological Reactions in Periodontal Dis-

ease

Cell Biology of Immune Response, Inflamma-

tion and Resistance to Infection

Bacterial Physiology and Metabolism, Cell

Permeability and Membrane Transport

Oral Biology and Bacteriology, Detection and

Modification of Tumor Antigens

Genetics and Biochemistry of Bacillus Subtil-

lis and its Bacteriophage

Oral Microbiology, Anaerobic Bacteriology

Genetic Engineering, Molecular Biology

Infectious Diseases, Enteric Bacteria, Infec-

tions of the Urinary Tract

Molecular Genetics, Genetic Engineering;

Virus Structure

Infectious Disease, Antibiotic Inhibitors of thei

Ribosome

Regulation ofSynthesis ofAmino Acid Biosyn-i

thetic Enzymes in Bacteria

Genetic Control of Antibody Response andi

Gamma Globulin Synthesis in Humans

Pathogenesis of Microbial Diseases, Animal

Cell Physiology
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James D. Folds (9) Regulation of Antibody Snythesis, Assembly

and Secretion

John E. Newbold (13) Molecular Virology, Mechanical Analysis of

Eukaryotes

Gail T. Wertz (23) Molecular Virology, Virus:host Cell Interac-

tion

Priscilla B. Wyrick (24) Host-Parasite Relationships, Pathogenesis of

Infectious Diseases

The Department ofBacteriology and Immunology, an administra-

tive division of the School of Medicine, is a unit of the Graduate

School. It offers instruction leading to the degrees of Master of

Science and Doctor of Philosophy. Research programs, supported by

funds from the University, U.S. Public Health Service, National

Sciency Foundation, Atomic Energy Commission, and private foun-

dations, are being conducted on a wide variety ofprograms concern-

ing the nature of bacteria and viruses, on hostparasite interaction,

and various areas of immunology.

The Department occupies about 9,000 square feet of space on the

ground and first floor of the Medical Building, 5,000 square feet on

the fourth floor of the Medical Sciences Research Wing, and 4,000

square feet on the fifth floor of the Swing Building. In addition, the

several laboratories of microbiology and serology in the hospital

offer a wide range ofpathological material for investigation by those

interested in clinical microbiology.

Individual faculty members are provided with well-equipped

laboratories for their own work and that of postdoctoral fellows,

graduate students, technicians, and other personnel. Equipment
available for graduate student research includes Spinco Model E
analytical ultra-centrifuge, automatic amino acid analyzers, Spinco

Model L ultracentrifuges, Sorvall refrigerated ultracentrifuges. In-

ternational refrigerated centrifuges, automatic scalers and gas flow

radioactivity counters, Packard tri-carb liquid scintillation radioac-

i tivity counters, Beckman DU and DK recording spectrophotometers,

Spinco Model H electrophoresis apparatus, electron microscopes,

thin section microtomes. International cryostats, C02 incubators,

plus a wide variety of other equipment used in chemical, biological

and biophysical analyses of microbes and infected hosts.

Funds are available from the University and from individual re-

search grants to provide stipends for predoctoral students admitted
for graduate work in the Department. These range from $2,600 to

$3,000 per year, plus $500 per dependent and full tuition allowances.

The Department of Bacteriology and Immunology considers ap-

plications from prospective graduate students who present evidence
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of superior scholarship and who have completed courses in general,
I

analytical and organic chemistry, mathematics including calculus,

and two semesters of physics. Students planning a research career

in microbiology are strongly urged to take additional courses in

physical chemistry and biology. As the M.S. degree is no longer a
satisfactory terminal degree in research training, strong preference

will be given to students who wish to proceed directly to the Ph.D.

degree.

Students who are admitted to the Graduate Program in the De-

partment of Bacteriology and Immunology are required to take Bac-

teriology 101, Bacteriology 161, 2 of the 4 seminars. Bacteriology

210, 211, 212, 213, Bacteriology 201 and Bacteriology 202. Although
no minor is required, most students take a minor in Biochemistry.

Graduate courses in Pathology, Parasitology, and other depart-

ments are available for those students needing special preparation

in these areas. Courses to be taken by each student will be deter-

mined by a departmental committee.

Students entering in September will usually enroll in Bio-

!

chemistry 105, Bacteriology 101 and Bacteriology 201 in the Fall
j

Semester: Bacteriology 161, Bacteriology 202 and Biochemistry 106

in the Spring, two Bacteriology seminars and an additional Bio-

chemistry course in the Fall Semester ofthe second year. Except for

seminars, this should complete the major course requirements for

the Ph.D. degree. Students should begin laboratory research during

their first semester in residence and can devote almost full time to I

research by mid-term ofthe second year. Truly exceptional students

may well be able to complete all requirements for the Ph.D. degree

in three years, and it is anticipated that most students will complete

their work in four years.

Courses for Graduates and Advanced Undergraduates

100 BIOLOGY AND BIOCHEMISTRY OF MICROORGANISMS (5). Prerequisites,
j

Biology 21, 22, or Zoology 11 or Botany 11, and Chemistry 61 or their equiva- i

lents or permission of instructor. The structure and function of bacteria and

viruses and their chemical and genetic relationships are stressed. Their use

as model systems for genetic, developmental and environmental studies is also

explored. Three lecture, four laboratory hours, fall. Twarog, Bott.

101 INFECTION AND IMMUNITY (5). Prerequisites, Biology 103, Chemistry 61,
|

and permission ofinstructor. The biology ofpathogenic microorganisms, infec-

tious disease and the immune response. Includes molecular and cellular basis
i

of antibody formation, hypersensitivity, resistance to infection, immuno-

chemistry, and mechanisms of pathogenesis. Three lecture, four laboratory

hours, fall. Schwab, Baseman.

115 SPECIAL TOPICS IN BACTERIOLOGY OR IMMUNOLOGY (3 or more each;

semester). Permission of the Department required except for Departmental
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majors. Designed to introduce the student to research methods. Minor inves-

tigative problems are conducted with advice and guidance of the staff. May
be repeated for credit two or more semesters. Hours and credit to be arranged,

any term. Staff.

151 GENERAL BACTERIOLOGY (4). Prerequisites, Chemistry 11-12 or 11-21.

Open only to majors in departments other than Bacteriology. Covers the gen-

eral principles and techniques ofbacteriology and the relations ofthese organ-

isms to sanitation, agriculture, medicine, and industry. Three lecture and two

laboratory hours a week, spring semester. Manire, Straughn.

161 ADVANCED MICROBIOLOGY AND IMMUNOLOGY (6). Permission of the

department required except for department majors. Current concepts of the

chemistry, structure, physiology and genetics of bacteria and viruses are pre-

sented, as they relate to growth, metabolism, variation and action of antimi-

crobial agents. Instructions in techniques and instrumentation relevant to

advanced microbiological studies are given. Spring. Staff.

Courses for Graduates

201 SEMINAR IN MICROBIOLOGY (1 each). Discussion of selected topics in Mi-

202 crobiology. Fall and spring. Staff.

210 SEMINAR/TUTORIAL IN MICROBIAL CHEMISTRY AND GENETICS (3).

Prerequisite, Bacteriology 161. One or two faculty and a small number of

students will consider in depth current research of importance. Emphasis will

be on current literature, invited speakers, etc., rather than textbooks. Fall.

Staff.

211 SEMINAR/TUTORIAL IN ANIMAL VIROLOGY (3). Prerequisite, Bacteri-

ology 161. One or two faculty and a small number of students will consider

in depth current research of importance. Emphasis will be on current litera-

ture, invited speakers, etc., rather than textbooks. Fall. Staff.

212 SEMINAR/TUTORIAL IN IMMUNOLOGY (3). Prerequisite, Bacteriology

161. One or two faculty and a small number ofstudents will consider in depth

current research of importance. Emphasis will be on current literature, in-

vited speakers, etc., rather than textbooks. Fall. Staff.

213 SEMINAR/TUTORIAL IN THE BIOLOGY OF CANCER: VIRUSES AND
THE IMMUNE RESPONSE (3). Prerequisite, Bacteriology 161. One or two

faculty and a small number ofstudents will consider in depth current research

ofimportance. Emphasis will be placed on current literature invited speakers,

etc., rather than textbooks. Fall. Staff.

275 GENETICS SYSTEMS (3). An advanced course open to students in genetics

and required for trainees in genetics. Each member of the Curriculum in

Genetics will present information and problems in the areas of specialization

and the organism with which he or she works. Fall. Staff.

393 MASTER'S THESIS (3). Staff.

394 DOCTORAL DISSERTATION (3). Staff.

400 GENERAL REGISTRATION (0).
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J. Logan Irvin, Chairman

Professors

Carl E. Anderson

Michael Caplow

Edward B. Glassman
Jan Hermans
J. Logan Irvin

Henry S. Kingdon

Morris A. Lipton

Gerald L. Mechanic

John C. Parker

Ralph Penniall

Howard A. Schneider

George K. Summer

Robert H. Wagner
James R. White

John E. Wilson

Richard V. Wolfenden

(1) Metabolism and Chemistry of Lipids; Gas-

trointestinal Malabsorption; Molecular Bi-

ology

(16) Mechanisms and Kinetics of Enzymatic

Reactions

(40) Neurobiology; Genetics

(46) Structure and Physical Chemistry ofProteins

(52) Molecular Biology; Synthesis of Proteins and
Nucleic Acids in Cell Nuclei; Isolation and

Functions of Histones; Basic Proteins in

Spermatogenesis

(55) Amino Acid Sequence of Proteins, especially

Blood-Clotting Enzymes; Enzymatic Mech-

anisms of Blood Clotting

(64) Neuropharmacology

(76) Structure of Collagen and of the Proteins of

Dental Enamel
(94) Ion Transfer and Metabolism in Red Blood

Cells

(97) Biosynthesis of Hemoproteins and Mitochon-

drial Membranes; Mechanisms of Phag-

ocytosis

(109) Nutrition and Infection; Nutritional Ecology

of Man
(121) Human Biochemical Genetics; Biochemical

Regulation; Anal5d:ical Biochemistry

(127) Biochemistry of Blood (Coagulation

(133) Molecular Biology; Protein Biosynthesis;

Mechanism of Action of Antibiotics

(136) Neurochemistry; Metabolic Correlates of Ex-

perience and Behavior

(139) Organic and Enzyme Reaction Mechanisms;

Transition State Analogs

Associate Professors

Fred E. Bell

Michael K. Berkut

David J. Holbrook, Jr.

(4) Protein Biosynthesis; Mechanism of Enzyme
Action

(10) Biochemistry of Erythrocyte Stimulating

Factors; Function of Steroids in Hemopoie-

sis

(49) Nucleic Acid and Protein Metabolism; Mech-

anisms ofAction ofAntimalarial Drugs; Bi-

ochemical Effects of Toxic Agents
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Roger L. Lundblad (67)

Pierre Morell (85)

Shihadeh N. Nayfeh (88)

Claude Piantadosi (100)

John Savory (106)

Assistant Professors

Joyce A. Benjamins (7)

Michael Bleyman (13)

Charles W. Carter, Jr. (19)

Chi-Bom Chae (22)

Stephen G. Chaney (25)

Hanson Y-K Chuang (28)

Robert E. Cross (31)

Karl A. Koehler (58)

Keiji Marushige (70)

Jan M. McDonagh (73)

Gerhard W. Meissner (79)

Ronald C. Reitz (103)

Barrel W. Stafford (118)

Boyd R. Switzer (124)

Adjunct Assistant Professor

Edward O. Oswald (91)

Isolation and Mechanism of Action of Blood-

Clotting Proteins; Clinical Concentrates of

Clotting Factors

Neurochemistry; Chemistry of Myelin; Lipid

Metabolism

Metabolism and Mechanism of Action of Ste-

roid Hormones
Antimetabolites in Cancer Research; Meta-

bolic Inhibitors; Lipid Chemistry; Synthe-

sis Oriented Medicinal Chemistry

Clinical Biochemistry; Specific Protein Anal-

ysis; Trace Metal Metabolism; Automative

Methods of Analysis

Neurochemistry; Lipid Metabolism

Molecular Biology and Biochemical Genetics

X-ray Crystallography; Structure and Func-

tion of Macromolecules

Gene Regulation; Chromosomal Proteins and

their Functions

Molecular Biology; RNA Metabolism; Bio-

chemical Genetics

Enzymology of Blood Coagulation

Clinical Biochemistry

Enzjmaology of Blood Coagulation; Mech-

anisms of Enzyme Action

Chromosomal Regulation

Biochemistry of Blood Coagulation and Fi-

brinolysis

Membrane Structure and Function; Lipids;

Biochemistry and Metabolism

Enzymes involved in Synthesis of Lipids and

Phospholipids and the Effect of Chronic

Ethanol Ingestion on these Enzymes
Gene Isolation, Transcription and Control;

Embryonic Development

Nutrition; Enzymology

Metabolism of Lipids and Natural-product

Environmental Agents; Organic Synthesis

of Radioactive-labeled Materials

Emeritus Professor

James C. Andrews

The field of biochemistry applies and extends the concepts of

chemistry and physics to the investigation of biological problems.

The Department of Biochemistry and Nutrition is located in the

School of Medicine, which lies in close proximity to the buildings
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that house the Biological and Physical Sciences. As part of the

Graduate School, it offers training leading to the Ph.D. degree in

Biochemistry. There are about 50 graduate students in the Depart-

ment. Strong emphasis is placed on training students to meet future

challenges in the study of the biochemistry of living systems and
molecular biology. Extensive research programs are being con-

ducted in molecular biology, genetics, proteins, enzymes, enzyme
mechanisms, physical biochemistry, histones, nucleic acids, lipids,

steroids, metabolic control mechanisms, metabolic diseases, antibi-

otics, neurochemistry, blood coagulation, calcification mechanisms,
clinical biochemistry and nutrition, and cancer research.

The Division of Chemical Neurobiology

The Division ofChemical Neurobiology is part ofthe Department.

It has close working relationships with the Neurobiology Program,

and the neuroscientists in that program provide extensive collabora-

tive stimulation from other departments. The Director of this divi-

sion is Professor Edward Glassman.

The objective of the Division of Chemical Neurobiology is a col-

laborative interdisciplinary investigation of nervous system func-

tion. The goal is to bring together a critical mass of relevant scien-

tists in order to establish related but independent research groups

applying the methods ofmodern biochemistry and molecular biology

to the problems of neurobiology.

Each of the faculty in the Division of Chemical Neurobiology

works closely with graduate students, postdoctoral research associ-

ates, and technicians on diverse problems relating to the central

theme. The faculty includes Joyce A. Benjamins, Ph.D., Edward
Glassman, Ph.D., Gerhard Meissner, Ph.D., Pierre Morell, Ph.D. and

John E. Wilson, Ph.D.

Research Equipment

The Department has the following major items of equipment

available for the research projects of graduate students: fraction of

cell components: 5 Spinco Model-L preparative ultra-centrifuges; 1

Spinco Model-L2 preparative ultracentrifuge; 3 Sorvall RC-2 re-

frigerated centrifuges; 3 International PR-2 refrigerated centri-

fuges; 1 Sharpies supercentrifuge. Studies of protein and nucleic

acid structure: 1 Cary 14 recording spectrophotometer; 1 Aminco-

Bowman spectrofluorometer; 1 Spinco Model-H electrophoresis ap-

paratus; 1 Cary 60 recording spectro-polarimeter; 1 Spinco auto-

matic amino acid analyzer; 2 Spinco Model 1-E analytical

ultracentrifuges.
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Radioactive counting: 2 Nuclear-Chicago automatic scalers and

gas-flow radioactivity counters; 3 Packard tricarb liquid scintillation

spectrometers; 3 Nuclear-Chicago liquid scintillation spectrometers.

Other equipment includes: 2 Beckman DB recording spectropho-

tometers; 3 Beckman DB spectrophotometers; 3 Gilford spectropho-

tometers; 2 Zeiss spectrophotometers; 1 Beckman DK-1 recording

spectrophotometer; 1 Beckman infrared spectrophotometer; 1 Sie-

mens crystalloflex-II X-ray diffraction apparatus; 1 Warburg ap-

paratus; 2 Photovolt Model-540 flourometers; 1 Raytheon sonic oscil-

lator; 1 Gibson recording oxygen electrode; 1 JKM-Stubbings
preparative electrophoresis apparatus; recording gas-chromatogra-

phy apparatus; instrumentation for stopped flow kinetic measure-

ments.

Fellowships and Research Assistantships

Predoctoral Fellowships and Research Assistantships: These fel-

lowships, limited in number, are designed to support graduate stu-

dents working toward the Ph.D. degree. Stipend: $3,200 to $3,600 for

12 months, with tutition allowances, and $500 per year for depend-

ents. After the second year, graduate students are eligible to receive

travel awards to attend national scientific meetings.

Postdoctoral Fellowships and Research Associateships: A number
of postdoctoral fellowships are available to persons who have ac-

quired the Ph.D. degree in biochemistry, genetics, chemistry, bio-

physics, or biology. Persons who have received the M.D., the D.D.S.,

or the D.V.M. degree are also eligible for these fellowships. Stipends

will vary depending upon experience and the number ofdependents,

but will be in range of $5,000 to $8,500 for 12 months.

Requirements for Admission

The Department of Biochemistry will entertain applications from
students who have majored or minored in one of the following disci-

plines: chemistry, genetics, biology (zoology or botany), physics,

mathematics, bacteriology. All undergraduates who intend to have
a career in biochemistry are urged to take differential and integral

calculus, organic chemistry, physical chemistry, general biology,

and at least six semester hours credit in French, German or Russian,

although these are not absolute requirements for admission. Stu-

dents with deficiencies in training and in background will be re-

quired to make these up in the first year of study. All applicants will

be required to score well on the Graduate Record Examination prior

to acceptance.
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Requirements for the Ph.D. Degree

Candidates for the Ph.D. degree in Biochemistry must be well

trained in the fundamentals of chemistry, physics, biology and
mathematics, in addition to biochemistry. Although a minor pro-

gram is not required, students may take minors. A student's pro-

gram of courses outside of biochemistry will be designed to meet
individual needs. A reading knowledge of French, German or Rus-

sian is required.

Departmental requirements will vary to suit the needs of in-

dividual students. However, all candidates will be required to take

Biochemistry 105-106, 130, 133, and 207. In addition to the Core

Curriculum, the Ph.D. candidate should have up to 27 semester

hours of formal courses (not including Research) of which at least

9 semester hours should be in seminar courses. Students are en-

couraged to take graduate courses in chemistry, bacteriology, and
physiology which are appropriate to their areas ofstudy and special-

ization. The most important requirement is a dissertation on origi-

nal research independently carried out by the candidate.

Courses for Graduates and Advanced Undergraduates

100 BIOCHEMISTRY FOR STUDENTS OF BIOLOGY AND CHEMISTRY (Chem-

istry 107) (3). Prerequisites, Chemistry 61 and one course in biology. Lectures

on the regulation and mechanism of reactions in living organisms, with em-

phasis on general principles. Protein structure and enzyme function; central

pathways in intermediary metabolism; metabolic control; expression of ge-

netic information; molecular disease. Fall. Wolfenden; others.

lOOL BIOCHEMISTRY LABORATORY (2). Prerequisite or corequisite. Bio-

chemistry 100. Laboratory for Biochemistry 100. Includes experiments on cell

growth, subcellular fractionation, isolation and kinetic studies on enzymes,

intermediary metabolism; preparation and biosynthesis of macromolecules,

fractionation of lipids, including modern research techniques in biochemistry.

Four laboratory hours a week, fall. Chae, Marushige.

101a BIOCHEMISTRY FOR DENTAL STUDENTS (2). Prerequisites, Chemistry

61, or equivalents. This course may be taken by graduate students who are

not majoring in biochemistry. Fall. Staff.

101b BIOCHEMISTRY FOR DENTAL STUDENTS (2). Continuation of 101a.

Spring. Staff

105 INTRODUCTION TO BIOCHEMISTRY AND MOLECULAR BIOLOGY (5).

Prerequisites, Chemistry 61, 62, or equivalents. This is the first semester of

an introductory course at a more exhaustive level than Biochemistry 100,

101a, or 101b. This semester deals mainly with the metabolism and structure

of proteins, nucleic acids, and lipids, as well as enzyme kinetics and energy

metabolism. Five lecture hours per week, fall. Staff.

106 INTRODUCTION TO BIOCHEMISTRY AND MOLECULAR BIOLOGY (5).

Prerequisite, Biochemistry 105. A continuation of Biochemistry 105 with em-

phasis on the duplication (DNA synthesis), transcription (RNA S5nithesis) and
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translation (Protein synthesis) ofthe genetic code, functions of the eukaryotic

cell, biochemical genetics, hormones, neurochemistry and regulatory mech-

anisms. Five lecture hours per week, spring. St£iff.

130 PROTEIN CHEMISTRY (Chemistry 130) (3). Prerequisites, Chemistry 61, 62

or equivalent. Topics will include: structural properties of proteins; active site

chemistry; chemical modification of proteins; metalloproteins; coenzyme-

enzyme interactions; organization of enzyme systems. Three lecture hours a

week, spring. Hiskey, Harrison, Penniston.

131 NUCLEIC ACID CHEMISTRY AND ENZYMOLOGY (Chemistry 131) (3).

Prerequisites, Biochemistry 100, or 105-106, or equivalent. A study of the

reactions and properties ofnucleic acids, the enzymes involved in their synthe-

sis and degradation, and the role of RNA in protein synthesis. (1976 and

alternate years). Spring. Holbrook (Coordinator).

132 ENZYME MECHANISMS AND KINETICS (Chemistry 132) (3). Prerequisite.

Biochemistry 100 or 105. A detailed discussion of enzyme catalysis; principles

of catalysis; enzyme kinetics; the active sites of enzymes; allosteric interac-

tions between subunits; the mechanisms ofcoenzyme catalyzed reactions. Fall.

Caplow, Harrison.

133 PHYSICAL BIOCHEMISTRY (3). Prerequisities, Biochemistry 105, Math-

ematics 31, Chemistry 181, 182 or equivalent. This course covers physico-

chemical approaches to biochemical research. Examples of topics are: Confor-

mational analysis of proteins, principles of X-ray diffraction of proteins,

ultracentrifugation, optical methods, fast reaction kinetics. Both the practical

aspects and the theoretical background of each method are discussed. Fall.

Hermans, Carter.

134 STRUCTURE OF BIOLOGICAL MACROMOLECULES (3). Prerequisite, Bio-

chemistry 133 or permission of the Instructor. A discussion of physical tech-

niques for the determination of the conformation of macromolecules with

examples chosen among biological polymers: Statistics of random polymer

chains, hydrodynamic properties, light scattering. X-ray diffractions offibrous

and crystalline proteins, thermodynamic and statistical mechanical ap-

proaches to the stability ofhelical molecules, calculations ofprotein structure.

(1976 and alternate years.) Spring. Hermans, Carter.

137 MEMBRANE CHEMISTRY (Chemistry 137) (3). Prerequisite, Chemistry 62,

Biochemistry 100, Zoology 11. Corequisite, Chemistry 180, 181, or 183, or

equivalent preparation, or consent of instructor. An introduction to the struc-

ture and function of biological membranes and related topics. Special empha-
sis will be given to basic principles and general theories. Specific membrane
systems will be discussed as examples ofthese principles and theories. Spring.

Meissner, Penniall, Penniston.

140 CLINICAL CHEMISTRY (3). Prerequisite or corequisite, Biochemistry 100 or

equivalent. Permission of the instructor. Techniques for the measurement of

chemical constituents in biological materials and significance of laboratory

measurements in the study of human disease. Three lecture hours per week,

fall. Savory, Killingsworth, Cross.

165 MOLECULAR GENETICS (Zoology 165) (3). Prerequisite, a genetics course;

Zoology 164 also recommended. The genetics of prokaryotes and model sys-

tems for understanding the duplication, transcription, repair, mutagenesis

and coding of nucleic acids. (1976 and alternate years.) Three lecture hours a

week, fall StaflT.
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Courses for Graduates

204 BIOCHEMICAL PREPARATIONS (5). Prerequisite, Biochemistry 105, or

equivalent. A laboratory course in the preparation ofcompounds of biological

interest and the analytical methods for testing their purity. Ten laboratory

hours a week, either semester. Staff.

207 ADVANCED BIOCHEMISTRY LABORATORY (4). Corequisite, Biochemistry

105. A laboratory course designed to acquaint graduate students majoring in

Biochemistry with the equipment and methods used in modern biochemical

research. Eight laboratory hours a week, fall or spring. Staff.

224 BIOCHEMISTRY OF LIPIDS (3). Prerequisite 106, or equivalent. A systematic

and in-depth coverage of present knowledge ofthe chemistry and metabolism

of lipids. Special emphasis will be placed on complex lipids. Lipoproteins, and
the role of lipids in biological membranes and enzyme systems. (1977 and
alternate years.) Spring. Anderson, Reitz, Oswald, Nayfeh, Morell, Meissner.

225 BIOENERGETICS (3). Prerequisite, Biochemistry 106, or equivalent. A consid-

eration of the mechanisms for the conservation and interconversion of (free)

energy in living systems, with particular emphasis on oxidative and photosyn-

thetic phosyhorylation. A combined lecture-seminar course. (1975 and alter-

nate years.) Fall. Penniall.

226 REGULATORY MECHANISMS (3). Prerequisite, Biochemistry 105, 106 or

equivalent, or by permission of the instructor. This is a lecture course taught

by faculty members from biochemistry, botany, genetics, zoology, endo-

crinology and some clinical biomedical disciplines. The primary purpose ofthe

course is to bring the advanced graduate student up-to-date in mechanisms
of regulation or control of cellular metabolism. The lectures will acquaint the

student with the research of a number of faculty members in the biological

sciences who have a primary interest in biochemical regulation and will pro-

vide a forum for discussions to emphasize recent fundamental correlative

research on regulatory mechanisms involving the following areas: DNA du-

plication, RNA synthesis, biochemical C5^ology, intermediary metabolism (al-

losteric and hormonal control of enzyme catalysis), biological transport of

small and large molecules, and special bacterial and mammalian systems

(including human genetic disorders with membrane defects). (1976 and alter-

nate years.) Spring. Summer, Irvin, Bleyman, Brown, Frazier, Holbrook, Nay-

feh, Reitz; others.

227 NEUROCHEMISTRY (Neurobiology 227) (3). Prerequisite, Biochemistry 106,

or equivalent. An introductory course in the biochemistry of the nervous

system. Topics include aspects of energy metabolism, ion movements, neuro-

transmitters, intermediary metabolism and the metabolism of mac-

romolecules in the nervous system. (1976 and alternate years.) Fall. Wilson,

Glassman, Morell.

The following Seminar Courses are designed for students who are majoring

or minoring in Biochemistry and who wish to further their knowledge in

particular areas. Biochemistry 105 is a prerequisite. Unless specified, these

courses will be given in alternate years by interested staffmembers. Students

may register for only one seminar a semester but may audit any number.

These seminars may not be repeated for credit.

230 SEMINAR IN BIOLOGICAL MACROMOLECULES. I. PROTEINS (3).

Prerequisites, Biochemistry 106 and permission of instructor. (1977 and alter-

nate years.) Spring. Hermans, Carter.
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231 SEMINAR IN BIOLOGICAL MACROMOLECULES. II. NUCLEIC ACIDS (3).

Prerequisite, Biochemistry 106 or permission of instructor. (1977 and alter-

nate years.) Spring. Bell, Chaney.

: 233 SEMINAR IN BIOCHEMICAL REGULATION (3). (1977 and alternate years.)

Spring. Staff.

234 SEMINAR IN PROTEIN BIOSYNTHESIS (3). Prerequisite, Biochemistry 106

or permission of instructor. (1976 and alternate years.) Spring. Bell.

235 SEMINAR IN CHEMICAL NEUROBIOLOGY (Neurobiology 235) (3).

(1975-76 and alternate years.) Fall. Wilson, Glassman, Morell.

t237 SEMINAR IN BIOPOLYMERS (Chemistry 237-238) (1 per sem.) Prerequi-

238 site, consent ofInstructor. Fall or spring. (May be repeated for credit.) Caplow,

Wolfenden, Harrison.

239 SEMINAR IN ANTIBIOTICS AND ANTIMETABOLITES (3). (1976 and alter-

nate years.) Fall. White, Piantadosi.

240 SEMINAR IN LIPID METABOLISM (3). (1976 and alternate years.) Spring

Anderson, Reitz, Oswald.

275 GENETICS SYSTEMS (Bacteriology 275, Genetics 275, Botany 275, Pathology

275) (3). An advanced course in genetics emphasizing the genetics and molecu-

lar biology of viruses, bacteria fungi, insects and mammals and based upon
the personal research of the staff. Required of all candidates for the degree

in Genetics. Three lecture hours a week. Staff.

290 SEMINAR IN NEUROBIOLOGY (Neurobiology 290) (Pathology 290) (Physi-

ology 290) (Pharmacology 290) (Psychology 290) (3). Prerequisites, one gradu-

ate course in the biological sciences and permission ofthe Director ofNeurobi-

ology Curriculum. Selected topics associated with the nervous system and
behavior. Spring. Members of the Neurobiology Curriculum.

301 RESEARCH IN BIOCHEMISTRY (3 or more). Prerequisite, permission of the

302 Department. Six or more hours a week, throughout both semesters, when re-

quested. Staff.

310 RESEARCH IN NEUROBIOLOGY (Neurobiology 310) (Pharmacology 310)

(Physiology 310) (Zoology 310) (Psychology 310) (3-12). Prerequisites, permis-

sion of a staff member and the Director of the Neurobiology Curriculum.

Research in various aspects of neurobiology. Six to twenty-four hours a week,

fall and spring. Members of the Neurobiology Curriculum.

393 MASTER'S THESIS (3 or more). Staff.

394 DOCTORAL DISSERTATION (3 or more). Staff.

400 GENERAL REGISTRATION (0).
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A. T. Miller, Jr.
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Associate Professors

Richard Johnston

P. A. Lachenbruch

Paul G. Shinkman
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Assistant Professors

David E. Downie

Henry S. Hsiao

Lawrence L. Kupper

Instructor
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\

Lecturer

E. R. Lappi

Adjunct Associate Professor

George S. Malindzak, Jr.

(4) Communication Theory, Stochastic Processes,

Probability, Functional Analysis I

(1) Hemodynamics, Neural Information Process-

ing

(5) Molecular Biophysics

(9) Interation Theory, Numerical Methods in Par-
'

tial Differential Equations

(10) Cell Energy Metabolism, Aging

(13) Pulmonary Circulatory Hemodjniamics andj

Cardiovascular Physiology

(6) Internal Radiation Dosimetry, Nuclear Medi-'

cine Instrumentation

(8) Discriminant Analysis, Population, Data Anal-

ysis ;

(11) Visual Neurophysiology, Brain-Behavior Rela-

tions

(14) Computer Applications, Instrumentation, Ex-'

perimental Design, Research Administra-

tion

(15) Cardiovascular Physiology

(2) Cardiovascular Simulation, Pattern Recogni-

tion in Medicine

(3) Medical Instrumentation, Cardiovascular Dy-f

namics, Insect Behavior

(7) Regression Analysis, Statistical Applications,

in Public Health

(19) Biomedical Instrumentation, Biomedical Engi-

neering Applications, Computer Processing^

(20) Biomedical Computing Applications

(16) Cardiovascular, Coronary, Atherosclerosis En-

vironmental Physiology
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Adjunct Assistant Professors

Michael D. Feezor

C. Frank Starmer
(17) Bioelectric Signal Processing

(18) Hemodynamics, Pattern Recognition, Clinical

Decision-Making

Biomedical Engineering and Mathematics is a new field stressing

the application of engineering techniques and mathematical anal-

ysis to biomedical problems. The Curriculum offers graduate educa-

tion in this field leading to the Master of Science and Doctor of

Philosophy degrees.

Students enter this program with a wide variety ofbackgrounds

—

some in engineering or physical science, some in mathematics, some
in biological science. Curricula are tailored to fit the needs and
develop the potentials of individual students. All students take the

courses of the core curriculum (described below)—with exceptions

I
if they have had equivalent courses elsewhere. In addition, courses

in biostatistics, computer science, physiology, and mathematics or

engineering provide a well-rounded background of knowledge and
skills.

! This program is fortunate in its intimate association with faculty

I
of the School of Medicine. Administratively in the Department of

Surgery, it enjoys close working relations with the Departments of

Physiology, Biostatistics, Statistics, Computer Science, Mathemat-
ics, and the School of Engineering at Raleigh. It also has close work-

ing relations with the Neurobiology Program. These associations

enable students to obtain research training in a wide variety offields

and facilitate the selection and performance of dissertation re-

search. The student is thus provided with excellent opportunities to

realize the basic goal of those who choose careers in this field—the

enhancement of medical care for the society in which we live

through the application of modern technology.

Admission Requirements

There is no fixed set of requirements for entrance into this pro-

gram. In general, the student must satisfy the entrance require-

ments for the Graduate School ofThe University of North Carolina

and must have demonstrated interest and capability commensurate
with the quality designed into this program.

It is recommended that the student have a good working knowl-
edge ofmathematics at least through differential equations, plus two
years of physical or engineering science and basic courses in biologi-

cal science. Where deficits in this preparation are encountered, they
can be made up in the first year or so of graduate training.
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Requirements for Degrees

Candidates for degrees in Biomedical Engineering and Mathemat-
ics must have met the general requirements ofthe Graduate School.

Degree candidates in this program will be expected to have demon-
strated proficiency in both teaching and research. For the Ph.D.

degree, the dissertation should be adjudged by the graduate commit-
tee to be of publishable quality.

Courses for Graduates and Advanced Undergraduates

101 INTRODUCTION TO BIOMEDICAL ENGINEERING (3). Prerequisites,

Mathematics 32 and Zoology 11, or equivalents. Topics included are dimen-

sional analysis in biology, biomechanics, biorheology, bioacoustics, mem-
brance transport, bioelectricity, sensory transducers, biological control sys-

tems, and neural information processing. Coulter.

Ill BIOMEDICAL INSTRUMENTATION (3). Prerequisites, Mathematics 32 or

equivalent, permission of the instructor. Designed for advanced biology stu-

dents who do not have any background in electronics. The fundamentals of

biomedical instrumentation are developed from basic physical principles.

Hsiao.

121 INTRODUCTION TO BIOMEDICAL DATA PROCESSING (3). Prerequisites,

Computer Science 16 or equivalent. This is an introduction to methods of

automatic computation ofspecial relevance to biomedical problems. Sampling

theory, analog-to-digital conversion, digital filtering, will be explored in depth.

Downie.

131 INTRODUCTION TO BIOMATHEMATICS (3). Prerequisite, Mathematics 32

or equivalent. An introduction to the dynamic analysis of biological systems,

including: differential equations ofbehavior, transient response, Fourier anal-
j

ysis and frequency response, and applications of the LaPlace transform in

biology and medicine. Downie.

Courses for Graduates

201 ADVANCED BIOMEDICAL INSTRUMENTATION (3). Prerequisites, Bi-

omedical Engineering-Biomedical Mathematics 111 or equivalent. Designed

for students who already possess some knowledge of biomedical instrumenta-

1

tion but desire to acquire additional sophistication in the methods of modern
i

biological instrumentation. Hsiao. i

211 BIOLOGICAL CONTROL SYSTEM (3). Prerequisites, Biomedical Engineer-!

ing-Biomedical Mathematics 131 or Mathematics 124. This is a study ofbiolog-t

ical control systems and mathematical tools used in their analysis. Downie.

221 NEURAL INFORMATION PROCESSING (3). Prerequisite, Biomedical Engi-

j

neering-Biomedical Mathematics 101 and Physiology 140 or equivalent. Thisi

approaches the nervous system as a data processing network, the brain as thai

computer for a homeostat. Coulter.

231 SPECIAL TOPICS (Hours to be arranged). Prerequisites, permission of the

instructor. Special library and/or laboratory work on an individual basis on

specific problems in biomedical engineering and biomedical mathematics. Di-

rection of students will be on a tutorial basis, and subject matter will be

selected on the basis of individual needs. Staff".
j

241 SEMINAR (1). Prerequisites, none. Regular seminars on topics of current
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interest given by staff members, visiting professors, and advanced students.

Attendance required of all students in the biomedical engineering-biomedical

mathematics program. Staff

1301 ADVANCED TOPICS IN BIOMEDICAL ENGINEERING AND BIOMEDL
CAL MATHEMATICS (Hours to be arranged). Prerequisites, Biomedical Engi-

neering-Biomedical Mathematics 101 or equivalent. Advanced topics in the

field will be covered in depth from one of the following areas: Bioelectricity,

Biomechanics, Biorheology, Neural Information Processing, Bioacoustics, Bi-

omathematical Models, and Biological Control Systems. Staff

311 RESEARCH IN BIOMEDICAL ENGINEERING AND BIOMEDICAL MATH-
EMATICS. (Hours to be arranged). Prerequisite, permission of the instructor.

Staff.

393 MASTER'S THESIS (Hours to be arranged).

394 DOCTORAL DISSERTATION (Hours to be arranged).

400 GENERAL REGISTRATION (0).



DEPARTMENT OF BOTANY

Tom K. Scott, Chairman

Professors

C. Ritchie Bell

R. Malcolm Brown
Max H. Hommersand
William J. Koch
Helmut H. Lieth

Lindsay S. Olive

Albert E. Radford
Tom K. Scott

Edward J. Kuenzler
Jan J. Kohlmeyer

Associate Professors

Edward G. Barry
William C. Dickison

Aristotle J. Domnas
CuFFORD R. Parks
William J. Woods

Lecturer

Paul C. Mangelsdorf

Emeritus Professors

Joseph E. Adams
John N. Couch
Victor A. Greulach

(2) Systematics

(3) Cytology, Phycology

(6) Phycology, Physiology

(7) Mycology

(8) Ecology

(11) Mycology

(13) Systematics, Ecology

(14) Physiology

(15) Phycology

(16) Mycology

(1) Genetics

(4) Morphology, Anatomy
(5) Biochemistry

(12) Systematics, Genetics

(17) Marine Phycology

(18) Genetics

(19) Systematics

(20) Mycology

(21) Physiology

The Department of Botany offers graduate work leading towards

the degrees of Master of Arts, Master of Science, and Doctor of

Philosophy. The master's degree qualifies students for positions as

teachers in high school and junior colleges, as research assistants,

and as botanical technicians. The doctor's degree prepares the stu-

dent for teaching and research positions in colleges and universities,

and for research positions in a variety of government, private, and
industrial research laboratories.

The Department has well-equipped research laboratories for my-
cology, phycology, plant physiology, C3rtology, microbial genetics,

paleobotany, plant anatomy and microtechnique, taxonomy, plant

ecology, and plant biochemistry. Its library has a fine collection of

standard classical works of prime importance in research. Particu-

lar attention has also been given to American publications in botany

of historical importance. It contains a majority of the important
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botanical journals, as well as thousands of books and reprints. The
Coker Arboretum and the North Carolina Botanical Garden areas

are of much value to students in the study of special problems. In

addition, the varied topography ofNorth Carolina presents a diverse

and interesting flora. The Herbarium, which is especially rich in

collections of the vascular plants of the Carolinas and in fungal and
woody plants of the Southern states, also includes the Ashe Her-

barium and the Harbison Herbarium. The Gray Herbarium Index

and the Index Nominum Genericorum are available as important

aids to taxonomic studies.

The staff is prepared to direct the study and research of graduate

students in the following fields ofbotany: (1) mycology; (2) phycology;

(3) physiology; (4) cytology; (5) genetics; (6) taxonomy; (7) anatomy
and morphology of the vascular plants; (8) geobotany, particularly

ofthe Southeastern states; (9) plant ecology; (10) plant biochemistry;

and (11) paleobotany.

Students applying for admission to graduate study in botany

ideally should have an undergraduate major in botany or in biology,

including a substantial number ofbotany courses; however, capable

students with a bachelor's degree may be accepted with the follow-

ing minimal undergraduate background: general botany and gen-

eral zoology (or an acceptable year course in general biology) and
a year of general chemistry. Organic chemistry is also strongly

urged, as it is a prerequisite to Botany 121 and 122. A student with

a limited undergraduate background in botany and related sciences

should expect to spend more than the usual time on graduate degree

work.

The requirements for the two master's degrees are the same ex-

cept that the M.A. degree requires a thesis, while a candidate for

the M.S. degree may substitute six additional semester hours of

approved course work for the thesis. The Ph.D. degree requires a
reading knowledge of one foreign language from the following:

French, German, Russian, or Spanish. The Department of Botany
does not require minors for any of its graduate degrees, the student's

program of courses being specified to meet the particular needs of

the student by the advisor and research committee after consulta-

tion with the student.

Fellowships and Assistantships

William Chambers Coker Fellowship. This fellowship, awarded
annually, is available to a graduate student in the last year ofwork
toward the degree of Doctor of Philosophy. The holder of this $2,500
fellowship is not required to perform any departmental services.
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Graduate students in botany are regularly considered by the
i

Graduate School for the several kinds of nonservice fellowships it

offers. It is not necessary to apply for these, since superior students
|

recommended by the Department are given full consideration by the
|

Graduate School.

One Teaching Fellowship is available at $3,600 for the academic

year. The Teaching Fellow is responsible for supervising the labora-

tory preparations and laboratory instruction in general botany.

Several teaching and graduate assistantships are open to graduate

students, the stipend being $2,750. The duties for the assistants may
include preparation for and supervision of laboratory classes, grad-

ing of examination and laboratory papers, or greenhouse or her-

barium work. There are a few research assistantships available with

stipends equaling those of the graduate assistants.
{

Application blanks may be obtained from the Graduate School, '

The University of North Carolina at Chapel Hill. The application I

should be made by February 1.

Courses for Graduates and Advanced Undergraduates

The stated prerequisites should be interpreted to read "or equiva-

lent" and may be waived by the professor for students apparently

qualified to do the work of that course.

114 ALGAE (5). Prerequisite, Botany 51. Introduction to the morphology and tax-

onomy offreshwater and marine algae, including basic culture techniques and

field experience. Two lecture and six laboratory hours a week, spring. Hommer-
|

sand.

115 FUNGI (5). Prerequisite, Botany 51. An introduction to the systematics, devel-

opment, culture, collection, and biology offungi. Two lecture and six laboratory

hours a week, fall. Koch.

116 BRYOPHYTES (5). Prerequisite, Botany 51. The morphology, systematics and

ecology of mosses, liverworts and hornworts. (1975-1976 and alternate years.)

T\uo lecture and six laboratory hours a week, spring.

121 PLANT PHYSIOLOGY I. (5). Prerequisites, Botany 11 or Biology 21 and Or-
I

ganic Chemistry. A consideration of the metabolic processes of plants includ-
{

ing photosynthesis, respiration, digestion, assimilation, and biosynthetic path-
i

ways. Three lecture and four laboratory hours a week, fall. Domnas.

122 PLANT PHYSIOLOGY II. (5). Prerequisites, Botany 11 or Biology 21 and

Organic Chemistry. A consideration of transport across membranes, water

relations, translocation, mobilization, mineral nutrition, phytohormones,
i

plant growth and development, and the influence of environmental factors on I

plant processes. Three lecture and four laboratory hours a week, spring. Scott.

131 TAXONOMY OF VASCULAR PLANTS (5). Prerequisite, Botany 11. An intro-

duction to basic principles and concepts of systematics with laboratory and

field emphasis on ph5rtography, families, identification, and recognition of

community dominants with limited training in advanced techniques. Two

lecture and six laboratory hours a week, spring. Radford.
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132 EVOLUTIONARY MECHANISMS (3). Prerequisite, General Biology or Bot-

any or Zoology. A broad survey of the biological interactions and mechanisms

of organic evolution with special emphasis on the evolutionary effect of envi-

ronmental changes, and genetic variations contributing to evolution. Three

lecture hours a week, spring. Bell.

133 TAXONOMY OF SPECIAL GROUPS OF VASCULAR PLANTS (3 or more).

Prerequisite, Botany 53 or permission of the instructor. Field and laboratory

identification of special groups: 133a (3) Aquatic and marsh plants; 133b (3)

Trees and shrubs; 133c (3) Grasses and sedges; 133d (3) Composites; 133e (3)

Ferns and fern allies; 133f (3) Seasonal flora. Nine laboratory hours a week,

fall, spring, and summer. Radford; staff.

134 TAXONOMY OF SPECIAL GROUPS OF NONVASCULAR PLANTS (3 or

more). Prerequisite, Botany 51 or permission of the instructor. Field and

laboratory identification and classification of special groups of nonvascular

plants: 134a (3) Aquatic Phycomycetes; 134b (3) Marine fungi; 134c (3) Fleshy

fungi; 134d (3) Mycetozoans; 134e (3) Marine algae; 134f (3) Freshwater algae.

Nine laboratory hours a week, fall, spring, and summer. Brown, Koch,

Kohlmeyer, Olive.

141 ECOLOGY (Biology 102, Ecology 102, Zoology 108) (3). Prerequisite, Botany

11 or Zoology 11 or Biology 21. A study ofthe principles governing the environ-

mental interrelationships oforganisms, populations, communities, and ecosys-

tems. Three lecture hours a week, fall and spring. Lieth, Reice, Stiven, White.

141L ECOLOGY LABORATORY (Biology 102L, Ecology 102L, Zoology 108L) (1).

Corequisite or prerequisite. Botany 141 (Biology 102, Ecology 102, Zoology

108). Laboratory and field studies of ecology. Three laboratory hours a week,

fall and spring. Lieth, Reice, Stiven, White.

143 GEOBOTANY (3). Prerequisite, Botany 1 1 or Geography 38. Description ofthe

major vegetation types ofthe world including their distribution, structure, and
physiognomy. The principle causes for the distribution of vegetation units,

such as climate, soils, and vegetation history will be discussed. Three lecture

hours a week, spring. Lieth.

151 COMPARATIVE MORPHOLOGY OF VASCULAR PLANTS (5). Prerequisite,

Botany 51. Comparative morphology and evolutionary relationships of the

Tracheophyta. Both living and fossil forms will be considered. Three lecture

and four laboratory hours a week, spring. Dickison.

152 PLANT ANATOMY (5). Prerequisites, Botany 51 or permission ofthe instruc-

tor. Introduction to the development and comparative anatomy of vascular

plants. Practice in methods of anatomical microtechnique. Three lecture and
four laboratory hours a week, fall. Dickison.

160 CELL BIOLOGY (Biology 103, Zoology 115) (3). Prerequisites, Botany 11 or

Biology 21, or Bacteriology 51, or Zoology 11, and Chemistry 11, and Chemistry
21, or permission ofinstructor. Cell structure in relation to function. Cytology,

biochemistry and physiology of animal, plant and bacterial cells and their

viruses. The cell in division and development. Fall and spring. Brown, Dom-
nas, Edgell, Misch.

160L CELL BIOLOGY LABORATORY (Biology 103L, Zoology 115L) (1). Corequisite,

Botany 160. Limited to Biology majors except by permission of instructor.

Contemporary methods for the analysis of cell structure, function and con-

tents are illustrated by laboratory exercises and demonstrations. Three labora-

tory hours a week, fall and spring. Brown, Domnas, Edgell, Misch.

161 CYTOLOGY (5). Prerequisite, Botany 11 or permission ofthe instructor. Intro-
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duction to the methods of cytological analysis and study of cell structure in

relation to function. A survey of cytoplasmic and extracellular constituents

ofthe Monera, Protista, Fungi, and Plantae. Three lecture and four laboratory

hours a week, fall. Brown.

170 GENETICS (Biology 101, Genetics 113, Zoology 117) (3). Prerequisite, Botany

11 or equivalent. An introduction to the principles of inheritance. Molecular

aspects of gene action. Mendelian laws of transmission, the role of genes in

development, the genetics of populations. Three lecture hours a week, fall and
spring. Baker, Barry, Hutchison, Lucchesi.

170L GENETICS LABORATORY (Biology lOlL) (1). Corequisite, Botany 170 or

permission of the instructor. The principles of inheritance are illustrated by

experiments with viruses, bacteria, fungi, and higher plants and animals.

Three laboratory hours a week, fall and spring. Baker, Barry, Hutchison,

Lucchesi.

173 PLANT GENETICS (3). Prerequisite, Botany 1 1 . Mendelian genetics of vascu-

lar plants, with emphasis on genetic phenomena characteristic of vascular

plants and the role of heredity in biosystematics. (1975-1976 and alternate

years.) Spring. Parks.

181 PALEOBOTANY (5). Prerequisites, Botany 1 1 or General Biology, and permis-

sion ofthe instructor. An introduction to the morphology, stratigraphic occur-

rence, and evolutionary relationships of fossil plants. Both macrofossils and

microfossils will be considered. (1974-75 and alternate years.) Two lecture and
six laboratory hours a week, spring. Dickison.

Courses for Graduates

210 ASCOMYCETES AND BASIDIOMYCETES (5). Prerequisite, Botany 115. Tax-

onomy, life cycles, and genetics ofthe Ascomycetes and Basidiomycetes. (1975-

1976 and alternate years.) Three lecture and four laboratory hours a week, fall.

Olive.

211 MYCETOZOANS AND LOWER FUNGI (5). Prerequisite, Botany 115. Biology

and taxonomy of the lower fungi and the Mycetozoans. (1975-1976 and alter-

nate years.) Three lecture and four laboratory hours a week, spring. Koch and

Olive.

215 MARINE MYCOLOGY (6). Prerequisite, Botany 115, or equivalent. Structure,

development, systematics and ecology of marine fungi. Seven and one-half

lecture and fifteen laboratory or field hours a week, given on demand at the

Institute of Marine Sciences, Morehead City. Kohlmeyer.

216 MARINE PHYCOLOGY (5). Prerequisite, Botany 114. Structure, reproduc-

tion, systematics and ecology ofmarine algae. The laboratory will include field

studies and culture techniques. (1975-1976 and alternate years.) Three lecture

and six laboratory hours a week, fall. Hommersand.

219 ALGAL PHYSIOLOGY (3). Prerequisite, Botany 121 or Botany 122 or Zoology

120 or equivalent. Phytosynthesis, respiration, nutrition, growth and develop-

mental processes in algae. (1974-1975 and alternate years.) Fall. Hommer-
sand.

219L ALGAL PHYSIOLOGY LABORATORY (3). Instruction in the use of instru-

ments used in research on algal physiology; and selected investigations ofalgal

physiology. Six laboratory hours, fall. Hommersand.
221 PLANT BIOCHEMISTRY (3). Prerequisite, Botany 121. Study of enzymes,

carbohydrate, nitrogen, and lipid metabolism of systems commonly found in

plants, algae, and fungi (1975-1976 and alternate years.) Fall. Domnas.
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223 PLANT GROWTH AND DEVELOPMENT (5). Prerequisite, Botany 122. Dy-

namics of plant growth, plant growth substances, influence of environment

on growth, germination and dormancy, plant movements. (1975-1976 and

alternate years.) Two lecture and six laboratory hours a week, fall. Scott.

231 PRINCIPLES OF TAXONOMY (2). Prerequisite, Botany 131. A traditional,

historical and philosophical approach to systematics including discussions and

literature reviews ofbasic taxonomic concepts with problem application in the

laboratory, library and herbarium. (1974-1975 and alternate years.) Two lec-

ture hours a week, spring. Radford.

231L PRINCIPLES OF TAXONOMY LABORATORY (3). Prerequisite, Botany 131.

A study of problems related to the fundamental aspects of taxonomy with

emphasis on classical approaches. (1974-1975 and alternate years.) Six labora-

i

tory hours a week, spring. Radford.

232 VARIATION AND EVOLUTION IN PLANTS (5). Prerequisite, Botany 131.

The processes and mechanisms ofnatural variation and evolution considering

the taxonomic aspects of plant variation. (1975-1976 and alternate years.)

Three lecture and four laboratory hours a week, fall. Bell.

233 PHYLOGENY AND CLASSIFICATION OF FLOWERING PLANTS (3).

Prerequisite, Botany 131. Comparative study of modern systems of classi-

fication based upon morphological and phylogenetic considerations. (1975-

1976 and alternate years.) Three lecture or report hours a week, spring.

Dickison.

234 CHEMOTAXONOMY (4). Prerequisites, Botany 131, Chemistry 41, 61 or

equivalent. Survey of chemical-systematic studies. Laboratories will involve

methods of analysis of plant extracts. (1974-1975 and alternate years.) Two
lecture and six laboratory hours a week, spring. Parks.

235 PLANT ECOSYSTEMATICS (5). Prerequisites, Botany 131 and 141 or equiva-

lents. A field study of major types of plant communities in the Southeastern

United States with emphasis on composition and distribution. One lecture and
eight laboratory hours a week, fall. Radford.

i 244 SYSTEMS ECOLOGY (Zoology 226) (3). Prerequisites, Botany 141 (Biology

I 102, Zoology 108) and calculus. The ecosystem approach to ecology. General

I
systems concepts. Mathematical modeling of ecological systems. Role of com-

puters in ecology. (1975-1976 and alternate years.) Spring. Reice.

f 244L SYSTEMS ECOLOGY LABORATORY (Zoology 226) (2). Corequisite, Botany

244. Prerequisite, permission ofthe instructor. Practical experience in systems

modeling of ecological systems. Computer used for simulation and analytic

models. Students will do team modeling projects. (1975-1976 and alternate

years.) Six laboratory hours, spring. Reice.

245 ECOLOGY OF PHYTOPLANKTON (Environmental Sciences 235) (4).

Prerequisite, Environmental Sciences 232 or general ecology or aquatic bi-

ology. The relationships of fresh-water and marine phytoplankton to their

environment, with special reference to primary productivity and nutrition.

Two lecture and four laboratory hours a week, fall. Kuenzler.

261 CYTOLOGICAL METHODS (5). Prerequisite, Botany 161 and permission of

the instructor. Intensive training in the use of light microscopes, electron

microscopes, freeze-etching, chemical fixation, sectioning, and other prepara-

tive and interpretative cytological methods. Two lecture and six laboratory

hours a week, spring. Brown.
272 CYTOGENETICS (Genetics 272) (3). Prerequisite, Botany 170 or equivalent,

j

Critical study of research papers concerned with the behavior and organiza-
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tion of chromosomes. (1974-1975 and alternate years.) Three lecture hours a
week, spring. Barry.

275 GENETICS SYSTEMS (Genetics 275) (3). Prerequisite, two previous courses
j

in genetics or permission of the instructor. An advanced course open to stu-

dents in genetics and required for trainees in genetics. Each member of the

Curriculum in Genetics will present information and problems in the areas!

of his or her specialization. (1974-1975 and alternate years.) Fall. Staff of the
|

Genetics Curriculum.

SEMINARS (1). Prerequisite, permission ofthe instructor. 316-Phycology: Brown and'

Hommersand, Fall; 317-Phycology: Hommersand and Brown, Spring; 318-|

Mycology: Koch or Olive, Fall; 319-Mycology: Koch or Olive, Sprm^; 325-Plant
Physiology: Scott and Hommersand, Fall; 326-Plant Physiology: Scott and!

Hommersand, Spring; 328-Cell Biology and Biochemistry: Domnas, Fall; 329-

Cell Biology and Biochemistry: Domnas, Spring; 338-Systematics: Radford,

Bell, Parks and Dickison, Fall; 339-Systematics: Radford, Bell, Parks and

Dickison, Spring; 348-Ecology (Zoology 255); Lieth, Fall; 349-Ecology (Zoology

255): Lieth, Stiven, Kuenzler, Woods, Ripperton, Spring; 358-Morphology:|

Dickison, Spring; 368-Cytology: Brown, Spring.

SPECIAL TOPICS IN BOTANY (2 to 6). Prerequisite, permission of the instructor.

Directed reading in selected areas of botany. Laboratory practice in related!

research methods may be included. Individually supervised work, hours per

week and credit to be arranged, each semester. Staff, as follows: 311, Couch,

Koch, or Olive (Mycology); 312, Hommersand or Brown (Phycology); 321, Hom-j

mersand or Scott (Physiology); 323, Domnas (Plant Biochemistry); 331, Rad-

ford, Bell, or Parks (Taxonomy); 342, Lieth, (Plant Geography); 351, Dickisonj

(Morphology and Anatomy); 361, Bell (Cytology and Cytotaxonomy) and

Brown (Cytology and Ultrastructure); 371, Barry, Olive, Parks or Mangelsdorf

(Genetics); 381, Dickison (Paleobotany).

393 MASTER'S THESIS (3 or more). Prerequisite, permission of the staff. Each

semester. Staff.

394 DOCTORAL DISSERTATION (3 or more). Prerequisite, permission of the

staff. Each semester. Staff.

400 GENERAL REGISTRATION (0).
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Maurice W. Lee, Dean

Professors

Maurice Wentworth Lee (34)

J. Stacy Adams (1)

Gerald Alan Barrett (4)

Jack Newton Behrman (6)

Gerald Dean Bell (7)

R. Lee Brummet (10)

Richard Percival Calhoon (11)

WiLLARD Tracy Carleton (12)

Avery Berlow Cohan (13)

DeWitt Clinton Dearborn (16)

John Parkhill Evans (20)

Claude Swanson George, (21)

Jr.

G. David Hughes (24)

Thomas Harlan Jerdee (25)

CuFTON Holland Kreps, (30)

Jr.

Harold Quentin Langen- (31)

DERFER

Henry Allen Latane (32)

J. FiNLEY Lee (33)

Richard Ivor Levin (35)

James Edward Littlefield (36)

Curtis Perry McLaughlin (39)

Dannie Joseph Moffie (40)

Isaac Newton Reynolds (44)

Macroeconomics, Social Responsibility ofBusi-

ness

Organizational and Social Psychology, Organi-

zation Boundaries, Equity Theory

Business Policy

International and Comparative Management
and Economic Systems

Organizational Development

Management Accounting, Social Accounting

Organizational Behavior, Personnel Manage-

ment
Corporate Finance, Statistics, Money and

Banking

Capital Budgeting, Valuation Theory

Corporate Financial Management, Business

Policy, Continuing Education for Managers

Operations Research, Mathematical Program-

ming
Management History, Organization Theory,

Management Theory

Demand Analysis, Planning, Marketing Or-

ganizations, Decision Models

Individual Behavior

Management ofFinancial Institutions, Capital

Markets, Capital Formation in Under-

developed Areas

Financial Accounting, Income Tax, Manage-

ment Accounting

Portfolio and Financial Asset Valuation The-

ory

Risk Management
Business Policy, Public Administration in De-

veloping Countries, Computer Assisted Deci-

sion Making
Advertising, Not-For-Profit Marketing, Inter-

national Business

Production of Professional and Personal Serv-

ices, Manufacturing Policy

Assessment ofManagerial Performance, Moti-

vation, Applications of Quantitative Meth-

ods to Problems of Organizational Behavior

Financial Accounting, Theory and Principles,

Governmental Accounting
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Junius Hewett Terrell

RoLLiE Tillman, Jr.

Associate Professors

Edward Wilson Davis

Robert Bigelow
DesJardins

Douglas Allen Elvers

Robert Speir Headen

Basheer a. M. Khuma-
WALA

Richard Wolcott
McEnally

John Juuus Pringle

Benson Rosen

William S. Stewart
Harold Edgar Wyman

Assistant Professors

Gary M. Armstrong

William Edward Avera

John Dickson Bazley

Roger Allen Blau
Linda Carolyn Bowen

David Gareld Dannen-
BRING

David W. Glenn
C L Kendall
Richard Joseph Keintz

Jay Edward Klompmaker

Richard Allan Mann
Alan William Neebe

LoREN Alfred Nikolai

Howard O. Rockness
David Stephen Rubin

(50) Auditing, Financial Accounting

(51) Marketing Management, Corporate Strategy,

Promotion

(15) Operations Management, Manufacturing

Policy

(17) Simulation, Computer and Information Sys-

tems

(18) Production/Operations Management, Sched-

uling, Project Management
(23) Market Structure, Consumer Behavior, Meas-

urement of Promotion

(28) Operations and Logistics Management, Lo-

cation Problems

(38) Investments, Business Finance, Risk Analysis

(43) Financial Management
(46) Industrial and Organizational Psychology,

Personnel Administration

(49) Business Law
(52) Accounting, Management Control, Interna-

tional Business

(2) Public Policy and Consumerism, Diffusion of

Innovations, Sales Force Management
(3) Security Analysis, Portfolio Management,

Capital Markets

(5) Managerial Accounting, Social Accounting,

Accounting Theory

(8) Decision Theory, Stochastic Optimization

(9) Financial Accounting, Taxation, Social Influ-

ences

(14) Operations Management, Heuristic Decision

Making, Computerized Implementation of

Operations Research

(22) Finance, Capital Markets

(26) Marketing Research, International Business

(27) Risk Management
(29) Marketing, Industrial Products, Personal Sell-

ing

(27) Business Law
(41) Networks, Integer Programming, Facility Lo-

cation

(42) Managerial, Environmental and Behavioral

Accounting

(45) Behavioral Implications of Accounting

(47) Operations Research, Integer Programming,

Networks
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Frederick Ansley Russ

Lecturers

David Edward Hoffman

Roy Walter Holsten

Visiting Professor

Jan Henri Adolf
Enthoven

Emeritus Professors

Clyde Cass Carter
Charles Atkinson Kirkpatrick

Clement Searl Logsdon
Clarence Henry McGregor
GusTAV Theodor Schwenning

Lecturer Emeritus

Frank J. Schwentker

\ Executive Director of the MBA Program

Calvin Wayne Atwood

The School of Business Administration is located in a separate

quadrangle of the University campus near the Wilson Library. Su-

perior physical facilities for graduate study, including a reading

room and individual study carrels, are provided in the modern four-

story graduate center which was completed in 1971.

The two-million-volume Wilson Library includes substantial col-

lections in business administration, for both research and instruc-

tional purposes. The Business Administration and Social Sciences

Division ofthe Wilson Library is organized to serve the library needs

of students and faculty of the School of Business Administration.

This Division contains over 550 current scholarly, trade, and other

journals in business and economics; a selected collection of impor-

tant books; and important business services. The Wilson Library is

a depository of the publications of the federal government and the

United Nations. These collections, along with the unique collection

of state publications, constitute basic research materials of special

value in business administration. Through mutual cooperative

agreements, the collections of Duke University Library are also

(48) Buyer Decision Processes, Distribution Chan-

nel Relationships, Consumer Protection Re-

search

(53) Federal Income Taxation, Corporate Share-

holder Problems, Tax Research and Plan-

ning

(54) Business Communication

(19) Accounting Systems in the Economic Process,

Comparative International Accounting

Models, Methods and Practices
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available to faculty and graduate students in the School of Business

Administration

.

The Graduate School of Business Administration offers programs
of graduate study leading to the degrees of Master of Business Ad-
ministration and Doctor of Philosophy.

Master of Business Administration

The professional graduate program leading to the degree of Mas-
ter of Business Administration is designed to meet the needs of

graduate students who aspire to executive positions in business. The
M.B.A. Program is also valuable preparation for persons who plan

management careers in a variety of non-business organizations, in-

cluding government, education, health, and other non-profit organi-

zations.

In structure and content, the M.B.A. Program reflects the princi-

ple that effective management requires the ability to view the organ-

ization as an integrated whole, operating within a larger economic,

political, and social environment. Emphasis is placed on the analysis

of business problems, the determination of business policy, and the

cultivation of the skills and judgment required for competent and
responsible management. The Program gives conscious attention to

the personal development of the student through structured and
informal contacts with the faculty.

The M.B.A. Program is designed for persons with bachelors de-

grees in liberal arts, social and natural sciences, engineering, and
business. M.B.A. 's follow an integrated two-year curriculum (Sep-

tember through May), which allows specialization in the second

year. The nature of the first-year curriculum requires that students

enter only in September.

Admission to the M.B.A. Program is open to qualified graduates

of colleges and universities accredited by a regional or general ac-

crediting agency. There are three major requirements for admission:

(1) a generally superior undergraduate record as evidenced by an
official transcript; (2) a satisfactory score on the Admissions Test for

Graduate Study in Business, administered by the Educational Test-

ing Service of Princeton, New Jersey; and (3) three supporting let-

ters of recommendation from professors or employers.

The first year is composed of 17 interlocking "learning modules"

of varying length. Students develop competence in each of the func-

tional areas of business—accounting, finance, marketing, and pro-

duction, as well as a basic understanding of quantitative decision

tools, organizational behavior, theory ofthe firm, and macroeconom-

ics. A unique feature ofthe program is the year-long course in "Inte-

grative Management and Business Communication." Taught by the
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case method, this weekly seminar provides an introduction to the

decision-making process which helps the student to integrate infor-

mation from the various disciplines of business administration and
to articulate his or her analysis in periodic written reports.

Upon the successful completion of the first year, students receive

credits in the following courses: Business Administration 200 and

201, Quantitative Methods I and II; 230, Production Management;
250, Human Behavior in Management; 260, Marketing Manage-
ment; 270, Management and Financial Accounting; 280, Financial

Management; 297, Integrative Management and Business Com-
munication; Economics 288, Managerial Economics; and Economics

289, Stabilization and Economic Growth.

Each second-year student chooses six electives so as to focus on

one or two business areas, or to continue as a generalist. Required

courses in the second year are: Business Administration 225, Inter-

national Business; 294, Business and Society; 295, Business Policy;

and 298, Management Simulation. Field project electives are offered

which enable the student to apply developing expertise to the solu-

tion of an actual business problem. There is no foreign language

requirement and no thesis. Candidates for the M.B.A. degree are

normally expected to further their understanding of business

through first-hand work experience during the summer between the

first and second years of the Program.

Where appropriate to the student's program, permission may be

granted to take as electives graduate courses from other divisions

of the University. For the candidate who plans to continue beyond
the M.B.A. Program in the Doctoral Program, selection of second-

year electives may be tailored to the requirements of the Ph.D.

curriculum.

An opportunity exists for a select number of M.B.A. candidates

to earn both a Master ofBusiness Administration Degree and a Juris

Doctor Degree in four years. Selection for this program requires

admission to both the M.B.A. Program and The University ofNorth
Carolina Law School.

Application forms and a brochure containing detailed information

about the M.B.A. Program may be obtained by writing the Executive
Director of the M.B.A. Program, The Graduate School of Business

Administration, The University of North Carolina at Chapel Hill,

Chapel Hill, N. C. 27514.

Doctor of Philosophy

The following work at the undergraduate or graduate level should
be completed prior to admission to the Doctoral Program in Business

Administration, or completed by examination or course work while
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in residence: elementary accounting; intermediate economic theory,

both microeconomics and macroeconomics; elementary statistics;

elementary calculus.

The requirements for course work for the doctorate in Business

Administration are:

The Fundamentals of Business Administration. The following

courses are required ofall candidates unless competence is exhibited

by written examination: Business Administration 300, Quantitative

Methods in Management I; Business Administration 391 and 392,

Fundamentals of Management I and H; Economics, 188, Microeco-

nomic Theory; Economics 189, Macroeconomic Theory; and six (6)

hours of statistics in two courses approved by the student's advisor

and the Director of the Doctoral Program, or one of the following-

Statistics 101-102, or Biostatistics 150-151, or Psychology 131-

132.

The Area of Concentration. A minimum of nine hours is required in

one of the following areas of concentration:

Accounting Operations Management
Finance Organizational Behavior

Marketing Quantitative Methods

Programs in each of these areas are outlined in detail in the

Graduate School or Business Administration bulletin, which is

available from the Graduate School of Business Administration.

Supporting Courses. Eighteen semester hours of supporting course-

work are required of each candidate as approved by his advisor and

by the Director of the Doctoral Program.

The Written Doctoral Examination. The written doctoral examina-

tion consists of two parts: a comprehensive written examination

covering the courses and required work outlined above under "The

Fundamentals ofBusiness Administration," with emphasis on mate-

rial covered in Business Administration 391 and 392; and a compre-

hensive written examination involving the area of concentration

and supporting courses to be taken at completion of all course work.

The Dissertation. The dissertation represents a thorough investiga-

tion of a definite problem, and derives its value from the scholarly

and workmanlike manner in which it is organized and presented,

from its contribution to learning, and from the development ofmen-

tal power displayed by the writer. The subject chosen for the disser-

tation should deal with some area or problem ofbusiness administra-

tion. A written prospectus ofthe dissertation must be presented and
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approved on the basis ofan oral examination by the student's disser-

tation committee before any substantial amount of work on the

dissertation is done.

Experience in Research and Teaching. As part of the requirement

for the degree each candidate is expected to perform for two semes-

ters of service in teaching and research.

In addition to the above, the student must fulfill the requirements

for the degree as presented on pages 88-92.

Scholarships and Fellowships

Available to graduate students in business administration are two

teaching fellowships, each of a value of $3,000 annually; the Julian

Price Fellowship ranging down from $4,000 annually; the Haskins

and Sells Faculty Assistance Fellowship of $3,000; the North
Carolina Motor Carriers Association Graduate Research Fellow-

ships in the field of transportation awarded in varying amounts to

qualified graduate students; and a number of assistantships and
instructorships. A number of Business Foundation Scholarships in

varying amounts for M.B.A. and doctoral candidates are made avail-

able through the Business Foundation of North Carolina, Inc. The
Central Carolina Bank Fellowship, The Executive Program Scholar-

ship, and the Charlotte Executive Program Scholarship, each carry

annual awards of $500; the Zimmer M.B.A. Scholarship carries a

$700 annual award. Two Burlington Industries Fellowships, the Col-

lier Cobb and Associates Fellowship, two R. J. Reynolds Industries

Fellowships, the Wachovia Bank and Trust Company Graduate

School ofBusiness Fellowship, and the Walter E. Heller Scholarship

carry annual stipends of$1,000 and are awarded to M.B.A. students.

Four Morehead M.B.A. Fellowships which provide tuition and fees

and a living allowance of $2,500 are awarded annually by the John
Motley Morehead Foundation.

The Graduate School of Business Administration is a member of

the Consortium for Graduate Study in Management, which provides

approximately 100 fellowships for minority men and women for the

M.B.A. Programs ofthe six member universities. Consortium fellow-

ships are awarded in national competition and pay tuition and a
living allowance of $2,000 for the first year of the M.B.A. Program,
and $1,000 for the second year.

Detailed information regarding these fellowships, assistantships,

and scholarships may be obtained from the Dean of the Graduate
School or the Dean of the Graduate School of Business Administra-
tion.
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Courses for Graduates and Advanced Undergraduates

110 QUANTITATIVE METHODS IN DECISION PROBLEMS I (3). Prerequisites,

Mathematics 22 or 31 and Economics 70, or equivalents. The use of quantita-

tive tools in formulating and analyzing decision problems. Topics include

decision analysis, linear programming, and inventory models. Fall and spring.

Staff.

1 1 1 QUANTITATIVE METHODS IN DECISION PROBLEMS II (3). Prerequisite,

Business Administration 110 or equivalent. Formulations of allocation prob-

lems, such as inventory, maintenance, replacement, profit control, and their

analysis as sequential decision, network and assignment problems. Spring.

Staff.

120 RISK MANAGEMENT (3). Analysis of the financial problems inherent in the

multitude of static risks which confront the business enterprise, and evalua-

tion of the alternative methods of dealing with such problems utilized in

modern scientific risk management. Fall and spring. Keintz, J. F. Lee.

121 LIFE INSURANCE (3). Basic life insurance principles and practices; includes

functions, types of contracts, premium and reserve calculation; legal aspects,

settlement options and programming; risk selection; company organization

and management. Fall and spring. Keintz, J. F. Lee.

122 PROPERTY INSURANCE (3). A study of the more important types of prop-

erty coverages, including fire, marine, and inland marine insurance. Includes

hazards, policy types, rate determination, company organization, financial

analysis, and legal background. Fall and spring. Keintz, J. F. Lee.

123 CASUALTY INSURANCE (3). The social, economic, and legal bases for work-

men's compensation, automobile accident and health, burglary, fidelity,

surety, and other casualty insurances. Includes rate-making, contact analysis,

types of companies, and state regulation. Fall and spring. Keintz, J. F. Lee.

124 ADVANCED LIFE INSURANCE (3). Prerequisite, Business Administration

121 or equivalent. An introduction to the more specialized life insurance

services, such as advanced programming. Social Security benefits, wills, trusts,

taxation, estate planning, and business life insurance. Spring. Keintz, J. F.

Lee.

125 ADVANCED PROPERTY AND CASUALTY INSURANCE (3). Prerequisites,

Business Administration 122 or 123 or equivalents. A study of multiple line

insurance, advanced rate-making, financial statements, investments and re-

serves, insurance statistics, reinsurance, loss adjustment, insurance surveys,

and governmental regulation. Spring. Keintz, J. F. Lee.

130 PRODUCTION MANAGEMENT (3). Analysis of the production-operating

function in both manufacturing and non-manufacturing organizations. Devel-

oping production policies which support total organizational goals under vary-

ing constraints. Fall and spring. Staff".

131 PRODUCTION MANAGEMENT ANALYSIS (3). Prerequisite, Business Ad-

ministration 130 or equivalent. A case analysis course in which the principles

of modern production management are applied to the solution of elected pro-

duction problems considering the total objectives ofthe organization. Fall and
spring. Dannenbring, Davis, Elvers.

133 DESIGN AND OPERATION OF PRODUCTION SYSTEMS (3). Prerequisite,

Business Administration 130 or equivalent. Analysis of the problems of plan-

ning and scheduling and production-operating function of a business enter-

prise. Topics include forecasting, job-shop scheduling, assembly-line balanc-

ing, project management. Fall. Dannenbring, Elvers, Khumawala.
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137 PRODUCTION MANAGEMENT CONTROLS (3). Prerequisite, Business Ad-

ministration 130. Development ofthe skills necessary to analyze planning and

control problems using an integrated set ofproblems, cases and programming
exercises. Fall and spring. Elvers, Khumawala.

141 TRANSPORTATION MANAGEMENT (3). Management principles applied to

transportation £is a part of physical distribution. Fall and spring. Staff.

150 ORGANIZATIONAL BEHAVIOR (3). Introductory analysis ofhuman behav-

ior in organizations and its applications in organizational job design, staffing,

development, compensation, and labor relations. Fall and spring. Staff.

152 SOCIAL PSYCHOLOGY OF ORGANIZATIONS (3). Prerequisite, Business

Administration 150 or equivalent. Systems analysis of behavior in organiza-

tions and its application to the management of human resources. Fall and
spring. Adams.

153 SOCIAL-TECHNICAL SYSTEMS (3). Prerequisite, Business Administration

152 or equivalent. Advanced readings and intensive analysis and discussion

of cases and problems in socio-technical systems. Spring. Adams.
154 PERSONNEL DEVELOPMENT (3). Prerequisite, Business Administration

150 or equivalent. Analysis of problems, methods and incentives in the devel-

opment of personnel. Emphasis is on the development of supervisors and
executives. Fall and spring. Calhoon.

157 PERSONNEL PROBLEMS (3). Prerequisite, Business Administration 150 or

equivalent. An advanced course in personnel administration concentrating on

major problems and policies in managing the human resources in an organiza-

tion. Fall and spring. Jerdee, Moffie. Rosen.

160 PRINCIPLES OF MARKETING (3). Marketing organization and methods

with emphasis on the social and economic aspects of distribution. Consumer
problems, marketing functions and institutions, marketing methods and poli-

cies. Fall and spring. Staff.

161 ADVERTISING (3). Prerequisite, Business Administration 160 or equivalent.

The organization and functions of advertising from the point of view of the

business executive. Topics include economics and social aspects; types ofadver-

tising and purposes; media types, selection and evaluation; advertising re-

search. Fall or spring. Armstrong, Kendall, Klompmaker, Littlefield.

162 SALESMANSHIP AND SALES PROMOTION (3). Prerequisite, Business Ad-

ministration 160 or equivalent. Principles of effective selling; professional

aspects ofpersonal selling; qualifications and obligations ofsalesmen; program
planning and administration; interdepartmental coordination of promotion

efforts. Fall or spring. Staff.

163 MANAGEMENT OF PROMOTION (3). Prerequisite, Business Administration

160 or equivalent. Consumer behavior, personal selling, advertising, sales

promotion, and the management oftotal promotion programs. Fall and spring.

Armstrong, Hughes, Tillman.

165 RETAILING (3). Prerequisite, Business Administration 160 or equivalent. A
study of the place of retailing in the economy. Topics include development of

the present retail structure, functions performed, principles governing opera-

tions, modern store policies and practices, and managerial problems posed by
social and economic trends. Fall or spring. Tillman.

166 DISTRIBUTION MANAGEMENT (3). Prerequisite, Business Administration

160. The area of distribution in business, including retailing, wholesaling,

marketing logistics, and distribution analysis. Fall and spring. Klompmaker,
Russ.
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168 INTRODUCTION TO MARKETING RESEARCH (3). Prerequisites, Econom-
ics 70 and Business Administration 160 or equivalents. An introduction to

research methodology with emphasis upon the compilation, analysis and inter-

pretation of data used in the planning and control of marketing operations.

Fall and spring. Kendall, Littlefield, Russ.

169 MARKETING POLICIES (3). Prerequisites, Business Administration 160 or

equivalent, and senior standing. A problem method course dealing with spe-

cialized marketing functions and policies; includes product and line, brands,

channels of distribution, prices and pricing, sales promotion, and operating

diagnosis and control. Fall and spring. Armstrong, Headen, Littlefield.

170 ADVANCED FINANCIAL ACCOUNTING I (3). Prerequisite, Business Ad-

ministration 72 or equivalent. Income measurement and valuation problems

related to cash, marketable securities, receivables and special sales methods,

inventories, long term investments, and liabilities. Fall and spring. Bazley,

Nikolai, Reynolds, Rockness.

171 ADVANCED FINANCIAL ACCOUNTING II (3). Prerequisite, Business Ad-

ministration 170 or equivalent. Income measurement and valuation problems

related to plant and equipment, intangible assets and stockholder equity;

partnership problems; insurance problems; price-level problems; and state-

ment analysis. Fall and spring. Nikolai, Reynolds, Rockness.

172 ACCOUNTING THEORY (3). Prerequisite, senior standing. Critical examina-

tion and analysis of accounting principles with emphasis on determination of

cost and income, valuation and statement presentation. Study ofcurrent prob-

lems presented in accounting literature and business cases. Fall and spring.

Brooks, Langenderfer, Rockness.

173 COST ACCOUNTING (3). Prerequisite, Business Administration 72 or equiva-

lent. A study of cost systems, including job order, process, and standard costs.

Managerial use of information is stressed. Fall and spring. Brummet, Rock-

ness.

174 MANAGEMENT ANALYSIS, REPORTING AND CONTROL (3). Prerequi-

site, Business Administration 73 or 173. Development ofsystems, concepts and

analytical methods to serve the information needs ofmanagement in decision

making and control. Fall and spring. Bazley.

175 AUDITING (3). Prerequisite, Business Administration 72 or equivalent. A
course in auditing theory and practice. Auditing standards, procedures, rules

of professional conduct, and related materials of professional importance are

studied. Fall and spring. Terrell.

177 PRINCIPLES OF FEDERAL INCOME TAXATION (3). Prerequisite, Business

Administration 72 or 73. Underlying principles ofthe Federal income tax law;

problem recognition and tax planning emphasis. Fall and spring. Bowen,

Brooks, Hoffman.

178 SPECIALIZED ACCOUNTING PROBLEMS (3). Prerequisite, Business Ad-

ministration 171 or equivalent. Advanced problems involving foreign ex-

change and branches, domestic branches, consolidation, estates and trusts,

sick-business problems, compound interest applications, and governmental

accounting. Fall. Reynolds.

179 CERTIFIED PUBLIC ACCOUNTING PROBLEMS (3). Prerequisites, major in

accounting and permission of the professor. A review of the general and spe-

cialized accounting problems which constitute the subject matter of CPA ex-

aminations. Spring, Langenderfer.

180 BUSINESS FINANCE (3). Prerequisite, Business Administration 71 or equiva-
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lent. Theoretical foundations of optimal financial policy. Problems and cases

provide application oftheory to financial decisions involving cash flow, capital

structure, capital budgeting. Fall and spring. Staff.

182 CASES IN BUSINESS FINANCE (3). Prerequisite, Business Administration

180 or equivalent. Attention is given to cases involving financial decisions for

non-financial corporations. Both long and short term capital problems are

considered. Fall and spring. Cohan, Glenn, Pringle.

185 FINANCIAL INSTITUTIONS AND MARKETS (3). Prerequisite, junior or

senior standing in business administration or economics. Analysis ofthe oper-

ating policies of financial institutions and the effect of such policies upon the

structure of the capital markets. Fall and spring. Kreps.

186 INVESTMENTS (3). Prerequisite, junior or senior standing in business ad-

ministration or economics. A survey of investment principles and practice.

Emphasis is given to the problems of security analysis and portfolio manage-

ment with special attention to the investment problems of the individual

investor. Fall and spring. Avera, Glenn, McEnally, Pringle.

190 ADMINISTRATIVE POLICY (3). Prerequisite, senior standing. Comprehen-

sive analysis of administrative policy-making from a total organization point

of view; use of class analysis and simulation to develop integrative decision

skills. Spring. Levin, Tillman.

191 INTRODUCTION TO INTERNATIONAL BUSINESS (3). Prerequisite, senior

standing. Problems in operating overseas, including analysis of differences in

country settings, legal and financial systems, and governmental policies affect-

ing operations. Fall and spring. Headen, Littlefield.

192 INTRODUCTION TO MANAGEMENT INFORMATION SYSTEMS (3).

Prerequisite, senior standing. A survey of the elements and functions ofman-

agement information systems and an introduction to the principles underlying

the design of effective systems. Fall. DesJardins.

194 CREDIT TRANSACTIONS AND SALES (3). Prerequisite, Business Adminis-

tration 91 or equivalent. The law of negotiable instruments and the legal

principles governing sales, including conditional sales and security transac-

tions, are covered. Fall and spring. Stewart.

195 LAW OF TRADE (3). Prerequisite, Business Administration 91 or equivalent.

This course considers the law affecting the conduct of trade and industry:

nature and scope of competition at common law, and legislative attempts to

fix the boundaries of permissible competition. Spring. Mann, Stewart.

199 MANAGEMENT SIMULATION (3). Open to seniors only. A seminar simulat-

ing the operation of a complex business enterprise. Three student teams oper-

ate competing firms in an industrial environment simulated by the computer.

Fall and Spring. Dannenbring, Elvers, Levin, McLaughlin.

Courses for Graduates

200 QUANTITATIVE METHODS I (3). Prerequisite, graduate standing in busi-

ness administration or economics. An introduction to basic mathematical con-

cepts and their application to decision models in management situations. Fall.

Staff*.

201 QUANTITATIVE METHODS II (3). A continuation of Business Administra-

tion 200. Spring. Staff*.

205 DYNAMIC PROGRAMMING (Operations Research/Systems Analysis 205)

(3). Prerequisite, Business Administration 201, 209 or equivalent. Develop-
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ment oftheoretical and computational aspects ofdynamic programming, mul-

tistage decision processes, the Principle of Optimality, recursive equations,

and Markovian decision problems. Spring. Rubin.

206 DECISION THEORY (Operations Research/Systems Analysis 206) (3).

Prerequisite, Business Administration 205 or equivalent. Axiomatic develop-

ment of subjective probability and utility theory; introduction of decision

analysis, statistical decision theory, and game theory. Spring. Blau.

207 HISTORY OF MANAGEMENT THOUGHT (3). A comparative study and
evaluation of the development of management thought. Fall. George.

208 SIMULATION THEORY (3). Prerequisite, permission ofthe professor. Theory

and techniques of simulation and gaming, and their use for investigating

multivariable interrelationships in complex systems. Spring. DesJardins.

209 BASIC QUANTITATIVE TECHNIQUES I (Economics 209) (3). Prerequisite,

graduate standing in business administration or economics. Elementary cal-

culus with applications in economic theory, statistics, and management
science. Fall. Staff.

210 BASIC QUANTITATIVE TECHNIQUES II (Economics 210) (3). Prerequisite,

Business Administration 209 (Economics 209). Matrix algebra and multi-

dimensional calculus, with applications in economic theory, statistics, and
management science. Fall and spring. Staff

215 RISK MANAGEMENT (3). Evaluation and management of insurable risks

faced by a business firm. Fall and spring. Keintz, J. F. Lee.

220 COMPARATIVE MANAGEMENT (3). Comparison of different managerial

styles, methods and settings among the major countries and regions in the

world, for the purpose of understanding the problems of doing business in a

foreign environment and the different roles of enterprise. Fall. Behrman.

225 STUDIES IN INTERNATIONAL BUSINESS (3). Prerequisite, Business Ad-

ministration 220 or permission of the professor. Individual analysis of prob-

lems on a functional or an industry basis. Analysis will also be required of a

geographic region, including its attractiveness to U.S. business, its competitive

situations and government policies. Spring. Behrman.

226 LINEAR PROGRAMMING (Economics 226) (Operations Research/ Systems

Analysis 226) (3). Prerequisite, Business Administration 210 or equivalent. A
rigorous theoretic and algorithmic development, including geometry and alge-

bra in R°, the simplex method (primal, dual, and revised), degeneracy, duality

and sensitivity analysis. Fall. Evans, Rubin.

227 NONLINEAR PROGRAMMING (Economics 227) (Operations Research/Sys-

tems Analysis 227) (3). Prerequisite, permission ofthe instructor. An advanced

course in classic optimization with constraints. The Kuhn Tucker theory,

Lagrange regularity, convex programming, special algorithms, and nonlinear

duality theory. Spring. Evans.

230 PRODUCTION MANAGEMENT (3). Prerequisite, graduate standing in busi-

ness administration or economics. Analysis and solution of production prob-

lems in the total firm environment. The development of production policies

and controls under varying objectives and constraints. Spring. Davis, Elvers.

231 OPERATIONS MANAGEMENT POLICY (3). Prerequisite, Business Adminis-

tration 230 or equivalent. Operations management policy formation and ad-

ministration by case analysis in selected industries emphasizing integration

of operations management with the major goals of the organization. Spring.

Elvers, McLaughlin.

232 MANAGEMENT INFORMATION SYSTEMS (2). A study of the theory, de-
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sign and use of man-machine information systems for decision making in a

management context. Analysis of the computer and communications equip-

ment supporting such systems. Fall. Dannenbring, DesJardins.

233 FUNDAMENTALS OF ORGANIZATION (2). An intensive examination ofthe

process of organization and its application to managerial endeavors. Spring.

Bell, George.

234 APPLICATIONS IN OPERATIONS MANAGEMENT (3). Prerequisite, Busi-

ness Administration 230 or equivalent. Use ofquantitative procedures to gen-

erate operational solutions to operations management problems drawn from

area enterprises. Fall. Dannenbring, Khumawala.
235 OPERATIONS SYSTEMS (3). Prerequisite, Business Administration 230 or

equivalent. Intensive study of approaches to designing efficient operating sys-

tems including forecasting; output planning, scheduling and control; inven-

tory control; physical distribution planning and facilities location. Fall. Davis,

Elvers, Khumawala.
250 HUMAN BEHAVIOR IN MANAGEMENT (3). Prerequisite, graduate stand-

ing in business administration or economics. The analysis of individual and
group behavior in organizations and applications to organizational relations.

Fall. Bell, Rosen.

252 CONFLICT IN ORGANIZATIONS (3). An understanding of the factors in

conflict and conflict resolution within management and between management
and employees. Spring. Calhoon.

254 ORGANIZATIONAL DEVELOPMENT (3). Methods for changing and devel-

oping individuals, groups, and organizations. Analysis of different individual

therapy techniques; group growth techniques such as T-groups; and encounter

groups; organization design strategy. Fall. Bell.

257 PERSONNEL ADMINISTRATION (3). Prerequisite, Business Administration

150 or equivalent. A study of the factors contributing to the building and
maintaining of an effective work force. Analysis of problems by case study.

Fall. Calhoon.

260 MARKETING MANAGEMENT (3). Prerequisite, graduate standing in busi-

ness administration or economics. A course to develop an understanding of

marketing problems and to survey policies and procedures for the formulation,

execution, and appraisal of marketing programs. Spring. Hughes, Kendall.

261 ADVANCED MARKETING ANALYSIS (3). Prerequisite, Business Adminis-

tration 260 or equivalent. Intensive study of market structure and demand
analysis for consumer and industrial goods, buyer and consumer behavior, and
analysis of distribution systems with emphasis on analytical techniques and
use of information for marketing decisions. Fall and spring. Headen, Hughes.

262 ADVANCED MARKETING PLANNING AND STRATEGY (3). Prerequisite,

Business Administration 261 or equivalent. Development, planning and
evaluation of marketing strategies for products and services at various life

cycle stages. Emphasis is on development and evaluation of programs. Spring.

Klompmaker.
263 PROMOTION MANAGEMENT (3). Prerequisite, Business Administration

260 or equivalent. Promotional mix components ofpersonal selling, sales man-
agement, and advertising management follow examination of consumer
behavior. Case analysis and team projects supplemented by lecture and discus-

sion. Fall or spring. Russ, Tillman.

269 APPLIED MARKETING STRATEGY (3). Prerequisite, Business Administra-

tion 260 or equivalent. Small teams of students develop solutions to actual
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marketing strategy problems, making final presentations to corporate ofl&cers.

Fall or spring. Hughes, Littlefield.

270 FINANCIAL AND MANAGEMENT ACCOUNTING (4). Prerequisite, gradu-

ate standing in business administration or economics. Concepts underlying

financial reporting. Analysis of cost and quantitative data for managerial

purposes. Provides understanding of accounting measurements and apprecia-

tion of use of accounting data. Fall. Langenderfer, Wyman.
271 ADVANCED FINANCIAL ACCOUNTING PROBLEMS (3). Prerequisite,

Business Administration 270 or equivalent. An advanced problems survey

course covering sources and uses of capital; valuation and income determina-

tion; reporting issues; analysis of data; consolidated statements; and other

topics. Fall. Reynolds.

272 ADVANCED FINANCIAL ACCOUNTING THEORY (3). Critical examination

of accounting concepts and standards. Emphasis on income determination,

particularly controversial issues. Study of current problems and contempo-

rary development reflected in research bulletins, monographs, journals, text-

books, and reports. Spring. Langenderfer.

273 MANAGEMENT ACCOUNTING THEORY AND PRACTICE (3). Prerequi-

site, Business Administration 270 or equivalent. The role of accounting and

the information function within organizations. Management decision models,

analysis, and financial controls are considered. Fall. Brummet.
274 ACCOUNTING SYSTEMS (3). Prerequisites, Business Administration 171

and 173 or equivalents. Study ofthe design, operation, and control ofaccount-

ing information systems and their integration with other information systems.

Spring. Staff.

277 TAX FACTORS IN BUSINESS DECISIONS (3). Prerequisite, Business Ad-

ministration 270 or equivalent. Significance oftaxes relevant to business deci-

sions; sets in perspective tax factors and other considerations influencing the

decision process. Spring. Hoffman, Langenderfer.

280 FINANCIAL MANAGEMENT (3). Prerequisite, graduate standing in busi-

ness administration or economics. Analysis of financial problems and policies

of non-financial firms including working capital management, capital ration-

ing and cost of capital, and capital structures. Spring. Cohan, Dearborn, Prin-

gle.

282 ADVANCED TOPICS IN FINANCIAL MANAGEMENT (3). Prerequisite,

Business Administration 280 or equivalent. Analysis of specific financial prob-

lems of interest to financial managers. Fall or spring. Cohan, Dearborn, Mc-

Enally.

285 FINANCIAL INSTITUTIONSAND MARKETS (3). Prerequisite, Business Ad-

ministration 280 or equivalent. Financial institutions as suppliers of funds to

the money and capital markets. Comparative financial policies of institutions

considered in the context of their market environments. Fall or spring. Carle-

ton, Kreps.

286 INVESTMENT POLICIES (3). Prerequisite, Business Administration 280 or

equivalent. A basic treatment ofinvestment policies with emphasis upon long-

run values. Portfolio policies of financial institutions are examined. Fall or

spring. Avera, Glenn, McEnally, Pringle.

287 THEORY OF FINANCIAL MANAGEMENT (3). Prerequisite, Business Ad-

ministration 280 or equivalent. Conceptual foundations of theory of financial

management; the structure of major areas of formalized techniques for im-
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proving decision-making in these areas. Spring. Cohan, Dearborn, McEnally,

Pringle.

292 LABOR-MANAGEMENT RELATIONS (Economics 292) (3). An advanced

study of the procedure, subject matter and legal framework of collective bar-

gaining. Spring. Staff.

294 BUSINESS AND SOCIETY (3). An analysis of the external environment of

which management must be cognizant and of those external factors which

may influence management decisions. Spring. Barrett.

295 BUSINESS POLICY (3). Integrating and building upon the business adminis-

tration core, this course approaches policy-making and administration in

a firm from the point of view of top management. Fall. Barrett, Dearborn,

Levin.

297 INTERGRATIVE MANAGEMENTAND BUSINESS COMMUNICATION (3).

Prerequisite, graduate standing. Two-semester course beginning Fall Semes-

ter only. Integration of the functional and tool courses and their application

to a variety ofbusiness problems; emphasis on problem identification and oral

and written communication of analysis and recommendations. Fall and

spring. Holsten, Levin, Staff".

298 MANAGEMENT SIMULATION (3). Prerequisite, permission of the instruc-

tor. A seminar in the application of analytical techniques and managerial

principles to policy formulation and implementation in a complex computer-

simulated environment. Spring. Elvers, Levin.

300 QUANTITATIVE METHODS IN MANAGEMENT I (3). Prerequisites, Busi-

ness Administration 209 and Economics 70, or equivalents. Multivariable de-

terministic models. Stochastic models, linear equations and matrices, linear

systems. Fall. Staff*.

301 QUANTITATIVE METHODS IN MANAGEMENT II (3). Prerequisite, Busi-

ness Administration 300 or equivalent. Statistical inference, analysis of vari-

ance, regression and correlation, time series analysis, multiple regression,

design of experiments, statistical decision theory. Spring. Staff".

302 CURRENT RESEARCH IN MANAGEMENT SCIENCE (no credit). Prerequi-

site, permission of the professor. Survey of the current literature in manage-

ment science and operations research. Fall and Spring. Staff".

303 ADVANCED TOPICS IN MANAGEMENT SCIENCE (3). Prerequisite, per-

mission of the instructor. In-depth study of a specific area of contemporary

research in management science. Fall. Staff".

307 SEMINAR IN THE HISTORY OF MANAGEMENT THOUGHT (3). An ad-

vanced course dealing with the evolution of management thought. Spring.

George.

309 INTRODUCTION TO INVENTORY THEORY (Operations Research/Systems

Analysis 309) (3). Prerequisite, permission of the instructor. Introduction of

the techniques of constructing and analyzing mathematical models of inven-

tory systems. Fall. Staff".

310 NETWORK FLOWS (Operations Research/Systems Analysis 310) Network

flow problems and solution algorithms; maximum flow, shortest route, assign-

ment, and minimal cost flow problems; Hungarian and out-of-kilter al-

gorithms; combinatorial and scheduling (CPM and PERT) applications.

Spring. Rubin.

330 THEORY OF OPERATIONS MANAGEMENT I (3). Prerequisites, Business

Administration 209 and 230, or equivalents. Rigorous study of traditional and
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modern issues, problems and approaches in operations management. Fall.

Dannenbring, Davis, Elvers, Khumawala, McLaughlin.

331 THEORY OF OPERATIONS MANAGEMENT II (3). Prerequisite, Business

Administration 330 or equivalent. A continuation of Business Administration

330. Spring. Dannenbring, Davis, Elvers, Khumawala, McLaughlin.

334 APPLICATIONS IN OPERATIONS MANAGEMENT (3). Prerequisite, per-

mission of the instructor. Intensive study of the problems of applying the

theory of operations management in actual situations; problems of formula-

tion, model building, data collection and experimentation. Spring. Dannen-
bring, Elvers, Khumawala.

337 ADVANCED TOPICS IN OPERATIONS MANAGEMENT (3). Prerequisite,

permission of the instructor. Intensive study of a specific area in operations

management. Fall. Staff.

338 SEMINAR IN OPERATIONS MANAGEMENT (3). Prerequisite, permission

ofthe instructor. Intensive study ofa specific area in operations management.
Spring. Staff".

351 INDIVIDUAL BEHAVIOR IN ORGANIZATIONS (3). Analysis of individual

behavior, adjustment, and effectiveness. Examination of perception, learning,

problem-solving, decision-making, motivation, and personality. Applications

to management of human resources. Fall. Jerdee.

352 INTERPERSONAL AND INTERGROUP BEHAVIOR IN BUSINESS OR-
GANIZATIONS (3). Intensive critical examination of interpersonal and inter-

group behavior, including decision processes, communication, conflict, and
conflict resolution in large organizations. Case studies are used to illustrate

applications in business. Spring. Adams, Bell, Rosen.

354 ORGANIZATIONAL DESIGN AND DEVELOPMENT (3). The development

of understanding and skills in changing and evolving organizational design,

interpersonal relationships and people, in order to achieve desired organiza-

tional goals. Spring. Bell.

355 METHODS IN ORGANIZATIONAL BEHAVIOR RESEARCH (3). Research

in organizational behavior with consideration of establishing experimental

designs, data collection, and application of appropriate methods in the anal-

ysis of data. Fall. Moffie.

356 SEMINAR IN ORGANIZATIONAL BEHAVIOR (3). Prerequisite, permission

of the instructor. Intensive study of important current theory and research

in organizational behavior. Fall. StaflT.

357 SEMINAR IN PERSONNEL MANAGEMENT (3). Prerequisite, Business Ad-

ministration 250 or equivalent. Individual research in depth in particular

phases of industrial relations: manpower planning, acquisition, control, train-

ing, and development; labor relations. Spring. Calhoon.

360 SEMINAR IN MARKETING I (3). Prerequisite, permission of the professor.

Intensive study of problems in establishing marketing goals, consumer de-

mand, product selection and identification, pricing policies and decisions. Fall.

Headen, Klompmaker.
361 SEMINAR IN MARKETING II (3). Prerequisite, Business Administration 360.

Intensive study of problems in design of distribution channels, marketing

logistics, promotional decisions and evaluations, sales forecasting and anal-

ysis. Spring. Armstrong, Littlefield.

363 SEMINAR IN MARKET COMMUNICATION AND STIMULATION (3).

Prerequisite, permission of the professor. Individual research on marketing

problems involving communication and stimulation. Typical problems: com-
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I

munication processes of marketers; communication media; objectives and

techniques; evaluation of communication effectiveness; promotional pro-

grams. Fall. Hughes.

(366 SEMINAR IN DISTRIBUTION MANAGEMENT (3). Prerequisite, permission

of the professor. Advanced study in the area of marketing, logistics, institu-

tions, distribution cost fundamentals, and related problems. Fall Staff

m% SEMINAR IN MARKETING RESEARCH METHODOLOGY (3). Prerequisite,

permission of the professor. Study of research design, methods of data collec-

tion and analysis, sample design, and problems of measurement in research

in marketing. Spring. Headen, Russ.

1372 SEMINAR IN CURRENT ACCOUNTING ISSUES (3). Prerequisite, permis-

sion of the professor. Analysis of current accounting issues through readings,

discussion, and individual research assignments. Typical problems include

pensions, leases, price-level and other controversial issues. Fall. Brummet,
Reynolds.

374 SEMINAR IN CONCEPTS OF BUSINESS INCOME (3). Prerequisite, permis-

!

sion of the professor. Concepts of income which have evolved in various disci-

I

plines. Degree of interdependence of such concepts. Extent concepts have

!
influenced or been influenced by other concepts. Fall. Langenderfer.

[376 SEMINAR IN RESEARCH IN ACCOUNTING (0). Prerequisite, permission of

j

the instructor. An informal seminar to discuss current research in accounting.

Fall and spring. Staff.

377 SEMINAR IN TAXATION (3). Prerequisite, permission ofthe professor. Anal-

ysis of selected topics for taxable entities. Nature and significance of taxation

affecting business decisions. Development of tax law and critical appraisal of

current law. Spring. Hoffman, Langenderfer.

380 THEORY OF FINANCIAL MANAGEMENT I (3). Prerequisite, permission of

the professor. Review of the theory of financial management. Fall. Carleton,

Cohan, Latane, McEnally.

385 SEMINAR IN RESEARCH IN FINANCE (0). Prerequisite, permission of the

professor. Advanced research in business finance and investment. An informal

seminar to discuss current research ofdoctoral candidates, faculty, and others.

Fall and spring. Staff.

386 SEMINAR IN PORTFOLIO MANAGEMENT (Economics 386) (3). Prerequi-

site, permission of the professor. Development, testing, and economic effects

of models for determining the selection of assets. Fall or spring. Latane.

1387 QUANTITATIVE METHODS IN FINANCE (3). Prerequisite, permission of

the professor. Review of information generating and optimizing models, and
their applicability to decision making in finance. Spring. Carleton, Cohan.

388 SEMINAR IN FINANCIAL MARKETS (3). Prerequisite, permission of the

instructor. Intensive study of market characteristics and interrelationships,

market price and yield determination, impact of monetary and regulatory

policies, and effect of market structure on performance. Fall or spring. Carle-

ton, Kreps.

1 391 MANAGEMENT I (3). An integrated course in the process of management.
Fall. Staff.

|!
392 MANAGEMENT II (3). An integrated course in the process of management.

' Spring. Staff.

393 MASTER'S THESIS (3 or more). Fall and spring Staff

394 DOCTORAL DISSERTATION (3 or more). Fall and spring Staff.

397 SEMINAR IN THE MODERN CORPORATION (3). Prerequisite, permission
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of the professor. An analysis of the areas of conflict between the internal
i

objectives of management and their external impact. Fall. Barrett.

398 RESEARCH METHODOLOGY (3). Prerequisite, permission of the professor.

A course in research concepts, objectives and methods. Spring. Staff. '

399 SEMINAR (3). Prerequisite, permission of the professor. Individual research

in a special field under direction of a member of the Department. Fall and
spring. Staff*.

400 GENERAL REGISTRATION (0). !
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The Department of Chemistry offers graduate programs leading

to the degrees of Master of Arts, Master of Science (nonthesis), and
Doctor of Philosophy in the fields ofanalytical, biological, inorganic,

organic, and physical chemistry, and, jointly with the Department
of Physics, in chemical physics. Courses are offered both in our De-

partment and the Biochemistry Department which are useful to a
student pursuing a degree in Chemistry with interest in the general

area of biological systems.

Doctor of Philosophy

The Ph.D. degree in Chemistry is a research degree and students

normally begin research during the first year in graduate school. As
soon as the entering student has selected a research advisor, an
advisory committee (SAC) is established in order that an appropriate

course ofstudy, designed to meet individual needs, can be developed.

The Ph.D. degree consists of completion of a suitable program of

study, a foreign language, a preliminary doctoral oral exam, a writ-

ten comprehensive examination which is satisfied by cumulative

examinations, a dissertation, and a final oral examination.

Master of Arts

The Master of Arts degree requires a minimum of 30 semester

hours. Courses are determined by the student's advisory committee.

Twelve ofthe 30 hours may be earned through registration for thesis

and seminar. However, not more than 6 hours of the 12 may be

earned through thesis registration (393). Also required is a foreign

language, a written examination which may be satisfied by cumula-

tive examinations, a thesis, and a final oral examination. Admission

to the Ph.D. program after completing the M.A. degree in our De-

partment requires approval of the Chemistry Graduate Studies

Committee.

Master of Science (Nonthesis)

The Master of Science (nonthesis) degree requires a minimum of

30 semester hours. The candidate must earn at least 24 hours of

graduate credit in chemistry and allied subjects, which may include

graduate seminars numbered 200 or higher, but does not include

Chem 341, 351, 361, and 381 (referred to collectively as 3X1). As a

substitute for the thesis the candidate must earn a minimum of 6

hours of Chem 3X1 (a research methodology and seminar course).

The student's program of study is determined by the student's advi-

sory committee. Also required is a foreign language, a written ex-

amination which may be satisfied by cumulative examinations, and
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J written report submitted to the student's research director describ-

^ ing work done while registered for Chem 3X1. Admission to the

• Ph.D. program after completing the M.S. degree in our Department
It requires approval by the Chemistry Graduate Studies Committee.

, Language Requirement

The language requirement is the same for the M.A., M.S., and

Ph.D. degrees.

a) A native English speaker may present undergraduate credit in

the following languages only: French, German, Russian, Chinese,

5 Japanese.

b) Students whose native language is not English must meet the

requirement for English proficiency necessary for admission to the

Graduate School.

c) A student satisfies the entrance language requirement in

i Chemistry by completing the first four courses offered by his or her

undergraduate institution in a single foreign language or by comp-

leting the first two courses in two foreign languages offered by his

or her undergraduate institution. (Acceptable languages are listed

above.)

d) A student failing to meet the entrance requirement may indi-

cate proficiency in a single foreign language either by passing

French 102X, German 102X, Russian 102X, Chinese 102X or by

passing the ETS exam with a score prescribed by the Graduate

School.

The Student Advisory Committee of each student determines if

additional work in a foreign language is desired.

Research Interests

(1) Analytical. Separation science: theory and application of

chromatography; spectroscopic methods: spectrophotometric study

of various metal complexes; techniques of atomic absorption spec-

troscopy, Fourier transform infrared studies, chemical analysis of

surfaces. X-ray photoelectron spectroscopy; nuclear magnetic reso-

nance studies; spark source and other trace mass spectrometric

metal analyses; mass spectrometry of biological, organic, and inor-

ganic compounds, especially chemical ionization, field desorption

and field ionization methods; ion structures by electron-impact and
ion-molecule collision phenomena; electrochemical methods: elec-

troanalytical and spectroelectrochemical techniques; surface ad-

sorption; electrochemical synthesis; electrocatalysis; nonaqueous
chemistry; coordination chemistry; kinetics and mechanism of elec-

trode processes; ionic transport in solids; membrane electro-
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chemistry including digital simulation of transient and equilibrium

properties; stopped-flow kinetic methods; methods of data interpre-

tation: analog and digital computer optimization of experiments;

computerized learning machines, and pattern recognition, informa-

tion retrieval and modelling.

(2) Biological. Physicochemical investigations of the mechanism
of action and subunit structure of pyridine nucleotide dependent
dehydrogenases; energy transduction in biological membranes; ki- i

netics in complex biochemical systems; mechanism of endocytosis; I

structure of biological membranes; synthesis of sulfur-containing

polypeptides; chemical modification of proteins; chemistry of the

sulfur-sulfur bond; structural studies of macromolecules and poly-

mers; interaction of small molecules and DNA; characterization of i

proteins by laser light scattering. i

Courses are offered both in our Department and the Biochemistry I

Department which are useful to a student pursuing a degree in I

Chemistry with interest in the general area of biological systems.

(3) Inorganic. Chemistry of transition metal elements; spectral i

and magnetic properties oftransition metal compounds; crystal field

theory and molecular orbital theory; reactions of coordinated li-

1

gands; inorganic macrocyclic ring systems; coordination compounds
involving Group IV donors; kinetics and mechanisms of inorganic

reactions; the synthesis of transition and post-transition metal com-

pounds; X-ray crystallography; structural investigations of transi-

!

tion metal complexes and organometallic compounds; metal nitrosyl

complexes; structures of fluxional molecules; nuclear magnetic and !

electron paramagnetic resonance; electrochemistry and photo-

chemistry of metal complexes; metal catalyzed organic reactions;
j

the preparation and conductivity properties of semiconducting and !

potentially superconducting materials; magnetic interactions in ex-

tended systems; metalloporphyrin chemistry; metal chelates; metal i

complexes of nucleic acid constituents.

(4) Organic. Stereochemistry and conformational analysis; photo-

chemistry and photobiology; radiation chemistry; synthesis and bio-

logical reactions of alkaloids and other natural products; peptide

synthesis; chemical modification of proteins; organometallic chemis-

try; chemistry of heterocyclic systems; electron paramagnetic reso-
;

nance; molecular orbital calculations; orbital symmetry control of

organic reactions; kinetics; organosulfur chemistry; chemistry of i

metalloporphyrins; reactions of organic molecules in monolayers

and membranes; free radical chemistry; new synthetic methods.

(5) Physical Chemistry and Chemical Physics. Theoretical chemis-

try: quantum biology of neurotransmitters and pharmacological
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agents, statistical mechanics ofcorrelated motions, critical phenom-
^ 3na and properties of liquid helium, mechanical properties of poly-

; mers; surface science: kinetics of exchange adsorption on inorganic

materials, ultraviolet photoelectron spectroscopy and optical spec-

troscopies of surface complexes; molecular dynamics: photoioniza-

1 tion mass spectroscopy and ion molecule reactions, molecular mo-

;
tions in solids, liquids, and gases examined by magnetic resonance

relaxation and laser light scattering; biophysical chemistry: mem-
brane phenomena, dynamics ofDNA excited states, physical chemis-

try ofDNA complexes with antitumor drugs, nonlinear kinetics and
cell differentiation; photochemistry: photoelectron spectroscopy of

molecules, photolj^ic charge separation and transport in organic

solids and liquids.

Attention is drawn to the possibility ofarranging, through consul-

tations with staff of the Departments of Chemistry and Physics, a

program combining course work in the two departments with thesis

research in either department in such a way as to provide training

in the borderline area in which methods of theoretical and experi-

mental physics are applied to chemical problems. A similar program
may be arranged between the Departments of Chemistry and Bio-

chemistry.

Facilities and Equipment

Research in chemistry is carried on in the new William Rand
Kenan, Jr., Laboratory, a modern facility of 130,000 square feet

completed in 1971. Additional research space is utilized in the Vena-
ble Laboratory ofapproximately the same size. Most facilities neces-

sary for modern research in chemistry are available. Included are

NMR, EPR, NQR, IR, and UV-visible spectrometers, mass spectro-

meters, magnetic susceptibility equipment, automatic X-Ray facili-

ties, and a variety ofother specialized instruments. The Department
maintains a Ra5rtheon 706 computer for on-line data acquisition.

Other computer facilities include an IBM 360/75 and direct access

to the IBM 370/165 at the Triangle Universities Computation Cen-

ter.

To back up the active and growing research programs, the Depart-

ment provides a number of services. Machine, glass, and electronics

shops are provided to construct and maintain specialized equipment.

The chemistry library and reading room, housed in Venable Hall,

contains complete sets of the most important chemical periodicals,

many books ofreference, and a collection ofbooks ofhistorical value

and interest, amounting to more than 35,000 volumes.
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Financial Aid and Admission

On the basis of academic and research attainments, the Depart-

ment awards a number of industrial fellowships and predoctoral

research appointments, carrying stipends ranging between $3,600

and $4,500. In addition there are three teaching fellowships, with

stipends of $3,800, which are awarded to graduate students who
have distinguished themselves as teaching assistants. We are ex-

tremely pleased to have a Morehead Graduate Fellowship desig-

nated to our Department. The Fellowship is for three years, with a

possibility of a fourth, and has a stipend of $4,000 per year plus

tuition and fees. All outstanding prospective graduate students who
apply for admission/support will be automatically considered for the

Morehead and other University fellowships.

There are approximately 120 graduate students in our Depart-

ment. More than 55 teaching assistantships are open to graduate

students. The duties ofthe assistants include the preparation for and
supervision of laboratory classes in the larger elementary courses

and examination of laboratory reports.

Applications for assistantships and fellowships should be made by

February 1, although applications for assistantships will be consid-

ered after that date. All applicants (foreign and U.S.) must take the

Graduate Record Examination. All foreign students whose native

language is not English must take the TOEFL examination in addi-

tion to the Graduate Record Examination. Both the TOEFL and
GRE should be taken as early as possible, preferably in October or

December.

Application forms for admission/support, as well as information

about the Department, may be obtained from the Director ofGradu-

ate Studies in Chemistry.

Courses for Graduates and Advanced Undergraduates

101 SPECIAL PROBLEMS IN CHEMISTRY (1 to 3). Prerequisite and permission

to register, to be determined by consultation with Director of Graduate Stud-

ies. Fall and spring. Staff.

107 BIOCHEMISTRY FOR STUDENTS OF BIOLOGY AND CHEMISTRY (Bio-

chemistry 100, Zoology 107) (3). Lectures on the chemistry and metabolism of

carbohydrates, lipids, amino acids, proteins and nucleic acids, elementary

enzyme kinetics, biochemical genetics, regulatory mechanisms; bioenergetics.

Three lecture hours a week, fall. Wolfenden; others.

130 PROTEIN CHEMISTRY (Biochemistry 130) (3). Prerequisites, Chemistry 61,

62 or equivalent. Structural properties of proteins; active site chemistry;

chemical modification ofproteins; metallo-proteins; coenzyme-enzyme interac-

tions; organization of enzyme systems. Three lecture hours a week, spring.

Hiskey, Harrison, Penniston.
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131 NUCLEIC ACID CHEMISTRY (Biochemistry (131) (3). Prerequisites, Chemis-

try 61, 62 or equivalent. Study of the reactions and chemical properties basic

to nucleic acids; chemical synthesis as well as biosynthesis; nucleic acids in

protein biosynthesis. Three lecture hours a week, spring. Penniston.

132 ENZYME MECHANISMS AND KINETICS (Biochemistry 132) (3). Prerequi-

site, Biochemistry 106 or equivalent. Discussion ofenzyme catalysis, active site

ofenzymes, cooperative interactions between enzyme subunits; mechanism of

coenzyme catalyzed reactions; enzyme kinetics as affected by allosteric effec-

tors, substrates, inhibitors, pH and temperature. Examples will be selected

from the various types ofenzyme reactions such as hydrolases, ligases, lyases,

oxidases. Three lecture hours a week, fall. Hiskey, Harrison, Penniston, Whit-

ten (Caplow, Wolfenden).

135 PHYSICAL CHEMISTRY OF MACROMOLECULES (3). Prerequisites, Chem-
istry 181-182 or equivalent. Kinetics of polymerization molecular weight dis-

tribution and molecular weight measurements, solution properties, solid state

properties of macromolecules. Three lecture hours a week; spring. Hermans.

136 LABORATORY TECHNIQUES FOR BIOPOLYMERS (3). Prerequisites,

Chemistry 61, 62 or equivalent. Introduction to the most important analjrtical

techniques and research procedures which are currently in use in the fields

of protein and nucleic acid chemistry. Two 3-hour laboratories a week, spring.

Hiskey, Harrison, Penniston.

137 MEMBRANE CHEMISTRY (Biochemistry 137) (3). Prerequisites, Chemistry

62, Zoology 11 and Biochemistry 100 or equivalents; corequisite or prerequisite

Chemistry 180, 181, or 183 or equivalent; or permission of instructor. Struc-

ture and properties of synthetic membranes and naturally-occurring biologi-

cal membranes; discussion of relation between properties of synthetic mem-
branes and functioning of natural membranes. Three lecture hours a week,

spring. Penniston (Penniall, Meissner).

141 LABORATORY IN ANALYTICAL RESEARCH TECHNIQUES I (1-2).

Prerequisite, Chemistry 181 or permission of instructor. Computer program-

ming, analog electronics, basic electroanalytical techniques, nuclear magnetic

resonance, and mass spectrometry. (Credit to be determined by number of

topics selected by the student in conjunction with the instructor). One 4-hour

laboratory a week, fall. Buck, Bursey, Knight, Murray, Reilley, Isenhour.

142 LABORATORY IN ANALYTICAL RESEARCH TECHNIQUES II (1-2).

Prerequisite, Chemistry 181 or permission of instructor. Instrumentation of

visible, ultraviolet, and infrared spectrophotometry, basic electronics and ap-

plications to chemical data acquisition systems, chromatographic techniques,

nuclear magnetic resonance, mass spectrometry, and other special techniques.

(Credit to be determined by number of topics selected by the student in con-

junction with the instructor.) One 4-hour laboratory a week, spring. Buck,

Bursey, Knight, Murray, Reilley, Isenhour.

143 MECHANISTIC ANALYSIS (2). Prerequisite, Chemistry 181 or permission of

instructor. Discussion of reaction mechanism and equilibria importance in

analytical solution chemistry. Structure-reactivity relationships, metal com-

plex and redox equilibria and kinetics, analysis by reaction kinetics, kinetic

enzymatic analysis, mechanisms important in quantitative organic reactions.

Two lecture hours a week, spring. Buck, Bursey, Knight, Murray, Reilley,

Isenhour.

144 SEPARATIONS (2). Prerequisites, Chemistry 41, 42. Theory and applications

of equilibrium and non-equilibrium separations techniques. Extraction, coun-
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tercurrent distribution, gas chromatography, column and plane chromato-

graphic techniques, electrophoresis, ultra-centrifugation, and other separa-

tion methods. Two lecture hours a week, spring. Buck, Bursey, Knight, Murray,

Reilley, Isenhour.

145 ELECTROANALYTICAL CHEMISTRY (2). Prerequisites, Chemistry 41, 42,

one year of college physics. Transform analysis of passive networks, analog

electronics, kinetics principles related to electrochemical processes, types of,

electrode reactions, large and small-amplitude electroanalytical techniques,;

miscellaneous applications. Two lecture hours a week, fall. Buck, Bursey,

Knight, Murray, Reilley, Isenhour.

146 ANALYTICAL SPECTROSCOPY I (2). Prerequisites, Chemistry 41, 42 and

one year of college physics. Visible, ultraviolet, infrared, nuclear magnetic

resonance, and mass spectrometry. Basic spectroanalysis. Two lecture hours,

a week, fall. Buck, Bursey, Knight, Murray, Reilley, Isenhour. I

147 ANALYTICAL SPECTROSCOPY II (2). Prerequisites, Chemistry 41, 42, one>

year of college physics. Principles and applications of X-ray absorption and

emission, photoelectron, Raman, grammaray; Mossbauer and internal reflec-i

tion spectroscopy, nuclear quadrupole and electron spin resonance, fluores-l

cence, optical rotatory dispersion and circular dichroism, secondary emission

methods. Two lecture hours a week, spring. Buck, Bursey, Knight, Murray,;

Reilley, Isenhour.

150 INTERMEDIATE INORGANIC CHEMISTRY (3). Prerequisite, Chemistry!

181. A survey course which considers both physical and synthetic inorganic

chemistry. Treatment of individual topics stresses those aspects which are in i

keeping with present-day trends in inorganic chemistry as well as those as-

pects necessary for a solid foundation in more advanced inorganic courses.

Three lecture hours a week, fall. Jicha, Hatfield, Meyer, Hodgson, Rakita.

151 THEORETICAL INORGANIC CHEMISTRY (1 or 3). Prerequisites or corequi-
\

sites, physical chemistry. Chemical applications ofgroup theory, which consti-

tutes the first one-third of the course, can be taken separately for one hourj

credit. Three lecture hours a week, fall. Hatfield, Hodgson, Jicha, Rakita.
\

152 INORGANIC REACTION MECHANISMS (3). Prerequisite, Chemistry 150.

Thermodynamics of inorganic systems, kinetics and mechanisms of inorganic

reactions, organometallic chemistry. Three lecture hours a week, spring. Jicha,
|

Meyer, Hodgson, Rakita.

153 PHYSICAL METHODS IN INORGANIC CHEMISTRY (3). Prerequisite,'

Chemistry 151. Introduction to the physical techniques used for the character-

ization and study ofinorganic compounds. Topics include electronic and vibra-

tional spectroscopy, electron and nuclear magnetic resonance, quadrupole
,

resonance. Three lecture hours a week, spring. Hatfield, Hodgson.

160 INTERMEDIATE ORGANIC CHEMISTRY (3). Prerequisite, Chemistry 62. A
detailed discussion of organic reaction mechanisms and organic synthesis.

Three lecture hours a week, fall. Hiskey, Little, Coke, McKee, Whitten, Rieke,

Brookhart, Kropp, Eliel, Evans.

166 ADVANCED ORGANIC CHEMISTRY (1 or 3). Prerequisite, Chemistry 160

or equivalent. Basic concepts of stereochemistry and conformational analysis;

dynamic stereochemistry; relation of spectroscopic properties of organic com-

;

pounds to structure, including stereochemistry: ultra-violet, infrared and nu-

clear magnetic resonance spectroscopy, mass spectrometry, optical rotatory i

dispersion and circular dichroism. Basic concepts of stereochemistry and con-
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formational analysis, which constitute the first one-third of the course, can

be taken separately for one hour credit. Three lecture hours a week, fall

Hiskey, Little, Mckee, Coke, Whitten, Rieke, Brookhart, Kropp, Eliel, Evans.

167 ADVANCED ORGANIC CHEMISTRY (3). Prerequisite, Chemistry 160 or

equivalent. Quantitative aspects of chemical reactions including bonding,

molecular orbital theory and calculations on simple systems, kinetics, struc-

!
ture-reactivity relationships, and mechanisms of reactions categorized by type

of transition state. Three lecture hours a week, fall. Hiskey, Little, McKee,

Coke, Whitten, Rieke, Brookhart, Kropp, Eliel, Evans.

168 SYNTHETIC ASPECTS OF ORGANIC CHEMISTRY (3). Prerequisites, Chem-
istry 166, 167, or permission from instructor. Coverage includes a description

ofmodern synthetic methods and their application to the synthesis ofcomplex

molecules. Three lecture hours a week, spring. Hiskey, Little, McKee, Coke,

Whitten, Rieke, Brookhart, Kropp, Eliel, Evans.

170L SYNTHETIC CHEMISTRY LABORATORY (2). Prerequisites, Chemistry 62,

42L. An integrated treatment of both organic and inorganic synthesis. One
4-hour laboratory a week, fall and spring. Organic and inorganic staff.

171L SYNTHETIC CHEMISTRY LABORATORY (2). Prerequisite, Chemistry

170L; prerequisites or corequisites. Chemistry 51 or 150. An integrated treat-

ment of both organic and inorganic synthesis. One 4-hour laboratory a week,

spring. Organic and inorganic staff.

180 PRINCIPLES OF PHYSICAL CHEMISTRY (3). Prerequisites, one year of

college physics, satisfactory working knowledge of differential and integral

calculus. Does not carry credit toward graduate work in chemistry or credit

toward the B.S. degree in Chemistry. Three hours a week, fall. Physical Chem-
istry staff.

181 PHYSICAL CHEMISTRY (3). Prerequisites, Chemistry 11, 21; satisfactory

work in physics and integral and differential calculus. Normally, Chemistry

181L is a corequisite, but with permission of the instructor it can be omitted.

Three lecture hours a week, fall. Dearman, Jarnagin, Johnson, Morrow, Peder-

son, Baer, Parr.

1I8IL PHYSICAL CHEMISTRY LABORATORY (2). Prerequisites, Chemistry 11,

21; satisfactory work in physics and integral and differential calculus; corequi-

site, Chemistry 181. One 4-hour laboratory a week, fall. Dearman, Jarnagin,

Johnson, Morrow, Pedersen, Baer, Parr.

182 PHYSICAL CHEMISTRY (3). Prerequisites, Chemistry 11, 21; satisfactory

work in physics and integral and differential calculus; Chemistry 181. Nor-

mally, Chemistry 182L is corequisite, but with permission of the instructor,

it can be omitted. Three lecture hours a week, spring. Dearman, Jarnagin,

Johnson, Morrow, Pedersen, Baer, Parr.

182L PHYSICAL CHEMISTRY LABORATORY (2). Prerequisites, Chemistry 11,

1 21; satisfactory work in physics and integral and differential calculus; Chemis-
I try 181, 181L; corequisite. Chemistry 182. One 4-hour laboratory a week,

spring. Dearman, Jarnagin, Johnson, Morrow, Pedersen, Baer, Parr.

1 183 INTRODUCTION TO BIOPHYSICAL CHEMISTRY (3). Prerequisites, Chem-
istry 61, one year of college physics, satisfactory working knowledge of differ-

ential and integral calculus. Does not carry credit toward graduate work in

chemistry or credit toward the B.S. degree in chemistry. Three lecture hours

a week, fall. Dearman, Penniston.

184 INTRODUCTION TO STATISTICAL THERMODYNAMICS (3). Prerequi-
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sites, Chemistry 181, 182 or equivalent. Basic principles of statistical ther

modynamics. Three lecture hours a week, fall. Dearman, Hermans, Jarnagin

Johnson, Morrow, Pedersen, Baer, Penniston, Parr.
I

185 CHEMICAL THERMODYNAMICS (3). Prerequisites, Chemistry 180, 182, 18<
j

or equivalent preparation and one year of college calculus. Intermediate

chemical thermodynamics with application to problems in various areas o:

pure and applied chemistry. Three lecture hours a week, spring. Staff. «

186 ADVANCED PHYSICAL CHEMISTRY (3 each). Prerequisites, Chemistr),
^

187 181, 182 or equivalent preparation. Three hours a week, fall and spring. Jama
gin, Dearman, Johnson, Pedersen, Baer, Parr.

188 REACTION KINETICS (3). Prerequisites, Chemistry 181, 182. Three hours c
^

week, spring. Morrow, Jarnagin, Dearman, Johnson, Pedersen, Baer, Parr.

191 MATHEMATICAL TECHNIQUES FOR CHEMISTS (3). Prerequisites, satis

factory preparation in differential and integral calculus. Chemical appHca-.

tions ofhigher mathematics. Three lecture hours a week, fall. Physical chemis-

try staff.

Courses for Graduates

237 SEMINAR IN BIOPOLYMERS (Biochemistry 237) (1). Literature survey deal-

ing with topics in protein chemistry and nucleic acid chemistry. Fall. Harrison

(Caplow, Wolfenden).

238 SEMINAR IN BIOPOLYMERS (Biochemistry 238) (1). Literature survey deal-

ing with topics in protein chemistry and nucelic acid chemistry. Spring. Harri-'

son (Caplow, Wolfenden).

242 LITERATURE SEMINAR IN ANALYTICAL CHEMISTRY (2 each). 242 given

243 in even-numbered years; 243 given in odd-numbered years. Spring. Buck,

Bursey, Knight, Murray, Reilley, Isenhour.

244 SPECIAL TOPICS ANALYTICAL CHEMISTRY (2 each). Modern topics in'

245 analytical chemistry, including advanced electroanalytical chemistry, ad-

vanced mass spectrometry, chemical instrumentation, and other subjects of

recent significance. Two lecture hours a week, fall and spring. Buck, Bursey,

Knight, Murray, Reilley, Isenhour.

251 SPECIAL TOPICS INORGANIC CHEMISTRY (2 each). Prerequisites, Chem-

252 istry 151, 152. Fall and spring. Jicha, Hatfield, Meyer, Hodgson, Rakita, Hat-|

field.

254 LITERATURE SEMINAR IN INORGANIC CHEMISTRY (2 each). Prerequi-

site, graduate status. Fall and spring. Meyer, Jicha, Hodgson, Rakita.

258 X-RAY STRUCTURE DETERMINATION (3). Prerequisites, permission of in-

structor; a knowledge of elementary and differential calculus will be assumed.

This course is designed to introduce students to the techniques used in solving

crystal structures by X-ray diffraction. Three lecture hours a week, fall. Hodg-

son.

261 LITERATURE SEMINAR IN ORGANIC CHEMISTRY (2 each). Prerequisite,

262 graduate standing. One afternoon meeting a week and individual consultation
|

with the professor in charge. Fall and spring. McKee, Little, Hiskey, Coke,

Whitten, Rieke, Brookhart, Kropp, Eliel, Evans.

264 SPECIAL TOPICS IN ORGANIC CHEMISTRY (2 each). Two lecture hours a

265 week, fall and spring. McKee, Little, Hiskey, Coke, Whitten, Rieke, Brookhart,

Kropp, Eliel, Evans. i

267 ORGANIC CHEMISTRY (2 to 6). Prerequisite, to be determined by consulta-
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tion with professor in charge. Three to six hours a week, fall and spring.

McKee, Little, Hiskey, Coke, Whitten, Rieke, Brookhart, Kropp, EUel, Evans.

m QUANTUM CHEMISTRY (3 each). Prerequisites, Chemistry 181, 182 or

J82 equivalent. Application of quantum mechanics to chemistry. Three lecture

hours a week, fall and spring. Jarnagin, Johnson, Pedersen, Dearman, Baer,

Parr.

283 SPECIAL TOPICS IN PHYSICAL CHEMISTRY (1-3 each). Prerequisite,

286 graduate standing. Modern topics in physical chemistry, chemical physics, or

biophysical chemistry. One to three lecture hours a week, fall and/or spring.

Staff.

284 STATISTICAL MECHANICAL PROBLEMS IN CHEMISTRY (4). Prerequi-

site, Chemistry 281. Four hours a week, fall. Morrow, Pedersen.

285 LITERATURE SEMINAR IN PHYSICAL CHEMISTRY (2 each). Prerequi-

287 sites, graduate standing. Fa// (285) and spring (287). Jarnagin, Johnson, Dear-

man, Pedersen, Hermans, Morrow, Baer, Parr.

288 PRINCIPLES OF CHEMICAL PHYSICS (3 each). Prerequisite, Chemistry 281

289 or Physics 160 or permission of the instructor. The quantum mechanics of

molecules and their aggregates. Atomic orbitals, Hartree-Fock methods for

atoms and molecules. Theory of diatomic molecules. Molecular orbital and

valence bond approach. Coupling between vibrational rotational, and elec-

tronic motions in molecules. Interaction of radation with matter. Special top-

ics of interest to the instructor and research students. Three lecture hours a

week, fall and spring. Pedersen, Jarnagin, Dearman, Johnson, Baer, Parr.

290 PRINCIPLES OF MAGNETIC RESONANCE (Physics 290) (3). Prerequisites,

Chemistry 281 or Physics 260, or permission of the instructor. Three lecture

hours a week, fall or spring. Johnson, Dearman.

Research Courses

331 RESEARCH METHODOLOGY AND SEMINAR IN BIOLOGICAL CHEMIS-
TRY (1 or more). Seminar and directed study on research methods ofbiological

chemistry. This course provides a foundation for master's thesis or doctoral

dissertation research. Fall and Spring. Dearman, Harrison, Hiskey, Pennis-

ton, Whitten.

341 RESEARCH METHODOLOGY AND SEMINAR IN ANALYTICAL CHEMIS-
TRY (1 or more). Seminar and directed study on research methods of analyti-

cal chemistry. The course provides a foundation for master's thesis or doctoral

dissertation research. Fall and spring. Buck, Bursey, Knight, Murray, Reilley,

Isenhour.

351 RESEARCH METHODOLOGY AND SEMINAR IN INORGANIC CHEMIS-
TRY (1 or more). Seminar and directed study on research methods ofinorganic

chemistry. The course provides a foundation for master's thesis or doctoral

dissertation research. Fall and Spring. Collier, Jicha, Hatfield, Meyer, Hodg-

son, Rakita.

361 RESEARCH METHODOLOGY AND SEMINAR IN ORGANIC CHEMISTRY
(1 or more). Seminar and directed study on research methods oforganic chem-

istry. The course provides a foundation for master's thesis or doctoral disserta-

tion research. Fall and spring. McKee, Little, Hiskey, Coke, Whitten, Rieke,

Harrison, Brookhart, Kroop, Eliel, Evans.

381 RESEARCH METHODOLOGYAND SEMINAR IN PHYSICAL CHEMISTRY
(1 or more). Seminar and directed study on research methods of physical
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chemistry. The course provides a foundation for master's thesis or doctoral

dissertation research. Fall and spring. Rice, Thomas, Jarnagin, Dearman,
Johnson, Pedersen, Hermans, Baer, Penniston, Parr.

393 MASTER'S THESIS (Hours vary). Prerequisites, Chemistry 331, 341, 351, 361,'

or 381. Fall and spring. Graduate staff.

394 DOCTORAL DISSERTATION (Hours vary). Prerequisites, Chemistry 331,

341, 351, 361, or 381. Fall and spring. Graduate staff.

400 GENERAL REGISTRATION (0).

\
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The Department of City and Regional Planning offers two degreet to

programs, each at the graduate level. A two-year program preparing it

for professional practice in city and regional planning leads to the! i

degree of Master of Regional Planning. A program leading to the! ler

degree of Doctor of Philosophy prepares for academic careers in Tl

teaching and research. These twoprograms, opportunities in the field iui

of city and regional planning, and application procedures are de\ is!

scribed in detail in a separate bulletin of the Department ofCity and sqi

Regional Planning which may be obtained by addressing a request Ii

to the Department.
\
m

A bachelor's degree from an institution of recognized standing isi d

required for admission. While the design professions, the social ec(

sciences, and engineering are the most clearly relevant undergradu-i mi

ate backgrounds in preparation for graduate work in planning, therej iro

is increasing need in the field for people prepared in the humanities A

and physical sciences, and many opportunities for students in otheri ir

fields. Applications for admission are generally considered in viewi
ft

of the student's past record and interest in planning.
I ler

Certain courses in the Department are open (with permission of!

the instructor) to advanced undergraduates at the University. These (

include Planning 106, 110, 127, 150, 174, 176, and 178. Undergradu-i k

ates reading for honors, or those certified by their departments as

eligible for honors study, may enroll in an honors program in urban li

and regional studies. The undergraduate honors program is de- ii

scribed in the Undergraduate Bulletin as well as in the separate

bulletin of the Department. i

Since the Department enrollment is limited, applicants are ad- tej

vised to apply for admission as early as possible thereby insuring

adequate time for assembling records and recommendations and for!

arranging interviews with the faculty or with departmental repre-i

sentatives. i k

Alumni of the Department are employed by public and privatei %

planning agencies at the local, state, regional, and national levelsj
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n all parts ofthe United States and in other countries. Others serve

IS consultants to business, industry, and government. Still others

ire engaged in teaching and research in academic institutions.

Vlaster of Regional Planning

The program leading to the degree of Master of Regional Plan-

Iiing,
established in 1946, prepares for the practice of the planning

)rofession, and the curriculum is organized to give the student a

)asic concept of the interrelationships existing between the social,

economic, and governmental factors of urban society, an under-

tanding ofhuman behavior in relation to environment, and a capa-

{ )ility to apply analysis, design, and evaluation skills to public policy

t ssues, public programs, and the development ofa desirable environ-

i nent for living.

The normal requirements for master's degree candidates include

1. bur semesters of course work and a summer internship. Students

vishing to substitute a thesis in lieu ofsix hours ofcourse work may
'•equest permission to do so.

Introductory courses in economics, sociology, political science,

jasic sciences, mathematics, logic, design, history of art and archi-

tecture, and American civilization, while not prerequisites, are

:-ecommended as valuable preparation for students in planning. A
course in statistics is required as a prerequisite or co-requisite ofthe

program.

A total of 51 credit hours is required for the degree for students

enrolled in the thesis option, and 54 credits for those in the course

fbption. All master's degree candidates are required to pass a compre-

lensive examination which is given to second-year students in the

: Spring Semester.

Candidates for the master's degree are required to master a par-

dcular body of knowledge in three areas of competence: Planning
i Theory, Methods of Planning Analysis, and an Area of Concentra-

ion. Several Areas ofConcentration in the master's degree program
m which the department has particular strengths are listed below,

[t should be emphasized that these are listed for illustrative pur-

poses; each student has the flexibility to build an area ofcompetence
tailored to the student's own background and objectives, in consulta-

tion with a faculty advising committee ofthree persons. The Urban
Planning and Policy Concentration affords training for profes-

sional careers in urban planning and development. It introduces

students to the fundamentals ofgrowth and change in metropolitan

: areas, the influence which economic, social, political, and natural

i processes have on urban behavior patterns and spatial structure.
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.'I

and the ways in which urban design, planning, programming, budgl

eting and other public interventions bring metropolitan develop] P

ment into harmony with social, economic and environmental qualit;!

objectives. In common with the other concentrations, the curriculunj

stresses theory and methods together with basic administration!

planning law, and environmental design. Its special focus is on comj ^'

munications and activity systems of metropolitan areas and thj

planning and development of transportation facilities, land usess ^

and public services and facilities and the relations between land usei

and environmental quality. i

The Regional Planning and Policy Concentration is designe(|

to train students for planning at the extra-urban scale, includini|

work at the national, state, and local levels in both developed and

developing nations. The student has the opportunity to specialize ill le

planning as related to urbanizing and natural resource regions, com
munity and rural development, and management of the regiona

environment; and in regional planning methods and techniques infj

eluding systems analysis. Basic training is offered in public invest!

ment theory, natural resource and environmental law, policy an(

planning, and regional economic analysis. Regional planning an(|

development workshops and seminars provide opportunities to ap

ply subject matter to specific cases.

The Social Policy Planning Concentration deals with issues ii

the development of human resources and social institutions neces

sary to assure a high quality of life in urban areas. The concentra

tion trains planners to design and evaluate public programs in sucl

fields as housing, medical care, education and employment whicl

are aimed at reducing social inequities and improving the life oppor

tunities of disadvantaged groups. In addition, the concentratioi

trains planners to formulate and analyze policies in urban and re

gional development with respect to their impact on social equalit;

and community viability.

The Urban Design Concentration is designed to provide plan

ners with special competence in the analysis, design, and implemen

tation ofurban form. The program emphasizes the use ofbehaviora

and health knowledge as a substantive basis for design, and urbai

design as an ongoing process within a comprehensive planning pre

gram. Students are expected to draw upon other concentration

(especially the Urban Planning Concentration) to achieve additiona

substantive strength. The UNC-NCSU Joint Urban Design Progranj

provides for additional variety in course and project work.

The Environmental Planning and Policy Concentration prc|

vides students with training and substantive knowledge ofthe envii
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ronmental quality relationships of physical, economic, and social

*1 planning at the urban, metropolitan, regional, and state levels. The
student has opportunities to specialize in the analysis and planning

of environmental systems, including water, air, land, and energy

resources and their ecological system relationships. Basic training

is offered in environmental sciences and technology, public invest-

ment theory, systems analysis, and economic, legal, political, and

institutional aspects ofenvironmental policy and planning. Environ-

mental analysis and planning workshops provide opportunities for

students to apply subject matter to specific cases.

Doctor of Philosophy

Requirements for admission to the doctoral program are those

required for admission to the Graduate School, and general require-

ments for the degree are those listed on pages 88-92. The profes-

i sional master's degree in planning is not required ofpersons wishing

to qualify for the doctorate. However, prior to admission to can-

didacy, the student undertaking study for the degree of Doctor of

Philosophy in the Department of City and Regional Planning must
demonstrate a knowledge of the professional practice of planning.

: Such knowledge is usually acquired through selected graduate

courses offered at The University of North Carolina at Chapel Hill,

or at other institutions offering acceptable programs, or through

some equivalent preparation acceptable to the Department.

Doctoral candidates must prepare to be examined in three areas:

(1) planning theory and method, (2) an area of specialization related

to city and regional planning, and (3) a minor or supporting area.

Areas of specialization and appropriate course work for doctoral

students are jointly determined by the students and their program

; advisors. Particular efforts are made to develop programs which

meet student needs, build upon their prior academic training, and
for which substantial Departmental and University-wide faculty re-

sources are available. Areas of specialization ordinarily include at

least 18 credits of coursework. While the substantive focus of these

areas may vary from student to student, each set of courses desig-

nated as an area of specialization must be mutually reinforcing and
coherent; must prepare the student for "expertise" in some body of

knowledge, methodology, or problem area; and must provide the

student with adequate skills and knowledge to do thesis research.

The requirement of a minor program (15 credits minimum) may
be satisfied in two ways. The student may develop a supporting

program related to his or her major program and made up ofcourses

drawn from Planning and a number of other disciplines, such as:
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Anthropology, Design, Economics, Engineering, Environmental
Sciences, Epidemiology, Geography, Computer Science, Mathemat-
ics, Political Science, Physical Sciences, Psychology, Sociology, or

Statistics. Or a student may take a formal minor in another disci-

pline with the consultation and approval of the appropriate depart-

1

ment. The supporting area or minor emphasizes the achievement i

of methodological and related skills necessary to extend the stu-;

dent's research capabilities within a chosen area of specialization.

,

Supportive, complementary relationships between the two program

;

components must be demonstrated.

Doctoral candidates who hold master's degrees in planning re-loi

quire a minimum of three semesters in residence before beginning

the dissertation. Other candidates may require six or more semes-

1

ters, depending on their preparation.
i

Persons wishing to be considered for admission to the doctoral!

program, and for fellowships and assistantships that may be availa-

ble to doctoral candidates, are advised to communicate with the(

Department as far in advance as possible of the date they wish to i

enter. The deadline for applications for certain fellowships available

to Ph.D. candidates is in October preceding the August in which the i

applicant plans to begin the doctoral program.
[

!

Combined Program in Law and Planning
i

A combined program leading to two degrees. Juris Doctor and

'

Master of Regional Planning, is offered in collaboration with the
\

School of Law. '

I

Combined Program in Planning and Transportation
!

Engineering

A combined program leading to graduate degrees in city and re-

,

gional planning and transportation engineering is offered in collabo-

ration with the Department of Civil Engineering, North Carolina

State University at Raleigh.

Joint Program in Urban Design

In collaboration with the Department of Architecture of The

School of Design at North Carolina State University at Raleigh, the

Department of City and Regional Planning offers a joint graduate

program in urban design. The joint program leads to the degree of

Master of Regional Planning with concentration in Urban Design i

at Chapel Hill, or to the degree of Master of Urban Design at Ra-

1

leigh.
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Research Programs in Urban and Regional Studies

Through the Center for Urban and Regional Studies, the Institute

for Research in Social Science, the Water Resources Research Insti-

tute, the Institute for Environmental Studies and the Triangle Uni-

versities Consortium on Air Pollution, members of the faculty and
graduate students in the Department ofCity and Regional Planning

and in related departments collaborate on research in a wide range

)f subject areas concerning human behavior and the environment.

Established in 1953 and later facilitated under a grant from the

Ford Foundation, the program ofthe Center for Urban and Regional

Studies is concerned with theoretical and empirical research in ur-

Dan processes and area development. With continuing State funding

inaugurated by the 1969 North Carolina General Assembly, the

Center now has a permanent staff for planning and administration

3f its program and for the development of a research-oriented pro-

-am of services to local and state governments in North Carolina

and elsewhere. The Department's faculty utilizes the Center to pur-

sue research interests and collaborates with faculty members of

other departments in the University on research projects. Its pro-

gram includes interdisciplinary seminars on urban and regional

studies open to graduate students with research interests and sup-

plies valuable source material for a variety of regularly offered

courses. The Center's program is currently supported by grants and
contracts from the National Institute of Mental Health, National

Science Foundation, National Endowment for the Arts, the Environ-

mental Protection Agency, The Ford Foundation, and various North
Carolina state and local agencies.

The Institute for Environmental Studies, established in 1965, pro-

vides within the University a means for furthering research and
teaching in the various fields of environmental quality on an inter-

' disciplinary basis. Members of the Department's faculty and gradu-

ate students use the Institute to participate with other departments
in seminars and discussions on broad aspects ofenvironmental qual-

ity in the natural and social sciences, engineering, and in public

health.

In 1964 the Water Resources Research Institute was established

to support research on all aspects of water resources, including the

planning, programming, and analysis ofurban and regional systems
for development and control of water quantity and quality. The
Institute serves as a focal point for faculty and student research and
interdisciplinary seminars relating to water resources.

The Triangle Universities Consortium on Air Pollution is an as-
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sociation of The University of North Carolina at Chapel Hill, Duki

University and North Carolina State University formed in 1970 t(

advance joint and cooperative action in education, research an<

public service related to air quality management. The Consortiun

serves as a focal point for faculty and students in cooperative re

search and teaching related to air resources and their managementj

Courses for Graduates and Advanced Undergraduates

105 INTRODUCTORY PLANNING STATISTICS (3). Foundation course in statis-

tical concepts, and methods primarily for professional master's degree candij

dates in this Department. Fall. Clopton, Malizia.

106 INTRODUCTION TO URBANISM AND PLANNING (3). Discussion and anal

ysis ofcurrent urban problems and offorces responsible for urban and regiona

growth. Historical perspective on the planning profession and the plannini

approach to urban phenomena. Fall. Parker.

110 SELECTED TOPICS IN URBAN STUDIES (3). An introduction to the fund

tioning of the urban area as a complex system, and to the analysis of policial

aimed at system maintenance, alteration or control. Fall or spring. Facultj

127 URBAN TRANSPORTATION PLANNING (3). Fundamental characteristiC|

of the urban transportation system and other technologic systems as compc

nents of urban structure. Methodologies for the analysis and planning o!

urban transportation. Spring. Gilbert.

150 DESIGN OF URBAN ENVIRONMENTS (3). A study of contemporary urbai

form with an emphasis on the visual-spatial qualities. Environmental desigi

will be analyzed including street furniture, residential and commercial develi

opment, and urban structure. Fall. Cohn.

174 URBAN ECONOMICS (Econ. 122) (3). Prerequisite, Economics 131 or equivai

lent. Economic analysis of urban growth, urban structure, and current urbai!

problems; location theory; transportation and housing problems; racial issued

and the provision of urban services. Spring. Akin.

176 LOCATION AND SPACE ECONOMY (Econ. 120) (3). Prerequisite, Econ. 13:!

or consent of instructor. Economic analysis and regional growth, regiona

structure, and current regional problems; central place theory and locatioi

patterns of cities; the demand for an allocation of space within urban areasj

agglomeration effects and economies of scale. Fall. Akin.

178 REGIONAL SCIENCE TECHNIQUES (Econ. 121) (3). Prerequisite, Econ. 13:

or consent of instructor. Understanding and projection of variables withii

urban areas and regions: economic base studies; industrial location and Indus

trial complex analysis; input-output analysis; income projection models

gravity and potential models; urban growth models. Spring. Akin.

199 HONORS SEMINAR IN URBAN AND REGIONAL STUDIES (3). An over

view of the subject matter and methods of investigation of the several disci

plines as these relate to the study of cities and regions. Discussions supple

mented by presentations of original papers prepared by the students. Sprin^^

Parker.

Courses for Graduates
|

201 SPECIAL TOPICS IN PLANNINGAND URBANISM (3). Readings and discus

sions to provide opportunity to develop new concepts and topics in variou

aspects of city and regional planning. Fall or spring. Faculty.
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205 PUBLIC TRANSPORTATION (3). A seminar investigating alternative public

urban transportation systems including mass transit, innovative transit serv-

ices, and paratransit schemes. The systems will be examined from economic,

land use, social, technical, and policy perspective. Fall. Gilbert.

207 TRANSPORTATION PLANNING MODELS (3). Techniques for predicting

transportation demand. The transportation planning process: data collection,

trip generation, modal choice, trip distribution, and assignment. System

evaluation techniques: social, economic, and environmental impact of trans-

portation investigation of innovative modeling techniques. Spring. Gilbert.

209 PLANNING AND GOVERNMENT (Poli. 209) (3). Seminar on the nature and

scope of the planning function in government, with particular emphasis on

planning and domestic policy-making in the federal executive branch, and its

legislative and intergovernmental relationships. Spring. Howes.

215 THEORY OF PLANNING I (3). Concepts and logic of planning as a profes-

sional activity. Critical overview of current theories leading the student to

development of a personal philosophy applicable to work as an urban or re-

gional planner. Fall or spring. Faculty.

216 THEORY OF PLANNING II (3). Construction ofmethodologies for evaluating

various theories of planning and intensive analysis of the North American

planning theory literature. Doctoral-level introduction to the area. Spring.

Faculty.

219 ENVIRONMENTAL SYSTEMS ANALYSIS (ENVR 219) (3). Prerequisite,

Plan. 231 or equivalent. Principles of model construction for complex urban

and environmental resource systems. Includes a review of selected models of

urban and regional growth, water quantity and quality, air quality, and other

environmental impacts. Fall. Moreau.

220 ENVIRONMENTAL DESIGN (3). Instruction and experience in visual and

graphic techniques ofanalysis and communication relevant to planning; draw-

ing, mapping, diagrammatic representations; design analysis and presenta-

tion of problems involving pedestrian/vehicular traffic, site layout of build-

ings, streets, and open space. (Laboratory Fee $15.00.) Fall. Erskine.

221 SITE PLANNING AND DESIGN (3). Principles and techniques of site utiliza-

tion and design applied to actual field assignments and problems. Instruction

covers basic design considerations in current land planning and development

practice in relation to problems of varying urban scale and complexity.

(Laboratory Fee $15.00.) Spring. Erskine.

222 PLANNING ANALYSIS AND DESIGN (3). Advanced urban and regional

planning problems requiring design and evaluation of alternative policies and
plans. The course brings together in a synthesis framework the conceptual

approach and the techniques of the regional planner, the urban planner, and
the social policy planner through coordinated exercises focusing on specific

problems. Fall. Faculty.

223 PLANNING PROBLEMS (3). A study in depth which may be concerned with

one or more types of problems such as urban analysis, land use planning,

regional planning, urban design, urban simulation, urban information sys-

tems, or social programming. Students are advised to select the section which
most closely relates to their career interests. Spring. Faculty.

226 REGIONAL DEVELOPMENT PLANNING (3). A study in depth of develop-

ment theories, models and strategies applicable to open, underdeveloped

regions within developed nations, especially ones which describe the morpho-

genesis of political economy and social classes. Fall. Malizia.
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230 PLANNING LAW (3). Governmental organization and enabling legislation for

planning; eminent domain, dedication, official map, and other property-acqui-

sition techniques; land use regulations, including nuisance ordinances, deed

restrictions, building regulations, subdivision regulations, and zoning; urban
renewal law. Fall. Green.

231 QUANTITATIVE METHODS IN PLANNING (3). Fundamental concepts of

quantitative methods as aids in prediction and decision analysis in planning

problems. Principles of model construction and solution techniques. Introduc-

tion to computer programming and simulation. Fall. Moreau, Gilbert.

232 PUBLIC INVESTMENT THEORY AND TECHNIQUES (Environmental En-

gineering 282) (3). Prerequisite, intermediate micro-economic theory or con-

sent of instructor. The basic theory, process, and techniques of public invest-

ment planning and decision-making, involving synthesis ofeconomic, political

and technologic aspects. Fall. Hufschmidt.

233 NATURAL RESOURCE LAW AND POLICY (Environmental Engineering

283) (3). An examination of the law of resource use and development, its

administration and underlying policies. Particular attention is given to water

resources law, regulatory law, and natural resource administration. Fall,

spring. Heath, Campbell.

234 PLANNING OF NATURAL RESOURCE AND ENVIRONMENTAL SYS-

TEMS (ENVR 284) (3). Prerequisites, Plan. 219 or Plan. 232. Application of

systems analysis concepts and techniques to planning at the field level of land,

water and related environmental systems (including land use and air quality

management systems), with particular emphasis on urban needs. Spring. Mo-

reau, Hufschmidt.

235 LAND USE PLANNING (3). An introduction to land use planning methodol-

ogy. Techniques of carrying out basic surveys and analyses of population,

activity systems, and land use are evaluated; the land use design process and

the land use policy analysis process are examined; land use modeling systems

are introduced. Spring. Chapin, Kaiser.

236 DEVELOPMENT AND EMPLOYMENT PLANNING TECHNIQUES (3). De-

scriptive techniques ofregional economic accounting, social and spatial indica-

tors, and shift-share analysis; analytic and planning uses of regional input-

output models; employment programming including social benefit-cost

analysis. Spring. Malizia.

237 URBAN SPATIAL STRUCTURE (3). An introduction to the study of urban

spatial structure and urban planning. The course has a dual focus on concepts

useful in understanding individual and household behavior in urban areas,

particularly on understanding how households make location, travel and ac-

tivity decisions; and on using these concepts in planning for urban growth and

change. Fall. Hemmens.
238 NEW TOWNS SEMINAR (3). Review of issues and problems in new town

development; comparative evaluation ofnew town development processes and

projects in public and private sectors; independent research on planning proc-

ess, public policy, implementation, and social concerns. Spring. Weiss.

240 PLANNING INTERNSHIP (6). Prerequisite, four required courses in the City

and Regional Planning curriculum. One summer's professional employment

in an approved planning agency under competent supervision. During this

period the student is required to submit monthly reports to the Chairman of

the Department. This course constitutes a full-time load for the summer ses-

sion. Summer session. Faculty.
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241 ENVIRONMENTAL PLANNING (3). Analysis of the problems and issues of

planning for environmental quality at the urban, metropolitan, regional, na-

tional and international scales. Important aspects include air and water qual-

ity, waste management, noise control, amenities in urban and rural settings,

management of ecosystems, and global environmental factors. Spring. Huf-

schmidt. Bower.

244 URBAN DEVELOPMENT GUIDANCE SYSTEMS (3). Prerequisites or

corequisites, PLAN 230 and PLAN 235 or PLAN 110. Seminar discussion of

the array of regulative, public investment, and policy instruments for manag-

ing urban development; applications to specific problems and cases; ap-

proaches to coordinating the instruments into a guidance system; considera-

tions of political and legal feasibility as well as effectiveness and consequences.

Fall. Kaiser.

246 HOUSING AND PUBLIC POLICY (3). The housing market as the setting

within which the low-income housing problem is studied; housing and the

subsidy, conflicting goals and contradictory efforts; housing market analysis,

problems of production, financing and rationalizing public policies and efforts

to increase the supply of low and moderate income housing units. Fall. Steg-

man.

247 ISSUES IN HOUSING MARKET DYNAMICS (3). Prerequisite, PLAN 246 or

consent of instructor. Detailed inquiry into a number of theoretical issues

relating to market dynamics, the formulation, execution and evaluation of

housing policy. Spring. Stegman.

248 TRANSPORTATION PLANNING SEMINAR (3). Original research on signifi-

cant technical, economic, social and administrative aspects of urban and

regional transportation leading to a better understanding of the nature

and problems of transportation and the methods of planning for it. Fall.

Gilbert.

249 INVESTMENT AND LOW-INCOME HOUSING (3). Prerequisite, PLAN 246

or consent of instructor. The fundamentals of real estate investment analysis

and taxation, with particular reference to the development of subsidized low

and moderate income housing projects under a number ofgovernment housing

programs; responsibilities include problem sets and independent project.

Spring. Stegman.

250 URBAN DESIGN SEMINAR (3). Identification of design criteria for residen-

tial environments. Existing general theories ofenvironmental design are stud-

ied, followed by analysis of concepts and principles employed by environmen-

tal designers. In the second phase of the seminar, the class explores the

emerging body ofsocial and behavioral research relative to residential designs.

Fall. Cohn.

251 URBAN DESIGN METHODS AND TECHNIQUES (3). Study of systematic

methods and techniques appropriate to solving contemporary urban design

problems. Spring. Cohn.

263 HOUSING AND COMMUNITY DEVELOPMENT (Law 255) (3). The supply

and use of public and private urban housing, exclusive of residential subdivi-

sions. Public housing; low and moderate income housing programs; housing

subsidies. Urban renewal, model cities, and metropolitan development. The
rights and duties of indigent tenants against public and private landlords.

Racial discrimination in housing. Fall. Daye.

264 SOCIAL LEGISLATION (Law 257) (3). The study of governmental programs

to protect the economic welfare ofthe individual, including the Social Security
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(

Law, public assistance, Unemployment Compensation, regulation of wages
and hours of work, and discrimination of employment. Spring. Nakell.

265 SOCIAL POLICY PLANNING (3). This course deals specifically with public

policy influencing social planning. The overall objective is the development

of a model to analyze social policies and the force field surrounding policy

evolution. Spring. Moroney.

266 DESIGN OF POLICY-ORIENTED RESEARCH (3). The design of research as

it applies to planning problems and policy formulation, emphasizing the logic

underlying research methodology rather than techniques of data collection

and analysis. Spring. Mayer.

267 PARTICIPATORY PLANNING (3). Analysis of theory, methods, and experi-

ence in planning that involves citizen participation, emphasizing effects of

participation in governmental programs on conflict, innovation, plan-making,

and plan implementation. Spring. Godschalk.

268 PLANNING AND SOCIAL STRUCTURE (3). Prerequisite, PLAN 265 or con-

sent ofinstructor. This course provides a planning methodology for the diagno-

sis of social problems. It is based on an analysis of the relationship between

social structures and problems of the local community, and on the discovery

of methods planners can use to change such structures. Fall. Mayer.

269 MANPOWER AND EMPLOYMENT PLANNING (3). The study ofmanpower
planning techniques and approaches which are essential elements ofan over-

all strategy of human resource development. Spring. Bergman.

270 PLANNING OF SERVICE DELIVERY SYSTEMS (3). Analysis of various

service delivery systems with specific focus on human resource planning. Ex-

amination of various models in the context of organizational theory, staffing,

financing and evaluation. Fall. Moroney.

305 SEMINAR ON LAND USE AND ENVIRONMENTAL PROCESSES (3).

Prerequisites, Plan 235 and Plan 241. A research seminar on the relationship

between land use and environmental quality planning and policymaking in

the urban, regional and national contexts. Fall. Chapin, Hufschmidt.

310 PLANNING RESEARCH SEMINAR (3 each semester). Original research or

311 field work on selected planning problems under guidance of a member of the

staff*. Either semester. Faculty.

315 INDEPENDENT STUDY (3). This course permits full-time graduate students

enrolled in the Department ofCity and Regional Planning who wish to pursue

independent study ofa research or project nature, to do so under the direction

of a member of the Department Faculty. Fall or spring. Faculty.

393 MASTERS THESIS (3). The original investigation of a planning problem

through independent research or the presentation of an original planning

project. Topic to be selected by the student, but must be approved by the

faculty. Credit is given for this course upon thesis acceptance by the thesis

committee. Faculty.

394 DOCTORAL DISSERTATION (credits variable). Faculty.

400 GENERAL REGISTRATION (0).

1



DEPARTMENT OF CLASSICS

George A. Kennedy, Chairman

Professors

Henry R. Immerwahr

George A. Kennedy

Berthe M. Marti

Brooks Otis

Kenneth J. Reckford

Emeline H. Richardson

Phiup a. Stadter

(5)

(6)

(8)

Greek Historiography, Greek Epigraphy,

Herodotus

Greek and Latin Rhetoric and Oratory, Literary

Criticism

Latin Literature of the Silver Age, Medieval

Latin, Palaeography

(7) Latin Literature, Greek Tragedy, Patristics

(11) Greek Literature, Latin Poetry

(12) Roman Archaeology, Etruscan Civilization

(16) Greek Historiography, Plutarch, Renaissance

Latin

Associate Professors

Edwin L. Brown

H. Phelps Gates

Gerhard Koeppel
David W. Packard

William C. West III

(1) Classical Didactic Poetry, Hellenistic Civiliza-

tion, Virgil

(3) Linguistics, Sanskrit

(7) History of Architecture, Roman Archaeology

(19) Greek Literature, Linguistics, Computer As-

sisted Research

(17) Classical Greek Prose, Greek History, Latin

Literature

Assistant Professors

Cynthia S. Dessen

George W. Houston
G. Kenneth Sams

Daniel J. Sheerin

Visiting Professors

Friedrich Solmsen
MiROSLAV MaRCOVICH

Emeritus Professors

Walter Allen, Jr.

T. Robert S. Broughton
Preston H. Epps

(2) Classical Influences on English Literature,

Satire, Literary Criticism

(4) Latin Literature, Roman History, Epigraphy

(13) Greek Archaeology, Near Eastern Archaeol-

ogy

(14) Medieval Latin, Latin Fathers, Palaeography

(20) Greek Philosophy, Latin Poetry

(21) Greek Literature, Philosophy, and Palaeogra-

phy

Graduate work in the Department of Classics is primarily de-

signed to meet the needs of students who intend by intensive study
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and research to specialize in the classics and who are preparing to

teach.

The Department also cooperates with the other language depart-

ments in the University in making available the great literatures

ofthe world. To this end there are offered courses in Greek and Latin

literature which do not require ability to read either language in the

original. Such courses are designed to place emphasis on aspects of

the Greek and Latin genius, forms of literature created and per-

petuated, and their permanent contribution to Western civilization.

These may be elected as part of a major for the Curriculum in

Comparative Literature and as a minor, or part of a major, in other

departments.

Another feature of the Department's program are courses in clas-

sical and medieval Latin for students of medieval studies in other

departments.

The University is a contributing member of the American Acad-

emy in Rome, the American School of Classical Studies at Athens,

the American Research Institute in Turkey, and the American Insti-

tute of Nautical Archaeology.

Requirements for Advanced Degrees

The degree of Master of Arts is offered with a concentration in

Greek, Latin, or Classical Archaeology. The degree of Doctor of

Philosophy is offered with a concentration in Greek and Latin, Clas-

sics (with historical emphasis). Classical Archaeology or Classical

Latin and Medieval Studies. A minor in related departments may
be permitted on application. Students are encouraged to broaden

their program by taking supporting work in related languages or

literatures or in Art, History, Linguistics, or Philosophy.

Teaching assistance or lecture instruction equivalent to at least

three contact hours a week for one semester, or until teaching

competence is acquired, is required of all doctoral candidates.

Requirements for advanced degrees are stated in general on pages

85-92 of this catalogue, but exact prescription of the courses can

be determined only upon a knowledge of the needs of the individual

applicant. A brochure describing the various programs in greater

detail is available from the Department.

GREEK

Courses for Graduates and Advanced Undergraduates

106 GREEK DIALECTS (3). Prerequisites, Greek 22. Fall. Gates.

107 GREEK COMPOSITION (3). Prerequisite, Greek 22. Spring, 1975. Reckford.
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108 EARLY GREEK POETRY (3). Prerequisite, Greek 22. Spring, 1975. Brown.

109 GREEK LITERATURE OF THE FIFTH CENTURY (3). Prerequisite, Greek

22. Spring, 1974. Reckford.

110 GREEK LITERATURE OFTHE FOURTH CENTURY (3). Prerequisite, Greek

22. Fall, 1974. West.

121 INTRODUCTORY MODERN GREEK (3). No prerequisite. An introduction to

122 the grammar, vocabulary, and idiom of the language of modern Greece, in-

tended to give a basic reading knowledge, but also useful as an introduction

for students who wish, after additional practice, to attain fluency in the spoken

language. In the second semester easy selections from contemporary Greek

literature will be read. Fall and spring. Tsiapera.

140 PROBLEMS IN THE HISTORY OF CLASSICAL IDEAS (3). Prerequisite,

141 permission of the Department. Offered regularly in first and second summer
sessions each year. For description see Summer School Catalogue.

158 GREEK NEW TESTAMENT (3). Prerequisite, Greek 22. Offered on applica-

tion by five students. Stadter.

Courses for Graduates

201 GREEK EPIGRAPHY (3). Spring Immerwahr.
204 GREEK PALEOGRAPHY (3). Spring

211 GREEK LYRIC POETRY (3). Spring

212 GREEK TRAGEDY (3). Spring 1975. Otis.

213 GREEK COMEDY (3). Fall, 1974. Reckford.

214 GREEK PHILOSOPHICAL LITERATURE (3). Spring Sider.

215 GREEK RHETORIC AND ORATORY (3). Time to be arranged. Kennedy.

216 GREEK HISTORICAL LITERATURE (3). Fall. Stadter.

217 HELLENISTIC POETRY (3). Spring 1974. Brown.

218 LATER GREEK PROSE (3). Time to be arranged. Stadter.

251 HOMER (3). Fall.

252 SOPHOCLES (3). Spring

253 THUCYDIDES (3). Spring Immerwahr.
256 DEMOSTHENES (3). Spring 1974. Kennedy.

301 GREEK SEMINARS (3). Topics for fall and spring 1974-1975.

302 Background to Homer. Immerwahr; Hellenistic religion, Schutz; Aristotle,

303 Solmsen.

304

341 SPECIAL READING (3). Fall and spring Staff.

393 MASTER'S THESIS (3 or more). Fall and spring. Immerwahr, Kennedy, Reck-

ford, Brown, Stadter, Sider, Gates, West.

394 DOCTORAL DISSERTATION (3 or more). Fall and spring. Immerwahr,

Kennedy, Otis, Reckford, Brown, Stadter, Gates, West.

400 GENERAL REGISTRATION (0).

LATIN

Courses for Graduates and Advanced Undergraduates

101 Section C. ELEMENTARY CLASSICAL LATIN FOR GRADUATE STU-
lOlX DENTS (0-3).

102 Section M. ELEMENTARY MEDIEVAL LATIN FOR GRADUATE STU-
102X DENTS (0-3). These courses are designed as a preparation for the reading
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knowledge examination for higher degrees. Passing ofthe examination at the

end of 102 (102X) will certify that the requirement has been satisfied. Students

whose major departments permit them to take these courses for credit should

register for 101, 102. Those not expecting credit should register for lOlX, 102X.

One semester each. Staff.

110 INTRODUCTORY LATIN COMPOSITION (3). Prerequisite, Latin 22 or

equivalent. Review of Latin grammar and idiom, exercises in composition,

introduction to stylistics. One semester. Gates.

111 LATIN LITERATURE OF THE REPUBLIC (3). Prerequisite, Latin 22. Lec-

tures and discussion of the development of Latin literature to the time of

Cicero. Reading of substantial selections from four or five authors such as

Plautus, Ennius, Cato, Cicero, Lucretius, or Cattullus. Spring, 1974. Houston.

112 LATIN LITERATURE OF THE AUGUSTAN AGE (3). Prerequisite, Latin 22.

Lectures and discussion ofLatin literature in the period from 44 B.C. to 14 A.D.

Reading in Virgil, Horace, Tibullus, Propertius, Ovid, and Livy. Fall. Marti.

113 LATIN LITERATURE OF THE EMPIRE (3). Prerequisite, Latin 22. Lectures

and discussion of development of Latin literature from 14 A.D. to the mid
second century. Reading from Petronius, Seneca, Quintilian, Tacitus, Pliny,

and other authors. Fall, 1974. Sheerin.

114 LATIN LITERATURE OF LATER ANTIQUITY (3). Prerequisite, Latin 22.

Lectures and discussion of the development of Latin literature from the mid-

second to the mid-fifth A.D. with special attention to the time of St. Augustine.

Spring, 1975. Sheerin.

130 MEDIEVAL LATIN LITERATURE TO THE END OF THE CAROLINGIAN
PERIOD (3). Prerequisite, Latin 14 or 104. Fall, 1974. Sheerin.

131 RENAISSANCE HUMANISM AND THE LATIN TRADITION (3). Prerequi-

site, Latin 21 or equivalent. Time to be arranged. Scaglione.

140 PROBLEMS IN THE HISTORY OF CLASSICAL IDEAS (3). Prerequisite,

141 permission ofthe Department. Offered in the first and second summer sessions

each year. For description see Summer School Catalogue.

Courses for Graduates

202 LATIN EPIGRAPHY (3). Fall. Houston.

203 LATIN PALAEOGRAPHY (3). Fall, 1974. Sheerin.

207 LATIN COMPOSITION AND PROSE STYLES (3). Fall, 1975. Gates.

210 HISTORY OF LATIN AND ITALIC DIALECTS (3). Fall, 1974. Gates.

221 FRAGMENTS OF EARLY LATIN POETRY (3). Spring 1974. Marti.

222 ROMAN HISTORICAL LITERATURE (3). Study ofSallust, Caesar, Suetonius

or the minor historians of the empire. Time to be arranged.

224 ROMAN DRAMATIC LITERATURE (3). Study ofthe comedies ofPlautus and

Terence or the tragedies of Seneca. Time to be arranged.

225 ROMAN LYRIC AND ELEGIAC POETRY (3). Study of the forms of lyric and

elegiac poetry with special attention to Catullus, Horace, Tibullus, or Proper-

tius. Fall. Otis.

226 ROMAN SATIRE (3). Study of the development of satric forms with special

attention to Horace or Juvenal. Spring, 1974. Reckford.

230 LATIN LITERATURE FROM THE lOTH TO THE 13TH CENTURY (3). Read-

ing in selected medieval Latin prose and verse authors. Spring, 1975. Marti.

261 CICERO: POLITICAL CAREER (3). Fall, 1974. Kennedy.

262 CICERO: LITERARY CAREER (3). Spring Kennedy.
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263 LUCRETIUS (3). Fall. Reckford.

264 VIRGIL (3). Fall. Otis.

265 LIVY (3). Fall. Houston.

266 OVID (3). Spring. Otis.

270 PETRONIUS (3). Spring, 1975. Reckford.

274 TACITUS (3). Fall, 1974. Houston.

301 LATIN SEMINARS (3 each). Topic for 1974-1975: Virgil's Aeneid. Otis; The

302 age of Augustus. Houston.

303

304

341 SPECIAL READING. Fall and spring Staff.

393 MASTER'S THESIS (3 or more). Fall and spring Broughton, Kennedy, Marti,

Otis, Brown, Reckford, Stadter, Gates, Dessen, Sheerin.

394 DOCTORAL DISSERTATION (3 or more). Fall and spring Broughton,

Kennedy, Marti, Otis, Brown, Reckford, Stadter, Gates, Sheerin.

400 GENERAL REGISTRATION (0).

CLASSICAL ARCHAEOLOGY

Courses for Graduates and Advanced Undergraduates

189 STUDIES IN NEAR EASTERN ARCHAEOLOGY (3). Spring 1974. Sams.

190 GREEK ARCHITECTURE (3). Fall, 1974. Sams.

191 ARCHITECTURE OF ETRURIA AND ROME (3). Spring 1974. Richardson.

193 GREEK PAINTING (Art 193) (3). Spring S. Immerwahr.
198 AEGEAN CIVILIZATION AND NEAR EASTERN BACKGROUNDS (Art

198) (3). Spring S. Immerwahr.
199 BYZANTINE ART (Art 199) (3). Spring Folda.

Courses for Graduates

201 GREEK EPIGRAPHY (3). See above, courses in Greek.

202 LATIN EPIGRAPHY (3). See above, courses in Latin.

292 GREEK SCULPTURE (Art 192) (3). Every fall. S. Immerwahr.
294 GREEK TOPOGRAPHY (3). Study of chief archaeological sites of Greece and

of existing buildings and monuments. Attention to the problems of exacava-

tion and the role of the sites in Greek history. Spring. Sams.

296 ROMAN SCULPTURE (3). Spring 1975. Richardson.

297 ROMAN PAINTING (3). Fall. Richardson.

298 ROMAN TOPOGRAPHY (3). Fall, 1974. Richardson.

299 ETRUSCAN ART (3). Spring 1974. Richardson.

310 SEMINAR IN ARCHAEOLOGY (3). Topics 1974-1975: Roman minor arts.

Richardson. Hellenistic architecture. Sams.

341 SPECIAL READING IN ARCHAEOLOGY. Fall. Richardson; staff.

358 SEMINAR IN ANCIENT ART (Art 254) (3). Fall and spring S. Immerwahr.
393 MASTER'S THESIS (3 or more). Both semesters. Richardson, Brown, Koeppel,

Sams.

394 DOCTORAL DISSERTATION (3 or more). Both semesters. Richardson, Brown,

Koeppel, Sams.
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CLASSICS IN ENGLISH

Courses Not Requiring a Reading Knowledge of the Greek
or Latin Language

The following courses in classical literature and civilization are

especially designed to supply the necessary foundation for those

who, without a reading knowledge of the ancient languages, wish

a broader culture or plan to specialize in modern literature, history,

art, etc. When properly approved they will be allowed to count as

part of the major requirement in other departments. They may be

taken also to satisfy the requirements of a minor in literature. See

also under Comparative Literature.

Courses for Graduates and Advanced Undergraduates

103 GREEK AND ROMAN EPIC (3). Spring, 1975. Otis.

107 GREEK DRAMATIC LITERATURE (3). Fall, 1974. Sider.

109 GREEK AND ROMAN HISTORICAL LITERATURE (History 109) (3). Fall

McCoy.

Ill CLASSICAL RHETORIC (Speech 111) (3). Fall, 1974. Kennedy.

114 GREEK AND ROMAN COMEDY (3). Spring, 1974. Stadter.

121 GREEK PHILOSOPHICAL LITERATURE (3). Spring 1975. Sider.

235 CLASSICAL CRITICISM (3). Fall, 1975. Kennedy.



CURRICULUM OF COMPARATIVE LITERATURE

Eugene H. Falk, Chairman

Professors

Aldo D. Scaguone

Siegfried Wenzel
Alfred G. Engstrom
Eugene H. Falk

Associate Professors

Siegfried Mews
Mallary Masters

Assistant Professor

Diane L. Hinkle

Emeritus Professor

Werner P. Friederich

(3) Late Middle Ages, Continental Renaissance,

Literary Criticism to 1700

(4) Middle Ages

(6) Symbolism

(1) Modern Novel, Modern Theatre, Literary The-

ory

(5) Romanticism

(7) Renaissance

(2) Modern Novel and Modern Literary Criticism

(8) Baroque, Classicism and Enlightenment

The program in Comparative Literature is based on the concept

that the literatures ofthe West form a broad unity which transcends

national boundaries. The Curriculum stresses the systematic ex-

ploration ofstyles, themes, genres, movements, and literary theories

of international consequence. Students are urged to take the

majority oftheir courses in the cooperating departments oflanguage

and literature or Dramatic Art. Specific courses offered by the Cur-

riculum are either required or strongly recommended. Thanks to the

rich offerings ofthe cooperating departments in the University, stu-

dents of Comparative Literature may choose their courses in the

literatures ofEngland, France, Germany, Ancient Greece and Rome,
Italy, Portugal, Spain, Latin America, Russia and the United States.

The special requirements for advanced degrees are as follows: The
Master of Arts degree program consists of ten courses and a thesis.

Students are urged to concentrate either on literary periods or

genres in two literatures. At least four courses should be elected in

Comparative Literature and in the literary heritage of Classical

Antiquity.

Candidates for the Doctor of Philosophy are urged to concentrate

on an area ofspecialization, such as an international period or genre,

in three literatures belonging to at least two different linguistics

groupings (e.g., they should not all three be Romance literatures).

Special arrangements can be made for a program in medieval litera-
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ture, in drama in cooperation with the Department ofDramatic Art,

or in one ancient and two modern literatures. With the exception

of students whose major work is in the special drama program, all

candidates are also expected to demonstrate a knowledge of at least is

one national literature in its historical scope from the Middle Ages
to the present regardless of the area of specialization. Moreover,

candidates must show competence in literary theory and criticism,

and in the problems and methods special to Comparative Literature.

A reading knowledge of Latin is required of medieval and Renais-

sance specialists, and French or German of students specializing ini

post-Renaissance literature.

Courses in Comparative Literature

Courses for Graduates and Advanced Undergraduates
!

131 RENAISSANCE HUMANISM AND THE LATIN TRADITION (3). Prerequi-

site, Latin 21 or equivalent. Topics in the evolution of Humanism from the

Twelfth Century School of Chartres through Petrarch to Erasmus, including!

the transmission and assimilation of ancient texts; reading in Latin from ai

variety of writers. (Alternate years.) Scaglione.

161 CONCEPTS AND PERSPECTIVES OF THE TRAGIC (3). Prerequisite read-

ing knowledge of French or German. Ancient and modern versions of tragic

themes, tracing the transformations of the mjrths in the light of emerging!

concepts of tragedy. (Alternate years.) Falk.

170 THE MIDDLE AGES (3). Reading and discussion of major works of Western
j

medieval literature in translation, covering the epic, saga, romance, lyric, and

drama. Fall. Wenzel.

175 LITERATURE OF THE CONTINENTAL RENAISSANCE IN TRANSLA-
TION (3). Discussion of the major works of Petrarch, Boccaccio, Machiavelli,

Castiglione, Aristo, Tasso, Rabelais, Ronsard, Montaigne, Cervantes, and Eras-

mus. (Alternate years.) Scaglione.

176 BAROQUE (3). Staff.

177 NEO-CLASSICISM AND ENLIGHTMENT (3). Staff.

180 ROMANTICISM (3). Prose and poetry of representative Romanticists in Ger-

1

many, Britian, France, and America, with special consideration of the mani-

festoes and critical writings. (Alternate years.) Mews.

181 REALISM (3). The main Realist novelists of nineteenth-century Europe and

America, with some attention to the theory of Naturalism. (Alternate years.)

Hinkle.

182 SYMBOLISM (3). The Symbolist movement and the poetry ofWestern Europe

in the late nineteenth and early twentieth centuries. (Alternate years.) Eng-

strom.

183 TWENTIETH-CENTURY POETRY (3). The poetry and theories of significant
\

modern movements in Europe and America: Dada, Surrealism, Neo-Symbol-

ism. Modernism, Futurism, Hermeticism, Imagism, Expressionism. Staff.

184 THE DRAMA FROM IBSEN TO BECKETT (3). The main currents of Euro-

pean drama from the end ofthe nineteenth century to the present. (Alternate i

years.) Falk.

185 APPROACHES TO THE NOVEL (3). The narrative techniques of selected
|
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works by Proust, Kafka, Mann, Faulkner, Sartre, Camus, and authors identi-

fied with contemporary realism. (Alternate years.) Falk.

Special Topics In Comparative Literature

190 HUMOR, FOLLY, AND WISDOM IN EUROPEAN LITERATURE 1500-1800

(3). Study ofhumor, folly, and wisdom in writings ofsuch authors as Sebastian

Brandt, Erasmus, Rabelais, Swift, and Cervantes. Alternate years. Masters.

191 AUTOBIOGRAPHY AS A LITERARY FORM (3). The rise and evolution of

interest in the selfin literary forms from St. Augustine's to Rousseau's Confes-

sions through Abelard, Dante, Petrarch, Cellini, and Montaigne. (Alternate

years.) Scaglione.

192 BRECHT'S WORLD OF THE THEATRE (3). A comparative study of Brecht's

major plays in conjunction with his literary models and sources from Shake-

speare to Shaw. (Alternate years.) Mews.

194 KAFKA AND CAMUS (3). A thematic and formal comparison ofsome oftheir

main works. (Alternate years.) Falk.

Courses for Graduates

201 PROBLEMS AND METHODS IN COMPARATIVE LITERATURE (3). The
course deals with the history of Comparative Literature, bibliographical

materials, with the various orientations in Europe and in America, with prob-

lems of methodology, periodization, literary movements, and basic concepts

of literary theory. (Alternate years.) Falk.

240 READING COURSE (3). Staff.

241 HISTORY OF LITERARY CRITICISM, PLATO TO 1700 (3). Major trends in

theory of literature, rhetoric, poetics, and practical criticism from Plato to

Aristotle, Cicero, Horace, Longinus, Quintilian, the medieval and Renaissance

poetics and rhetorics, Boileau and Dryden (Alternate years.) Scaglione.

242 LITERARY CRITICISM, 1700 TO THE PRESENT (3). A study ofthe principal

works by Pope, Diderot, Lessing, Kant, the Schlegels, Coleridge, Croce, the

Russian Formalists, the Prague Circle, and the French Structuralists. Spring.

Hinkle.

245 ROMAN INGARDEN'S THEORY OF LITERATURE AND THE ARTS (3). A
presentation of Ingarden's phenomenological concepts of literary structure,

aesthetic focus, and evaluation. (Alternate years.) Falk.

310 SEMINAR (3). Fall or spring. Staff.

393 MASTER'S THESIS (3). Spring and fall. Staff.

394 DOCTORAL DISSERTATION (3). Spring and fall. Staff

395 RESEARCH. Staff.

400 GENERAL REGISTERATION (0).

Cross-Listed Courses

111 CLASSICAL RHETORIC (3). Kennedy. (Classics)

141 THE RELIGIOUS LITERATURE OF ISLAM (3). Sasson. (Religion)

142 PHILOSOPHY IN LITERATURE (3). (Philosophy)

153 MEDIEVAL ROMANCE (3). Kennedy. (English)

235 CLASSICAL CRITICISM (3). Kennedy. (Classics)

Recommended by The Curriculum

CLAS 103 GREEK AND ROMAN EPICS (3). West.

CLAS 107 GREEK DRAMATIC LITERATURE (3). Sider.
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CLAS 109

CLAS 114

SPAN 116

ITAL 121

ITAL 122

ITAL 133

CHIN 143

CHIN 144

ENGL 146

GERM 155

GERM 158

RUSS 164

RUSS 165

RUSS 179

GERM 187

RELI 188
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GREEK AND ROMAN HISTORICAL LITERATURE (3). Stadter.

GREEK AND ROMAN COMEDY (3). Michael.

CERVANTES (3). Stoudemire.

ITALIAN RENAISSANCE LITERATURE (3). Scaglione.

MODERN ITALIAN LITERATURE (3). lUiano.

DANTE (3). Engstrom.

CHINESE LITERATURE IN TRANSLATION (3). Staff.

CHINESE LITERATURE IN TRANSLATION (3). Staff.

INTRODUCTION TO FOLKLORE (3). Zug.

GOETHE IN ENGLISH TRANSLATION (3). Schweitzer.

THE GOLDEN AGE OF DUTCH LITERATURE (RENAISSANCE AND
BAROQUE) (3). Tax, Francke.

DOSTOEVSKY (3). Debreczeny.

CHEKOV (3). Huey.

TOLSTOY (3). Debreczeny.

INTRODUCTION TO MODERN SCANDINAVIAN LITERATURE (3).

Bergholz.

THE LITERATURE OF THE ANCIENT NEAR EAST (3). Sasson.



DEPARTMENT OF COMPUTER SCIENCE

Frederick P. Brooks, Jr., Chairman

Professors

Frederick P. Brooks, Jr.

Peter Calingaert

Associate Professors

Stephen M. Pizer

Donald F. Stanat

Victor L. Wallace

\Assistant Professors

Martin Dillon

James D. Foley

Mehdi Jazayeri

Gyula a. Mago

Stephen F. Weiss

Lecturers

Erwin M. Danziger
James L. Robb

Adjunct Associate Professors

Leland H. Williams

William V. Wright

Adjunct Assistant Professor

James W. Ott

(0) Graphics, Computer Architecture, Program-

ming Systems

(4) Computer Science Education, Programming,

System Architecture

(6) Picture Processing, Medical Applications, Ap-

plied Mathematics

(3) Theory of Computation, Algorithm Analysis,

Formal Languages

(5) Operating Systems Theory, Systems, Interac-

tive Graphics

(9) Computational Linguistics, Natural Language

Analysis, Information Systems

(11) Interactive Graphics, Modeling and Perform-

ance Evaluation, Distributed Processing and

Networks

(8) Programming, Translators, Analysis of Al-

gorithms

(2) Programming Languages, Theory ofComputa-

tion

(10) Automatic Analysis of Natural Language In-

formation Storage and Retrieval

(12) Business Data Processing

Business Data Processing

Numerical Analysis, Nonnumeric Mathemati-

cal Computation, Computer Center Manage-

ment
Interactive Computing Systems, Application

Oriented Languages, Computer Graphics

(1) Programming Systems

The Department of Computer Science was established in the Col-

^ lege of Arts and Sciences in 1964 for the purpose of offering gradu-

ate-level instruction and pursuing research in computer science.
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The teaching program has three objectives:

1. To train teachers and researchers at the Ph.D. level in this new
discipline. I

2. To train competent and broadly skilled practitioners of com-

puter science via the professional M.S. program and minor programs
for graduate students in other fields.

3. To furnish elementary vocational competence in computer use;

to undergraduates. We do not offer an undergraduate major, believ-

ing the student should major in some field of application.
|

Admission to the Department does not require a specific under-

graduate major. Mathematical preparation through calculus is re-

quired; prospective students are encouraged to include as much
mathematics as possible, particularly algebra, probability and dis-

crete mathematics, in their undergraduate programs. Elementary';

training in linguistics and foreign languages is also encouraged.

Prerequisite to graduate work in the Department is a demon-
strated knowledge of programming in some procedure-oriented lan-i

guage, such as FORTRAN, PL/I, ALGOL, or COBOL. A deficiency!

in this requirement may be removed by taking noncredit training

(such as one of Computer Science 16-19) during the summer beforei

or the first semester after admission.

The minimal course work for the degree of Master of Science can!

be completed in one year. However, the writing ofa thesis, requiring

some element of research, normally necessitates a one and one-half:

or two-year program for completing the degree.
|

The University of North Carolina at Chapel Hill, Duke Univer-

sity, and North Carolina State University jointly own the Trainglei

Universities Computation Center, located in the Research Triangle!

Park. This center is equipped with an IBM System/370 computer,

Model 165, with three million bj^es of core, three 200-million-bytei

disk stores, and a variety of remote access terminals.

The UNC Computation Center, an entity organizationally sepa^

rate from the Department, furnishes computing facilities and serv^j

ices to the entire University community. In addition to local process^

ing services, the UNC Computation Center operates its IBM
System/360, Model 75 as a terminal of the Triangle Universities

Computation Center and is the campus interface with TUCC. The^

Department uses the facilities ofthe Computation Center and hence

ofTUCC for its laboratory and research work. In addition, students

and research workers have access to several small computers and

punched-card data processing facilities.

Special equipment now in operation in the Department for its own
research and teaching programs includes 10 CC-30 color graphic
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display devices used for computer aided instruction and text editing,

18 typewriter-based terminals, and a closed-circuit television and
video-tape system. A library of natural language texts in machine-

readable form is available for research.

The department operates a Computer Graphics Laboratory,

equipped with an advanced Vector General display system, a wide

assortment ofinteraction devices including a mechanical arm, inter-

faced to the system/360 and operated as a parallel processor.

Special research interests of the Department include use of

the computer as a concept manipulator, theory of information proc-

essing, and computer systems. In concept manipulation we are

investigating natural language processing, information retrieval,

computer-assisted instruction, models and simulation, picture

processing and both graphic and kinesthetic display. The theory of

information processing embraces switching, automata, formal lan-

guages, pattern recognition, and computability. Studies ofcomputer

systems include system architecture, control program design, com-

munication networks, multiprocessing systems, and the analysis,

measurement, and evaluation of system performance.

Several departmental research and teaching assistantships, with

stipends from $1,920 to $3,840 for the nine-month year, are availa-

ble, open to first-year students as well as others. Recipients can

under certain circumstances qualify for the resident tuition rate.

Applications for assistantships, on forms provided by the Dean of

the Graduate School, should be sent with all supporting material to

the Graduate School prior to February 1. The aptitude test of the

Graduate Record Examination must be taken not later than the

January testing date. In addition, each student should submit a

short statement of objectives in pursuing graduate study, and a

statement as to his or her computer programming experience.

Courses for Graduates and Advanced Undergraduates

114 SYSTEMATIC PROGRAMMING (3). Prerequisite, one of Computer Science

16-19, 216X-219X. How to write good programs: top-down programming and

documentation, structured programming, control and data structures, use of

secondary storage, efficiency, program correctness, and programming style,

using PL/I. Variable. Calingaert.

114X SYSTEMATIC PROGRAMMING (3). Prerequisite, one of Computer Science

16-19, 216-219X. How to write good programs: top-down programming and
documentation, structured programming, control and data structures, use of

secondary storage, efficiency, program correctness, and programming style,

using PL/I. Variable. Calingaert.

116 NUMERICAL METHODS (3). May not be taken for credit in addition to Com-
puter Science 155. (May be taken without graduate credit as Computer Science

116X.) Prerequisites, differential and integral calculus and one of Computer
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Science 16-19, 216X-219X, preferably Computer Science 16 or 216X. A user-

oriented survey of common methods for the computer solution of numerical

problems. Programming packages. Emphasizes the use ofthe computer rather

than mathematical rigor. Spring. Staff.

116X NUMERICAL METHODS (3). May not be taken for credit in addition to Com-
puter Science 155. Prerequisites, differential and integral calculus and one of

Computer Science 16-19, 216X-219X, preferably Computer Science 16 or

216X. A user-oriented survey of common methods for the computer solution

of numerical problems. Programming packages. Emphasizes the use of the

computer rather than mathematical rigor. Spring. Staff.

117 SIMULATION TECHNIQUES (Operations Research 117) (3). Prerequisites,

Computer Science 16-19, 216X-219X. Computer programming techniques for

time-driven and even-driven simulation. Design, implementation, and testing

of simulation models in PL/I. Fall. Staff.

118 DATA PROCESSING TECHNIQUES (3). Prerequisite, one of Computer
Science 16-19, 216X-219X. (May be taken without graduate credit as Com-
puter Science 118X.) Data processing and reduction as used in the social

sciences and business. Data representation, storage and manipulation, with

emphasis on large files. Programming packages and special purpose program-

ming languages. Fall and spring. Staff.

118X DATA PROCESSING TECHNIQUES (3). Prerequisite, one of Computer
Science 16-19, 216X-219X. Data processing and reduction as used in the social

sciences and business. Data representation, storage and manipulation, with

emphasis on large files. Programming packages and special purpose program-

ming languages. Fall and spring. Staff.

119 INFORMATION SYSTEMS IN LANGUAGE RESEARCH (Library Science

103) (3). (May be taken without graduate credit as Computer Science 119X.)

Prerequisite, one of Computer Science 16-19, 216X-219X, preferably 19 or

219X. Concepts of information and information processing as they relate to

language research in the humanities and social sciences. Hardware and soft-

ware systems for language research. Programming projects required. Fall and
spring. Dillon.

119X INFORMATION SYSTEMS IN LANGUAGE RESEARCH (Library Science

103) (3). Prerequisite, one of Computer Science 16-19, 216X-219X, preferably

19 or 219X. Concepts ofinformation and information processing as they relate

to language research in the humanities and social sciences. Hardware and

software systems for language research. Programming projects required. Fall

and spring. Dillon.

120 DATA REPRESENTATION AND MANIPULATION (Linguistics 105) (3).

Prerequisites, one of Computer Science 16-19 or 216X-219X and at least 6

hours of mathematics. Representations of elementary data and their manipu-

lation by assembler language coding. Elementary switching circuits, organiza-

tion ofcomputers, and execution ofmachine language instruction. Data struc-

tures and searching methods. Fall and spring. Foley, Weiss.

125 MATHEMATICAL STRUCTURES IN COMPUTER SCIENCE (3). Prerequi-

sites, two semesters of calculus. An introduction to logic and algebra germane

to computer science. Formal models of computation. Introduction to theory

of automata and formal languages. Fall. Stanat.

128 INTRODUCTION TO GRAMMAR, I (Linguistics 130) (3). (See Linguistics 130

for description). Fall. Rodman.
130 DATA PROCESSING AND FILE MANAGEMENT (3). Prerequisite, Com-
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puter Science 118 or 120. Systems analysis. Bulk storage device characteris-

tics. Organization and maintenance of files. Data communications. Computer
configuration analysis and monitoring. Fall Brooks, Foley, Wallace.

132 STOCHASTIC MODELS OF OPERATIONS RESEARCH (Statistics 180) (3).

(See Statistics 180 for description.) Fall and spring. Smith.

133 DETERMINISTIC METHODS IN OPERATIONS RESEARCH (Statistics 181)

(3). (See Statistics 181 for description.) Fall and spring. Staff.

135 BUSINESS DATA PROCESSING LABORATORY (2). Prerequisite, Computer

Science 118 or 120, prerequisite or corequisite, Computer Science 130. Stu-

dents will study actual administrative systems, report on the existing systems,

consider the feasibility for mechanization, and propose a detailed design for

computer based systems to replace the existing system. Fall. Danziger.

138 STOCHASTIC ANALYSIS OF INFORMATION SYSTEMS (3). Prerequisite,

Computer Science 118 or 120, prerequisite or corequisite, Computer Science

132 or Comp 151-152, or a course in probability. Stochastic modeling of com-

puter networks and systems. Markov, semi-Markov and renewal processes

applied to problems in time-sharing, data communication, file control and

performance evaluation. (1974-1975 and alternate years.) Fall. Wallace.

440 PROGRAMMING SYSTEMS (3). Prerequisite, Computer Science 120. Coop-

I
erating processes. Translation mechanisms and translators: assemblers, load-

ers, compilers, interpreters. Tree structures. Control program functions: data,

storage, and processor management; schedulers, supervisors, input/output

controllers. Spring. Jazayeri.

145 SOFTWARE ENGINEERING LABORATORY (3). Prerequisite or corequisite.

Computer Science 140. Organization and scheduling of software engineering

projects. Each team will design, code, and debug program components and

synthesize them into a tested, documented program product. Spring. Foley.

1 151 MATHEMATICAL ANALYSIS IN NUMERICAL COMPUTING (Mathemat-

152 ics 171, 172) (3 each). May not be taken in addition to Computer Science 155.

Prerequisites, calculus through differential equations, elementary linear alge-

bra, and programming. Develops the mathematical tools and insights neces-

sary to produce familiarity with and a broad outlook on analytical and numeri-

cal methods useful in computer science. Fall and spring. Pizer, Wallace.

171 NATURAL LANGUAGE PROCESSING (Library Science 115) (3). Prerequi-

site, one ofComputer Science 16-19, 216X-219X. Physiological, psychological,

syntactic and semantic models ofnatural language; emphasis upon implemen-

tation on the computer and related hardware of syntactic and semantic for-

malizations. Fall. Dillon, Weiss.

172 INFORMATION RETRIEVAL (Library Science 172) (3). Prerequisite, one of

Computer Science 16-19, 216X-219X. Study ofinformation retrieval and ques-

tion answering techniques, including document classification, retrieval and

evaluation techniques, handling of large data collections, and the use of feed-

back. Spring. Dillon, Weiss.

178 PHILOSOPHY OF LANGUAGE (Philosophy 110) (3). (See Philosophy 110 for

description.) Fall and spring. Munsat, Nolan, Grandy, Ziff".

186 SYMBOLIC LOGIC (Philosophy 101) (3). (See Philosophy 101 for description.)

Fall. Grandy, Resnik.

187 ADVANCED SYMBOLIC LOGIC (Philosophy 111) (3). (See Philosophy 111 for

description.) Spring. Grandy, Resnik.

190 TOPICS IN COMPUTER SCIENCE (1-3). Prerequisite, permission of the in-

structor. This course will have variable content. Staff".
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Courses for Graduates

216X INTRODUCTION TO COMPUTER USE IN SCIENCE AND MATHEMATICS
(May not be taken for graduate credit). Algorithms and their design. Capabih-

ties and Hmitations of computers. Preparation for use of computers in solving

mathematical and scientific problems. Basic computer programming skills

using the PL/I language. Two class hours per week and outside laboratory.

Fall and Spring. Staff*.

217X INTRODUCTION TO COMPUTER USE IN BUSINESS (May not be taken for

graduate credit). Algorithms and their design. Capabilities and limitations of

computers. Preparation for use of computers in business data processing and
management information systems. Basic computer programming skills using

the PL/I language. Two class hours per week and outside laboratory. Fall and
Spring. Staff".

218X INTRODUCTION TO COMPUTER USE IN SOCIAL SCIENCES (May not be

taken for graduate credit). Algorithms and their design. Capabilities and limi-

tations ofcomputers. Preparation for use ofcomputers in gathering and reduc-

ing data, applying standard statistical methods. Basic computer programming
skills using the PL/I language. Two class hours per week and outside labora-

tory. Fall and spring. Staff".

219X INTRODUCTION TO COMPUTER USE IN LANGUAGE PROCESSING
(May not be taken for graduate credit). Algorithms and their design. Capabili-

ties and limitations ofcomputers. Preparation for use ofcomputers in process-

ing language texts and materials. Basic computer programming skills using

PL/I language. Two class hours per week and outside laboratory. Fall and
spring. Staff".

220 MATHEMATICAL THEORY FOR COMPUTER SCIENCE (Variable, .2-5

221 each). Open to Computer Science Graduate Students only. Modules of math-

ematics for use in Computer Science. Includes principles of analysis, probabil-

ity, linear algebra, modern algebra, logic. Fall and spring. Staff".

222 PROGRAMMING LANGUAGES AND TECHNIQUES (Variable, .2-5 each).

223 Open to Computer Science Graduate Students only. Modules presenting pro-

gramming tools. Includes APL, assembler language OS/360 and JCL, data

representation, data structures, file organizations, searches, sorts. Fall and

spring. Staff".

224 MATHEMATICAL MODELS IN COMPUTER SCIENCE (Variable .2-5 each).

225 Open to Computer Science Graduate Students only. Modules developing math-

ematical models of computers, algorithms, and information in computers.

Applications of these models. Includes theories of switching, automata, com-

putability, formal languages, coding, information, numerical analysis. Fall

and spring. Staff".

226 COMPUTER SYSTEMS (Variable, .2-5 each). Open to Computer Science

227 Graduate Students only. Modules on hardware and software making up com-

puter systems. Includes device technology, computer architecture and imple-

mentation, data communications, systems evaluation, language processors,

control programs, business data processing, software engineering. Fall and

spring. Staff".

231 SIMULATION COMPUTER (Business Administration 208) (3). (See Business

Administration 208 for description.) Spring. DesJardins.

236 COMPUTER GRAPHICS (3). Prerequisite, Computer Science 125, 140. Study

of graphics hardware, software, and applications. Consideration of problems
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such as data structures, graphics languages, surface representations, pen-

tracking, response time, and control programs. (1974-1975 and alternate

years.) Spring. Foley.

Ul COMPILER DESIGN (3). Prerequisites, Computer Science 125 and 140. Organ-

ization of compilers, definition and recognition of syntax, semantics, compiler

compilers, proofs of correctness. Fall. Staff".

242 DESIGN OF CONTROL PROGRAMS (3). Prerequisite, Computer Science 145.

Review of supervisory programs for selected scientific and commercial sys-

tems. Identification of common and dissimilar elements. Influence on com-

I

puter architecture. Special requirements of fail-soft and communication-ori-

ented systems. (1974-1975 and alternate years.) Fall. Brooks, Calingaert.

256 COMBINATORIAL PROBLEMS OF THE DESIGN OF EXPERIMENTS (Sta-

tistics 251) (3). (See Statistics 251 for description.) Fall. Chakravarti.

B65 ARCHITECTURE OF COMPUTERS (3). Prerequisite, Computer Science 145

and permission of instructor. Introduction to computer architecture, storage

accessing, bussing and addressing, arithmetic and logical units; sequential

! control principles, concurrency; input-output systems and devices. (1975-1976

and alternate years.) Spring. Brooks.

280 ALGORITHMS, LANGUAGES, AND AUTOMATA (3). Prerequisite, Com-
puter Science 125. The Chomsky hiearchy of formal languages and the corre-

! sponding hierarchy of accepting automata. Algorithmic processes, unsolvabil-

ity results and Church's thesis. Computational complexity of recursive

functions. Fall. Mago, Stanat.

281 AUTOMATA AND FORMAL LANGUAGES (3). Prerequisite, Computer
Science 280. Deterministic and nondeterministic finite automata. Regular ex-

pressions and regular events. Lattice of regular events. Congruence relations

induced by automata; simulation concepts. Parallel decomposition of au-

tomata. Probabilistic automata. Self-reproducing automata. (Offered on de-

mand.) Spring. Mago, Stanat.

'284 COMPUTABILITY AND UNSOLVABILITY (3). Prerequisite, Computer
Science 280. Formalization ofeffective calculability: Turing machines, Markov
algorithms, recursive functions, Post systems, equivalence of the formaliza-

tions. Church's thesis, algorithmically unsolvable problems, degrees of unsolv-

ability. (1975-1976 and alternate years.) Spring. Mago, Stanat.

1285 STRUCTURAL MODELS FOR DIGITAL MACHINES (3). Prerequisite, Com-
puter Science 125. Finite automata, their capabilities and structure, arrays

of finite automata. Simulation of automata, realizations. Combinational and

sequential switching circuits, iterative arrays as structural models. Experi-

ments on machines, fault-detection and diagnosability. Alternate years.

Spring. Mago.

288 INFORMATION THEORY (Statistics 252) (3). (See Statistics 252 for descrip-

tion.) Spring. Chakravarti.

289 ERROR-CORRECTING CODES (Statistics 253) (3). (See Statistics 253 for de-

scription.) Spring. Chakravarti.
' 290 TOPICS IN COMPUTER SCIENCE (1-3). Prerequisite, permission of the in-

structor. This course will have variable content. Staff*.

I 321 SEMINAR IN TEACHING (1). Prerequisite, Computer Science 140, major in

Computer Science. The teaching of computer science. (1975-1976 and alter-

nate years.) Spring. Brooks.

322 SEMINAR IN PROFESSIONAL PRACTICE (1). Prerequisites, Computer
Science 140, major in Computer Science. The role and responsibilities of the
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computer scientist in a corporate environment and as a consultant. Profes-

sional ethics. (1976-1977 and alternate years.) Spring. Brooks.

390 SEMINAR IN COMPUTER SCIENCE (1-3). Prerequisite, permission of the

instructor. Seminars in various topics offered by various members of the fac-

ulty. Staff.

391 READING AND RESEARCH (3). Prerequisite, permission of the instructor.

Directed reading and research in selected advanced topics. Staff.

393 MASTER'S THESIS (3 or more). Staff.

394 DOCTORAL DISSERTATION (3 or more). Staff.

I

\
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Robert J. Shankle (923) Endodontics

Myron S. Silverman (874) Oral Diagnosis, Research

Troy B. Sluder, Jr. (945) Operative

Ernest W. Small (964) Chairman, Oral Surgery

Gary R. Smiley (903) Acting Associate Dean, Research

DuANE F. Taylor (841) Operative, Research

Bill C. Terry (961) Oral Surgery

Derek T. Turner (843) Operative, Research

Marvin L. Tyan (875) Oral Diagnosis, Research

William F. Via, Jr. (978) Chairman, Oral Diagnosis

Donald W. Warren (986) Chairman, Dental Ecology

William P. Webster (987) Dental Ecology

Matthew T. Wood (936) Removable Prosthodontics

associate Professors

Ernest J. Burkes, Jr. (971) Oral Diagnosis

John S. Casko (904) Orthodontics

James J. Crawford (822) Endodontics

Miles A. Crenshaw (859) Pedodontics, Research

Claude W. Drake (981) Dental Ecology

John M. Gregg (966) Oral Surgery

Worth B. Gregory, Jr. (951) Endodontics

Howard G. Hershey (901) Orthodontics

Earl P. Hicks (991) Pedodontics

Robert M. Howell (916) Oral Diagnosis

Eugene F. Howden (996) Pedodontics

Luther H. Hutchens (912) Periodontics

Ray S. Krug (952) Fixed Prosthodontics

Ralph A. Latham (827) Orthodontics, Research
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Karl F. Leinfelder

Roger L. Lundblad
Frank T. McIver
Sandy Cole Marks
Roy Peach
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(942) Operative

(851) Periodontics, Research

(993) Pedodontics

(992) Pedodontics

(801) Endodontics, Research

(813) Oral Diagnosis, Research

Assistant Professors

George D. Allen (830) Dental Ecology, Research

Fred A. Bell (962) Oral Surgery

Marvin J. Block (989) Dental Ecology

Robert L. Campbell (965) Oral Surgery

James C. Coffey, Jr. (838) Orthodontics, Research

Richard J. Cray (915) Periodontics

Chester W. Douglass (938) Dental Ecology

John R. Frick (905) Orthodontics

John R. Hansel (930) Removable Prosthodontics

Kent W. Healey (935) Removable Prosthodontics

Gene A. Holland (840) Fixed Prosthodontics

David E. Kelly (967) Oral Surgery

Robert P. Kusy (874) Orthodontics, Research

Douglas R. McArthur (931) Removable Prosthodontics

Charles L. Milone (988) Dental Ecology

Warren K. Ramp (858) Oral Diagnosis, Research

Charles G. Shea (968) Oral Surgery

David M. Simpson (913) Periodontics

Graduate instruction in the School of Dentistry is offered in oral

biology, oral surgery, orthodontics, pedodontics, periodontology, en-

dodontics and prosthodontics and is designed to prepare dentists for

teaching, research, or for the specialty practice in the selected area.

Consideration has been given to the requirements as set forth by the

Council on Dental Education ofthe American Dental Association as

well as the respective specialty boards.

Graduates who possess an appropriate degree and who meet the

requirements of the Graduate School will be considered for admis-

sion. Applicants must submit scores on the Graduate Record Exami-

nation in order to be considered for admission. The degree ofMaster

of Science is offered in the several subject areas cited, as are the

professional degrees of Master of Science in Orthodontics, Master

ofScience in Pedodontics, Master ofScience in Periodontology, Mas-

ter of Science in Prosthodontics, Master of Science in Oral Surgery

and Master of Science in Endodontics.

The student who is interested primarily in the clinical practice

of a given specialty may elect to register in the Graduate School to

work toward a Certificate in the subject areas offered. The course

work is the same as that offered for the several master's degrees,
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with the exception that the student may not pursue a research

program or complete a thesis.

Admission for study in dental specialty programs will be granted

only at the beginning of the fall semester and a minimum period of

residency of two academic years (4 semesters) and two summer ses-

sions is usually required. The curricula have been designed to permit

maximum flexibility in preparation for practice, teaching, or re-

search, as well as to meet the educational requirements of the Spe-

cialty Boards.

In addition to the courses listed herein, there are an appreciable

number of elective courses, including research, offered to permit

arrangements for a minor in another field and for special interests

as in teaching. The Degree and Certificate requirements vary with

each program. Detailed curricula requirements may be obtained by
writing the Director of Graduate Studies, UNC School of Dentistry.

The degree of Master of Science in Dentistry may be earned upon
successful completion of an original research project and thesis, or

the degree of Master of Science upon successful completion of an
original research project and thesis and, in addition, the successful

passing of the foreign language reading knowledge examination.

Oral and written comprehensive examinations must be successfully

passed before an examining committee for the degree Master of

Science in Dentistry as well as the Master of Science degree.

i Tuition and Fees

Residents have a semester tuition fee of$436.00 while the summer
rate is $226.25. Instruments, books, and laboratory fees are to be

determined. Nonresidents have a tuition fee of $1,001.00 per semes-

ter and $540.75 for an eight-week summer term. Tuition and fees

are due at the time of registration.

Student Loans are available on the same basis as for undergradu-

ates. For additional information, write Director ofGraduate Studies,

The University of North Carolina at Chapel Hill, School of Den-
tistry.

Admission in Oral Biology

The admission policy for graduate training in Oral Biology leading

to the degree of Master of Science will follow the regular require-

ments for admission to the Graduate School. Admission for the pur-

pose ofcompleting requirements for this degree will be accomplished
only after the proper application, transcripts ofprior academic work
and other credentials have been reviewed and approved by the Di-

rector ofGraduate Education for the School of Dentistry, the Direc-
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tor of the Program in Oral Biology, and consultation with members
of the working faculty of the Oral Biology Curriculum.

The Curriculum in Oral Biology is a program of research and
study which requires instruction over a period oftwo academic years

and one summer session, and is designed to accommodate the inter-

ests of the individual students. Considerable emphasis is given to

practical research training under the direction of the staff of the

Dental Research Center and a thesis must be completed which will

meet the highest standards of the University. Designated as a Re-

gional Dental Research Institute by the National Institute ofDental

Research, the Center offers excellent facilities for interdisciplinary

research involving biochemical biophysical, neuroanatomical, phar-

macological and physiological methods. Current areas of research

include neural mechanisms, growth mechanisms, mineral metabo-

lism, hemostasis, and vocalization.

A limited number of stipends is available, to include tuition and
dependent allowances, in accordance with National Institutes of

Health policies. The program is open to applicants holding the

Bachelor of Science, Doctor ofDental Surgery, or equivalent degree.

Graduate Courses in Oral Biology

201 (O.B.) THE BIOCHEMISTRY AND PHYSIOLOGY OF CALCIFIED TISSUES
(2). Prerequisite, approval of instructor. The objective of this course is to offer

students an opportunity to review and discuss the current state of knowledge

of the biology of calcified tissues. Conference thirty hours. Crenshaw; staff.

202 (O.B.) BIOLOGICAL ELECTRON MICROSCOPY (2). Prerequisite, approval

ab of instructor. The object of the course is to offer students an opportunity to

review the fine structural and molecular organization of cells with emphasis

on correlative biochemical, physiological and anatomical analyses. Conference

thirty hours. Peach; staff.

203 (O.B.) MATERIALS FOR BIOLOGICAL APPLICATIONS (1). Prerequisite,

approval of instructor. This course summarizes current knowledge of materi-

als commonly used in biological applications. Emphasis is placed on their

chemical, mechanical, and structural characteristics, and the relationship

between these factors and appropriate clinical applications. Taylor; staff.

204 (O.B.) CONGENITAL MALFORMATIONS OF THE OROFACIAL REGION
(1). Prerequisite, approval of instructor. Students interested in the etiology,

growth mechanism and treatment of congenital clefts and associated anoma-

lies will be acquainted with significant aspects ofthe deformities. Smiley; staff.

206 (O.B.) INTRODUCTORY ASPECTS OF PROTEIN CHEMISTRY (1). Prerequi-

ab site, permission of instructor. Consideration of selected aspects of protein

chemistry with special attention given to problems associated with proteins

found in hard tissues and saliva. One lecture hour a week, fall and spring.

Lundblad.

207 (O.B.) SEMINAR IN SPEECH PHYSIOLOGY (2). Prerequisite, permission of

ab instructor. Evaluation of recent research in areas of anatomy, physiology,
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growth and development, genetics and acoustics as they relate to the science

of speech. One lecture hour a week, fall and spring. Warren, Bradley.

208 (O.B.) DISCUSSION IN ORAL BIOLOGY (2). Prerequisite, approval ofinstruc-

ab tor. A series of seminars on topics relevant to research and scientific knowl-

edge in the field of Oral Biology. Visiting scientists from other Research Cen-

ters in this country and abroad will participate in the discussion series. One
lecture hour a week, fall and spring. Staff* and visiting lecturers.

209 (O.B.) RESEARCH TECHNIQUES IN ORAL BIOLOGY (6). Prerequisite, ap-

ab proval of instructor. The course will familiarize participants with a selection

of specialized research techniques employed in interdisciplinary basic science

approaches to problems in oral biology. Four lecture laboratory hours a week,

spring and summer. Crenshaw; staff".

210 (O.B.) RESEARCH (15-5 per semester.) Prerequisite, approval of staff". Student

abc will pursue the literature and select a research project in Oral Biology which

will be planned and conducted under direction of research staff*. The project

is intended to lead to a thesis to meet the requirements of a Master of Science

degree. Fifteen hours research a week, summer, fall and spring. Staff*.

212 (O.B.) CYTOCHEMISTRY AND HISTOCHEMISTRY (2). Prerequisite, Zool-

ab ogy 11, or equivalent. The complementary nature of cell-fraction cyto-

chemistry and microscopic histochemical, cytochemical, and immunocyto-

chemical methods for demonstrating the subcellular localization of biomac-

romolecules and enzymes will be discussed. One lecture hour a week, fall and
spring. Hanker; staflT.

222 (O.B.) SEMINAR IN STRUCTURAL AND HARD TISSUE PROTEINS (1).

Prerequisite, approval of instructor. Significant developments pertaining to

the chemistry ofmolecular biology ofthe structural proteins will be discussed.

The biochemistry of these proteins will be correlated with their various func-

tions. Critiques of current literature will be emphasized. One lecture hour a

week, spring semester. Mechanic.

233 (O.B.) CURRENT TOPICS IN BASIC SCIENCES (3,3). Prerequisites, none.

ab Significant developments and trends in basic medical sciences which have

applications in specialized dentistry are discussed. Recent publications taken

from medical and dental scientific literature are discussed. Three hours a week,

fall and spring. Lundblad; staff*.

269 (O.B.) MICROBIOLOGY OF THE ORAL CAVITY (O.P. 269) (2). Prerequisite,

approval of instructors. Study ofcurrent research literature and performance

oflaboratory exercises relating to taxonomy and methods ofstudying microor-

ganisms Eissociated with oral tissues. Three hours a week, summer. Crawford,

Hunter.

393 (O.B.) MASTER'S THESIS (6). Prerequisite, 210abc (O.B.) Research. Fifteen

ab hours a week. Staff*.

Admission in Oral Surgery

The graduate curriculum in Oral Surgery consists of a study of

the basic biological sciences as they relate to Oral Surgery inte-

grated with a progressively graduated three-year sequence of ap-

proved hospital experience. This flexible program is designed to: (1)

prepare dentists for a career in teaching, research and/or practice

in the specialty of Oral Surgery; (2) meet the requirements for ap-

proval by the Council on Dental Education of the American Dental
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Association; and (3) prepare candidates for certification by the

American Board of Oral Surgery.

While the study of the comprehensive biological sciences will be

integrated and stressed throughout the three years, the more for-

mally structured courses will be emphasized during the first year

of residency. More time will be spent in seminars and independent

study during the junior and senior residency years (second and third

years). The latter allows flexibility for investigative study and for

rotation through various hospital services.

All students will be required to complete the full three-year pro-

gram including the prescribed formal courses, seminars, independ-

ent study and original research project; and will be encouraged to

earn the degree of Master of Science in Dentistry (Oral Surgery) by
submission of a thesis.

Admission to the Graduate School for the Study of Oral Surgery

is accomplished only after the application, transcripts and other

credentials are reviewed and approved by the appropriate commit-

tees, including the resident and intern committee.

Graduate Courses in Oral Surgery

207 REGIONAL ANATOMY (2 or more). Lecture, Laboratory. Montgomery,

Small.

212 (ORAL SURGERY) ADVANCED ORAL SURGERY (12). Small; staff (Dent,

abc Sch. and N.C.M.H.)

214 (ORAL SURGERY) GENERAL ANESTHESIA (5) (N.C.M.H.) Small, Camp-
bell.

215 (ORAL SURGERY) PHYSICAL DIAGNOSIS (10) (N.C.M.H.) Small; staff,

ab

250 (ORAL SURGERY) PATIENT EVALUATION, PAIN CONTROL (2). Two lec-

ture hours a week, spring. Small; staff.

301 (ORAL SURGERY) RESEARCH (6). To be arranged.

393 THESIS (3 or more).

Graduate Courses in Oral Pathology

211 (O.P.) PATHOLOGY (Surgical) (5). Two conference hours and six laboratory

hours a week, fall. Brinkhous.

212 (O.P.) PATHOLOGY (Autopsy) (5). Two conference hours and six laboratory

hours a week, summer. Graham; staff.

263 (O.P.) ORAL PATHOLOGY (Dental Histology and Histopathology) (4). Two

ab conference hours a week and four laboratory hours a week, fall, spring. Burkes.

264 (O.P.) ORAL PATHOLOGY (2). Two conference hours a week, spring. Burkes.

265 (O.P.) ORAL PATHOLOGY (Clinical Diagnosis) (2,2). One conference hour a

ab week, two clinical diagnosis hours a week, fall and spring. Burkes.

Graduate Courses in Orthodontics

201 (ORTHO) ORTHODONTIC TECHNIC (4). Fall, first year. Nelson; staff.

202 (ORTHO) SELECTED TOPICS IN ORTHODONTICS (3). Fall, first year. Nel-

son; staff.
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I

203 (ORTHO) ORTHODONTIC DIAGNOSIS (3,3). Three seminar hours a week, fall

ab and spring. Nelson; staff.

205 (ORTHO) ADVANCED CLINICAL ORTHODONTICS (5,3,7,7,3). Spring, sum-

abcde mer, fall, spring, summer. Nelson; staff.

209 (ORTHO) PREVENTIVE ORTHODONTICS (3,3). Fall and spring Casko; staff,

ab

301 (ORTHO) RESEARCH (2,1,2,3,3). Arranged. Spring, summer, fall, spring, and
abcde summer, Hershey; staff

302 (ORTHO) REVIEW OF LITERATURE (2,3,3). Spring summer, and fall. Her-

abc shey; staff

393 THESIS (3 or more).

Graduate Courses in Pedodontics

203 (PEDO) PEDODONTIC DIAGNOSIS AND TREATMENT (2,2,2). Three semi-

abc nar hours a week, fall, spring, and summer. Oldenburg; staff.

204 (PEDO) ADVANCED CLINICAL PEDODONTICS (3,3,3,3,3)9. Nine clinical

abcde application hours a week, fall and spring, first year; nine clinical application

hours a week, summer; nine clinical application hours a week. Fall and spring,

second year. Oldenburg, Mclver, Marks, Hicks.

207 (PEDO) DENTAL PEDIATRICS (3). Three seminar hours a week, first spring.

Oldenburg; staff.

208 (PEDO) DENTAL PEDIATRICS (3). Three seminar hours a week, second

spring. Oldenburg; staff

230 (PEDO) DENTAL AND FACIAL GROWTH AND DEVELOPMENT (2). Thirty

hours lecture seminar discussion, fall. Mclver.

201 (PEDO) RESEARCH (4). Arranged.

abcde

393 THESIS (3 or more).

Graduate Courses in Periodontology

266 (PERIO) PERIODONTAL THERAPY (1,1,1). Fall, spring summer. McFalL
abc

267 (PERIO) ADVANCED CLINICAL PERIODONTOLOGY (18). Clinical practice

abcdef 810 hours. Fall, spring, summer, fall, spring, summer. Staff.

268 (PERIO) CASE ANALYSIS (10). Fall, spring summer, fall, spring McFall;

abcde staff

270 (PERIO) SEMINAR IN PERIODONTOLOGY (6). Review of literature. Fall,

abc spring, summer. McFall; staff.

271 (PERIO) SEMINAR IN PERIODONTOLOGY (4). Review of literature. Fall,

ab spring. McFall; staff

285 (PERIO) OCCLUSION AND OCCLUSAL DYSHARMONIES (2,3). Spring
ab summer. McFall.

301 (PERIO) RESEARCH (15). Laboratory 675 hours. Arranged. Fall, spring sum-
abc mer. Staff

393 THESIS (3 or more).

Graduate Courses in Prosthodontics

222 (PROS) PROSTHODONTIC CASE ANALYSIS AND TREATMENT PLAN-
abcde NING (FIXED AND REMOVABLE) (2,2,2,2,2). Conference thirty hours, fall,

spring, summer, first year; fall, spring, second year. Wood; staff
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223 (PROS) EXTRA ORAL PROSTHODONTICS (2,2,2,2,2). Conference fifteen

abcde hours; clinical practice forty-five hours, fall, spring, summer, first year; fall,

spring, second year. Wood; staff. i

224 (PROS) ADVANCED CLINICAL PROSTHODONTICS (REMOVABLE) (2,2,-

abcde 2,2,2). Clinical practice ninety hours, fall, ninety hours, spring, first year;
I

ninety hours, summer, ninety hours, fall, ninety hours, spring, second year,
i

Wood; staff:

225 (PROS) ADVANCED CLINICAL PROSTHODONTICS (FIXED) (2,2,2,2,2).

abcde Clinical practice ninety hours, fall, ninety hours, spring, first year; ninety

hours, summer, ninety hours, fall, ninety hours, spring. Pierce; staff*.

228 (PROS) RESEARCH (1,2,2,3,5). Fall, ninety hours, spring, first year; ninety

abcde hours, summer, one hundred thirty-five hours, fall, two hundred twenty-five

hours, spring, second year. Staff".

393 THESIS (3 or more).

Graduate Courses in Endodontics

210 (ENDO) ADVANCED CLINICAL ENDODONTICS (28). Eight hundred forty

abcdef hours of clinical practice. Staff".

211 (ENDO) ENDODONTICS SEMINAR AND CASE ANALYSIS (18). Conference

abcdeftwo hundred seventy hours. Staff".

220 (ENDO) RESEARCH (15). Laboratory six hundred seventy-five hours. Staff*,

abcdef

393 THESIS (3 or more).

Other Graduate Courses Offered To Graduate Students In

Dentistry

105 (BIOS) PRINCIPLES OF STATISTICAL INFERENCE (3). Three lecture hours

a week, fall. Greenberg; staff*.

202 (DECO) SPECIAL PROBLEMS IN COMMUNITY DENTISTRY (l-3)j

Prerequisite, D.D.S. or D.M.D. Degree. Three-Six laboratory hours, fall, spring,

and summer. Warren; Staff*.

220 (DECO) DENTAL EDUCATION (3,3). Three seminar hours a week, fall and

ab spring. Casko; staff*.

208 (DECO) PUBLIC HEALTH DENTISTRY (1). Two seminar hours a week, fall.

Hughes.

206 (ODTP) ADVANCED DENTAL ROENTGENOLOGY (3). Thirty conference

hours, thirty laboratory hours. Via; staff*.

160 (EPID) PRINCIPLES OF EPIDEMIOLOGY (2). Fifteen lecture hours, thirty

laboratory hours. Cassell; staff*.

261 (EPID) DENTAL EPIDEMIOLOGY (3). Forty-five lecture hours. Fulton.

234 (DECO) DENTAL MATERIALS (2). Seminar discussions. Fall Sluder, Taylor.

400 GENERAL REGISTRATION (0).
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The Department of Dramatic Art offers advanced courses leading

to the degrees of Master of Arts, Doctor of Philosophy in Compara-
tive Literature (Drama and Theatre), the Master of Fine Arts, and
the Licentiate in Dramatic Art. The M.F.A. and L.D.A. are profes-

sional training programs in acting, directing, design and technical

theatre, and theatre management. The M.A. and Ph.D. are academic

programs, supported by excellent library resources in theatre and
drama on the Chapel Hill campus as well as by other collections at

Duke University, U.N.C. at Greensboro and Charlotte, North
Carolina Central University, and North Carolina State University

at Raleigh.

Through the lively and varied production program of the Depart-

ment the student is provided with opportunities to work in various

aspects of theatre. Plant facilities for this program include the his-

toric Playmakers Theatre, the Koch Memorial Forest Theatre, the

production facilities of the Graham Memorial Building, and the

departmental scene and costume shops. Plans for the recently ap-

proved Paul Green Theatre are moving ahead rapidly.

The department is distinguished by a strong emphasis on the

writing and production of original plays. It is the only department
in the United States directly affiliated annually with the profes-

sional Eugene O'Neill Memorial Theatre Center's National Play-
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Wrights' Conference, from which a minimum of two plays are se-

lected for full production each year, with professional directors and
the pla5rwrights in residence.

The attention of prospective graduate students in Dramatic Art

is called to the following regulations governing advanced study in

the department:

General

1. The Graduate Record Examination. All applicants for admission

to graduate study in the Master of Arts and Doctor of Philosophy

programs are required to submit their scores on the aptitude

section of the Graduate Record Examination along with their

application for admission. Master of Fine Arts applicants are not

required to take the G.R.E.

2. Prerequisites. A 2.70 cumulative undergraduate grade point aver-

age and the equivalent of an undergraduate major in Dramatic

Art with a 3.00 average are required for unconditional admission,

excepting applicants for the M.F.A. who are not required to have

an undergraduate degree in Dramatic Art. Such a major should

include: a semester in acting, two semesters of technical theatre,

and four semesters in theatre history and literature (ofwhich two

may be introductory courses). A student lacking this minimum
requirement may be admitted conditionally and allowed to satisfy

undergraduate prerequisites while pursuing the graduate degree.

(See additional prerequisites for individual programs listed be-

low.)

3. Graduate School Requirements. It is the responsibility of each

student to become familiar with general regulations ofthe Gradu-

ate School and particularly with dates indicated on the calendar

for the academic year; this information is contained in the Gradu-

ate School Record.

4. Financial Aid. A limited number of graduate appointments are

available in the department; interested students should request

an "Application for Graduate Assistantship" from the depart-

mental office. Following the screening of applications, appoint-

ments are awarded, normally by March 31st, for an academic

year. Appointments are presently scheduled in the areas of act-

ing, design and technical theatre, costuming, theatre manage-

ment, theatre library, playwriting, Laboratory Theatre, and in

support of Introduction to Theatre (DRAM 15). All appointments,

except that in playwriting and in the library involve instructional

or laboratory supervisory responsibility. If a student is granted

an assistantship, he is permitted to register for only a partial
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schedule of class work. For details consult the Graduate School

Record.

Master of Arts

1. Purpose. The purpose ofthe M.A. program is to train students for

advanced research and college and university teaching.

2. Requirements. The requirements for the M.A. degree are: (a) the

completion ofat least 30 semester hours ofgraduate course work,

including: Research Methods (DRAM 250), Master's Thesis

(DRAM 393), and at least four other courses in the theatre

history-literature-criticism area; (b) the demonstration of a read-

ing knowledge of one modern or classical language approved by
the Department; (c) the completion of an acceptable research or

critical thesis; and (d) the passing of an oral comprehensive ex-

amination (see below). Prior to undertaking the intensive studies

of the master's program, the student will work closely with his

or her advisor to select courses which will complete undergradu-

ate preparation if this is necessary. The undergraduate and
graduate courses together should prepare the student to take the

oral comprehensive examination, although that examination will

not be restricted to the subject matter of the specific courses

taken. A minor program is not required for the M.A., but up to

9 hours of course work may be taken in related subjects outside

the department.

3. Advisor. Upon first entering the M.A. program each student will

be advised by the Director of Graduate Studies. However, all

members of the faculty are available to all graduate students for

informal advising. When a decision is reached regarding the sub-

ject of the student's thesis, an appropriate faculty member will

be assigned for further advising, both with respect to course work
and thesis.

4. Language Requirement. The language requirement may be ful-

filled by passing the appropriate language examination adminis-

tered by the Educational Testing Service under the Graduate
School Foreign Language Testing Program, by successful comple-

tion of the special two-semester course sequence numbered lOlX
and 102X, or by a special examination administered by the appro-

priate language department. It will be to the student's advantage
to arrive on campus with the language requirement completed.

5. Thesis. The thesis must be approved by a committee consisting

of the thesis advisor and two readers from the graduate faculty.

It will be written under the supervision of the assigned thesis

advisor.
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6. Oral Comprehensive Examination. The comprehensive examina-
tion is a two-hour oral designed to test the breadth of the can-

didate's knowledge of theatre. It may not be scheduled earlier

than the student's final semester of course work.

7. Residence Requirement. The student must earn at least one aca-

demic year—two semesters—of residence credit in order to qual-

ify for the degree.

Master of Fine Arts

1. Purpose. The M.F.A. program prepares theatre artists with an I

intensive two year training program to enable them to enter the

professional theatre as qualified journeymen with specializations

in Acting, Directing/Acting, Playwriting, Design, Technical

Theatre, and Theatre Administration.

2. Prerequisites. In addition to the general regulations ofthe Gradu-

ate School, the sole criterion for entrance to the M.F.A. Training

Program is presentation of talent. The M.F.A. entrance commit-

tee will assess and evaluate the strength of talent and tempera-

ment the individual applicant reveals to determine whether or

not he or she will benefit from the Training Program and has

promise for employment in the Professional Theatre. The applica-

tion for each of the areas will be judged upon the following bases.

All candidates to be considered for admission to the M.F.A. pro-

gram will be interviewed at Chapel Hill or elsewhere.

a) Acting: The presentation of a five minute audition and inter-

view with the M.F.A. examiners. Two selections will be offered,

one in verse from Shakespeare, the other from contemporary

material. The selections should be chosen to demonstrate the

candidate's talent and range.

b) Directing/Acting: Those applicants that can be invited to

Chapel Hill may present for audition a scene utilizing actors

already in the UNC-MFA program with a text selected by the

committee with rehearsal time provided on campus; or an audi-

tion scene with actors may be brought to campus. Those candi-

dates who are prevented from coming to Chapel Hill by geograph-

ical consideration will rely more strongly on the interview with

the M.F.A. examiner. All Directing/Acting candidates will also

audition as acting candidates.

c) Playwriting: Scripts will be submitted to the committee demon-

strating the ability to work with the dramatic form and to partici-

pate in active theatrical collaboration. At least one submitted

piece ought to be of substantial length to suggest the candidate's

ability to deal with a significant theatre performance.
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d) Design: Design materials will be submitted for consideration

by the committee, consisting of sketches, renderings, working

drawings, elevations. Photographs and slides ofdesigns in produc-

tion strengthens the candidate's application.

e) Theatre Administration: Evidence of practical experience and

promise of competency as judged by the examining committee in

several or all of the areas of box office accounting, sales manage-

ment, theatre promotion, foundation proposals, production man-
agement, and theatrical law.

3. Requirements. The M.F.A. candidate, when entering the Profes-

sional Theatre Training Program as an apprentice-artist is devel-

oping talent, temperament, and skill through concentrated and
disciplined work. The Laboratory-Studio provides the theatrical

concept to the progress, supervision, and development of the in-

dividual candidate's talent in relation to other theatre collabora-

tors. The training evolves through class, laboratory, and studio

work to prepare the candidate for entrance into the professional

theatre as a journeyman. The degree demonstrates that the

bearer has talent, skill and discipline sufficient for being hired

in the field.

4. Student Evaluation. Each candidate admitted to the M.F.A. pro-

gram is formally evaluated by the M.F.A. Board in an interview-

conference at the end of each semester drawing together the

development and progress of the work of the individual. The
candidate is then invited to continue in the training or separated

from the program. Invitation and acceptance into the second year

assures the candidate that, barring unforseen alterations in the

work or changes of the individual's discipline, the M.F.A. degree

will be granted at the close of the fourth semester of consecutive

residency.

5. Advisor: General advisor to the M.F.A. candidates is the Head of

the Training Program; each individual discipline has a faculty

advisor who works closely with the candidates of that discipline.

All candidates are subject to the advice and review of the M.F.A.

Board.

6. Residence and Requirement: Hhe M.F.A. degree is awarded to the

candidate who earns at least two consecutive years; i.e., four

semesters of residence credit. Fall admission only.

Licentiate in Dramatic Art

An invitational third year program brings together the work of

the first two years of the M.F.A. program by providing highly se-

lected M.F.A. graduates with a journeyman's position. The in-train-
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ing work is equivalent to a first professional position. Individual

tutorial, coaching, and advising is provided by on-campus profes-

sional theatre artists and workers. Academic credit of 12 additional

semester hours beyond the M.F.A. will be granted, at the end of the

second consecutive semester. The M.F.A. is a necessary prerequisite

for admission. Depending upon the area of concentration and the

candidate's demonstration of competency, initiative, and oppor-

tunity, professional associations off the Chapel Hill campus might
be considered as part of the completion of the L.D.A. degree.

The Doctor ofPhilosophy in Comparative Literature (Drama and
Theatre), a special cooperative program between the Department of

Dramatic Art and the Comparative Literature Curriculum leading

to the degree of Doctor of Philosophy in Comparative Literature

with emphasis in drama and theatre, is described in the Compara-

tive Literature section of this catalogue, pages 181-182.

More detailed information on these graduate programs may be

obtained by addressing an inquiry to: Chairman, Department of

Dramatic Art, The University of North Carolina at Chapel Hill,

Chapel Hill, North Carolina 27514.

Courses for Graduates and Advanced Undergraduates

100 TECHNICAL DIRECTION (3). Prerequisites, 64a-c or equivalent technical

practice in theatre production. An advanced study of the technical and engi-

neering problems involved in theatre production and of the relationship of

theatre architecture to theatre production methods. Fall. Pearlman.

150 SHAKESPEARE IN THE THEATRE (3). A study ofthe literary, stage history,

and production problems of representative plays. Spring. Staff.

155a,b PLAYWRITING (3). A practical course in writing for the stage. May be re-

peated once for credit. Fall and spring. Patterson.

157 PLAYWRITING (3). Prerequisite, Dramatic Art 155a. A practical course in

the writing of the stage play. Spring. Staff.

166 SCENE DESIGN (3). Prerequisite, Dramatic Art 100 or equivalent training

in drafting. Permission ofthe instructor required. General principles ofvisual

design as applied to scenery for theatre. Instruction in standard techniques

of planning and rendering scene design. Spring. Rezzuto.

167 COSTUME DESIGN (3). Prerequisite, Dramatic Art 64 (costuming) or equiva-

lent experience in sewing. Permission of the instructor required. A study of

historical styles of dress as applied to costuming for the theatre. Instruction

in standard techniques of planning and rendering costume designs. Fall

Owen.

168 LIGHTING DESIGN (3). Prerequisite, Dramatic Art 100 or equivalent train-

ing in drafting. Permission of the instructor required. General principles of

lighting design as applied to the performing arts. Theory and instruction in

standard techniques of lighting or the stage. Spring. Pearlman.

170 THE HISTORY OF COSTUME (3). A survey of historic costume forms. Fall.

Owen.
192 SPECIAL STUDIES (3). Open only to majors in the Department of Dramatic
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Art. Permission of the instructor required. Special study of a selected area of

theatre or drama. This course may be repeated for credit. Spring. Staff.

193 THE HISTORY OF ACTING AND DIRECTING (3). A historical survey of the

major theories. Spring. Staff.

Courses for Graduates

201 PLAY DIRECTING, ADVANCED I (3). Prerequisite, Dramatic Art 63, or

equivalent training. Selected techniques in stage direction for the advanced

student. Fall. Housman.
202 PLAY DIRECTING, ADVANCED II (3). Prerequisite, Dramatic Art 201. Con-

tinuation of DA 201. Spring. Housman.

203 TECHNICAL PROBLEMS IN PLAYWRITING (3). Prerequisite, Dramatic Art

155. Fall and spring. Patterson.

206 ADVANCED ACTING I (3). Prerequisite, Dramatic Art 52M or audition.

Analytical and practical studies in characterization and ensemble techniques.

Fall. Koch.

210 THEATRE ADMINISTRATION (3). Open to selected Dramatic Art majors

only. Fall. Staff

240a,b DRAMATIC ART LABORATORY (6-12). Prerequisite, admission to the Licen-

tiate of Dramatic Art program. Open only to students in the Licentiate of

Dramatic Art program. Intensive examination of the foundations of theatre

practice at an advanced level; lecture and laboratory in acting, directing,

playwriting, design/technical, and management. May be repeated for credit.

Fall and spring. Haas.

241a,b DRAMATIC ART STUDIO (6-12). Prerequisite, Dramatic Art 240a and 240b.

Development of individual artistic skills in relationship to the group work of

the theatre. Lecture and laboratory adapted to student needs and areas of

specialization. May be repeated for credit. Fall and spring. Haas.

242a,b DRAMATIC ART COMPANY (12). Prerequisite, Dramatic Art 241a and 241b.

Intensive work in an integrated theatre company. Development to the fullest

extent possible ofthe individual theatre artist's comprehension and resources

as they relate to an organic theatre company. May be repeated for credit. Fall

and spring. Haas.

250 RESEARCH METHODS (3). Designed to aid students in preparing term pa-

pers, theses, and dissertations. Clarification, definition, and practices in stand-

ard methods and procedures used in research in the field of theatre. Required

of all candidates for the M.A. degree. Fall. Graves.

261 ADVANCED STUDIES IN TECHNICAL THEATRE (3). Limited to graduate

majors who wish to propose and pursue extensive individual projects in Design

or Technical Theatre approved by and under the supervision of the Depart-

ment's technical staff Fall and spring. Staff.

270 AMERICAN THEATRE HISTORY (3). Fall. Rogers.

280 DRAMATIC THEORY I (3). The historical approach to the theories of drama
from Plato through Dryden. Fall. Graves.

281 DRAMATIC THEORY II (3). The historical approach to the theories of the

drama from Pope through the New Critics and the neo-Aristotelians. Spring.

Graves.

292 SPECIAL STUDIES (3). This course may be repeated for credit. The faculty

shall advise competent graduate students whose plans for either research or

creative projects have received departmental approval. Fall, spring and sum-
mer. Staff
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301 CONCEPTUAL FOUNDATIONS OF MODERN THEATRE (3). Studies in the

theoretical bases of the modern stage. Spring. Staff.

340 SPECIAL READINGS (3). Permission of the Chairman of the Department
required. Research in a special field of the history of the theatre. This course

may not be repeated for credit. Time to be arranged. Staff.

351 STUDIES IN EUROPEAN THEATRE, CLASSICAL (3). Prerequisite, Dra-

matic Art 81. Topical studies in classical theatre history and literature. (Of-

fered alternate years.) Fall. Mezz.

352 STUDIES IN EUROPEAN THEATRE, MEDIEVAL THROUGH RENAIS-
SANCE (3). Prerequisite, Dramatic Art 81. Topical studies in medieval and

renaissance theatre history and literature. (Offered alternate years.) Spring.

Graves.

353 STUDIES IN EUROPEAN THEATRE, THE ROMANTIC PERIOD (3).

Prerequisite, Dramatic Art 81. Topical studies in the history and literature

of the Romantic period. (Offered alternate years.) Spring. Graves.

354 STUDIES IN EUROPEAN THEATRE, THE MODERN PERIOD (3). Prerequi-

site, Dramatic Art 82. Topical studies in the history and literature of the

modern period. (Offered alternate years.) Fall. Mezz.

390 SEMINAR IN DRAMATIC THEORY AND CRITICISM (3). An intensive study

in one specialized area of practical dramatic theory and criticism. Spring.

Staff

393 MASTER'S THESIS (3 or more).

400 GENERAL REGISTRATION (0).
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Alan E. Stiven, Chairman

Professors

Elizabeth J. Coulter (1)

Norman A. Coulter (2)

Amos H. Hawley (4)

Charles E. Jenner (5)

Edward J. Kuenzler (7)

Helmut Lieth (8)

EuzABETH A. McMahan (12)

Steven Polgar (14)

Albert E. Radford (15)

Alan E. Stiven (19)

Charles M. Weiss (20)

Associate Professors

J. Alan Feduccia (3)

Richard J. Kopec (11)

Linda W. Little (9)

Helmut C. Mueller (13)

Thomas J. Schoenbaum (18)

William J. Woods (22)

Richard A. Yarnell (23)

Assistant Professors

Richard L. Cunton (6)

Ross L. PURDY (25)

Seth R. Reice (16)

Peter J. Robinson (17)

Demography, Health Economics, Biostatistics

Biological Control Theory, Systems Analysis,

Bioengineering

Human Ecology, Demography, Population

Planning

Aquatic Ecology, Photoperiodism, Marine Zo-

ology

Marine Ecology, Nutrient Cycling, Phyto-

plankton

Bioclimatology, Geobotany, Primary Produc-

tivity

Ecological Behavior, Effects of Radiation on

Behavior of Social Insects

Anthropology and Population, Epidemiology,

Cultural Ecology

Community Ecology, Floristics, Plant Sys-

tematics

Population Ecology, Ecological Processes in

Streams and Salt Marshes

Limnology of Impoundments and Water Qual-

ity, Organics in Water

Ecology and Evolution of Vertebrates

Bioclimatology, Climate and Coastal Settle-

ment
Limnology and Water Pollution, Phosphorus

and Nitrogen Cycling

Ecological Behavior, Predation, Homing
Behavior

Environmental Law with Emphasis on Coastal

Wetlands

Plankton Ecology, Estuaries, Primary Produc-

tivity

Environmental Anthropology, Human Cul-

ture

Population and Politics

Human Population Ecology

Systems Ecology, Community Structure, De-

tritus Processing in Streams

Meteorology, Longwave Radiation Exchange

over Lakes, Energy Balances
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Jo Ann White (24) Population and Evolutionary Biology, Insect '

Ecology
;

Richard H. Wiley (21) Behavioral Ecology of Vertebrates

Using the resources of many departments, the graduate Cur-

riculum in Ecology provides both broad and specialized training in

Ecology, the study of environmental systems, and the emerging dis-

ciplines of environmental science. Whereas degree programs with

a strong ecology component may be arranged in Botany, Zoology,
i

Environmental Science and Engineering, Sociology, Anthropology,

and others, the Curriculum in Ecology by combining many ap-

proaches and methods provides balanced general ecological train-

ing, including preparation for the study and management ofsystems

ofnature and man. Degrees available in the Ecology Curriculum are

the Master of Science, the Master of Arts, and the Doctor of Philoso-

phy.

For the ecology degrees, course work is required in the following

fields; biosciences including behavior and physiology, population bi-

ology, and community and systems ecology; sociosciences including

cities and migration, human population dynamics, and social organi-

zation; geosciences including the atmospheric, terrestrial and
aquatic sciences.

Preparation for careers in ecology also requires firm grounding

in mathematics, computer science, introductory sciences, statistics,

and systems analysis and experimental methods. Undergraduate

preparation may include a major in a biological science, social

science, or in environmental science.

Facilities available for special study include the North Carolina

Botanical Garden, the Institute of Marine Sciences at Morehead
City, Highlands Biological Station in the mountains. University

Lake, and New Hope Creek in Duke Forest, greenhouses, and ecolog-

ical equipment administered by the supporting departments. Strong

ecological faculties and research programs are available in sister

institutions at N.C. State University and Duke University and mem-
bers of these faculties may serve on the student's committees. The
University of North Carolina is a member of the Organization of

Tropical Studies with field activities in Costa Rica, Puerto Rico and

Guatemala.

Requirements for Admission

For admission to the Curriculum in Ecology, an undergraduate

degree is required in a natural science such as physics, chemistry,

biology, bacteriology, botany, zoology, geology; a social science such
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as anthropology, sociology, or economics; or a mathematical area

such as statistics, mathematics, or systems analysis; an engineering

area; or environmental science. Students are advised to develop a

broad undergraduate science major with as many as possible for the

following courses: calculus; computer science; general physics;

analytical, organic, and physical chemistry; general botany and zool-

ogy; geology; anthropology; sociology; invertebrate zoology or pa-

leontology; general ecology; physiology; and statistics. Application

for admission and graduate appointments accompanied by creden-

tials and Graduate Record Examinations scores should be submitted

by January 1.

Degree Requirements

Doctor of Philosophy

The Ph.D. program for a student will be supervised by a faculty

advisory committee drawn from the graduate faculty in ecology and
may include faculty from N.C. State University or Duke University.

The requirements for the major for the Ph.D. degree are determined

by the student's advisory committee and normally will include the

following: (a) at least two courses or equivalent training in each of

the three core areas listed below. Choices are indicated. Substitu-

tions from other campuses of the Research Triangle may be ar-

ranged by petition; (b) two approved research skill courses selected

from a current list; (c) two semesters registration in the Ecology

seminar (ECOL 201). A supervised learning experience approved by

the student's advisory committee in at least three environments

appropriate to the student's interests is also recommended. Exam-
ples might include marine environments, freshwater, arctic, alpine

desert, terrestrial, tropics, a large city ghetto, or an isolated moun-
tain village. Courses, research expeditions, oceanographic cruises,

and extended field trips are examples of organized work in which

guidance and instruction is given. Students attending GTS should

register for ECGL 202. Requirements for the dissertation, written

and oral examinations, admission to candidacy, residence, and final

examinations are as provided in the regulations for the Graduate

School. Foreign language competence is at the discretion of the stu-

dent's advisory committee. A semester of teaching experience

equivalent to six laboratory contact hours per week is also required.

Master of Arts

The Master of Arts degree program is similar to the doctoral

program except that (a) two of the three core areas must be repre-
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sented in the graduate major, Ob) one skill course must be elected,

(c) one semester registration is required in the Ecology seminar
(ECOL 201), and (d) an organized learning experience is recom-

mended in one environment other than those in the immediate
Chapel Hill area. Requirements for the thesis, admission to can-

didacy, residence, and final examinations are as provided in the

regulations of the Graduate School.

Master of Science

Requirements for the Master of Science are the same as those for

the Master of Arts except a Master of Science paper is prepared

(ECOL 203) in place of the Master of Arts thesis and one semester's

registration of field work is required (ECOL 202).

Minor in Ecology

Graduate majors in other programs who wish to declare an Ecol-

ogy minor may do so by taking ECOL 201 and additional approved

ecology courses necessary to the requirements of the Graduate

School. A member of the faculty of the Ecology Curriculum ap-

pointed by the Chairman of the Curriculum must be represented on

the student's advisory committee.

Ecology Core Areas

(Detailed descriptions will be found under the department which offers each

course).

BIOSCIENCE
Behavior and Physiology: Botn 122, Botn 241, Zool 113, Zool 120

Population Biology: Zool 116, Zool 208.

Community and Systems: Botn 143, Botn 235, Envr 235, Zool 226

SOCIOSCIENCE
Cities and Migration: Anth 167, Geog 151, Soci 287

Human Population Dynamics: Anth 255, Econ 165, Geog 132, Geog 150, Soci 186

Social and Cultural Organization: Anth 122, Anth 139, Soci 118, Soci 218

GEOSCIENCE
Atmospheric: Envr 249, Geog 110, Geog 112, Geog 115

Terrestrial: Geog 117, Geog 122

Aquatic: Envr 132, Geol 172, Zool 126, Zool 140

Courses in the Ecology Curriculum

102 ECOLOGY (Biology 102) (Botany 141) (Zoology 108) (3). Prerequisite, Zoology

11, or Botany 11, or Biology 21. A study of the principles governing the envi-

ronmental interrelationships of organisms, populations, communities, and

ecosystems. Three lectures per week, fall and spring. Reice, Stiven and White

(Zoology); Lieth (Botany).

102L ECOLOGY LABORATORY (1). Corequisite, Ecology 102. Ecology 102 Staff.

201 SEMINAR IN ECOLOGY (2). Topics and problems in ecological research. May
be taken more than once. Two hours a week. Staff.
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202 FIELD EXPERIENCE IN ECOLOGY (2). Organized field work in remote envi-

ronments with a faculty instructor as approved by student's supervisory com-

mittee. May be taken more than once. Staff.

203 MASTER OF SCIENCE PAPER (3). Fall or spring. Staff.

300 RESEARCH IN ECOLOGY (2 or more). Fall or spring. Staff.

393 MASTER OF ARTS THESIS (3-6). Fall or spring Staff.

394 DOCTORAL DISSERTATION (3 or more). Fall or spring Staff.

400 GENERAL REGISTRATION (0).

Ecological courses in other departments that are considered ap-

propriate for a major in ecology:

Anthropology

139 Environmental Anthropology (3). Fall. Yarnell.

165 Economic Anthropology (3). Spring. McEvoy.

167 Urban Anthropology (3). Spring. Gulick.

255 Seminar in Cultural Ecology and Population (3). Spring. Polgar.

266 Seminar in Ethnobotany (3). Spring. Yarnell.

Biomedical Engineering and Mathematics

131 Introduction to Biomathematics (3). Spring. Staff.

211 Biological Control System (3). Spring. Downie.

Biostatistics

270 Demographic Techniques I (3). Fall. Wells.

271 Demographic Techniques II (3). Spring. Wells.

275 Statistics in Population Programs (2). Spring. Abernathy.

277 Mathematical Models in Demography (3). Spring. Suchindran.

304 Seminar in Biological Models (1). Spring. Elston.

Botany

121 Plant Physiology I & II (5). Physiology I & 11(5 1,5). Spring Scott.

143 Geobotany (3). Spring. Lieth.

231 Floristics (6). Fall. Radford.

235 Ecosystematics in the Carolinas (5). Fall. Radford.

232 Variation and Evolution in Plants (5). Fall. Bell.

241 Physiological Ecology (5). Fall, Lieth.

245 Ecology of Phytoplankton (Envr 235) (4). Fall. Kuenzler.

348 Ecology Seminar (1). Fall or spring. Lieth.

City and Regional Planning

233 Natural Resource Law and Policy (Envr 283) (3). Fall. Heath.

234 Planning of Water Resource Systems (Envr 284) (3). Spring. Hufschmidt,

Moreau.

241 Environmental Planning (3). Spring. Malizia.

305 Seminaran Land Use and Environmental Process (3). Fall. Chapin, Huf-

schmidt.
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Economics

165 Economics of Population (3). Fall. Turchi.

265 Economics and Population (3). Spring. Turchi.

Environmental Sciences and Engineering

132 Limnology and Water Pollution (3). Fall and spring. Weiss.

183 Water Resources Seminar (1). Fall. Howells.

211 Environmental Management (3). Summer. Shiftman.

214 Environmental Issues and Decisions (2). Fall. Weiss.

215 Environmental Assessment (2). Spring. Shiftman.

217 Systems Analysis in Environmental Planning (3). Fall. Sherwani.

218 Environmental Systems I: Deterministic Models (3). Fall. Sherwani.

219 Environmental Systems II; Probabilistic Models (3). Spring. Moreau.

232 Special Topics in Aquatic Biology (2). Spring. Kuenzler, Weiss.

233 Microbial Ecology (4). Fall. Pfaender.

246 Biological Effects of Air Pollution (3). Spring. Ripperton.

Epidemiology

160 Principles of Epidemiology (2). Fall. Staff.

162 Epidemiology in Environmental Health (2). Spring. Tyroler, Omran.

Geography

110 Meteorology (3). Fall. Robinson.

112 Micrometeorology (3). Spring. Kopec.

115 Climatology (3). Spring. Kopec.

117 Soils (3). Spring. Robinson.

132 The World's Food Supply (3). Fall. Hawley.

150 Population Geography (3). Spring. Florin.

156 Natural Resources (3). Spring. Basile.

171 Cartography (3). Fall and spring. Kopec.

178 Aerial Photo Interpretation (3). Fall. Hawley.

Political Science

173 Population and Politics (3). Spring. Clinton.

Sociology

118 Social Organization in Ecological Perspective (3). Fall. Purdy.

186 Population (3). Fall and spring. Staff.

212 Demographic Techniques (3). On demand. Staff.

218 Human Ecology (3). Fall. Hawley.

287 Migration and Population Distribution (3). Fall. Staff.

Zoology

109 Introduction to Hydrobiology (4). Spring. Jenner.

112 Vertebrate Field Zoology (4). On occasion. Staff.

113 Animal Behavior (3). Fall and spring. Mueller, Wiley.

116 Population Biology (3). Fall or spring. Stiven, White.

120 Comparative Animal Physiology (3). Fall. Hagadorn.
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126 Oceanography (3). Fall Staff.

130 Biology of Insects (3). Spring. McMahan.
140S Biological Oceanography (6). Summer. Institute of Marine Sciences. Staff

141S Special Problems in Marine Biology (6). Summer. Institute ofMarine Sciences.

Staff

146 Marine Ecology (3). Spring. Staff

208 Population Ecology (3). Spring. Stiven, White.

208L Methods in Population Analysis (2). Spring. Stiven, White.

213 Advanced Marine Ecology (3). Spring. Jenner.

226 Systems Ecology (3). Spring. Reice.

226L Systems Ecology Laboratory (2). Spring. Reice.

255 Seminar in Ecology (2). Reice, Stiven, White.

257 Seminar in Evolutionary Biology (2). Feduccia.

259 Seminar in Comparative Animal Behavior (2). Mueller, Wiley.

265 Seminar in Marine Biology (2). Staff.
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The Department of Economics offers programs leading to the de-

grees of Master of Arts and Doctor of Philosophy. The Department

is in the College of Arts and Sciences; academically and administra-

tively. However, it interacts extensively with and shares some physi-

cal facilities with the School of Business Administration.

The Department of Economics is located adjacent to the School

of Business Administration in a separate quadrangle of the Univer-

sity campus, in four buildings originally designed especially for their

joint use. Superior physical facilities for graduate study, includ-

ing a reading room and individual study carrels, are provided in

the modern four-story graduate center which was completed in

.1971.

I
The two-million-volume Wilson Library includes substantial collec-

'tions in economics, for both research and instructional purposes. The
Business Administration and Social Sciences Division of the Wilson

Library is organized to serve the library needs of students and fac-

ulty of the Department of Economics and School of Business Ad-

ministration. This Division contains over 550 current scholarly,

trade, and other journals in economics and business, as well as a

selected collection ofimportant books, plus important business serv-

ices. The Wilson Library is a depository of the publications of the

federal government and the United Nations. These collections, along

with the unique collection of state publications, constitute basic

research materials of special value in economics. Through mutual
cooperative arrangements, the collections of the Duke University

Library are also available to faculty and graduate students in the

Department of Economics.

In collaboration with the Southern Economic Association, The
University ofNorth Carolina at Chapel Hill publishes The Southern

Economic Journal, one of the leading professional journals in the

field. Articles are published in all areas of economics.

Master of Arts

The Master of Arts program requires selection of an area of con-

centration within Economics as well as a set of appropriate support-

ing courses. All courses are chosen in consultation with the Chair-

man of Graduate Studies in order to assure a combination

particularly suited to the student's needs and objectives. Require-

ments for completion of this degree conform with the usual pattern
for a master's degree, as presented on pages 85-88, including a for-

eign language or a research skill and a thesis.
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Doctor of Philosophy
I

iiu

Students seeking the doctorate in Economics must offer a mini-

mum of 16 courses distributed as follows:
j iH

The Fundamentals of Economics. The following eight courses orj ^

their equivalent are required: Economics 200, 201, 202, 203, 235, 251,, im

271, and 281.

The Area of Concentration. The student must select two to three
jj

courses to form an area of concentration in one of the following

fields:

Econometrics Labor Economics
Economic Development Mathematical Economics
Economic History Monetary Theory
Economic Theory Public Finance

:

History of Economic Thought Public Policy

International Economics Soviet Economics

Statistics

Supporting Courses. The remaining courses will be supporting

courses chosen by the student in consultation with the Chairman
|

of Graduate Studies in Economics. The courses should be chosen to

give greater background and scope to the area of concentration and
may be selected from within the Department of Economics as well

as from other departments in the University.

Experience in Research and Teaching. As part ofthe requirements

for the degree each candidate is expected to perform for two semes-

ters of service in teaching and research.

In addition to the above, the student must fulfill the requirements

of the Graduate School for the Ph.D. degree. !

Foreign Language. Research skills in mathematics, statistics, or

'

computer science may be substituted for one or both of the foreign

languages required for the doctorate degree. Each research skill

requirement is fulfilled by successful completion of two courses ap-

proved by the Chairman of Graduate Studies in Economics.

Fellowships and Assistantships

Available to graduate students in economics are two teaching

fellowships, and a number of assistantships and instructorships. De-

tailed information regarding these fellowships, assistantships, and

instructorships may be obtained from the Chairman of Graduate
|

Studies in Economics.
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])ourses for Graduates and Advanced Undergraduates

^ Note: Economics 31 and 32, or equivalents, with grades of C or

setter, are prerequisite to all courses in Economics listed below. Eco-

lomics 61 with a grade of C or better may under certain circum-

stances, be substituted for Economics 31 and 32.

11 INTERNATIONAL RESOURCES AND NATIONAL POLICY (3). Interna-

tional resource problems which necessitate United States policy decisions.

National policy and objectives and nature of resources; production potentials;

major agricultural and industrial resources, and international interdepen-

dence; and international security. Fall. Mouzon.

.20 LOCATION AND SPACE ECONOMY (City and Regional Planning 176) (3).

The evaluation of models generalizing the effects of space on economic and

social activity. Fall. Akin, Witte.

.21 REGIONAL SCIENCE TECHNIQUES (City and Regional Planning 178) (3).

The description, understanding and projection of income and employment
variables within urban areas and regions. Spring. Akin, Witte.

L22 URBAN ECONOMICS (3). Prerequisite, Economics 131 or equivalent. Eco-

nomic analysis ofurban growth, urban structure, and current urban problems:

location theory, transportation and housing policy, racial issues, and the provi-

sion of urban services. Fall and spring. Akin, Witte.

LSI INTERMEDIATE THEORY: PRICE AND DISTRIBUTION (3). The determi-

nation ofprices and the distribution ofincome in a free-enterprise system. Fall

and spring. Staff

132 INTERMEDIATE THEORY: MONEY, INCOME, AND EMPLOYMENT (3).

An introduction to contemporary macroeconomic concepts and analysis. Top-

ics include the level, fluctuations, and growth of national income, and mone-

tary and fiscal policies designed to achieve economic goals. Fall and spring.

Staff.

133 TOPICS IN APPLIED MICROECONOMIC ANALYSIS (Business Administra-

tion 183) (3). Prerequisite, Economics 70 and 131 or equivalent. Economic

versus accounting profit; the meaning and significance of uncertainty; capital

budgeting and the firm's cost of capital; portfolio theory; cost-benefit analysis

and the social cost of capital. Fall or spring. Cohan.

135 ECONOMIC DEVELOPMENT IN THE UNITED STATES (3). Principal fac-

tors governing American economic expansion since 1800. Fall and spring.

Gallman, Orsagh.

136 ECONOMIC DEVELOPMENT IN WESTERN EUROPE (3). Main features of

economic expansion under capitalism since 1700. Fall and spring. Gallman,

Orsagh.

140 ECONOMICS OF SOCIAL EXPENDITURES (3). Theory and practice ofpublic

spending on health, education, welfare and related areas. Minority group

problems considered. Fall. Wertz.

141 PUBLIC FINANCE (Political Science 191) (3). The facts and theories ofAmeri-

can public finance—federal, state and local. Public expenditures, taxes and
other forms of revenue, public borrowing, and the economic effects of fiscal

administration. Fall and spring. Liner, Strauss, Wilde.

143 PROBLEMS IN STATE AND LOCAL FINANCE (Political Science 193) (3).
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!5

Prerequisite, Economics 141 or equivalent. Selected problems relating to th«i

financing of state and local functions. Spring. Liner, Strauss.

145 INDUSTRIAL ORGANIZATION (3). The structure ofindustry and its relatior! !1

to performance; causes and historical development of industrial concentra

tion; investigation and analysis of specific industries in the current economy
Fall. Kwoka, D. McFarland.

146 INDUSTRIAL CONCENTRATION AND PUBLIC POLICY (3). Historical deli!

velopment of Federal policy toward business concentration and behavior; the

economic interpretation of present Federal anti-trust policy toward business

Spring. Kwoka, D. McFarland.

150 HEALTH ECONOMICS (3). An economic analysis ofthe production and distrijj

bution of health care. Spring. Scheffler.

151 THE AMERICAN TRANSPORTATION SYSTEM (3). A survey of the eco-

nomic characteristics and basic problems of the several modes of transporta

tion. Fall. Staff

152 TRANSPORTATION AS A REGULATED INDUSTRY (3). Economic prob-iM

lems and policies under state and federal regulation. Spring. Staff.

153 ECONOMICS OF REGULATED INDUSTRIES (3). Prerequisite, Economics

131 or equivalent. Market failure and government intervention in theory and

practice. Issues in regulating prices and profits in communications, power,

transport, and other industries. Fall or spring. Douglas.

159 HISTORY OF ECONOMIC DOCTRINES (3). A survey of the fundamental

forms of economic thought from the scholastics through Keynes. Fall

Tarascio.

161 INTERNATIONAL ECONOMICS (3). An introduction to international trade|«

the balance of payments, and related issues of foreign economic policy. FaU
and spring. Appleyard, Howie, Ingram.

163 ECONOMIC DEVELOPMENT (3). An introduction to the economic character-

istics and problems ofthe less developed countries and to theories and policies||jI

applicable to the developing economy. Fall and spring. Appleyard, Field,

Ingram, Keesing.

165 ECONOMICS OF POPULATION (3). Analysis ofeconomic-demographic inter-

relations including demographic analysis, population in history, population! |

and economic growth and development, economic models of fertility and mi-

gration, and population policy. Fall. Turchi.

166 CRIME AND THE ECONOMY (3). Economic theory and empirical research

are utilized to evaluate the volume of crime, its cost to society, and the impor-

tance of economic variables associated with crime. Spring. Orsagh.

170 ECONOMIC APPLICATIONS OF STATISTICAL ANALYSIS (3). Prerequi

site. Economics 70 or equivalent. Statistical methods in the construction, esti-

mation, testing, and application of linear economic models; computer pro-

grams and interpretation of their output in empirical analysis of common
economic theories. Spring. Murphy, Schmidt.

185 ECONOMIC FLUCTUATIONS (3). Prerequisite, Economics 132 or equivalent

Analysis ofeconomic fluctuations. Macroeconomic theory. Stabilization policy

Macroeconomic forecasting. Fall. M. W. Lee.

188 MICROECONOMIC THEORY (3). Prerequisite, graduate standing in Busi-

ness Administration or permission of the instructor. Utility and demand the-

ory of the firm; perfect and imperfect competition; applications and welfare

economics. Spring. Schmidt.

189 MACROECONOMIC THEORY (3). Prerequisite, graduate standing in Busi-j
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ness Administration or permission of the instructor. Determination of na-

tional income, interest rates, and the price level. Fall. Schmidt.

91 AN INTRODUCTION TO THE LABOR PROBLEM (3). A survey of the field

of labor with emphasis on the labor force, the structure of the labor market,

collective bargaining, wages, hours, and the hazards ofmodern industrial life.

Fall and spring. Guthrie, Johannesen, Kniesner, Polachek, Scheffler.

)2 COLLECTIVE BARGAINING (3). Prerequisite, Economics 191 or equivalent.

This course deals with collective bargaining agencies, procedure, and the sub-

ject matter of collective bargaining. Cognizance is taken of the existing legal

limitations on collective bargaining. Fall and spring. Johannesen.

)3 HISTORY OF THE LABOR MOVEMENT (3). Prerequisite, Economics 191 or

equivalent. A history of the labor movement in the United States, with some

references to its development in other industrial countries. The main objec-

tives ofthe labor movement and its economic consequences are stressed. Fall.

Staff.

94 SOCIAL INSURANCE (3). Prerequisite, Economics 191 or equivalent. The
: origin and development of social insurance as a means of dealing with the

I hazards of modern industrial life. Special consideration of the development

I of social insurance systems in the United States. (Alternate years.) Spring.

1 Staff.

95 HUMAN RESOURCES AND THE LABOR MARKET (3). An economic anal-

ysis of human resource topics such as investment in education and training,

occupational choice, economic discrimination, the welfare system and man-
power planning. Fall. Scheffler.

i96 COMPARATIVE ECONOMIC SYSTEMS (3). A sociological, economic, histori-

I cal, and welfare analj^ic study of alternative capitalist and socialist economic

systems build around the concepts of the ideal socio-economic order. Fall.

\
Rosefielde.

97 GOVERNMENT AND BUSINESS (Political Science 197) (3). The regulation

and control of business by government. Constitutional provisions, the anti-

trust laws, public utilities, taxation, labor laws, and transportation are the

fields explored. Spring. Staff

.98 LABOR LAW AND PUBLIC POLICY (3). Prerequisite, Economics 191. Evolu-

tion of public policy in the labor relations area, emphasizing the behavior

aspects via cases, the institutional forces, and current developments. Fall.

Johannesen.

99 SEMINAR IN ECONOMICS (3). Detailed examination of selected problems in

economics and a critical analysis of pertinent theories. Fall and spring. Staff.

bourses for Graduates

'500 ADVANCED MICROECONOMIC THEORY I (3). Prerequisite, Economics 131

or equivalent. Theory of utility and demand; brief review of perfect competi-

tion; theories of imperfect competition. Fall and spring. Lovell, Pfouts, Wertz.

m ADVANCED MICROECONOMIC THEORY II (3). Prerequisite, Economics

200 or equivalent. Advanced theory of utility and demand; continuation of

imperfect competition; brief treatment of methodology, of input-output meth-

ods and of welfare economics. Spring. Lovell, Pfouts, Wertz.

202 ADVANCED MACROECONOMIC THEORY I (3). Prerequisite, Economics

132 or equivalent. Keynesian and classical equilibrium models; theories ofthe

consumption function; capital and investment theory; portfolio and interest

theory. Fall. Benavie, Froyen, Waud.
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203 ADVANCED MACROECONOMIC THEORY II (3). Prerequisite, Economics

202 or equivalent. Growth models, general equilibrium approach to monetary

theory; input-output; disequilibrium theory; extensions ofKeynesian and clas .

sical models. Spring. Benavie, Froyen, Waud.
209 BASIC QUANTITATIVE TECHNIQUES I (Business Administration 209) (3)1

Prerequisite, graduate standing in business administration or economics. Ele-i

mentary calculus with application in economic theory, statistics, and manage-l

ment science. Fall. Staff.
j

210 BASIC QUANTITAllVE TECHNIQUES II (Business Administration 210) (3)j

Prerequisite, Economics 209 (Business Administration 209). Matrix algebra

and multi-dimensional calculus, with applications in economic theory, statis-

tics, and management science. Fall and spring. Staff
I

223 MATHEMATICAL ECONOMICS I (Statistics 182) (3). Prerequisite, Economics!

210 or equivalent. Basic concepts of mathematical economics. Linear equa-

tions and inequities; quadratic forms; differential calculus; convex sets and

functions; constrained maxima. Activity analysis, consumption and produc-j

tion. Fall. Staff

224 MATHEMATICAL ECONOMICS II (Statistics 183) (3). Prerequisite, Econom-.

ics 203. Mathematical investigation of economic concepts and models. Spring.]

Staff.
j

226 LINEAR PROGRAMMING (Business Administration 226) (Operations Re-

search/Systems Analysis 226) (3). Prerequisite, Economics 210 or equivalent.

A rigorous theoretic and algorithmic development, including geometry and

algebra in Rn, the simplex method (primal, dual, and revised), degeneracy,

duality and sensitivity analysis. Fall. Staff.
'

227 ADVANCED MATHEMATICAL PROGRAMMING (Business Administration!

227) (Operations Research/Systems Analysis 227) (3). Prerequisite, permission

' ofthe instructor. An advanced course in classic optimization with constraints.!

The Kuhn Tucker theory, Lagrange regularity, convex programming, specialj

algorithms, and nonlinear duality theory. Spring. Evans, Murphy.

235 GENERAL ECONOMIC HISTORY (3). Pre-industrial societies, early stagesi

of industrial growth, and growth of the world economy in the nineteenth

century. Spring. Gallman, Orsagh.

236 MODERN ECONOMIC HISTORY (3). Prerequisite, Economics 235 or permis-l

sion ofthe professor. Economic change in modern Western societies. Compara-|

tive study ofgrowth in Europe and North America. Spring. Gallman, Orsagh.;

241 ADVANCED PUBLIC FINANCE (3). Prerequisite, Economics 141 or equiva-:

lent. Theory ofpublic finance; criteria, procedures, instruments, proposals and!

operation. The relationship between fiscal and other public policy. Spring),

Strauss, Wilde.

245 ADVANCED BUSINESS ORGANIZATION AND SOCIAL CONTROL (3)J

Prerequisite, permission of the professor. Extensive readings in the literature

are required. Emphasis is placed upon the role ofeconomic analysis in dealing

with problems in this field. (Alternate years.) Spring. Kwoka, D. McFarland:

246 TRANSPORTATION PROBLEMS AND POLICIES (3). A course designed toi

develop an understanding ofthe major problems affecting the American trans^j

portation system and ofthe need formulating effective transportation policies:

Fall. Staff.

247 DYNAMICS OF TRANSPORTATION (3). Prerequisite, permission of the|

professor. The role of transportation in providing mobility in developing ma-i

ture economies. Spring. Staff.
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248 ECONOMIC REGULATION OF INDUSTRY (3). Economic regulation in the-

ory and practice. Principles of optimal regulation are developed, and regula-

tory performance in various industries is appraised. Fall. Douglas.

251 HISTORY OF ECONOMIC THOUGHT I (3). A survey of the development of

economic thought from the seventeenth century to the present, with particu-

lar emphasis on doctrines reflected in modern economic theory. Spring.

Tarascio.

252 HISTORY OF ECONOMIC THOUGHT II (3). A study of economic doctrines

from the nineteenth century to the present in a methodological perspective.

Fall. Tarascio.

261 THEORY OF INTERNATIONAL TRADE (3). Prerequisite, graduate standing

in economics or permission of the instructor. The theory of international

values; comparative advantage and the gains from trade; commercial policy.

Fall. Appleyard, Howie, Ingram.

262 INTERNATIONAL MONETARY ECONOMICS (3). Prerequisite, graduate

standing in economics or permission ofthe instructor. Analysis ofthe interna-

tional monetary system; exchange rates; the process of adjustment in the

balance of payments. Spring. Appleyard, Howie, Ingram.

263 ECONOMIC DEVELOPMENT: THEORY AND POLICY (3). Prerequisite, per-

mission of the instructor. Intensive study of the development processes and

problems of the less developed countries, with emphasis upon theories of

growth and development, internal and external policies, and planning strate-

gies. Fall or spring. Field, Keesing, Ingram.

264 SELECTED TOPICS IN ECONOMIC DEVELOPMENT AND DEVELOP-
MENT PLANNING (3). Prerequisite, Economics 263 or equivalent. Examina-

tion ofvarious topics in economic development ofthe less developed countries,

with special emphasis on the role of development planning. Fall or spring.

Appleyard, Field, Ingram.

265 ECONOMICS AND POPULATION (3). Prerequisite, graduate standing in

economics or permission of the instructor. Analysis of economic-demographic

interrelationships including: population and economic development; popula-

tion, environmental decay and zero-population-growth; models of fertility,

migration, and spatial organization; population policy. Spring. Turchi.

271 FUNDAMENTALS OF STATISTICAL THEORY (3). Prerequisite, Economics

70 or equivalent. Polynomial and exponential trends; moving seasonal; index

numbers; estimation; power of a test; differences among variances and means;

binomial distribution; chi-square, multiple and partial correlation; correlation

ratio; rank correlation. Fall. Lovell, Murphy, Polachek, Schmidt.

272 INTERMEDIATE STATISTICS (3). Prerequisite, Economics 271 or equiva-

lent. Orthogonal polynomials; growth curves; weighted moving averages; the-

ory of index numbers. Analysis of variance and covariance. Poisson distribu-

tion; hypergeometric distribution. Compact methods in correlation. (1974-

1975 and alternate years.) Spring. Murphy, Schmidt.

273 ECONOMETRICS (3). Prerequisite, Economics 210 or 271, or equivalent. The
application of statistical methods to economic problems. Topics include mea-

surement of demand and costs and macroeconomic models. Fall. Murphy,
Schmidt.

274 ADVANCED ECONOMETRICS (3). Prerequisite, Economics 273 or equiva-

lent. A study of advanced econometric methods, current econometric prob-

lems, and the methodology of testing econometric models. Spring. Murphy,
Schmidt.
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281 MONETARY THEORY (3). Monetary systems in the light of theory and his-

torical development. Evaluation of contemporary policies and reform propos-

als. Analysis of interrelationships between monetary factors and economic
processes and phenomena. Fall and spring. Philbrook. i

282 CENTRAL BANKING AND MONETARY POLICY (3). Prerequisite, Econom-
ics 132 or equivalent. The objective, structure, and functions of central banks,

especially the Federal Reserve System. Central bank operations, formation

and execution of monetary policy, and the impact and effectiveness of mone-
j

tary action. Spring. Kreps.

285 ANALYSIS OF ECONOMIC FLUCTUATIONS (3). Nature of economic flue-
j

tuations. Business cycle theory. Economic stabilization and growth. Spring.

Froyen.
I

288 MANAGERIAL ECONOMICS (3). Prerequisite, graduate standing in business

administration or economics. The price system, competitive equilibrium and
imperfect competition. Fall. Kwoka, D. McFarland.

289 STABILIZATION AND ECONOMIC GROWTH (3). Prerequisite, graduate

standing in business administration or economics. The macrostructure and ;

operation of the aggregate system; emphasis on growth and economic fluctua-

tions. Consideration of stabilization problems, domestic and international;

macroeconomic forecasting. Spring. Douglas, Kwoka, Wilde.
|

291 LABOR ECONOMICS (3). Prerequisite, Economics 191 or equivalent. The
I

economic implications of basic phenomena in the field of labor, including the

demand for and supply of labor, wage theory, unemployment, the economics

of reduced working hours, collective bargaining, and social insurance. Spring.

Polachek.

292 LABOR-MANAGEMENT RELATIONS (Business Administration 292) (3). An
advanced study ofthe procedure, subject matter and legal framework ofcoUec-

1

tive bargaining. Spring. Staff.

294 POLICIES AND PRACTICES IN LABOR DISPUTE SETTLEMENT (3).

Prerequisite, Economics 191 or equivalent. A study of the theory and practice

in the settlement of labor disputes. Attention will be given to grievance proce-
j

dure, mediation, fact finding, and arbitration. Special consideration will be

given to the economic implications ofsuch procedures and the resultant effects

upon the public interest. (1973-1974 and alternate years.) Spring. Staff.

295 COMPARATIVE SOCIALIST ECONOMIC SYSTEMS (3). Contemporary theo-
\

ries ofmarket and planned socialist economics and their applications in Latin
\

America, Eastern Europe, and Asia. Spring. Rosefielde.

296 SOVIET ECONOMIC PLANNING (3). A detailed study of the Soviet economy
j

in historical perspective, including Russian economic development in histori-
j

cal perspective, including Russian economic development from St. Vladamir's
:|

time to the present, Soviet planning, index number theory and an assessment i

of the social content of Soviet socialism. Fall. Rosefielde.

297 MODERN SOCIALISM IN ITS HISTORICAL DEVELOPMENT (3). A sys-

tematic study of the development of socialist economic theory from Owen to
;

Cohn-Bendit, emphasizing Marx, Russian Marxism, and contemporary Marx-

ist economic theory. (1973-1974 and alternate years.) Fall. Rosefielde.

300 SEMINAR IN ECONOMIC THEORY I (3). Prerequisite, Economics 201 and 1

202. Seminar study of advanced topics in economic theory. Fall. Staff*.

301 SEMINAR IN ECONOMIC THEORY II (3). Prerequisite, Economics 300 or i

permission of the professor. Seminar study of advanced topics in economic

;

theory. Spring. Staff.
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304 SEMINAR IN MATHEMATICAL ECONOMICS (3). Prerequisite, permis-

sion of the instructor. Advanced topics in mathematical and quantitative

economics. Spring. Staff.

335 SEMINAR IN ECONOMIC HISTORY (3). Relation of economic history to

economics; history of work in the field. Current problems and techniques of

study and research. Fall and spring. Gallman, Orsagh.

341 RESEARCH IN PUBLIC FINANCE (3). Prerequisite, permission ofthe profes-

sor. Open to qualified graduate students who wish to make intensive studies

in particular fields ofpublic finance. Conference hours subject to arrangement.

Written reports are normally required. Fall and spring. Staff.

351 SEMINAR IN THE HISTORY OF ECONOMIC THOUGHT (3). Prerequisite,

permission of the professor. Advanced study of economic analysis beyond the

scope of economics 251 and 252. Fall and spring. Tarascio.

361 SEMINAR IN INTERNATIONAL ECONOMICS (3). Prerequisite, Economics

262 or equivalent. A directed reading and research course. Spring. Appleyard,

Howie, Ingram.

363 SEMINAR IN ECONOMIC DEVELOPMENT (3). Prerequisite, Economics 264

or equivalent. Directed reading and research on selected problems in economic

development. Fall and spring. Appleyard, Field, Keesing.

371 RESEARCH IN ECONOMIC STATISTICS (3). Prerequisite, permission of the

professor. Spring. Staff.

381 SEMINAR IN MONEY AND EMPLOYMENT (3). Prerequisite, permission of

the professor. The advanced study ofbusiness cycles. The modern controversy

over employment and wages, interest, and money; anti-depression policy.

Spring. Douglas, Philbrook.

386 SEMINAR IN PORTFOLIO MANAGEMENT (Business Administration 386)

(3). Prerequisite, permission of the professor. Development, testing, and eco-

nomic effects of models for determining the selection of assets. Spring. Latane.

391 SEMINAR IN LABOR (3). Prerequisite, permission of the professor. This

course offers mature students an opportunity to carry their investigations of

significant matter beyond the limits of the formal course offerings. Fall and
spring. Staff.

393 MASTER'S THESIS (3 or more). Fall and spring Staff.

394 DOCTORAL DISSERTATION (3 or more). Fall and spring Staff.

396 SEMINAR IN SOVIET ECONOMICS (3). Prerequisite, permission of the

professor. Studies of selected problems of the Soviet economy and related

aspects ofSoviet economic thought. Seminar members are expected to present

reports on assigned research topics. Fall. Rosefielde.

399 SEMINAR. Prerequisite, permission of the professor. Individual research in

a special field under direction ofa member ofthe Department. Fall and spring.

Staff.

400 GENERAL REGISTRATION (0).
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(1) those which present the facts and theories upon which moderi

education is founded; (2) those which seek to develop the skills ani'

attitudes necessary in the conduct of modern schools; and (3) thos'

which aid and stimulate the student in the discovery, interpretatior

and improvement of educational conditions.

Advanced Degrees

The School of Education offers programs leading to the followin;

degrees: Master of Arts, Master of Arts in Teaching, Master of Art

in College Teaching, Master of Arts in Student Personnel Service

in Higher Education, Master of Education, Doctor of Education, an/

Doctor of Philosophy. The requirements for the degree of Master c

Arts and Doctor of Philosophy in all departments in the Universit;

are discussed elsewhere in this catalogue.

Master of Education

The Master ofEducation degree is offered for elementary teachers

administrators, supervisors, guidance personnel, research person

nel, and other special service personnel.

Requirements for this degree are:

(573) School Psychology

(577) Learning Disabilities

(105) School Psychology

(115) Higher and Adult Education
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1. The regular requirements for admission to the Graduate

Ichool.

2. Thirty semester hours in courses of advanced character are

'^equired for the master's degree. At least two full semesters of resi-

ence, or part-time residence sufficient in amount for completion of

semester hours credit, is necessary to meet residence require-

iients. All work credited toward the degree must be completed

/ithin a period of five years.

3. A major in education.

4. Of the 30 semester hours of graduate work required, 18 to 21

nust be in education and 9 to 12 in the department of the minor;

•r 18 in education, 6 in a minor, and the remaining 6 in education,

he minor, or a third department. The thesis may count 3 to 6

emester hours in the major. (This option does not reduce the course

equirements for majors in guidance and personnel work). Students

vho specialize in elementary education must take four courses in

he minor in order to meet certification requirements. The four

;ourses may be either (1) taken entirely in one academic field or (2)

iplit, with a minimum of two courses in each of two areas.

5. Application for admission to candidacy for the master's degree,

vhich must be filed no later than the date specified in the Graduate

school Calendar of Events.

6. A written comprehensive examination in the field ofthe major.

7. The option of submitting a thesis of 3 to 6 semester hours in

:he major field, in which case there is a final oral examination on
:he thesis.

Master of Arts in Teaching

This degree is designed especially to meet the needs of those who
ire seeking to fulfill a graduate teaching program. The M.A.T. pro-

gram of studies is designed for:

(a) graduates of liberal arts programs who desire to fulfill under-

graduate requirements for certification in the secondary school and
pursue graduate study in the teaching field and in education;

(b) graduates of teacher education programs who have completed
che requirements for the North Carolina Class A Certificate or its

equivalent, and who wish to continue study toward a graduate de-

cree and graduate certificate;

(c) experienced teachers who may wish to continue graduate work
for graduate certification.

Requirements for the degree:

1. The regular requirements for admission to the Graduate
School.
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2. A minimum residence period of two semesters or part-time

residence sufficient in amount for completion of the course require-i

ment. All work credited toward the degree must be completed withinj

a period of five years.
j

3. A major in a teaching field and a minor in education.
j

4. At least 30 graduate semester hours, with 18 to 21 in the teach-j

ing field and 9 to 12 in education; or 18 in the teaching field, 6 inj

education and the remaining 6 in the teaching field, the minor, oi

a third department.

5. Application for admission to candidacy for the master's degree

must be filed no later than the date specified in the Graduate Schooli

Calendar of Events.

6. A written comprehensive examination in the field ofthe major
.j

7. Satisfactory completion of approved supervised student teach-

ing. I

Master of Arts Degree in Student Personnel Services in

Higher Education

The program requires the completion of a minimum 36 semestei;

hours, with either a three or four-course minor in a single field oi

a split minor with six hours in each oftwo fields. A thesis, final oral

and written examination are also required.

The following courses or their equivalents are required:

EDCI 261 Higher Education in the United States

EDSP 205 Group Counseling Procedures }

EDSP 201 Theories of Counseling '

EDSP 204 The Use of Tests in the Analysis of the Individual

EDFO 280 Statistical Methods in Education

EDCI 252 Group Process and Behavorial Change
EDSP 302 Internship in Student Personnel Services

Minor courses are selected from Business Administration, Psy-

chology or Sociology. Choice of electives, modifications or substitu-

tions are made only with prior consent of the faculty adviser.

Persons with bachelor's degrees from recognized institutions whc

meet the requirements for admission to the Graduate School will be

eligible. Interested persons who do not have backgrounds in educa

tion are eligible for this program if they meet other requirements!

Master of Arts in College Teaching

The Master of Arts in College Teaching Program is under thej

direction ofan interdepartmental committee and is designed to proij

vide prospective teachers for two-year colleges a strong liberal edu

cation with graduate study in one or two fields, professional preparal

i
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lion in areas related to philosophical concepts of the two-year col-

leges in higher education, the college curriculum and instruction,

and opportunities to participate in a supervised internship.

Recognizing the need for well-prepared teachers whose respon-

sibilities demand special academic and professional competencies,

the following master's degree program (48 semester hours) has been

3stablished:

1. Special Area of Study—36 semester hours including:

a. 18-21 hours in one department or degree curriculum

b. 9-12 hours in same department as above or in a second

I department, and
'

c. 6-9 hours in allied subjects.

d. The selection of the special area of study should be made
after consultation with, and approval of, the assigned ad-

viser from the selected academic area. The special area

should be built upon a strong undergraduate major or

minor with appropriate supporting courses.

2. Professional Area—12 semester hours including:

a. Concepts in the development ofjunior colleges and higher

j

education (EDCI 261)—3 hours.

b. Principles and practices ofcollege teaching. (EDCI 265)—

3

hours.

c. A one semester internship under the direction ofa selected

college teacher and supervised by University stafffrom the

major and professional area. Concurrent seminar in in-

I

struction theory and practice. (EDCI 360)—6 hours. Stu-

dents may register for the internship (6 semester hours)

only after the completion of a minimum of 24 semester

hours (18 in the major area and EDCI 261 and 265 for 3

semester hours each). Students completing the internship

I

may register for the internship concurrently with the

above courses.

The degree of Master ofArts in College Teaching will be awarded
''upon satisfactory completion of the above graduate program and a
comprehensive written examination in the department selected for

the special area of study (18-21 semester hours).

All applications for admission are received and reviewed by the

Graduate School. The Graduate Record Examinations and letters of

recommendation are used to supplement transcripts ofprevious aca-

demic training. All students must be in residence a minimum period

of two semesters including the intern semester and additional fuU-

'time or part-time residence sufficient in amount for completion of
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the course requirement. All work credited toward degree must be
j

completed within a period of five years. General Regulations stated
|

by the Graduate School are applicable to this program.

Doctor of Education

Candidates for this degree will be carefully examined with respect

to previous scholarship, type of experience, success in professional

activities, and purpose in working for the degree.

Requirements for this degree include:

1. A bachelor's degree from a recognized institution.

2. Three years of successful teaching and/or administrative ex-

perience. Any case in which justifiable deviation from this rule of

eligibility occurs will be decided by the Graduate School in confer-

ence with the School of Education.

3. A minimum residence offour semesters or two academic years

with at least two semesters of continuous residence at the Univer-

sity.

4. A concentration in either the broad area of administration

and supervision or in the supervision ofinstruction in a special area.

In addition, appropriate supporting courses in the School of Educa-

tion are required. The minor must include at least 18 semester hours

of graduate credit in an outside and related department or depart-

ments. Courses in the minor for a student who concentrates in the

area of the supervision of science and mathematics education must

be selected from courses in science and mathematics approved by

the student's committee and the Administrative Board ofthe Gradu-

ate School.

5. A reading knowledge of one modern foreign language.

(a) The submission of a transcript from an institution ap-

proved by a regional accrediting association, showing un-

dergraduate credits in a modern foreign language cover-

ing at least nine semester hours with an average of at

least C; or

(b) A student who has not satisfied this requirement of a

modern foreign language in undergraduate study may,

satisfy it by successfully completing six semester hours i

in a modern foreign language taken in this institution on

in some other approved college or university; or, by suc-

cessfully passing the reading knowledge examination ad-

ministered by the appropriate language department.

6. Competence in the use of research instruments. Prior to thei

first doctoral examination, the student's competence in the use of
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he research instruments pertinent to the proposed dissertations

/ill be established through completion ofrequired research courses,

r by examination.

7. Written examination in the field of concentration.

8. Doctoral oral examination covering the entire field of study.

9. Application for a degree must be filed not later than the date

Lsted in the Calendar of Events.

10. A final oral examination.

11. A dissertation.

WaYEAR PROGRAMS

Pwo-Year Graduate Program in Supervision

The School of Education offers a two-year graduate program for

he preparation of school supervisors. It is planned according to the

ipproved-program approach to teacher education and certification

idopted by the State Board of Education, September 6, 1962. Stan-

lards and guidelines for developing this program were issued by the

5tate Department of Public Instruction, October, 1962, in Publica-

ion 353, Standards and Guidelines for the Approval ofInstitutions

md Programs for Teacher Education.

Even though the National Council for the Accreditation of

Teacher Education (NCATE) has no requirements for an advanced

urogram in supervision, the policies and specifications formulated

yy NCATE were carefully considered in planning this program in

jupervision. Certain elements, including the general requirements

-QY admission, residence, credit transfer, and examinations will be

:he same as in the administration program.

The program of each candidate is planned to meet specific in-

dividual needs and the North Carolina requirements for the super-

ior's certificate at the fifth-year (master's) level and for the ad-

vanced certificate at the sixth-year level.

Fwo-Year Graduate Program for School Psychologists

The School of Education is offering a program for the preparation

3f school psychologists. The program requires a minimum of 60

semester hours ofgraduate study plus an internship and is designed

to meet the requirements for certification as established by the State

Board of Education. Applicants for admission to the program must
qualify for admission to graduate study in Education. It is expected

that completion ofthe program will qualify the student for the M.Ed,
degree with a concentration in school psychology.
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Two-Year Graduate Program in School Administration i

The School of Education offers a two-year program of planned!

study leading to recommendation for advanced certification inj

school administration. This nondegree program has been approved

by the National Council for Accreditation ofTeacher Education and
meets the requirements ofthe North Carolina State Board ofEduca-

tion. '

Unconditional admission involves meeting the requirements for;

admission to the Graduate School and to the School of Education.;

The program for the two years totals 60 semester hours, including

the master's degree. However, all work is planned with an adviser

and must be consistent with stated requirements and pertinent toi

the candidate's career goal.

Graduate Program in Vocational Rehabilitation

This program provides two years of full-time preparation includ-

ing course work and supervised practicum in rehabilitation counsel-:

ing. Students complete requirements for a Master of Education de-

gree in Vocational Rehabilitation. Requirements for admission are:

a bachelor's degree from an accredited institution, acceptance by the!

Graduate School, and approval by the Rehabilitation Counselor

Training Committee ofthe School ofEducation. Students may begin;

in the fall, spring, or summer semesters.
i

For additional information regarding any of the graduate pro-'

grams listed above contact the Dean, School of Education, 101 Pea-

body Hall, The University of North Carolina at Chapel Hill, 27514.

Physical Education

The Physical Education Department offers graduate students ai

major in the field of health and physical education. This major is

designed to prepare students for the teaching of health education

and physical education on elementary, secondary, and college levels.
|

Adequate library and laboratory facilities are available for advanced

study in these subjects. The physical equipment for laboratory worki

in fields of sports is provided in Woollen Gymnasium. The library;

and laboratory facilities of the School of Medicine and the School

of Public Health will be available for advanced work.

The prerequisites for graduate work in health education and

physical education are: (1) certain basic courses in the field ofbiologi-i

cal science (equivalent to Zoology 11 and 41), (2) elementary anat-l

omy and physiology, (3) adequate background in education.

The graduate student with a major in this field takes courses ini
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the following areas: (1) principles, and administration of health and
physical education, (2) personal and community hygiene, (3) adapt-

ive physical education, (4) techniques of problem-solving and re-

search, (5) physiology of exercise, (6) required electives in the fields

of education, recreation, sociology, and psychology.

Course Offering

The School ofEducation is a member ofthe American Association

of Colleges for Teacher Education. All graduate degree programs,

for the preparation of public school personnel, have been approved

by the National Council for Accreditation of Teacher Education.

Course offerings are categorized by major divisions and by pro-

gram areas. Courses numbered 100 to 199 are open to qualified

advanced undergraduate students and to graduate students. Courses

numbered 200, and above, are open to only graduate students.

Most of the graduate courses in education are available in one or

both of the two terms of the summer session. See the catalogue of

the Summer Session.

Attention is called to courses listed in the departments of Psy-

chology, Sociology, Physical Education, Dramatic Art, and other

departments that are ofparticular importance in present-day prepa-

ration of teachers and educational administrators. Advanced
courses in physical education are listed at the end of this section.

EDUCATIONAL FOUNDATIONS

Psychological Foundations

EDFO 100 PSYCHOLOGICAL FOUNDATIONS OF EDUCATION (3). The nature

and relevance of educational psychology; sources and interpretation of educa-

tional and psychological data; components of teacher-learning situations,

evaluation, and reporting. Fall and spring. Sommerfeld, Scott, Stuck, Coop,

Gaa.

EDFO 101 PSYCHOLOGY OF CHILDHOOD AND ADOLESCENCE (3). Theories of

child and adolescent development plus research findings which aid in the

understanding ofhuman behavior and development. Fall and spring. Sommer-
feld, Scott, Gaa.

EDFO 103 PSYCHOLOGY OF ADULT LEARNING: INTERACTION OF VALUES,
PERSONALITY AND COGNITION (3). This course will study the interaction

of personality, motivation, values, attitudes, and cognition of students from
late adolescence through middle age. Spring. Stuck.

EDFO 106 EDUCATIONAL MEASUREMENT AND EVALUATION (3). Basic con-

cepts in measurement and evaluation. The role of evaluation in curriculum

construction and revision and in the improvement ofinstruction. Spring. Som-
merfeld, White.

EDFO 108 MENTAL HYGIENE IN TEACHING (3). Prerequisites, introductory

courses in psychology and education. The role of the teacher in the socializa-
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tion and development of emotional health in children as accompanying aca- i SI

demic development. Fall and spring. Staff.

EDFO 201 PSYCHOLOGY OF LEARNING IN THE SCHOOL (3). Prerequisite, Edu-

cation 71 or equivalent. A study oflearning in the school setting; fundamental
concepts, issues: evaluation of materials and experiences. Spring. Stuck.

EDFO 207 THEORY AND USE OF INDIVIDUAL INTELLIGENCE TESTS (3).
|

Prerequisite, EDFO 106 or equivalent and permission of the instructor. Sum- \

^

mer. Brantley.

EDFO 301 SEMINAR IN HUMAN LEARNING AND COGNITION (3). Prerequisites,

at least one course in human development at the graduate level, or permission

ofinstructor. An analysis ofresearch data and theoretical positions pertaining
|

to individual differences in human development in the educational setting.

;

Fall. Coop, Stuck.
I

EDFO 302 SEMINAR IN HUMAN LEARNING AND COGNITION (3). Prerequisite,

one and preferably two courses in educational and developmental psychology.

Psychology oflearning (theoretical aspects) and psychology oflearning (practi-

cal applications). Spring. Sommerfeld, Stuck.

EDFO 303 PROBLEMS IN EDUCATIONAL MEASUREMENT (3). May be repeated

for credit. Prerequisites, EDFO 106, permission of instructor. Fall and spring.

Staff.

EDFO 305 PROBLEMS IN EDUCATIONAL PSYCHOLOGY (3-6). Study and devel-|

opment oforiginal investigations. Prerequisite, permission ofinstructor. Staff.

Social Foundations

EDFO 120 SOCIAL FOUNDATIONS OF AMERICAN EDUCATION (3). A study of
|

the historical developments, philosophical theories and social force influenc-

ing American Education. Not appropriate in a doctoral program. Fall, spring]

and summer. Holton, Schlechty, Phillips, Unks.
!

EDFO 220 PHILOSOPHY OF MODERN EDUCATION (3). A comparative study of

the current philosophies ofeducation with particular attention to their impact
i

on solutions offered to problems currently recognized in American education.

Fall. Holton, Phillips, Sobel.

EDFO 221 PHILOSOPHICAL ISSUES IN THE PRESENT CRISIS IN EDUCATION
(Philosophy 145) (3). An examination of the nature, methods, and limits of

education and what makes it possible by a philosophic exploration ofmind and i

language. Emphasis on habits, skills, motivation, experience and discursive!

thought and their roles in the formation of an educated mind. SummerA
Adams.

EDFO 223 EDUCATIONAL SOCIOLOGY (3). An application of Sociological theory
;

and research to problems of concern to educators. Fall. Schlechty.

EDFO 228 THE SCHOOL IN AN URBAN SETTING (3). This course is designed as

a seminar to explore the implications ofurbanization for educational agencies.:

Particular attention will be given to public schools. Spring. Schlechty.

EDFO 321 SEMINAR IN EDUCATIONAL PHILOSOPHY (3-6). Repeat for credit.l

Topics in educational philosophy to be determined by the students with the
j

instructor. Fall and spring. Holton.
\

EDFO 323 PROBLEMS IN THE PHILOSOPHICAL FOUNDATIONS OF EDUCA-l

TION (3 or more). Prerequisite, EDFO 220 and 221, or equivalents. Spring.\

Staff.

EDFO 324 PROBLEMS IN THE SOCIOLOGICAL FOUNDATIONS OF EDUCA-l!

TION (3 or more). Prerequisites, EDFO 223 and 228, or equivalents. Spring.

Staff.
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EDFO 325 PROBLEMS IN THE ANTHROPOLOGICAL FOUNDATIONS OF EDU-
CATION (3 or more). Prerequisites, EDFO 123 and Anthropology 121 and 122,

or equivalent. Spring. Staff.

' History and Comparative Education

EDFO 241 EUROPEAN FOUNDATIONS OF MODERN EDUCATION (3). A survey

of the development of western education in Europe from ancient times until

the beginning of the twentieth century. Fall. Holton, Phillips.

EDFO 242 SOCIAL AND EDUCATIONAL HISTORY OF THE UNITED STATES (3).

A survey of the social forces influencing the development of American educa-

tion from the period ofcolonization to the early years ofthe twentieth century.

Spring. Holton, Phillips,

i
EDFO 245 COMPARATIVE EDUCATION (3). A study of education in other cultural

settings with implications for the student of American education. Spring and

summer. Holton, Rhyne.

EDFO 341 PROBLEMS IN HISTORY OF EDUCATION (3 or more). Prerequisites,

EDFO 241 and 242, or equivalents. Fall and spring. Staff.

EDFO 342 PROBLEMS IN COMPARATIVE EDUCATION (3 or more). Prerequisites,

EDFO 245, or equivalent. Spring. Staff.

Educational Research

EDFO 280 STATISTICS FOR EDUCATIONAL RESEARCH, I (3). Orientation to

statistics; principles and methods of descriptive statistics: central tendency,

variability, the normal curve, standard scores, centiles, correlation; introduc-

tion to statistical inference: sampling, t, Chi square, simple analysis of vari-

ance; introduction to non-parametric methods. Fall. Sommerfeld, Tracy,

White.

EDFO 281 STATISTICS FOR EDUCATIONAL RESEARCH, II (3). Sampling, proba-

bility and statistical inference: multiple classification analysis of variance,

interaction, analysis of covariance, linear regression, partial correlation, mul-

tiple correlation, multiple regression; nonparametric techniques. Spring.

White, Sommerfeld.

EDFO 285 PROCEDURES IN EDUCATIONAL RESEARCH (3). Prerequisite, EDFO
280 or permission of the instructor. An orientation to research methods, prob-

lems, and procedure in historical, survey, developmental, and comparative

studies; criteria for evaluating research; and the communication of research

findings. Spring. Sommerfeld, Tracy, Stuck, White.

EDFO 286 DESIGN AND ANALYSIS OF RESEARCH PROJECTS (3). Prerequisites,

EDFO 280, 281 and 285 (which may be taken concurrently), or permission of

the instructor. The designing, conducting, and analyzing of significant school-

oriented research procedures—statistical techniques; methods ofcontrol; sam-

pling procedures; data collecting procedures. Introduction to computer tech-

niques. Sommerfeld, White.

EDFO 385 DOCTORAL RESEARCH SEMINAR (3). Prerequisites, two courses in

graduate education. Permission of instructor. Fall and spring. Members ofthe

Graduate Faculty.

General School of Education Registrations

\

EDFO 390 SEMINAR IN EDUCATION (3). Prerequisites, two courses in graduate

education. Permission of instructor. Fall and spring. Members ofthe graduate

faculty.
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EDFO 393 MASTER'S THESIS (3 or more). Fall and spring. Members ofthe graduate

faculty.

EDFO 394 DOCTORAL DISSERTATION (3 or more). Fall and spring. Members of'

the graduate faculty.

EDFO 400 GENERAL REGISTRATION (0).

CURRICULUM AND INSTRUCTION I

Curriculum Construction

EDCI 200 THE SCHOOL CURRICULUM (3). Open to seniors and graduate students ^

with 15 semester hours of credit in education or by permission of the instruc-

1

tor. Fall and spring. Blackburn, Hennis.

EDCI 202 ELEMENTARY EDUCATION IN THE UNITED STATES (3). Fall. Jones,

Lane.

EDCI 204 THE JUNIOR HIGH SCHOOL (3). Fall. Staff. .

EDCI 206 SECONDARY EDUCATION IN THE UNITED STATES (3). Fall and^

spring. Staff.

EDCI 208 THE COLLEGE CURRICULUM (3). Prerequisite, EDCI 261 or the equiva-

lent, or permission of the instructor. A study of the theories of general educa-

;

tion and the determinants and issues of the curriculum in the college; an
analysis of research and policy in relation to academic procedures. Fall. Staff.

EDCI 209 CURRICULUM THEORY (3). An advanced course in curriculum theory,

research and experimentation. Study and evaluation of recent curriculum

reports and system-wide curriculum developments including provisions for

the atypical and culturally deprived student. Spring and summer. Blackburn,

Hennis.

EDCI 303 PROBLEMS IN THE CURRICULUM (3). May be repeated for credit, i

Prerequisites, two courses in graduate education. Fall and spring. Staff. \

Educational Media

EDCI 111 AUDIO-VISUAL INSTRUCTION: TECHNIQUES AND MATERIALS (3). ;

Presents the techniques and methods for using the appropriate educational

media and supporting resources in instructional situations. Fall, spring and I

summer. Wileman, Gale, Trohanis.

EDCI 113 INTRODUCTION TO INSTRUCTIONAL MATERIAL PRODUCTION (3).

The planning and production of two and three dimensional materials, such i

as: television graphics, slides, overhead transparencies, manipulative tactile

materials and animated motion pictures. Fall, spring. Wileman. !

EDCI 115 PROGRAMMED INSTRUCTION (3). Programming as a theoretical con-

struct. Programming as a technique for designing and composing instructional ]

presentations. The learner will receive an in-depth exposure to linear and I

branching paradigms. Students will design, develop, and test their unique

:

programs. Fall. Gale.

EDCI 211 SYSTEMATIC INSTRUCTIONAL DEVELOPMENT (3). The course de-

lineates systematic strategies for instructional development including: task

;

analysis, instructional system analysis, criteria for media selection, criteria i

for sequencing, instructional management and control techniques, and cost i

effectiveness. Spring. Gale.

Early Childhood Education

EDCI 120 EARLY CHILDHOOD EDUCATION (3). The development of early child-

hood education; growth and development characteristics of very young chil-
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dren; providing an environment for learning; and organizing and administer-

ing programs and services. Summer. Day, Brice, Curry.

3DCI 121 THE CURRICULUM OF EARLY CHILDHOOD EDUCATION (3). The
objectives of early childhood education; and curricula in language develop-

ment, science, social living, number, music, art, and dramatic play. Summer.

Day, Brice.

SDCI 220 ORGANIZATION AND SUPERVISION OF PROGRAMS FOR YOUNG
CHILDREN (3). A course concerned with organizational structures of schools

for young children focusing on students, staff, finances, physical plant, school

services, public relations, and curriculum. Required ofearly childhood majors

assuming supervisory roles. Fall. Day, Brice.

SDCI 321 PRACTICUM PROBLEMS IN EARLY CHILDHOOD EDUCATION
RELATED TO TEACHING (3). Prerequisites, EDCI 120 and 121. Supervised

observation and teaching internship experiences in programs for young chil-

dren. Spring. Day, Brice.

SDCI 322 PRACTICUM PROBLEMS IN EARLY CHILDHOOD EDUCATION
RELATED TO SUPERVISION AND ADMINISTRATION (3). Prerequisites,

EDCI 120 and 121 and to be taken with or after EDCI 321. A supervised

internship experience in both an administrative and a supervisory role in

programs for young children. Spring. Day, Brice.

Elementary School Instruction

EDCI 230 THE LANGUAGE ARTS IN THE ELEMENTARY SCHOOL (3). A consid-

eration of the objectives, methods and materials of instruction, issues, trends,

and research related to oral language, written expression, listening skills and
reading. Fall and summer. Palmer, Jones.

EDCI 231 IMPROVEMENT IN READING (3). This survey course in developmental

and corrective reading instruction considers objectives, methods, materials,

issues, trends, and bibliography. Fall, spring and summer. Palmer, Jones.

EDCI 232 DIAGNOSIS AND TREATMENT OF READING DIFFICULTIES (3).

Prerequisites, Education 264 and permission of the instructor. The course

considers causes of reading disability, observation and interview procedures,

standard, informal and diagnostic testing, report writing, and methods and
materials of instruction. Fall and summer. Palmer, Jones.

EDCI 233 PRACTICUM IN DIAGNOSIS AND TREATMENT OF READING DIF-

FICULTIES (3). Prerequisite, EDCI 232. A supervised clinical or laboratory

practicum with reading disability cases. Spring and summer. Palmer, Jones.

EDCI 235 THE SOCIAL STUDIES IN THE ELEMENTARY SCHOOL (3). Fall. Lane.

EDCI 236 NATURAL SCIENCE IN THE ELEMENTARY SCHOOL (3). Spring Staff.

EDCI 237 MATHEMATICS IN THE ELEMENTARY SCHOOL (3). Spring Jones,

Ballew.

EDCI 330 INVESTIGATIONS IN READING (3). Prerequisite, EDCI 231 and permis-

sion of the instructor. Spring. Palmer, Jones.

EDCI 335 PROBLEMS IN ELEMENTARY EDUCATION (3). May be repeated for

credit. Prerequisite, two courses in graduate education. Fall and spring. Staff.

Secondary School Instruction

EDCI 240 INVESTIGATIONS AND TRENDS IN THE TEACHING OF ENGLISH
(3). Prerequisite, Class A teaching certificate or equivalent. An advanced

course designed to examine research, current experimental practices and the

effects of language theories upon the purposes, structure, and program of the

language arts. Summer. Hennis.
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EDCI 245 INVESTIGATIONS AND TRENDS IN THE TEACHING OF SOCIAI
STUDIES (3). Prerequisites, Class A teaching certificate or equivalent or per

mission of the instructor. An advanced course designed to examine researcl

and the effects of educational theories upon the objectives, structure, anc

curriculum of the social studies. Summer. Phillips, Unks.

EDCI 246 INVESTIGATIONS AND TRENDS IN TEACHING NATURAL SCIENCI
(3). Fall, summer. Hounshell.

EDCI 247 INVESTIGATIONS AND TRENDS IN THE TEACHING OF MATH
EMATICS (3). Prerequisites, a North Carolina Class A teaching certificate oi

its equivalent, and permission ofthe instructor. Current trends in the teaching

ofmathematics with emphasis on research results and experimental progranu

developed by mathematics curriculum study groups. Summer. Ballew.
'

EDCI 345 PROBLEMS IN SECONDARY EDUCATION (3). May be repeated foi

credit. Prerequisites, two courses in graduate secondary education. Fall ami

spring. Members of the graduate faculty.

Higher and Adult Education

EDCI 250 ADULT EDUCATION: A GENERAL SURVEY (3). Prerequisite, permis

sion of the instructor. The history and philosophy ofadult education. Curreni

developments in this and other countries. Problems in adult learning. Fallam
spring. Watson, Martin, Rhyne.

EDCI 251 PROGRAM PLANNING IN ADULT EDUCATION (3). Prerequisite, per|

mission ofthe instructor. Designing ofprograms, courses, and classes for adulij

community groups; business and industrial groups; governmental and volun

tary agencies; and continuing higher education. Emphasis upon evaluatioi

and appraisal. Spring and summer. Rhyne.
j

EDCI 252 GROUP PROCESS AND BEHAVIORAL CHANGE (3). Prerequisite, peri

mission of the instructor. Examination of fundamental research orientationii

in the small group area, and their application in the study of task and socio

emotional aspects of group functioning. Introduction to sensitivity training

and laboratory method in general. Fall, spring, and summer. Watsoni

Smallegan.

EDCI 260 THE TWO-YEAR COLLEGE (3). History, philosophy, objectives, cun

riculum status, and trends in the development of the two-year college. Fal

and summer. Morrison.

EDCI 261 HIGHER EDUCATION IN THE UNITED STATES (3). Prerequisite

EDFO 241 or EDFO 242, or History 71-72, or the equivalent. The history an(

present status of the organization, administration and curriculum of highei

education; the growth of denominational and Land-Grant Colleges and Uni

versities, the two-year college, and graduate and professional education

Spring. Holton, Morrison.

EDCI 263 TEACHER EDUCATION IN THE UNITED STATES (3). A study of th(

development, issues and programs for the preparation of teachers. Designee

^ for students planning to work in teacher education. Fall. Beach, Blackburn

EDCI 265 PRINCIPLES AND PRACTICES OF COLLEGE TEACHING (3). Spnns
Holton, Morrison.

EDCI 268 THE ADMINISTRATION OF HIGHER EDUCATION (3). The theory anci

practice of administration of public and private institutions of higher educsi

tion, including the two and four-year colleges and universities. Summer. Dill:

EDCI 351 INTERPERSONAL SKILLS IN GROUP DYNAMICS (3). Prerequisite]
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EDCI 252 and permission ofthe instructor. Application ofbehavioral research

through laboratory method. Development of advanced skills in group diagno-

1
sis and helping relationships. Design and application of training exercises for

continuing groups. Spring. Watson.

t
EDCI 360 INTERNSHIP IN HIGHER EDUCATION (6). Prerequisites, EDCI 208 and

261 and approval of instructor. A one semester internship under the direction

of a college teacher and supervised by University staff from the major and

professional area. Concurrent seminar in instructional theory and practice.

Dill.

Other Instructional Areas

EDCI 183 POPULATION EDUCATION: PROGRAMS AND ISSUES (3). A survey

of current and historical studies related to population and population educa-
' tion with attention to problems, issues, curriculum development, and teaching

materials. Fall. Smallegan.

EDCI 184 SEX EDUCATION IN THE SCHOOL CURRICULUM (3). A survey of

current and historical studies related to sexuality and population, with atten-

tion to sex-related problems ofman. Emphasis is given to materials and meth-

odology for teaching in the area. Spring. Scott.

I

EDCI 185 TOPICS IN LINGUISTICS (Linguistics 115) (3). An introduction to linguis-

I

tic techniques as supplied by the classroom teacher, utilizing structural, his-

torical and transformational approaches together with recent findings in read-

ing theory, composition and social dialects. Summer. Davis.

j

EDCI 186 MUSIC EDUCATION IN THE HIGH SCHOOL (3). Summer and fall.

Carter (of the Music Department).

,
EDCI 187 ADVANCED CHORAL METHODS AND VOCAL DEVELOPMENT

PROCEDURES FOR SECONDARY SCHOOL MUSIC (3). Seminar and work-

shop in pedagogical procedures in choral art and musical development. Sum-
mer. Hoggard.

EDCI 188 THE TEACHING OF APPLIED MUSIC: VOCAL (3). Carter.

,
EDCI 287 INVESTIGATIONS AND TRENDS IN MUSIC EDUCATION (3). Summer.

Carter (of the Music Department).

EDCI 380 EDUCATION WORKSHOPS (3 or 6). Open by special permission to a

limited number of qualified graduate students who have specific interest or

problems that are adapted to staff' and local resources available. Summer.
Staff; visiting faculty.

SPECIALIZED PROFESSIONAL EDUCATION

School Counselor and Student Personnel Programs

EDSP 200 PUPIL PERSONNEL SERVICES IN ELEMENTARY AND SECONDARY
EDUCATION (3). Prerequisite, graduate standing. Philosophical bases of

' pupil personnel services are discussed with emphasis upon elementary and
secondary school guidance programs. Fall and summer. Taff", Brown.

EDSP 201 THEORIES OF COUNSELING (3). Prerequisite, EDSP 200. Current theo-

I ries of counseling will be examined. Emphasis will be placed upon theory as

a means of conceptualizing behavior change in the counseling process. Fall,

spring and summer. Galassi, Brown.
! EDSP 202 THEORIES, APPRAISALS AND USES OF RESOURCE MATERIALS IN
' GUIDANCE (3). Fall and spring Brown, Taff*.

EDSP 203 PRE-PRACTICUM IN COUNSELING (3). Prerequisite, EDSP 200, or
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must be taken concurrently. Interviewing techniques will be presented. Role

playing, video and audio feedback will be utilized. Student will learn skills at

specified level to complete. Fall, spring and summer. Galassi, Brown.

EDSP 204 THE USE OF TESTS IN THE ANALYSIS OF THE INDIVIDUAL (3).

Prerequisite, EDSP 200. The student may be required to purchase tests. Fall,

spring and summer. Brown, Galassi.

EDSP 205 GROUP COUNSELING PROCEDURES (3). Prerequisite, EDCI 252. Or-

ganizing and implementing group counseling will be stressed. Individual and
group counseling approaches will be compared. Research literature will be

reviewed. Application of counseling theory to groups will be covered. Fall,

spring and summer. Brown.

EDSP 206 INTERNSHIP IN GUIDANCE (3-6). Prerequisites, EDSP 201 and 203.

Students will familiarize themselves with the specific institution to which they

are assigned by apprenticing themselves to the personnel in the institution.

Fall and spring. Brown, Galassi, Taff.

EDSP 207 PRACTICUM IN COUNSELING AND CONSULTATION (3-6). Prerequi-

sites, 18 hours of Counselor Education and permission of instructor. Students

will engage in counseling and consultation activities under supervision in

appropriate placements. Competency in individual counseling, group counsel-

ing and consultation is required for completion. Fall, spring and summer.

Brown, Galassi, Taff.

EDSP 209 ISSUES IN ORGANIZING GUIDANCE SERVICES (3). Prerequisite, 18

hours in Counselor Education. Issues in organizing guidance services will be

discussed. Among these are the special needs of women, minority groups, and

the drug problem. Emphasis will be placed on organizing guidance services

to meet these problems. Spring and summer. Taff, Brown.

EDSP 302 INTERNSHIP IN STUDENT PERSONNEL SERVICES (4). The intern-

ship provides experiences in student personnel offices and in the function or

functions specific to the student's career orientation. Students are placed in

college or university student personnel offices under the joint supervision of

administrative personnel of these offices and staflT members of the School of

Education. Spring. Galassi.

EDSP 303 INTERNSHIP IN GUIDANCE (3-9). This course provides an opportunity

for full-time work experiences in a school setting. Required of all majors in

guidance and personnel work who do not qualify for North Carolina Class A
certificate. Fall or spring. Brown or Taff

EDSP 305 PROBLEMS IN GUIDANCE AND PERSONNEL WORK (3). May be re-

peated for credit. Prerequisites, two graduate courses in guidance, permission

of instructor. Fall and spring. Staff.

Vocational Rehabilitation

EDSP 210 INTRODUCTION TO VOCATIONAL REHABILITATION (3). This course

is designed to acquaint the graduate student with the history, philosophy, and

legal bases for the rehabilitation movement. Fall. Staff

EDSP 211 MEDICAL ASPECTS OF REHABILITATION COUNSELING (3). This

course for graduate students in Rehabilitation Counseling will provide an

orientation to medical terminology, physician-counselor relationships; and a

study ofthe body system process, residual function, prosthetics, mental illness,

and mental retardation. Special attention will be given to rehabilitation im-

plications of disabilities. Members of the School of Medicine (and School of

Dentistry) faculty will provide lectures and demonstrations. Spring. Staff.
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EDSP 212 ADVANCED TECHNIQUES OF REHABILITATION COUNSELING (3).

This course will provide a refinement oftechniques through a critical analysis

ofrepresentative rehabilitation case histories and clinical practice. Fall. Staff.

teDSP 310 INTERNSHIP IN VOCATIONAL REHABILITATION (3). This course is

designed to acquaint the student with the organizational structure and proce-

[
dures, relationships, processes, and working conditions within a rehabilitation

setting. Spring. Staff.

[EDSP 315 PROBLEMS IN REHABILITATION COUNSELING (3). May be repeated

for credit. Prerequisite, permission of the instructor. The course is concerned

with the problems of specific disability groups, such as the paraplegic, the

mentally retarded, the deaf, blind, etc. The student will have an opportunity

to study special problems in the selection of rehabilitation centers and other

facilities as well as job placement for the handicapped. Fall, spring, summer.

Staff

School Psychology

EDSP 120 INTRODUCTION TO SCHOOL PSYCHOLOGY (3). A course designed to

provide the student with an introduction and concepts and methods involved

in school psychology. Fall, summer. Brantley, Wasik.

EDSP 221 PSYCHO-EDUCATIONAL ASSESSMENT (3). Repeat for credit. A com-

prehensive study of the various psycho-educational assessment techniques,

including educational intelligence, psychomotor and projective. Emphasis will

be placed on translating assessment data to remedial programs. Fall, spring.

Brantley.

EDSP 222 PSYCHO-EDUCATIONAL REMEDIATION (3). Repeat for credit. A com-

prehensive study of the various models available for Psycho-educational

remediation, topics covered will include behavior management and therapy,

individual and group therapy. Fall, spring. Wasik.

EDSP 223 SCHOOL CONSULTATION METHODS (3-12). Repeat for credit. Various

models of consultation, the role of the consultative model in the schools and

related agencies. Role playing and experience in the school will be utilized.

Fall, spring. Pryzwansky.

EDSP 225 THE PROBLEMS OF MALADJUSTMENT AMONG CHILDREN (3). The
etiology and behavioral characteristics of the major forms of maladjustment

in children. Emphasis is placed on remedial measures appropriate to the

school setting. Fall and spring. Staff.

EDSP 226 SEMINAR IN APPLIED INVESTIGATIONS (3). Staff".

EDSP 227 SEMINAR IN PROFESSIONAL SCHOOL PSYCHOLOGY (3). Repeat for

credit. The goals and roles of school psychology, ethical concerns, privileged

information, certification and licensing and other relevant areas. Fall, spring.

Staff.

EDSP 228 PRACTICUM IN SCHOOL PSYCHOLOGY (3). Repeat for credit. Super-

vised observation and participation in school psychological services in schools,

clinic and other mental health facilities. Consultation, diagnosis and remedia-

tion programs. Fall, spring. Pryzwansky.

EDSP 229 SEMINAR IN SCHOOL PSYCHOLOGY (3). Prerequisites, appropriate

courses and permission of the instructor. The objectives of school psychology;

the role ofthe school psychologist in relation to the school administration, the

education process, pupil personnel services, the school society; related profes-

sional roles. Brantley.

EDSP 320 DOCTORAL PRACTICUM IN SCHOOL PSYCHOLOGY (6). Prerequisite,
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permission of the instructor. A course designed for doctoral level students in

'

school psychology to consolidate and integrate their training in a combination

of school and clinic experiences. Fall, spring. Pryzwansky. •

EDSP 322 SEMINAR IN LEARNING DISABILITIES (3). Repeat for credit. Prerequi-

site, permission of the instructor. This course is designed to explore the eti-

ology, classroom manifestations and treatment programs of children with

learning disabilities, test patterns differential functioning and related re-

search. Fall. Pryzwansky.

EDSP 325 PROBLEMS IN SCHOOL PSYCHOLOGY (3-6). Repeat for credit. This

course is designed to provide the student an opportunity to explore in depth

!

specific areas of research interest in school psychology or allied areas. Fall,

spring. Staff.

!

Special Education

EDSP 130 INTRODUCTION TO EXCEPTIONAL CHILDREN (Psychology 180). (3).

A comprehensive survey of the gifted child and of the various handicapping •

conditions—mental retardation, emotional disturbance, learning disabilities,

speech impairment, deaf, blind, crippled, and neurologically impaired. Fall

and spring. Ragland, Wyne.
EDSP 132 THE GIFTED CHILD IN SCHOOL AND SOCIETY (3). The nature of:

giftedness and creativity; characteristics of gifted and creative children; ap-

proaches to encouraging the development and utilization of their abilities.

Spring. Staff.
;

EDSP 135 PSYCHOLOGY OF MENTAL RETARDATION (3). An intensive study of'

the psychological and sociological aspects of educationally handicapping con-

ditions and of the children who manifest those conditions. Analysis and inte-

gration of classic and current research. Fall and spring. W5aie.

EDSP 231 TEACHING THE MENTALLY HANDICAPPED CHILD (3). Emphasis on

,

classroom educational procedures including methods, curriculum and materi-

als for teaching pupils handicapped by learning problems in the public schools.

Spring. Mitchell, Patterson.

EDSP 233 MULTI-DISCIPLINARY APPROACH TO PROBLEMS OF MENTAL
RETARDATION I (3). Recognized researchers, scholars, and practitioners,

form the core ofthis course by presenting the contributions oftheir professions

to mental retardation. Disciplines represented include Psychology, Sociology,

Neurology, Psychiatry, Genetics, Biology. Fall. Wyne, Pelosi.

EDSP 234 MULTI-DISCIPLINARY APPROACH TO PROBLEMS OF MENTAL
RETARDATION II (3). Representatives from various disciplines and agencies

present the problems of mental retardation from their particular points of

view. Social work, public health, vocational rehabilitation, welfare, law, par-

ent groups, community day centers, state departments. Spring. Wyne, Pelosi.

EDSP 237 INTRODUCTION TO THE EDUCATION OF EMOTIONALLY DIS-

TURBED CHILDREN (3). The education of emotionally disturbed children

including history, philosophical issues, alternative conceptions of emotional

disturbance, management and educational programming. Fall. Paul, Yell.

EDSP 238 TEACHING THE EMOTIONALLY DISTURBED CHILD (3). Prerequisite,

EDSP 237. An examination of management and educational planning and

programming for emotionally disturbed children, the roles of the teacher, and

the establishment of programs. Each student will be expected to assume some

responsibility for working on a limited basis in a supervised experience with

an emotionally disturbed child or with a small group. Spring. Paul, Yell.
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EDSP 143 ORIENTATION TO DISORDERS OF SPEECH, HEARING, AND LAN-
GUAGE (SPHS 183), (3). Summer, fall, spring. Staff.

EDSP 144 SPEECH PATHOLOGY I (SPHS 184) (3). First semester of two course

offerings in evaluation, analysis and measurement (assessment), modification

of behaviors, breakdown of processes in speech disorders. Fall, spring and
summer. Staff.

EDSP 145 PHONETICS (3). The recognition, analysis, production and transcription

of the sounds of the English language using the international phonetic alpha-

bet. Summer. Staff.

EDSP 243 AUDIOLOGY (SPHS 223) (3). A practical course designed to meet the

needs of the public school speech therapist whose case load includes pupils

with hearing losses. Clinical practice in audiometric testing. Summer. Staff.

EDSP 244 SPEECH PATHOLOGY II (SPHS 244) (3). Advanced procedures in speech

correction and an integration ofprevious professional course work and experi-

ence as they relate to interview and history technique, parental counseling,

diagnostic examinations, report writing, and case referral. Summer. Staff.

EDSP 245 ADVANCED THEORY AND PRACTICE IN EDUCATING THE SPEECH
HANDICAPPED (3). Summer. Visiting faculty.

EDSP 247 EDUCATIONAL EVALUATION OF HANDICAPPED CHILDREN (3).

Prerequisite, permission of instructor. Study and practice in the use of both

formal and informal diagnostic assessment and observational techniques ap-

propriate for the teacher of children with learning problems. Fall. O'Connor,

Semrau.

EDSP 248 CURRICULUM DEVELOPMENT IN SPECIAL EDUCATION (3).

Prerequisite, EDSP 247. Designed to help the student put diagnostic and as-

sessment procedures into practice in the classroom. Includes analysis of and

practice in administering both commercially-available and student-produced

curriculum materials. Spring. O'Connor, Semrau.

EDSP 340 MASTER'S INTERNSHIP IN SPECIAL EDUCATION (3 or 6). Provides

thorough supervised experience in a phase of Special Education most appro-

priate to the student's qualifications, experience, and future educational goals.

Requires a minimum of 300 clock hours at the internship site per semester.

Fall and spring. Staff.

EDSP 341 SUPERVISED POST-MASTER'S INTERNSHIP IN SPECIAL EDUCA-
TION (3, 6, or 9). Prerequisites, two years of graduate study and permission

of the Director of Special Education. A full-time field placement under the

joint direction ofa University staffmember and a selected professional practi-

tioner in Special Education. Fall and spring. Staff.

EDSP 342 SEMINAR IN SPECIAL EDUCATION (3). May be repeated for credit.

Designed to allow advanced graduate students to examine research topics

thoroughly and to share their findings and conclusions with seminar members.
Emphasis is upon scholarly and critical analysis of basic research. Fall and
spring. Ragland.

EDSP 345 PROBLEMS IN SPECIAL EDUCATION (3). May be repeated for credit.

Available for advanced graduate students who wish to engage in supervised

field and pilot research. Prerequisites, EDFO 280 and/or EDFO 285. By per-

mission of Director of Special Education only. Fall and spring. Staff.

Administration and Supervision

EDSP 290 ORGANIZATION OF AMERICAN SCHOOL SYSTEMS (3). An extensive

treatment of administrative theory, organization, function and technique as
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they relate to the public school systems with the system of governmental

entities in the United States. Fall. Tracy, Tarbet, Self, Ball, Harkin.

EDSP 291 THE EDUCATIONAL ORGANIZATION AS A SOCIAL SYSTEM (3). An
examination, including a historical review, of organizational theory with par-

ticular attention to the utility of social systems theory as a basis for effective

educational leadership. Fall and summer. Harkin.

EDSP 292 THE PRINCIPALSHIP: ELEMENTARY AND SECONDARY SCHOOLS
(3). Prerequisite, North Carolina Class A Certificate; a minimum of one year's

teaching experience. Self, Tracy, Tarbet.

EDSP 293 TECHNIQUES IN EDUCATIONAL LEADERSHIP (3). The development

of an understanding of the leadership role and function, sensitivity to the

natures and structures of groups, and the problems of communication within

and among groups. Fall. Tracy, Self, Beach, Ball.

EDSP 294 SUPERVISION AND INSTRUCTION (3). Nature and purposes ofsupervi-

sion, recent trends in theory and practice, teacher participation in policy,

organization, and planning; specific techniques and devices of supervision;

training and qualifications of supervisors. Summer. Ball, Jones, Self.

EDSP 295 PROBLEMS OF EDUCATIONAL LEADERSHIP (6). Prerequisites, North

Carolina Class A Certificate—EDSP 290—a minimum of one year of teaching

experience. Tracy, Self, Tarbet, Beach.

EDSP 296 SCHOOL FINANCE IN THE ECONOMIC AND POLITICAL CONTEXT
(3). The content covers the area of financing of school corporations in the

current economic and political setting, with emphasis on interrelationships

of educational, economic, and political decisions. Fall. Tracy.

EDSP 297 THEORY AND RESEARCH IN ORGANIZATION AND ADMINISTRA-
TION (3). Advanced investigation of theory and research in organizational

behavior, organization, and administration. Focus will be upon the application

of theory and research to an analysis of the educational organization. Spring.

Harkin, Schlechty.

EDSP 298 SCHOOL LAW (3). Prerequisites, courses required for the Class A North

Carolina Teachers Certificate and 6 semester hours ofgraduate work in school

administration. Fall of alternate years and summer. Staff.

EDSP 390 SEMINAR AND SUPERVISED INTERNSHIP IN EDUCATIONAL AD-

MINISTRATION (3). A supervised internship or field problem explicitly rele-

vant to the program in administration and to the student's progress toward

certification in the principalship. Staff.

EDSP 391 ADVANCED SEMINAR AND SUPERVISED INTERNSHIP IN EDUCA-
TIONAL ADMINISTRATION (6X Prerequisites, three semesters of graduate

work including EDSP 290, 291, 292, 296. Tracy, Tarbet, Ball.

EDSP 395 PROBLEMS IN EDUCATIONAL ADMINISTRATION (3 or 4). May be

repeated for credit. Prerequisites, EDSP 290 or equivalent, one other course

in educational administration. Permission ofinstructor. Fall and spring. Staff.

EDSP 396 PROBLEMS IN SUPERVISION (3 or 4). A study ofmajor problems in the

supervision of instruction. Investigations of new trends and recent research.

Staff.

PHYSICAL EDUCATION

Courses for Graduates and Advanced Undergraduates

PHYE 120 HISTORY OF PHYSICAL EDUCATION (3). Comprehensive study of the

historical development of physical education from prehistoric societies
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to the present time with emphasis in the 1800's and the 1900's and in

the United States. Fall Lumpkin.

PHYE 121 ADMINISTRATION OF PHYSICAL EDUCATION (3). Policies and prob-

lems of organization and administration of physical education and ath-

letic programs in schools and colleges. Emphasis on the case study ap-

proach. Spring. Allen.

PHYE 123 SCHOOL HEALTH EDUCATION (3). Prerequisite, basic courses in

science. A problem oriented approach with stress on student involvement

and practical work experience intended to develop more effective admin-

istrative and management techniques applicable in the school health

program. Fall. Earey.

PHYE 124 MOTOR LEARNING (3). A study of the physiological and psychological

factors that affect skill acquisition, including the application ofprinciples

oflearning to the teaching and learning ofmotor skills. Spring. Pleasants.

PHYE 126 ADAPTED PHYSICAL EDUCATION (3). Prerequisites, anatomy and

psychology or equivalents. This course is concerned with physical educa-

tion for the handicapped, with emphasis on the problems of specific

disabilities. Actual experience of working with the handicapped is pro-

vided. Spring. Newnam.
PHYE 127 INTRAMURAL AND EXTRAMURAL ACTIVITIES FOR SCHOOLS

AND COLLEGES (3). Designed for physical education majors and stu-

dents from allied areas. Study of the history, philosophy, principles,

status, and problems of intramural programs. Organizational and ad-

ministrational patterns, program of activities, evaluation, and other ad-

ministrative areas are also covered. Theoretical and practical experiences

are provided. Fall. Hyatt.

PHYE 130 MANAGEMENT OF ATHLETIC INJURIES (3). Permission ofInstructor

For Non-Majors. Designed to provide basic knowledge and skills that aid

in the prevention and treatment of injuries common to athletics. Fall.

Pleasants, Blyth.

PHYE 131 SPORTS MEDICINE ANALYSIS: SPECIAL PROBLEMS RELATED TO
SPORTS MEDICINE (3). Permission of Instructor for Non-Majors. Prob-

lem and research oriented. Spring. Pleasants, Blyth.

PHYE 220 TESTS AND MEASUREMENTS IN HEALTH AND PHYSICAL EDU-
CATION (3). Designed to present essential statistical methods so that the

physical educator may scientifically evaluate tests and analyze data, and

to emphasize techniques of test administration and application of results

to the physical education program. Spring. Robinson.

PHYE 221 PHYSIOLOGY OF EXERCISE (3). Prerequisites, zoology, anatomy, and
physiology. The application of physiological principles relevant to the

effect ofexercise on man. Emphasis is placed on collection and evaluation

of experimental data. Laboratory work shall be conducted in facilities

provided by the Department of Physical Education and the Medical

School. Two hours of lecture and four laboratory hours per week. Spring.

Blyth.

PHYE 225 RESEARCH TECHNIQUES IN PHYSICAL EDUCATION (3). Prerequi-

site, advanced work in physical education. Study of the various tech-

niques and designs used in research. Practical experience in the identifi-

cation and delimitation of problems for research, and the preparation of

a research prospectus. Fall. Pleasants.

PHYE 226 HISTORY OF THE DANCE (3). Spring Graduate faculty.
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PHYE 320 RESEARCH IN PHYSICAL EDUCATION (3). Prerequisite, advanced

work in physical education and permission of the professor. Fall and
spring. Graduate faculty.

PHYE 341 SEMINAR COURSE (2 each). Prerequisites, adequate training and ex-

abc perience and permission of the professor. Fall and spring. Graduate fac-

ulty.

PHYE 393 MASTER'S THESIS (3 or more). Fall and spring. Staff.

PHYE 400 GENERAL REGISTRATION (0).
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Professors
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C. Hugh Holman American Literature, the Novel

C. Carroll Hollis (19) Nineteenth-Century American

James R. Gaskin (loj Dean, College of Arts and Sciences; Medieval,

Linguistics

Robert B. Voitle (49) Seventeenth-Century British

Peter G. Phialas (o7) Renaissance, Shakespeare

Richard H. Fogle (14) English Romanticism, Nineteenth-Century

American

Daniel W. Patterson (36) American Literature, Folklore

Robert L. Haig (16) Eighteenth-Century British

Louis D. Rubin, Jr. (41) Modern American, Literary Criticism, Crea-

tive Writing

Lewis Leary American Literature

Blyden Jackson (zl) Negro American Literature

Albrecht B. Strauss (44) Eighteenth-Century British

Siegfried Wenzel (5U) Medieval Literature

Fred H. MacIntosh (29) Eighteenth-Century British, Advanced Com-
position

Mark L. Reed (4U) English Romanticism

H. Maxwell Steele (4d) Director, Creative Writing

Alan C. Dessen (d) Renaissance

Harold L Shapiro (53) Victorian Literature

John Seelye (5b) American Literature

\ssocicLte Professors

Samuel Gill Barnes (4) Nineteenth-Century British

Charles E. Edge (11) Prose Fiction, Nineteenth-Century English

Novel

Forrest Read (oy) Modern British, Poetry

Weldon Thornton (48) Twentieth-Century British and American,

Novel

Fred C. Thomson (47) Victorian Literature

William A. McQueen (32) Seventeenth-Century British

Joseph M. Flora (13) American Literature, Modern Drama
Robert A. Bain (3) Colonial and Nineteenth-Century American

Literature

James K. King (23) Twentieth-Century Drama and Southern Lit-

erature

Howard M. Harper, Jr. (18) Twentieth-Century British and American
Dennis G. Donovan (8) Seventeenth-Century British

James A. Devereux (7) Renaissance

Ronald W. Moran (34) Modern Poetry and American Literature

Thomas A. Stumpf (45) Eighteenth-Century British
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Christopher Brookhouse
Laurence G. Avery
Richard D. Rust
Jerry L. Mills

Juuus R. Raper
Robert G. Kirkpatrick

Charles T. Ludington
William R. Harmon

(5)

(2)

(42)

(33)

(38)

(24)

(27)

(17)

Chaucer, Creative Writing

Twentieth-Century Drama
American Literature

Renaissance Literature

American Literature

English Romanticism

Twentieth-Century British and American
Twentieth-Century British and American, Po-

to

DouGALD McMillan, III

George S. Lensing, Jr.

Joseph S. Wittig

(30)

(26)

(51)

etry

Twentieth-Century British

Modern Poetry, American Literature

Medieval Literature

Assistant Professors

Christopher M. Armitage
Edward D. Kennedy
Peter L. McNamara
Charles G Zug, Jr.

Roger G. Swearingen
Connie C. Eble

Margaret A. O'Connor
Anne D. Hall
Alan R. Life

(1)

(22)

(31)

(52)

(46)

(9)

(35)

(54)

(55)

Twentieth-Century British

Medieval Literature

Neo-Classical Literature, Drama
Folklore, Nineteenth-Century British

Victorian Literature

English Language and Linguistics

American Literature

Renaissance

Victorian Literature

Emeritus Professors

Raymond W. Adams
James O. Bailey

Richmond P. Bond
Lyman A. Cotten

Almonte C. Howell
Arthur P. Hudson
CuFFORD P. Lyons
Harry K. Russell

Robert B. Sharpe
Ernest W. Talbert

William Wells

The aims of graduate study in English are the acquisition of

knowledge, broad as well as deep, of English and American Litera-

ture (and language) and the mastery of such scholarly techniques

as are necessary both for mature teaching and for meaningful contri-

butions to the knowledge of the subject. The Ph.D. in English repre-

sents certification by the Department that the student has attained

!

these goals. The University Library, being rich in materials for the

study of English philology. Medieval and Renaissance literature,

,

eighteenth-century periodicals and plays, Romantic and Victorian i

literature, and American literature, offers excellent research facili-

ties. Graduate students in English have access also to the Southern i

Historical Collection (containing manuscripts, letters, diaries, etc.);

;
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to the Hanes Collection of incunabula, early printed books, and
manuscripts; and, through cooperative arrangements, to the collec-

tions in the library of Duke University.

Division of Speech (for information on the Division of

Speech see page 501).

Requirements for Advanced Degrees

Candidates for advanced degrees in the Department of English

must have completed, before admission to candidacy, the under-

graduate major in English at The University of North Carolina at

Chapel Hill, or its equivalent.

The courses elected by a candidate for the master's degree must
include English 298, English 136 (or English 237), and six courses

from Groups 2 through 7 (see the fields of study enumerated below),

no more than two chosen from a single group. Ifa minor outside the

department (normally nine semester hours) is chosen, the program
outlined above must be adjusted and the adjustment approved by
the student's adviser and the Director ofGraduate Studies. The plan

ofwork as a whole must be closely unified, and no department may
be chosen as a minor unless the candidate has previously completed,

as an undergraduate, an amount of work in that department suffi-

cient to constitute an undergraduate minor. With the permission of

the Department, students who have done superior work may bypass

the M.A.

Requirements for the degree of Doctor of Philosophy are set forth

under the heading "Graduate Degrees and Degree Requirements."

For convenience, the Department recognizes the following fields of

study and investigation, from which the primary and secondary

areas of specialization must be chosen: (1) the English Language, (2)

English Literature from the Beginning to 1485, (3) English Litera-

ture from 1485 to 1660 (including Milton), (4) English Literature

from 1660 to 1789, (5) English Literature from 1789 to 1900, (6)

American Literature to 1900, (7) British and American Literature

from 1900 to the Present. Research in fields (2) through (7) may be

directed toward interpretation of literature from a variety of points

of view and need not be confined strictly to literary history. In addi-

tion to specialized competence in two fields, a reasonable knowledge
ofthe more important literature ofthe others is expected. Moreover,

whatever their fields of specialization, all candidates must pass Eng-
lish 237 and either 238 or 250. They must also pass three seminars,

at least one being in the candidate's primary and one in the second-

ary area of specialization.
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Since a reading knowledge of two foreign languages (usually

French and German) is regarded as essential for research, candi-

dates for the degree ofDoctor ofPhilosophy are urged to be prepared i

to pass the required examinations in these languages at the begin-

ning of their course of study, and are required to pass them before

being admitted to candidacy for the degree. The department
strongly recommends that any candidate for the Ph.D. degree should

have classroom experience, especially supervised experience, before

receiving the degree. Such experience, when it can be offered, will

be considered as fulfilling a requirement for the degree.

Courses for Graduates and Advanced Undergraduates

136 MODERN ENGLISH. Fall; Spring. Gaskin.

142 LITERATURE AND FILM.
144 STUDIES IN ENGLISH LITERATURE AND THE CLASSICS. Stumpf.

|

146 INTRODUCTION TO FOLKLORE. Fall Zug.
|

147 BRITISH AND AMERICAN FOLKSONG. Fall Patterson.

151 ENGLISH LITERATURE OF THE MIDDLE AGES. Fall Wenzel. !

153 MEDIEVAL ROMANCE. Spring. Kennedy.

154 NON-DRAMATIC LITERATURE OF THE ENGLISH RENAISSANCE. Fall

Mills.

160 SEVENTEENTH-CENTURY LITERATURE. McQueen.
166 ENGLISH LITERATURE, 1700-1780. Fall Stumpf. ;

172 ROMANTIC PERIOD. Spring Kirkpatrick.

174 VICTORIAN LITERATURE. Spring Shapiro.

181 AMERICAN LITERATURE TO 1900. Fall Bain. i

184 AMERICAN NEGRO FICTION AND POETRY. Spring Jackson.
|

186 FOLK NARRATIVE. Spring Zug. ;

187 FOLKLORE IN THE SOUTH. Spring Patterson.
!

188 SOUTHERN AMERICAN LITERATURE. Spring Rubin. i

190 ENGLISH AND AMERICAN LITERATURE OF THE 20TH CENTURY.
Spring. Flora.

196 WAR IN 20TH-CENTURY LITERATURE. Fall Armitage.

Courses for Graduates

237 OLD ENGLISH GRAMMAR AND READINGS. Fall Gneuss, Eble.

238 HISTORY OF THE ENGLISH LANGUAGE. Prerequisite, English 237 or per-

mission of the professor. Spring. Eliason.

241 STUDIES IN LITERARY CRITICISM. (Comparative Literature 241).

243 STUDIES IN THE ENGLISH NOVEL OF THE 18TH CENTURY. Fall

Strauss.

244 STUDIES IN THE ENGLISH NOVEL OF THE 19TH CENTURY. Spring

Thomson.
\

250 STUDIES IN OLD ENGLISH LITERATURE: BEOWULF. Prerequisite, Eng- I

lish 237. Spring. Eliason.

251 STUDIES IN MIDDLE ENGLISH LITERATURE. Spring. Wenzel.

252 STUDIES IN CHAUCER. Fall Eliason.

254 STUDIES IN ENGLISH LITERATURE OF THE 16TH CENTURY. Fall

Devereux.

255 STUDIES IN ENGLISH DRAMA TO 1600. Fall Dessen.
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258 STUDIES IN SHAKESPEARE: THE EARLY PLAYS. Fall. Phialas.

259 STUDIES IN SHAKESPEARE: THE LATE PLAYS. Spring. Dessen.

260 STUDIES IN ENGLISH LITERATURE, 1600-1660. Spring. McQueen.

261 STUDIES IN ENGLISH DRAMA, 1600-1642. Spring Dessen.

264 STUDIES IN MILTON. Spring Samuel.

265 RESTORATION AND 18TH-CENTURY DRAMA. Spring McNamara.
266 STUDIES IN ENGLISH LITERATURE, 1600-1740. Fall. Strauss.

267 STUDIES IN ENGLISH LITERATURE, 1740-1800. Spring Haig.

272 STUDIES IN ENGLISH LITERATURE, 1780-1832. Fall Reed; Spring Fogle.

273 STUDIES IN VICTORIAN LITERATURE: PROSE. Fall. Shapiro.

274 STUDIES IN VICTORIAN LITERATURE: POETRY. Fall Thomson.

280 STUDIES IN AMERICAN LITERATURE. Fall Seelye.

281 STUDIES IN AMERICAN LITERATURE, 1830-1855. Spring Fogle.

282 STUDIES IN AMERICAN LITERATURE, 1855-1900. Fall HoUis.

283 STUDIES IN THE AMERICAN NOVEL. Spring Holman.

290 STUDIES IN 20TH-CENTURY ENGLISH AND AMERICAN LITERATURE.
Fall Ludington.

291 STUDIES IN RECENT ENGLISH AND AMERICAN CRITICISM. Fall Fogle.

292 STUDIES IN ENGLISH AND AMERICAN POETRY OF THE 20TH CEN-
TURY. Fall Lensing; Spring. Armitage.

293 STUDIES IN ENGLISH AND AMERICAN FICTION OF THE 20TH CEN-
TURY. Fall Flora; Spring Harper.

295 STUDIES IN ENGLISH AND AMERICAN DRAMA OF THE 20TH-CEN-
TURY. Spring King.

298 BIBLIOGRAPHY AND METHODOLOGY. Required of all candidates for the

M.A. and Ph.D. degrees. Fall Avery, Donovan; Spring. Avery.

343 SEMINAR IN THE ENGLISH NOVEL. Fall Edge.

351 SEMINAR IN MEDIEVAL LITERATURE. Fall Gneuss; Spring Wittig.

354 SEMINAR IN ELIZABETHAN LITERATURE. Fall Mills.

358 SEMINAR IN SHAKESPEARE. Spring Phialas.

360 SEMINAR IN 17TH-CENTURY LITERATURE. Spring Voitle.

366 SEMINAR IN 18TH-CENTURY LITERATURE. Spring Stumpf
372 SEMINAR IN 19TH-CENTURY ROMANTICISM IN ENGLAND. Spring

Reed.

373 SEMINAR IN VICTORIAN LITERATURE. Spring Shapiro.

381 SEMINAR IN AMERICAN LITERATURE TO 1855. Spring Leary.

382 SEMINAR IN AMERICAN LITERATURE, 1855-1900. Spring HoUis.

383 SEMINAR IN THE AMERICAN NOVEL. Fall Holman.
384 SEMINAR IN AMERICAN NEGRO LITERATURE.
388 SEMINAR IN SOUTHERN AMERICAN LITERATURE. Fall Rubin.

390 SEMINAR IN 20TH-CENTURY LITERATURE, ENGLISH AND AMERI-
CAN. Fall Leary, Read, Moran. Spring. Rubin, Thornton.

393 MASTER'S THESIS (3). Summer, fall and spring Staff.

394 DOCTORAL DISSERTATION (3 or more). Summer, fall, and spring Staff.

395 SEMINAR IN MODERN DRAMA (Dramatic Arts 395).

397 DIRECTED READINGS. Summer, fall, and spring Staff.

400 GENERAL REGISTRATION (0).

Courses Offered in the Summer Session Only

130 ADVANCED COMPOSITION. Macintosh.
134 CREATIVE WRITING. Steele.

140 INTERPRETATION OF LITERATURE. Stumpf



CURRICULUM IN FOLKLORE

Daniel W. Patterson, Chairman

Professors

John Gulick (3) Social Organization, Urban Cultures, Middle

East

John Joseph Honigmann (5) Culture and Personality, Ethnographic Meth-

ods, History of Theory
Wilton Mason (8) Folk and Non-Western Music
Daniel W. Patterson (9) Folksong, Southern Folklore, Folk Religion

James Lowe Peacock (10) Culture Change, Symbolic Systems, Southeast

Asia

RiA Stambaugh (12) German Volkskunde, Literary Relations

Petrus W. Tax (13) German Volkslied, Literary Relations

Associate Professors

Julia Gorham Crane (1) Field Methods, Social Organization, Caribbean

Augustin Maissen
Jack M. Sasson

Assistant Professors

Robert Edward Daniels

Raymond Frederic Hafer

Edward Donald Kennedy
Charles Gordon Zug

(7) Spanish Folklore, Swiss Folklore

(11) Mythology and Literature ofthe Ancient Near
East

(2) Social Anthropology, Culture and Personality,

Africa

(4) Rural Communities, Language and Culture,

Latin America

(6) Medieval Romances, Arthurian Literature

(14) Folklore Theory, Folk Narrative, Material

Folk Culture

This curriculum assembles the facilities of the University for

those who desire a major or minor for the master's degree or a

doctoral minor in folklore with a major in some related department,

using the pertinent graduate instruction offered in such depart-

ments as Anthropology, English, Germanic Languages, Music, Reli-

gion, and Romance Languages. Students with an undergraduate

major in any such department are eligible to take work in the folk-

lore curriculum.

The resources ofthe University Library include books, periodicals,

manuscripts and sound recordings. These resources are strongest in

folklore of the United States, especially of the Southern region.

The specialized research interests of the faculty indicate the lines

along which students may pursue their research training most ad-

vantageously: the proverb, the ballad, the spiritual, folk music, the
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blktale, folklore of the Southern Negro, the folklore of medieval

lispanic and Germanic literatures. Phonographic recording ap-

)aratus is available on the campus, and the Southern region is one

)f the richest sections of the nation for the collection of folklore.

For complete course descriptions see the departmental course list-

ngs.

bourses for Graduates and Advanced Undergraduates

m PRIMITIVE AND ORIENTAL MUSIC (Music 103) (3). (1974-1975 and alter-

nate years.) Spring. Mason.

104 FOLK MUSIC OF EUROPE AND THE NEW WORLD (Music 104) (3). (Alter-

nate years.) Spring. Mason.

L05 CELTIC: OLD IRISH (French 105) (3). Fall. Boling.

106 CELTIC: OLD WELSH (French 106) (3).

L15 SLAVIC FOLK LITERATURE (Slavic 115) (3).

121 CULTURE AND PERSONALITY (Anthropology 121) (3). Fall. Daniels.

122 CULTURAL ANTHROPOLOGY (Anthropology 122) (3). Fall. Clement.

123 MAGIC, RITUAL, AND BELIEF SYSTEMS (Anthropology 123) (3). (Alternate

years.) Fall. Honigmann.

125 DEVELOPMENT OF ANTHROPOLOGICAL IDEAS (Anthropology 125) (3).

Spring. Honigmann.
126 AFRICA: PEOPLES AND CULTURES (Anthropology 126) (3). Spring (Not

offered 1974-1975.)

129 SOUTHEAST ASIA: PEOPLES AND CULTURES (Anthropology 129) (3).

Spring. Peacock.

132 LATIN AMERICAN CULTURES (Anthropology 132) (3). Fall. Hafer.

133 THE PEOPLE OF THE CARIBBEAN (Anthropology 133) (3). Fall. Crane.

135 CONSCIOUSNESS AND SYMBOLS (Anthropology 135) (3). Fall. Peacock.

137 THE MIDDLE EAST: PEOPLES AND CULTURES (Anthropology 137) (3).

Fall. Gulick.

146 INTRODUCTION TO FOLKLORE (English 146) (Comparative Literature 146)

(Anthropology 146) (3). Fall. Zug.

147 BRITISH AND AMERICAN FOLKSONG (English 147) (3). Fall. Patterson.

153 MEDIEVAL ROMANCE (English 153) (3). Spring Kennedy.

175 ETHNOGRAPHIC METHOD (Anthropology 175) (3). Spring. Crane.

184 LANGUAGE AND CULTURE (Anthropology 184) (3). Spring. Clements.

186 FOLK NARRATIVE (English 186) (Comparative Literature 186) (3). Spring.

Zug.

187 FOLKLORE IN THE SOUTH (English 187) (3). Spring. Patterson.

188 LITERATURE OF THE ANCIENT NEAR EAST (Religion 188) (3). Fall. Sas-

son.

198 FIELD RESEARCH. (3). Fall and spring. Staff.

199 DIRECTED READINGS IN FOLKLORE (3). Fall and spring. Staff.

Courses for Graduates

205 PEASANT SOCIETY AND CULTURE. (Anthropology 205) (3). (Not offered

1974-1975.)

218 THE SPANISH BALLAD (Spanish 218) (3). (1972-1973 and alternate years.)

Fall. Maissen.
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230 CULTURE CONTACTS AND ACCULTURATION (Anthropology 230) (Soci

ology 230) (3). Spring. McEvoy.

234 CULTURES OF NORTHERN NORTH AMERICA (Anthropology 234) (3)

Honigmann.
270 GENERAL INTRODUCTION TO GERMAN VOLKSKUNDE (German 270

(3). A reading knowledge of French is desirable but not necessary. Fall. (Nol

offered 1974-1975.)

272 THE GERMAN VOLKSLIED (German 272) (3). Fall. (Not offered 1974-1975.

342 SEMINAR IN GERMAN VOLKSKUNDE (German 342, 343) (3 each). Fall

343 Stambaugh.

393 MASTER'S THESIS (3-6). Research in a special field under the direction o:

members of the staff.

395 RESEARCH. Staff.

400 GENERAL REGISTRATION (0).



CURRICULUM IN GENETICS

John B. Graham, Chairman

Professors

John B. Graham (1) Hereditary Diseases, Blood Coagulation, Popu-

lation Dynamics

Bruce K. Eckland (19) Social Stratification, Education and Popula-

tion Genetics

Robert C. Elston (5) Statistical Genetics, Stochastic Processes,

Behavior Genetics

Edward Glassman (6) Biochemical Genetics, Drosophila, Neurobi-

ology

Harry Gooder (7) Bacterial Genetics, Bacterial Cell Wall

Geoffrey Haughton (9) Transplantation Genetics

Henry Neil Kirkman (11) Human Biochemical Genetics

John C. Lucchesi (13) Developmental Genetics

Associate Professors

Edward G. Barry (17) Microbial Genetics, Cytogenetics

Kenneth F. Bott (3) Bacterial Genetics, Control of Bacterial Sporu-

lation

Marshall H. Edgell (4) Genetic Engineering, Molecular Genetics,

Virus Structure

Clyde A. Hutchison (10) Genetic Engineering, Molecular Genetics,

Virus Structure

William S. Pollitzer (14) Anthropological Genetics, Human Population

Genetics, Behavior Genetics

Michael R. Swift (15) Clinical, Mathematical and Cell Culture Ge-

netics

Assistant Professor

Bruce S. Baker (18) Genetic Control of Meiosis and Development

in Drosophila

Adjunct Professor

Frederick J. De Serres (16) Microbial Genetics, Chemical and Environ-

mental Mutagenesis, Mutagenicity of Car-

cinogens

Genetics is one of the more rapidly developing fields of modern
biology and basic to the understanding of many aspects not only of

biology but also of medicine and the future of man. The Curriculum
in Genetics was established to provide an integrated and interacting

interdepartmental program of study leading to the Ph.D. degree in

genetics. The courses open to the students are primarily those ofthe
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participating departments; the facilities as well as the talent ofthose

departments are available to students in the Curriculum of Genet-

ics. Types of research being conducted by members of the faculty

include: molecular biology, bacterial genetics, microbial genetics,

medical genetics, cytogenetics, transplantation genetics, biochemi-

cal genetics, developmental genetics, tissue culture, behaviorial ge-

netics, genetics of human population isolates, statistical genetics,

Drosophila genetics, cell biology, and neurobiology. With a stable

population, large families in earlier generations, and good records,

the state of North Carolina is well suited for the study of human
family and population genetics.

Requirements for Admission for Graduate Work

Applications will be favorably considered from students with good

academic records and interest in careers in genetic research. They
should preferably have majored or minored in one of the following

disciplines: chemistry, genetics, biology, (zoology or botany), physics,

mathematics, biophysics, or bacteriology. They should have taken

calculus and organic and physical chemistry, although these are not

absolutely essential. Applicants are urged to apply as early as possi-

ble, although applications will be considered throughout the year.

Graduate Record Examination scores, transcripts of records, and

letters ofrecommendation should be received soon after the applica-

tion.

Requirements for the Ph.D. Degree

Students may receive the Ph.D. degree either in Genetics or in one

of the departments participating in the Curriculum. No minor is

required for those majoring in Genetics; the requirements concern-

ing a minor for those majoring in a department vary among the

participating departments. Graduate students are expected to mas-

ter one sub-discipline of genetics, but to be sufficiently versed in

related aspects of that science. Students work under a research

advisor of their choosing, assisted by other faculty members in

closely allied branches of genetics.

The most important requirement is independent laboratory re-

search leading to the dissertation. Written and oral examinations

in the field of the major research interest are required.

The language requirement shall be established for each candidate

by his or her committee during the first semester of residence. For

a student freed from the language requirement, the Committee shall

require the obtaining of special skill in one of the major disciplines

basic to genetics, a skill which would not ordinarily be acquired in
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obtaining the graduate degree. The Committee shall certify this re-

quirement has been met before a permit shall be issued to take the

first doctoral examination.

Genetics Club

This seminar provides a forum for persons interested in all phases

of genetics. The club meets at noon every Friday during the aca-

demic year. The program consists of seminars by students, staff, and

invited speakers from other institutions.

Courses for Graduates and Advanced Undergraduates

105 INTRODUCTION TO BIOCHEMISTRY AND MOLECULAR BIOLOGY (Bio-

chemistry 105) (5). Prerequisites, Chemistry 61, 62 or equivalents. Special

emphasis is placed on the chemistry of proteins and nucleic acids, intermedi-

ary metabolism, and the molecular aspects of cellular organization. Fall. Bio-

chemistry staff.

106 INTRODUCTION TO BIOCHEMISTRY AND MOLECULAR BIOLOGY (Bio-

chemistry 106) (4). Prerequisite, Biochemistry 105. A continuation of Bio-

chemistry 105 with emphasis on enzyme kinetics, functions of the eukaryotic

cell, biochemical genetics, hormones and regulatory mechanisms. Spring. Bio-

chemistry staff.

109 INTRODUCTION TO COMPUTER PROGRAMMING IN THE HEALTH
SCIENCES (Biostatistics 109) (2). Prerequisite, Biostatistics 105 or equivalent.

Introduction to digital computers. Characteristics, design, construction, and

maintenance of machine-stored data sets. Statistical analysis with generally

available computer programs. Basic computer programming skills using the

FORTRAN language. Three lecture hours a week, fall and summer. Sorant.

113 INTRODUCTION TO GENETICS (Biology 101, Zoology 117, Botany 170) (3).

Prerequisites, Bacteriology 51 or Biology 21 and 22 or Botany 11 or Zoology

11 or permission of instructor. Introduction to the principles of inheritance.

Molecular aspects of gene action, Mendelian laws of transmission, the role of

genes in development, the genetics of populations. Fall and spring. Barry,

Hutchison, Parks.

113L GENETICS LABORATORY (Biology lOlL, Zoology 117L, Botany 170L) (2).

Students who elect to take this course must do so concurrently with Biology

101 or by permission ofinstructor. The principles ofinheritance are illustrated

by experiments with viruses, bacteria, fungi, and higher plants and animals.

Four laboratory hours a week, fall and spring. Biology 101 staff.

115 GENETICS AND HUMAN EVOLUTION (Anatomy 115, Anthropology 115)

(3). Prerequisite, Introductory Biology or permission of instructor. Fundamen-
tal principles of genetics; population genetics; genetic equilibrium; race and
species formation; the factors of evolution; and the relation of these principles

to the primates, fossil man and modern man. Blood groups and other traits

as illustrations. The interplay of biology and culture in human evolution.

Spring. PoUitzer.

122 HUMAN GENETICS (Zoology 122) (3). Prerequisite, Zoology 11, or permission

ofthe instructor. A study ofbiological inheritance in man. Effects ofmutation,

selection, migration, and racial mixture; applications of genetics to medico-

legal questions. On occasion. Zoology staff
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150 ELEMENTS OF PROBABILITY AND STATISTICAL INFERENCE (Biosta-

tistics 150) (3). Prerequisite, integral calculus or permission of the instructor, i

Fundamentals of probability theory; descriptive statistics; fundamentals of

statistical inference, including estimation and hypothesis testing. Fall

Elandt-Johnson.
I

151 ELEMENTS OF STATISTICAL ANALYSIS (Biostatistics 151) (3). Prerequi-|

site, Biostatistics 150 or equivalent. Goodness of fit; association and correla-

;

tion; analysis ofvariance, and some nonparametric alternatives, for the simple

designs, including one-way, a k-way classification, and Latin squares; regres-

sion analysis. Spring. Elandt-Johnson. !

161 GENETICS OF BACTERIA AND VIRUSES (Bacteriology 115) (3). Prerequi-

sites, Biochemistry 100 or 105; Bacteriology 101 or 132. That portion of Bac-

teriology 161 which covers the current concepts relating to the genetics of

bacteria and viruses (approximately V2 semester). Spring. Bacteriology staff.
|

163 DEVELOPMENTAL GENETICS (Zoology 163) (3). Prerequisites, Zoology 11
'

and one Genetics course. The genetic control of gametogenesis and fertiliza-
[

tion, and the molecular basis of gene expression during development. (1975-

;

1976 and alternate years.) Spring. Lucchesi.

164 MOLECULAR BIOLOGY (Zoology 164) (3). Prerequisite, Zoology 120 or 121;

Chemistry 61, prerequisite or corequisite. The nature, production, and replica-

tion of biological compounds and their relation to structure and function in

development. Spring. Stafford.

165 MOLECULAR GENETICS (Biochemistry, Zoology 165) (3). Prerequisite, a ge- i

netics course. Zoology 164 and Biochemistry 106, or equivalent. The genetics

of prokaryotes and model systems for understanding the duplication, tran- i

scription, repair, mutagenesis and coding of nucleic acids. (1974-1975 and
\

alternate years.) Fall. Bleyman.

173 PLANT GENETICS (Botany 173) (4). Prerequisite, Genetics 113 (Biology 101)

or permission ofthe instructor. Mendelian genetics ofvascular plants; genetic
'

phenomena characteristic ofvascular plants; genetics in plant biosystematics. i

(1975-1976 and alternate years.) Three lecture and two laboratory hours a
'

week, spring. Parks.

186 POPULATION (Sociology 186) (3). Prerequisite, Sociology 51, or permission

of the instructor. A study of problems of quality and quantity of population
}

including theories of population increase and problems of composition, distri-
j

bution, differential fertility, population pressure and internal migration. Fall

and spring. Sociology staff.

222a HUMAN GENETICS AND CONSTITUTIONAL PATHOLOGY (Pathology
;

222) (3y2). Prerequisite, permission of the instructor. Includes elementary
,;

statistics, basic genetic theory and relevant field work with persons, archives i

and census records. Two conference and six laborato/y hours a week, fall.)

Graham.
222b INDUCED RECOMBINATION (Zoology 222) (3). Prerequisite, Zoology 117 ;

(Genetics 113). The effects of chemical agents and of irradiation upon genetic ;l

recombination. Reports from the literature and laboratory experiments on the ii

induction ofcrossing over. (1975-1976 and alternate years.) Six laboratory and:

conference hours a week, fall. Zoology staff.

223 MUTAGENESIS (Zoology 223) (3). Prerequisite, Zoology 117 (Genetics 113). 1

Study of the action of irradiation with X-rays or similar agents and chemicals \

in the environment upon the induction of new mutations. (1975-1976 and:

alternate years.) Three lecture or seminar hours a week, spring. Zoology staff.
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,226 REGULATORY MECHANISMS (Biochemistry 226) (3). Prerequisite, Bio-

chemistry 106, or equivalent. A discussion of mechanisms for the regulation

and control of biochemical reactions. The course will consider the following

regulatory mechanisms: genetic, feedback, and hormonal. (1975-1976 and al-

ternate years.) Spring. Fallon, Irvin, Summer, Reitz.

240 SPECIAL TOPICS IN GENETICS (2-4). Prerequisite, permission of the in-

structor. Fall. Staff.

241 SPECIAL TOPICS IN GENETICS (2-4). Prerequisite, permission of the in-

structor. Spring. Staff.

263 SEMINAR IN DEVELOPMENTAL GENETICS (Zoology 263) (2). Prerequisite,

Zoology 11 or permission of the instructor. Different areas of developmental

genetics will be emphasized each year. These areas will include the genetic

control of gametogenesis and fertilization, and the action of genes during

embryonic development. (1975-1976 and alternate years.) Spring. Lucchesi.

272 CYTOGENETICS (Botany 272) (3). Prerequisite, Genetics 113. Critical study

of research papers concerned with the behavior and organization of chromo-

somes. (1976-1977 and alternate years.) Spring. Barry.

275 GENETICS SYSTEMS (Bacteriology 275, Biochemistry 275, Botany 275, Pa-

thology 275, Zoology 275) (3). An advanced course in genetics emphasizing the

genetics and molecular biology of viruses, bacteria, fungi, insects and mam-
mals and based upon the personal research of the staff. Required of all candi-

dates for the degree in Genetics. Fall. (1976-1977 and alternate years.) Staff.

281 STATISTICAL METHODS IN HUMAN GENETICS (Biostatistics 281) (3).

Prerequisite, permission of the instructor. (1976-1977 and alternate years.)

Spring. Elandt-Johnson.

301 RESEARCH (Bacteriology 301) (3 or more). May be continued for credit two

or more semesters. Hours and credit to be arranged. Throughout the year.

Gooder.

305 RESEARCH IN GENETICS (3 or more). May be continued for credit two or

more semesters. Hours and credit to be arranged. Fall and spring. Staff.

394 DOCTORAL DISSERTATION (3 or more). Throughout the year. Staff

400 GENERAL REGISTRATION (0).



DEPARTMENT OF GEOGRAPHY

David G. Basile, Chairman

Professors

Clyde E. Browning

John D. Eyre

Associate Professors

David G. Basile

Stephen S. Birdsall

Richard J. Kopec
Barry M. Moriarty

Assistant Professors

John W. Florin

Arthur J. Hawley

Peter J. Robinson

(3)

(2)

(1)

(5)

(4)

(7)

(8)

(6)

(9)

Urban Geography and Quaternary Economic
Geography

Pohtical Geography and Asia

Economic Geography, Latin America and Natu-

ral Resources

Transportation Geography, Social Geography
and Africa

Climatology and Cartography

Urban Geography, Spatial Behavior and Per-

ception, Industrial and Residential Location

Theory

Population Geography, Medical Geography,

and Historical Anglo-America

Food Resources, Water Resources and Remote
Sensing

Meteorology, Micrometeorology and Soils Geog-

raphy

The Department ofGeography offers graduate vs^ork leading to the

degrees of Master of Arts and Doctor of Philosophy. Faculty offices

and some classroom facilities are located in Saunders Hall. An ex-

tensive sheet map collection is housed in the Geology Library and
the Map Room ofthe main library. Library holdings in domestic and
foreign geographical periodicals are especially strong.

Geographers are concerned v^ith an analysis ofthe spatial aspects

of cultural and physical phenomena, their interrelationships and
their composite expression in the form of regions. They find employ-

ment in teaching and a number of professional and applied fields.

Government agencies offer a variety of opportunities in such fields

as cartography and map analysis, census work, air photo interpreta-

tion, resource and land-use surveys, and foreign area intelligence.

Industrial concerns, banks, property development and management
firms, research organizations, and federal, state, and municipal

agencies employ sizeable numbers of geographers as field investiga-

tors, location analysts, and planners. The expanding national recre-

ation and travel fields also have job opportunities.
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A student beginning graduate study in geography is normally

required to hold a bachelor's degree in geography. However, a stu-

dent who has achieved a good record as an undergraduate in another

major field may, at the discretion of the department, be accepted for

graduate study in geography. In such cases, some prerequisite course

work is usually added to minimum M.A. requirements.

Most students will be expected to develop a primary interest in

one of the following topical fields: agricultural geography, urban

geography, industrial location, population geography, cartography,

climatology, and political geography. The above list is not meant to

discourage students from developing a regional interest; students

frequently apply their topical interest in the setting of some foreign

area. However, all students must have a topical interest, and it

normally takes precedence over the regional interest.

For the degree of Master of Arts a student must complete at least

30 hours of course work. Of this total a minimum of twenty-four

hours in geography (including Geography 190, 201 and 393) is re-

quired. The remaining courses (a minimum of six hours) must be

taken outside of the department. The number and kind of such

supporting courses will be established through consultation between

the student and his or her graduate advisors.

For the degree of Doctor of Philosophy a student must complete

at least 24 hours of course work in geography (including Geography

190, 201, 205 and 394) unless having earned a previous degree in

geography at Chapel Hill, in which event 21 hours of credit (includ-

ing 394) are required. In addition, Ph.D. candidates will normally

be expected to complete 15 credit hours outside of geography. This

requirement may be reduced, where appropriate, by the number of

such courses taken as a part of the M.A. program. A minimum of

two such courses must be taken as a doctoral candidate at U.N.C.

In some instances this minor or supporting program may be reduced

by agreement between the student and the advisor, but for every

reduction in the minor load the geography requirement must be

increased by an equivalent amount.
The student must demonstrate competence in a research skill, to

be selected in consultation with the advisor. For the M.A., this re-

quirement may be met by passing a reading examination in one
foreign language (usually French, German, or Spanish); or by taking

Computer Science 216X or 218X; or a 100 or 200 level course in

mathematics or statistics. Ph.D. students may take two languages

or substitute in lieu of one language, two courses (from a selected

list) in computer science, mathematics, or statistics.

Assistantships up to $2,700 a year are available to qualified stu-
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dents. Duties consist primarily of preparation for and supervision

of sections of introductory physical (Geography 38) and cultural

(Geography 48) courses. Some additional funds (e.g., NSF and
NDEA) are also available.

Courses for Graduates and Advanced Undergraduates

110 METEOROLOGY (3). Natural science credit. Prerequisite, Geography 38.

Analysis of the weather elements in the atmosphere, emphasizing energy

exchanges and controls, and the general atmospheric circulation. Observa-

tional techniques are considered and methods of weather prediction and con-

trol discussed. Fall. Robinson.

112 MICROMETEOROLOGY (3). Natural science credit. Permission of instructor

desirable. An introduction to the theory and practice of micrometeorology.

Factors influencing rural environments are initially considered and agricul-

tural problems emphasized. Man's role in changing both rural and urban

microclimates is assessed. Spring. Robinson.

115 CLIMATOLOGY (3). Prerequisite, Geography 38 or permission of the instruc-

tor. Natural science credit. A systematic-regional approach to the study of

climates. Emphasis is given to the physical processes underlying the distribu-

tional patterns ofclimates and the impact ofclimate on social activity. Spring.

Kopec.

117 SOILS (3). Natural science credit. A study ofthe nature and geographic distri-

bution of the soils of the world. Three hours of lecture a week, in addition to

field work, spring. Robinson.

121 PHYSIOGRAPHY OF THE WESTERN UNITED STATES (3). Prerequisites,

Geography 38, Geology 41, or permission of the instructor. Natural science

credit. Landforms and Pleistocene history of the western United States, in-

cluding Alaska. Fall. Staff. (Not given in 1974-1975.)

122 PHYSIOGRAPHY OF THE EASTERN UNITED STATES (Geology 122) (3).

Prerequisites, Geology 11 or 41, Geology 104, or permission of the instructor.

Natural science credit. Fall. White. (1973-1974 and alternate years.)

132 THE WORLD'S FOOD SUPPLY (3). Can the world's growing population be

fed? The answer is sought by examining (a) different definitions of "food", (b)

present world food-producing systems, and (c) problems in changing estab-

lished food habits. Fall. Hawley.

143 GEOBOTANY (Botany 143) (3). Description of the major vegetation types of

the world including their distribution, structure, and physiognomy. The prin-

ciple causes for the distribution ofvegetation units, such as climate, soils, and

vegetation history will be discussed. Spring.

148 FUNDAMENTAL CONCEPTS OF HUMAN GEOGRAPHY (3). A systematic

study of the approaches, key concepts, and methods of human geography.

Emphasis is given to the cultural landscape and location analysis within a

thematic rather than a regional framework. Spring. Florin or Browning.

149 PROBLEMS IN AMERICAN SOCIAL GEOGRAPHY (3). A study ofthe spatial

components of current social problems, such as poverty, race relations, envi-

ronmental deterioration and pollution, and crime. Fall or spring. Birdsall;

staff.

150 POPULATION GEOGRAPHY (3). A study ofthe spatial dimensions ofpopula-

tion growth, density and movement and of the shifts in these patterns as they

1
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relate to changes in selected socio-economic and cultural phenomena. Spring.

Florin.

51 URBAN GEOGRAPHY (3). A geographical study of the spatial structure and

function of urban settlements. Emphasis is on the regional relations of cities

and central place theory. Spring. Browning.

.52 ECONOMIC GEOGRAPHY (3). An inquiry into the factors involved in the

location of agriculture, manufacturing and central place activities within the

context of population growth and economic development in different regions

of the world. Spring. Moriarty or Basile.

53 POLITICAL GEOGRAPHY (3). Geographic elements (nation formation;

boundary, territorial and ethnic issues; and regional blocs) in contemporary

international affairs. Case studies are in Eurasia and Africa. Fall and spring.

Eyre.

.54 HISTORICAL GEOGRAPHY OF THE UNITED STATES (3). A study of se-

lected past geographies of the United States with emphasis on the significant

geographic changes in population, cultural, and economic conditions through

time. Fall. Florin.

56 NATURAL RESOURCES (3). An analysis of selected mineral and biological

resources of the world with particular emphasis on their distribution, utiliza-

tion, management policies and on their social and economic implications.

Spring. Basile.

.57 ANGLO-AMERICA (3). Topical and regional geography of America north of

the Rio Grande, including elements of the physical, economic and cultural

environment. Fall. Hawley, Florin.

.58 EUROPE TODAY (3). A survey by topic and country of Europe west of the

Soviet Union. Those features that make Europe a distinct and important

region today are emphasized. Spring. Hawley.

.59 SOUTH AMERICA (3). A study of the resources and activities of continental

South America and of those aspects of the physical and cultural environment

which result in diversity as well as similarity. Fall. Basile.

160 MIDDLE AMERICA (3). An analysis ofthe environment, resources and activi-

ties of the mainland countries from Mexico to Panama as well as of the

Caribbean islands. Spring. Basile.

L61 THE SOUTH (3). Present-day southern United States, approached historically

through a study of its physical, economic, and cultural environment. Fall.

Browning.

L66 EASTERN ASIA (3). Geographical structure of population, urbanization,

agriculture, industrialization and regional links in China, Japan and Korea.

Fall Eyre.

167 SOUTHERN ASIA (3). Geographical structure of population, urbanization,

agriculture, industrialization and regional links in India, Pakistan, Sri Lanka,
Bangladesh, and the nations of Southeast Asia. Spring. Eyre.

168 AFRICA (3). Primary emphasis on the dynamic spatial organization of Africa

south of the Sahara. Individual countries will be studied in view of their

geographic characteristics and problems. Spring. Birdsall.

L71 CARTOGRAPHY (3). Introduction to maps and map-making, stressing draft-

ing and computer techniques, map design, and methods of representing data

on maps. One lecture and four laboratory hours a week, fall and spring. Kopec.

172 ADVANCED CARTOGRAPHY (3). Prerequisite, Geography 171. Advanced
study in map graphics. Application ofgraphic methods and material for illus-

trating spatial arrangements and relations of earth phenomena. Fall. Kopec.
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178 INTERPRETATION OF AERIAL PHOTOGRAPHS (3). A fundamental re

view of the uses of aerial photographs in the social sciences. Emphasis is oii|
^

detecting and identifying man-made objects on the earth's surface from thi.

perspective of space. Fall. Hawley.
I
g

179 FIELD METHODS AND TECHNIQUES. (3). The philosophy behind field

study in geography and various techniques used to solve local sample problems]
|

are examined. Emphasis is on developing innovative approaches to problena'

solutions. Spring. Hawley.

183 INDUSTRIAL LOCATION (Formerly 166) (3). Factors in the regional locatior

of manufacturing, location theory, measures of manufacturing, locationali

decision-making, and a survey of selected industries. Fall. Moriarty.

185 TRANSPORTATION GEOGRAPHY (3). Transportation as a spatial factor in;

the economic and political integration of regions; also, regional variations iiii

mode development, and application of transportation as a movement system,

Fall or spring. Birdsall.

190 QUANTITATIVE METHODS IN GEOGRAPHY (3). Introduction to the api

plication of statistical methods to geographic problems with some computei

use in their solution. Attention given to analysis of areal data and area]

sampling. Fall. Birdsall or Moriarty.

Courses for Graduates

202 THE DESIGN OF GEOGRAPHIC RESEARCH (3). Basic elements of scientificj

inquiry, methods ofspatial analysis, and selection and formulation ofresearch!

topics. Spring. Browning.

205 ADVANCED QUANTITATIVE METHODS IN GEOGRAPHY (3). Application

of selected multivariate statistical techniques to the analysis of geographic!

phenomena and problems. Spring. Birdsall or Moriarty. I

211 SPECIAL WORK IN GEOGRAPHY (2 or more). Prerequisites, Geography 38i

and two courses in the one hundred bracket. On demand. Staff.

251 URBAN MICROSPATIAL GEOGRAPHY. The course will analyze selected;

theories accounting for the spatial pattern of urban residential and non-resi-

dential land use. Analog growth and distribution models will be examined,

Fall. Moriarty.

252 ADVANCED ECONOMIC GEOGRAPHY (3). Basile, Moriarty.

301 SEMINAR IN RURAL LAND USE (3). Basile, Hawley.

302 SEMINAR IN PRIMARY MATERIALS (3). Basile.
|

303 SEMINAR IN INDUSTRIAL LOCATION (3). Moriarty.

304 SEMINAR IN POLITICAL GEOGRAPHY (3). Eyre.

305 SEMINAR IN HISTORICAL GEOGRAPHY (3). Florin.

306 SEMINAR IN REGIONAL GEOGRAPHY (3). Staff.

307 SEMINAR IN URBAN GEOGRAPHY (3). Browning, Birdsall, Moriarty. !

308 SEMINAR IN PHYSICAL GEOGRAPHY (3). Staff.

311 RESEARCH IN GEOGRAPHY (2 or more). On demand. Staff.

abcdefgh
i

a. Economic (Rural Land Use)

b. Economic (Primary Materials)

c. Economic (Industrial)

d. Political

e. Historical

f Regional
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g. Urban
h. Physical

93 MASTER'S THESIS (3 or more). Fall and spring. Members of the graduate

faculty.

;94 DOCTORAL DISSERTATION (3 or more). Fall and spring. Members of the

graduate faculty.

00 GENERAL REGISTRATION (0).



DEPARTMENT OF GEOLOGY

Roy L. Ingram, Chairman

Professors

J. Robert Butler (1) Igneous-Metamorphic Petrology

John M. Dennison (2) Paleozoic Stratigraphy

David E. Dunn (3) Structural Geology, Rock Mechanics

Paul D. Fullagar (4) Isotope Geochemistry, Geochronology

Roy L. Ingram (5) Sedimentation, Clay Mineralogy

Paul C. Ragland (8) Trace Element Geochemistry, Petrochemistry

John J. W. Rogers (13) Igneous Petrology, Crustal Evolution

Joseph St. Jean, Jr. (9) Micropaleontology, Invertebrate Paleontology

Daniel A. Textoris (11) Sedimentary Petrology, Carbonates

Walter H. Wheeler (12) Mesozoic-Cenozoic Stratigraphy

Assistant Professors

Christopher S. Martens (7) Chemical Oceanography

Judith B. Moody (6) Mineralogy, Experimental Petrology

David M. Stewart (10) Geophysics, Seismology

The Department of Geology offers graduate v^ork leading to the

degrees of Master of Science and Doctor of Philosophy. Admission

requirements are governed by the regulations of the Graduate
School.

All students working tow^ard advanced degrees must meet the

degree requirements of the Graduate School. The specific require-

ments w^hich follow^ are applicable to candidates for advanced de

grees v^ith a major in the Geology Department. The Department of

Geology also participates in the interdepartmental curricular pro-

gram in Marine Sciences. Graduate students working toward de

grees in Marine Sciences must meet the specific requirements estab-

lished by the Curriculum rather than those of the Geology

Department, even though the major professional specialization falls

principally within subjects associated with the Geology Department.

Course requirements for all graduate degrees are determined for

each student by the student's faculty committee. Specific require-

ments are varied to meet the needs and career objectives of the

individual.

A doctoral student may be permitted to by-pass the master's de^

gree after one year of residence, upon demonstration of superior!

scholastic and research ability, on the advice and recommendation

of his or her graduate committee and approval by majority vote of

the faculty.
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Candidates for advanced degrees in the Department of Geology

are required to have completed Geology 11 (or 41) and 42, or their

3quivalents, and normally to have completed a Bachelor of Arts or

; Bachelor of Science degree in astronomy, botany, chemistry, geol-

ogy, mathematics, physics, statistics, zoology, or other science or

engineering fields, which are pertinent to the study of the earth. All

students must have had, or must take, one year of college physics,

3ne year of college chemistry, and mathematics through integral

:alculus. Students with degrees in disciplines other than geology

may expect to devote one or more semesters to fulfilling undergradu-

ate requirements.

Master of Science degree aspirants preparing for careers in geol-

ogy must complete the equivalent ofthe Bachelor ofScience require-

ments in geology and supporting sciences, and complete at least 30

hours of advanced study in subjects specified by the student's com-

i mittee. Up to 6 hours of credit may be received for the thesis, a work
based on original independent research, which is included in the 30

hours of study. Most students complete the degree requirements

within two years.

Master of Science degree aspirants preparing for a career in geo-

chemistry, geophysics, paleontology, or other interdisciplinary

' professions must complete the core courses of mineralogy, igneous

and metamorphic rocks, sedimentary rocks, stratigraphy, and struc-

tural geology, and additional hours in geology or allied sciences

approved by the student's committee for a total of30 hours ofgradu-

ate study, including 6 hours for the thesis.

Doctor of Philosophy aspirants must complete 45 to 65 hours of

graduate course credit. Up to 15 hours additional credit are received

for a dissertation based on independent original research.

All students beginning work toward an advanced degree in geol-

ogy must take a comprehensive three-hour general written exami-

! nation during the first semester in residence. The written examina-
tion also includes a three-hour examination by the major professor,

given at a later date. Master's degree candidates must take two
additional three-hour written examinations given by two geology

staff members chosen by the student in consultation with his major
advisor. Doctoral candidates must take four additional three-hour

written examinations given by four geology staff members chosen
in consultation with the major advisor. The background of the stu-

dent is taken into consideration by the staff member selected to

prepare the examination. Each staffmember offers the examination
once during each academic year.

There is no language requirement for the master's degree. Ph.D.
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1)11

13

I

candidates must demonstrate an ability to read one foreign lan-

guage, as specified by the student's committee. (

A geology field course or equivalent professional experience is

required for candidates for all graduate degrees. Approval of equiva-

lent experience is the responsibility of the candidate's committee.

Summer employment in a responsible position under the direct

supervision of a professional geoscientist may be sufficient to meet
the requirement.

Teaching experience is an essential part of professional training;

therefore, laboratory or lecture instruction equivalent to six contact

hours a week is required of all students for two semesters or until

teaching competence is acquired.

The Department of Geology occupies about 50,000 square feet of

floor space in the Elisha Mitchell Building constructed in 1963. The
departmental library contains over 25,000 bound volumes and over

52,000 maps, and regularly receives 700 serial publications.

Laboratory equipment and special apparatus available include:

seismological station; magnetometer; gravimeter; electrical resis-

tivity apparatus; portable seismographs; teletype link to the North
Carolina Research Triangle computer complex; solid-source mass
spectrometer; X-ray diffractometer and spectrograph; emission spec-

trograph; gamma-ray spectrometer; laser micro-probe; console den-

sitometer; uniform-size rock pulverizer; magnetic mineral separa-

tor; petrographic, ore, and binocular microscopes; refractometer;

universal stages; cathode luminescence; thin-sectioning and polish-

ing equipment; outboard motor boats (14 ft. and 19 ft.); spectropho-

tometers; atomic absorption spectrophotometer; automatic titrator;

photoflurometer; flame photometer; copy camera; photomicro-

graphic equipment, and a well-equipped darkroom; drafting and

light tables; ntap-enlarging and reducing equipment; surveying

equipment; field vehicles; and a 4-kilobar rock mechanics laboratory.

The staff" is prepared to direct the study and research of graduate

students in: igneous and metamorphic petrology, geochemistry, eco-

nomic geology, stratigraphy, paleontology and micropaleontology,

sedimentation and clay mineralogy, geophysics, marine geology,

structural geology, mineralogy, sedimentary petrology, isotope geol-

ogy, geochronology, geostatistics, and rock mechanics.

Financial Aid

About 18 graduate assistantships paying $2,700-3,200 per school

year are available to graduate students. Application for fall semes-

ter should be made by February 1.

111
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pourses for Graduates and Advanced Undergraduates

00 SPECIAL PROBLEMS IN GEOLOGY (1-4). Registration requires approval of

the departmental chairman. Fall and spring. Staff.

01 MINERALOGY (4). Prerequisites, Chemistry 11 and Geology 11 or 41. Two
lecture and six laboratory hours a week, fall. Butler, Fullagar, Moody.

02 PRINCIPLES OF PALEONTOLOGY (3). Prerequisite, Geology 42 or permis-

sion of instructor. Fundamental theories and concepts basic to the interpreta-

tion of the fossil record. Fall. St. Jean.

03 STRUCTURAL GEOLOGY (5). Prerequisite; Geology 11 or 41. Three lecture

and six laboratory hours a week, spring. Dunn.

04 GEOMORPHOLOGY (4). Prerequisite, Geology 1 1 or 41. Three lecture and two

laboratory hours a week, spring. White.

05 STRATIGRAPHY (4). Prerequisite, Geology 42. Principles of stratigraphy as

exemplified by classic examples from the geology of the United States. Three

lecture and two laboratory hours a week, spring. Wheeler.

08 ECONOMIC GEOLOGY (4). Prerequisites, Geology 103, 110, 111. A study of

mineral deposits. Three lecture and two laboratory hours a week, fall. Staff.

09 ELEMENTS OF GEOPHYSICS (4). Prerequisites, Geology 103, general phys-

ics. Elementary seismic, gravity magnetic and electric theory; earthquakes,

gravity of the earth, geomagnetism and telluric currents; seismic, gravity,

magnetic, electrical, and radioactivity prospecting and instrumentation. (Al-

ternate years.) Three lecture and two laboratory hours a week, fall. Stewart,

Dunn.

10 IGNEOUS AND METAMORPHIC ROCKS (3). Prerequisites, Geology 101,

Geology 42, or permission of the instructor. Megascopic description and origin

of igneous and metamorphic rocks. Two lecture and three laboratory hours a

week, spring. Staff.

.11 SEDIMENTARY ROCKS (2). Prerequisites, Geology 101, Geology 42, or per-

mission of the instructor. Megascopic description and origin of sedimentary

rocks. One lecture and two laboratory hours a week, spring. Textoris.

Ll5 GEOLOGIC HISTORY OF THE VERTEBRATES (3). Prerequisite, Geology 42

or Zoology 41. Vertebrate fossil finds and their bearing on our understanding

of vertebrate evolution. Some emphasis given to dinosaurs and primates.

(1975-1976 and alternate years.) Fall. Wheeler.

116 MORPHOLOGY AND CLASSIFICATION OF MEGAINVERTEBRATE FOS-
SILS (4). Prerequisite, Geology 42, or permission of the instructor. (1975-1976

and alternate years.) Three lecture and three laboratory hours a week, spring.

St. Jean.

117 CLAY MINERALOGY (4). Prerequisites, Geology 110 and 1 1 1 . Includes X-ray

j

diffraction studies of clay minerals. (1974-1975 and alternate years.) Two

I

lecture and four laboratory hours a week, spring. Ingram.

120 GROUNDWATER GEOLOGY (3). Prerequisites, Geology 11, 18, or 41, and
general physics. Groundwater geology, geography, quality, geophysical pros-

pecting and evaluation; introductory well and aquifer hydraulics; relations to

surface water and geological setting; pollution, land subsidence, and other

groundwater related environmental problems. (1974-1975 and alternate

years.) Spring. Stewart.

122 PHYSIOGRAPHY OF THE EASTERN UNITED STATES (3). Prerequisites,

Geology 11 or 41, Geology 104, or permission ofthe instructor. (1974-1975 and
alternate years.) Fall. White.
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128 SUMMER FIELD COURSES IN GEOLOGY (8). Prerequisites, Geology 101,

129 103, 110, 111. Equivalent to eight hours a week for one semester, first summet
session only. Dunn, Butler, Ragland. 185

142 PRINCIPLES OF GEOCHEMISTRY (4). Prerequisites, Geology 11 or 41,

Chemistry 21, or permission of the instructor. Three lecture and three labora-

tory hours a week, fall. Ragland.

144 OPTICAL MINERALOGY (4). Prerequisites, Geology 101, 110, 111. Two lec 18f

ture and six laboratory hours a week, fall. Ragland.
i

145 ELEMENTARY PETROGRAPHY AND PETROLOGY (4). Prerequisites, Ge-

ology 110, 144. Two lecture and six laboratory hours a week, spring. Butler. 18'

147 ISOTOPE GEOLOGY (3). Prerequisites, Geology 101, 110, 111, and general

chemistry. Isotopic composition of elements applied to geothermometry, ge-

ochronology, and mineral deposits. (1975-1976 and alternate years.) Fall. Ful- 18i

lagar.

148 X-RAYS AND THE SOLID STATE (Physics 168) (3). Prerequisites, elementary

physics. Mathematics 31, 32. The structure, symmetry, physical and chemical;

properties of crystals. (1975-1976 and alternate years.) Spring. Smith. 18

152 STATISTICAL METHODS IN GEOLOGY (3). Prerequisites, Mathematics 32

and introductory statistics. Application of statistical techniques to geological

problems. (1975-1976 and alternate years.) Two lecture and three laboratory

hours per week, spring. Dennison.

160 MATHEMATICAL GEOLOGY (Marine Science 120) (4). Prerequisites, Math-

ematics 31, 32, Physics 24, 25 or permission of instructor. Mathematical back- ^

ground for advanced topics in geophysics, oceanography, meteorology, geo-i

chemistry, rock mechanics, geostatics, hydrology and other geologic sciences.
21

Emphasis on development of mathematical confidence and appreciation

through application to real examples. (1974-1975 and alternate years.) Three

lecture and two laboratory hours per week, fall. Stewart.

161 APPLIED GEOPHYSICS: GRAVITY AND MAGNETICS (4). Prerequisites,
2;

Mathematics 32, Physics 24, 25. Relation of the earth's gravity and magnetic
2

fields to geologic parameters. (Not offered 1975-1976.) Three lecture and two

laboratory hours a week, fall. Staff. i

2

162 APPLIED GEOPHYSICS: SEISMIC PROSPECTING (4). Prerequisites, Math-'

ematics 32, Physics 24, 25. Seismic techniques in geologic investigations.

(1975-1976 and alternate years.) Three lecture and two laboratory hours a
l

week, spring. Stewart.

165 THE PHYSICS OF THE EARTH (3). Prerequisites, Math 32, Physics 24, 25,

Chemistry 21. (Not offered 1975-1976.) Spring Staff.

167 EARTHQUAKE SEISMOLOGY (3). Prerequisites, Geology 1 1 (or 41) and gen-

eral physics. Geology, geography and elementary physics of earthquakes; de^

struction to human life and property and other environmental effects; risk,;

protective measures; prediction; past great quakes; elementary el£isticity andi

wave theory; seismological observatory practice. (1974-1975 and alternate:

years.) Spring. Stewart.
,

172 PHYSICAL OCEANOGRAPHY (Marine Science 122) (4). Prerequisites, Math-i

ematics 31, 32, Physics 24, 25, or permission ofthe instructor. An introductioni!

to physical processes in the sea, including both theoretical and experimental)!

approaches. Three lecture and one laboratory hours a week, fall.

173 GEOLOGICAL OCEANOGRAPHY (Marine Science 103) (4). Prerequisites,:

Geology 11 (or 41), 42. Introduction to the geomorphology, sedimentation,:

stratigraphy, vulcanism, structure, and geologic history ofcontinental shelves,:
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slopes and ocean basins. Three lecture and two laboratory hours a week, spring.

Neumann.
185 PALEONTOLOGIC TECHNIQUES (3). Prerequisite. Geology 102. Laboratory

techniques applicable to the preparation and analysis of mega- and micro-

invertebrate fossils. (1974-1975 and alternate years.) One hour lecture and six

hours laboratory a week, spring. St. Jean.

186 PALEOECOLOGIC INTERPRETATIONS OF MEGAINVERTEBRATE FOS-

SILS (4). Prerequisite, Geology 42 or permission of the instructor. Three hours

lecture and three hours laboratory a week, spring. Spiller.

187 PALEOZOIC STRATIGRAPHIC PALEONTOLOGY (4). Prerequisite, Geology

102, 105 or permission of the instructor. (1975-1976 and alternate years.)

Three hours lecture and three hours laboratory a week, fall. Dennison.

188 MESOZOIC AND CENOZOIC STRATIGRAPHIC PALEONTOLOGY (4).

Prerequisites, Geology 102, 105 or permission ofthe instructor. (1976-1977 and

alternate years.) Three hours lecture and three hours laboratory a week, fall.

Spiller.

189 PALEOBOTANY (Botany 181) (5). Prerequisites, Botany 1 1 or General Biology

or permission of instructor. An introduction to the morphology, stratigraphic

occurrence, and evolutionary relationships of fossil plants. Both macrofossils

and microfossils will be considered. (1974-1975 and alternate years.) Two
lecture and six laboratory hours a week, spring. Dickinson.

Courses for Graduates

220 FABRIC ANALYSIS (4). Prerequisites, Geology 103, 145. Mesoscopic and mi-

croscopic analysis ofthe fabrics of polyhase folding and tectonites. (1974-1975

and alternate years.) Two lecture and four laboratory hours a week, fall. Dunn,

Butler.

221 ADVANCED STRUCTURAL GEOLOGY: ROCK MECHANICS (3 each).

222 Prerequisites, Mathematics 32, Geology 103. Rock Mechanics. (1975-1976 and
alternate years.) Fall and spring. Dunn.

224 ADVANCED ECONOMIC GEOLOGY (non-metals) (4). Prerequisites, Geology

105, 108, 110, 111. (1974-1975 and alternate years.) Three lecture and three

laboratory hours a week, spring. Staff.

225 ADVANCED ECONOMIC GEOLOGY (metals) (4). Prerequisites, Geology 108,

110, 111. (1975-1976 and alternate years.) Three lecture and three laboratory

hours a week, spring. Staff.

230 GEOCHRONOLOGY (3). Prerequisite, Geology 147 or permission of the in-

structor. (1974-1975 and alternate years.) Spring. Fullagar.

242 PHYSICAL GEOCHEMISTRY (4). Prerequisites, Geology 142. Mathematics

32. (1974-1975 and alternate years.) Three lecture and three laboratory hours

a week, fall. Ragland, Moody.

243 ANALYTICAL GEOCHEMISTRY (4). Prerequisites, Geology 142, Chemistry

43. (1974-1975 and alternate years.) Three lecture and three laboratory hours

a week, spring. Ragland.

244 ADVANCED PETROLOGY (4 each). Prerequisites, Geology 144, 145. (1975-

245 1976 and alternate years.) Two lecture and six laboratory hours a week, fall

and spring. Butler, Moody.

246 ADVANCED MINERALOGY (3). Prerequisites, Geology 101, 144, or permis-

sion of instructor. (1975-1976 and alternate years.) Fall. Moody.
247 SEDIMENTATION (4). Prerequisites, Geology 102, 105, 111. (1975-1976 and

alternate years.) Three lecture and three laboratory hours a week, fall. Ingram.
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248 SEDIMENTARY PETROLOGY (4). Prerequisites, Geology 144, 247, or permis-

sion ofthe instructor. (1975-1976 and alternate years.) Three lecture and three

laboratory hours a week, spring. Textoris.

250 ADVANCED SEDIMENTATION (3). Prerequisites, Geology 247, 248, or per-

mission of the instructor. (1975-1976 and alternate years.) Spring. Ingram.

251 ADVANCED SEDIMENTARY PETROLOGY (3). Prerequisites, Geology 247,

248, or permission of the instructor. (1976-1977 and alternate years.) Fall.

Textoris.

271 ADVANCED GEOMORPHOLOGY (3 each). Prerequisites, Geology 103, 104,

272 or permission of the instructor. (1975-1976 and alternate years.) Fall and
spring. White.

281 ADVANCED STRATIGRAPHY (Paleozoic) (4). Prerequisites, Geology 102,

105. (1974-1975 and alternate years.) Spring. Dennison.

282 ADVANCED STRATIGRAPHY (Mesozoic and Cenozoic) (4). Prerequisites,

Geology 102, 105. (1974-1975 and alternate years.) Fall. Wheeler.

285 PALEONTOLOGY OF THE LOWER MEGA-INVERTEBRATES (PORIFERA
THROUGH BRACHIOPODA) (4). Prerequisites, Geology 116 or permission of

the instructor. A detailed study of selected fossil groups. (1975-1976 and alter-

nate years.) Three lecture and three laboratory hours a week, fall. St. Jean.

286 PALEONTOLOGY OF THE HIGHER MEGA-INVERTEBRATES (MOL-
LUSCA THROUGH HEMICHORDATA) (4). Prerequisites, Geology 116 or

permission of the instructor. A detailed study of selected fossil groups. (1975-

1976 and alternate years.) Three lecture and three laboratory hours a week,

spring. Spiller.

288 MICROPALEONTOLOGY (CONODONTS AND OSTRACODES) (4). Prerequi-

site, Geology 102. (1974-1975 and alternate years.) Three lecture and three

laboratory hours a week, fall. St. Jean.

289 MICROPALEONTOLOGY (FORAMINIFERA) (Marine Science 239) (4).

Prerequisite, Geology 102. (1974-1975 and alternate years.) Three lecture and
three laboratory hours a week, spring. St. Jean.

301 SEMINAR (1 or more). May be repeated for credit.

Research Courses

These courses are intended for applicants for advanced degrees

and consist of laboratory work and conferences with the professor

in charge of the work. Studies may be continued in each of these

courses under the same number with a sub-letter designation.

392 RESEARCH IN GEOLOGY (2 or more).

393 MASTER'S THESIS (3 or more).

394 DOCTORAL DISSERTATION (3 or more).

400 GENERAL REGISTRATION (0).



DEPARTMENT OF GERMANIC LANGUAGES

Christoph E. Schweitzer, Chairman

Professors

Christoph E. Schweitzer (2) Baroque, Eighteenth Century Literature,

RiA Stambaugh
Petrus Tax

Associate Professors

Walter K. Francke

Siegfried Mews

Sidney R. Smith

Assistant Professors

Waldemar Eger
Graydon L. Ekdahl
Ross D, Hall

Lecturer

Harry Bergholz

Emeritus Professors

Werner Paul Friederich

John G. Kunstmann
George S. Lane
Herbert W. Reichert

The Department of Germanic Languages offers a diversified

graduate program leading to the master's and doctoral degrees. The
faculty represents a wide spectrum of specializations within the

discipline, including Volkskunde. Students are exposed to multiple

approaches to the various subjects.

Candidates for either the degree of Master of Arts or Doctor of

Philosophy may take their entire program within the Department
of Germanic Languages with emphasis on either language or litera-

ture. Candidates for the degree of Doctor of Philosophy may also

choose Medieval Studies as an area of concentration. Students with
a special interest in language and who want to establish a formal

Goethe

(3) Late Medieval, Reformation, Folklore

(4) Old High, Middle High German Literatures,

Medieval German Prose, Netherlandic Lan-

guage and Literature

(9) German Medieval Literature, Modern German
Literature

(5) Nineteenth and Twentieth Century Drama,

Comparative Literature

(6) Germanic Linguistics, Scandinavian Lan-

guages

(7) Twentieth Century Literature

(8) Age of Goethe

(10) Germanic Linguistics and Dialectology

(11) Nineteenth and Twentieth Century Scan-

dinavian and Germanic Literature
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minor will often select Linguistics; those who specialize in literature

might select Comparative Literature. The Department encourages ^

interdisciplinary research projects. Candidates for the Ph.D. and
M.A. degrees must pass a reading knowledge examination in

French; candidates for the Ph.D. degree must also have knowledge iii

of Latin or, with the permission of the Department, another lan-

guage useful for their field of specialization.

Every graduate student is expected to have a high level of compe-

tence in the German language. The Department considers teaching

an essential part of the training of each graduate student and offers 125

therefore a methods course as well as close supervision of all gradu-

ate assistants involved in teaching. Graduate students are expected

to attend the various lectures by distinguished visitors to the Depart-

ment. They are encouraged to make use of a large tape library in

the Language Laboratory and to participate in the Mittagstisch, the
i3i

German Club, and other events sponsored by the Department. Stu-

dents will be assisted with their study plans in German-speaking
countries.

The University Library holdings in German literature and lan-

guage are excellent and are complemented by the nearby Duke
University Library. Graduate students have access to a Departmen-

tal study room which houses a collection of basic editions and refer-

ence works.

Since 1949 the Department has been publishing a monograph
series entitled The University ofNorth Carolina Studies in the Ger-

manic Languages and Literatures. The series numbers now over 80

volumes; in it the results of research by scholars specializing in

various aspects of Germanic studies are made available to both a
i

national and international reading public.

Teaching, research and laboratory assistantships as well as a

number of nonservice fellowships, including several distinguished
1

Kent James Brown Fellowships, are offered by the Department on
i

an annual basis.

Courses without Credit for Graduate Students

lOlX ELEMENTARY GERMAN FOR GRADUATE STUDENTS (no credit). These

102X courses are designed as a preparation for the reading knowledge examination

for higher degrees. Passing of the examination at the end of 102X will certify

that this requirement has been satisfied. Three hours a week, fall and spring.
;

Smith; instructors.

Courses for Graduates and Advanced Undergraduates
|

100 ADVANCED GERMAN GRAMMAR (3). Prerequisite, German 21 or equiva-

lent. Form and content, difficulties and peculiarities, from a structural and
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historical point of view. Required of candidates for advanced degrees in Ger-

man. Fall. Stambaugh.

103 EXERCISES IN STYLISTICS (3). Prerequisites, German 31 and 100 or equiva-

lent. Spring. Stambaugh.

109 GERMAN FICTION IN THE NINETEENTH CENTURY (3). Prerequisite,

German 21 or equivalent. Fall. Mews.

Ill GERMAN DRAMA IN THE NINETEENTH CENTURY (3). Prerequisite, Ger-

man 21 or equivalent. Spring. Mews.

115 THE GERMAN LYRIC FROM HOLDERLIN TO THE PRESENT (3).

Prerequisite, German 21 or equivalent. Spring. Reichert.

121 GOETHE'S POETRYAND FAUST (3). Prerequisite, German 21 or equivalent.

Fall. Schweitzer.

125 TOPICS IN GERMAN LITERATURE (3). Prerequisite, German 21 or equiva-

lent. Material not presently covered in any course. The specific topic will be

announced in advance. Spring. Staff.

131 GERMAN LITERATURE OF THE EIGHTEENTH CENTURY (3). Prerequi-

site, German 21 or equivalent. From the Enlightenment to Sturm und Drang.

Fall. Schweitzer.

139 GERMAN ROMANTICISM (3). Prerequisite, German 21 or equivalent.

Spring. Ekdahl.

141 SCHILLER (3). Prerequisite, German 21 or equivalent. Fall. Reichert.

152 THE GERMAN NOVEL SINCE 1890 (3). Prerequisite, German 21 or equiva-

lent. Fall. Reichert.

153 THE GERMAN DRAMA SINCE 1890 (3). Prerequisite, German 21 or equiva-

lent. Spring. Reichert.

155 GOETHE IN ENGLISH TRANSLATION (Comparative Literature 155) (3).

The poet within the Western tradition. Study of his masterpieces including

Faust. Discussion in English; readings in English or German. Spring.

Schweitzer.

161 HISTORY OF THE GERMAN LANGUAGE (3). Development of sounds and

forms from ancient times to present. Political, social, and literary forces in-

fluencing the language. Recommended for first semester of graduate study.

Prerequisite, a good reading knowledge of German. Fall. Smith, Hall.

171 GERMAN CIVILIZATION (3). Major trends in intellectual, artistic, and politi-

cal life from early times to the present. Lectures in English; readings in

English or German. Spring. Tax.

191 TEACHING METHODS AND MATERIALS (3). For prospective teachers of

German. Required for all graduate students. Fall. Eger.

BRECHT'S WORLD OF THE THEATRE (3). (See Comparative Literature

192). Fall. Mews.

DUTCH

105 ELEMENTARY DUTCH (3). Prerequisite, reading knowledge of German or

permission ofthe instructor. Rapid introduction to modern Netherlandic with

emphasis on both speaking and reading. (Alternate years.) Fall. Francke, Tax.

106 ADVANCED DUTCH (3). Prerequisite, Dutch 105 or equivalent. Reading of

modern Dutch literature with discussions in Dutch. (Alternate years.) Spring.

Francke, Tax.

158 THE GOLDEN AGE OF DUTCH LITERATURE (RENAISSANCE AND
BAROQUE) (3). Prerequisite, permission of the instructor. Masterpieces of

Dutch literature of Renaissance and mainly Baroque; literary relations with
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German and other literatures will be stressed. Spring. (Alternate years.) Tax,

Francke.

SCANDINAVIAN

181 ELEMENTARY NORWEGIAN (3). Reading knowledge of German desirable.

Rapid introduction to modern Norwegian (bokmaal) with attention to both

speaking and reading. Fall. Smith.

182 ADVANCED NORWEGIAN (3). Prerequisite, Norwegian 181 or equivalent.

Reading of twentieth century short stories. Introduction to Danish and Swed-

ish, with readings. Spring. Smith.

187 INTRODUCTION TO MODERN SCANDINAVIAN LITERATURE (3). An in-

troduction to nineteenth-century and twentieth-century Scandinavian litera-

ture (in translation) with particular reference to the work ofIbsen and Strind-

berg, and modern fiction. Spring. Bergholz.

233 OLD NORSE (OLD ICELANDIC) (3 each). Grammar and reading from the

234 prose Edda and the Icelandic sagas. Two semesters, on demand. Smith.

Courses for Graduates

201 MATERIALS AND METHODS OF RESEARCH (3). Fall. Tax.

202 GERMAN PALEOGRAPHY (3). A general introduction to codicological prob-

lems and a discussion ofthe different types ofscript used in German Literature

to about 1500; with practical exercises. Spring. (Alternate years.) Tax.

210 OLDER GERMAN LITERATURE TO 1050 (3). Spring Tax.

221 GOTHIC (3). Fall. Hall, Smith.

222 OLD HIGH GERMAN (3). Spring Hall, Smith.

223 COMPARATIVE GERMANIC GRAMMAR (3). Spring Hall, Smith.

232 OLD SAXON (3). On demand. Hall, Smith.

233 OLD NORSE (OLD ICELANDIC) (3 each). On demand. Hall, Smith

234

235 MIDDLE HIGH GERMAN GRAMMAR (3). Prerequisite, German 161 (waived

in special cases). Grammar and linguistic analysis of medieval German. Read-

ings include one complete work and selections from the Nibelungenlied, didac-

tic literature, and lyric poetry. Spring. Hall, Smith.

236 MIDDLE HIGH GERMAN LITERATURE (3). Spring Tax, Francke.

237 MIDDLE HIGH GERMAN POETRY (3). Tax.

240 READING COURSE (3 each). Through the year. Staff.

241

250 LATE MEDIEVAL LITERATURE (3). Previous study ofGerman 235 is desira-

ble. Fall. Stambaugh.

251 THE LITERATURE OF THE REFORMATION ERA (3). Spring Stambaugh.

252 INTRODUCTION TO EARLY NEW HIGH GERMAN (3). Analysis and discus-

sion ofform and content of the new literary language in the age ofHumanists

and Reformers, documenting the change in ideas and ideals. Fall. Stambaugh.

253 GERMAN BAROQUE LITERATURE (3). Fall. Schweitzer.

270 GENERAL INTRODUCTION TO GERMAN VOLKSKUNDE (3). A reading

knowledge of French is desirable but not necessary. Fall. Stambaugh, Tax.

340 SEMINAR IN OLDER GERMAN LITERATURE (3). On demand. Tax.

342 SEMINAR IN GERMAN VOLKSKUNDE (3). On demand. Stambaugh, Tax.

344 SEMINAR IN LATE MEDIEVAL AND REFORMATION LITERATURE (3).

On demand. Stambaugh.

345 SEMINAR IN GERMAN LITERATURE (3). On demand. Schweitzer.
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350 SEMINAR IN GERMAN LITERATURE (3). On demand. Mews.

355 SEMINAR IN GERMAN LITERATURE (3). On demand. Reichert.

361 SEMINAR IN LINGUISTICS (3). On demand. Hall, Smith.

393 MASTER'S THESIS (3 or more). Fall and spring. Staff.

394 DOCTORAL DISSERTATION (3 or more). Fall and spring. Staff.

400 GENERAL REGISTRATION (0).



DEPARTMENT OF HISTORY

George V. Taylor, Chairman

Professors

J. Carlyle Sitterson (70)

James L. Godfrey (20)

Harold A. Bierck (40)

Frank W. Klingberg (71)

Elisha p. Douglass (72)

George B. Tindall (75)

George V. Taylor (30)

Robert M. Miller (73)

Stephen B. Baxter (21)

Henry C. Boren (13)

George E. Mowry (85)

J. Isaac Copeland (82)

Peter F. Walker (76)

Joel R. Williamson (79)

John M. Headley (31)

Frank W. Ryan, Jr. (74)

Josef Anderle (60)

R. Don Higginbotham (84)

Richard A. Soloway (23)

Samuel H. Baron (63)

John K. Nelson (78)

John E. Semonche (77)

Donald G. Mathews (87)

Lamar J. R. Cecil, Jr. (32)

William S. Powell (89)

Gerhard L. Weinberg (35)

Samuel R. Williamson, Jr. (34)

Recent U.S. History, U.S. Economic History

England since 1901, English Constitutional

History

Bolivarian States, United States ofMexico, In-

ter-American Relations, Latin American In-

dependence Movements, 1810-1830

Civil War and Reconstruction

The Federal Period, American Intellectual

History to 1860, American Business History

The South since Reconstruction

Europe in the Eighteenth Century and the

French Revolutionary and Napoleonic

Period, 1715-1815

American Social and Religious History, Intel-

lectual History since 1860

English History 1485-1815: Political, Diplo-

matic, Constitutional and Economic History

The Ancient World, particularly Roman His-

tory

American Political, Social, and Intellectual

History since 1890

History of the South

Civil War and Reconstruction

History of the South, Race Relations

Renaissance, Reformation, Seventeenth Cen-

tury Continental Europe

American Intellectual, Cultural, and Psycho-

History

Eastern Europe, Chiefly since 1815

Colonial and Revolutionary America

Nineteenth Century Britain: Social, Intellec-

tual, and Church History

Russian History: Early Modern Period, Late

Nineteenth Century

Social, Intellectual, Religious Development of

America before the Revolution

American Legal and Constitutional History

Ante-Bellum U.S., American Religious History

Germany, Continental Europe, the European

Nobility, 1800-1922

North Carolina History

Modern Germany, Diplomatic History

Diplomatic and Strategic History since 1870
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ssociate Professors

TTiTTjmrwr T. Rnmv/r am .Tr (50) Tslamip C!ivili7fltion Ottoman Fmnirf
F'pFniTRTr'K' O RFWRFMrm (14) XTX^\XX^ V CtX X_i ux V/^^

1\Ttphaft T? TXTpVattoh (15) History of Scisnc©

Gtt t tan T Cei I (22) British Empire, Tudor and Stuart England
Samttft V Wftts »Tr (80) U.S. Diplomatic History; Economic and Strate-

gXV^ X d^vWlO

Richard W. Pfaff (16) English Medieval History: Ecclesiastical, Cul-

tural and Politipal Historv

Peter G. Filene (83) Twentieth Century: American Social and Cul-

tiiTal TTicitnTvi/uxax xxxouv/x y

.TrmFPH S T'ttt PHTivj (42) ArP'pntina and Chilp Carihhpan Arpa Tntpr-Xxl g^ll LflllCl CXXXU V^XXXX^, VyCXX XIL/IL/^C4XX XXX ^CX, XXX U^X

American Relations

T^AVTT* rrRTFFTTHC!x^AVixi ivx. vjrivir r X 1no (62) T?iic!S!ia in tVip T^licrHtppntVi r^pntiirv Snfial nnHXVCXoOXd XXX UXXv? X-iXgXXU^^XXl'XX V^^XXlfLXX y . kJv/^XClX ClXXVl

Intellectual Marxism
RoOFR TjOTPHTN (81) Urban Political History, 1800 to the Present

Joan W. Scott (36) French History, 1715-1870, European Social

History, History of Women in Europe

James R. Leutze (86) U.S. Military History

issistant Professors

R MTtt t m RRonifXJ. TT XXiX^XO XJXVV^V^xVO (61) Rii««ia in tViP N^inpfppnfli ("Ipntiiyv Sr>pial AH-XVIXOOXCI XXX UXX^ X^ XXX^l/^^XXI/XX N^^XXLIXX y. kJV^^XClX, XX\X

ministrative Intellectual

Lawrence D. Kessler (51) Chinese History: Seventeenth Century Politi-

/^sil QnH Srir*iQi Rf^vr^liitionciTV n.Ynf>i*i<^nr*fiCdl <XlL\X OUCldl, iX^y \jl.\X\jl\Jl.LCXL y xliJL^t:;! icilvC

since 1919 Modern U.S.-Chinese Relations

W. James McCoy (17)VX 1 )
Anpipnt nayfiPiilaT"]V C\T(^p\i T^isifnrvxxxx^x^xxi', L^cxx uxv ixxcxx X y vJx^c^A. xxxocvx y

Ron Sfpktnofr (41) Ryayil in tVip N^inpfppnfV* r^pntiirv Snfinl anHX.^X Cl£jXX XXX UXX^ X 1 XXXC^ l/^^XX LfXX V^'^XXUIXX y. k>_/v/^XCXX CIXX^X

Political

John F. Kasson (88) American Intellectual and Cultural History,

Technology and Society, Art and Literature

Paul C. Sorum (33) Modern Intellectual History, French History

since 1870

Jacquelyn D. Hall (90) American History, Southern Oral History

Instructors

Genna Rae McNeil (91) Afro-American History

Thomas Q. Reefe (53) African History, Emphasis on Central Africa

Emeritus Professors

Fletcher M. Green
Hugh T. Lefler

Cecil Johnson
Carl H. Pegg
Cornelius O. Cathey

The Department offers work leading to the Master of Arts and
Doctor of Philosophy degrees in each of seven fields of history: An-
cient, Medieval, United States, Latin-American and/or Inter-Ameri-

can, Modern European, English, and Russian. Students working in
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the history of Eastern Europe may do so in the Modern Europeai ^"

field or the Russian field, and those working in the history of Medie^ ^

val England may do so in either the Medieval field or the Englisl- ^

field.
'

The courses required for the Master of Arts degree include thre< '

hours of historiography (History 201 or 202), six hours of seminar

(300-level courses), six hours of thesis, and five other courses, o

which as many as three may be taken in fields other than that ii'

which the student is pursuing a degree, or if desirable, in other

disciplines. If in recognition of prior work a student is excused froir- ^

historiography, he or she should substitute for it another course ir -

his or her field. The student must also pass a reading knowledge ^

examination in an appropriate foreign language. "
''

All courses except thesis taken here for the M.A. may be creditec* ^

toward a doctoral program, as well as graduate courses taken else-

where that the Graduate School approves for transfer credit. The* -

candidate for the Ph.D. must complete four semesters of residence

credit, of which at least two must be in residence here. During th('

four semesters at least twelve courses must be taken, not counting ^•

credit toward thesis and/or dissertation. Most students, however'-

will be expected to take more than twelve courses, and they art-

encouraged to take courses at the 200 level. Of the required courses,

one must be historiography. Ordinarily four seminars, including twc

taken in fulfillment of requirements for the M.A. degree, must Ix

taken for the Ph.D. degree; but in exceptional cases the graduat€'

faculty in a particular doctoral field may reduce the requirement tc

three. In any case, two must be taken in Chapel Hill. Of the twelve,

or more courses, up to three may be in supporting disciplines outside

the Department if such courses are deemed appropriate by the stu-

dent's advisor. The student must also present a minor field withir

the Department. This requirement may be satisfied by taking threti

additional courses at the 100 or 200 level or by passing a writter

examination on the minor field prior to taking the comprehensive

examination in the major. A reading knowledge of two foreign lan-

guages is required for the Ph.D. In certain areas of history, students

may substitute either a research skill or a coherent program of al

least nine hours of graduate work outside the Department for the

second language.

The student must pass a written comprehensive examination oDi

the major field and an oral examination on the major and such

supporting courses as the student may submit. The final require-

ments are a dissertation and a final oral examination which is usu-

ally limited to the dissertation and its historical setting.
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ipea Every graduate student in the Department without an M.A. is

edi Dnsidered a candidate for that degree. As the student nears comple-

ton of two semesters of residence (or eighteen hours of course

redit), progress will be reviewed by the staff of the field in which

k e or she is working, and it will be recommended either that the

iiii tudent prepare directly for the doctorate or take an M.A. The great

s,
(

lajority ofcandidates are expected to take the M.A. When a student

iti ompletes an M.A., the examining committee will determine

whether he or she may proceed toward the doctorate. A student

Toi dmitted to the Department with an M.A. from another university

«i all be reviewed by the staff of his or her field when nearing two

emesters of study here. At that time it will be determined whether

he student will be allowed to proceed further. The student who has

it(
pt been allowed to bypass the M.A. and who has not completed the

ilsi
equirements for it after four semesters in residence will not be

)ermitted to enroll for further course work until he or she does so.

The doctoral student must complete required course work by the end

)fthe sixth semester in residence (including the semesters of course

fvork for the M.A.) and take the comprehensive examinations by the

md of the seventh semester. These time limits may be waived, but

)nly in exceptional circumstances.

Fellowships and Assistantships

Three University teaching fellowships, one or two Waddell

Memorial Fellowships, and several appointments as preceptors and
Graduate assistants are available annually on a competitive basis to

^aduate students in history.

Publications

I

The James Sprunt Studies in History and Political Science are

published under the direction of the chairman of the History and
ithe Political Science Departments. Established by the late Dr. James
rSprunt, of Wilmington, North Carolina, the series has at present

; reached fifty-three volumes. The contents have in the main con-

cerned North Carolina state and colonial history and government,

;
but by recent action the series has been enlarged to embrace other

areas of history and political science. Publication in the Sprunt
Studies is open to students as well as specialists.

Library and Research Facilities

The Library has a number ofspecial collections ofgreat value, and
the University itself is conveniently situated close to a number of

other research centers, particularly the Duke University Library
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and the North Carolina State Department of Archives and History

Notable among the Library's special collections are the Southeri

Historical Collection (one of the most important in the country de

voted to the subject), and the North Carolina Collection. Both ar(|

extremely rich in manuscripts, diaries, pamphlets, and newspapers
Other outstanding collections are: the Peabody Collection (for inter

ij

national law and diplomacy); the William Henry Hoyt Collectioi

(devoted to the Napoleonic period); and the Bowman Gray Collectioi

(with materials on World Wars I and II). In addition the Library haii

extensive working collections in all the doctoral fields.

Courses for Graduates and Advanced Undergraduates

101 THE DEVELOPMENT OF ISLAMIC CIVILIZATION AND INSTITUTIONS! 15

(3). A search for the common denominators of MusHm societies through j!

study ofthose institutions that are peculiarly Islamic and how they develope(

in history. Spring. Bodman.
102 THE OTTOMAN EMPIRE (3). A political, social, economic and religious studj,

ofthe Islamic empire that dominated the Balkans and the Middle East in earljl

modern times. (1974-1975 and alternate years.) Fall. Bodman.
104 HISTORY OF WEST AFRICA (3). Prerequisite, History 27 or consent of in

structor. Select West African societies prior to 1900 will be studied. Discus

sions and readings from anthropological as well as historical studies concern

ing political and economic processes in traditional African societies. (Will no\

be taught 1975.) Fall. Reefe.

105 RESISTANCE MOVEMENTS AND NATIONALISM IN AFRICA (3). An at

tempt to define the features of various movements in Africa during the nine

teenth and twentieth centuries which sought to resist foreign domination in

the cultural and political spheres. Spring. Reefe.

107 HISTORY OF ROME, 133-27 B.C. (3). Emphasis on the decline ofthe Republi

can Oligarchy. Conducted in considerable part by student reports and clas&i

room discussion. Fall. Boren.

108 ALEXANDER AND THE HELLENISTIC WORLD (3). Prerequisite, Historj

52, or consent of the instructor. The rise of Macedonia; the careers of Philipi

II and Alexander; the Hellenistic Age in the fourth, third, and second centu-

ries B.C. (1974-1975 and alternate years.) Fall. McCoy.

109 GREEK AND ROMAN HISTORICAL LITERATURE (Classics 109) (3). The

study in English translation of selections from Herodotus, Thucydides, Livy;

Tacitus, and others with consideration of their literary qualities and theit

readability as historians. (1975-1976 and alternate years.) Fall. McCoy.

110 THE AMERICAN COLONIAL EXPERIENCE (3). Not open to graduate ma-

jors in American history. Major topics: European reconnaissance; founding oi'

new societies; character and structure ofinstitutions; thought and feeling from

Cotton to Franklin; privilege and cost of empire. Fall. Nelson, Higginbotham.

111 REVOLUTION AND NATION-MAKING IN AMERICA, 1763-1815 (3). Not

open to graduate majors in American history. Major topics: constitutional

conflict in the British empire; independence and war; Confederation and Con-

stitution; growth of political parties and nationality in a period of domestic

change and international conflict. Spring. Higginbotham, Nelson.

112 UNITED STATES HISTORY, 1815-1848 (3). A study of the awakening of
j
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American national life and the problems that accompanied it. An analysis of

political and economic development provides the basis from which to investi-

gate the search for social order and justice that focused on the slavery contro-

versy, the reform movements, social experimentation and the crisis of the

Mexican War. Not open to graduate majors in American history. Fall. Ryan.

Spring. Mathews.

13 UNITED STATES HISTORY, 1848-1900 (3). Not open to graduate majors in

American history. An examination and interpretation of American history

I

from the Mexican War to the beginning ofthe twentieth century. Fall, Kling-

berg; Spring, Walker.

14 UNITED STATES HISTORY, 1900-1932 (3). Not open to graduate majors in

j

American history. This course deals with the political, diplomatic, social, and

intellectual experiences of the American people from the Spanish-American

War to the Great Depression. Both semesters. Miller, Sitterson.

15 UNITED STATES HISTORY SINCE 1932 (3). Not open to graduate majors

t

in American history. Diverse developments as interpreted within the frame-

j

work of certain broad and open-ended themes: particularly, individual free-

dom, social welfare, mass culture, and community. Spring. Sitterson. Fall.

Filene.

16 ECONOMIC RIVALRIES AND MODERN WARS (Peace, War and Defense

116) (3). Through a series of case studies from the Sino-Japanese War of 1894

I to the Vietnam war, this course will examine the role of economic factors in

I

causing hostilities and in shaping peace. Spring. Wells.

1.17 THE PROMISE OF URBANIZATION: AMERICAN CITIES IN THE NINE-

!
TEENTH AND TWENTIETH CENTURY (3). A survey of the development of

American cities since 1815 and their influence upon American history. Spring.

Lotchin.

.18 WAR AND CONTEMPORARY SOCIETY 1914-1965 (3). A study of three

1
modern wars including the strategy and technology involved as well as an

analysis of their social and political effects. Spring. Leutze.

L19 THE MEDIEVAL UNIVERSITY (3). The origins and development of the uni-

versity during the period 1100-1400; types of organization, curricula and de-

grees, intellectual life, town-gown and student-master relationships. (1974-

1975 and alternate years.) Spring. McVaugh.

^20 THE MEDIEVAL CHURCH (3). The nature and workings of the Western

church between roughly 600 and 1300. Emphasis on the church 'from within':

organization, missionary strategies, liturgy, monasticism, popular religion.

Fall. Pfaff".

^21 MEDIEVAL THOUGHT AND LEARNING (3). A survey of the educational

traditions and major (Latin) writers in Western Europe from late Roman times

through the thirteenth century. (1974-1975 and alternate years.) Fall. Beh-

rends.

122 EUROPE IN THE EARLY MIDDLE AGES (3). A survey ofthe Mediterranean

World and northern Europe from the Later Roman Empire until the end of

the ninth century. (1975-1976 and alternate years.) Fall. Behrends.

123 HISTORY OF SPAIN (3). A survey of Spanish history from the Islamic inva-

sion to Napoleon. Particular attention will be given to the period of the Habs-

burgs, 1516-1700. Spring. Headley.

124 THE RENAISSANCE (3). The focus is on Italy 1300-1550, the emphasis on

cultural and intellectual topics examined in their social and political context.

No papers, no quizzes, one hour exam. Class discussion emphasized. Two lec-
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tures, one discussion per week. (1975-1976 and alternate years.) Fall. Headley

125 INTELLECTUAL HISTORY OF EUROPE, EARLY PERIOD (3). The course!

examines the gradual erosion of and criticism within the classical-Christiar '

tradition that led to the emergence of a new mentality by the end of the

seventeenth century. No papers, no quizzes, one hour exam. Class discussior!

emphasized. Two lectures, one discussion per week. Fall. Headley.

126 INTELLECTUAL HISTORY OF EUROPE, MODERN PERIOD (3). European

intellectual currents from the eighteenth-century Enlightenment to contem

porary structuralism. Readings from Diderot, Bentham, Hegel, Marx, Nietzsl

che, Freud, Sartre, Levi-Strauss, and others. Spring. Sorum.

128 EUROPE UNDER THE OLD REGIME, 1715-1787 (3). The aristocratic OM
Regime societies in confrontation with the modernizing forces ofroyal absolut

!

ism, Enlightenment ideology, and economic change. Spring. Scott, Sorumi

Taylor. I

129 FRANCE FROM 1787 to 1870 (3). The French people from the Old Regime tc

the Commune: cultural and social sources of political instability, the revolu (

tionary tradition, liberal and conservative movements, industrialization. Fall

Scott. i

130 FRANCE SINCE 1870 (3). French society and cuhure from the Paris Com-i

mune of 1871 to the student revolt of May 1968. Spring. Sorum.

131 THE REFORMATION (3). Examines a movement of religious reform that^

shattered Latin Christendom and contributed many of the conditions of Earlji*

Modern Europe. Emphases: religious, political, social. Spring. Headley.

132 EUROPE IN THE SEVENTEENTH CENTURY (3). The century marks the

watershed in the European development. Emphases: state-craft, the emergingi

state-system, the new scientific world view, the impact upon European society,

(1974-1975 and alternate years.) Spring. Headley.

133 EUROPE IN AN AGE OF REVOLUTION 1787-1815 (3). Unrest under the Old!

Regime, processes of revolution and counterrevolution in France, revolution-i

ary and Napoleonic imperialism, institutional and cultural change. Spring.

Taylor.
|

134 EUROPE, 1815-1871 (3). The social, political and economic structure of thel

governing elite and its attempts to subvert or accommodate the rising forces

of industrialism and nationalism. (1974-1975 and alternate years.) Springl

Cecil. I

135 EUROPE IN AN ERA OF OPTIMISM, WORLD WAR, AND REVOLUTION,
1871-1918 (3). Emphasizes cultural, social, and political innovation; interna-

tional rivalry culminating in the First World War; and the revolutions ol

1917-1918 in Russia and Central Europe. (1975-1976 and alternate years.;

Spring. Cecil.

136 EUROPE SINCE 1918 (3). The main currents in European history since the

First World War. Special attention will be given to the interaction between

national and international events and developments and to the emergence ol

the European Communities. Fall. Weinberg.

137 MEDIEVAL ENGLAND (3). A consideration of England's origins, unification,

and development as a national monarchy. Primary emphasis is on political,

ecclesiastical, and cultural aspects. Spring. Pfaff.

138 TUDOR AND STUART ENGLAND, 1485-1660 (3). A lecture course, open tc

juniors, seniors, and graduate students. Fall. Baxter, Cell.

139 ENGLAND IN THE EIGHTEENTH CENTURY, 1660-1815 (3). A lecture

course, open to juniors, seniors, and graduate students. Two hour exam-
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inations, for one of which students may substitute a term paper. Spring.

I

Baxter.

,0 GREAT BRITAIN IN THE NINETEENTH CENTURY, 1815-1901 (3). Empha-
sizes the social and economic foundations of the poUtical, intellectual, reli-

gious, and cultural history of Victorian Britain. Fall Soloway.

1 GREAT BRITAIN FROM 1901 TO THE PRESENT (3). This course is con-

cerned with twentieth century political, economic, and social developments

from 1900 to about 1950. During this period England underwent extensive

change. Spring. Godfrey.

12 DEVELOPMENT OF THE ENGLISH CONSTITUTION (3). A study ofthe rise

1

of political and economic institutions. Emphasis is placed on the common law,

the courts, parliament, the crown, and major developments of government.

Fall. Godfrey.

iS THE DIPLOMATIC HISTORY OF THE UNITED STATES, 1776-1914 (3). An

I

analysis ofthe international growth ofthe United States to great-power status.

Special emphasis placed on economic diplomacy and expansionism. Fall.

Wells.

44 THE DIPLOMATIC HISTORY OF THE UNITED STATES, 1914 TO THE
PRESENT (3). An examination of the development of globalism in American

foreign relations, with particular attention to the roles ofeconomic factors and

moral rhetoric. Spring. Wells.

45 HISTORY OF AMERICAN IDEAS, 1630-1860 (3). A survey of leading politi-

cal, social, and religious ideas which played roles in the intellectual develop-

!

ment ofthe nation and created a distinctive American thought. Fall. Douglass.

46 THE HISTORY OF AMERICAN IDEAS, 1860 TO THE PRESENT (3). This

course deals with the changes and continuities in the American character,

I mind, and society over the past century. Spring. Miller.

^7 AMERICAN CONSTITUTIONAL HISTORY TO 1876 (3). In a classroom envi-

ronment characterized by discussion, simulation and interaction, the anteced-

ents, formation and interpretation of the Constitution are confronted in a

broad historical matrix. Fall. Semonche.

48 AMERICAN CONSTITUTIONAL HISTORY SINCE 1876 (3). Utilizing a class-

room environment similar to 147, constitutional adjustment and change are

related to psychological, political, social and economic factors and to Supreme
Court members. Spring. Semonche.

,49 A HISTORY OF SOUTHERN RELIGIOUS CULTURE (3). Prerequisites, His-

tory 21 or 22 or Religion 32 or permission of instructor. An historical analysis

of the religious life of Southerners from the Great Awakening to the present

I
with an emphasis on how religious ideas and social institutions interact.

.50 HISTORY OF SCIENCE: FROM THE GREEKS TO NEWTON (3). Examines
the transformation of scientific ideas from the causal, purposive system of

Aristotle and Galen into the mechanical and mathematical synthesis of the

Scientific Revolution. Fall. McVaugh.
L51 HISTORY OF SCIENCE: FROM NEWTON TO THE TWENTIETH CEN-

TURY (3). A survey of the development since 1700 of the various branches of

modern science, leading eventually to the question whether scientific objec-

tivity can really exist. Spring. McVaugh.
^52 TOPICS IN THE HISTORY OF SCIENCE (3). Takes up a different subject

every year, ranging in the past from Isaac Newton to modern psychology.

Presupposes some familiarity with the history ofscience. (1975-1976 and alter-

nate years.) Spring. McVaugh.
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153 THE EVOLUTION OF PHYSICAL IDEAS (Physics 115) (3). Prerequisite

Physics 25 and Mathematics 15 (or by permission). Spring. Haisley.

154 POPULAR CULTURE AND AMERICAN HISTORY (3). Study of the populai

arts and entertainments ofthe 19th and 20th centuries and the ways in whic

they illuminate the values, assumptions, aspirations, and fears of America
society. Spring. Kasson. !

156 HISTORY OF INTERNATIONAL RELATIONS, 1870-1919 (3). Examines thi

interaction of the European alliances, the impact of imperialism on interm!

tional politics, the outbreak ofWorld War I, and the diplomacy and peacemal

ing of that war. (1975-1976 and alternate years.) Fall. S. Williamson.

157 HISTORY OF INTERNATIONAL RELATIONS, 1919 TO THE PRESENT (3|

A study of the "new diplomacy," totalitarian foreign policy in the 1930's, thl

diplomacy of World War II, the Cold War, and the re-emergence of the mult!

polar balance of power. (1974-1975 and alternate years.) Spring. S. Willian:

son. I

158 THE BRITISH EMPIRE, 1485-1857 (3). An interdisciplinary approach to sue]

problems as the reasons for expansion, culture contact in an imperial situ£

tion, founding of new societies, institutional transfer, and constitutions

change. Fall. Cell.

159 THE BRITISH EMPIRE AND COMMONWEALTH, 1857 TO THE PRESEN'I

(3). An interdisciplinary approach to such problems as the "new imperialism,!

the scramble for Africa, the impact of war on empire, the development c

colonial nationalism, and the coming of independence. Spring. Cell.

160 WOMEN IN AMERICAN HISTORY (3). An analytic survey of the changinj

roles of women from colonial times to the present. Fall. Filene.

161 NORTH CAROLINA I, 1524-1835 (3). Events and developments occurring ii

North Carolina from the first discovery to the constitutional changes of 183.

along with some attention to the role ofthe state and its citizens in the histor

of the United States as a whole. Fall and spring. Powell.
j

162 NORTH CAROLINA II, 1835 TO THE PRESENT (3). Events and develop!

ments occurring in North Carolina from approximately 1835 to the preseni

along with some attention to the role ofthe state and its citizens in the histor;

of the United States as a whole. Fall and spring. Powell; staff. \

163 THE OLD SOUTH (3). Economic, cultural, and social history ofthe antebellur}

South. The region's political history will serve as a supporting part of thj

study. Fall and spring. Copeland, J. Williamson.

164 THE SOUTH SINCE RECONSTRUCTION (3). A survey of the South durinji

the past 100 years, covering developments in politics, economics, culture

and society. Course begins at the end of reconstruction. Fall and spring

Tindall.

165 HISTORY OF AFRO-AMERICANS TO 1865 (3). Survey of Afro-Americai

history from origins to abolition of slavery. Examination of role of Blacks ii

U.S. history to 1865. Focus on unique subculture of Afro-Americans. Fali

McNeil.

166 HISTORY OF AFRO-AMERICANS, 1865 TO PRESENT (3). Examination o:

role of Blacks in U.S. history after 1865. Focus on Black subculture. Analysi

of theories about the Black experience in America. Spring. McNeil.

167 RACE RELATIONS IN AMERICA (3). An intensive study of the historica

background of current race relations. Black-white relations in the South, ii

the urban North, and in Latin America. Fall and spring. J. Williamson.

168 HISTORY OF AMERICAN BUSINESS (3). A survey of the rise and develop

ment of the major financial, commercial, manufacturing and transportatioi
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enterprises which transformed the United States from an agricultural into a

leading industrial nation. Spring. Douglass.

59 TECHNOLOGY AND NINETEENTH-CENTURY AMERICAN CULTURE
(3). Technology's impact on American thought and society and the responses

it has engendered. Topics will include: the factory town; rhetoric of progress;

aesthetics of technology; search for Utopia. (1976-1977 and alternate years.)

Fall. Kasson.

70 TECHNOLOGY AND TWENTIETH-CENTURY AMERICAN CULTURE (3).

Topics will include: the impact of Henry Ford; technology and mass culture;

the southern agrarians; life with the "bomb"; the space race. (1976-1977 and

alternate years.) Spring. Kasson.

71 ARGENTINA IN THE 20TH CENTURY (3). A survey of political events in

i

the 20th century focusing on the experiments in democracy, the Radical Party,

I

and the rise of militarism. Spring. Etchepareborda.

72 THE DEVELOPMENT OF LATIN AMERICAN SOCIETY (3). Prerequisite,

I

some contact with Latin America through courses or personal experience,

j

Selected aspects of Latin American social history, such as race relations, land

tenure, labor systems, violence and social upheaval. (1974-1975 and alternate

years.) Spring. Seckinger.

73 THE BOLIVARIAN STATES SINCE INDEPENDENCE (3). Venezuela, Co-

lombia, Ecuador, Peru and Bolivia from 1810 to present. Race, economics,

I

militarism, political disputes, foreign intrusions stressed. (1975-1976 and al-

ternate years.) Fall. Bierck.

,74 HISTORY OF MEXICO, 1810 TO PRESENT (3). From Hidalgo and Independ-

ence through the fate of the party. Stress on success or failure of the Revolu-

tion of 1910. Student participation is encouraged. (1974-1975 and alternate

I

years.) Fall. Bierck.

i75 INTER-AMERICAN RELATIONS (3). Political, diplomatic and economic rela-

tions in the Western Hemisphere from the independence of Latin America to

I

the present. Special consideration to the concept of informal empire, power

relationships and policy formulation. (1975-1976 and alternate years.) Spring.

Tulchin.

76 THE LATIN AMERICAN INDEPENDENCE MOVEMENTS (3). Treats the

efforts between 1810 and 1830 of Brazil, Haiti and Spanish America to estab-

lish freedom from Europe. Wars, socio-economic change and political innova-

tions stressed. Spring. Bierck.

177 LATIN AMERICAN URBAN HISTORY (3). Focuses on the structure and

function of cities as well as their place in the historical evolution of Latin

American society, from the Pre-Colombian era to the present. Spring. Tulchin.

L79 HISTORY OF BRAZIL (3). This course is concerned primarily with the crea-

tion of a new society through race mixture and culture change, and with the

political and economic development of Brazil. Fall. Seckinger.

ISO RUSSIA AND THE WEST IN THE EIGHTEENTH CENTURY (3). A com-

parative approach, centering on Russia's contacts with the West, the resulting

interaction, and the efforts of Russians to define the unique nature of their

!

own society. (1975-1976 and alternate years.) Spring. Griffiths.

181 RUSSIA, 1796-1917 (3). The diplomatic, military, and ideological confronta-

tions with the West; the decline and fall of the Russian autocracy; the evolu-

tion of reform thought and revolutionary opposition. Spring. Brooks.

182 HISTORY OF THE SOVIET UNION (3). A close study ofthe revolution of 1917

and the subsequent political, social, economic and cultural transformation of

Russia. The Marxian dream and Soviet totalitarianism. Fall. Baron.
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185 HISTORY OF MUSCOVITE RUSSIA, SIXTEENTH AND SEVENTEENTl
CENTURIES (3). The evolution of a distinctive Muscovite society and culture

Territorial expansion; the rise of autocracy, serfdom, and the compulsor!

service-state; popular rebellions and the church schism; relations with th

West. (1975-1976 and alternate years.) Spring. Baron. I

186 INTELLECTUAL HISTORY OF IMPERIAL RUSSIA (3). Interpretive le<

tures examine the most significant ideas and personalities and major soci€,

trends in modern Russia, emphasizing the decline of serfdom, growth of cap'

talism (and Marxism), and the impact of the West on Russia. Fall. Brooks.

187 HISTORY OF CZECHOSLOVAKIA (3). A case study of a small nation in thi

world of super-powers. Spring. Anderle.

188 THE RISE AND FALL OF THE HABSBURG EMPIRE, 1526-1918 (3). A stud

ofthe development ofthis multinational empire, its special role in the fortune

of Central Europe, and its demise under the impact of modern nationalisr

and great power conflicts. Spring. Anderle. ^

189 EASTERN EUROPE UNDER COMMUNISM (3). An examination ofCommi
nist regimes in Eastern Europe, their origins and development since Worli

War II, their cohesion and conflict. Fall. Anderle.

190 THE MODERN MIDDLE EAST: A CULTURAL HISTORY (3). The ideological

conflict between traditional Islamic values and the appeal ofWestern civilizg

tion to Middle Eastern intellectuals and politicians over the past two centiji

ries. (1975-1976 and alternate years.) Fall. Bodman.
191 THE MIDDLE EAST SINCE THE FIRST WORLD WAR (3). Recent baclii

ground of contemporary events: Arab interrelations, the emergence of Israeij

oil diplomacy, modernization in Turkey and Iran, and the roles of world powl

ers. Spring. Bodman.
192 TRADITIONAL CHINA AND ITS COLLAPSE (3). Examines traditional s(

cial, political, and cultural patterns and the fortunes of the Ch'ing dynast'

(1644-1911) to its demise under the twin burdens ofinternal decay and foreig.

aggression. Spring. Kessler.

193 REVOLUTIONARY CHINA (3). The struggle for revolutionary change ii

China from the turn ofthe century to the establishment ofthe People's Reputj

lie in 1949. Fall. Kessler.
'

194 CONTEMPORARY CHINA (3). Revolutionary reconstruction in China sine:

1949 and its social and political experimentation; China's relations with thij

world community. Spring. Kessler.

197 HISTORY OF WOMEN IN W. EUROPE, 1750-PRESENT (3). The impact o

industrialization on women's work, her position in the family, her role ant

social status, during the 19th and 20th centuries. Spring. Scott.

198 GERMANY, 1815-1914 (3). The nature of Prussian society, the rivalry be

tween Prussia and Austria for the command ofGerman afl?airs, and the qualit;

of Prussian leadership in the German Empire of 1871. Fall. Cecil.

199 HISTORY OF GERMANY SINCE 1918 (3). Politics and culture in the Weimai

Republic. Nazi totalitarianism, and the reshaping of East and West German;

since World War II. Spring. Weinberg.

Courses for Graduates

201 EUROPEAN HISTORIOGRAPHY (3). Introductory methodology, required foi

students in Ancient, Medieval, Modern European and English History. His'

torical inquiry, nature and location of evidence, external criticism, factua
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inference, explanation and interpretation, writing, teaching, criticism of his-

torical work. Fall. Taylor.

!02 AMERICAN HISTORIOGRAPHY (3). Required of all graduate majors in

American history. Fall. Staff.

504 READINGS IN RUSSIAN AND EAST EUROPEAN HISTORY (3). A sequence

of four courses on the several periods and the main themes of Russian and

East European History. Fall and spring. Anderle, Baron, Brooks, Griffiths.

506 PROBLEMS IN GREEK HISTORY, 600-323 B.C. (3). Prerequisite, consent of

instructor. (1975-1976 and alternate years.) Spring. McCoy.

!08 HISTORY OF ROME, 27 B.C.-180 A.D. (1974-1975 and alternate years.)

Spring. Boren.

209 HISTORY AND THE SOCIAL SCIENCES. (3). The relationship of the social

sciences to history, logical explanation, conduct of inquiry, quantitative

method, use of the computer. Fall. Tulchin.

215 READINGS IN THE HISTORY OF THE MIDDLE EAST (3). On demand.

Bodman.

217 READINGS IN URBAN HISTORY (3). (1974-1975 and alternate years.)

Spring. Lotchin.

219 EUROPE IN THE SIXTEENTH CENTURY (3). Fall. Headley.

?24 FRANCE, THE GERMAN EMPIRE AND THE PAPACY IN THE HIGH MID-
DLE AGES (3). Prerequisite, reading knowledge ofFrench or German. Spring.

Behrends.

235 PROBLEMS IN EUROPEAN HISTORY, 1871-1918 (3). Spring Cecil.

236 EUROPE BETWEEN THE TWO WORLD WARS (3). Fall. Weinberg.

.237 EUROPE SINCE WORLD WAR II (3). Spring Weinberg.

238 POLITICAL AND INTELLECTUAL HISTORY OF ENGLAND UNDER THE
TUDORS AND THE STUARTS (3). Prerequisite, History 138. Fall. Baxter.

239 MEDIEVAL ENGLAND (3). Prerequisite, History 137 or equivalent. (1975-

1976 and alternate years.) Fall. Pfaff

240 STUDIES IN NINETEENTH-CENTURY BRITISH HISTORY (3). Spring

Soloway.

242 ENGLAND IN THE EIGHTEENTH CENTURY (3). Directed readings in Eng-

lish 18th Century history; the topics selected, political, economic, diplomatic,

social, or intellectual, will vary on demand. (1975-1976 and alternate years.)

Spring. Baxter.

244 PROBLEMS IN THE DIPLOMATIC HISTORY OF THE UNITED STATES
(3). Fall. Wells.

249 CIVILIZATION IN THE AMERICAN COLONIES, 1607-1775 (3). Fall. Nel-

son.

250 THE AMERICAN REVOLUTIONARY ERA, 1763-1789 (3). Spring Higginbo-

tham.

251 THE FEDERAL PERIOD, 1776-1815 (3). (1974-1975 and alternate years.)

Fall. Douglass.

253 PROBLEMS OF ANTE BELLUM SOCIAL HISTORY, 1815-1860 (3). Spring

Mathews.

254 CIVIL WAR AND RECONSTRUCTION, 1860-1876 (3). Fall. Klingberg.

255 FOUNDATIONS OF MODERN AMERICA (3). Fall. Miller.

256ab RECENT AND CONTEMPORARY UNITED STATES (3 each). Fall and
spring. Mowry.

257 TOPICS IN THE HISTORY OF INTERNATIONAL RELATIONS (3). An in-

tensive examination of different aspects of international relations, with spe-
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cial emphasis on the period since 1848 and the diplomacy of the Europeaij
j

state system. (1974-1975 and alternate years.) Fall. S. Williamson.

258 TOPICS IN BRITISH IMPERIAL HISTORY (3). (1974-1975 and alternat., -

years.) Spring. Cell.

264 READINGS IN THE SOUTH SINCE RECONSTRUCTION (3). Readings, re,
|

ports, and discussions on selected topics with a view to gaining familiarity witl^
^

the literature of the field. Fall. Tindall.

270 PROBLEMS IN LATIN AMERICAN HISTORY (3). Spring, fall, on demand^

Tulchin, Seckinger.

271 LATIN AMERICAN HISTORIOGRAPHY (3). Fall, on demand. Seckinger,

Tulchin. ,

290 TOPICS IN HISTORY FOR GRADUATES (3). Fall or spring Staff. i

298 READINGS IN THE HISTORY OF EUROPE SINCE 1789 (3). Spring

299 INDEPENDENT STUDY FOR GRADUATE STUDENTS (3). Independeni

reading programs for graduate students whose needs are covered by no course

immediately available. Consent ofinstructor required. For students physicalljj

resident in Chapel Hill. Fall or spring. Staff.

301 ANCIENT HISTORY (3). Conference and reports. Spring. Boren, McCoy.
^

311 MEDIEVAL HISTORY (3). (A reading knowledge ofLatin is required.) Confer-

ence and reports. Fall. Behrends.
I

312 MEDIEVAL ENGLAND: SEMINAR (3). Prerequisite, previous work in Engi

lish Medieval History and some knowledge of Latin. Spring. Pfaff.
j

316 SEMINAR ON BRITISH IMPERIAL HISTORY (3). Prerequisite, equivalent

of 100 or 200 level course in British imperial history. (1975-1976 and alternan

tive years.) Spring. Cell.

319 EARLY MODERN EUROPEAN HISTORY (3). Conference and reports. COn^

demand.) Headley.

320 EIGHTEENTH-CENTURY EUROPE 1715-1815 (3). Conference and reports.l

Fall. Scott, Taylor.

321 RECENT EUROPEAN HISTORY (3). Conference and reports. Spring Wein-j

berg.

322 TUDOR-STUART ENGLAND (3). Conference and reports. Spring. Baxter.

323 MODERN ENGLISH HISTORY (3). Conference and reports. Fall. Godfrey, i

324 SEMINAR IN EUROPEAN HISTORY, 1814-1918 (3). Conference and reports.

Fall and spring. Cecil.
:

325 SEMINAR IN MODERN RUSSIAN HISTORY (3). Conference and reports.j

Fall. Baron.

326 SEMINAR IN SLAVIC HISTORY (3). Spring Staff.

327 SEMINAR IN INTERNATIONAL RELATIONS SINCE 1848 (3). An investiga-

tion of European and international politics/relations since 1848. A reading

knowledge of French or German is desirable. (1975-1976 and alternate years.)

Fall. S. Williamson.

328 SEMINAR IN THE HISTORY OF GERMANY SINCE 1871 (3). Spring Cecil.

329 SEMINAR: NINETEENTH-CENTURY BRITAIN (3). Prerequisite, equivalent

of 100- or 200-level course in 19th Century British history. Spring. Soloway.

330 THE AMERICAN REVOLUTION, 1763-1789 (3). Fall. Higginbotham.
|

331 AMERICAN COLONIAL HISTORY (3). Conference and reports. Fall. Nelson, ii

332 THE EARLY NATIONAL PERIOD, 1783-1815 (3). Fall. Douglass.
|

333 THE NATIONAL PERIOD, 1815-1860 (3). Spring J. Williamson.
|

335 RECENT HISTORY OF THE UNITED STATES (3). Fall. Mowry.
]
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^6 CIVIL WAR AND RECONSTRUCTION (3). Conference and reports. Spring.

Klingberg.

37 RECENT HISTORY OF THE UNITED STATES (3). Conference and reports.

Spring. Sitterson.

J8 THE SOUTH SINCE RECONSTRUCTION (3). Spring Tindall.

J9 SOCIAL AND INTELLECTUAL HISTORY OF THE UNITED STATES (3).

Spring. Miller.

b SEMINAR IN AMERICAN CONSTITUTIONAL HISTORY (3). On demand.

Semonche.

41 SEMINAR IN ANTEBELLUM SOCIAL AND INTELLECTUAL HISTORY
(3). (1974-1975 and alternate years.) Spring. Mathews.

42 SOCIAL AND CULTURAL HISTORY OF COLONIAL AMERICA (3). Re-

search projects concerning the structure, values, religious and aesthetic ex-

pressions, and institutional forms of seventeenth and eighteenth century

colonial American society. Spring. Nelson.

43 SEMINAR IN MID-NINETEENTH CENTURY AMERICAN HISTORY (3).

Spring. Walker.

44 SEMINAR IN THE DIPLOMATIC HISTORY OF THE UNITED STATES (3).

(1975-1976 and alternate years.) Spring. Wells.

50 SEMINAR IN THE HISTORY OF SCIENCE (3). On demand. McVaugh.
i70 LATIN AMERICAN HISTORY (3). Conference and reports. Fall. Bierck.

,71 SEMINAR IN LATIN AMERICAN HISTORY (3). Spring Tulchin.

:80 SEMINAR IN TEACHING METHODS (1). Exploration of instructional goals

and format; grading; evaluation of teaching; pedagogical approaches at var-

ious levels; preparation for teaching. Fall. Semonche.

193 MASTER'S THESIS (3 or more). Fall and spring Members of the graduate

faculty.

194 DOCTORAL DISSERTATION (3 or more). Fall and spring Members of the

graduate faculty,

too GENERAL REGISTRATION (0).
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Professors

John B. Adams
James J. Mullen
Vermont C. Royster

Associate Professors

Michael E. Bishop

Andrew M. Secrest

Donald L. Shaw

Assistant Professors

Thomas A. Bowers
Richard R. Cole

L. Edward Mullins

Emeritus Professors

Kenneth R. Byerly

NoRVAL Neil Luxon

(15) Press Law
(19) Advertising, Communication Theory

(21) History of Journalism

(16) International Communication, Communica'
tion and Change, Research Methods

(22) Management, Mass Culture

(23) Press History, Technology and Change

(17) Advertising, Mass Media and Society

(18) International Communication, Mass Com
munication and Society, Journalism Educa

tion at the Secondary Level

(20) Mass Media and Politics, Mass Media Criti

cism. Journalism History

21

il

The School ofJournalism offers a program of study leading to th€|

degree of Master of Arts. It is also the administrative center for ar

interdepartmental program leading to the Ph.D. degree with a ma
jor in Mass Communication Research. Its graduate courses may alsc

be used as a minor by candidates for the degrees of Master of Arts

and Doctor of Philosophy in other fields.

The journalism M.A. is designed to meet the needs of: (1) journal

ism graduates who wish to continue their education and preparatior

for a professional career; (2) holders ofthe degree ofBachelor ofArts

with majors in fields other than journalism who wish to enter the

communications field; (3) experienced journalists who want more

education in a specialized field; (4) experienced journalists who wish

to prepare themselves for journalism teaching; (5) individuals

primarily interested in training in media research.

Admission to the M.A. program is subject to admission to the

Graduate School. Complete information and application forms are

available from the Graduate School Office, 114 Steele.
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Generally, admission to the M.A. program in the School of Jour-

lalism is limited to students who:

1. Are graduates of approved colleges or universities.

2. Have a B average or better in their undergraduate majors.

3. Have taken the Graduate Record Examination and made ac-

eptable scores.

Students who fulfill the above requirements and whose under-

raduate major was journalism usually need no additional prerequi-

ite courses.

Students whose undergraduate major was in some field other than

ournalism may be required to take additional courses, with or with-

out graduate credit. The number ofcourses to be taken is determined

ly an evaluation of the student's record and experience.

The basic program consists of 30 hours of credit for those with

suitable preparation plus up to nine additional hours for those whose
backgrounds may be inadequate. The 30-hour program includes

hree hours credit for a thesis or approved alternative option.

In addition, each M.A. student is required to:

1. Take two special examinations: A written comprehensive ex-

amination; and an oral examination.

2. Select a committee to supervise the M.A. work. The committee

consists of the student's advisor, another member of the Jour-

nalism Graduate Faculty, and a representative from the sup-

plementary field or a third Journalism member.
Students with an appropriate undergraduate degree should ex-

pect to take one calendar year to get the M.A. Those who have to

take additional courses need longer.

See pages 85-88 for general requirements for the Master of

yArts degree.

I The Ph.D. with a major in Mass Communication Research is de-

^signed to meet the needs of: (1) outstanding graduate students who
Wish to prepare for teaching and research positions in colleges and
universities; (2) outstanding graduate students who wish to prepare

for research jobs in the mass communication industry, in advertising

agencies, in market and opinion research firms, in business, and in

government.

The Ph.D. program takes an interdisciplinary approach, develop-

ing general principles and theory of mass communication through
basic research, rather than dealing with methods and techniques of

communication and preparation ofmaterials for transmission. Each
student's program is planned by a committee of at least five faculty

members appointed by the Dean of the School of Journalism. Three
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or more members of the committee are from the School of Journal

ism and two or more are from cooperating departments.

Each Ph.D. student is expected to develop a high level of sophisti

cation in research methods. The student is also expected to maste. W

a broad range ofknowledge concerning mass communication in mod
ern society and to concentrate in a specific area, choosing fronl

among the following: (1) history of mass media; (2) economics of thi

mass media; (3) functions and responsibilities of the mass media; (4

social psychology of communications; (5) international communica
tions; and (6) legal and ethical aspects of mass communication.

In one or more other departments, the student is expected to tak(i

courses offering vital supplementary material concerning his or he]

area of specialization. These courses will follow a detailed plan ap

proved by the student's committee and will vary with the back

ground, preparation, and goals of the student.

In research methods, the student is expected to develop a higl

degree of sophistication. He or she must take the media researcl,

methods courses offered in the School of Journalism, at least tw(

courses in statistics, and additional methods courses in other depart,

ments.

The general Graduate School requirements on residence, Ian

guages, and examinations will be followed.

Assistantships

A few graduate assistantships, paying $2,600 a year for twelve'

hours a week, are available annually on a competitive basis. TherC;

are blanks on the Graduate School application form to indicate in

terest in assistantships. In addition, prospective graduate students

in journalism are eligible for the all-university fellowships awarded

annually.

Courses for Graduates and Advanced Undergraduates

111 THE MASS MEDIA AND AMERICAN POPULAR CULTURE (3). Prerequij

site, one course in American history. A study ofthe cultural origins ofthe masf

media, their impact on traditional culture, and the emergence of a moderr

popular culture with manifold implications. Fall. Secrest.

146 INTERNATIONAL COMMUNICATION AND COMPARATIVE JOURNAL
ISM (Political Science 146) (Radio, Television and Motion Pictures 146) (3)|

Development of international communication; the flow of news and interna

tional propaganda; the role ofcommunication in international relations; comi

munication in the developing nations; comparison of press systems. Fall

Bishop, Cole.

151 INTRODUCTION TO MASS COMMUNICATION RESEARCH (Radio, Televi

sion, and Motion Pictures 151) (Speech 151) (3). Fundamentals ofcommunica
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tion research techniques (content analysis, historiography, survey research,

experimental design), including an overview of computer applications, statis-

tics, theory development, and trends in the published literature. Fall and
spring. Mullins, Bishop.

L54 REPORTING OF PUBLIC AFFAIRS (3). Instruction and news assignments

in public affairs—based on interviews, use of official records, direct observa-

tion, and the application of behavioral science methods, particularly survey

research. Fall and spring. Mullins.

L59 NEWSPAPER MANAGEMENT POLICIES (3). Survey and analysis of news-

paper policies, responsibilities, practices and problems with reference to news

coverage, business management, promotion, editorials and public service.

Spring. Secrest.

SPECIALIZED REPORTING (3). Advanced writing in a specialized field. Open
to Journalism majors only. Fall and spring. Secrest, Cole, Adams.

JOURNALISM HISTORY, LAW AND ETHICS (3). A history of American

newspapers and an analysis ofthe concept ofand limitations on press freedom.

Since the course is taught in two parts with two instructors, non-journalism

majors may elect to take either the journalism history or journalism law

portions of the course, doing independent study to complete the three credit

hours work. Fall and spring. Adams, D. Shaw, Mullins.

COMMUNICATION AND OPINION (Speech 165) (3). Prerequisites, any two

of the following courses: Psychology 26, Political Science 41, Sociology 51.

A survey of the methods, findings and conjectures of behavioral scientists

working in field of persuasive communication. Fall and spring. Shaw,

Mullins.

PRINCIPLES OF ADVERTISING (3). A survey of the economics, psychology,

philosophy, and history of advertising, with particular reference to research

bases, copy, layout, media planning, production, and testing ofadvertisements.

Fall and spring. Mullen, Bowers.

ADVERTISING COPY AND COMMUNICATION (3). Prerequisite, Journal-

ism 170 or Business Administration 161, or equivalent. Application of findings

from social science research; social responsibility ofthe copywriter and adver-

tiser; preparation of advertisements for the mass media; research in copy

testing. Fall and spring. Mullen.

ADVERTISING MEDIA (3). Prerequisite, Journalism 170 or Business Ad-

ministration 161, or equivalent. The media planning function in advertising

for both buyers and sellers ofmedia; the relationships among media, messages,

and audiences; research studies in media analysis. Fall and spring. Mullen,

Bowers.

ADVERTISING CAMPAIGNS (3). Prerequisite, Journalism 171 or 172. Plan-

ning and executing advertising campaigns; types and methods of advertising

research; the economic function of advertising in society. Spring. Mullen.

RESEARCH PROJECTS IN THE MASS MEDIA (Radio, Television and Mo-
tion Pictures 175) (3). A proseminar for the study of research methods in the

mass media and the completion of special research projects. Spring. Gwyr .

PROSEMINAR IN CONTEMPORARY JOURNALISM (3). Prerequisites, sen-

ior standing and permission of instructor. Study of functions and responsibili-

ties of newspapers, radio, television, and magazines as media of mass com-

munication in modern society with emphasis on the role ofthe press. Fall and
spring. Royster.
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Courses for Graduates

251 MEDIA RESEARCH METHODS (Radio, Television and Motion Pictures 251)

(3). Prerequisite, Journalism 151 or equivalent. Advanced work in experimen-

tal design in communication research, audience surveys, and content analysis.

Spring. Staff.

301 SEMINAR IN HISTORY OF AMERICAN JOURNALISM (3). A study of

American journalism, covering individual editors, newspapers, magazines, or

segments of the press. On demand. Shaw.

318 SEMINAR IN THEORIES OF COMMUNICATION (3). Prerequisites, Journal-

ism 165 or a course in Social Psychology. Students will prepare analjrtical

papers on theories of communication based upon extensive review of behav-

ioral science literature. Fall. Shaw.

340 SEMINAR IN MEDIA ANALYSIS (Psychology 340) (3). Students will partici-

pate in the design and execution of media research projects. Spring. Staff.

345 READING AND RESEARCH (3). Prerequisite, permission of instructor. Ad-

vanced reading or research in selected field. Fall and spring. Graduate faculty.

346 SEMINAR IN INTERNATIONAL COMMUNICATION (Political Science 346)

(3). Prerequisite, Journalism 146 or permission of instructor. Spring. Bishop,

Cole.

393 MASTER'S THESIS (3). Fall and spring Graduate staff.

394 DOCTORAL DISSERTATION (3 or more). Fall and spring Graduate staff.

400 GENERAL REGISTRATION (0).



SCHOOL OF LIBRARY SCIENCE

Edward G. Holley, Dean

Professors

Lester E. Asheim (4)

BuDD L. Gambee (3)

Edward G. Holley (5)

Haynes McMullen (8)

Jerrold Orne

Associate Professors

Raymond L. Carpenter

Margaret E. Kalp

Assistant Professors

Martin Dillon

Lee W. Finks

Mary E. Kingsbury
Fred W. Roper

Lecturer

Ruth Stone

Visiting Professor

Herman H. Henkle

Emeritus Professors

Susan Grey Akers
Lucille Kelling Henderson
Louis Round Wilson

(9)

(1)

(6)

(2)

(14)

(7)

(10)

Communication and Libraries, Comparative

Librarianship, Education for Librarianship

Administration of Non-Book Materials in Li-

braries

Academic Libraries, Library Administration,

Library History

History of Books and Libraries, Literature of

the Humanities, Popular Materials in Li-

braries

Library Building Planning, Planning Library

Collections

Research Methods, Information Services for

the Social Sciences

Materials and Services for School Media Pro-

grams

Automating Information Systems, Natural

Language Analysis

Cataloging and Classification, Public Library

Service

Children's Literature

Reference; Bibliography; Medical, Scientific

and Technical Librarianship

(12) Materials for Children and Young People

(13) Special Libraries

The program of the School of Library Science is designed to pre-

pare candidates for positions as professional librarians in all types

and varieties of libraries—academic, public, school, special—and in-

formation systems, as well as to encourage their participation in the

advancement of librarianship through study and research. The
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School offers graduate instruction leading to the degree of Master
of Science in Library Science, providing an integrated core cur- ^

riculum in the fundamental aspects of librarianship and additional
^

courses to equip the candidate for significant contributions within

the chosen field of emphasis. The construction of this sequence is
i

dependent upon the previous training and experience ofthe student

and is determined through a conference between the student andj

his or her faculty advisor.

The basic requirement for admission to the graduate program is
i

a bachelor's degree from a recognized college or university. The;

student's undergraduate work should evidence a balanced distribu-

tion of courses in the sciences, the social sciences, and the humani-

1

ties; quantitative training is increasingly important. Unconditional
|

admission involves meeting the requirements for admission to the

Graduate School, as described on pages 44-46 and submission of

acceptable scores on the Aptitude Test of the Graduate Record Ex-
j

amination. After enrollment, each student will be expected to com-

plete twelve hours of required courses in librarianship, supple-

mented by additional courses in librarianship and other subject

fields as recommended by the School. The degree candidate will'

normally be expected to complete thirty-six semester hours ofgradu-

1

ate study. For details regarding the entrance requirements and cur-

riculum provisions, see the separate Catalogue of the School of Li- i

brary Science.
|

The School of Library Science occupies three floors of Manning
|

Hall. The building, constructed in 1922, was completely renovated i

and air conditioned in 1970. The School's quarters afford ample

space to house a special children's collection and an audiovisual I!

laboratory, in addition to offices, classrooms, and the Library Science
\

Library. i

Courses for Graduates and Advanced Undergraduates

101 INTRODUCTION TO LIBRARIANSHIP, I (6). Fall. Staff.

102 INTRODUCTION TO LIBRARIANSHIP, II (6). Fall and spring. Staff.

103 INFORMATION SYSTEMS IN LANGUAGE RESEARCH (Computer Science

:

119) (3). Spring. Dillon.

105 HISTORY OF BOOKS AND PRINTING (3). (Not offered 1974-1975.) Fall.
\

Gambee.
107 CONTEMPORARY PUBLISHING AND THE BOOK INDUSTRY (3). Fall

Hicks, Gambee.

108 HISTORY OF LIBRARIES (3). Spring Gambee, McMullen.

115 NATURAL LANGUAGE PROCESSING (Computer Science 171) (3). Prerequi-

site, one of Computer Science 16-19, 216X-219X. Fall. Dillon.

122 SELECTION OF BOOKS AND RELATED MATERIALS FOR YOUNG PEO-

PLE (3). Fall and spring. Stone.
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123 SELECTION OF BOOKS AND RELATED MATERIALS FOR CHILDREN (3).

Fall and spring. Stone.

125 NON-BOOK MATERIALS AS LIBRARY RESOURCES (3). Fall and spring.

Gambee, Schofield.

145 INSTRUCTIONAL MATERIALS CENTER: ORGANIZATION AND AD-
MINISTRATION (3). Fall. Kalp.

172 INFORMATION RETRIEVAL (Computer Science 172) (3). Prerequisite, one

of Computer Science 16-19, 216X-219X. Spring Weiss.

Courses for Graduates

201 METHODS OF INVESTIGATION AND RESEARCH IN LIBRARIANSHIP
(3). Fall and spring. Carpenter.

204 COMPARATIVE LIBRARIANSHIP (3). Prerequisites, Library Science 101

and 102. Spring. Asheim.

210 LEGAL BIBLIOGRAPHY (3). (Not offered 1974-1975). Staff.

215 BIBLIOGRAPHY (3). Prerequisites, Library Science 101 and 102. Spring.

Roper.

221 READING INTERESTS AND GUIDANCE OF YOUTH (3). Prerequisites, Li-

brary Science 122 and 123, or equivalent. Spring. Stone.

222 SCIENCE LITERATURE (3). Prerequisites, Library Science 101 and 102.

Spring. Roper.

223 SOCIAL SCIENCE LITERATURE (3). Prerequisites, Library Science 101 and

102. Spring. Carpenter.

224 HUMANITIES LITERATURE (3). Prerequisites, Library Science 101 and 102.

Fall and spring. McMuUen.
226b LEGAL RESEARCH AND WRITING (2). Prerequisites, Library Science 101

and 102. Fall. Oliver.

228 PUBLIC DOCUMENTS (3). Prerequisites, Library Science 101 and 102.

Spring. Staff.

231 THEORY OF LIBRARY ADMINISTRATION (3). Prerequisites, Library

Science 101 and 102. (Not offered in 1974-1975.) Carpenter.

232 SCIENTIFIC MANAGEMENT OF LIBRARIES (3). Prerequisites, Library

Science 101 and 102. Spring. Dillon.

241 ADMINISTRATION AND SUPERVISION OF PUBLIC SCHOOL LIBRARY
SYSTEMS (3). Prerequisites, Library Science 101 and 102. Spring Kalp.

243 ADMINISTRATION OF LIBRARY WORK WITH CHILDREN AND YOUNG
PEOPLE (3). Prerequisites, Library Science 101 and 102. Spring Kalp.

246 LIBRARIANSHIP AND THE LAW (3). (Alternate summers. Not offered 1975.)

Staff.

251 ADVANCED CATALOGING AND CLASSIFICATION (3). Prerequisites, Li-

brary Science 101 and 102. Spring. Finks.

255 AUTOMATING INFORMATION SYSTEMS (3). Prerequisite, a knowledge of

PL/I programming equivalent to that required in Library Science 101 and 102.

Spring. Dillon.

262 LIBRARY RESOURCES AND COLLECTIONS (3). Spring Orne.

300 READINGS AND SPECIAL STUDIES IN LIBRARIANSHIP (3). Prerequisite,

permission of the professor. Time to be arranged. Members of the graduate

faculty.

301 RESEARCH (3). Fall and spring Members of the graduate faculty.

310 SEMINAR IN SELECTED TOPICS (3). Prerequisite, permission of the profes-

sor. Time to be arranged. Members of the graduate faculty.
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341 SEMINAR IN PUBLIC LIBRARIES (3). Prerequisite, permission ofthe profes-

sor. Spring. Finks.

342 SEMINAR IN ACADEMIC LIBRARIES (3). Prerequisite, permission of the

professor. Spring. HoUey.

344 ADMINISTRATION OF ARCHIVES AND MANUSCRIPT COLLECTIONS
(3). Spring. Russell.

345 SEMINAR IN FINE ARTS LIBRARIANSHIP (3). Prerequisites, Library

Science 101 and 102. (Not offered in 1974-1975.) Gambee.

346 SEMINAR IN LAW LIBRARIANSHIP (3). Prerequisite, permission of the

professor. (Alternate summers. Not offered in 1974-1975.) Oliver.

347 SEMINAR IN THEOLOGICAL LIBRARIANSHIP (3). Prerequisite, permis-

sion of the professor. (Not offered in 1974-1975.) Staff

348 SEMINAR IN MEDICAL LIBRARIANSHIP (3). Spring Roper.

349 SEMINAR IN RARE BOOK COLLECTIONS (3). Prerequisite, permission of

the professor. (Not offered in 1974-1975.) Spring. Staff.

352 SEMINAR: PROBLEMS IN ORGANIZING LIBRARY COLLECTIONS (3).

Prerequisite, permission of the professor. (Not offered in 1974-1975.) Spring.

Staff.

400 GENERAL REGISTRATION (0).

\
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DEPARTMENT OF LINGUISTICS AND NON-WESTERN
LANGUAGES

Julio Cortes, Acting Chairman

Professor

Maria Tsiapera

Associate Professors

Julio Cortes

Jerome P. Seaton

(7) Dialectology, Historical Linguistics and Gram-
matical Theory

(1) Arabic Language

(6) Chinese Literature and Translation

Assistant Professors

Robert C. Hollow

Bruce C. Johnson
Robert D. Rodman

Instructor

Stephanie W. Jamison

(2) Phonology, Phonetics, American Indian Lan-

guages

(4) African Languages, Sociolinguistics

(5) Linguistic Theory, S)nitax, Mathematical Lin-

guistics

(3) Indo-European Linguistics, Historical Linguis-

tics

The Department ofLinguistics and Non-Western Languages offers

graduate work leading to the degrees of Master of Arts and Doctor

of Philosophy in Linguistics.

For the Master of Arts and Doctor of Philosophy, the student's

work must be concentrated in either general or historical linguistics.

The student may select supporting courses in some field oflinguistics

offered in the Department or in a related subject area offered

through another Department.

Degree programs of students in the Department must be in con-

formity with the general requirements of the Graduate School. In

addition, the student must satisfy the following departmental course

requirements:

1. Master of Arts with concentration in General Linguistics: Lin-

guistics 100, 101, 123, 130, 133 and four electives.

2. Master of Arts with concentration in Historical Linguistics:

Linguistics 100, 101, 123 or 130; two courses in the historical

study of some language, and four electives.

3. Doctor of Philosophy with concentration in General Linguis-

tics: The courses for the Master of Arts in General Linguistics

plus one course in the methodology ofhistorical linguistics, two
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semesters of Sanskrit or some approved substitute, two courses

in a single non-Indo-European Language, and sufficient elec-

tives to complete a program of sixty credit hours.

Subject to the approval of the Chairman of the Department, cer-
150

tain specific course requirements may be waived if the student has

satisfactorily completed substantially equivalent course work else-

where.

To supplement the programs outlined above, students are en-

couraged to enroll for at least one session of the Linguistic Institute

sponsored each summer by the Linguistic Society of America and I IK

a host University.

Attention is also called to relevant course offerings in the Depart-

ments of Classics, English, Germanic Languages, Romance Lan- .

j^,

guages, and Slavic Languages.

LINGUISTICS
; II

100 INTRODUCTION TO GENERAL LINGUISTICS (Anthropology 179) (3). An
introduction to the scientific study of language. The nature of language struc-

| [j

ture. How languages are alike and how they differ. Fall. Hollow.

101 INTRODUCTION TO HISTORICAL AND COMPARATIVE LINGUISTICS
(Anthropology 179) (3). Theories and methods of historical and comparative 1

\i

linguistics, with emphasis upon the Indo-European family. Spring. Tsiapera.

104 SYMBOLIC LOGIC (See Philosophy 101.) (3). I

105 DATA REPRESENTATION AND MANIPULATION (See Computer Science

120) (3).

106 GREEK DIALECTS (See Greek 106.) (3).

110 PHILOSOPHY OF LANGUAGE (See Philosophy 110) (3).

115 TOPICS IN LINGUISTICS (3). Directed readings on linguistic topics not cov-

ered in specific courses. Fall, Doling. Spring, Tsiapera.

120 LINGUISTIC PHONETICS (Anthropology 180) (3). Introduction to the general

principles of linguistic phonetics; anatomy of vocal tract, physiology of speech

production, universal phonetic theory. Practice in the recognition and tran-

scription of speech sounds. Fall. Hollow.

123 PHONOLOGICAL ANALYSIS (Anthropology 183) (3). Prerequisite, Linguis-

tics 100 or equivalent. Introduction to the principles of modern generative

phonology. Methods and theory of phonological analysis. Spring. Hollow.

130 INTRODUCTION TO GRAMMAR I (Computer Science 128) (Anthropology

190) (3). A survey of the literature, terminology and research methods of

grammatical analysis.

133 INTRODUCTION TO GRAMMAR II (Anthropology 193) (3). Prerequisite, Lin-

guistics 130 or equivalent. Methods and theory ofgrammatical analysis, with

special reference to transformational grammar.

134 STRUCTURAL LINGUISTICS (Anthropology 194) (3). Descriptive analysis of

phonological and grammatical structures according to linguistic procedures

developed in the twentieth century. Spring. Hollow.

135 PRAGUE SCHOOL STRUCTURALISM (3). Discussion of selected works by

Trubetzkoj, Jakobson, Mathesius and other scholars associated with the
J

Prague Linguistic Circle. Spring.

136 MODERN ENGLISH (See English 136) (3).
i
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140 MATHEMATICAL LINGUISTICS (3). Introduction to topics in logic, set the-

ory and modern algebra with emphasis on linguistic application. Automata

theory and the formal theory of grammar with special reference to transfor-

mational grammars. No previous mathematics assumed. Fall. Rodman.

150 INTRODUCTION TO INDO-EUROPEAN: PHONOLOGY (3). A survey of the

phonological systems of the major Indo-European Languages and their devel-

opment from Proto-Indo-European. Fall. Jamison.

151 INTRODUCTION TO INDO-EUROPEAN: MORPHOLOGY (3). Prerequisite,

Linguistics 150 or permission of the instructor. Introduction to the major

morphological categories in the Indo-European languages and their develop-

ment from the proto-language. Spring. Jamison.

160 LANGUAGES OF AFRICA (3). Introduction to the languages of Africa, their

distribution and classification, phonological and grammatical structures, soci-

olinguistic and political aspects, with illustrations from several representative

languages. Fall.

170 SOCIOLINGUISTICS (3). Survey oftopics in the study oflanguage in its social

context; language varieties and functions, multilingualism, social dialects,

implications for linguistic theory. Fall. Johnson.

171 AFRICAN LANGUAGES AND HISTORY (3). An examination of the linguis-

tic evidence for African history. Spring.

183 HISTORY AND PHILOSOPHY OF LINGUISTICS (3). Linguistic theories

from classical times to the present with special emphasis on the origins of

contemporary theories. Fall. Tsiapera.

184 LANGUAGE AND CULTURE (See Anthropology 184) (3).

Courses for Graduates

204 COMPARATIVE GRAMMAR OF GREEK AND LATIN (3). Designed not only

for the student of Classics but also a basic course for students of comparative

Indo-European grammar. Gates.

205 STRUCTURE AND HISTORY OF MODERN GREEK (Greek 205) (3). An
introduction to the structure ofmodern Demotic Greek and its place in Greek
linguistic history since Attic-Ionic. Tsiapera.

206 THE STRUCTURE OF ARABIC (Arabic 230) (3). Cortes.
^ 212 ADVANCED PROBLEMS IN PHILOSOPHY (Philosophy 212) (3).

J

215 ADVANCED METHODS IN PHONOLOGY (3). Methods of theoretical ar-

gumentation in generative phonology with emphasis on recent proposals in

the published literature. Fall. Hollow.

216 ADVANCED METHODS IN SYNTAX (3). Examination of recent develop-

ments in the theory and methods of syntactic analysis. Fall. Rodman.
220 ADVANCED SOCIOLINGUISTICS (3). Current issues in sociolinguistic re-

search with emphasis on their implications for linguistic theory.

223 SEMINAR IN ANTHROPOLOGICAL LINGUISTICS (Anthropology 223) (3).

230 COMPARATIVE GRAMMAR OF ANCIENT LANGUAGES (3). Introductory

and advanced work in the earlier stages of extant languages and in extinct

languages. Spring. Jamison.

237 OLD ENGLISH GRAMMAR AND READINGS (English 237) (3).

238 HISTORY OF THE ENGLISH LANGUAGE (English 238) (3). Prerequisite,

English 237 or permission of the instructor.

240 AFRICAN COMPARATIVE LINGUISTICS (3). Comparative and historical

analysis of African languages; e.g. comparative Bantu, comparative Afro-

Asiatic including Hausa. Johnson.
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250 DIALECTOLOGY (3). Principles and methods of areal linguistics and social

dialectology. Fall. Tsiapera.

283 CURRENT PROBLEMS IN LINGUISTICS (3). To explore relations of linguis-

tics with neighboring fields and theoretical problems of current relevance

within linguistics itself; some attention will be given to pedagological method-

ology.

293 LINGUISTIC FIELD WORK (3). Analysis and description of a language un-

1

known to the class from data solicited from a native informant. Fall. Johnson.

294 LINGUISTIC FIELD WORK II (3).

297 SPECIAL READINGS (3). Readings in linguistic topics that are not covered
I

in the existing courses. Fall and spring. Jamison.

360 SEMINAR (3). Topics vary to include specialized areas of linguistics study.

Spring. Tsiapera.

361 SEMINAR (3). Seminar in phonological theory.

362 SEMINAR (3). Seminar in grammatical theory. Spring. Rodman.
393 MASTER'S THESIS (3 or more). Fall and spring Staff.

|

394 DOCTORAL DISSERTATION (3 or more). Fall and spring. Staff.

ARABIC

Arabic 103, 104, 121 and 122 or 121, 122, 131 and 132 are accepted as satisfying,

General College requirements for foreign language.

103 COLLOQUIAL EGYPTIAN ARABIC (3). Intensive study of conversational

104 Arabic with occasional lectures on the structure of the language.

111 BEGINNING CLASSICAL ARABIC (3). Learning ofthe script and basic gram-

1

mar. Spring. Cortes.
!

112 READINGS IN BASIC CLASSICAL ARABIC (3). Grammar and readings ini

classical Arabic. Spring. Cortes.

121 MODERN STANDARD ARABIC (3). Lectures and readings in Modern Writ-

122 ten Arabic with emphasis on linguistic analysis of the language. Fall and\

spring. Staff.

141 ADVANCED READINGS IN MODERN STANDARD ARABIC—THE PRESS
(3). Newspaper readings from the various Arab countries. Fall. Cortes.

142 ADVANCED READINGS IN MODERN STANDARD ARABIC—LITERA J

TURE (3). Readings in Modern Arabic Literature. Spring. Cortes.

201 ROMANCEARABIC STUDIES—I (3). Prerequisites, Arabic 111, 112. A study !

of the interrelationship of Arabic and Romance (French, Italian, Portuguese,

Spanish) cultures during the Medieval Period up to the Early Renaissance, i

202 ROMANCE-ARABIC STUDIES—II (3). Prerequisites, Arabic 111, 112, and
l

201.

230 THE STRUCTURE OF ARABIC (Linguistics 206) (3). This course is intended ;

to provide a structural description of a non-Indo-European Language.

340 SPECIAL READINGS IN ARABIC (3).

CHINESE

101 ELEMENTARY CHINESE (3). Introduction to Mandarin Chinese providing]

instruction in the basic grammar common to both the spoken and writteni

language. Spoken Mandarin will be emphasized and text materials will be ini

romanization. Five hours per week, three devoted to instruction in grammar
and two to oral practice. Fall. Seaton.

102 ELEMENTARY CHINESE (3). Continued emphasis on spoken Mandarin but
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with accelerated presentation of characters. The aim is to present a total

vocabulary of300 characters by the end ofthe term. Five hours per week, three

devoted to grammar and two to oral practice and drill in the writing of charac-

ters. Spring. Beaton.

103 INTERMEDIATE CHINESE (3). Prerequisite, Elementary Chinese or permis-

104 sion of instructor. Second year level of study of grammar of spoken language

and written vernacular. Emphasis on reading and writing of characters. Fall

and spring. Seaton.

110 ADVANCED CHINESE (3). Prerequisite, Intermediate Chinese or permission

111 of instructor. Advanced readings in Chinese. Fall and spring. Seaton.

120 LITERARY CHINESE (3). An introduction to the literary language of the

121 Chinese classics.

143 CHINESE LITERATURE IN TRANSLATION (3). (Comparative Literature

143) . A survey of Chinese Literature from the classic period to the modern
period.

144 CHINESE LITERATURE IN TRANSLATION (3). (Comparative Literature

144) . Selected topics in Chinese Literature concentrating on one period or one

genre.

HAUSA

121 INTENSIVE HAUSA (3). Lectures and readings in Hausa with special atten-

122 tion to its linguistic analysis.

HEBREW

113 ELEMENTARY BIBLICAL HEBREW (See Religion 113-114). (3).

114

JAPANESE

101 INTENSIVE JAPANESE (3). Introduction to Modern Japanese with text

102 materials. Hiragana and Katakana scripts will be used and a limited number
of Kanji will be introduced. Five hours per week, three devoted to grammar
and two to drill. Fall and spring. Staff.

SANSKRIT

111 ELEMENTARY SANSKRIT (3). Grammar and readings from the epic and
112 didactic literature. Supplementary lectures intended to serve as a basis for

Indo-European comparative grammar. Fall and spring, on demand. Gates.

SWAHILI

121 INTENSIVE SWAHILI (3). Lectures and readings in Swahili with special

122 attention to its linguistic analysis. Taught five days a week. Fall and spring.

Staff.

131 ADVANCED SWAHILI (3). An advanced study ofSwahili culture, speech and
132 literature. Fall and spring. Johnson.



CURRICULUM IN MARINE SCIENCES

Dirk Frankenberg, Chairman

Professors

A. F. Chestnut (1)

William E. Fahy (2)

Dirk Frankenberg (3)

Max H. Hommersand (4)

Roy L. Ingram (5)

Charles E. Jenner (6)

J. Donald Johnson (7)

Jan J. Kohlmeyer (22)

Edward J. Kuenzler (8)

Harvey E. Lehman (9)

Elizabeth A. McMahan (11)

A. Conrad Neumann (12)

Frank J. Schwartz (15)

Joseph St. Jean, Jr. (17)

Daniel A. Textoris (18)

Charles M. Weiss (19)

Walter H. Wheeler (20)

Associate Professor

William J. Woods

Assistant Professors

Armand M. Kuris (26)

Christopher S. Martens (10)

Frederick K. Pfaender (13)

Seth R. Reice (25)

Reinhard M. Rieger (14)

Mark Shuman (16)

Adjunct Professors

Rupert J. Riedl (23)

Austin B. Williams (24)

Marine Ecology, Pelecypods

Ichthyology, Meristic Structures

Biological Oceanography

Marine Botany, Algae

Marine Geology, Sediments

Invertebrate Zoology

Marine Chemistry, Halogens

Marine Botany, Fungi

Phytoplankton, Nutrient Cycling

Zoology, Embryology, Morphogenesis

Zoology, Entomology

Geological Oceanography

Ichthyology

Marine Geology, Micropaleontology

Geology, Sedimentary Petrology

Marine Fouling, Pollution

Stratigraphy and Paleontology

(21) Phj^oplankton, Nutrients, Hydrography

Marine Ecology, Population Biology

Chemical Oceanography, Geochemistry

Microbiology

Ecology

Ecology, Meiofauna, Beaches

Trace Metal Chemistry

Marine Ecology, Meiofauna

Marine Crustacea, Ecology

The Curriculum in Marine Sciences brings together the faculties

and facilities of several departments of The University of North

Carolina at Chapel Hill and Institute of Marine Sciences at More-

head City to offer broad graduate training in oceanography and

other environmental sciences related to the oceans. The program

gives students a wide choice of faculty advisors, marine science

courses, and potential research projects. Graduate students can en-

roll in the curriculum or as students in one of the affiliated depart-

ments. Teaching and research usually take place within the follow-
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? ng academic departments of the U.N.C. campus: Botany, Environ-

nental Sciences and Engineering, Geology, and Zoology. Courses at

NJorth Carolina State University at Raleigh and at Duke University

nay also be taken for credit through an interinstitutional program,

bourses and facilities (boats, laboratories, libraries, sea-water rooms,

radioisotope facilities, experimental marine ponds, dormitories) are

available at several coastal laboratories through cooperative agree-

ments: Institute ofMarine Sciences, Morehead City; Pamlico Marine
Laboratory, Hatteras Marine Laboratory, Hatteras Island; Wrights-

/ille Marine Biomedical Laboratory, Wilmington; and National Ma-
rine Fisheries Service, Beaufort. The oceanographic ships R/V
EASTWARD, operated by Duke University Marine Laboratory,

Beaufort, and S/S ADVANCE II, operated by Cape Fear Technical

Institute, Wilmington, are available for student research projects in

the open ocean as well as other ships at other oceanographic institu-

tions through the National Science Foundation "UNOLS" program.

Requirements for Admission

For admission to the Curriculum in Marine Sciences, an under-

graduate degree is required in a basic science such as physics, chem-
istry, biology, bacteriology, botany, zoology, or geology, or in engi-

neering. Students are advised to develop a broad undergraduate

science major with as many as possible of the following courses:

Mathematics through calculus, information science, physics, gen-

eral chemistry, analytical chemistry, organic chemistry, inverte-

'brate zoology or paleontology, physical chemistry, geology, botany,

zoology, ecology, physiology, and statistics.

Degree Requirements

Doctor of Philosophy. The Ph.D. program for a student will be

supervised by a faculty committee of five drawn from the graduate
faculties of one or more campuses. Requirements for the Ph.D. de-

gree are determined by the student's supervisory committee and
normally will include all four of the core courses listed below, or

substitutions for these courses acceptable as equivalent by the super-

visory committee and the Curriculum committee on admission and
performance. In addition, the doctoral student will take the seminar
in Marine Sciences at least twice during his period of study and will

study or do research at a marine station or on an oceanographic

cruise in a program approved by the student's supervisory commit-
tee. Each student must gain some teaching experience during his

degree program. Also required is a reading knowledge oftwo foreign
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languages or one language and an appropriate research skill such

as Mathematics, Statistics, or Computer Science. Requirements for

the minor (if any), the dissertation, comprehensive examinations,'

admission to candidacy, residence, and final examinations are as
I

provided in the regulations of the Graduate School.

Master ofScience. The Master ofScience degree program is similar

to the doctoral program except that only three of the four core

courses and one semester of seminar in Marine Sciences are re-

quired. A committee ofthree will suffice for the master's candidates.

Normally, a period ofresidence at a Marine Station or on an oceano-

graphic cruise in a program approved by the student's supervisory

committee will be required. A reading knowledge of one foreign

language is required. Requirements for the minor, the thesis, admis-|

sion to candidacy, residence, and final examinations are as provided
i

in the regulations of the Graduate School.
|

Marine Science Core Courses

101 OCEANOGRAPHY (Zoology 126, Environmental Sciences 127) (3). Prerequi-

sites, Zoology 11 or Botany 11, and Chemistry 21 and Physics 25, or permission.

Three lecture hours a week. An interdisciplinary study of the sea and the

interrelationship of marine processes. Fall. Neumann, Kuenzler.

103 GEOLOGICAL OCEANOGRAPHY (Geology 173) (4). Prerequisite, Geology 11

1

or 41, 42. Geomorphology, sedimentation, stratigraphy structure, and history i

of the ocean bsisins, margins, and coasts. Three lecture and two laboratory

hours a week, spring. Neumann.
104s BIOLOGICAL OCEANOGRAPHY (Zoology 140s, Environmental Sciences >

136) (6). Prerequisites, ZOOL 106 and 108, or permission. Physical, chemicali

and biological factors characterizing estuarine and marine environments em-

1

phasizing factors controlling plant and animal populations, including methods

of analysis, sampling, and identification. Offered at Morehead City, N.C. Five\

lecture and 25 or more laboratory hours a week, summer. Woods, Kuenzler.

105 CHEMICAL OCEANOGRAPHY (Environmental Sciences 128) (3). Prerequi-

site, one semester of physical chemistry or ENVR 122 or CHEM 180, or

equivalent. Variation and abunaance of sea water constituents, the chemical,

physical and biological processes contributing to their distribution as well as i

problems of dispersion of conservative and non-conservative substances are)

considered. Three lecture hours a week, spring. Johnson, Kuenzler.

122 PHYSICAL OCEANOGRAPHY (Geology 172) (4). Prerequisites, Math 31, 32,i

Physics 24, 25, or permission. An introduction to physical processes in the sea,;

including both theoretical and experimental approaches. Three lecture and)

two laboratory hours per week, fall. Korgen.

I

Other Marine Sciences Courses

105L CHEMICAL OCEANOGRAPHY LABORATORY (Environmental Sciences]

128L) (1). Spring. Johnson.

120 FOUNDATIONS OF GEOPHYSICS (Geology 160) (3). Prerequisites, Math, 31,l|

32, Physics 24, 25, or permission of instructor. Background material needed
j

for more advanced topics in geophysics, physical oceanography, dynamicali
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meteorology, and fluid mechanics. Emphasis on developing mathematical

competence through consideration ofreal-world examples. Three lecture hours

a week. Stewart (Geology).

134 INVERTEBRATE DEVELOPMENT, LARVAE AND PLANKTON (Zoology

134) (3). Prerequisite, Zoology 104 or 106, or permission ofinstructor. A survey

of diversity in patterns of animal development and life cycles with emphasis

on marine invertebrates. Three lecture hours a week, spring, on occasion. Leh-

man.

134L INVERTEBRATE DEVELOPMENT LABORATORY (Zoology 134L) (2).

Prerequisite or corequisite. Zoology 134. Lab experience in obtaining, cultur-

ing, identifying and microscopic preparation embryonic, larval and planktonic

material, with emphasis on 3-living marine forms. Six laboratory hours per

week, spring, on occasion. Lehman.

137 ECOLOGY OF WETLANDS (Environmental Science 137) (6). Prerequisite

I Environmental Biology, Ecology, or permission. An introduction to the func-

tioning of freshwater and estuarine marsh and swamp ecosystems, with em-

phasis on the systems of the southeastern U.S. Six lecture and 16 or more

laboratory hours per week, summer. Kuenzler, Frankenberg.

141s SPECIAL PROBLEMS IN MARINE BIOLOGY (Zoology 141s) (6). Prerequi-

site, Zoology 140s and/or permission. Comprehensive surveys of problems and

laboratory methods in any of the following areas: Mollusca (Chestnut), Crus-

tacea (Williams), Vertebrata (Fahy, Schwartz), Fungi (Kohlmeyer), Ecology

(Kuenzler, Woods). Thirty or more conference and laboratory hours a week,

second summer term. (Offered on demand at Morehead City, N.C.) Staff* of the

Institute of Marine Sciences.

161s PROBLEMS IN MARINE AND ENVIRONMENTAL PHYSIOLOGY. (2 or

more). Participation in physiological research related to one of the following:

mammals in low-pressure atmospheres; mammals in high-pressure atmo-

spheres; high pressure physiology of vertebrates and invertebrates; physical

chemistry of protein systems at high pressures; problems in human diving

physiology. (Taught at Wrightsville Marine Biomedical Laboratory, Wilming-

ton, N.C.) Fall and summer. Brauer.

206 SEMINAR IN OCEANOGRAPHY (1). Discussion of theories and research

concerning ocean systems. Topics will stress the interactions between physi-

cal, chemical, geological, and biological processes in the sea. Separate sections

will be offered at UNC-CH and at Institute ofMarine Sciences, Morehead City.

Fall, spring, and summer. Staff*.

222 ADVANCED PHYSICAL OCEANOGRAPHY (3). Prerequisites, MASC 120 or

Geology 160, MASC 122. A professional-level physical oceanography course

that synthesizes mathematical approaches with basic concepts. Emphaisis is

on applying the mathematical competence developed in MASC 120 to studies

of physical processes in the sea as introduced in MASC 122. Korgen.

226 SEMINAR IN PHYSICAL OCEANOGRAPHY (2). Prerequisite, MASC 122.

Discussion of selected literature in the field of physical oceanography. Spring.

Korgen.

239 MICROPALEONTOLOGY (FORAMINIFERA) (4). Prerequisites, Geology 102.

(1972-1973 and alternate years.) Three lecture and three laboratory hours a

week, spring. St. Jean.

245 ECOLOGY OF PHYTOPLANKTON (4). (Environmental Sciences 235 and

Botany 245.) Fall. Kuenzler.

300 RESEARCH IN MARINE SCIENCES (2 or more).
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393 MASTER'S THESIS (3 or more).
;

394 DOCTORAL DISSERTATION (3 or more).

Courses in other departments that are considered
appropriate for a major in marine sciences:

Botany 114. Algae. Hommersand.
Botany 141 (Biology 102, Ecology 102, Zoology 108). Ecology. McCor-

mick, Lieth; staff.
|

Botany 215. Marine Mycology. Kohlmeyer.

Botany 216. Marine Phycology. Hommersand.
Botany 219. Algal Physiology. Hommersand.
Environmental Sciences 122. Water Chemistry. Johnson, O'Melia.

Environmental Sciences 132. Limology and Water Pollution. Weiss.

Environmental Sciences 134. Environmental Microbiology. Pfa-

ender.

Environmental Sciences 233. Microbial Ecology. Pfaender.

Geology 117, Clay Mineralogy. Ingram.

Geology 161, 162. Applied Geophysics. Stewart.

Geology 165. Physics of the Earth. Palmatier.

Geology 247. Sedimentation. Ingram.

Geology 248. Sedimentary Petrology. Textoris.

Zoology 109. Introduction to Hydrobiology. Jenner.

Zoology 134. (Marine Sciences 134) Invertebrate Development, Lar-

vae and Plankton. Lehman.
Zoology 146. Marine Ecology. Kuris, Rieger.

Zoology 156, 157. Advanced Marine Invertebrate Zoology. Jenner,

Rieger; Visiting staff.

Zoology 208. Population Ecology. Stiven, White.

Zoology 208L. Methods in Population Analysis. Stiven, White.

Zoology 213. Advanced Marine Ecology. Jenner, Rieger; Institute of

Marine Sciences staff.
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Fred B. Wright, Chairman

Professors

Joseph A. Cima (4)

Robert L. Davis (5)

Robert G. Heyneman (12)

William E. Jenner (14)

W. Robert Mann (16)

Ancel C. Mewborn (17)

Billy J. Pettis (21)

JOHANN SoNNER (26)

Associate Professors

Jonathan P. Brezin (1)

Robert B. Gardner (8)

Ladnor D. Geissinger (9)

William H. Graves (10)

Kenneth I. Gross (11)

Douglas G. Kelly (15)

Sheldon E. Newhouse (18)

Karl E. Petersen (20)

John A. Pfaltzgraff (22)

Michael Schlessinger (24)

William W. Smith (25)

Jon W. Tolle (27)

Warren R. Wogen (29)

Assistant Professors

Thomas H. Brylawski (2)

Patrick B. Eberlein (6)
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Complex Analysis, Functional Analysis

Combinatorial Algebra

Bialgebras and Hopf Algebras

Non-associative Algebras, Ring Theory

Nonlinear Problems

Ring Theory

Functional Analysis, Measure and Integration

Theory

Category Theory

Harmonic Analysis on Lie Groups, Dynamical

Systems

Differential Geometry, Partial Differential

Equations

Combinatorial Algebra

Combinatorial Algebra

Groups, Representations, and Harmonic Anal-

ysis

Combinatorics, Probability

Dynamical Systems

Ergodic Theory, Operator Theory, Topological

Dynamics
Complex Analysis

Algebraic Geometry, Commutative Algebra

Ring Theory, Commutative Algebra

Optimization Theory

Operator Theory

Combinatorics

Differential Geometry, Dynamical Systems

Mathematical Physics

Foliations

Automorphic Forms
Several Complex Variables

Foliations and Dynamical Systems

Algebraic Geometry

Visiting Assistant Professor

Paul L. King Differential Geometry, P.L. Geometry and To-

pology
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Emeritus Professors

Alfred T. Brauer
Edward A. Cameron
Vinton A. Hoyle
J. Burton Linker

Ralph M. Trimble

Arthur S. Winsor

The Department of Mathematics offers graduate training leading

to the degrees Master of Arts, Master of Science, and Doctor of

Philosophy. A master's degree may be included or bypassed in the ai

doctoral program. All of a student's graduate work may be done in

within the Department. The M.A.T. and M.A.C.T. degrees are also
in

available with a major in mathematics in the School of Education,
al

The separate departments of Mathematics, Physics and Astron- k

omy, and Statistics are housed in Phillips Hall, as are the Computa- a

tion Center and the special library for these three departments and tl

for the Department ofComputer Science. This departmental library !

contains an unusually large and complete collection of mathemati- ^

cal books and journals.

The Department of Mathematics offers a number of part-time !

ei

instructorships and teaching fellowships each year. Applicants for
c(

financial aid are considered also for several University fellowships
p

awarded by the Graduate School in university-wide competition. D

Applications for admission and financial assistance may be obtained
p

from the Dean ofthe Graduate School. Applications for financial aid i

should be filed by February 1. ^

Degree Requirements

The general regulations of the Graduate School govern the work
1 1

for graduate degrees in mathematics. Specific requirements are ex-

plained below. A graduate student in mathematics may receive

credit only for mathematics courses numbered 137 and above. Lan-

guages must be chosen from French, German and Russian.

All degree candidates are required to pass a written-oral examina-

tion in three topics chosen from analysis, algebra, topology-

geometry, or a field of special interest. The comprehensive examina-

tion is usually taken early in the fourth semester ofgraduate study.

Graduate students will normally have completed courses which ii

treat the material covered in the examination by that time.

Schedules for first-year graduate students depend upon the student's i

undergraduate training; one typical schedule is: Fall Semester: 180,

186, 193. Spring Semester: 181, 196, 230.
'

Requirements for a master's degree include satisfactory comple-

tic

ei|

se

51'

CO
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tion of thirty semester hours, reading knowledge of one of the for-

eign languages listed above, the aforementioned comprehensive ex-

amination covering basic course work, and either a thesis or three

semester hours of Mathematics 392, Journal Seminar. The Depart-

ment considers one and one-half to two years as the normal time to

complete these requirements.

There is no minimum number of semester hours required for a

Ph.D.; however, doctoral students must satisfactorily complete

Mathematics 180, 181, 186, 194, 196, 204, 230, 231, and 271 or 286

and usually complete a total of at least forty-eight semester hours

in preparation for writing a dissertation. Requirements for a Ph.D.

include reading knowledge of two of the foreign languages listed

above, the aforementioned comprehensive examination covering

basic course work, a minimum of two semesters of instructional

service, and a dissertation. The Department considers four years as

the normal time to complete these requirements.

Minor in Mathematics

Graduate students in other departments who plan to offer math-

ematics as a (complete or partial) minor field for the Ph.D. should

consult the Director of Graduate Studies in Mathematics for ap-

proval of their programs and for assignment of an advisor in the

Department of Mathematics. This should be done at the earliest

possible time, in order to prevent disappointment for the student.

Courses for Graduates and Advanced Undergraduates

The name of the instructor who last taught the course appears

after the course. It is not necessarily the name ofthe instructor who
will next teach the course.

101 MATHEMATICAL CONCEPTS IN ART (3). Prerequisite, Art 37. Mathemati-

cal theories of proportion, perspective (projective invariants and the math-

ematics ofvisual perception). Symmetry and aesthetics will be expounded and

illustrated by examples from painting, architecture and sculpture. (Alternate

years.) Brylawski.

106 MATHEMATICAL METHODS IN BIOSTATISTICS (Bios 106) (3). Prerequi-

site, Mathematics 32 or equivalent. Special mathematical techniques in the

theory and methods of biostatistics as related to the life sciences and public

health. Includes brief review of calculus, selected topics from intermediate

calculus, and introductory matrix theory for applications in biostatistics. Fall.

Kelly.

110 NUMERICAL ANALYSIS (3). (Computer Science 155). Prerequisites, pro-

gramming and two semesters of calculus. A mathematical presentation of

selected methods for the computer solution ofa variety ofnumerical problems.

Designed for the mathematician or computer scientist. Fall. Computer Science

staff.
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111 DEVELOPING MATHEMATICAL CONCEPTS (3). Prerequisite, consent of

instructor. An investigation of various ways elementary concepts in math-
ematics can be developed. Applications of the mathematics developed will be

considered. This course is ordinarily offered as an in-service course for teach-

ers. Spring. Smith.

115 HISTORY OF MATHEMATICS (3) Prerequisites, calculus and abstract alge-

bra, graduate students by permission only. A brief general survey of the his-

tory of Mathematics. Some special problems in depth. Problems in the history

of mathematics and its historiography. Spring. Wright.

117 FOUNDATIONS OF EUCLIDEAN GEOMETRY (3). Prerequisite, Mathemat-
ics 32 or permission ofinstructor. Critical study, from an advanced standpoint,

of basic notions of Euclidean geometry, order, congruence and distance.

Length, area and volume. Summer and fall. Geissinger, Smith.

118 BASIC CONCEPTS OF ANALYSIS (3). Prerequisites, Mathematics 32 and
consent of instructor. Limits, continuity, differentiability, uniform continuity.

Riemann integration. Infinite sequences and series; uniform convergence;

power series. Summer. Pettis.

120 PROBABILITY (3). Prerequisite, Mathematics 34. Foundations of probability;

random variables and distribution functions; the binominal, Poisson, and nor-

mal distributions; expectation, moments, moment-generating functions; com-

pound events and joint distributions; limit theorems; applications. Spring.

Smith.

121 ADVANCED CALCULUS I (3). Prerequisite, Mathematics 34. Continuity and

differentiability for real-valued functions of several variables and for vector-

valued functions; chain rules; implicit function theory; Jacobians; theory of

extrema. Credit will not be granted for both 121 and 126. Fall and spring.

Newhouse, Petersen.

122 ADVANCED CALCULUS II (3). Prerequisite, Mathematics 121. Curves and

surfaces; Riemann integration; improper integrals; line and surface integrals;

theorems of Gauss, Green and Stokes; transformation of multiple integrals;

series; uniform convergence. Fall and spring. Eberlein.

123 FUNCTIONS OF A COMPLEX VARIABLE WITH APPLICATIONS (3).

Prerequisite, Mathematics 121 or 126. The algebra of complex numbers, ele-

mentary functions and their mapping properties, complex limits, power series,

analytic functions, contour integrals, Cauchy's theorem and formulae, Lau-

rent series and residue calculus, elementary conformal mapping and boundary

value problems. Poisson integral formula for the disk and the half plane.

Spring. Gardner.

124 ELEMENTARY DIFFERENTIAL EQUATIONS (3). Prerequisite, Mathemat-

ics 34. Introduction to ordinary differential equations, linear differential sys-

tems, power series solutions, Laplace transforms, numerical methods. Fall

and spring. Jenner, Tolle, Plante.

128 MATHEMATICAL METHODS FOR THE PHYSICAL SCIENCES I (3).

Prerequisite, Mathematics 34. Ordinary differential equations, Laplace trans-

form, divergence and Stokes theorems, matrices and determinants. Fall.

Mann, Pfaltzgraff.

129 MATHEMATICAL METHODS FOR THE PHYSICAL SCIENCES II (3).

Prerequisite, Mathematics 124 or 128. Partial differential equations, Bessel

and Legendre functions, orthogonal expansions, Fourier series and integrals.

Spring. Mann, Pfaltzgraff.
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LINEAR ALGEBRA (Formerly Math 116.) (3). An introduction to the theory

ofvector spaces, linear transformations, systems of linear equations, matrices,

determinants, eigenvectors, diagonalization. Davis, Wahl.

ELEMENTARY THEORY OF NUMBERS (3). Prerequisite, Mathematics 32.

Divisibility, Euclidean algorithm, congruences, residue classes, Euler's func-

tion, primitive roots. Chinese remainder theorem, quadratic residues, number
theoretic functions, Farey and continued fractions, Gaussian integers. Fall

and spring. Wright.

ELEMENTS OF MODERN ALGEBRA (3). Prerequisite, Mathematics 32. Sets

and functions, rings, ordered integral domains, integers, fields and rational

numbers, real and complex numbers, polynomials, groups. Fall and spring.

Sonner.

LINEAR ALGEBRA (3). Prerequisite, Mathematics 34. Vector spaces, linear

transformations, duality, diagonalization, primary and cyclic decomposition,

Jordan canonical form, inner product spaces, orthogonal reduction ofsymmet-

ric matrices, spectral theorem, bilinear forms, multilinear functions. Fall and
spring. Brezin.

ALGEBRAIC STRUCTURES (3). Prerequisite, Mathematics 137. Permutation

groups, matrix groups, groups of linear transformations, symmetry groups;

finite abelian groups; residue class rings, algebras of matrices, linear maps,

and polynomials; real and complex numbers, rational functions, quadratic

fields, finite fields. Fall and spring. Brezin.

INTRODUCTION TO PROBABILITY (3). (Statistics 126). Prerequisite, Math-

ematics 34. An introduction to the mathematical theory of probability, cover-

ing random variables, moments, bionominal, Poisson, normal, and related

distributions, generating functions, sums and sequences of random variables,

combinatorial and statistical applications. Fall and spring. Kelly.

MATRIX THEORY (3). Prerequisite, Mathematics 33 (Linear Algebra). Em-
phasizes computational aspects ofthe algebra of matrices and its applications.

Localizations; non-negative operators; functions of matrices. Fall. Davis, Mew-
born, Graves.

COMBINATORIAL MATHEMATICS (3). (Statistics 156). Prerequisite, Math-

ematics 134 or 138, or permission of the instructor. Topics chosen from: Gen-

erating functions, Polya's theory of counting, partial orderings and incidence

algebras, principle of inclusion-exclusion, Mobius inversion, combinational

problems in physics and other branches of science. Fall. Kelly.

INTRODUCTION TO GRAPH THEORY (3). (Statistics 158). Prerequisite,

Mathematics 137 or equivalent. Basic concepts of directed and undirected

graphs. Partitions and distances in graphs. Planar and non-planar graphs.

Matrix representation ofgraphs. Network flows. Applications ofgraph theory.

Spring. Kelly.

APPLIED MATHEMATICS IN COMPUTER SCIENCE (Computer Science

151-152) (3 each). May not be taken in addition to computer Science 150 or

Computer Science 155. Prerequisites, calculus through diflferential equations,

elementary linear algebra, and programming. Develops the mathematical

tools and insights necessary to produce familiarity with and a broad outlook

on analytical and numerical methods useful in computer science. Fall and
spring. Computer Science staff.

QUALITATIVE THEORY OF DIFFERENTIAL EQUATIONS (3). Prerequi-

site, Mathematics 122 or consent of the instructor. Existence and uniqueness
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theorems, linear and nonlinear systems, differential equations in the plane

and on surfaces, Poincare-Bendixon Theory, Liapounov stability and struc-

tural stability, critical point analysis. Newhouse, Plante.

174 TOPICS IN APPLIED MATHEMATICS (3). Prerequisite, Mathematics 122 or

corequisite, Mathematics 126. Mathematical foundations of classical mechan-
ics and quantum mechanics. Topics may include particle mechanics, mani-

folds, phase space, Hilbert space, quantum theory, group theory. Spring.

Fabrey.

175 TOPICS IN ANALYSIS (3j. Prerequisite, Mathematics 122 or consent of

instructor. Topics may include linear spaces, convexity, mathematical pro-

gramming, duality, algorithms, and other subjects related to the mathemati-

cal theory of optimization. Fall. Tolle.

176 TOPICS IN ALGEBRA (3). Prerequisite, consent of instructor. Topics may
include number theory, algebraic number theory, field theory, and algebraic

geometry.

177 TOPICS IN GEOMETRY (3j. Prerequisite, consent of instructor. Topics may
include non-Euclidean geometries, linear geometry, finite geometries, topol-

ogy and algebraic geometry.

180 GEOMETRY OF CURVES AND SURFACES (3j. Prerequisite, Advanced cal-

culus. Topics include: (curvesj Frenet formulais, isoperimetric inequality, theo-

rems of Crofton, Fenchel, Fary-Milnor; (surfaces) fundamental forms, Gaus-

sian and mean curvature, special surfaces, geodesies, Gauss-Bonnet theorem

Fall. Eberlein.

181 INTRODUCTORY TOPOLOGY (3j. Prerequisite, Mathematics 193 and 186 or

permission of instructor. Topological spaces, connectedness, separation axi-

oms, product spaces, extension theorems. Classification of surfaces, fundamen-

tal group and covering spaces, Sard's theorem and Brouwer fixed point theo-

rem, transversality theorems and applications. Spring. Goodman.
185 ALGEBRAIC LOGIC I (3). Prerequisites, Mathematics 138 or equivalents

Basic concepts of logic treated as a branch of mathematics. Boolean algebras.

Stone Representation Theorem, calculus of propositions, free Boolean alge-

bras, truth tables as natural transformations, quantification, monadic alge-

bras, constants. Fall. Wright.

186 LINEAR ALGEBRA f3j. Prerequisite, Mathematics 138 or permission of in-

structor. Vector spaces, linear maps, determinants; commutative rings, alge-

bras, polynomials; structure of operators; inner products. Fall. Wahl.

190 COMBINATORIAL THEORY (3j. Corequisite, Mathematics 186 or permissior

of instructor. Foundations of combinatorial mathematics: partial orders, lat

tices, Mobius and incidence algebras, matching theory, Ramsey's theorem

permutation representations and Polya's theory of counting. Fall. Brylawski

193 INTRODUCTORY ANALYSIS (3j. Prerequisite, advanced calculus. Elemen

tary metric space topology; continuous functions; differentiation of vector

valued functions; implicit, inverse function theorem. Topics from: Weierstrasj

theorem; existence and uniqueness theorems for differential equations; series

of functions. Fall. Wogen.

194 MEASURE AND INTEGRATION (Statistics 112j (3j. Prerequisite, Mathemat
ics 193 or consent of instructor. Lebesgue and abstract measure and Integra

tion, convergence theorems, differentiation, Radon-Nikodym theorem, produc

measures, Fubini theorem, Lebesgue spaces, invariance under transforms

tions, Haar measure and convolution. Spring. Plante.

195 INTERMEDIATE PROBABILITY (Statistics 132) (3j. Prerequisite, Mathemat
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ics 194. Foundations of probability theory. Basic classical theorems. Modes of

probabilistic convergence. Central limit problem. Generating functions, char-

acteristic functions. Introduction to stochastic processes. Spring. Statistics

staff.

196 COMPLEX ANALYSIS (3). Prerequisite, Mathematics 193. A rigorous treat-

ment ofcomplex integration, including the Cauchy theory. Elementary special

functions, power series, local behavior of analytic functions. Spring. New-

house.

Courses for Graduates

204 INTRODUCTORY FUNCTIONAL ANALYSIS (3). Prerequisite, Mathematics

194. Hahn-Banach and separation theorems, Hamel basis; normed and locally

convex spaces, duals of spaces and maps, weak topologies; closed graph and

open mapping theorems, uniform boundedness theorems. Spring. Pettis.

205 TOPICS IN COMPLEX ANALYSIS (3). Prerequisite, Mathematics 196. Lau-

rent series; Mittag-Leffler and Weierstrass Theorems; Riemann mapping theo-

rem; Runge's theorem; additional topics chosen from: harmonic, elliptic,

univalent, entire, meromorphic functions; Dirichlet problem; Riemann sur-

faces. Fall. Cima.

206 SEVERAL COMPLEX VARIABLES (3 each). Prerequisite, Mathematics 196.

207 Elementary theory, the Cousin problems, domains of holomorphy, Runge do-

mains and polynomial approximation, local theory, complex analytic struc-

tures, coherent analytic sheaves and Stein manifolds, Cartan's theorems. Fall

and spring, alternate years. Cima, Pelles.

210 TOPICS IN ANALYSIS (3 each). Prerequisite, consent of instructor. Fall and
211 spring, alternate years. Staff.

213 FUNCTIONAL ANALYSIS (3). Prerequisite, consent ofinstructor. Topics may
include: representation of operators in Banach spaces, compact operators,

semi-groups of operators, spectral theory, distributions, fixed point theorems

and functional equations, nuclear spaces, varieties oflinear topological spaces;

structure and representations ofBanach algebras; C*-algebras, von Neumann
and group algebras. Fall and spring, alternate years. Staff.

218 GEOMETRIC FUNCTION THEORY (3). Prerequisite, Mathematics 196. Top-

ics may include: Riemann surfaces, Nevanlinna theory. Conformal mapping:

boundary correspondence, approximation, orthogonal polynomials, harmonic

measure, capacities. Univalent functions: Loewner theory, variational meth-

ods. Hp theory. Spring, alternate years. Cima, Pelles, Pfaltzgraff.

220 LINEAR SPACES OF ANALYTIC FUNCTIONS (3). Prerequisites, Mathemat-
ics 196, 204. Hardy spaces in complex domains, factorization, the disc algebra;

the Banach algebra of bounded holomorphic functions and its maximal ideal

space, Dirichlet and logmodular algebras, interpolation in Hardy spaces.

Spring, alternate years. Cima.

222 HILBERT SPACE (3). Prerequisite, Mathematics 194; corequisite. Mathemat-
ics 196. Spectral theorem for normal operators; other topics may include:

compact operators, Fredholm theory, invariant subspaces, structure theory for

classes of nonnormal operators, unbounded operators, perturbation theory.

Spring, alternate years. Wogen.
224 ABSTRACT HARMONIC ANALYSIS (3). Prerequisite, consent of instructor.

Topological groups; integration on locally compact spaces, Haar measure; con-

volutions; representations; Fourier transforms; Bochner, inversion and
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Plancherel theorems; Pontryagin duality; structure of locally compact abelian

groups. Fall, alternate years.

230 RINGS AND REPRESENTATIONS (3). Prerequisite, Mathematics 186. Multi-

linear algebra, groups and modules, fields and Galois theory, representations

of finite groups. Spring. Karel.

231 COMMUTATIVE ALGEBRA (3). Prerequisite, Mathematics 230. Field exten-

sions, integral ring extensions, Nullstellensatz and normalization theorem,

derivations and separability, local rings, valuations, completions, filtrations

and graded rings, dimension theory. Fall. Schlessinger.

232 ALGEBRAIC NUMBERS AND ALGEBRAIC FUNCTIONS (3). Prerequisite,

Mathematics 231. Ideal theory in number and function fields, valuations,

product formula, class number, units theorem, local fields, Riemann-Roch
theorem, zeta function and L-series, simple algebras. Spring, alternate years.

Graves, Geissinger.

234 TOPICS IN RINGS AND ALGEBRAS (3 each). Prerequisite, Mathematics 230.

235 Topics from the theory of rings or of bialgebras. Fall and spring, alternate

years. Mewborn, Smith, Heyneman.
236 NON-ASSOCIATIVE ALGEBRAS (3). Prerequisite, Mathematics 230. Gen-

eral non-associative algebras and their transformation algebras, structure

theory, isotopy; simple algebras; alternative, Jordan and Lie algebras. Spring,

alternate years. Jenner.

246 ADVANCED TOPICS IN ALGEBRA (3 each). Prerequisite, consent of instruc-

247 tor. Fall and spring, alternate years. Staff.

248 CATEGORIES AND FUNCTORS (3). Prerequisite, consent of instructor.

Categories, functors, natural morphisms, order by images and factorization,

categories operating on sets, initial and final structures, limits and colimits,

representable functors, adjoint functors, enriched categories and functors,

tensor products. Fall, alternate years. Sonner.

249 HOMOLOGICAL ALGEBRA (3). Prerequisite, consent of instructor. Pointed

categories and functors, exact categories, additive categories and functors,

abelian categories, presheaves and sheaves, complexes, spectral sequences,

derived functors, and functors Ext and Tor, homology and cohomology of

groups. Spring, alternate years. Mewborn, Sonner.

253 TOPICS IN COMBINATORIAL MATHEMATICS (3). Prerequisite, Math-

ematics 190 or consent ofinstructor. Topics may include: combinatorial geome-

tries, coloring and the critical problem, the bracket algebra, reduced incidence

algebras and generating functions, binomial enumeration, designs, valuation

module of a lattice, lattice theory. Fall and spring, alternate years. Brylawski,

Davis, Geissinger, Kelly.

257 ALGEBRAIC GEOMETRY (3). Prerequisite, Mathematics, 230. Topics may
include: algebraic varieties, algebraic functions, abelian varieties, projective

and complete varieties, algebraic groups, schemes and the Grothendieck the-

ory, Riemann-Roch theorem. Spring, alternate years. Schlessinger.

261 THEORY OF DYNAMICAL SYSTEMS (3 each). Prerequisite, consent of in-

262 structor. Topics may include: ergodic theory, topological dynamics, stability,

theory of differential equations, classical dynamical systems, differentiable

dynamics. Fall and spring, alternate years. Peterson.

265 MATHEMATICAL FOUNDATIONS OF QUANTUM FIELD THEORY (3).i

Prerequisite, Mathematics 174, 204 or consent of instructor. Quantum field

theory models and axioms, representations ofthe canonical commutation and

anticommutation relations. Fall, alternate years. Fabrey.
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^ 271 DIFFERENTIABLE MANIFOLDS (3). Prerequisites, Mathematics 180. 186,

and 193. Calculus on manifolds, vector bundles, vector fields and differential

equations, Lie Groups, connections, de Rham cohomology. Fall. Gardner.

^ 272 DIFFERENTIAL GEOMETRY (3). Prerequisite, Mathematics 183, corequisite

Mathematics 181. Riemannian geometry, first and second variation of area

and applications, effect of curvature on homology and homotopy, Chern-Weil

^ theory ofcharacteristic classes, recent applications due to Bott, Chern-Simons,

^ and Baum-Cheeger. Spring. King.

273 LIE GROUPS AND LIE ALGEBRAS (3 each). Prerequisites, Mathematics 186

«. 274 and 271. Relationship between Lie algebras and Lie groups, classification of

^ complex semi-simple Lie algebras, representation theory, applications to ge-

i ometry, cohomology ofLie algebras, compact groups. Fall and spring, alternate

^ years. Gardner, Heynemann.
277 SPECIAL TOPICS IN GEOMETRY (3 each). Prerequisite, Mathematics 271.

278 Topics may include: elliptic operators, complex manifolds, exterior differential

^ systems, homogeneous spaces, integral geometry, submanifolds of Euclidean

space. Fall and spring, alternate years. Gardner.

287 TOPICS IN ALGEBRAIC TOPOLOGY (3). Prerequisite, Mathematics 286.

Topics may include: CW-complexes, spectral sequences, classification of fibre

bundles, Cech cohomology, cohomology operations and the Steenrod algebra,

homotopy of spheres and classical groups, algebraic homotopy theory, K-the-

ory. Fall and spring, alternate years. Staff.

390 SEMINAR (3).

392 JOURNAL SEMINAR (1-3). Prerequisite, permission of instructor. A seminar

in which students read, present, and discuss selected papers and other appro-

priate material from the mathematical literature. Spring. Staff.

,
393 MASTER'S THESIS (3 or more).

394 DOCTORAL DISSERTATION (3 or more).

400 GENERAL REGISTRATION (0).
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Professors

Edgar H. Alden

Joel J. Carter
Roger D. Hannay

Lara G. Hoggard
Rudolph J. Kremer
Wilton E. Mason
William S. Newman

Howard E. Smither

Associate Professors

Harold L. Andrews
Marvin R. Blickenstaff

Calvin M. Bower

James W. Pruett

David Serrins

Thomas A. Warburton

(1) Violin, Chamber Music and Symphony, Nine-

teenth Century

(6) Voice, Music Education

(7) Composition, Contemporary Music, New Mu-
sic Ensemble

(9) Choral Arts, Conducting

(10) Organ, Baroque Music

(11) Opera, Folk Music, Nineteenth Century

(12) Sonata History, Performance Practices, Key-

board Music

(16) Oratorio and Opera, Baroque Music

(2) Classic Era, Structural' Analysis

(3) Piano

(4) Medieval Music, Performance of Early Music,

American Music

(14) Renaissance Music and Notation, Mass His-

tory

(15) Orchestra, Oboe, Instrumental Music Educa-

tion

(17) Renaissance Music, Early Twentieth Century

Assistant Professors

Thomas D. Brosh (23) Theory-Composition

Lynn D. Glassock (21) Percussion

John R. Harding (8) Trumpet
Donald L. Oehler (24) Clarinet

^

Robert P. Porco (13) Voice -

Alan M. Smith (22) Violoncello

Francis M. Whang (18) Piano

Stafford Wing (19) Voice

Ann M. Woodward (5) Viola, Chamber Music

Michael W. Zenge (20) Piano, Keyboard Music

Emeritus Professor

Earl Slocum (26) Symphony Orchestra, Flute

The Graduate Programs of Study

Graduate work in the Department ofMusic meets the needs offive

main classes of students: (1) those who intend to speciaUze in musi

cology through intensive study and research; (2) those who intend

ti(
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to specialize in composition through advanced training in historical

and current styles, performance practices, and musical craftsman-

ship; (3) those who wish to do advanced work in performance; (4)

those who require additional background and professional skills for

upper-level teaching; and (5) those who desire a further knowledge

Df music as part of a broader program in the humanities. Most
students will fit into more than one of these classes and some will

have several in mind.

Special Facilities

The Department ofMusic offers extensive facilities that are excep-

tionally favorable to advanced study in music. Performing resources

1 comprise, besides over eighty pianos, four organs, including a

Schlicker tracker organ, three harpsichords, a Hodsdon clavichord,

several lutes, recorders, and viols, as well as other historical instru-

Iments, numerous other standard instruments for concert and prac-

tice use, and an electronic studio which includes a Moog Synthesizer.

I
Central to the departmental resources is the Music Library, a

branch of the University library, which ranks high among the na-

tion's music libraries for its complete sets ofgreat masters, scholarly

studies, periodicals, early source materials, iconographic aids, mi-

crofilm, archives, folk music collections, practical performing edi-

tions, and recordings. Mention should be made, too, ofseveral exten-

sive private collections assembled by individual faculty members for

special studies and often made available to advanced students work-

ling in those areas.

Degrees

The Department of Music offers programs leading to the degrees

of Master of Arts (M.A.), Master of Music (M.M.), in performance,

composition, or choral arts, and Doctor ofPhilosophy (Ph.D.). It also

offers through the School of Education programs leading to the de-

grees of Master ofArts in Teaching (M.A.T.), Master ofArts in Col-

lege Teaching (M.A.C.T.), and Doctor of Education (Ed.D.) with a
minor or special project in music.

Prerequisites for Degree Programs

I

The usual prerequisite for admission to graduate work leading to

' the M.A. and Ph.D. degrees is a Bachelor ofArts degree with a major
in music, comparable to that given at this University. However, the

B.M. and B.M.Ed, degrees as awarded at this University normally
meet the minimum requirements, too. More often, the B.M. and
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B.M.Ed, degrees lead, respectively, to the M.M. and the graduate! k

music education degrees. f fh

All students applying to major in graduate music studies are!

asked to take the Aptitude Test and the Advanced Test in Music ofi p

the Graduate Record Examinations. These tests should be taken U

early enough for the scores to be submitted with the application fori fit

admission. An applicant for the M.A. or the Ph.D. program should toi

submit with the application a thesis or research paper that will serve 1

to indicate an ability to write clearly and present ideas logically; thei ici

copy will be returned. An applicant for the M.M. program in compo-i %

sition should submit with the application a recent composition. Ani is

applicant for the M.M. program in performance will demonstrate; i

advanced standing through a qualifying performance, in person orl f

by tape. An applicant for the M.M. program in choral art should|

submit with the application a tape of choral works that he or she' w

has conducted and should consult with the director of this program.; li

All students who are admitted are asked to take briefbut compre- '

hensive Diagnostic Tests at the time of registration on the campus ! (ii

(usually on the last weekday before registration begins). These tests ii

help to determine the student's program of courses as well as anyj je

conspicuous gaps in background that may need special attention.!

Questions regarding deficiencies will be decided individually for

each student, taking into consideration the student's background,;

goals, and standings on the qualifying tests. (Please note the course!

description for Music 102, Survey of Musical Style).

Language and Course Requirements

A reading knowledge of one modern foreign language is required

for all M.A. and M.M. degrees. A reading knowledge of two modern
foreign languages, most often German and French, is required for!

the Ph.D. degree. Some Ph.D. programs may require Latin or a third!

modern language. All language requirements for the degree pro-'

gram in progress must be met before the written examinations are

taken. Until these requirements are met and unless the studenti

demonstrates in the music entrance examination sufficient profi-i

ciency to pass the language examination during the first semester,!

the student must take a noncredit course in a modern foreign lan-

guage each semester.

The various programs leading to the M.M. degree do not normally

include a fiDrmal minor, although courses taken in other depart-

i

ments are sometimes included. The M.A. and Ph.D. programs typi-

cally do include courses from other departments. These courses may
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36 organized as a formal minor (9 hours for the M.A., 15 for the

Ph.D.) with advance approval from the department(s) concerned, or

shey may be arranged in what is called a "supporting program," the

oarticulars of which will be determined in consultation with the

student's adviser. Any graduate student who already is equipped

mth sufficient breadth of view may request to take all his or her

L courses in music.

The candidate for the M.M. degree in composition will ordinarily

3nroll in Music 102 and will choose in consultation with an adviser

3ight more courses appropriate to qualifications and goals. As much
as six hours of this may be in applied music, after a qualifying

audition before the faculty. The ''thesis" consists of a composition

approved by the advisory committee and, when practicable, re-

hearsed and presented in a public performance. Certain courses in

writing techniques and theory are given in alternate summers, per-

mitting completion of the course work within a twelve-month cycle.

The candidate for the M.M. degree in performance will ordinarily

snroll in Music 102, and will earn other credits as follows: applied

music lessons, as described under Music 200, 6 hours; ensemble

performance, as described under Music 200, 3 hours; other graduate

courses 12 hours; preparation of a recital and a concerto or opera

or oratorio role, 3 hours; and either a substantial historical and
: analjdical paper dealing with that music or one additional music

course, 3 hours.

The candidate for the M.M. degree in choral arts will ordinarily

enroll in Music 102, and will earn other credits as follows: Advanced
Conducting, Music 175-176, 6 hours; Carolina Choir, Music 208 (2

;
semesters), 3 hours; Choral Pedagogy, EDCI 187, 3 hours (summer

: course); Pedagogy of Theory, Music 160, 3 hours; two choral litera-

ture electives (such as Music 140, 141, 154, and 210), 6 hours; three

music history electives, 9 hours; thesis project (concert conducting),

Music 393, 3 hours.

The candidate for the M.A. degree will ordinarily enroll in Music

101, 102, and 136 and will choose in consultation with an adviser

six more courses appropriate to his or her qualifications and goals.

A thesis will complete the course requirements (10 courses, 30

hours).

The student who works toward a Ph.D. degree may build on the

M.A. degree or by-pass at least the formality of taking that degree

if and after successfully passing the graduate written examination
for the master's degree (providing the option of concentrating on
three more limited areas when preparing for the doctoral written
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examinations). However, not more than a semester's work will be| sti

saved, since the student who has not done an M.A. thesis will be ru

asked to prepare a substantial research paper as part ofan appropri- ! ifli

ate graduate course or in a special studies course (Music 298) that i

will give adequate evidence ofbasic experience in research methods I

and techniques before undertaking a doctoral dissertation. A thesis j sh

for an M.M. degree may or may not prove to satisfy this requirement, ; su

as determined at the time of the student's registration. The Ph.D. ji

candidate is likely to take at least twice as many courses beyond the (o(

baccalaureate degree as the M.A. candidate takes, both in the major

and the minor fields. Emphasis, however, is placed not so much on :
se

the quantity as on the selection and spread ofcourses which are most or

appropriate to the individual candidate's qualifications and program ro

of study, as determined in consultation with an adviser. Considera- k

ble weight is attached to the student's achievement in the compre- f

hensive written and oral examinations taken upon completion of pi

course work and before embarking on the dissertation.

Graduate examinations: A separate, detailed announcement is

available well in advance of the new academic year.

The Master of Arts in Teaching degree is administered by the
i

^

School of Education. Candidates who are not already certified to

teach may qualify for the first level teaching certificate (North >

\

Carolina "Class A" certificate) as special students and then proceed
f.

to the regular M.A.T. program. A minimum ofthirty semester hours
|

[[

is required, six courses in the major (Music) and at least two courses
i

in Education; the remaining two courses may be in Music, Education

or a third field.
\ [

The Master ofArts in College Teaching degree, also administered
i

by the School of Education, is designed specifically to prepare teach-

ers for the two-year college. In music it implies a somewhat broader
|

academic orientation than the M.A.T. degree and a higher level of

performance in applied music. The M.A.C.T. degree includes a one-
j

H

semester internship in a North Carolina college. Candidates fi^r this
I

degree will generally take twelve courses in the major area and four

!

in the professional area. :

Further details concerning these last two degrees as well as the

Doctor ofEducation degree may be found in this bulletin under the

School of Education.

Fellowships, Assistantships, and Other Student Aid

Besides campus-wide grants (discussed elsewhere in this bulletin),

assistantships and special grants are available to selected graduate:
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students in music. The deadline for all graduate applications is Feb-

ruary 1; separate application for aid is not necessary but may be

vindicated on the general application form for admission to the

i' Graduate School. Assistantships ordinarily provide tuition and basic

^ living expenses sufficient at least for in-state students. Assistant-

ij ships require about ten hours of work weekly in the Department,
t such as reading papers and also conducting laboratory classes,

j Qualified candidates may teach up to ten hours of applied music

(occasionally more) and thus earn additional or other income.

1 Applied Music Fees: Fees for individual instruction are $50.00 per

ol semester for one half-hour lesson a week or $100.00 per semester for

r one hour lesson a week. The fee for one hour of daily practice in a

room with piano is $10.00 per semester; for two hours of practice

daily, $16.00 per semester; for three hours of practice daily, $22.00

per semester. (Advanced piano students may arrange to do at least

part of their practicing on grand pianos.) Organ and harp practice

fees are $24.00 per semester for one hour of daily practice. Other
i fees are in proportion.

Department Catalogue

A special Music Department Catalogue is available upon request.

The Catalogue provides additional information concerning facilities,

faculty, and scholarship aid. Address requests for the Catalogue to

the Chairman, Department of Music, Hill Hall, The University of

North Carolina at Chapel Hill, Chapel Hill, N.C. 27514.

Courses for Graduates and Advanced Undergraduates

101 RESOURCES AND METHODS OF MUSICOLOGY (3). Introduction to the

scope, methodology, and bibliography of musicology. Extensive use of the mu-
sic library, preparation for advanced seminars, and sound research procedures

are stressed. Fall. Pruett.

102 SURVEY OF MUSICAL STYLE (3). Survey ofthe chiefstyles ofmusic history,

with emphasis on methods of analysis, examination of representative scores,

written exercises, and related readings. Required of all graduate students

except those qualifying for exemption as demonstrated on the Department's

preliminary Diagnostic Test. Fall. Warburton.

103 PRIMITIVE AND ORIENTAL MUSIC (3). A study of the folk music of primi-

tive peoples throughout the world and of the traditional and folk music in

Oriental countries. Lectures, readings, scores, and recordings. (1975 and alter-

nate years.) Spring. Mason.
104 FOLK MUSIC OF EUROPE AND THE NEW WORLD (3). Study offolk music

in European countries, emphasizing similarities in the British Isles and south-

ern United States. Lectures, readings, scores, and recordings. (1976 and alter-

nate years.) Spring. Mason.
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105 CHINESE MUSIC (3). Prerequisite, Music 32, Chinese 102, or permission of

the instructor. An introduction to Chinese music through recordings, musical

documents, and Chinese musical instruments, emphasizing the place of music

in Chinese society. Bower.

127 HARPSICHORD CONSTRUCTION (3). History of the harpsichord and of the

music composed for it. Readings, recordings, and workshop sessions devoted

to actual construction of a harpsichord. Kremer.

Note: The courses numbered from 130 to 159 are offered ordinarily in alternate

years according to a cycle which is outlined in the special Music Department Cata-

logue, and as the demand warrants. All these courses include lectures, readings,

analyses, and musical illustrations.

135 AMERICAN MUSIC (3). Its growth and development from the early colonies

to the present. Alden.

136 PERFORMANCE PRACTICES (3). Problems of rhythm, ornamentation, ar-

ticulation, and expression in both instrumental and vocal music, with empha-
sis on the period from 1550-1825 and practical applications in an informal

collegium musicum. Newman.
140 ORATORIO (3). The development of the genre from its origins to the present,

with emphasis on the seventeenth and eighteenth centuries. Smither.

141 THE MADRIGAL (3). Its international flowering, especially at the peak of

music's Renaissance era. Mason, Smither.

142 OPERA (3). A survey ofthe types, national and international trends, conflicts,

and chief masterworks from opera's beginning around 1600 to the present.

Carter, Mason.

144 ART SONG (3). A study of the development of this genre, especially during

its great flowering in the Lieder, melodies, and other national types of the

nineteenth century. Carter, Mason.

145 THE SONATA (3). A study or survey ofthe meaning, use, spread, scoring, and

structural changes of this form type from its origins to the present. One era

is emphasized each time, as announced in advance. Newman.
146 THE STRING QUARTET (3). From its origins in early chamber music to its

culmination in the classic, Romantic, and Modern eras, including problems

of texture, form, and performance. Alden.

147 THE SYMPHONY (3). The growth ofthe symphony as an independent orches-

tral genre, especially in the masterworks from Haydn, Mozart, and Beethoven

to Prokofiev, Piston, and other Moderns. Alden, Andrews.

148 KEYBOARD MUSIC (3). A historical survey that follows either stringed key-

board music through the harpsichord, clavichord, and piano, or organ music

in its successive stages. Kremer, Newman, Zenge.

149 GENRE STUDIES (3). Other specific surveys of genres, forms, and styles of

music in keeping with the series. Music 140-148. Staff".

150 FRANZ JOSEPH HAYDN (3). The man and his times, his music and its styles.

Andrews.

151 J.S. BACH (3). With special attention alternately to the vocal and the instru-

mental works. Alden, Kremer, Newman.
152 MOZART (3). Mason, Alden, Andrews.

153 BEETHOVEN (3). Alden, Newman, Mason, Andrews.

154 HANDEL (3). Carter, Mason, Smither.

155 BRAHMS (3). Alden, Newman.
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i56 WAGNER AND VERDI (3). Carter, Mason, Newman.
57 DEBUSSY AND RAVEL (3). Mason, Warburton.

58 STRAVINSKY AND SCHOENBERG (3). Hannay.

59 COMPOSER STUDIES (3). Other specific surveys in keeping with Music 150-

158. Staff.

60 PEDAGOGY OF THEORY (3). Prerequisites, Music 51, 53, 55 and 57, or

permission of the instructor. Techniques of teaching; evaluation of current

books, scores and anthologies covering all aspects of sight-singing, keyboard,

analysis, and written approaches to harmony and counterpoint. Practical

classroom experience. Spring. Hannay.

62 INSTRUMENTATION (3). Practical exercises in scoring and arranging for

various combinations from single instrumental choirs to full concert orches-

tra, with trial group performances. Spring. Serrins.

.63 INSTRUMENTAL ARRANGING (3). Exercises in arranging for various com-

binations of woodwind, brass and percussion instruments, with practical ap-

plications. Rybka, Harding.

L65 SURVEY OF CONTRAPUNTAL TECHNIQUES (3). Renaissance, Baroque,

and early 20th Century; analysis and imitative writing. Fall. Kremer, Han-

nay.

166 COMPOSITION (3). Original compositions in various forms. Fall and spring.

Hannay.

167 THE ELECTRONIC STUDIO (1). Limited to majors in the Division of Fine

Arts, with permission of the instructor. An introduction to the technical as-

pects ofelectronic music, including familiarization with the Moog Synthesizer.

A semester laboratory fee of $5.00 will be charged for one hour per week for

usage ofdepartmental equipment. Additional usage only be special permission

I

ofthe instructor prior to registration, and at the rate of$25.00 for three hours

per week. Fall. Hannay.
175 ADVANCEDCONDUCTING I and II (3 each). Prerequisite, Music 68. Fall and
176 spring. Hoggard, Serrins.

201- GRADUATE APPLIED MUSIC (3 or IVa). Individual applied music instruc-

208 tion. M.M. in Performance candidates receive 3 hours credit for their major

instrument or voice for one hour lesson a week, each semester, and register

for at least 18 hours a week of practice, each semester; they will continue to

register for individual instruction until the "thesis" requirements (recital and
concerto or opera role) have been met. Qualified graduate students in degree

programs other than the M.M. degree in Performance may receive like credit

for applied music, but such credit will not substitute for course work otherwise

required for the M.A. and Ph.D. degrees and will therefore increase the

amount oftime required for these two degrees. After qualifying through audi-

tion, graduate students may enroll for IV2 credits (usually, or 3 exceptionally)

\ per semester in applied music. A maximum of 6 hours credit may be applied

toward the M.M. in Composition; 3 hours credit toward the M.M. in Choral

Arts, the M.A.T., or the M.A.C.T. (ensemble credit does not apply toward the

M.A.T. or the M.A.C.T. degrees). Credit does not apply toward the M.A. or

Ph.D. degrees although it is entered upon the student's record. Students who
have received the allowable number ofhours credit but who desire to continue

applied music study and M.A. and Ph.D. students will enroll in a course with

the sufiix X. Graduate Music Ensemble carries IV2 hours credit. Fall and
spring. Staff.
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Applied Music

201A
201B

201C

201X

202

202X

202Z

203A
203B
203C

203D
203E

203F

203X

204A
204B

204C
204D
204E

204F

204X

205A
205B

205C

205D
205X

210

214

240

241

PIANO
ORGAN
HARPSICHORD
KEYBOARD INSTRUMENT
Credit not applicable

to a music degree

VOICE
VOICE
Credit not applicable

to a music degree

CLASS VOICE
VIOLIN
VIOLA
VIOLONCELLO
STRING BASS
HARP
GUITAR
STRING INSTRUMENT
Credit not applicable

to a music degree

FLUTE
OBOE
CLARINET
SAXOPHONE
BASSOON
RECORDER
WOODWIND INSTRUMENT
Credit not applicable

to a music degree

FRENCH HORN
TRUMPET
TROMBONE
TUBA
BRASS INSTRUMENT
Credit not applicable to a

music degree.
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205Z BRASS CLASS
206 PERCUSSION
206X PERCUSSION

Credit not applicable

to a music degree.

Music Ensembles

207A UNIVERSITY SYMPHONY
207B CHAMBER ORCHESTRA
207C UNIVERSITY WIND

ENSEMBLE
207D NEW MUSIC ENSEMBLE
207E JAZZ LAB BAND
207F BRASS CHAMBER GROUPS
207G WOODWIND CHAMBER

GROUPS
207H STRING CHAMBER

GROUPS
207J MIXED CHAMBER

ENSEMBLE
207K PIANO ENSEMBLE
207L MARCHING/CONCERT

/PEP BAND
207M GUITAR ENSEMBLE
207N PERCUSSION ENSEMBLE
208A CAROLINA CHOIR
208B UNIVERSITY MIXED

CHORUS
208C UNIVERSITY CHAMBER

SINGERS
208D MEN'S GLEE CLUB
208E OPERA THEATRE
208F WOMEN'S GLEE CLUB
208G EARLY MUSIC ENSEMBLE

SURVEY OF CHORAL MUSIC (3). Survey and style critical analysis ofchoral

masterworks in the large forms; historical trends; study of composers from

Palestrina to the present, using scores, lectures, readings, recordings, and

performances. Carter, Smither.

20th-CENTURY HARMONIC TECHNIQUES (3). Prerequisite, Music 57. Han-

nay.

PROSEMINAR IN MEDIEVAL MUSIC (3). Study of selected topics in Medie-

val music. Emphasis on basic stylistic £ispects and problems of analysis, and

on both primary and secondary sources and bibliography. Independent work

is stressed, in preparation for more fully-developed independent research at

the seminar level (Music 337). Lectures and student reports. Bower.

PROSEMINAR IN RENAISSANCE MUSIC (3). In keeping with Music 240.^

Warburton.
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242 PROSEMINAR IN BAROQUE MUSIC (3). In keeping with Music 240.

Smither.

243 PROSEMINAR IN CLASSIC MUSIC (3). In keeping with Music 240. Andrews.

244 PROSEMINAR IN ROMANTIC MUSIC (3). In keeping with Music 240. New-

man.

245 PROSEMINAR IN MODERN MUSIC (3). In keeping with Music 240. Hannay.

246 PROSEMINAR IN AMERICAN STUDIES (3). Study of selected topics from

the musical history of America, from Colonial times to the early twentieth

century. Advanced bibliography in American musicology. Research topics

relating principally to primary sources. Lectures and student reports. Bower.

249 PROSEMINAR IN MUSICOLOGY (3). Other specific surveys dealing with the

music of a certain limited period or locale, or concerned with some special

concept. Typical proseminar topics: Music in France from 1790 to 1850; The

Function of Dissonance. Staff.

251 ARS ANTIQUA AND ARS NOVIA (3). Notation, performance practices, litur-

gical functions, social functions, concordances, structural principles, and ex-

tramusical influences. Fall. Bower.

252 RENAISSANCE MANUSCRIPT STUDIES (3). Provenance and history, nota-

tion, and concordances, including textual studies and edition techniques.

Spring. Pruett, Warburton.

261 ANALYTICAL TECHNIQUES (3). Techniques of analysis of music from the

Middle Ages to the present. Andrews, Warburton.

262 ORCHESTRATION (3). Practical orchestral scoring with emphasis on under-

standing and imitating historical styles from Mozart through Ravel. Hannay,

Serrins.

264 ADVANCED TONAL COUNTERPOINT (3). Practical exercises, with special

emphasis on the techniques of Bach. Hannay, Warburton.

265 ADVANCED COMPOSITION (3 each). Designed for the development of crea-

266 tive originality in musical composition. Fall and spring. Hannay.
298 SPECIAL STUDIES. The faculty are ready to assist and advise competent

graduate students who may propose plans for either research or creative work

that meets with their approval. Hours and credits to be arranged. Staff.

337 SEMINAR IN MUSICOLOGY (3). Specific problems; for example, the study

of plainchant, the history of music treatises, the study of twentieth-century

rhythms, etc. Seminar subjects and staff to be announced. Fall and spring.

393 MASTER'S THESIS (3 or more). Fall and spring Staff.

394 DOCTORAL DISSERTATION (3 or more). Fall and spring Staff.

400 GENERAL REGISTRATION (0).

Note: The following courses come under the School of Education.

EDCI MUSIC EDUCATION IN THE PUBLIC SCHOOL (3). A study of the goals,

186 historical development, and present curricular practices in music education

at all levels. Fall and alternate summers. Carter.

EDCI THE TEACHING OF APPLIED MUSIC: VOICE (3). Analysis, methods, and
188 techniques of vocal pedagogy. Summer. Carter and staff.

EDCI INVESTIGATIONS AND TRENDS IN MUSIC EDUCATION (3). A survey of

287 recent studies in the psychology of music; current practices here and abroad

as reported in professional journals; readings and reports on selected topics

such £is programmed instruction. Alternate summers. Carter.

EDCI MUSIC EDUCATION INSTITUTE: ADVANCED TECHNIQUES IN TEACH-
380b ING CHORAL MUSIC (3). Summer. Hoggard.
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EDCI MUSIC EDUCATION INSTITUTE: PIANO PEDAGOGY (3). Summer.
380c Staff.

EDCI MUSIC EDUCATION INSTITUTE: ELEMENTARY SCHOOL MUSIC (3).

380d Summer. Staff.



CURRICULUM IN NEUROBIOLOGY

Edward R. Perl, Chairman

Professors

Norman A. Coulter (4)

Gordon S. Dugger (7)

Fred W. Ellis (8)

Robert C. Elston (9)

Edward Glassman (13)

Irvine R. Hagadorn (15)

Jacob S. Hanker (16)

Richard A. King (19)

Martin R. Krigman (20)

MOTOY KUNO (21)

Morris A. Lipton (22)

A. T. Miller, Jr. (25)

Paul L. Munson (31)

Paul A. Obrist (32)

Edward R. Perl (35)

Arthur J. Prange (37)

Eric Schopler (40)

Walter E. Stumpf (42)

John E. Wii^on (48)

Associate Professors

George R. Breese (2)

Richard L. Glasser (12)

Donald E. McMillan (24)

RoYCE L. Montgomery (26)

Pierre Morell (27)

Charles E. Morris (28)

Helmut C. Mueller (29)

Robert A. Mueller (30)

Michael P. Remler (39)

Aldo Rustioni (50)

Paul G. Shinkman (41)

W. Grady Thomas (43)

Barry L. Whitsel (46)

Assistant Professors

George D. Allen (1)

David E. Downie (6)

Linda Dykstra-Hylander (51)

Paul B. Farel (11)

Lester D. Grant (14)

Computer Studies, Teleogenesis

Ultrastructure, Human Pituitary

Experimental Alcoholism

Genetic Analysis of Mental Traits

Chemical Correlates of Behavior

Neuroendocrine Control of Spermatogenesis

Mechanisms of Sensory Transduction

Brain and Behavior

Pollution and Brain Development

Synaptic Transmission

Thyroid Hormone Studies

Metabolic Effects of Hypoxia

Hypothalamic CRF
Somatic-Cardiac Events

Somatosensory Mechanisms
Neurohormones and non-Neurohormones in

Adrenergic Activity

Hyperactivity and Autism

Physio-morphologic Studies of Hormone Ac-

tion

Macromolecules and Brain Function

Biogenic Amines
Genesis of Respiratory Rhythmicity

Analysis of Drug Behavior

Hormones and Brain Amines
Biochemistry of Myelination

Biogenic Amines
Behavior Development in Birds

Drug Action on CNS
Dye Injection Techniques for Study of Neuro-

pil

Synapses of Dorsal Column Nuclei

Visual System Physiology

Auditory Mechanisms
Somatosensory Mechanisms

Aquisition of Skilled Motor Behavior

(Computer Simulations

Stimulus Control of Behavior

Neuronal Mechanisms of Response Plasticity

Hormones and Neurotransmitter Systems
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Mark Hollins (52)

Henry S. Hsiao (18)

(~1arot TCor'nrt tth

HOTIOT AS TiAY (53)

David L. McIlwain (23)

LORCAN O'TUAMA (34)

Peter Petrusz (36)

JiRi Prazma (38)

Daniel L. Trevino (44)

James N. Weakly (45)

R. Haven Wiley (47)

Visual System Functions

Attraction of Moths to Light

Regulation of Feeding Behavior

Comparative Auditory Anatomy
Mechanisms of Excitable Membranes
Amino Acid Transport in CNS
Neuroendocrine Control of Gonadotropin

Secretion

Auditory Mechanisms
Somatosensory Mechanisms
Synaptic Transmission

Evolution of Animal Behavior

Lecturer

Peter N. Witt (49) Spider Web Construction

The Neurobiology Curriculum of The University of North
Carolina at Chapel Hill includes faculty from the Departments of

Anatomy, Anesthesiology, Biochemistry and Nutrition, Biostatis-

tics, Medicine (Neurology), Oral Biology, Pathology, Pharmacology,

Physiology, Psychiatry, Psychology, Surgery, Zoology, and from the

Curricula in Genetics, and in Biomedical Engineering and Math-
ematics. The theme unifying members of these diverse departments

is a desire to understand the mechanisms whereby the nervous sys-

tem functions. While sharing this fundamental interest in the nerv-

ous system, research techniques used by members ofthe Curriculum

are quite diverse and provide the student with the opportunity to

master a wide variety of laboratory skills.

Graduate students working toward the Ph.D. in Neurobiology

must take Neurobiology 101a, 111, 112, 290, 302 and Physiology 204,

as well as other courses suggested by the Associate Director for

Training.

The minor in Neurobiology consists of a minimum of 15 hours of

courses selected from the list below (\)ut not both Neurobiology 100

and 105) and must include Neurobiology 111, 112, and 290.

Special fellowships, commensurate with usual grants-in-aid, are

available to support graduate students who are working toward the

Ph.D. degree under the direction of a faculty member in the

Neurobiology Program and who major or minor in Neurobiology.

After the second year, graduate students are eligible to receive

travel awards to attend national scientific meetings.

Inquiries and requests for fellowship application forms should be

sent to The Director of the Neurobiology Program, The University

of North Carolina at Chapel Hill, Chapel Hill, North Carolina. Ap-

plicants are urged to complete their applications by December 15.

11
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Courses for Graduates and Advanced Undergraduates

90 INTRODUCTION TO NEUROBIOLOGY (3). Prerequisite, permission of the

instructor. An undergraduate interdisciplinary course which provides stu-

dents with an integrative view of major topics in the sciences concerned with

the nervous system. Fall. Glasser.

100 BIOCHEMISTRY FOR STUDENTS OF BIOLOGY AND CHEMISTRY (Bio-

chemistry 100) (Zoology 107) (3). Prerequisites, Chemistry 61, 62 (or 64) and

one course in biology. Lectures on chemical and organizational principles of

reactions in living systems. Protein structure and enzyme function, mech-

anisms in intermediary metabolism, expression of genetic information, en-

zyme regulation and the cell cycle, membranes and active transport. Spring.

Wolfenden and others.

101a NEUROANATOMY (Anatomy 101) (5). Three lecture and four laboratory

hours a week, spring. Rustioni.

101b INTRODUCTION TO BIOMEDICAL ENGINEERING (BMME 101) (3).

Prerequisites, Mathematics 32 and Zoology 11, or equivalents. Applications

ofmathematical, physical and engineering principles and methods to biomedi-

cal problems. Spring. Downie.

101c CONDITIONING AND LEARNING (Psychology 101) (4). Prerequisite, Psy-

chology 27 or permission of the instructor. A study of classical conditioning

and instrumental learning experiences. Standard and original experiments in

the laboratory. Two lecture and three laboratory hours a week, fall and spring.

I

Eckerman, Waller.

jlOld GENERAL PHARMACOLOGY (Pharmacology 101, 102) (31/2). Prerequisite,

j

permission ofthe instructor. A broad survey ofpharmacology. Two lecture and
I three laboratory hours a week, fall and spring. Staff.

102b BIOLOGICAL FOUNDATIONS OF BEHAVIOR (Psychology 102) (3).

Prerequisite, Psychology 27 or permission of the instructor. Ethological, ge-

netic and physiological variables will be studied in relation to their behavioral

effects. Two lecture and three laboratory hours a week, spring.

1 105 BIOCHEMISTRY (Biochemistry 105) (5). Prerequisites, Chemistry 43, 61, 62

or equivalents. A lecture course in the fundamentals of biochemistry. Fall.

i

Staff.

106a BIOCHEMISTRY AND MOLECULAR BIOLOGY (Biochemistry 106) (4).

Prerequisite, Biochemistry 105. Spring. Staff.

106b PHYSIOLOGICAL PSYCHOLOGY (Psychology 106) (3). Prerequisites, Psy-

chology 26 and 27, or special permission of the professor. Fall. King, Shink-

}

man.
110 TECHNIQUES IN PHYSIOLOGICAL PHARMACOLOGY (Pharmacology

110) (3). Prerequisites, Pharmacology 101 and 102 or 103, Pharmacology 217

and 218, or permission of the instructor. Students will learn and perform a

variety of physiological techniques often used in classical pharmacological

research. One lecture and six laboratory hours a week, spring, 1974 and alter-

nate years. Staff.

111 NEUROBIOLOGY LABORATORY APPRENTICESHIP (3-9). Prerequisite,

112 permission ofthe Director ofTraining ofthe Neurobiology Program. A labora-

tory-tutorial course to acquaint the student with the methods used in several

areas of neurobiology. Fall, spring. Faculty of the Neurobiology Program.

111a BIOMEDICAL INSTRUMENTATION (BMME 111) (3). Prerequisites, Math-
ematics 32 or equivalent, permission of the instructor. Designed for biology
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students and medical students without previous background in electronics

The fundamentals of biomedical instrumentation are developed, and applied

in laboratory exercises using modern electronic instruments. Spring. Hsiao.

113 ANIMAL BEHAVIOR (Zoology 113) (4). Prerequisites, Zoology 11 or permis-

sion of the instructor. Three lecture and three laboratory hours a week, fall

Staff. (The lab can be taken separately.)

118 NEUROENDOCRINOLOGY (Anatomy 118) (Pharmacology 118) (2). Prerequi

site, permission ofthe instructor. A review ofpresently held concepts in neuro

endocrinology with emphasis on topographical aspects of brain structures

related to hormone action. (1975 and alternate years.) Spring. Stumpf
120 COMPARATIVE PHYSIOLOGY (Zoology 120) (3). Prerequisites, Zoology 11

prerequisite or corequisite. Chemistry 61. Two lecture and six laboratory hours

a week, fall. Hagadorn.

121 INTRODUCTION TO BIOMEDICAL DATA PROCESSING (BMME 121)

(Physiology 121) (3). Prerequisite, Computer Science 216X or equivalent. This

is an introduction to the methods of automatic computation of special rele-

vance to biomedical problems. Downie.

123 BEHAVIORAL PHARMACOLOGY (Pharmacology 123) (Psychology 123) (3),

Prerequisites, Pharmacology 101 and 102 or 103 or equivalent. Drug-behavior

interactions in an operant conditioning framework with discussion of possible

neurochemical mechanisms of action. T\vo lecture hours and two laboratory

hours a week, spring. McMillan.

125 INTRODUCTION TO NEUROPHYSIOLOGY (Zoology 125) (3). Prerequisite,

Zoology 120 or 121 or permission ofthe instructor. Comparative structure and

function of nervous systems. Three lecture hours a week, spring. Smith.

131 INTRODUCTION TO BIOMATHEMATICS (BMME 131) (3). Prerequisite,

Mathematics 32 or equivalent. This is an introduction to mathematical models

and their application to biomedical problems. Spring, alternate years. Coulter

140 CELL AND ORGAN SYSTEM PHYSIOLOGY (Physiology 140) (Physical

Therapy 140) (5). Prerequisite, permission ofthe Chairman ofthe Department

Spring. Kuno; staff.

150 NEUROBIOLOGY (3). Prerequisite, permission of the instructor. A tutorial

in selected topics in neurobiology tailored to meet interests ofthe students and

competencies of instructors. Fall and spring. Staff.

160 DEVELOPMENTAL NEUROBIOLOGY (3). Prerequisites, courses in general

biology and psychology and permission of the instructor. This course will be

a general discussion of problems of structural and functional development of

the vertebrate nervous system using examples from fish, amphibians, birds

and mammals, including man. Spring. Oppenheim.

172 COMPARATIVE ENDOCRINOLOGY (Zoology 172) (3). Prerequisite, a course

in physiology, or permission of the instructor. (1972 and alternate years.)

Spring. Hagadorn.

Courses for Graduates

201a EXPERIMENTAL METHODS: CONDITIONING AND LEARNING (Psy

chology 201) (3). Principal problems ofexperimentation; classical conditioning

operant conditioning, verbal behavior. Three lecture hours a week, fall. Ecker-i

man, Long, Waller.

201c ADVANCED BIOMEDICAL INSTRUMENTATION (BMME 201) (3)

Prerequisites, BMME 111 or equivalent. Hsiao.
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203 ADVANCED PHYSIOLOGY (Physiology 203) (5). Prerequisites, Physiology

140 or equivalent and permission of Chairman of Department. Spring. Staff.

204 ADVANCED BIOLOGICAL PSYCHOLOGY: CENTRAL NERVOUS SYS-

TEM (Psychology 204) (3). Prerequisite, Psychology 106 or equivalent. Each

fall one specific topic will be covered in depth. Format will include lecture and

seminar meetings with student presentations. Fall. Shinkman.

205 ADVANCED BIOLOGICAL PSYCHOLOGY: AUTONOMIC NERVOUS SYS-

TEM (Psychology 205) (3). Prerequisites, Psychology 106 and/or 202, or per-

mission ofthe instructor. Autonomic nervous system bases ofemotion, motiva-

tion and learning. Two lecture and two laboratory hours a week, on demand.

Obrist.

211 SPECIAL TOPICS IN PHYSIOLOGY (Physiology 211, 212) (3-5). Prerequisite,

permission ofthe instructor. Individually arranged programs ofstudy in depth

of selected topics. Fall and spring. Staff

218 EXPERIMENTAL ENDOCRINOLOGY (Zoology 218) (2). Prerequisites, Zool-

ogy 120-120L or 121 and permission of the instructor; Corequisite, Zoology

172. (1974 and alternate years.) Six laboratory hours per week, spring. Haga-

dorn.

220b NEUROPATHOLOGY (Pathology 220) (5). Prerequisite, Pathology 161s. Sys-

tematic study ofthe more common diseases ofthe nervous system. Two confer-

ence and six laboratory hours a week, spring and summer. Krigman.

221 NEURAL INFORMATION PROCESSING (BMME 221) (3). Prerequisites, Bi-

omedical Engineering-Biomedical Mathematics 131 and Physiology 140 or

equivalent. This approaches the nervous system as a data-processing network,

and the brain as the computer for a homeostat. Spring, alternate years.

Coulter.

225 EXPERIMENTAL NEUROPHYSIOLOGY (Zoology 225) (3). Prerequisite, per-

mission ofthe instructor. Application ofelectro-physiological techniques to the

study of nervous function. Six or more laboratory hours a week, spring. Fall,

on demand. Smith.

227 NEUROCHEMISTRY (Biochemistry 227) (3). An introductory course in the

biochemistry of the nervous system. (1974 and alternate years.) Fall. Wilson,

Glassman.

235 SEMINAR IN NEUROCHEMISTRY (Biochemistry 235) (3). (1975 and alter-

nate years.) Fall. Wilson, Glassman, Breese.

259 SEMINAR IN COMPARATIVE ANIMAL BEHAVIOR (Zoology 259) (2).

Spring. Wiley.

260 SEMINAR IN COMPARATIVE PHYSIOLOGY (Zoology 260) (2). Prerequisite,

Zoology 120, or permission of the instructor. (1974 and alternate years.)

Spring. Hagadorn.

290 SEMINAR IN NEUROBIOLOGY (Biochemistry 290) (Physiology 290) (Pa-

thology 290) (Pharmacology 290) (Psychology 290) (3). Prerequisite, permission

of the Director ofTraining of the Neurobiology Program. An intensive consid-

eration of selected topics and problems. Participation required of Neurobi-

ology Trainees. Spring. Faculty of the Neurobiology Program.

302 SEMINAR IN THE BIOLOGICAL FOUNDATIONS OF PSYCHOLOGY (Psy-

chology 302) (3). Selected advanced topics depending on the interests of the

instructor and students. Spring. King.

310 RESEARCH IN NEUROBIOLOGY (Biochemistry 310) (Pathology 310) (Phar-

macology 310) (Physiology 310) (Zoology 310) (Psychology 310) (3-12). Prerequi-
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site, permission of a staff member. Research in various aspects of neurobi-

ology. Six to twenty-four hours a week, fall and spring. Faculty of the Neurobi-

ology Program.

394 DOCTORAL DISSERTATION (3 or more.) Fall, spring and summer. Research

adviser.

400 GENERAL REGISTRATION (3).
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Lucy H. Conant, Dean

Professors

Sue L. Chase
Lucy H. Conant
Ernest Craige

Thomas E. Curtis

Virginia F. Gover
George Johnson
Clayton E. Wheeler
Benjamin R. Wilcox

Associate Professors

Sandra L. Berry
Carol P. Fray
Rose G. George
S. Kay Hart
Betty Sue Johnson
Dorothy L. Merrow
Faye D. Pickard

Joyce A. Semradek
Carolyn A. Williams

Assistant Professors

Lenore B. Behar
V. Elizabeth Berryhill

L. Gail Bridges

Irene Courtenay
Ernest N. Kraybill

Patricia Lawrence
Amie Modigh
Virginia J. Neelon
Sandra Regenie

Instructors

R. Leigh Andrews
CaTHEE J. HUBER

Lecturers

Judy L. Joseph

Rita J. Kubicki

Barbara P. Modigh
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(16) Continuing Education Nursing

(17) Public Health Nursing

(19) Medicine

(34) Psychiatry

(25) Medical Nursing

(36) Surgery

(30) Dermatology

(31) Surgery

(2) Ob/Gyn Nursing

(23) Medical-Surgical Nursing

(5) Public Health Nursing

(26) Medical-Surgical Nursing

(1) Psychiatric Nursing

(7) Pediatric Nursing

(14) Medical-Surgical Nursing

(12) Public Health Nursing, Nursing Research

(33) Nursing Research

(15) Psychology/Psychiatry (Child)

(3) Ob/Gyn Nursing, Nurse Midwifery

(13) Psychiatric Nursing

(18) Industrial Health Nursing

(41) Pediatrics

(27) Diabetic Nursing

(29) Pediatric Nursing

(10) Medical-Surgical Nursing, Physiology

(33) Nurse Midwifery

(44) Medical-Surgical Nursing

(45) Pediatrics

(42) Pediatric Nursing

(37) Medical Nursing

(8) Medical-Surgical Nursing

(39) Clinic Nursing

Clinical Assistant Professor

Ethel F. Harrison (35) Surgical Nursing
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Through the Graduate School programs of study leading to the

degree ofMaster ofScience in Nursing, qualified students in the field

of nursing are provided the opportunity to increase professional

knowledge and proficiency in nursing. Independent study and the

development of ability to relate theoretical knowledge to improve-

ment of clinical practice are emphasized.

Students may concentrate in the clinical areas of Pediatric,

Obstetrical/Maternal, Medical-Surgical, and Psychiatric Nursing.

These programs reflect the belief that graduate education should

provide opportunity for students to explore the theoretical founda-

tions on which nursing is based and to apply and evaluate theories

relevant to the practice of nursing.

Admission

Requirements, in addition to those of the Graduate School, are:

(1) official transcripts showing a degree comparable to the degree of

Bachelor of Science in Nursing granted by The University of North
i

Carolina at Chapel Hill; (2) three letters of recommendation (should

include a recommendation from an undergraduate instructor in the

student's intended clinical area of concentration and from an em-
ployer familiar with the student's clinical abilities); (3) current licen-

sure in one or more states; and (4) in some cases a personal interview.

Degree Requirements

Master of Science in Nursing

The minimum period of time required for the degree of Master of

Science in Nursing is the equivalent of four semesters. The total

required course work is 42 semester hours; 18-24 semester hours of

course work to be taken in the School of Nursing and elective fields.

Students are usually admitted in the fall semester and continue the!

program for two academic years. Part-time students are accepted.

Courses for Graduates

113 SPECIAL PROBLEMS (2-6). Fall, spring, summer. Staff.

114 SPECIAL PROBLEMS (2-6). Fall, spring, summer. Staff.

140 CLINICAL PHYSIOLOGY (4). Fall. Neelon.

150 PRINCIPLES OF NURSING^ (3-6). Fall. Staff.

223 PSYCHODYNAMICS OF BEHAVIOR (3). Fall. Curtis.

240 PHYSICAL ASSESSMENT (4). Fall and spring Modigh, Merrow; staff.

250 PRINCIPLES OF CLINICAL NURSING^ (3-6). Spring Staff.

274 CLINICAL INVESTIGATION AND INFERENCE V (2-3). Fall. Semradek.

1. Required for M.S. students
2. Students may satisfy the research requirement by taking 274, 275, 374, and 375 or by taking courses in

statistics and methods and writing the thesis.
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CLINICAL INVESTIGATION AND INFERENCE IP (3). Spring. Semradek.

PRINCIPLES OF NURSING EDUCATION (3). Spring. George.

PROBLEMS IN NURSING^ (2-6). Fall and spring Staff.

PROBLEMS IN NURSING^ (2-6). Fall and spring Staff.

CLINICAL INVESTIGATION AND INFERENCE IIP (3). Fall. Semradek.

CLINICAL INVESTIGATION AND INFERENCEW (3). Spring Semradek.

SEMINAR IN TEACHING (4). Fall Staff.

SEMINAR IN CLINICAL NURSING (4). Spring Staff.

MASTER'S THESIS* (3-6).

3. Required for M.S. students
4. Students may satisfy the reseeirch requirement by taking 274, 275, 374, and 375 or by taking courses in

statistics and methods and writing the thesis.



CURRICULUM IN OPERATIONS RESEARCH AND SYS-
TEMS ANALYSIS

Jon W. Tolle, Chairman

Professors

John P. Evans (2)

George S. Fishman (10)

Walter L. Smith (8)

Associate Professors

Donald F. Stanat (5)

Jon W. Tolle (6)

Victor L. Wallace (7)

Assistant Professors

Roger A. Blau (1)

Alan W. Neebe (11)

David S. Rubin - (3)

Richard H. Shachtman (4)

David L. Zalkind (9)

Mathematical Programming, Production The-

ory

Simulation Methodology, Application of Oper-

ations Research

Probability, Stochastic Processes

Theory of Computation, Formal Languages,

Artificial Intelligence

Optimization Theory

Queueing Networks, Markov Chains

Decision Theory, Stochastic Optimization

Networks, Integer Programming, Location

Theory

Integer Programming, Networks

Decision Theory, Stochastic Processes, Health

Applications

Game Theory, Decision Theory, Health Ap-

plications

Operations Research and Systems Analysis concerns the me-

thodologies and models of optimal resource allocation. This includes

a spectrum of activities such as basic research in optimization the-

ory, the development of deterministic and stochastic mathematical

models of real world phenomena for use in decision making, and the

ultimate application of such models to problems of governmental

agencies, financial institutions, hospitals, and numerous industries.

Operations Research has enjoyed considerable development over the

past twenty years and today it is a useful and demanded skill in the

analysis of real processes.

The Curriculum in Operations Research and Systems Analysis

consists ofan interdisciplinary faculty and programs of study which

offer considerable opportunity for the pursuit ofindividual interests.

Both the M.S. and Ph.D. degrees are offered, with specialization

possible in deterministic optimization theory, such as nonlinear pro-

gramming, in stochastic processes and applied probability, such as

queueing theory, or in an approved area of application such as man-i
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agement science. The M.S. program is intended for the student who
is preparing for a career in business, government, or consulting. The
Ph.D. program emphasizes theoretic depth and is tailored primarily

to the specific needs of the student who is preparing for a research

career. Each program includes the mathematical foundations ofOp-

erations Research. In either case the specific program of study for

each student is determined to a large extent on an individual basis

^
through consultation with a faculty advisor to obtain a balance be-

tween application and theory. Although it is possible for the well-

r prepared student to complete the M.S. requirements within one

calendar year of the Bachelor's degree, it more typically requires

three semesters. The Ph.D. program generally requires three or four

years past the bachelor's degree, including the dissertation.

8,1

Requirements for Admission to Graduate Work

Applicants must have demonstrated a high level ofscholastic abil-

ity in their undergraduate studies and in general must satisfy the

entrance requirements for the Graduate School of the University of

North Carolina. An undergraduate degree in one of the physical,

natural, or mathematical sciences is preferable, though social

I

science with a quantitative emphasis or minor is equally acceptable.

liln particular, it is recommended that the background include

I

courses in advanced calculus, linear algebra, probability, economics,
^ and a common programming language such as PLl or FORTRAN.
Prospective students should anticipate that a considerable portion

, of their graduate studies will be in mathematics and statistics and

J

i that their entire program will have a quantitative emphasis.

1.

i

Requirements for Degrees

* Candidates for degrees in Operations Research and Systems Anal-
^

I

ysis must meet the general requirements of the Graduate School.

' This includes, for the Ph.D. degree, a reading knowledge of one
f foreign language. Additional information may be obtained by re-

* quest from Curriculum in Operations Research and Systems Anal-

ysis, Phillips Annex, University of North Carolina, Chapel Hill,

^ North Carolina 27514. Courses that are considered appropriate for

^ a degree in Operations Research and Systems Analysis are currently

' selected from regular offerings in participating departments. By de-

^ sign. Operations Research and Systems Analysis has an interdisci-

> plinary character, so that in addition to the following courses, selec-

tions are made from the participating departments of Biostatistics,

City and Regional Planning, Computer Science, Epidemiology, Eco-
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nomics, Health Administration, Library Science, Mathematics, Psy- ^
chology, and Statistics.

Courses for Graduates and Advanced Undergraduates

117 SIMULATION TECHNIQUES (Computer Science 1 17) (3). Prerequisite, Com-
puter Science 16-19 and 216X through 219X. Computer programming tech-

niques for time-driven and event-driven simulation. Design, implementation,

and testing of simulation models in PL/I. Fall. Stanat. i

167 APPLIED STOCHASTIC PROCESSES (Biostatistics 167) (3). Prerequisite, Bio-

statistics 160 or Statistics 126 or equivalent. Survey ofMarkov chains, Poisson

processes and extensions, branching processes and other stochastic models of

empirical processes. Population, health services and other applications.

Spring. Shachtman.

180 STOCHASTIC MODELS IN OPERATIONS RESEARCH (Statistics 180) (3). i

Prerequisite, Biostatistics 160 or Statistics 126. Introduction to queueing the-
i

ory (substantial), Markovian sequential decision process, inventory theory and
topics from stochastic linear programming, simulation, scheduling, game the-

ory. Fall or spring. W. L. Smith.

181 DETERMINISTIC MODELS IN OPERATIONS RESEARCH (Statistics 181)

(3). Prerequisite, Mathematics 147. Linear, integer, nonlinear and djniamic
i

programming, classical optimization problems, network theory. Fall or spring.

Shachtman, W. L. Smith. i

Courses for Graduates

205 DYNAMIC PROGRAMMING (Business Administration 205) (3). Prerequisite,
j

Business Administration 201, 209 or equivalent. Development of theoretical
|

and computational aspects ofdynamic programming, multistage decision proc-

esses, the Principle of Optimality, recursive equations, and Markovian deci-

sion problems. Fall and spring. Blau. i

206 DECISION THEORY (Business Administration 206) (3). Prerequisite, Busi-

ness Administration 205 or equivalent. Axiomatic Development of subjective

probability and utility theory. Introduction to decision analysis, statistical

decision theory, and game theory. Fall. Blau, Shachtman. i

226 LINEAR PROGRAMMING (Business Administration 226) (Economics 226)

(3). Prerequisite, Business Administration 210 or equivalent. A rigorous theo-

retic and algorithmic development, including geometry and algebra in R", the

simplex method (primal, dual, and revised), degeneracy, duality and sen-

sitivity analysis. Fall. Blau, Evans, Rubin.

227 NONLINEAR PROGRAMMING (Business Administration 227) (Economics

227) (3). Prerequisite, permission of the instructor. An advanced course in

classic optimization with constraints. The Kuhn Tucker theory, Lagrange

regularity, convex programming, special algorithms, and nonlinear duality

theory. Spring. Evans.

228 ADVANCED MATHEMATICAL PROGRAMMING (3). Prerequisite, Statis-

tics 181 or Business Administration 226. Advanced linear programming, com-
j

puter techniques, quadratic programming and complementary pivot theory.

The course will deal heavily with computer usage and implementation of

specific techniques. Spring. ToUe. I

233 DISCRETE EVENT SIMULATION (3). Prerequisites, Operations Research
'

and Systems Analysis 180, Statistics 127 or their equivalent and familiarity
j
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with Computer programming. Introduces students to modeling, programming

and statistical concepts applicable to discrete event simulation on digital com-

puters. Emphasizes statistical analysis of simulation output. Students will

model, program and run simulations. Fall. Fishman.

i34 DISCRETE EVENT SIMULATION (3). Prerequisite, Operations Research and

Systems Analysis 180, Statistics 127, Operations Research and Systems Anal-

ysis 233 or their equivalent. Continuation of ORSA 233. Describes random
number and stochastic variate estimation of input parameters and design of

simulation experiments. Spring. Fishman.

.50 DECISION ANALYSIS (3). Prerequisite, Statistics 126 or equivalent. Material

on Decision Analysis from texts and papers of Howard, Raiffa and others.

Extensive, normal forms of analysis, subjective probability, utility theory.

Analysis of specific decision problems. Orientation to applications. Spring.

Blau.

09 INTRODUCTION TO INVENTORY THEORY (Business Administration 309)

(3). Prerequisite, permission of the instructor. Introduction of the techniques

of constructing and analyzing mathematical models of inventory systems.

Fall Staff.

10 NETWORK FLOWS (Business Administration 310) (3). Prerequisite, permis-

sion of the instructor. Network flow problems and solution algorithms; max-

imum flow, shortest route, assignment, and minimum cost flow problems;

Hungarian and out-of-kilter algorithms. Combinatorial and scheduling (CPM
and PERT) applications. Spring. Rubin.

121 DIRECTED READING IN OPERATIONS RESEARCH AND SYSTEMS
ANALYSIS (Variable). Prerequisite, permission of Operations Research fac-

1 ulty member. Fall and spring. Staff.

i;51 SPECIAL TOPICS IN OPERATIONS RESEARCH AND SYSTEMS ANAL-
YSIS (Variable). Prerequisite, permission of instructor. Fall and spring. Stafi'.

1:52 WORKSHOP IN APPLIED OPERATIONS RESEARCH (3). Prerequisite, per-

mission of the instructor. Workshop concentrates on application of quantita-

tive methods to solution of specific problem adopted as class project. Spring.

Staff".

189 OPERATIONS RESEARCH AND SYSTEMS ANALYSIS STUDENT SEMI-
NAR (1). Prerequisite, none. Survey of literature in Operations Research and

Systems Analysis. Spring. Staff".

{93 MASTER'S THESIS (3 or more). Prerequisite, permission of the student's

adviser. Fall and spring. Staff".

{94 DOCTORAL DISSERTATION (3 or more ). Prerequisite, permission of the

student's adviser. Fall and spring. Staff".

iOO GENERAL REGISTRATION (0).



DEPARTMENT OF PATHOLOGY

Joe W. Grisham, Chairman

Professors

Walter R. Benson (2)

Kenneth M. Brinkhous (3)

Frederic G. Dalldorf (4)

J. Dieter Geratz (5)

John B. Graham (7)

Joe W. Grisham (1)

R. Page Hudson, Jr. (8)

William D. Huffines (9)

Martin R. Krigman (10)

Robert D. Langdell (11)

William W. McLendon (12)

Reginald G. Mason, Jr. (13)

Arthur J. Mcbay (14)

Harold R. Roberts (15)

Margaret C. Swanton (16)

Robert H. Wagner (17)

William P. Webster (18)

Associate Professors

Emily S. Barrow (19)

Roger L. Lundblad (22)

James R. Pick (20)

John Savory (21)

Assistant Professors

Charles N. Carney (23)

Hanson Y-K Chuang (33)

Herbert A. Cooper (6)

Neil A. Hoffman (32)

Karl A. Koehler (24)

James E. T. Laningham (25)

Nadia N. Malouf (26)

Jan M. McDonagh (27)

Richard P. McDonagh (28)

Surgical Pathology

General and Experimental Pathology, Throm-

bosis and Hemorrhage, Vitamin K
Ultrastructure of Microcirculation, Anatomic

Pathology, Infectious Diseases

Surgical Pathology, Enzymology

General and Experimental Pathology, Popula

tion Studies, Human Genetics

General and Experimental Pathology, Envi-

ronmental Pathology, DNA Replication andp
Repair

Forensic Pathology, Accident Pathology

Anatomic Pathology, Renal Pathology

Neuropathology, Environmental Pathology

Hematopathology, Blood Banking

Automation and Data Processing in Labora-

tory Medicine, Clinical Chemistry

General and Experimental Pathology, Bio-P

chemical and Biophysical Aspects of Plate-

lets

Forensic Toxicology

Thrombosis and Hemorrhage Research and

Therapy, Hematology

General Pathology, Cytology

Biochemical Aspects of Thrombosis and Hem-
orrhage, Experimental Pathology

Oral Pathology, Transplantation

li

tcr

Genetic Pathology

Experimental Pathology

Comparative Pathology

Clinical Chemistry

Surgical Pathology, Cytology

Platelet Function, Blood Coagulation

Experimental Pathology, Hemophilia

Forensic Pathology

Molecular Pathology, Thrombosis

General Pathology, Blood Banking

Cytogenetics, Pediatric Pathology

Hematology, Blood Coagulation

Hematology, Blood Coagulation
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Paul Mushak (29) Heavy Metals, Chemistry, Electron Spin Reso-

Waykin Nopanitaya
Richard W. Shermer

nance

(31) Cell Ultrastructure, Geographic Pathology

(30) Thrombocyte Agglutination, General Pathol-

ogy, Cytology

Graduate work in the Department of Pathology is offered to those

nterested in acquiring a more extensive basic knowledge ofdiseases

ind their effects on bodily functions. Students are given the oppor-

unity to undertake candidacy for the Master of Science and Doctor

)f Philosophy degrees.

Prospective candidates must hold a bachelor's degree from an

iccredited college and should have completed at least the first two

Vears of medical or dental school or the equivalent.

The Department is located in the Preclinical Educational Build-

ng. There are well equipped laboratories for research and advanced

ijvork in pathology.

I As a part of the essential training prospective candidates are re-

' juired to assist in teaching two or more semesters for the M.S., four

)r more semesters for the Ph.D.

Courses for Graduates and Advanced Undergraduates

107 INTRODUCTION TO NEUROBIOLOGY (Biochemistry 107) (Neurobiology

107) (Pharmacology 107) (Psysiology 107) (3). Prerequisites, one course in the

biological sciences and permission of the Director of the Neurobiology Pro-

gram. This is an interdisciplinary course to provide students with an integra-

tive view ofmodern concepts of Neurobiology . (Alternate years.) Three lecture

hours a week, fall semester. Members of the Neurobiology Program.

L61s PATHOLOGY (5). Prerequisite, permission ofthe instructor. Two lectures, one

conference and four laboratory hours a week, spring. Staff.

162 EXPERIMENTAL PATHOLOGY. Hours, credits, and instructor to be ar-

ranged.

166 MOLECULAR BIOLOGY OF BLOOD COAGULATION (3). Prerequisites, Bio-

chemistry 100 or Biochemistry 105 or Permission of Instructor. A comprehen-

sive presentation ofthe chemistry and molecular biology of the blood coagula-

li
tion mechanisms including consideration of component proteins, lipids,

cofactors, interaction with other homeostatic systems, and control. Three lec-

tures per week, fall semester. Koehler.

170 GENERAL, SYSTEMATIC AND CLINICAL PATHOLOGY (2). Prerequisite,

permission of the instructor. Designed for dental students. Fall, spring, and
summer. Staff.

275 GENETICS SYSTEMS (Formerly 155). An advanced course in genetics em-
ph£isizing the genetics and molecular biology ofviruses, bacteria, fungi, insects

and mammals and based upon the personal research of the staff. Fall. (1976-

1977 and alternate years.) Staff of the Genetics Curriculum.

Courses for Graduates

211 SURGICAL PATHOLOGY (5). Prerequisite, Pathology 161s. Two conference

and six laboratory hours a week, to be arranged. Grisham; staff.
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212 AUTOPSY PATHOLOGY (5). Prerequisite, Pathology 161s. Two conference

and six laboratory hours a week, to be arranged. Staff.

220 NEUROPATHOLOGY (Neurobiology 220) (5). Prerequisite, Pathology 161s

Systematic study ofthe more common diseases ofthe nervous system, utilizing

a gross specimen collection, a microscope slide set, current autopsy and surgi-

cal specimens, and histochemical laboratory. Two conference and six labora-

tory hours a week, spring and summer. Krigman.

221 HEMATOPATHOLOGY (4). Prerequisite, Pathology 161s. A tutorial course

to introduce the advanced student to techniques and problems of disorders of

the blood. This will cover many aspects of immunohematology, disorders of

erythrocytes, disorders ofleukocytes and bone marrow studies. Two conference

and six laboratory hours a week, fall. Langdell.

222 HUMAN GENETICS AND CONSTITUTIONAL PATHOLOGY (5). Prerequi-

site, permission ofthe instructor. A tutorial course designed to meet the needs

of the student desiring an introduction to the field of human genetics. This

includes elementary statistics, basic genetic theory and practical field work
in obtaining relevant family information from persons, archives and census

records, related to constitutional pathology. Two conference and six laboratory

hours a week, fall. Graham.
223 SPECIAL METHODS IN PATHOLOGY (5). Prerequisite, permission of the

instructor. Conducted on a tutorial basis, with the aim ofproviding experience

with specialized techniques including histochemistry, electron microscopy,

fluorescent and phase microscopy, chromatography, electrophoresis, and ul-

tracentrifugation. Two conference and six laboratory hours a week, spring.

Staff".

290 SEMINAR IN NEUROBIOLOGY (Biochemistry 290) (Neurobiology 290)

(Pharmacology 290) (Physiology 290) (Zoology 290) (3). Prerequisites, one

graduate course in the biological sciences and permission of the Director of

Neurobiology Program. An integrative consideration of selected topics and

problems associated with the nervous system and behavior. Three lecture

hours a week, fall and spring. Staff" of the Neurobiology Program.

301 SEMINAR IN PATHOLOGY (2). Prerequisite, Pathology 161s. Three hours a

week, to be arranged. Grisham; staff".

302 RESEARCH IN PATHOLOGY (3 or more each). Prerequisite, permission of

303 the Department. Ten or more laboratory hours a week, to be arranged. Grisham;

304 staff".

310 RESEARCH IN NEUROBIOLOGY (Biochemistry 310) (Neurobiology 310)

(Pharmacology 310) (Physiology 310) (Zoology 310) (3-12). Prerequisites, per-

mission of a staff" member and the Director of the Neurobiology Program.

Research in various aspects of Neurobiology. Six to twenty-four hours a week,

fall and spring. StaflT of the Neurobiology Program.

393 MASTER'S THESIS (3 or more). Fall and spring Staff".

394 DOCTORAL DISSERTATION (3 or more). Fall and spring Staff.

400 GENERAL REGISTRATION (0).

i

I



DEPARTMENT OF PHARMACOLOGY

Paul L. Munson, Chairman

Professors

Thomas C. Butler

Fred W. Ellis

Philip F. Hirsch

Paul L. Munson
William H. Pearlman
Walter E. Stumpf
Roy V. Talmage

Associate Professors

George R. Breese

Hugh J. Burford

Gary W. Cooper

Kenneth H. Dudley

John T. Gatzy, Jr.

Barry Goz
Donald E. McMillan
David A. Ontjes

Tai-Chan Peng
Doris T. Poole

Alton L. Steiner

Betsy J. Stover

SVEIN U. TOVERUD

Assistant Professors

T. Kenney Gray
J. David Leander

Robert A. Mueller
Warren K. Ramp

Instructor

Barrett R. Cooper

Lecturer

Peter N. Witt

Adjunct Professors

James R. Fouts

(20) Metabolic Fate of Drugs, Intracellular pH
(5) Experimental Alcoholism

(7) Endocrine Pharmacology, Calcium Metabo-

lism

(2) Endocrine Pharmacology, Biological Assay

(10) Molecular Endocrinology, Cancer Research

(25) Drug Distribution, Autoradiography

(18) Calcium and Phosphate Metabolism

(15) Drugs and Neurotransmitters, Brain Develop-

ment

(3) Educational Methods, Endocrine Phar-

macology

(4) Endocrine Pharmacology, Radioimmunoassay

(28) Drug Biotransformation, Penicillin Hypersen-

sitivity

(6) Cellular Toxicology of Heavy Metals

(29) Virus and Cancer Chemotherapy

(9) Behavioral Pharmacology, Drug Abuse

(30) Endocrine Pharmacology, Clinical Endo-

crinology

(11) Endocrine and Morphological Pharmacology

(12) Intracellular pH, Tumors

(31) Cyclic Nucleotides, Clinical Endocrinology

(13) Metabolism and Toxicology of Radionuclides

(14) Endocrine and Nutritional Pharmacology

(21) Intestinal Absorption, Clinical Endocrinology

(8) Behavioral Pharmacology, Operant Condition-

ing

(32) Synthesis and Inactivation ofBiogenic Amines

(24) Bone Metabolism, Tissue Culture

(33) Neurotransmitters, Centrally Acting Drugs

(26) Central Nervous System Pharmacology

(16) Drug Metabolism, Developmental Pharmacol-

ogy
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Robert A. Maxwell (19) Autonomic and Cardiovascular Pharmacologji (1

David P. Rall (23) Toxicology, Drug Distribution, Cancer Chemo
therapy

Adjunct Assistant Professor

Curtis Harper (22) Pulmonary Drug Metabolism, Toxicology

Clinical Associate Professor

Young W. Cho (27) Cardiopulmonary and Renal Pharmacology a

iri

The Department ofPharmacology offers a program ofstudy which

leads to the degree of Doctor of Philosophy. The curriculum is in-

dividualized in recognition of the diverse backgrounds and interests

of students and the broad scope of the discipline of pharmacology.

The basic course requirements for the Ph.D. degree include introduc-l

tory and advanced courses in pharmacology and courses in a related!

supporting or minor program planned in accord with the principa

interest of the student in biochemical, physiological, or behaviora

pharmacology or in toxicology. In addition, in order to satisfy the

requirements of the Department and the Graduate School, the stu-

dent must pass an examination or courses in a foreign language, pass

written and oral doctoral examinations, write a dissertation which

is based on original research, and submit to a final oral examination.

Under special circumstances, the Department will offer a program

leading to the M.S. degree. The requirements are appropriate course

work, a written comprehensive examination, a thesis which is based

on original research, and a final oral examination.

The department offers a variety of research areas for the disserta-

tion research including biochemical, cardiovascular, autonomic, en-

docrine, and behavioral pharmacology, pharmacology of the central

nervous system, pharmacology of ethanol, drug metabolism, and

toxicology. The student is expected to begin independent research

early in his training and to participate in an intensive program of

research seminars. Close personal contact between preceptor and
trainee is encouraged.

Research Facilities

Laboratory facilities and a wide variety ofresearch equipment are

available in the department, which is located in the Swing Building

where it occupies approximately 17,000 square feet exclusive of

classrooms and animal facilities.

Assistantships and Other Student Aid

Financial assistance is available to a limited number of students:

on a competitive basis. The stipends are in accord with policies of'
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he U.S. Public Health Service ($2400-$2800) per year, with $600

I year additional for each dependent, plus tuition and fees.

lequirements for Admission

The Department ofPharmacology will consider applications from

nterested students who have or expect to receive a bachelor's degree

n a scientific discipline. Applications may be made at any time

luring the year, but in order to receive favorable consideration for

inancial aid, they should be sent before April 1.

I!ourses for Graduates and Advanced Undergraduates

01 GENERAL PHARMACOLOGY (Neurobiology 101) (6). Prerequisites, all

preceding courses in chemistry and medical sciences in the pharmacy cur-

riculum or their equivalent. A course for pharmacy students. General princi-

ples, as they apply to the major drug classes, will be stressed. Five lecture and
three laboratory hours a week, spring. Burford, Dudley; associates.

05 TECHNIQUES IN MOLECULAR ENDOCRINOLOGY (4). Prerequisites, Bio-

chemistry lOOL, 105, or equivalent and permission ofthe instructor. A theoret-

ical and practical guide to the chemical study of hormone levels in tissues,

hormone-protein interactions, hormone dynamics, and hormone-regulated

membrane transport. (1976 and alternate years.) Two lecture and four labora-

tory hours a week, fall. Pearlman.

.06 CURRENT CONCEPTS IN MOLECULAR ENDOCRINOLOGY (2). Prerequi-

sites, Biochemistry 100 or equivalent, and permission ofthe instructor. Recent

research in chemical endocrinology bearing on the biology of reproduction,

normal growth and development, and cancer; mechanisms of hormone action

and other topics. (1975 and alternate years.) Two lecture hours a week, fall.

Pearlman.

110 TECHNIQUES IN PHYSIOLOGICAL PHARMACOLOGY (3). Prerequisites,

Pharmacology 216, and permission of the instructor. Students will learn and
perform a variety of physiological techniques often used in classical phar-

macology research. (1976 and alternate years.) One lecture and six laboratory

hours a week, spring. Staff.

118 NEUROENDOCRINOLOGY (Anatomy 118) (2). Prerequisite, permission of

the instructor. A review ofpresently held concepts in neuroendocrinology with

emphasis on topographical aspects of brain structures related to hormone
action. Emphasis on endocrine functions as related to neuropharmacology,

behavior, consolidation of memory, psychopathology, neurophysiology and
neuroanatomy. (1976 and alternate years.) Two lecture hours a week, spring.

Stumpf
123 BEHAVIORAL PHARMACOLOGY (Psychology 123) (3). Prerequisites, Phar-

macology 216, or Psychology 101 and 106, or their equivalents. Basic principles

of pharmacology and of the experimental analysis of behavior will be consid-

ered in relation to the behavioral pharmacology of central nervous system

stimulants, antidepressants, tranquilizers, hallucinogens and narcotics. (1975

and alternate years.) Two lecture and two laboratory hours a week, spring.

McMillan.

134 PHARMACOLOGY (DENT 123) (3). A course for second-year students in the
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School of Dentistry. Two lecture hours a week and special assignments, fat

Toverud; associates.

135 BIOLOGICAL SCIENCES LABORATORY (DENT 124). (3). "Indepth" laborji

tory experience in pharmacology for students in the School of Dentistry. Fii

laboratory and conference hours a week, fall and spring. Toverud; associates!

211 INTRODUCTION TO PHARMACOLOGICAL RESEARCH (4 each). A cours

212 for first-year graduate students majoring in Pharmacology. A series of re

search projects of limited scope, each pursued for a 4 to 8 week period unde
the supervision ofa different faculty member. Twelve laboratory hours a week

fall and spring. Cooper; associates.

216 PRINCIPLES OF PHARMACOLOGY (5). Prerequisites, Biochemistry 10£|

Physiology 102, or their equivalents, and permission of the instructor. Thi

course is intended to introduce the major areas of pharmacology and to servi;

as the basis for more advanced courses such as Pharmacology 217 and 218

The course is oriented toward graduate students. Five lecture hours a week

spring. Goz; associates.

217 ADVANCED PHARMACOLOGY (3 each). Prerequisites, Pharmacology 21i

218 or its equivalent, and permission of the instructor. An advanced treatment o

the principal subdivisions ofpharmacology including toxicology. Three lectur

hours a week, fall and spring. Stover; associates.

221 TUTORIAL IN PHARMACOLOGY (3 or more). Prerequisites, Pharmacolog:!

216 or its equivalent, and permission ofthe staff. Students will spend 4-6 weel

periods with selected instructors reading in depth in specialized fields of phar

macology. Oral presentations and written reports will be required. Fall

spring, and summer. Staff.

231 THEORY OF RATE PROCESSES IN PHARMACOLOGY (3). Prerequisites

Pharmacology 216, or its equivalent, or physical chemistry, and permissioi

of the instructor. Theory of the effects of temperature, pressure, chemical

environment (including drugs), and time on biochemical and living systems

Three lecture hours a week, fall. Stover.

290 SEMINAR IN NEUROBIOLOGY (Biochemistry 290) (Neurobiology 290) (Pai

thology 290) (Physiology 290) (Zoology 290) (3). Prerequisites, one graduate

course in the biological sciences and permission ofthe Director ofthe Neurobi

ology Program. An integrative consideration of selected topics and problems

associated with the nervous system and behavior. Spring. Members of th(

Neurobiology Program.

301 RESEARCH IN PHARMACOLOGY (5 or more). Prerequisite, permission o:

the staff. Fall, spring, and summer. Staff.

310 RESEARCH IN NEUROBIOLOGY (Biochemistry 310) (Neurobiology 310) (Pa

thology 310) (Physiology 310) (Zoology 310) (3-12). Prerequisites, permissior

ofthe staffand the Director ofthe Neurobiology Program. Research in variouj;

aspects of Neurobiology. Six to twenty-four hours a week, fall and spring

Members of the Neurobiology Program.

330 SEMINAR IN RECENT ADVANCES IN PHARMACOLOGY (1). Students wil

meet as a group with faculty members to summarize and discuss the important

current pharmacological literature. One hour a week, fall and spring. Cooper

331 SEMINAR IN GENERAL PHARMACOLOGY (1). A series of weekly lecture

seminars by graduate students, faculty members, and visiting scientists oe

current research in pharmacology. One hour a week, fall and spring. Munson,

Peng.
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93 THESIS FOR MASTER'S DEGREE (3 or more). Prerequisite, permission of

the staff. Fall, spring, and summer. Staff.

94 DOCTORAL DISSERTATION (3 or more). Prerequisite, permission of the

staff. Fall, spring, and summer. Staff.

00 GENERAL REGISTRATION (0).
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SCHOOL OF PHARMACY
Seymour M. Blaug, Dean

Professors

Seymour M. Blaug (20)

Melvin a. Chambers (1)

George H. Cocolas (2)

George P. Hager (3)

Albert M. Mattocks (5)

Arthur J. McBay (4)

Claude Piantadosi (6)

Fred T. Semeniuk (7)

Herman O. Thompson (8)

Associate Professors

Frederick M. Eckel (9)

Kuo-HsiUNG Lee (13)

Larry J. Loeffler (12)

James L. Olsen (10)

Jack K. Wier (11)

Assistant Professors

M. Robert Blum (18)

Stephen M. Caiola (14)

B. W. Hadzija (19)

Iris H. Hall \ (15)

Khalid S. Ishaq (21)

Drug Absorption and Adsorption, Drug Stabil-

ity, Complexation

Pharmacy Administration

Stereochemistry of Drug-Receptor Interac-

tions, Enzyme Mechanisms, Mechanism ol

Action of Narcotics

Development and Evaluation of New Types oi

File Organization and Encipherment of In-

formation

Pharmacokinetics, Bioavailability, Peritonea]

Dialysis

Analytical Toxicology

Metabolic Inhibitors, Cancer Research,

Chemotherapy of Atherosclerosis, Radioac-

tive Synthesis of Complex Phospholipids,'

Synthesis Oriented Medicinal Chemistry .

Pharmaceutical Applications of Analyses ol

Dispersions

Pharmaceutics

Exploration and Role Development ofPharma-

cist as Health Team Member »

Cancer Chemotherapy and Chemistry ofNatu-

ral Products of Biomedical Significance

Development of Drug Radioimmunoassays,

Synthesis of Proteolytic Enzyme Inhibitors,

Affinity Absorption Chromatography

Pharmaceutical Dosage Forms, Aerosols,

Product Development and Production

Secondary Metabolites of Higher Fungi, Bio-

synthesis ofSecondary Metabolites ofPlants

Pharmacokinetics '

Exploration of Pharmacist's Functions as Prit

mary Care Provider

Pharmacokinetic Studies of Drugs and Their!

Metabolic Degradation t

Screening and Mechanism of Action of Poten-j

tial Hypolipidemic, Antifertility and Anti-;

cancer Drugs

Synthesis of Glycerylethers and Their Sulfur

Analogs, Diol-lipids and Phospholipids,:

Radioactive Synthesis and Cancer Chemo-;

therapy
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Charles C. Pulliam (16) Health Services Research with Special Inter-

est in Cardiovascular Disorders

William W. Taylor (17) Unique and Extemporaneous Formulation of

Dosage Forms for Clinical and Research Pur-

poses

Adjunct Professors

Barbara Roth

Fred L. Snyder

Synthesis, Physical Properties and Medicinal

Chemistry of Pyrimidines, Condensed Py-

rimidines and Related Nitrogen Heterocy-

cles

Lipid Biochemistry, Separation Techniques

and Radiopurity and Labeling of Lipids

' The School ofPharmacy offers graduate courses which lead to the

degrees of Master of Science and Doctor of Philosophy awarded by

che Graduate School. The School ofPharmacy offers courses ofstudy

for graduate degrees in four separate divisions which are described

briefly below:

Pharmacy and Biopharmaceutics: An advanced study of the fac-

tors influencing the absorption, distribution and excretion of drugs.

Attention is given to the activities ofdrugs in living systems and the

special relationships which exist. M.S. and Ph.D. offered.

Hospital Pharmacy: A study of drug distribution systems, admin-

istrative and resource components as found in hospital pharmacies.

Pharmacy practice in clinical settings is studied with a view toward

blending in health care team concept. M.S. offered.

Medicinal Chemistry: Research involving synthetic and natural

products with special implications for neurochemistry, enzymology,

drug mechanisms, lipid chemistry, radioactive labeling, cancer

chemotherapy and biochemical mechanisms. M.S. and Ph.D.

offered.

Industrial Pharmacy: Prepares students to carry out development
of improved dosage forms, perform availability studies, do research

on production methods and process variables and on stability of the

products. Attention is given to Federal Food and Drug Administra-

tion regulations regarding investigational and new drug application

procedures. M.S. offered.

Instruction emphasizes research and is given by means oflectures,

recitations, and seminars combined with appropriate work in the

laboratories. Because of the excellent rapport that exists between
the Departments of Chemistry, Biochemistry and Pharmacology
and the graduate programs in the School ofPharmacy, the graduate

student has the opportunity for interdisciplinary cooperative re-

search. The graduate degree programs also benefit from the rela-
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tions of the faculty with the Research Triangle Institute (especially

the Chemistry and Life Sciences Laboratory), Burroughs Wellcom
Pharmaceutical Research Laboratories, and Oak Ridge Associate

Universities.

The pharmacy profession, the pharmaceutical industry, govern-

ment agencies, and academic institutions, provide many and variedi

opportunities for men and women who have been trained in the

pharmaceutical sciences (pharm.aceutics including hospital phar-

macy, biopharmaceutics, physical pharmacy, medicinal chemistry

and industrial pharmacy, as offered at The University of North
Carolina at Chapel Hill).

The School of Pharmacy occupies Beard Hall, completed in 195^

with 69,240 square feet of floor area. Its departmental library andi

laboratory facilities are well adapted to graduate instruction, and

appropriate use also is made of the library and laboratory facilities

offered by the departments of Biochemistry, Botany, Chemistry,;

Pharmacology, and Physiology, and by the University Library.

Requirements for Admission

Admission to candidacy for the graduate program in the School

of Pharmacy presupposes the completion of a standard collegiate

curriculum in pharmacy, chemistry, biochemistry, biology, zoology
,j

or in an allied field in the University, or in other universities or

colleges having curricula acceptable to the Graduate School.

Inquiries and requests for application forms from predoctoral can-

didates should be directed to: Chairman, Committee on Graduatei

Studies, School of Pharmacy, The University of North Carolina at

Chapel Hill, Chapel Hill, North Carolina 27514.

Graduate Assistantships and Fellowships in the School of

Pharmacy

Graduate teaching assistantships in the School of Pharmacy pro-

vide a stipend of $3,700 for nine months service and a possible reduc-

tion in out-of-state tuition. Additional support is available for the

summer. The time required in teaching is from twelve to fifteen

hours per week.

The North Carolina Pharmaceutical Research Foundation, Inc.,

offers several research fellowships each carrying a stipend of $2,6001

or more per year, plus an allowance for special supplies, to graduate

students who major in pharmacy or medicinal chemistry.

Traineeships also are available in some fields of graduate work

Medicinal Chemistry and Hospital Pharmacy have such programs]

at this time. The School holds a Public Health Service Training

Grant in Medicinal Chemistry. Qualified students may be granted

i
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lonservice appointments with a yearly basic stipend of $2,400 to

i3,000 with a $500 allowance per dependent and payment of tuition,

^'he Hospital Pharmacy Residency annual stipend is $5,152.

All awards are given on a competitive basis with consideration

.iven to the applicant's academic record and Graduate Record Ex-

imination scores. Information concerning these assistantships, fel-

owships, and traineeships may be obtained by writing directly to

^he Dean of the School of Pharmacy.

ilEDICINAL CHEMISTRY

Pourses for Graduates and Advanced Undergraduates

i21 CHEMISTRY OF NATURAL PRODUCTS (3). Prerequisites, Chemistry 61, 62,

or equivalent, and permission of the professor. Three hours a week, spring or

I

fall. Lee; staff.

,41 INTRODUCTION TO RESEARCH IN MEDICINAL CHEMISTRY (1 or more).

'42 Prerequisites, Chemistry 61, 62, and permission of the professor. One confer-

ence and three or more laboratory hours a week, fall and spring. Staff.

51 BIOMEDICINAL CHEMISTRY (3). Prerequisites, Med. Chem. 69, Bio-

chemistry 66 or equivalent. Fall. Hall.

i.65 DRUG INFORMATION ANALYSIS AND RETRIEVAL (2). Two lectures a

week, fall or spring. Hager; staff.

pourses for Graduates

!41 SPECIAL PROBLEMS IN MEDICINAL CHEMISTRY (1 or more). Prerequi-

542 sites. Chemistry 61, 62 and permission of the professor. One conference and
three or more laboratory hours a week, fall and spring. Staff.

143 SELECTED TOPICS IN SYNTHETIC ORGANIC MEDICINAL CHEMISTRY
(3). Prerequisite, Chemistry 166 or equivalent. Fall and spring. Cocolas, Ishaq,

Lee, Loeffler, Piantadosi.

J44 SELECTED TOPICS IN NATURAL PRODUCTS (2). Prerequisites, Chemistry

166 and 168. Spring. (1975 and alternate years.) Lee; staff.

J70 INTERMEDIATE MEDICINAL CHEMISTRY (3 each). Prerequisite, Chemis-

571 try 160 or equivalent. Three lecture hours a week with reports. Fall and spring.

Staff.

J72 ADVANCED MEDICINAL CHEMISTRY (3). Prerequisites, Med. Chem. 270,

271. Selected topics in Medicinal Chemistry. Piantadosi; staff.

J61 SEMINAR (0-1). Fall and spring Staff.

591 RESEARCH IN MEDICINAL CHEMISTRY (1-5). One conference and nine

592 laboratory hours a week per course, fall or spring. Staff.

593 MASTER'S THESIS (3 or more). Fall and spring Staff.

m DOCTORAL DISSERTATION (3-5). Fall and spring Staff.

m GENERAL REGISTRATION (0).

PHARMACY

Z)ourses for Graduates and Advanced Undergraduates

01 CONTROL OF MANUFACTURED PRODUCTS (1). One lecture, fall.

02 BIOPHARMACEUTICS (2). Three lectures, fall. Blum.
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103 STERILE PHARMACEUTICAL PRODUCTS (3). Permission of instructor

Two lecture and three laboratory hours a week, spring. Mattocks.

104 TOXICOLOGY AND DRUG ABUSE (3). Prerequisites, Med. Chem. 69, Bioi

chemistry 66. Fall. McBay.

105 ANALYTICAL TOXICOLOGY (2). Prerequisite, permission of the instructor

One lecture and three laboratory hours a week, spring. McBay. :

106 RADIOPHARMACEUTICALS (3). Three lectures a week, fall. Kowalsky.

132a,b TOPICS IN HOSPITAL PHARMACY (1). Prerequisite, Graduate standing o:

permission of instructor. Eckel; Hospital Pharmacy staff.

135 INTRODUCTION TO RESEARCH IN PHARMACY PRACTICE (1-3)

136 Prerequisite, permission of the instructor. Fall and spring. Eckel; staff.

162 PHARMACEUTICAL TECHNOLOGY (4 each). Prerequisites, Chemistry 6i

163 and Pharmacy 67. Two lecture and four laboratory hours a week, fall am
spring. Olsen.

171 INTRODUCTION TO RESEARCH IN PHARMACY (1 or more). One confer

172 ence and three or more laboratory hours a week, fall and spring. Mattocks; staflfi

191 PRODUCT FORMULATION (5 each). Two lecture and six laboratory hour,

192 a week, fall and spring. Mattocks, Olsen; staff.

Courses for Graduates

249 HOSPITAL PHARMACY AND THE HOSPITAL ORGANIZATION (3). Threi

lectures a week, fall. Eckel.

250 PRINCIPLES OF HOSPITAL PHARMACY (3). Prerequisite, Pharmacy 249

Three lectures a week, spring. Eckel.

255 BIOPHARMACEUTICS (3 each). Prerequisites, Chemistry 182, or equivalent

256 and permission of the professor. Three lectures a week, fall and spring. Mat
tocks, Blum. '

291 ADVANCED PHYSICAL PHARMACY (5 each). Prerequisites, Chemistry 163

292 Mathematics 33, or equivalent, and permission of the professor. Three lectun

and six laboratory hours a week, fall and spring. Mattocks.

361 SEMINAR (0-1). Fall. Staff.
;

391 RESEARCH IN PHARMACY (1 or more). One conference and nine laboratorj

392 hours a week per course, fall or spring. Mattocks, Olsen.

393 MASTER'S THESIS (3 or more). Fall and spring Mattocks, Olsen.

394 DOCTORAL DISSERTATION (3 or more). Fall and spring Mattocks.

400 GENERAL REGISTRATION (0).

i

i

i

I



DEPARTMENT OF PHILOSOPHY

W. D. Falk, Chairman

Professors

E. M. Adams
W. D. Falk
Stanley Munsat
Jay F. Rosenberg

George Schlesinger

Paul Ziff

Associate Professors

Edward M. Galligan

Richard E. Grand

y

Douglas C. Long
Rita D. Nolan
Michael D. Resnik

Richard A. Symth

(1) Epistemology, Metaphysics, Value Theory

(4) Ethics, Value Theory, Political Philosophy

(9) Philosophy of Mind, Epistemology

(12) Epistemology, Metaphysics, Recent Analytic

Philosophy

(13) Philosophy and History of Science

(17) Aesthetics, Philosophy of Language

(5) Ancient, Medieval, Recent Analytic Philoso-

phy

(6) Logic, Philosophy of Mathematics, Philosophy

of Science

(8) Philosophy of Mind, Ethics

(10) Philosophy of Language, Theory ofKnowledge

(11) Logic, Philosophy of Mathematics

(14) History of Modern Philosophy, Logic of Sci-

Assistant Professors

Stephen L. Darwall (2) Ethics, Political Philosophy

Jane E. English (3) Philosophy of Science, Logic, Ethics

Arthur Kuflik (7) Ethics, Political Philosophy

Robert D. Vance (15) Philosophy of Mind, History of Modern
Philosophy

Richard H. Zaffron (16) Philosophy of the Social Sciences

The graduate courses in philosophy are designed to present and
discuss its classics, current literature, and basic problems; to stimu-

late critical and original philosophical thought; to prepare students

for college and university positions in philosophy.

The Department offers programs of study leading to the degrees

of Master of Arts and Doctor of Philosophy. Prerequisite for admis-

sion to graduate work in the Department is a B.A. degree or equiva-

lent, normally with a major in philosophy, with courses in logic,

ethics, ancient and modern philosophy. Admission may be granted

with the provision that deficiencies are made up.

Candidates for the master's degree must satisfactorily complete
thirty semester hours ofgraduate work. They are normally required

to participate in a first-year program including Philosophy 101, 150,

300; there may be adjustments with the consent of the Department.
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IS

IJ

The written examination for the degree of Master of Arts is taken

at the end of the second semester.

Candidates for the doctoral degree must satisfactorily complete

fifly-one semester hours of graduate work. At least four courses in

the group 150-159, four courses at the 200 level, and four courses

on the 300 level must be taken.

There are three examinations, which must be passed by the candi-

date for the degree of Doctor of Philosophy. First, the student must
pass the written examination for the degree of Master of Arts (hav-

ing participated in the normal first-year program) at the end of the

second semester, and proceed from there to an M.A. thesis unless

he is given leave to omit this step. Students who already have the

M.A. degree in philosophy may be exempt from this first examina
tion. Second, there is the Admission to Candidacy examination

which will normally be taken in the third year and must be taken

at least one academic year before the degree is to be conferred. This

examination consists of a written and oral portion. The written

consists of four examinations: history of philosophy; epistemology

and metaphysics; ethics and value-language; logic and the philoso-

phy of science. In addition, a short written formulation ofa disserta-

tion problem and bibliography must be submitted. Finally, there is

an oral defense ofthe dissertation. Every graduate student will take

some part in the teaching or supervision of undergraduates as part

of the degree program. For further details on degree requirements,

see pages 85-92 of this catalogue.

The Department has several nonservice fellowships. They include

a Graham Kenan Fellowship and the Mary Taylor Williams and

Bertha Colton Williams Fellowships. The Department has available

graduate assistantships up to $3,000. Also the Graduate School of-

fers a variety of fellowships with stipends up to $2,500, which are

open to students in philosophy.

Close relations are maintained with the Department of Philoso

phy at Duke University. Graduate students in either institution may
register for credit in graduate courses or seminars at the other

institution for the nominal fee of $2.00 and without special matricu-

lation. Combined library facilities are available to students at each

institution.

Courses for Graduates and Advanced Undergraduates

(Prerequisite, one course below 100, or consent of

instructor)

101 SYMBOLIC LOGIC (Computer Science 186) (Linguistics 104) (3). Fall. Resnik,

Grandy.
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102 SELECTED TOPICS IN THE HISTORY OF MORAL PHILOSOPHY (3).

Spring. Darwall.

103 PHILOSOPHY OF ART (3). Spring.

104 HEGEL, MARX AND THE PHILOSOPHICAL CRITIQUE OF SOCIETY (3).

105 SOCIAL AND POLITICAL PHILOSOPHY (Political Science 161) (3). Fall.

Falk.

106 PHILOSOPHY OF MATHEMATICS (3). Prerequisite, Philosophy 101 or

equivalent background in logic or mathematics. Fall. Resnik, Grandy.

107 PHILOSOPHY, HISTORY AND THE SOCIAL SCIENCES (3). Fall. ZafFron.

108 PHILOSOPHY OF NATURAL SCIENCES (3). Fall. Schlesinger.

109 PHILOSOPHICAL PROBLEMS IN PSYCHOLOGY (3). Spring Zaffron.

110 PHILOSOPHY OF LANGUAGE (Computer Science 178) (Linguistics 110) (3).

Fall and spring. ZifF, Munsat, Nolan.

111 ADVANCED SYMBOLIC LOGIC (Computer Science 187) (3). Spring Resnik,

English, Grandy.

112 CONTEMPORARY MORAL PHILOSOPHY (3). Spring Long.

114 THE BEGINNINGS OF ANALYTIC PHILOSOPHY (3). Spring Rosenberg.

115 FOUNDATIONS OF MATHEMATICS (3). Fall. Resnik, Grandy.

120 RECENT SPECULATIVE PHILOSOPHY (3). Spring Symth.

121 SPACE AND TIME (Physics 113) (3). Spring Schlesinger.

130 RECENT DEVELOPMENTS IN POLITICAL PHILOSOPHY (Political

Science 168) (3). Spring Kuflik.

142 PHILOSOPHY IN LITERATURE (Comparative Literature 142) (3). Spring

Smyth.

150 PLATO (3). Fall. Galligan.

151 ARISTOTLE (3). Spring Galligan.

152 THE DEVELOPMENT OF MEDIEVAL PHILOSOPHY (Religion 152) (3).

Spring. Galligan.

153 CONTINENTAL RATIONALISM (3). Fall. Smyth.

154 BRITISH EMPIRICISM (3). Spring Smyth, Munsat.

155 KANT (3). Fall. Smyth, Vance.

156 HEGEL (3). Spring Smyth.

158 EXISTENTIALISM AND PHENOMENOLOGY (3). (Not offered in 1975-

1976.) Spring

159 AMERICAN PHILOSOPHY (3). Fall. Smyth.

; 190 SET THEORY AND LOGIC (3). Spring. Resnik.

Courses for Graduates

201 STUDIES IN LOGIC (3). Advanced. Prerequisite, Philosophy 101 or equiva-

lent; Philosophy 111 recommended. May be repeated for credit. Spring. Re-

snik, Grandy.

203 METAPHYSICS (3). May be repeated for credit. Spring Adams.
204 EPISTEMOLOGY (3). May be repeated for credit. Fall. Adams, Long.

205 VALUE THEORY (3). May be repeated for credit. Spring. Falk.

206 STUDIES IN CONTEMPORARY ANALYTIC PHILOSOPHY (3). May be re-

peated for credit. Fall and spring. Rosenberg, Munsat.

207 STUDIES IN THE PHILOSOPHY OF SCIENCE (3). May be repeated for

credit. Fall and spring. Schlesinger, English, Grandy.

208 PHILOSOPHY OR RELIGION (3). Spring Adams, Schlesinger.

212 ADVANCED PROBLEMS IN PHILOSOPHY OF LANGUAGE (Linguistics

212) (3). (Not offered in 1975-1976.) Spring
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240 EFFECTIVE PROOF PROCEDURES: THEIR LOGIC AND MACHINE IM-

PLEMENTATION (Computer Science 286) (3). (Not offered in 1975-1976.)

Fall.

300 PROTO-SEMINAR IN PHILOSOPHY (3). For first-year graduate students in

the Department. Spring. Vance, Munsat.

301 SEMINAR IN ANCIENT AND MEDIEVAL PHILOSOPHY (3). May be re-

peated for credit. Staff.

302 LANGUAGE AND PHILOSOPHY (3). (Not offered in 1975-1976.) Fall.

304 SEMINAR IN MODERN PHILOSOPHY (3). May be repeated for credit. Staff.

305 SEMINAR IN SYSTEMATIC PHILOSOPHY (3). May be repeated for credit.

Fall and spring. Staff

311 READINGS IN PHILOSOPHY (3). May be repeated for credit. Fall and spring.

Staff.

393 MASTER'S THESIS (3 or more). Fall and spring StaS:.

394 DOCTORAL DISSERTATION (3 or more). Fall and spring. Staff.

400 GENERAL REGISTRATION (0).
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DIVISION OF PHYSICAL THERAPY

Mabel M. Parker, Acting Chairman

Professors

Margaret L. Moore

Mary C. Singleton

Associate Professors

Marjory W. Johnson

Charlene M. Nelson

Mabel M. Parker

Assistant Professors

SuzANN K. Campbell

Carolyn B. Heriza

Barry R. Howes

Barney F. LeVeau

Carol A. Parr

Betty J. Sanders
Charles P. Schuch

Lee Stang

Instructor

Jean R. Reiner

(1) Administration, Supervision, Curriculum,

Low Volt Electrotherapy, Disability Evalua-

tion

(16) Gross Anatomy, Neuroanatomy, Graduate

Education

(8) Neurophysiologic Approach to Therapeutic

Exercise, Functional Anatomy, Continuing

Education

(10) Electromyography, Clinical Education, Clini-

cal Research

(11) Physical Evaluation, Clinical Education

(2) Infant Motor Behavior, Neurodevelopmental

Theory, Instructional Methodology

(5) Reflexes and Reactions, Child Development,

Minimal Brain Dysfunction

(7) Organization and Administration, Medical

Chest and Cardiology

(9) Biomechanics, Sports Medicine, Research

Methods

(12) Neurodevelopmental Theory, Minimal Brain

Dysfunction, Clinical Education and Clinical

Research

(14) Pediatrics, Hemophilia, Cerebral Palsy

(15) Organization and Administration, Physical

Therapy in Mental Health

(17) Community Health Administration, Long
Term Illness Services, Clinical Education

(13) Rehabilitation, Activities of Daily Living,

Wheelchair Sports

The Division of Physical Therapy of the Department of Medical
Allied Health Professions collaborates with the School of Education
in offering a program leading to the Master ofArts in College Teach-

ing degree with the major work in physical therapy. The Master of

Arts in College Teaching is awarded by the Graduate School upon
satisfactory completion of this graduate program.
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This is a forty-eight semester hour program. Twelve hours are in

education, which include time for internship in teaching in the area

ofphysical therapy. Eighteen to twenty-one hours ofcourse work are

in physical therapy, the major area, with nine to twelve additional

hours in physical therapy or in a second department and six to nine

hours in allied subjects. Depending on the interest of the student,

courses in allied or related subjects may be taken in any number of

other University schools or departments. Students have the option

of pursuing teaching interests either in the two-year or four-year

college.

The supervised teaching (EDCI 360) may be done in the basic

physical therapy curriculum on the Chapel Hill campus or may be

arranged in programs of other North Carolina universities or com-

munity colleges.

Requirements for Admission

1. A bachelor's degree and graduation from a physical therapy

curriculum approved by the American Physical Therapy Associa-

tion and the American Medical Association.

2. A grade point average ofB or better in the professional physical

therapy curriculum.

3. Submission ofscores from the Aptitude Section ofthe Graduate

Record Examination.

4. Three letters of recommendation.

A student lacking No. 2 or No. 3 of these requirements may apply

for admission. His or her record will then be evaluated as to eligibil-

ity for admission on a provisional basis.

Design of the Curriculum

This curriculum is especially designed to prepare physical thera-

pists for positions as faculty in basic educational programs for physi-

cal therapists, for physical therapy assistants, or for positions of

teaching in affiliated facilities where physical therapy students re-

ceive clinical education.

Courses included in the required twelve hours of course work to

be taken in the School of Education are as follows:

*EDCI 260 THE TWO YEAR COLLEGE 3 hours

or

EDCI 261 HIGHER EDUCATION IN THE UNITED STATES 3 hours

•Students interested in the community college would take EDCI 260 while those interested in higher education

would take EDCI 261.
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EDCI 265 PRINCIPLES AND PRACTICES OF
COLLEGE TEACHING

EDCI 360 INTERNSHIP IN HIGHER EDUCATION
3 hours

6 hours

For further information see School of Education, Master of Arts in College Teaching,

in this catalogue.

Physical therapy courses listed are available to graduate students enrolled in other

areas of the University. They may be utilized for a minor in physical therapy by

students who are graduates of a physical therapy curriculum approved by the Ameri-

can Physical Therapy Association and the American Medical Association.

Courses for Graduates and Advanced Undergraduates

102 MAMMALIAN STRUCTURE AND FUNCTION (Physiology 102) (5). A gen-

eral course in vertebrate physiology with emphasis on morphological and

functional correlations. Suitable for graduate students with a minimal biology

background. Fall. Faust; staff.

105 DISORDERS OF DEVELOPMENT AND LEARNING IN CHILDHOOD (2).

Prerequisite, permission of instructor. Interdisciplinary approach to develop-

mental problems in children. Overview of etiological factors, diagnostic and

management techniques. Lecture and discussion. Individual and group pro-

jects. Fall, spring, and summer. Knobeloch and DDDL staff

139 ADVANCED PEDIATRIC ASSESSMENT AND PROGRAM PLANNING IN
PHYSICAL THERAPY (3-6). Prerequisites, PHYT 105 or equivalent and per-

mission of instructor. Laboratory for the physical therapist in diagnostic

evaluation and program planning for children with developmental and/or

learning problems. Six to twelve laboratory hours a week, fall, spring and
summer. Parr.

172 ELECTROTHERAPY (3). Prerequisites, college physics and permission of in-

structor. Physical aspects, physiological effects, indications and contraindica-

tions of electrical currents and their therapeutic value. Basic principles and

techniques of electrodiagnostic testing, electromyography, and nerve condi-

tion are included. Two lecture and two laboratory hours a week, fall. Moore,

Nelson.

175 COMMUNICATIONS FOR PHYSICAL THERAPY (3). Prerequisite, permis-

abc sion of instructor. The use of audiovisual aids; writing for professional jour-

nals; and basic principles of research design for physical therapy. One lecture

hour each week for three semesters, fall and spring. LeVeau.

177 ORGANIZATION AND ADMINISTRATION OF A PHYSICAL THERAPY
SERVICE (3). Prerequisite, permission of instructor. Includes materials on

planning, organizing, and managing a physical therapy service in an institu-

tion or agency. Deals with personnel, facility planning, fiscal management,
communication, and medical-legal aspects of service. Spring and summer.

Schuch.

191 GROSS ANATOMY (Anatomy 191) (8). Prerequisites, Zoology 11 and Zoology

41 or equivalents and permission of instructor. Two lectures, one conference

and nine laboratory hours a week, fall. Singleton.

195 NEURODEVELOPMENTAL THEORIES OF BRAIN DYSFUNCTION (3).

Prerequisite, permission of instructor. Neurophysiological theory and applica-

tion of neurodevelopmental (Rood and Bobath) approaches to understanding

central nervous system dysfunction in children. Fall or spring. Campbell.
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Courses for Graduates

193 FUNCTIONAL NEUROANATOMY (Anatomy 193) (3). Prerequisites, Anat-

omy 191, Anatomy 107 or equivalent and permission of instructor. Study of

basic structure ofthe brain and spinal cord, including both lecture and labora-

tory. Four hours a week, spring and summer. Singleton.

194 ADVANCED THERAPEUTIC EXERCISE (4). Prerequisite, permission of in-

structor. An advanced course in therapeutic exercise including theory, tech-

niques, skills and analytical evaluation of neurophysiological approaches to

therapeutic exercise. Two lectures and two laboratory hours a week, spring and
summer. Johnson; staff.

243 LONG TERM ILLNESS AND DISABILITY (HADM 243) (3). Prerequisites,

HADM 104 and EPID 160 or permission of instructor. Examines the impact

of chronic disease and disability on the individual, family, community and
nation. The incidence and implications of chronic disease and disability over

the entire age spectrum, recognizing the life-cycle significance and distinctive

implications for the young, grown-up and the old are examined. Spring. Staff.

272 ELECTRONEUROMYOGRAPHY (3). Prerequisites PHYT 172 or equivalent

and permission of instructor. Electrophysiology and advanced electromyo-

^ graphic and nerve conduction studies for kinesiologic, clinical and research

applications are the bases of this course. Biomedical instrumentation and

methods for analysis and quantitation ofelectromyographic data are included.

Two lecture and two laboratory hours a week, spring and summer. Nelson.

276 LONG TERM CARE AND REHABILITATION (HADM 276) (3). Prerequisite,

HADM 243 or permission of instructor. Existing and potential provisions for

meeting needs of the chronically ill and disabled within the total health sys-

tem and continuum of patient care. Philosophy and modalities of rehabilita-

tion and human services. Deals with hospitals, rehabilitation centers, nursing

homes and noninstitutional alternatives for long-term care. Spring. Kavaler.

277 PHYSICAL THERAPY CURRICULUM DEVELOPMENT AND ADMINIS-
TRATION (3). Prerequisite, permission of instructor. A study ofthe principles

ofcurriculum design, content, and administration for physical therapy profes-

sional and supportive personnel. Spring. Moore.

290 ADVANCED KINESIOLOGY AND BIOMECHANICS (3). Prerequisites,

PHYT 90 or equivalent and permission of instructor. A biomechanical and

neurophysiological approach to the student of normal and pathological mo-

tion. Two lecture and two laboratory hours a week, fall and summer. LeVeau.

291 ANALYSIS OF HUMAN MOTION (3). Prerequisites, PHYT 90 or equivalent

and permission of instructor. A lecture laboratory course on the rationale and

basic principles of stroboscopy, cinematography, electrogoniometry, dyna-

mometry, and electromyography as means of evaluating the biomechanics of

human motion. Two lecture and two laboratory hours a week, spring. LeVeau.

295 PHYSICAL EVALUATION FOR PHYSICAL THERAPY (3). Prerequisites,

basic courses in physical evaluation or equivalent and permission of instruc-

tor. An in-depth comparative study of the characteristics, validity, and relia-

bility of selected methods of physical evaluation appropriate to physical ther-

apy. Fall. Parker.

301 SEMINAR IN PHYSICAL THERAPY (2). Required of all graduate students

302 in physical therapy. Group presentations and discussions by students and staff

of selected topics related to physical therapy. Two hours once a month, fall

and spring. LeVeau; staff.
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303 PROBLEMS IN PHYSICAL THERAPY (2). Prerequisite, permission of in-

structor. Advanced group study, analysis and discussion of issues related to

the practice of physical therapy. Fall, spring, and summer. Staff.

307 SEMINAR IN DISORDERS OF DEVELOPMENT AND LEARNING IN

CHILDHOOD (2). Seminar for students with prior background in child devel-

opment or related areas on interdisciplinary diagnosis and management of

developmental problems in childhood. Focus on staff and student prepared

case material. Spring. Knobeloch; DDDL staff.

376 THE ALLIED HEALTH PROFESSIONS IN HEALTH CARE SYSTEMS (2).

Required of all graduate students in physical therapy. Seminar on current

developments in the allied health professions and their relation to social,

economic, and health aspects of society. Fall and summer. Moore; staff

377 READINGS IN SELECTED TOPICS IN PHYSICAL THERAPY (1-3).

Prerequisite, permission of instructor. The student explores areas of special

interest pertinent to eventual goals in physical therapy. Time to be arranged,

fall, spring and summer. Staff.

380 SEMINAR IN PHYSICAL ASPECTS OF HUMAN GROWTH AND DEVEL-
OPMENT (2). Prerequisites, PHYT 80 or equivalent and permission of instruc-

tor. Selected topics on health related aspects of development and aging in the

individual. Fall, spring and summer. Campbell; staff.

381 THE NEURAL BASIS OF MOTOR CONTROL (3). Prerequisite, permission

of instructor. Advanced study ofthe neurophysiological basis ofmotor control,

including physiology of the motoneuron, methods of research, and identifica-

tion of unsolved problems in sensorimotor physiology. Spring. Campbell.

382 DEVELOPMENTAL REFLEXES AND MOTOR CONTROL (3). Prerequisite,

permission of instructor. Advanced study of the emergence of developmental

reflexes and reactions and their integration with voluntary motor behavior.

Fall or spring. Heriza.
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The Department of Physics and Astronomy offers graduate work

leading to the degrees ofMaster ofScience and Doctor ofPhilosophy.

Among the fields of research which are at present cultivated in

the Department are the following: in experimental physics, many
areas of solid state and low temperature physics, molecular physics

and nuclear physics; in theoretical physics, certain areas of solid

state theory, theory of atomic and nuclear structure, quantum field

theory, general relativity and gravitation; in astronomy, certain

topics in celestial mechanics, in stellar astronomy, and in theoretical

astrophysics. The graduate courses are designed to give a broad

foundation and to introduce the student to the special field in which

the research interests of the Department lie.

The general regulations of the Graduate School govern the work

1 for the degrees of Master of Science and Doctor of Philosophy. In

order to begin a graduate program in physics, the student should
f have completed the requirements for the degree of Bachelor of

Science with a major in physics at the University or their equivalent

elsewhere. The minimum prerequisite for graduate study consists

s
of the basic undergraduate courses Physics 26, 27, 28; 103, 104; 105,

r 106, 107, 108; together with Mathematics 32, 33, and 124. The course

requirements for a Ph.D. in Physics are: (a) A student must pass the

following courses at The University of North Carolina, or have

^
passed their equivalents elsewhere, as an undergraduate or gradu-

'

ate student: 191-192, 201, 203, 204-205, 221, 260-261, and two ofthe

three courses Physics 161, 163, and a course in solid state physics;

and (b) a student must pass at least three other graduate level

courses approved by the Department. A student is expected to take

at least the two-semester sequence of courses appropriate to a field

of specialization, or such other courses as are recommended by the

thesis adviser. A minor is not required, but may be elected, in which
case the requirement (b) above is replaced by the requirement that

the student pass at least five graduate level courses selected from
no more than two departments, with no less than two courses in

^
either department. The minor program must be approved in ad-

vance by the minor department. The M.S. degree may be taken with

or without thesis. If one chooses not to do a thesis, then one must
complete one semester of Advanced Laboratory (Physics 201 or 202)

j
and do three to six hours of Research (Physics 301) under the super-

vision of a graduate faculty member and report on this activity. A
minor is not required for the M.S. degree, but one may be chosen

, in accord with the regular graduate requirements for this option.

A reading knowledge of either French, German, or Russian is
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required for the Ph.D. degree. There is no foreign language require-

ment for the M.S. degree.

Particular attention is drawn to the possibility of arranging, by
consultation with the Department of Chemistry, a program of work;

in chemical physics. Such a program combines course work in the

two departments with thesis research in either department in such|

a way as to provide training work in that borderline area in which
the methods of modern theoretical and experimental physics are

applied to chemical problems.

Teaching experience is an essential part of professional training,

therefore laboratory or lecture instruction as a half-time teaching!

assistant for two semesters, or until teaching competence is ac-

quired, is required of all doctoral candidates. The equivalent of one I

semester teaching is required of candidates for the M.S. degree.

The Department is housed in Phillips Hall, together with the

departments of Mathematics and Statistics. The Physics and Math-i

ematics Library, containing some 41,100 volumes including all thej

leading physical journals, is also located in Phillips Hall. '

Fellowship and Assistantships

One teaching fellowship with a stipend of $3,600 and a number i

of teaching assistantships (with stipends arranging from $3,100 to

$3,550, depending on experience) are open to qualified graduate stu-

dents. The duties ofassistants may include supervision oflaboratory

classes in elementary physics or astronomy, assisting in the supervi-

sion ofadvanced laboratories, grading papers, and conducting recita-
\

tion sections in elementary physics.

A number of research assistantships are also available, normally

to those who have completed a year or two of graduate work. The
i

stipends range from $3,600 to $4,500 for the calendar year, depend-

ing on experience.

Application blanks for graduate appointments may be obtained

from either the Dean of the Graduate School or the Chairman ofthe

Department ofPhysics and Astronomy. Applications should be made
by February 1.

Courses for Graduates and Advanced Undergraduates
I

ASTRONOMY

131 INTRODUCTION TO CELESTIAL MECHANICS (3). Prerequisites, Physicsi

26 and Mathematics 31 and 32, or permission ofthe instructor. The differential

equations and their integrals in the two-body problem. Computation of orbits.

The three-body problem. Perturbation theory. Satellite theory. Fall and/or\

spring. Davis.
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135 ASTROPHYSICS I (3). Prerequisite, Physics 108; corequisite, Physics 105 (or

permission). The application of physical principles of astronomy. Topics in-

clude radio and x-ray astronomy, interstellar gas dynamics, and galactic dy-

namics. Fall. Staff.

136 ASTROPHYSICS II (3). Prerequisite, Physics 105 (or permission). Stellar As-

trophysics, the study of stellar atmospheres and interiors. Stellar evolution

and nucleosynthesis. Spring. Staff.

137 OBSERVATIONAL ASTRONOMY (3). Prerequisites, Calculus, Astronomy 31

or 32, or permission of instructor. A course designed to familiarize the student

with observational techniques in optical and radio astronomy, including ap-

plications of photography, spectroscopy, photometry, and radio methods. Two
lecture and three laboratory hours a week, fall or spring. Staff.

PHYSICS

101 INTRODUCTORY ELECTRONICS P (4). Prerequisites, introductory physics

and Mathematics 31, or permission of the instructor. This course is designed

to give students a sound working knowledge of basic electronic principles.

Three lecture and three laboratory hours a week, fall and spring. Clegg.

102 INTRODUCTORY ELECTRONICS IP (4). Prerequisite, Physics 101, or per-

mission of the instructor. This course, which is based directly on Physics 101,

emphasizes the functional aspects of electronic equipment. Three lecture and
three laboratory hours a week, spring. Clegg.

103 MECHANICS P (3). Prerequisites, Physics 26 (or by permission) and Math-

ematics 33. Particle kinematics. Central forces, planetary motion. Systems of

particles and conservation laws. Statics. Motion of rigid bodies. Constrained

motion. Wave motion on a string. Spring. Briscoe.

il04 MECHANICS IP (3). Prerequisite, Physics 103. Elements of computer pro-

gramming. Deformable bodies and wave motion. Hydrostatics and hydro-

dynamics. Lagrange's and Hamilton's equations; Hamilton's principle, small

oscillations, normal coordinates. Special theory of relativity. Fall. Briscoe.

105 HEAT AND THERMODYNAMICS (3). Prerequisites, Physics 27 (or 25 by

permission) and Mathematics 33. The thermodynamic laws, internal energy,

enthalpy, entropy, thermodynamic potentials; the Maxwell equations. Classi-

cal and quantum statistics. Fall. Smith.

106 OPTICS (3). Prerequisites, Physics 107 and 108 (or 58 by permission). Elements

ofgeometrical optics; Huyghens' principle, interference, diffraction, and polar-

ization. Elements of the electromagnetic theory of light; Fresnel's equations,

dispersion, absorption, and scattering. Photons, Lasers and quantum optics.

Spring. Merzbacher.

107 ELECTRICITY AND MAGNETISM^ (3 each). Prerequisites, Physics 61 and
108 Mathematics 34 (or permission). Brief treatment of d-c and a-c circuit theory.

Electrostatics; dielectrics; the magnetic field, magnetic materials. Maxwell's

equations and their application to electromagnetic waves. Fall and spring.

Palmatier.

113 SPACE AND TIME IN PHYSICS AND PHILOSOPHY^ (Philosophy 121) (3).

Contingent and necessary properties ofspace and time. The direction and flow

of time. Fatalism. Effects preceding their causes. Spring. Schlesinger, Van
Dam.

1. Physics 101-104 and 107-115 are not to be taken for graduate credit by graduate students in physics.
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115 THE EVOLUTION OF PHYSICAL IDEAS^ (History 153) (3). Prerequisites,

Physics 25 and Mathematics 15 (or by permission). A systematic study of the

growth of physics from the time of Copernicus, concentrating on the New-
tonian synthesis and on the Nineteenth Century emergence of electromagnet-

ism, wave optics, and thermodynamics. Spring. Haisley.

126 MODERN PHYSICS FOR HIGH SCHOOL TEACHERS^ (3). Prerequisite,
I

Physics 27 (or 25 with permission of the instructor). Spring. Staff.

127 INTRODUCTION TO MODERN PHYSICS LABORATORY^ (1). Corequisite,

Physics 126, Laboratory course to accompany Physics 126. Three laboratory

hours a week, spring. Staff.
I

141 ELECTRONICS (4). Prerequisites, Physics 103 and 107 (or 58 by permission),
I

Mathematics 124. Basic electronics with emphasis on circuitry. Solid state and!

vacuum tube oscillators, amplifiers and wave shaping circuits. Three lecture

and three laboratory hours a week, spring. Rowan.

142 INTERMEDIATE LABORATORY I and II (2 each). Prerequisite, Physics 141

143 or permission. Selected experiments illustrating modern techniques such as(

the use of laser technology to study the interaction of electromagnetic fields

and matter. Six laboratory hours a week, fall and spring. Staff.

160 INTRODUCTION TO QUANTUM MECHANICS (3). Prerequisites, Physics

103 and 108, or by permission. Origins ofquantum theory. Uncertainty princi-

ple. Schroedinger equation for simple systems, including hydrogen atom. Per-

1

turbation theory. Spin. Identical particles. Spring. Roberts.

161 NUCLEAR PHYSICS (3). Prerequisite, Physics 160 or equivalent. Nuclear

structure, nuclear reactions, experimental techniques of producing and study-!

ing nuclear particles; models of the nucleus; nuclear forces. Spring. Clegg.

163 APPLICATIONS OF QUANTUM MECHANICS (3). Prerequisite, Physics 160.

Emphasizes atomic physics but includes topics from nuclear, solid state and

particle physics, such as energy levels, the periodic system, selection rules, and

fundamentals of spectroscopy. Fall. Roberts.

169 INTRODUCTORY SOLID STATE PHYSICS (3). Prerequisite, Physics 160 or

equivalent. Crystal symmetry, types of crystalline solids; electron and me-

chanical waves in crystals, electrical and magnetic properties of solids, semi-

conductors; low temperature phenomena; imperfections in nearly perfect crys-

tals. Spring. Macdonald.

181 ADVANCED LABORATORY (3 each). Prerequisites, Physics 103, 108, or by

182 permission. Six laboratory hours a week, fall and spring. Roberts, Shafroth.

191 MATHEMATICAL METHODS OF THEORETICAL PHYSICS I (3). Prerequi-

sites, Physics 28, or equivalent; Mathematics 122, 124, or 129. Calculus, includ-

ing multiple integrals and partial differentiation. Ordinary differential equa-

tions, with emphasis on series solutions; special functions; boundary-value

problems and characteristic function representations. Vector analysis. Fall.

Choi.

192 MATHEMATICAL METHODS OF THEORETICAL PHYSICS II (3). Prerequi-

site, Physics 191 or by permission. Matrices, determinants, and linear equa^

tions. Partial differential equations; Green's functions; integral equations.

Spring. Choi.

Courses for Graduates

201 ADVANCED LABORATORY (3 each). Prerequisites, Physics 103, 108, or by

permission. Six laboratory hours a week, fall and spring. Roberts, Shafroth.

2. Physics 101-104 and 107-115 are not to be taken for graduate credit by graduate students in physics.
;
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^^^203 CLASSICAL DYNAMICS (3). Fall Bowers.

204 ELECTROMAGNETIC THEORY (3 each). Fall and spring. Hubbard.

205

221 STATISTICAL MECHANICS (3). Prerequisites, Physics 203 and 260. Spring.

Dy.

230 NUCLEAR PHYSICS (3 each). Prerequisites, Physics 161 and 260. Nuclear

231 interactions at non-relativistic energies. Charge and spin dependence in nu-

clear reactions. Decay modes and electromagnetic properties. Collective and

single particle states. Fall and spring, alternate years. Thompson.

260 QUANTUM MECHANICS (3 each). Prerequisite, Physics 160. Fall and spring

261 Dy.

262 ADVANCED QUANTUM MECHANICS (3). Prerequisite, Physics 261. Identi-

cal particles, second quantization. Applications to many-body problems. Har-

tree-Fock method, quasiparticles. Elementary radiation theory, coherent

states. Dirac theory of electron. Fall. Merzbacher.

263 THEORY OF PARTICLES AND FIELDS (3 each). Prerequisite, Physics 262.

264 Quantum electrodynamics and renormalization theory. Representations ofthe

Poincare group. LSZ formatism and S-matrix. Dispersion theory. SU (3). Weak
interactions. Current algebras and phenomenological Lagrangians. Fall and
spring, alternate years. Van Dam.

267 CURRENT ADVANCES IN PHYSICS (3). Prerequisite, by permission. In re-

cent years, elementary particle physics and coherence in quantum optics have

been among the topics discussed. Either semester, as announced. Staff.

270 SOLID STATE PHYSICS (3 each). Prerequisite, Physics 160 or equivalent.

271 Topics considered include those ofPhysics 169, but a more advanced level, and

in addition a detailed discussion of the interaction of waves (electromagnetic,

elastic, and electron waves) with periodic structures: e.g.. X-ray diffraction,

phonons, band theory ofmetals and semiconductors. Fall and spring. Hernan-

dez.

272 THEORY OF THE SOLID STATE (3). Prerequisite, Physics 261. Calculation

of one electron energy band structure. Electron-hole correlation effect and

excitons. Theory of spin waves. Many-body techniques in solid state problems

including theory of superconductivity. As announced. Bowers.

274 SPECIAL THEORY OF RELATIVITY (3). Prerequisites, Physics 203, 204. The
elements of special relativity will be applied to a number of problems, both

conceptual and practical, including many ofthe "paradoxes." Tensor analysis,

mechanics of continuous media, classical electro-dynamics, relativistic ther-

modynamics. Either semester, as announced. York.

275 GENERAL THEORY OF RELATIVITY (3). Prerequisite, Physics 274 or per-

mission ofthe instructor. Differential geometry ofspacetime. Tensor fields and
forms. Curvature, Geodesies. Einstein's gravitational field equations. Test of

Einstein's theory. Applications to astrophysics and cosmology. Either semester,

as announced. York.

288 PRINCIPLES OF CHEMICAL PHYSICS (Chemistry 288, 289) (3 each).

289 Prerequisite, Physics 160 or Chemistry 281 or permission of the instructor.

The quantum mechanics of molecules and their aggregates. Atomic orbitals,

Hartree-Fock methods for atoms and molecules. Theory ofdiatomic molecules.

Molecular orbital and valence bond approach. Coupling between vibrational,

rotational, and electonic motions in molecules. Interaction of radiation with

matter. Special topics of interest to the instructor and research students. Fall

and spring. Choi.

290 PRINCIPLES OF MAGNETIC RESONANCE (Chemistry 290) (3). Prerequi-
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site, Physics 260, or Chemistry 281, or permission of the instructor. Either

semester as announced. Hubbard, Kessemeier.

291 GROUP THEORY AND ITS APPLICATIONS (3). Prerequisites, knowledge

of matrices, mechanics, and quantum mechanics. Discrete and continuous

groups. Representation theory. Applications to atomic, molecular, solid state,

nuclear and particle physics. As announced. Staff.

292 MATHEMATICAL FOUNDATIONS OF QUANTUM FIELD THEORY
(Mathematics 265) (3). Prerequisites, Mathematics 174 and 204, or permission

of the instructor. Quantum field theory models and axioms, representations

of the canonical commutation and anticommutation relations. Spring, alter-

nate years. Fabrey.

301 RESEARCH (3 or more). Ten or more laboratory or computation hours a week,

fall and spring. Staff.

302 SEMINAR IN THE TEACHING OF UNDERGRADUATE PHYSICS (3). For

teachers of college-level physics courses, a seminar dealing with innovation

in teaching methods, new physics curricula, teacher's lecture style, demon
stration and laboratory equipment, and testing. One lecture and three seminar

hours a week. Upon demand. Staff

310 SEMINAR IN THEORETICAL PHYSICS (1 or more). Either semester, as an-

nounced. Staff.

320 SEMINAR IN LOW TEMPERATURE PHYSICS (1 or more). Either semester,

as announced. Staff.

360 SEMINAR IN NUCLEAR PHYSICS (1 or more). Either semester, as an-

nounced. Staff.

364 SEMINAR IN MOLECULAR PHYSICS (1 or more). Either semester, as an-

nounced. Staff.

370 SEMINAR IN SOLID STATE PHYSICS (1 or more). Either semester, as an
nounced. Staff.

380 SEMINAR IN PARTICLE PHYSICS (1 or more). Either semester, as an-

nounced. Staff.

393 MASTER'S THESIS (3 or more). Either semester. Staff

394 DOCTORAL DISSERTATION (3 or more). Either semester. Staff.

400 GENERAL REGISTRATION (0).
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Several programs of graduate study leading to the Ph.D. degree

are offered for students with an interest in a mechanistic approach
to biological function. In addition, the department is active in post-

doctoral training for advanced research skills. In an attempt to bet-

ter prepare students for present day occupational and research op-

portunities, the graduate training will emphasize extensive

knowledge of comparative physiology and/or participation in the

interdisciplinary programs such as neurobiology, biomathematics-

bioengineering and genetics.

Physiology holds a key position in the sciences concerned with

biological functions. On the one hand, it has traditionally used tools

from the basic physical sciences and mathematics in the analysis of

biological mechanisms, while on the other, it has been concerned

with processes often disturbed in disease. It is unique among the

biological sciences in examining the interaction between various

processes in living cells at all levels from the molecular through the

behavioral. Thus, physiology represents a discipline bridging ques-

tions pertinent to basic life processes and those applicable to the

practice of the health professions.

Students seriously contemplating physiology as a career should

have a background in physics, chemistry, mathematics and basic

biology. Graduate students will be accepted in limited numbers and

their courses of study organized on a tutorial basis. The major re-

search emphases of the department include organizational neuro-

physiology, transport and excretory mechanisms, neurochemistry,

biophysics of excitable membranes, cellular respiration, regulation

of respiration and cardiovascular function.

Courses for Graduates and Professional Students

100 INTRODUCTION TO BIOMEDICAL ENGINEERING (Biomedical Engineer-

ing-Biomedical Mathematics 101) (3). Prerequisites, Mathematics 32 and Zool-

ogy 11, or equivalents. A selective sampling in depth of applications of math-

ematical, physical, and engineering principles and methods to biomedical

problems. Fall. (Alternate years.) Coulter.

101 BIOCHEMISTRY-PHYSIOLOGY FOR DENTAL STUDENTS (6). Prerequi-

sites, Chemistry 43, 61, 62, or equivalents. Restricted to students of dentistry.

Fall and spring. Glasser; staff.

102 MAMMALIAN STRUCTURE AND FUNCTION (Physical Therapy 102) (5).

Prerequisite, permission of the instructor. A general course in vertebrate

physiology with emphasis on morphological and functional correlations suita-

ble for graduate students with a minimal biology background. Fall. Faust;

staff.

Ill BIOMEDICAL INSTRUMENTATION (Biomedical Engineering-Biomedical

Mathematics 111) (3). Prerequisite, Mathematics 32 or equivalent. Designed

for biology students who do not have any background in electronics. The

I
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fundamentals of biomedical instrumentation are developed from basic physi-

cal principles. One lecture and six laboratory hours a week, spring. Hsiao.

121 INTRODUCTION TO BIOMEDICAL DATA PROCESSING (Biomedical Engi-

neering-Biomedical Mathematics 121) (3). Prerequisite, Computer Science

216X or equivalent. An introduction to methods of automatic computation of

special relevance to biomedical problems. Fall. (Alternate years.) Downie.

131 INTRODUCTION TO BIOMATHEMATICS (Biomedical Engineering-

Biomedical Mathematics 131) (3). Prerequisite, Mathematics 32 or equivalent.

An introduction to mathematical models and their application to biomedical

problems. Spring. (Alternate years.) Downie.

140 CELL AND ORGAN SYSTEM PHYSIOLOGY (Neurobiology 140) (5).

Prerequisites, Physiology 102, Zoology 120 or equivalent and permission ofthe

instructor. Principles of cell and organ system physiology given at an ad-

vanced level. Spring. Kuno; staff.

Courses for Graduates

203 ADVANCED PHYSIOLOGY (Neurobiology 203) (5). Prerequisites, Physiology

140 or equivalent and permission ofthe Chairman ofthe Department. Selected

topics in cellular and organ-system physiology are covered in depth through

lectures, seminars, laboratory exercises and demonstration. Fall. Staff.

204 ADVANCED NEUROPHYSIOLOGY (3). Prerequisite, Zoology 120 or Physi-

ology 140, or permission of the instructor. A course designed to provide de-

tailed analyses of selected areas ofneurophysiology such as synaptic transmis-

sion, sensory and motor systems, and higher integrative mechanisms. Fall.

Staff.

211 SPECIAL TOPICS IN PHYSIOLOGY (Neurobiology 211) (3-5). Prerequisite,

permission ofthe professor. Individually arranged programs ofstudy in depth

of selected topics. Fall. Staff.

212 SPECIAL TOPICS IN PHYSIOLOGY (Neurobiology 212) (3-5). Prerequisite,

permission of the professor. Individually arranged programs of study in depth

of selected topics. Spring. Staff

215 BIOLOGICAL CONTROL SYSTEMS (Biomedical Engineering-Biomedical

Mathematics 211) (3). Prerequisite, Biomedical Engineering-Biomedical Math-
ematics 131 or Mathematics 124. A study of biological control systems and
mathematical tools used in their analysis. Fall or spring. (Alternate years.)

Downie.

220 SEMINAR IN PHYSIOLOGY (1). Prerequisite, permission of the Chairman
of the Department. Weekly seminars emphasizing current literature. Fall.

Staff

221 SEMINAR IN PHYSIOLOGY (1). Prerequisite, permission of the Chairman
of the Department. Weekly seminars emphasizing current literature. Spring.

Staff.

225 NEURAL INFORMATION PROCESSING (Biomedical Engineering-Biomedi-

cal Mathematics 221) (3). Prerequisites, Biomedical Engineering-Biomedical

Mathematics 101 and Physiology 107 or equivalents. The nervous system is

approached as a data processing network, the brain as a computer. Fall.

(Alternate years.) Coulter.

227 CURRENT TOPICS IN PHYSIOLOGY (Zoology 227) (3). Prerequisite, one

introductory course in physiology. Lecture and seminar consideration of se-

lected advanced aspects of physiology. Topics will vary from year to year; may
be repeated for credit. Spring. Staff.
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290 SEMINAR IN NEUROBIOLOGY (Biochemistry 290) (Neurobiology 290) (Psy-

chology 290) (Pathology 290) (Pharmacology 290) (3). Prerequisites, one gradu-

ate course in the biological sciences and permission of the Associate Director

for Training of the Neurobiology Program. An integrative consideration of

selected topics and problems associated with the nervous system and behavior.

Spring. Neurobiology Program staff.

301 RESEARCH IN PHYSIOLOGY (3-10 each). Fall, spring, and summer. Staff.

302

303

310 RESEARCH IN NEUROBIOLOGY (Biochemistry 310) (Neurobiology 310)

(Psychology 310) (Pathology 310) (Pharmacology 310) (3-12). Fall and spring.

Neurobiology Program staff.
^

393 MASTER'S THESIS (3 or more). Fall and spring Staff. t

394 DOCTORAL DISSERTATION (3 or more). Fall and spring Staff.

400 GENERAL REGISTRATION (0).

^
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ssociate Professors

Edward Azar (1) Quantitative International Politics

Thad Beyle (3) State and Local, Policy Studies

Chi Hsi-Sheng (6) E. Asian Affairs, Comparative Politics, Con-

temporary China
Paul Kress (17) Normative and Empirical Political Theory,

Philosophy of Social Science

Joel Schwartz (28) Soviet Politics and Political Behavior

Donald Searing (30) Socialization in Elite Organizations, Politics in

England
James White (34) Comparative Politics, Political Demography,

Political Development, East Asia-Japanese

Politics

Orion White (35) Public Administration, Political Behavior,

American Government

* Effective July 1, 1975
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Assistant Professors

Enrique Baloyra
Merle Black
Richard Clinton

Ruben Greenberg
William Levine

Jeffrey Obler

George Rabinowitz

Alan Stern

Instructors

Cynthia Perwin
Stuart Rabinowitz

Visiting Assistant Professor

Gordon Whitaker

(2)

(4)

(8)

(12)

(18)

(23)

(25)

(32)

Latin American Politics

Political Behavior in South, State Government
Population Politics, Latin America
Public Administration

Comparative Politics, Contemporary African

Politics, Political Development, Civil-Mili-

tary Relations

Comparative European Politics and Interna-

tional Relations

Social Statistics and Dimensional Analysis

Comparative Analysis of Advanced Industrial

Societies, Western Europe

(38) Political Philosophy, Psychology and Politics

(39) Political Behavior, Quantitative Methods,

Mathematical Psychology

(36) Public Administration, Urban Politics, Policy

Analysis

The Department ofPolitical Science offers courses ofstudy leading

to the Master of Arts in Political Science, Master ofArts in Political

Science with certificates in Latin American Studies or International

Affairs, and the Doctor of Philosophy in Political Science. The De-

partment, with the collaboration of the Institute of Government,

also offers a program of professional graduate study leading to the

degree of Master of Public Administration.

Admission \^

The general prerequisite for admission to graduate study is a

Bachelor of Arts degree or equivalent. A student is not required to

have an undergraduate major in political science but will normally

be expected to have had a minimum ofnine semester hours ofcourse

work in political science.

All applicants for admission to graduate study are expected to

have taken the aptitude test of the Graduate Record Examinations.

Prospective applicants should take these tests early enough to ena-

ble them to submit official reports of scores with their application

for admission. In some cases decisions on admission of applicants

may be withheld until test scores are provided. In considering ap-

plications for fellowship award, these test scores are given heavy

emphasis.

The Department of Political Science issues a pamphlet describing

its graduate programs and activities in more detail. Prospective
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applicants for admission are invited to write requesting a copy of

'Political Science at Chapel Hill."

Graduate Study in Political Science

Departmental programs of graduate study are intended to train

professionally competent political scientists. Thus graduate work is

expected to be qualitatively different from undergraduate work. Its

emphasis is upon the acquisition of tools, skills, and knowledge at

a level qualifying the students to teach, to carry on research to fill

active political and administrative duties, and in other roles to carry

on the profession of practicing political scientists.

All candidates for graduate degrees will be expected to achieve

broad mastery at the professional level of the literature, problems

and skills of the academic fields and subfields offered for the degree,

and will have gained experience in teaching and in research. Much
more is required ofthe candidate than a mere compilation of credits

in relevant courses.

At the doctoral level, preliminary examinations are both written

and oral, in that order. Written examinations, in the student's sec-

ondary field, are given twice each year, in September and February,

administered over a seven-day period. After an approximate six-

week interval, written examinations are administered in the major

field. The final part ofthe examination is a comprehensive oral exam
including oral defense of the dissertation proposal. Successful com-

pletion ofthese examinations permits a student to become a doctoral

candidate. Following completion of the dissertation, a final oral ex-

amination will be held, which is primarily a defense of the disserta-

tion but may include such excursions into underlying theory and
related fields as is germane to the dissertation.

At the M.A. level (excluding specialized programs described be-

low), the student is required, in addition to passing successfully the

course programs, to write a thesis and to be examined orally on both

the major field of interest and in defense of the thesis.

Field and Course Requirements

The political science curriculum is designed to insure that gradu-

ate students develop both a professional competence in the discipline

as a whole and expertise in two major fields of political science. It

is normally expected that the student will design a program, in

consultation with his or her faculty advisors, with the intent of

developing competence for teaching and research in a defined area
of specialization and to prepare for dissertation research and for the

comprehensive examinations. The courses in the Department are

loosely grouped under the following broad categories:
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International Relations

International Politics

Comparative Foreign Policy

(Including Civil Military

Relations)

Conflict, Integration and Co-

operation in International

affairs

Comparative Politics

General

Western Europe
Soviet Bloc

United States-National

Politics

United States-State

Political Systems
United States-Urban

Political Systems

Political Development

General

East Asia

Latin America
Sub-Saharan Africa

Political Theory

History of Political Thought
Normative and Empirical Po-

litical Theory

Problems of Contemporary
Political Theory

Mass Political Behavior

Political Socialization and
Political Culture

Voting Behavior and Political

Participation

Public Opinion

Political Psychology

Elite Political Behavior

Political Elites

Legislative Behavior

Judicial Politics and Public

Law
Political Parties and Interest

Groups
Public Administration and

Organizational Behavior

Public Policy

Public Policy-Analysis

Civil-Military Relations

Methodology

Statistics and Modelling

Research Techniques

Epistemology and Philosophy of

Social Sciences

All doctoral candidates are required to take four core seminars

in their first year: Introduction to Political Inquiry (one semester);

Elements of Political Science (one semester); Political Research and
Analysis (two semesters). These seminars explore the nature of!

political science as an intellectual discipline; examine the concepts,

problems, and theoretical approaches to each ofthe major fields; and
acquaint the student with bibliography and research methods em-

ployed in each major field. In exceptional cases, students may be

excused from one or more of these courses upon passing written

examinations in them or otherwise indicating their proficiency in
!

the area.

Master's candidates normally take two core seminars and
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choose some courses in the major field in which the thesis is writ-

ten.

In meeting the requirements for a graduate degree, whether the

Master of Arts or the Doctor of Philosophy, the student majoring in

political science is encouraged to take courses outside the Depart-

ment. Courses appropriate to various concentrations of interest

within the fields of political science may be found in anthropology,

city and regional planning, economics, education, history, journal-

ism, law, philosophy, psychology, social work, and sociology. A for-

mal minor field is not required, but may be developed at the stu-

dent's choice.

Master of Arts Certificate Programs in Inter national Affairs

and in Latin American Studies

The increased participation of the United States in world politics

has opened a variety of new careers in international affairs. Excel-

lent opportunities in national and international government serv-

ice—such as the U.S. Foreign Service, the United Nations Secretar-

iat, the U.S. Armed Services—as well as in business and journalism

are open to persons with a basic knowledge of the processes of inter-

national politics, and of the public affairs of specific world areas.

Often these careers require special competence in foreign languages,

social science and history, public administration, or other subjects

in addition to training in political science.

In order to provide training for a variety of careers in this field

the Department offers programs leading to a Master ofArts in Politi-

cal Science with a certificate in International Affairs or to Master

of Arts in Political Science with a certificate in Latin American
Studies.

The special programs will normally require two years ofgraduate

residence. The additional time invested is believed to yield corre-

spondingly greater returns in professional placement and advance-

ment.

Requirements for the Master of Arts in Political Science
with the Certificate in International Affairs

1. Four semesters in residence, or the equivalent necessary to com-

plete the required thirty-six hours of course work.

2. Thirty-six semester hours of course work. The courses will be

distributed as follows:

(1) Eight courses, or twenty-four hours, in the major:

a. Political Science 101 (or an advanced course in Public Ad-

ministration), three hours.

b. Political Science 144 or 244, three hours.
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c. The two core seminars in Political Research and Analysis,

six hours.

d. One course each in International Politics and Comparative
Politics, six hours.

(2) Four courses, or twelve hours, in the minor. These courses will

normally be taken outside Political Science and may be taken
i

in one or two other disciplines. The program of courses in the

minor will be worked out in consultation with the advisor.

3. An acceptable thesis. This is expected to be a substantial research
i

study in the field of comparative politics or international politics

for which the student will receive either three or six hours credit,
i

4. A proficiency in one foreign language.

5. A final oral examination covering the total certificate program
and a defense of the thesis.

Requirements for the Master of Arts in Political Science

with the Certificate in Latin American Studies

The increased participation of the United States in world politics

has opened a variety of new careers in international affairs. Excel-

lent opportunities in national and international government serv-

1

ice—such as the U.S. Foreign Service, the United Nations Secretar-

'

iat, and the U.S. Armed Services—as well as in business and

journalism are open to persons with a basic knowledge of the politi-

cal processes and public affairs of world areas. These often require
i

special competence in languages, history, and public administration.

In order to provide training appropriate to such careers, the Master

of Arts in Political Science is offered with a certificate in Latin

American Studies. The requirements are:

1. Three semesters in residence, or the equivalent necessary toi

complete the required thirty-six hours of course work.

2. Thirty-six semester hours of course work. The courses will be

distributed as follows:

(1) Eight courses, or twenty-four hours, in the major:

a. One of the following: Political Science 101, 144, or 244,

or an advanced course in Public Administration, three

hours.

b. One course in International Politics, three hours.

c. Two courses in Comparative Politics (including Political

Science 127), six hours.

d. Two electives chosen in consultation with the advisor, six:

hours.

e. The two-semester core seminar in Political Research and

Analysis, six hours.
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(2) Four courses, or twelve hours, in the minor. These courses

I

will normally be taken outside Political Science and will be

chosen in consultation with the advisor.

3. An acceptable thesis. This is expected to be a substantial re-

search study in the field of Latin American Studies for which the

student will receive either three or six hours credit.

4. A proficiency in Spanish or Portuguese.

5. A final oral examination covering the total certificate program

and a defense of the thesis.

Master of Public Administration Degree Program

Program Overview. The University of North Carolina at Chapel

Hill offers a two-year graduate program leading to the MPA degree.

The aim of the program is to provide a generalized background and

selective specific training necessary to educate students for responsi-

ble administrative roles in the public service. The curriculum is

flexible, including a structured core of four courses combined with

elective coursework suited to individual interests and particular

career goals.

The MPA program is offered by the Department of Political

Science with the support of the Institute of Government. The wide-

ranging resources of the University permit course options and con-

centrations in such fields as Urban Management, Personnel Ad-

ministration, Finance and Budgeting, Planning, Health

Administration, Public Policy and others. Students with an interest

in a particular level ofgovernment may concentrate the course work
in that field. The degree program is intended, however, to prepare

administrative generalists rather than specialized technicians.

Admission Requirements. The MPA Program is open to men and
women from many differing backgrounds. A majority of past en-

trants into the program have had undergraduate majors in the so-

cial sciences, especially Political Science, but applicants have been

accepted with undergraduate majors in Architecture, Business Ad-

ministration, Engineering, English, History, and Industrial Rela-

tions. From one-fourth to one-third of each 25-member class in the

past three years has been from minority groups.

Preference is given to applicants with a demonstrated and clear

career interest in the public service. About one-half of the enrollees

come directly from full-time employment. The remaining half enter

immediately after receiving undergraduate or graduate degrees. Ad-

mission to the program is highly selective because ofthe large num-
ber of applicants and the small size of the program.
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The requirements for admission are: i

A bachelor's degree;

At least a "B" average in the undergraduate major and a gener-

ally strong academic record;

A minimum of nine credit hours in political science or the equiva-

lent, including course work in American government;

Submission of verbal and quantitative scores on the Graduate
Record Examinations;

An oral interview with the MPA Admissions Committee.
|

Admission to the program is made only for the fall semester (start-

ing in August) of each year. Applications are normally accepted

until April 1, but as a practical matter, nearly all admissions deci-

sions are made by late March. Applications and all supporting

materials should therefore be submitted by February 15. The GRE
should be taken by December or January at the latest. Application

blanks may be requested from the Graduate School, 105 Steele

Building. After a preliminary screening ofapplications, notifications

are made concerning the oral interview. In most cases, letters of

acceptance and financial awards will be sent by April 15.

Financial Aid. Financial aid is available for students with out-!

standing records. Also, nonresidents who have special skills as re-'

search assistants may qualify to pay in-state tuition. Loans are avail-

:

able on the student's own initiative from the Insured Student Loan I

Program. Information about this program is available from the Stu-

1

dent Aid Office, 300 Vance Hall.

The following financial aids are available through the MPA pro-

1

gram:

John Gold Scholarships, granted annually by the North Carolina

County and City Management Association;
i

Assistantships of $1000-$2000 per academic year, provided by the

Institute of Government and the Department of Political

Science;

HUD Work-Study Grants;

Fellowships for Minority Students.

Course Work and Degree Requirements. The MPA Program re-

quirements include a full .calendar year of on-campus coursework

followed by a nine-month work experience/internship. This secondi

year of the program is augmented by six two-day seminar sessions;

during the fall and spring semesters. A research paper and final oral'

examination are also required of all candidates. A total of 40 semes-
,

ter hours of course credit is necessary for completion of the degree.'

Four required core courses are designed to give the political,
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organizational and analytic backgrounds necessary to the modern

, administrator. These are:

1) Organization Theory: Examination and comparison of major

organizational and administrative models including case stud-

ies and individual research.

2) Administrative Behavior: Group dynamics learning exercises

relating to communication and decision making in organiza-

tions. Development of understandings and skills involved in

interpersonal relationships.

3) Program Evaluation and Quantitative Analysis: Designed to

acquaint rather than train students in the application of social

science research techniques to administrative program opera-

tion.

4) Public Administration and Policy Making: Study ofthe process

of policy making within government organizations, including

consideration of the social and political environmental factors

which influence public policy.

In addition to the core courses, each student elects an area of

concentration and selects the appropriate elective courses with the

assistance ofthe Director ofthe MPA Program. The curriculum can

be tailored to each student's needs. The most frequent subjects of

J

concentration include: Urban Management, Personnel Administra-

tion, Financial Management, Health Administration, Social Serv-

ices Delivery, Urban Policy, Regional Government, and Policy Plan-

Ining.
The range of course combinations is wide and varied.

The major paper may be in any of several formats: 1) Applied

research into areas of administrative concern; 2) A case study of

^ organizational or administrative developments; 3) Scholarly re-

search on the order ofa typical Master ofArts thesis; 4) A specialized

f approach agreed upon by the student and his or her advisor. The
J purpose of the major paper is twofold. One aim is to develop and
focus the student's creative and analytic skills within a personalized

and flexible format. A second aim is to make a positive contribution

to the field of public administration through research findings,

L policy recommendations, or technique innovation.

\
The final oral examination includes a defense of the research

(i

paper and a demonstration of the candidate's ability to assess the

j
discipline of public administration and its link to administrative

J
practices.

. Work Experience/Internship. This second-year phase of the MPA
, Program extends the education experience into a work situation.

This work experience, sometimes called an internship, is generally
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pursued after 12 months ofon-campus work. The student may elect,

however, to pursue the work experience after the spring semester

and return for summer school the following year. Six seminar ses-

sions are conducted during the two-semester period of work experi-

ence. They represent a series of discussions, lectures and group ex-

periences designed to tie academic training and developments in the

field of public administration with the realities of public service

work. The cost oftravel to and from. Chapel Hill, where most sessions

are held, may by prior arrangement be paid by the employing

agency. During this experience, degree candidates are paid a full
|

salary by the employing agency and are expected to work as regular

members of the organization.
i

The combination of work experience and seminar sessions during

the second year provides an opportunity for discussion and exchange

of ideas about the specific problems and key processes ofgovernmen-

tal administration. The merging of these two educational situations

has proven valuable to each MPA class.

The Louis Harris Political Data Center

Established in 1965, the Louis Harris Political Data Center houses

the rich data on public opinion and electoral behavior collected by

Louis Harris and Associates since 1956. The cost of collecting this
\

information represents several million dollars. It is one ofthe largest i

bodies of systematic data in the nation on such subjects as voting

in presidential primary elections and in primary and general elec- I

tion contests for state governor and U.S. senator.

The data holdings of the Center are not restricted to the Harris

material. The Department is a charter member of the Inter-Univer-
|

sity Consortium for Political Research and holds all the studies
\

made available through it, as well as the complete files of the Mat-
\

thew-Prothro Political Participation Study and other studies con-

ducted by the UNC political science faculty. In addition, the Center

has become the permanent repository for many valuable outside

studies as the Miami News Herald and Detroit Free Press urban I

surveys conducted by The Knight Newspapers. These studies have
;

been valued at $20,000 and focus on the Miami and Detroit riots of i.

1967 and 1968. The Center's most recent acquisitions have come

from the North Carolina Fund, which conducted an in-depth survey

of 11,600 low-income families in North Carolina; and from Independ-

1

ent Research Associates, a Washington-based firm which conducts i

public opinion surveys. The IRA contribution consists of 14 studies i

conducted in several states during the 1967-68 political races.

The main objectives of the Harris Political Data Center are the;
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efficient indexing and retrieval of social science data; the promotion

and utilization of these bodies of data in the research and related

teaching activities of faculty and graduate students; and the provi-

sion of hardware and some software data facilities for students and

faculty—including training in the use of these facilities.

The Harris Center maintains basic unit record IBM equipment

which is available for the use of the Political Science Department

and its students. The data processing facilities include an IBM coun-

ter-sorter, automatic card punch, card reproducer, and a Model 1050

Data Communications Terminal which links the Center with an

IBM 360/75 computer at Triangle Universities Computation Center.

Additional equipment includes two rotary calculators and an Oli-

vetti 101 desk computer. This desk computer increases both the

efficiency and accuracy of statistical computation and permits the

use of a relatively simple computer-surrogate for teaching the prin-

ciples of computation.

The Department of Political Science and the Institute of

Government

The Institute of Government is the University's principal agency

to provide training, consulting and research services for state and
local governments in North Carolina. As one ofthe oldest university-

based governmental research and training organizations in the

United States, the Institute has gained distinction for the high qual-

ity and diversity of its professional staff and for the comprehensive

character of its program.

Recognizing their strong mutual interest in encouraging fuller

understanding of and improvement in government and public ad-

ministration in North Carolina, the Institute and the Department
of Political Science work together in pursuing these ends. They col-

laborate for example in offering the professional training program
leading to the Master of Public Administration degree. Several

members of the Institute faculty regularly teach courses in this

program. Institute staffmembers also carry major responsibility for

placing and supervising MPA students during their internship as-

signments.

In addition. Institute staff members teach other courses for the

Department of Political Science and from time to time serve on
thesis and dissertation committees. On occasion, a political science

faculty member or advanced graduate student joins the Institute

staff on a part-time basis to pursue research important to the Insti-

tute program. Finally, political science graduate students regularly

make use of the Institute's library collection of state and local gov-
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ernment research materials and call upon Institute faculty for infor-

mal consultation and guidance in their research. In short, the De-
,

partment of Political Science finds the professional staff, the pro-

gram and the facilities provided by the Institute of Government a

major resource supporting creative scholarly work in American gov-

ernment and public administration.

Publications

Under the direction of the departments involved, there is pub-

lished The James Sprunt Studies in History and Political Science,

established by the late Dr. James Sprunt, of Wilmington, North
Carolina.

Courses for Graduates and Advanced Undergraduates

101 PUBLIC ADMINISTRATION (3). Problems of the public service; internal dy-

namics of public organization; acquisition and allocation of public funds; and

the roles ofbureaucracy in relation to public policy, clients, the citizenry, and

society. Fall. Daland, Wright, O. White.

103 COMPARATIVE URBAN POLITICS (3). An examination of national strate-

gies for urban development with particular attention to consequences of alter-

nate policy combinations. Cross-national, including the U.S. Spring. Daland.

105 PUBLIC PERSONNEL ADMINISTRATION (3). Trends in the operation of

personnel functions in municipal, state and federal governments, including

position classification, recruitment, selection, training, supervision, and em-

ployee relations, and with emphasis on unresolved problems of the career

service. Fall. Hayman. I

108 THE POLITICS OF MIGRATION AND URBANIZATION (3). A cross-national

focus on political problems of internal migration, urbanization and urban life.

The relationships between the individual and community, as both an in-

dependent and dependent variable, and the phenomena of migration and

urbanization are studied. Spring. White.

119 POLITICS OF AUTHORITARIAN REGIMES (3). Comparative analysis of

basic processes, strategies, and structural features of contemporary au-

thoritarian regimes. Student selects preferred region or country for concen-

trated study. Fall. Baloyra, Daland.

120 THE GOVERNMENTS OF IRELAND (3). The Republic of Ireland and North-

ern Ireland; emphasis will be given to the role of violence in creating the two

states, justifications, strategies, and consequences and the use of violence.

Spring. Munger.

121 THE GOVERNMENT OF GREAT BRITAIN (3). The development and opera-

tion of British government in its local and national aspects and an examina-

tion of current developments in social and economic policy. Fall. Obler.

122 THE GOVERNMENT AND POLITICS OF FRANCE AND ITALY (3). A com-

parative analysis of government and politics in contemporary France and

Italy. Spring. Obler, Stern.

123 COMMUNIST POLITICAL SYSTEMS (3). This course considers similarities

and differences among major communist countries. Spring. Schwartz.

124 COMMUNISM IN ASIA (3). This course deals primarily with Russian-Chinese!
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relations but also analyzes the USSR in Asia and the borderlands of Sinkiang

and Mongolia. Fall. Rupen.

125 GOVERNMENT AND POLITICS IN GERMANY (3). The methods of com-

parative politics are applied in a study of the Federal and Democratic Repub-

lics and Berlin. Spring. Steiner.

126 THE HISPANIC EMPIRES IN AMERICA (3). A study of the political and

social institutions in the Spanish and Portuguese colonial systems and their

development. Spring. Gil.

127 GOVERNMENT OF LATIN AMERICAN STATES (3). Prerequisites, Political

Science 56 or permission of instructor. The forms of organization, the func-

tions, and the operations of government in Latin America with emphasis on

present conditions, tendencies, and peculiar types of institutions. Fall. Gil.

128 THE SMALLER EUROPEAN DEMOCRACIES (3). Prerequisite, Political

Science 52. Description and theoretical analysis of the political systems of

Austria, Belgium, Denmark, Finland, Ireland, Netherland, Norway, Sweden,

Switzerland. Spring. Steiner.

129 CONTEMPORARY JAPAN (3). Examines the Japanese political process in

the period since World War II with emphasis on formulation of policy, and

its application in both domestic and foreign affairs. Spring. J. White.

130 GOVERNMENT AND POLITICS OF SUB-SAHARA AFRICA (3). The process

of political modernization in Sub-Sahara Africa, analyzing current political

change in selected areas, emphasizing the interrelationships of economic de-

velopment, cultural change, and political modernization. Spring. Levine.

131 COMPARATIVE WELFARE POLITICS (3). A comparative analysis of the

formulation and substance of social policy in the United States, England,

France, Germany, Italy, Sweden, and Canada. Differences in welfare programs

will be explained by looking at such variables as economic development, politi-

cal culture, and class relations. Spring. Obler.

133 MUNICIPAL ADMINISTRATION IN THE UNITED STATES (3). Adminis-

trative organization, procedure, and problems of cities and towns. Spring.

Hayman.
134 NORTH CAROLINA POLITICS AND PUBLIC POLICY (3). An intensive

study of politics, government and public policy in the State of North Carolina.

Emphasis is placed on student research projects, with a major paper the main
requirement. Fall. Beyle, Howes.

135 STATE POLITICS AND PUBLIC POLICY (3). The comparison ofdevelopment

and implementation of public policy in the states. Special emphasis is placed

on the impact of the political process and intergovernment relations. Spring.

Black, Munger.

136 CONTEMPORARY SOUTHERN POLITICS (3). Southern political behavior

after 1954, emphasis on rise of black political protest, alternative white reac-

tions to black political participation, decline of one-party politics, and impact

of the South on national politics. Spring. Black.

138 THE STATES IN THE FEDERAL UNION (3). A study ofthe role ofthe states

in our federal system, as illustrated in such fields as health, welfare, education,

highways, and law enforcement. Spring. Whitaker, Wright.

140 ASIA AND WORLD AFFAIRS (3). The international relations of East and
Southeast Asia with emphasis on analysis of the contemporary politics of

Asian countries in relation to each other, the United States, and other world

powers. Spring. Chi.

141 THE THEORIES OF WAR AND PEACE (3). Reviews various theories and
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studies of causes of international and intra-national conflict situations and
explores theoretical and empirical bases of conflict resolution. Fall/Spring.

Azar.

142 POLIMETRICS IN INTERNATIONAL RELATIONS (3). The use of math-

ematical and statistical models in international relations with emphasis on

conflict behavior, alliance, formation and the analysis of international events.

Spring. Azar.

143 CONTEMPORARY PROBLEMS OF SOVIET FOREIGN POLICY (3). General

propositions about contemporary foreign relations of the USSR will be exam-

ined through analysis of selected case studies. Spring. Rupen.

144 THE ORGANIZATION AND CONDUCT OF THE FOREIGN RELATIONS
OF THE UNITED STATES (3). Principal consideration is given to the organi-

zation of the government of the United States for the conduct of its foreign

relations, e.g., the Department of State, the Foreign Service, etc. Fall. Scott.

145 CONTEMPORARY INTERNATIONAL RELATIONS OF THE UNITED
STATES (3). The analysis of United States Foreign Policy and the factors

shaping it at home and abroad. Spring. Jones.

146 INTERNATIONAL COMMUNICATIONS AND COMPARATIVE JOURNAL-
ISM (Journalism 146) (RTVMP 146) (3). Fall, summer. Bishop.

147 CONTEMPORARY INTER-AMERICAN RELATIONS (3). The evolution of

the inter-American security system, recent Pan-American conferences and the

activities and problems of the various continental agencies. Martz.

148 THE MIDDLE EAST IN WORLD POLITICS (3). A study of the contemporary

inter-national relations of the Middle East, including analysis of internal

forces such as nationalism, regionalism, and the policy of the Great Powers.

Spring. Jones.

149 DEFENSE POLICY AND NATIONAL SECURITY (3). A study of national

defense policy as affected by the constitutional and political setting, as well

as its relation to foreign policy. Some attention to strategic doctrine. Fall and
spring. Azar, Rupen.

150 COMPARATIVE CIVIL-MILITARY POLICIES (3). Analysis of military insti-

tutions and organizations as related to the political system; forms and patterns

of civil-military politics within democratic and totalitarian systems, and the

developing nations. Spring. Levine.

151 THE POLITICS OF GUERRILLA WARFARE (3). Political implications of

guerrilla warfare, particularly in the twentieth century. Concentrates upon

developing areas, examining determinants, strategies, ideologies, and sys-

temic responses to guerrilla movements. Fall. Levine.

152 ADMINISTRATION OF JUSTICE: PRETRIAL (3). Reading, discussions and

case studies dealing with the problems of politics, law and the administration

of justice prior to the trial. Spring. Cleveland.

153 CONSTITUTIONAL POLITICS AND THE JUDICIAL PROCESS (3). Analysis

of the structure and functions of judicial systems emphasizing the organiza-

tion, administration, and politics ofjudicial bureaucracies, and roles ofjudges,

juries, counsel, litigants, and interest groups in adjudication processes. Fall.

Richardson.

155 THE CONSTITUTION OF THE UNITED STATES (History 175) (3). A study

of the fundamental principles of constitutional interpretation and practice in

the United States by means of lectures, textbooks, and cases. Fall and spring.

Wallace.
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156 URBAN POLITICAL SYSTEMS (3). Characteristics, political processes, and

actor behavior in urban political systems. Spring. Daland, Whitaker.

157 CIVIL LIBERTIES UNDER THE CONSTITUTION (3). An analysis of the

complex problems created by the expansion of protections for individual liber-

ties in the United States. Emphasis will be on contemporary problems with

some supplemental historical background. Spring. Wallace.

158 THE PROBLEMS OF CHANGE IN CORRECTIONAL ADMINISTRATION
(3). An analysis of the political, legal, and administrative problems involved

in effecting changes in correctional administration. Spring. Bounds.

159 CRIMINAL LAW—DEVELOPMENT AND ADMINISTRATION (3). Analysis

ofproblems in defining, invoking, and administering criminal law as a govern-

mental process. Spring. Bounds.

160 SOCIAL CLASS INEQUALITIES AND POLITICAL CHANGE (3). A compara-

tive analysis of the political consequences of the stratification systems in

industrial societies. Topics include: the development ofclass consciousness, the

acquisition of psychological skills and orientations. Fall. Stern.

161 SOCIAL AND POLITICAL PHILOSOPHY (Philosophy 105) (3). An examina-

tion of the logic of social and political thought with an analysis of such con-

cepts as society, state, power, authority, freedom, social and political obliga-

tion, law, rights. Spring. Falk.

162 AMERICAN POLITICAL THOUGHT (3). An analysis of the ideas underlying

government and politics in the United States. Spring. Kress.

163 MARXISM AND SOCIALISM (3). A consideration of the political thought of

major Marxist and socialist schools, including Marx and Engels themselves,

Lenin, contemporary Western Marxism, Utopian socialism. Revisionism,

Fabianism, and contemporary socialist concerns. Lipsitz.

164 DEFENSE ADMINISTRATION AND MILITARY MANAGEMENT (Aero-

space Studies 164) (PWAD 164) (3).The policy context and administrative pat-

terns of military and non-military organizations in the U.S. Models of the

structure and functioning of large scale organizations, especially military.

Characteristics, uses, and results of management tools for decision making.

Fall or spring. Wright.

165 PROBLEMS OF MODERN DEMOCRATIC THEORY (3). Major problem

areas: definitions, presuppositions, and justifications of democracy, liberty,

equality, minority rights, public interest, participation, dissent and civil

disobedience. Fall. Kress, Lipsitz.

166 RECENT AND CONTEMPORARY POLITICAL THOUGHT (3). Prerequi-

sites, political Science 63, 64 or equivalent. Political theory since Marx with

emphasis upon the contributions from other social sciences, the theoretical

implications of recent methodological developments and related normative

theory. Spring. Cleveland, Perwin.

167 POLITICAL THOUGHT AND IDEOLOGY IN CONTEMPORARY LATIN
AMERICA (3). Prerequisite, Political Science 56 or 127 or permission of in-

structor. Surveys of nineteenth and twentieth century political thought, with

major focus placed on contemporary ideologies and movements. Spring. Martz.

168 RECENT DEVELOPMENTS IN POLITICAL PHILOSOPHY (Philosophy 130)

(3). A philosophical study of works by major contemporary contributors (e.g.,

Rawls, Arrow, Wolff*, Walzer, Nozick) to such topics as justice, democratic

decision-making, legitimate authority, political obligation, natural rights.

Spring. Kuflik.
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171 RACE, POVERTY AND POLITICS (3). Analysis of causes and consequences

ofeconomic and racial inequility. A focus on the relationship between political

power and conflicts over public policy. Fall. Schwartz.

172 EXECUTIVE POLITICS (3). An examination of political roles and behavior

of chief executives and their advisory networks, with emphasis on the Ameri-

can presidency. Spring. Munger.

173 POPULATION AND POLITICS (3). Fall and spring. Clinton.

174 COMPARATIVE ELITE BEHAVIOR (3). An examination of power and deci-

sion-makers in industrialized societies. Topics include: leadership, who gov-

erns, belief systems, recruitment, socialization, and elite-mass relations. Sear-

ing.

179 SCIENCE AND POLICY (Sociology 179) (3). The problems of using expert

knowledge in democratic policy formation. These relate to communication
within scientific disciplines; scientists' values; and the use ofscientific informa-

tion and personnel in decision making. Fall and spring. MacRae, Schroeer.

180 CONGRESSIONAL POLITICS (3). A general treatment of legislative proc-

esses in the U.S. Congress, stressing its institutional development, analyses

of congressional voting, the role of majority and minority leadership, and
constituency relations. Spring. MacRae.

181 RECENT NATIONAL POLICY AND ADMINISTRATION (3). The politics of

formulating and administering national policies concerned with government
and the economy, including such fields as business regulation, agriculture

labor and monetary and fiscal policy.

182 ISSUES OF NATIONAL POLICY (3). An examination of the politics, develop-

ment and administration of recent national public policies, with emphasis on

welfare, education, housing poverty, urban, renewal, and federal metropolitan

programs. Spring. Greenberg.

191 PUBLIC FINANCE (Economics 141) (3). Additional prerequisite, Economics

31-32 or equivalent. Fall and spring. Liner, Strauss, Wilde.

193 PROBLEMS IN STATE AND LOCAL FINANCE (Economics 143) (3). Addi-

tional prerequisite, Economics 141 or equivalent. Spring. Liner, Strauss.

194 STATISTICS (3). Elementary descriptive statistics and basic principles of sta-
i

tistical inference including estimation and tests of hypotheses. Fall and
spring. Rabinowitz.

195 INTERMEDIATE STATISTICS (3). This course will extend the coverage of

political science 194. Topics to be covered will include analysis of variance,

multiple and partials correlation, and multiple regression. Spring. Rabinowitz.

:

196 ADVANCED POLITICAL DATA ANALYSIS (3). Use of regression techniques

in political research. Topics include basic linear algebra, multiple regression,

analysis of over time data and cross level inference. Spring. Rabinowitz.
'

197 GOVERNMENT AND BUSINESS (Economics 197) (3). Additional prerequi-

site. Economics 31-32 or equivalent. Spring. Carter.

Courses for Graduates

200 INTRODUCTION TO POLITICAL INQUIRY (3). Prerequisite, Political

Science 194 or its equivalent; or permission of instructor. A consideration of

the theory and process of political analysis including philosophy of science,

research design, the methods of drawing casual inferences, and of generating

and analyzing data. Fall and spring. Prothro, Kress.

201 POLITICAL RESEARCH AND ANALYSIS (3). Cross-national comparative

202 political analysis, analysis of political behavior of mass publics and political

1
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elites, and the analysis ofinstructions, elites and political processes in interna-

tional politics. Fall and spring. Steiner, Azar, Searing.

204 COMPUTER APPLICATIONS TO SOCIAL SCIENCE (Sociology 204) (3). An
introduction to computer design and programming, with special attention to

a suitable general purpose programming language for research in the social

science problem. (Not offered 1974-1975.)

205 ADVANCED POLITICAL DATA ANALYSIS (3). Techniques for analysis of

survey and other data, including content analysis, simulation, linear program-

ming, etc. Students work under supervision in utilizing one or more of these

techniques. Spring. Rabinowitz.

208 ORGANIZATIONAL POLITICS (3). The issues of organizational goals, ad-

ministration, change, and conflict will be explored with particular attention

toward the tendency oforganizations to provide for selfdefense and protection

rather than achieve stated goals. Fall or spring. Greenberg.

209 PLANNING AND GOVERNMENT (City and Regional Planning 209) (3). A
survey of nature and scope of government planning, its relation to other

governmental activities, and its administrative and organizational problems.

Spring. Howes.

210 ORGANIZATION THEORY (3). Examination of major theories dealing with

organizational characteristics and processes. The relationship between theo-

ries and supporting empirical research. Fall. O. White.

211 ADMINISTRATIVE BEHAVIOR (3). Theories and empirical studies about

human behavior in large organizations and the impact of organizations on

human interrelationships. Skills and strategies in organizational development

and change. Fall or spring. O. White.

212 PROGRAM EVALUATION AND QUANTITATIVE ANALYSIS (3). The ap-

plication of social science research to administrative problems, including prac-

tical methods of gathering, analyzing and interpreting data. Theory and basic

techniques underlying quantitative analysis of public programs. Spring.

Wright, Whitaker.

213 PUBLIC ADMINISTRATION AND POLICY MAKING (3). The process of

policy making both within an agency and within the larger context ofthe total

governmental process, emphasizing policy and program planning, policy im-

plementation, and the value system of administrators. Spring. Daland.

214 BUDGETARY AND FINANCIAL MANAGEMENT (3). Concerned with the

setting, practices and problems of public fiscal management; special attention

to budgetary concepts and anal3d:ical techniques suitable to state and munici-

pal governments. Spring.

216 LAW AND PUBLIC POLICY (3). Examination of urban policy issues, concen-

trating on the role of law in setting guidelines for the formulation and imple-

mentation of political policy. Summer. TurnbuU.
*217 INTERNSHIP SEMINAR IN ADMINISTRATIVE BEHAVIOR AND HU-

MAN RELATIONS (2). The administrator's role within an agency, leadership,

supervision, delegation, programming, developing high morale, and resolving

human relations problems. Fall. Staff.

*218 INTERNSHIP SEMINAR IN THE ADMINISTRATIVE PROCESS (2). The
agency's mission and authority, administrative procedures, exercise of con-

trols over administrative action, the role of the line administrator and staff

specialist, and the applicability of administrative theory to practice. Spring.

Staff.

• Open only to students in the Master of Public Administration program.
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220 THE POLITICS OF DEVELOPMENT AND CHANGE (3). Prerequisite, per-

mission of instructor. The theories, concepts and mechanisms of poUtical

change, with particular attention to processes of development and moderniza-

tion in new nations of Africa, Asia, and Latin America. Fall. Levine.

224 SOVIET RUSSIA THE MODERN WORLD (3). Fall (Not offered in 1974-

1975.)

227 MODERN POLITICAL PARTIES AND MOVEMENTS IN LATIN AMERICA
(3). Development, structure, functioning, and role of contemporary political

parties and movements in Latin America. The role of political parties in

modernization and revolutionary change. Spring. Gil.

228 LATIN AMERICAN POLITICS: PROBLEMS OF RESEARCH AND ANAL-
YSIS (3). Examines problems of field research, assesses contemporary political

science research on Latin America, and reviews major works in the literature.

Fall. Martz.

229 CENTRAL ASIA (3). Contemporary political and social institutions of area

including Mangolia, Sinkiang, and Tibet.

231 COMPARATIVE BUREAUCRACY (3). A cross-national examination of func-

tions, career patterns, role behavior, and relationships of bureaucratic elites

within the context of national political systems. Research on particular coun-

tries will be emphasized. Fall. Daland.

232 GOVERNMENT AND POLITICS IN METROPOLITAN AREAS (3). Changing

patterns of political cooperation and conflict in metropolitan areas; political

behavior in central and surburban areas; the large metropolis as a political

system; and national policies toward metropolitan problems. Spring. Daland.

235 INTEREST GROUPS IN THE POLITICAL PROCESS (3). Assesses the impact

of interest groups on public policy using a cross-national approach. Spring.

Keech.

236 RESEARCH TOPICS IN CONTEMPORARY SOUTHERN POLITICS (3). Top-

ics will vary, but will include minority politics in the region, the countermobili-

zation of whites during the 1960's, party realignment and the decline of one-

party politics, and the impact of the region on national politics. Fall or spring.

Black.

238 INTERGOVERNMENTAL RELATIONS (3). Conflict and cooperation among
governmental officials representing national, state and local governments in

the U.S.; changing roles ofgovernments, and new mechanisms for intergovern-

mental collaboration. Spring. Wright.

244 PROBLEMS IN CONTEMPORARY FOREIGN POLICY AND INTERNA-
TIONAL POLITICS (3). In 1974, major attention will be given to problems of

war, diplomacy and peace-keeping in the Middle East since World War II,

including the Arab-Israeli conflict. (3). Spring. Jones.

249 SEMINAR IN PROBLEMS OF U.S. MILITARY POLICY AND CIVIL-MILI-

TARY POLITICS (3). Research seminar in problems ofU.S. military policy and

civil-military problems, focused chiefly on deterrence, arms control and disar-

mament. (Not offered in 1974-1975.) Dawson.

251 AN INTRODUCTION TO POLITICAL PHILOSOPHY (3). Revised 5-73. A
study of normative political theory, with an emphasis on major thinkers in

the history of political thought, and contemporary issues of political philoso-

phy. Fall and spring. Lipsitz, Kress.

252 THEORIES OF POLITICAL CONFLICT (3). Logical analysis and empirical

application of current theories of political conflict (exchange theories, game
theories, bargaining theories, etc.) Spring. Steiner.
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253 JUDICIAL BEHAVIOR (3). Survey of the theory, method, and substantive

findings of recent empirical research in the poUtical culture, personal attri-

butes and attitudes, and institutional roles to adjudicatory decision-making

behavior. Spring. Richardson.

255 PROBLEMS IN CONSTITUTIONAL LAW (3). Wallace.

270 COMPARATIVE PUBLIC OPINION (3). A cross-national study ofpublic opin-

ion, its formation, expression, and impact on political systems and public

policy. Fall or spring. Prothro.

271 DYNAMICS OF ELECTORAL POLITICS (3). Change within mass electorates.

Topics will include issue and attitude change, political realignments, and

models of electoral competition. Spring. Rabinowitz.

272 POLITICAL SOCIALIZATION (3). The learning process by which individuals

acquire values, attitudes, and norms affecting their behavior in the political

community, with emphasis on major agencies of socialization: family, schools,

peer groups, and media. Spring. Schwartz, Stern.

275 A SYSTEMATIC STUDY OF AMERICAN POLITICAL PARTIES (3). Fall or

spring. Munger, Keech.

280 COMPARATIVE LEGISLATIVE SYSTEMS (3). A cross-national examination

of legislative behavior. The application of new theoretical perspectives and

research techniques is emphasized. Spring. Keech.

299 TEACHING OF POLITICAL SCIENCE (3). The teaching of political sci-

ence—a consideration of instructional and educational methods relevant to

the teaching of political science to undergraduates. Fall. Schwartz.

301 INTERNATIONAL POLITICS (3). Fall Azar, Scott.

303 THEORIES OF INTERNATIONAL POLITICS (3). Topics relating to the devel-

opment of theory in the realm of international politics. Spring. Scott.

305 SEMINAR ON APPLICATION OF POLITICAL BEHAVIOR RESEARCH TO
PUBLIC PROBLEMS (3). Exploration and examination of the ways in which

political behavior research can best be applied to understanding and amel-

iorating public problems with mental health dimensions. Spring. Beyle.

306 COMPARATIVE URBAN POLITICS (3). Cross-national analysis of urban

problems and decision-making processes. Fall. Munger.
307 SEMINAR ON POLICY ANALYSIS (3). Common normative, political, and

behavioral aspects of policy choice in diverse fields, e.g. urban education,

health, welfare, population, and foreign policy. Public policies may modify or

replace the market. Fall or spring. MacRae.
309 PUBLIC POLICY (3). An examination of the recent literature in the field of

public policy. Fall. Beyle.

311 SEMINAR IN POLITICAL SOCIOLOGY (Sociology 311) (3). The relationships

between social structure and political decisions. Regimes and social structure;

bureaucracies, political associations, and professions; science and politics;

closed and open politics; political movements and change. Spring. MacRae.
321 SEMINAR IN STATEGOVERNMENTAND POLITICS (3). Fall. Beyle, Black.

322 SEMINAR IN EUROPEAN POLITICAL SYSTEMS (3). Intensive compara-

tive, regional or cross-national research in selected political systems of West-

ern Europe. Fall. Steiner.

323 THEORIES OF POLITICAL DECISION-MAKING PROCESSES (3). The
course is highly theoretical and strongly research oriented. Different ap-

proaches to theory building are considered: game theories, coalition theories,

bargaining theories, etc. Spring. Steiner.

324 THE COMMUNIST WORLD (3). Spring Rupen. (Not offered 1975-1976.)
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330 SEMINAR IN DEVELOPMENT ADMINISTRATION (3). Intensive research

and study ofgovernmental strategies to plan and implement national develop-

ment goals, including problems of foreign aid. Emphasis on less developed

countries. Spring. Daland.

341 SEMINAR (Variable). Research and reading in a special field under the direc-

tion ofa member ofthe graduate faculty. By permission only. Fall and spring.

Any member of the graduate faculty.

346 SEMINAR IN INTERNATIONAL COMMUNICATION (Journalism 346) (3).

Prerequisite, Journalism 146 or permission of the instructor. Spring. Bishop,

Cole.

351 SEMINAR IN POLITICAL PHILOSOPHY (3). Special topics in political the-

ory such as democratic socialism, contemporary democratic theory, and var-

ious topics in the history of political thought. Spring or fall. Lipsitz, Kress,

Cleveland.

353 JUDICIAL BEHAVIOR RESEARCH (3). (Not offered 1975-1976.)

393 MASTER'S THESIS (3 or more). Fall and spring Members of the graduate

faculty.

394 DOCTORAL DISSERTATION (3 or more). Fall and spring Members of the

graduate faculty.

395 RESEARCH IN PUBLIC ADMINISTRATION AND IN PERSONNEL AD-
MINISTRATION (6). Fall, spring or summer. Staff.

400 GENERAL REGISTRATION (0).

f
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W. Grant Dahlstrom, Chairman

Professors

George Baroff

E. Earl Baughman

Robert Cairns

John B. Carroll

Mary Clarke

W. Grant Dahlstrom
J. Wilbert Edgerton

William J. Eichman

Samuel Fillenbaum

M. David Galinsky

Chester A. Insko

Lyle V. Jones

Richard A. King
Eugene R. Long

Barclay Martin

Paul A. Obrist

Amnon Rapoport

Harriet Rheingold

Eric Schopler

John Schopler

John W. Thibaut

Marcus B. Waller

George S. Welsh

(2)

(3)

(4)

(6)

(50)

(8)

(51)

(11)

(13)

(14)

(18)

(20)

(21)

(23)

(26)

(53)

(29)

(30)

(54)

(32)

(35)

(37)

(39)

Mental Retardation, Rehabilitation of Re-

tardates, Behavioral Modification

Idiographic Study of Personality, Psychologi-

cal Attributes of Black Americans

Social and Genetic Determiners of Aggression,

Social Development

Psycholinguistics, Psychometrics of Individual

Differences in Learning and Cognitive Abili-

ties

Individual Psychotherapy, Projective Tech-

niques

Personality Assessment, Psychopathology

Community Mental Health Programs, Group
Processes, Psychosomatic Reactions

Personality Assessment, Individual Psycho-

therapy, Mental Hospital Programming
Psychology of Language

Community Psychology, Theories of Psycho-

therapy, Personality Theory

Attitude Change, Balance Theory

Evaluation and Measurement, Data Analysis

Brain-Behavior Relationships

Perception, Visual Memory, Concept Forma-

tion in Children

Assessment and Modification of Family In-

teraction Related to Psychopathology

Psychophysiology, Effects of Stress, Biological

Indices of Attention

Decision Making, Multistage Betting Games,

Coalition Formation and Bargaining in

Small Groups

Development ofSocial and Exploratory Behav-

ior in Human Infants and Young Children

Childhood Psychosis, Autism, Family and

Treatment Interaction

Small Group Processes, Social Power, Person

Perception

Interpersonal Relations, Psychology of Legal

Processes

Analysis of Verbal Behavior, Operant Condi-

tioning

Personality Theory ofPersonality Assessment,

Creativity and Intelligence, Visual Aesthet-
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Associate Professors

Mark I. Appelbaum

Elliot M. Cramer

David Eckerman

Paul B. Fiddleman

Edward S. Johnson

John L. Lubker

Owen McConnell

Peter Ornstein

Paul G. Shinkman

Vaida D. Thompson

Forrest W. Young

Assistant Professors

William Anderson

James Carpenter

Linda Dykstra-Hylander

Judith Flaxman

Alice M. Gordon

Mark Rollins

Sara Hunter

Carol Kornblith

Bernadette Gray-Little

Joseph Lowman

Andrea Sedlak

(1) Applied Multivariate Statistics, Experimental

Design, Psychological Aspects of Population

(7) Multivariate Analysis, Experimental Design,

Computer Applications

(10) Operant Conditioning, Learning Theory, Ap-

plications to Behavioral Problems

(12) Psychopharmacology, Social Aspects of Psy-

chopathology

(19) Human Problem Solving, Concept Learning,

Intellectual Ability

(25) Behavioral Modification, Hospital Program-

ming

(27) Child Development, Diagnostics, Psycho-

therapy, Consultation in Child Pathology

(28) Cognitive Development, Development of

Learning and Memory
(33) Brain-Behavior Relations, Bioelectric Activity

of the Brain

(36) Attitude Structure and Change, Attribution

and Causality, Psychological Applications to

Population Issues

(41) Methods of Quantifying Qualitative Data

(40) Behavioral Assessment of Children, Self-Con-

trol and Moral Development, Cultural Dep-

rivation Effects on Intellective and Personal-

ity Development

(5) Existentially-oriented Personality Theories,

Psychotherapy and Encounter Groups,

Family Interaction, Parapsychology

(9) Behavioral Pharmacology, Stimulus Control

Processes

(46) Modification of Cigarette Smoking, Self-Con-

trol, Behavior Modification, Sex Differences

(15) Language Development, Cognitive Develop-

ment
(17) Visual Processes

(43) Biofeedback, Learning Disabilities, Psy-

chosomatic Illness, Personality Theory

(22) Motivation Mechanisms, Regulatory Processes

in Feeding Behavior

(16) Sociocultural Influences on Personality, In-

terpersonal Perception

(24) Community Mental Health Consultation, Cri-

sis-Intervention, Family Functioning, Meas-

urement of Affective Structure

(45) Models of Social Perception, Children's Under-

standing of Social Reality
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WiLUAM B. Stiles

Thomas S. Wallsten

Adjunct Professor

Bibb Latane

Clinical Professors

J. Stacy Adams

B. J. Campbell
James J. Gallagher

Clinical Associate Professors

William Friedman

Richard L. Glasser

Donald E. McMillan

Bruce Mahaffey

Francis T. Miller

Craig Ramey

Donald K. Routh

Stephen Schroeder

Donald Wood

Clinical Assistant Professors

Bruce Baldwin

Vernon Benignus
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The Department offers training for the Master of Arts and Doctor

ofPhilosophy degrees in the recognized areas ofpsychology: develop-

mental, experimental, clinical, quantitative, and social. Brochures

describing graduate training in these areas may be obtained by

writing the Department of Psychology. New students are accepted

for admission in the Fall Semester only. Students seeking the M.A.

degree only are not accepted.

Courses for Graduates and Advanced Undergraduates

The prerequisites for each course are provided for the general

guidance of the student in consultation with an adviser. Any devia-

tion from the required prerequisite sequence must be approved by
the instructor teaching the course. Such clearance must be obtained

before registering for the course.

Note: General Psychology 10 or the equivalent is prerequisite to

all courses numbered above 100.

100 THINKING AND COGNITION (3). Prerequisite, Psychology 21 or 22. Consid-

ers problems in concept formation, problem-solving, and thinking. Emphasis

will be on an examination of the experimental literature with attention to

recent developments in information processing models and computer simula-

ton. Fall. Johnson, Young, Carroll.

101 CONDITIONING AND LEARNING (Neurobiology lOlC) (4). Prerequisite,

Psychology 22. A comprehensive survey of the methods and findings of classi-

cal and operant conditioning. Students perform standard and original experi-

ments in the laboratory. Two lecture and four laboratory hours a week, fall.

Staff.

102 BIOLOGICAL FOUNDATIONS OF BEHAVIOR (Neurobiology 102) (4).

Prerequisite, Psychology 22 or Zoology 11. Ethological, genetic, and physiologi-

cal variables will be studied in relation to their behavioral effects. Two lecture

and three laboratory hours a week, spring. Staff.

103 INTRODUCTION TO MATHEMATICAL PSYCHOLOGY (3). Prerequisites,

Psychology 21 or 22 and 30, Mathematics 1 and 2 or 15 and 31. The use of

mathematical models in psychology with emphasis on learning and choice

behavior. Fall. Wallsten.

104 CURRENT TOPICS IN PSYCHOLOGY (3). Prerequisites, Psychology 10 and
permisson of the instructor. Various special areas of psychological study as

needed. Course may not be taken more than twice for credit towards the major.

As announced. Staff.

106 PHYSIOLOGICAL PSYCHOLOGY (NEUROBIOLOGY 106B) (3). Prerequi-

site, Psychology 10, or a course in Zoology. Elements of neurophysiology,

neuroanatomy, and neurochemistry as they apply to the understanding of

behavior and conscious experience. Fall. King.

112 HISTORICAL TRENDS IN PSYCHOLOGY (3). Prerequisites, Psychology 21,

or 22 and 28. Limited to senior majors or to graduate students in psychology;
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others by permission ofthe instructor. Overview ofthe origins ofpsychological

concepts, movements, and fields ofstudy. Fall and spring as announced. Fillen-

baum.
120 SENSORY PROCESSES (3). Prerequisites, Psychology 10, 21 and permission

of instructor. Each year the course will deal with a specific sensory topic, such

as "color vision" or "the chemical senses." Fall. Rollins.

121 ADVANCED PERCEPTUAL PROCESSES (3). Prerequisite, Psychology 21.

The perception of shape, space, and motion; also, the role of past experience,

set and motivation in perception. Fall and spring. Long.

122 HUMAN LEARNING (3). Prerequisite, Psychology 22. Interference theory,

long- and short-term memory, organizational processes in memory, and hu-

man discrimination learning and concept formation. Fall and spring. Long.

123 BEHAVIORAL PHARMACOLOGY (Pharmacology 123) (3). Prerequisites,

Pharmacology 101 and 102 or Psychology 101 and 106. Basic principles of

pharmacology and ofthe experimental analysis ofbehavior will be considered

in relation to the behavioral pharmacology of central nervous system stimu-

lants, antidepressants, tranquilizers, hallucinogens and narcotics. Two lecture

and two laboratory hours a week, spring. McMillan.

125 PSYCHOLOGY OF LANGUAGE (3). Prerequisites, Psychology 21, 22. After

an examination of the possible relations between psychology and linguistics,

this course will consider problems in the acquisition of language and particu-

larly recent work in experimental psycholinguistics. Fall. Fillenbaum, Gor-

don.

127 DEVELOPMENT OF LEARNING AND PERCEPTION (3). Prerequisites, Psy-

chology 24 and 30. Characteristics oflearning and perception at various devel-

opmental stages and changes with increasing maturation. Fall. Ramey, Orn-

stein.

128 DEVELOPMENT OF LANGUAGE & THOUGHT (3). Prerequisites, Psy-

chology 24 and 30. Discussion of theories and research on language develop-

ment and thinking, as well as the relationships of the two. Spring. Gordon,

Routh.

129 DEVELOPMENT OF SOCIAL BEHAVIOR AND PERSONALITY (3).

Prerequisites, Psychology 24, 28, and 30. Developmental processes during

early childhood as these relate to social behavior and personality. Fall and
spring. Martin, McConnell, Cairns.

130 DESIGN AND INTERPRETATION OF PSYCHOLOGICAL RESEARCH (3).

Prerequisite, Psychology 30. Emphasis on methodological principles underly-

ing experimental and correlational research. Interaction of theory and prac-

tice in the design and interpretation of psychological studies. Spring. Cramer,

Appelbaum.

131 INTERMEDIATE PSYCHOLOGICAL STATISTICS (3). Prerequisites, Psy-

chology 21 or 22 and 30. Elements ofprobability theory, principles ofstatistical

inference, including applications of binomial, normal, t, X^, and F distribu-

tions. Two lecture and two laboratory hours a week, fall. Appelbaum.

132 ADVANCED PSYCHOLOGICAL STATISTICS (3). Prerequisite, Psychology

131, or equivalent. Statistical estimation, hypothesis testing, use of quantita-

tive models in design and analysis ofexperiments. Two lecture and two labora-

tory hours a week, spring. Cramer, Appelbaum.

135 INDIVIDUAL CHOICE BEHAVIOR (3). Permission of instructor. Algebraic

and stochastic models for individual decision making with applications to

behavioral science. As announced. Rapoport, Wallsten.

J,
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136 INTRODUCTION TO MULTIVARIATE TECHNIQUES FOR THE BEHAV-
IORAL SCIENCES (3). Prerequisite, Psychology 131 or permission of instruc-

tor. An introduction to multivariate statistical techniques as employed in the

behavioral sciences with particular emphasis on analytic techniques and in-

terpretation of results. Spring. Appelbaum.

137 GROUP CHOICE BEHAVIOR (3). Permission of instructor. Mathematical

models for two and N-person zero and non-zero sum games with applications

to the behavioral sciences. Fall. (1975-1976 and alternate years.) Rapoport,

Wallsten.

138 APPLIED MATRIX ALGEBRA FOR THE BEHAVIORAL SCIENCES (3).

Prerequisites, two courses in statistics. Covers elements ofmatrix algebra with

applications particularly in statistics. Use of matrix subroutines on digital

computers. Fall. Cramer.

139 APPLIED MULTIVARIATE ANALYSIS (3). Prerequisites, Psychology 131,

132, or permission of instructor. Sampling from the multivariate normal dis-

tribution, testing of multivariate hypotheses, factor analytic models, and gen-

eral multivariate correlational models as applied to behavioral research

(1974-1975 and alternate years.) Fall. Cramer.

140 ADVANCED PERSONALITY (3). Prerequisite, Psychology 28 or graduate

standing. An in-depth analysis ofmajor theoretical issues in personality study.

Fall and spring. Welsh, Galinsky, Little.

142 PSYCHOLOGY OF BLACK AMERICANS (3). Prerequisites, Psychology 28

and permission of instructor. This course will focus upon the personal charac-

teristics of black Americans as these have been identified and studied by

psychologists and other behavioral scientists. Various methodological ap-

proaches will be considered. Fall and spring. Baughman, Little.

143 ANALYSIS OF INTERPERSONAL BEHAVIOR (3). Prerequisites, Psy-

chology 10 and permisson of the instructor. The study of interpersonal rela-

tionships and group processes in an unstructured discussion course. Written

assignments stress the integration of group experience and relevant theory

and research. Spring. Staff.

147 PATTERNS OF INSTITUTIONAL TREATMENT (3). Prerequisites, Psy-

chology 80 and permission of instructor. In addition to classroom participation

the student will work with patients in a local State Hospital. The course

orientation aims towards an understanding of behavior disorders through

patient contact. Fall or spring, as announced. Fiddleman.

148 PERSONALITY ASSESSMENT (3). Prerequisites, Psychology 30 and Psy-

chology 140. Survey ofthe principle techniques used for assessing personality,

including its intellective components; students will take and score representa-

tive tests in these areas. Fall and spring. Welsh.

149 ADVANCED BEHAVIOR PATHOLOGY (3). Prerequisite, graduate standing.

An in-depth coverage of major emotional disorders, their causes and treat-

ment. Fall and spring. Martin, Routh, Dahlstrom.

NOTE: No student may register or receive credit for both Psychology 80 and
Psychology 149.

161 ORIGINAL PROBLEMS (3). Prerequisites, Psychology 10, plus two additional

courses, permission of the professor and departmental chairman. Six labora-

tory hours a week, fall and spring. Staff.

NOTE: Psychology 151 is restricted to two semesters credit.

180 INTRODUCTION TO THE STUDY OF EXCEPTIONAL CHILDREN (3).

Prerequisite, Psychology 28. Cognitive, interpersonal, and adaptive conse-
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quences of mental subnormality, congenital deafness, congenital blindness,

cultural disadvantage, emotional disturbance, etc.; each student spends some '^^^

time each week in work with a handicapped child. Fall or spring. Baroff.

188 SMALL GROUPS (3). Prerequisite, Psychology 33 or permission ofthe profes-

sor. Intensive survey of research and theory on behavior in small groups'

combined with appropriate experience in studying various structured groups.

Spring. Schopler.

189 INTERPERSONAL PROCESSES (3). Prerequisites, Psychology 30 and 33. In-

tensive coverage ofnormal interpersonal processes, focusing on the dyad. Fall\ ^

and spring. Schopler, Thibaut.

190 PSYCHOLOGICAL ISSUES IN POPULATION STUDIES (3). Prerequisites,!

Psychology 30 and 33 or permission of instructor. Selected population topics i

will be discussed from a psychological perspective with an emphasis on psycho-

logical interpretation of these problems. Three lecture hours a week, spring.

Thompson.

191 ATTITUDE CHANGE (3). Prerequisites, Psychology 30 and 33. A detailed!

consideration of the theoretical issues in attitude and belief change. Three\

lecture hours a week, spring. Insko, Thompson.

Courses for Graduates

200 EXPERIMENTAL METHODS: COGNITIVE PROCESSES (3). Principal topics

include: psychophysics, information processing, cognition. Spring. Staff.

201 EXPERIMENTAL METHODS: CONDITIONING AND LEARNING (Neurobi-

ology 201) (3). Principal problems of experimentation: classical conditioning,

operant conditioning, verbal behavior. Fall. Eckerman, Long, Waller, Dyk-

stra.

202 BIOLOGICAL PSYCHOLOGY (Neurobiology 202A) (3). Prerequisite, Psy-i

chology 106 or permission of instructor. Survey of brain-behavior relations

including neurophysiological mechanisms of sensory processes, memory stor-

age, attention and arousal, and homeostatic mechanisms related to behavior.
;

Basic neurophysiology and neuroanatomy will be briefly reviewed. Spring.

King, Shinkman.

203 EXPERIMENTAL METHODS OF PERSONALITY STUDY (3). Prerequisite,

Psychology 104, 140, or 227. Experimental methods applied to complex behav-

ioral phenomena. Analysis of research studies on aggression, anxiety, and

defense mechanisms. Two lecture and two laboratory hours a week, spring.

Dahlstrom, Martin.

204 ADVANCED BIOLOGICAL PSYCHOLOGY: CENTRAL NERVOUS SYS-

TEM (Neurobiology 204) (3). Prerequisite, Psychology 106 or equivalent. Each

fall one special topic will be covered in depth, e.g., neural bases of memory
storage, homeostasis, and perception. Format will include lectures and semi-

nar meetings with student presentations. Fall. Shinkman.

205 ADVANCED BIOLOGICAL PSYCHOLOGY: AUTONOMIC NERVOUS SYS-

TEM (Neurobiology 205) (3). Prerequisites, Psychology 106 and/or 202, or

permission of the instructor. Autonomic nervous system bases of emotion,i

motivation, and learning. Two lecture and two laboratory hours a week, on;,

demand. Obrist.

206 ADVANCED DEVELOPMENTAL PSYCHOLOGY (3). Prerequisite, graduate'

207 standing. A critical examination of the main facts and principles of develop-

mental psychology, human and animal. Fall and spring. Staff.
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206L ADVANCED DEVELOPMENTAL PSYCHOLOGY LABORATORY (1).

: 207L Prerequisite, Developmental Graduate Student. Optional laboratory. A criti-

cal examination ofthe main facts and principles ofdevelopmental psychology,

human and animal. Fall and spring. Staff.

|212 CONTEMPORARY PSYCHOLOGICAL TRENDS (3). Prerequisite, graduate

standing. Different perspectives on the task of psychology with a discussion

of selected contemporary problems. Spring. Fillenbaum.

216 DEVELOPMENTAL PSYCHOLOGY: EXPERIMENTAL METHODS (3).

217 Techniques and research designs appropriate for the study ofthe development

of behavior. Fall and spring. (1974-1975 and alternate years.) Staff.

222 EXPERIMENTAL ANALYSIS OF BEHAVIOR (3). Prerequisite, Psychology

201 or permission of the instructor. Applications of operant conditioning

procedures to the analysis of complex behavior in man and animals. Original

experiments will be performed. One lecture and six laboratory hours a week,

fall. Waller.

223 DIRECTED RESEARCH SEMINAR IN SOCIAL PSYCHOLOGY (3). Prerequi-

224 site, first year social graduate student or permission of instructor. Directed

research problems and seminar discussion of related issues. Fall and spring.

Staff.

225 DEVELOPMENT PSYCHOLOGY: LABORATORY TRAINING (3). By per-

226 mission. Supervised experience in the planning and conduct of experiments

and in the analysis of data. Ten laboratory hours a week, fall and spring. Staff.

227 INTRODUCTION TO CLINICAL PSYCHOLOGY (3). Graduate standing.

Survey of methods and findings in psychodiagnostics, psychotherapy, and

mental health practices. Fall. Eichman.

228 ADVANCED SOCIAL PSYCHOLOGY (3). Prerequisites, permission of the

professor and Psychology (Sociology) 133 or equivalent. Spring. Thibaut.

230 MEASUREMENT AND SCALING I (3). Prerequisite, Psychology 132 or

equivalent. Principles ofscaling, includingjudgmental models, psychophysical

models, and statistical treatment of data. (As announced.) Young.

231 MEASUREMENT AND SCALING II (3). Prerequisite, Psychology 230. Ad-

vanced topics in psychological measurement and scaling including multidi-

mensional scaling and conjoint measure theory. (As announced.) Young.

232 TEST THEORY AND ANALYSIS (3). Prerequisite, Psychology 130; 132 and

230 are desirable. Two lecture and two laboratory hours a week, spring. Staff.

233 METHODS OF SOCIAL PSYCHOLOGY (3). Prerequisite, Psychology 133.

Methods of investigation in social psychology with primary emphasis upon
experimental design and the nature ofthe experimental situation. Fall. Insko.

234 MATHEMATICAL PSYCHOLOGY (3). Prerequisite, permission of the in-

structor. Illustrations of psychology as a quantitative rational science. Topics:

learning, concept formation, decision making, attention, two- and n-person

games. Offered as demand warrants.

235 MEASUREMENT OF ATTITUDES (3). Prerequisite, Psychology 30 or equiva-

lent. On demand.

238 ADVANCED SURVEY OF SOCIAL PSYCHOLOGY (3). Prerequisite, Psy-

chology graduate student or permission of instructor. Survey of research on

and theories of attitude change, interpersonal behavior, and small groups.

Fall. Schopler, Insko.

239 APPLIED MULTIVARIATE ANALYSIS II (3). Prerequisite, Psychology 139.

Advanced topics in applied multivariate analysis. Emphasis on the multivari-

ate general linear model. Includes multivariate analysis of variance, analysis
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of covariance structures, and applications in behavioral research. As an-

nounced, spring. Appelbaum, Cramer.

240 INTRODUCTION TO CLINICAL ASSESSMENT (3). Prerequisite, first year

241 graduate status in Clinical Psychology. Lecture and discussion on the nature

and theory of psychological assessment. Training in administration, scoring

and interpretation of such basic techniques as: WAIS-WISC, Rorschach, TAT,
and MMPI. Tu-o lecture and two laboratory hours a week, fall and spring.

Hunter, Eichman.

242 INTRODUCTION TO PSYCHOTHERAPY (3). Prerequisite, first year gradu-

243 ate status in Clinical Psychology. Survey of basic concepts and processes rele-

vant to individual psychotherapy with adults. The three representative ap-

proaches to psychotherapy that will be considered are: psychoanalytic, client-

centered, and behavioral. Tapes, films, and other materials will be used as

adjuncts to instruction. Three lecture hours a week, fall and spring. Galinsky.

244 ADVANCED PSYCHOPATHOLOGY (3j. Prerequisite, first year graduate

245 status in Clinical Psychology. The major forms of psychopathology are exam-

ined within a development framework. Fall and spring. Burlingame, Dahl-

strom.

250 ADVANCED ADULT ASSESSMENT (3). Prerequisite, Psychology 241. Con-

sideration of how various forms of assessment data can be utilized in under-

standing the structure and dynamics of adult personalities; problems of differ-
:

ential diagnosis, brain damage, etc. are considered. 7\vo lecture and two

laboratory hours a week, fall. Staff.

251 ADVANCED CHILD ASSESSMENT ( 3). Prerequisite, Psychology 241. Consid-

eration ofhow various forms of assessment data can be utilized in understand-

;

ing the structure and dynamics of child personalities; problems of differential

diagnosis, appraisal of brain damage, etc. are considered. Two lecture and two

laboratory hours a week, spring. Staff.

252 CHILD PSYCHOTHERAPY (3). Prerequisite, Psychology 243. Basic principles

and techniques oftherapy for common childhood disorders. Three lecture hours

a week, spring. Staff.

254 CLINICAL PRACTICUM (3). Prerequisite, second year graduate status in Clini-

255 cal Psychology. Supervised experience in psychological assessment and psy-

chotherapy. Six to eight laboratory hours week, fall and spring. Staff.

256 CLINICAL RESEARCH METHODS (3). Prerequisite, second year graduate

257 status in Clinical Psychology. Analysis of clinical and personality research as

to their contribution to knowledge, their limitations, possibilities for their

improvement, further research they suggest, etc. Preparation of individual

research proposals for class presentation and critical evaluation. Three hours

a week, fall and spring. Staff.

264 ADVANCED CLINICAL PRACTICUM (3). Prerequisite, Psychology 255.

265 Supervised clinical work in an area of particular interest to the student.

Clinical activity is coordinated with exploration of psychological literature

relevant to the topic. Six to eight laboratory hours a week, fall and spring. Staff.

270 MEASUREMENTS OF LANGUAGE BEHAVIOR (3). Prerequisite, permis-

sion of the instructor. Procedures for the quantitative treatment of language

elements (words, text content, etc.) and performances (e.g. speech rate, lan-

guage acquisition, vocabulary, comprehension, verbal attitudes). Spring. Car-

roll.
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300 SPECIAL READINGS IN PSYCHOLOGY (3). Prerequisite, permission of the

professor. Intended for advanced graduate students. Fall and spring. Staff

301 SEMINAR IN THE EXPERIMENTAL ANALYSIS OF BEHAVIOR (3). Lim-

ited to graduate students in psychology. Selected advanced topics depending

on the interests of the instructor and the students. Three to six hours a week,

fall and spring. Eckerman, Long, Waller.

302 SEMINAR IN THE BIOLOGICAL FOUNDATIONS OF PSYCHOLOGY
(Neurobiology 302) (3). Limited to graduate students in psychology and

neurobiology. Selected advanced topics depending on the interests of the in-

structor and students. Three to six hours a week, spring. Staff.

303 ADVANCED EXPERIMENTAL DESIGN (3). Prerequisite, Psychology 132.

Advanced topics in the design and analysis of psychological experiments. Em-
phasis is placed on the general linear hypothesis. As announced. Fall. Cramer,

Appelbaum.

304 SEMINAR IN GENERAL PSYCHOLOGY (3). Limited to graduate students

in psychology. Selected advanced topics depending on the interests of the

instructor and students. Three to six hours a week, fall and spring. Staff.

306 SEMINAR IN DEVELOPMENTAL PSYCHOLOGY (3). Prerequisite, Psy-

chology 206 or 226 or equivalent. Intensive study of selected topics in develop-

mental psychology. Either semester, as announced. Staff

316 SEMINAR IN EXPERIMENTAL CHILD PSYCHOLOGY (3). Prerequisites,

Psychology 206 and 222 or equivalent. Topics vary from semester to semester;

consideration of specific contemporary research issues in developmental psy-

chology. Either semester, as announced. Staff.

325 SEMINAR IN THEORETICAL-EXPERIMENTAL PSYCHOLOGY (1, 2, or 3).

Time to be arranged. Staff.

326 SEMINAR IN CLINICAL PSYCHOLOGY (1, 2, or 3). Time to be arranged.

Staff.

327 SEMINAR IN ABNORMAL PSYCHOLOGY (1, 2, or 3). Time to be arranged.

Staff.

328 SEMINAR IN SOCIAL PSYCHOLOGY (3). Prerequisite, Psychology 233 or

equivalent. Time to be arranged. Staff.

330 SEMINAR IN QUANTITATIVE PSYCHOLOGY (1, 2, or 3). Time to be ar-

ranged. Staff.

336 SEMINAR IN COGNITIVE PSYCHOLOGY (3). Prerequisite, permission of

instructor. Discussion and critical evaluation of various theories of thinking;

theories ofconcept formation, problem solving, and reasoning. Either semester,

as announced. Staff.

341 ADVANCED RESEARCH (3). Six laboratory hours a week, fall and spring.

Staff.

393 MASTER'S THESIS (3 or more). Fall and spring Staff.

394 DOCTORAL DISSERTATION (3 or more). Fall and spring Staff.

400 GENERAL REGISTRATION (0).



SCHOOL OF PUBLIC HEALTH

Bernard G. Greenberg, Dean |

The School of Public Health is one of eighteen such schools in the

United States accredited by the Council on Education for Public

Health. The mission of the School is to prepare individuals for

professional health careers aimed at preventing disease and disabil-

ity and in analyzing, improving, promoting and maintaining the

optimum health of the public. Students successfully completing pro-

grams of study pursue careers, for the most part, either in a health

service organization or in educational and other organizations in

such roles as researchers, investigators, teachers, technical special-

ists and consultants.

The School of Public Health is comprised of nine Departments:

health administration, biostatistics, epidemiology, health education,

maternal and child health, public health nursing, nutrition,

parasitology and laboratory practice, and environmental sciences

and engineering. In addition, the School has a Division of Commu-
nity Health Service which administers continuing education, profes-

sional and technical assistance, off-campus degree programs, and
other extramural activities.

As a part of the school's teaching, research and service respon-

sibilities, close affiliations are maintained with other academic units

on the campus, and with other universities and health services and

research organizations. Such affiliations are statewide, national, and

international in scope. The nature ofthe various affiliations includes

joint sponsorship and effort in a number of teaching and research

programs, joint faculty appointments, and establishment of field

training centers for students in a number of official and voluntary

federal, state and local health organizations.

Graduate degrees offered by the School of Public Health are the

Master of Science (M.S.), Doctor of Philosophy (Ph.D.), and the fol-

lowing professional graduate degrees: Master of Science in Public

Health (M.S.P.H.), Master ofScience in Environmental Engineering

(M.S.E.E.), Master of Public Health (M.P.H.), and Doctor of Public

Health (Dr.P.H.). All requirements concerning these degrees arei

administered by the faculty of the School of Public Health with the

approval of the Administrative Board of the Graduate School.

For information concerning preparation and admission require-

ments and proposed curricula leading to degrees, see the catalogue

of the School of Public Health. ^
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Public Health (PUBH)
Courses for Graduates and Advanced Undergraduates

100 ECOLOGY OF HUMAN HEALTH (3). A consideration of biological, environ-

!

mental and behavioral premises needed for an understanding of health and

disease. A variety of roles of public health professionals, as well as public

health programs designed to reduce disease, will be considered. At least one

course taken in general biology or zoology is strongly recommended and, pref-

erably, an additional advanced course in an area of biology is advisable. Three

lectures or two lectures and two seminars per week, fall. Anderson.

102 DETERMINANTS AND CONSEQUENCES OF POPULATION CHANGE (1).

Historical and contemporary levels, differentials and trends in: natality; mor-

tality; migration; population composition and distribution. Theories and evi-

dence concerning population change and population policy. Fall. Lingner,

Bilsborrow.

Il60 COMMUNITY AND PUBLIC HEALTH (3). For advanced pharmacy students

or permission of instructor. It includes the history and philosophy of public

health, organization of health agencies and services, current community
health problems, issues affecting health services delivery, trends in health

services and medical care in the U.S., and consideration of the pharmacist's

role in community health agencies. Spring. Key.

!310 SEMINAR IN POPULATION AND FAMILY PLANNING (1). An interdisci-

plinary lecture-discussion approach to various basic aspects of population dy-

namics and problems, at global, community, and family levels. Explores the

relationships of ecologic, economic, sociological, psychological, anthropologi-

cal, health and other disciplines to the population field. Fall and spring. Frey-

mann, Thompson.
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Models
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100 PUBLIC HEALTH STATISTICS (3). An introduction to fundamental proce-

dures in the collection, summarization, presentation, and analysis of public

health data: vital statistics, including rates and ratios; demographic data;

community diagnosis; observations in research studies and construction of

questionnaires. Elements of statistical inference: probability distributions,

sampling, confidence interval estimation of means and rates, the t-test, the
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chi-square test. Two lecture and two laboratory hours a week, fall. Williams

and Greenberg.

103 MANAGEMENT OF PUBLIC HEALTH DATA (2). This course is intended foil

students who take more extensive courses in statistical inference than BIOS
100 (for example, BIOS 105, BIOS 135, BIOS 150). The course comprises the

topics given in the description of BIOS 100 with the omission of elements of

statistical inference. Two lecture and two laboratory hours a week for ten

weeks, fall. Williams and Greenberg.

105 PRINCIPLES OF STATISTICAL INFERENCE (3). An introduction to the

methods of modern statistical analysis and their use in drawing conclusions^

from data collected in surveys and in the laboratory. Topics cover probability

distributions, confidence interval estimation of population parameters, tests;

of significance, analysis of variance, correlation and regression. Three lecture

hours a week, fall, spring and summer. Staff.

106 MATHEMATICAL METHODS IN BIOSTATISTICS (Mathematics 106) (3).

Prerequisite, MATH 32 or equivalent. Introductory treatment ofspecial math-,

ematical techniques of particular importance in biostatistics. Includes matrix

theory and selected topics from intermediate calculus. Three lecture hours d'

week, fall. Staff.

108 INTRODUCTION TO STATISTICAL DATA PROCESSING (2). Briefintroduc-

tion to digital computers. Characteristics, design, construction, and mainte- t

nance of machine-stored data sets. Statistical analysis with generally availa-

ble computer programs. No previous knowledge ofcomputers or programming

is required. Two lecture hours a week, fall, spring and summer. Staff.

109 INTRODUCTION TO STATISTICAL DATA PROCESSING AND COM-
PUTER PROGRAMMING (3). Encompasses all the material of BIOS 108, and

also basic computer programming skills using the FORTRAN language. No!

previous knowledge ofcomputers or programming is required. Two lecture and

two laboratory hours a week, fall, spring and summer. Staff.

135 PROBABILITY AND STATISTICS (4). Prerequisite, integral calculus. Basics:

of probability; random variables and their probability distributions; specialj

distributions, including the binomial, Poisson, normal, gamma; expectation

and moments; combined random variables. Elements of estimation and hy-

pothesis testing; analysis ofvariance; multiple regression; analysis ofcategori-j

cal data; some nonparametric methods. Particular attention is given to the!

statistical treatment of environmental science and engineering problems. :

Four lecture hours a week, fall. Kupper. I

140 PROBLEMS IN BIOSTATISTICS (1 or more). Prerequisites to be arrangedj

141 with the faculty in each case. A course for students of public health who wish!

142 to make a study of some special problem in the statistics of the life sciences:

and public health. Two or more hours a week, fall, spring and summer. Staff.!

145 PRINCIPLES OF EXPERIMENTAL ANALYSIS (3). Prerequisite, BIOS 105)

or equivalent. Continuation ofBIOS 105: multiple regression, design and anal-lf

ysis ofsimple experiments, nonparametric and other procedures. Three lecture

hours a week, fall and spring. Staff.
|

150 ELEMENTS OF PROBABILITY AND STATISTICAL INFERENCE (Statistics;

101) (3). Prerequisite, integral calculus. Fundamentals of probability theory;!

descriptive statistics; fundamentals of statistical inference, including estima-f

tion and hypothesis testing. Three lecture hours a week, fall. Elandt-Johnson.

^

151 ELEMENTS OF STATISTICAL ANALYSIS (Statistics 102) (3). Prerequisite,;

BIOS 150 or equivalent. Various topics in statistical methods, including ap-:
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plied regression analysis, analysis of simple experimental designs, data anal-

ysis. Three lecture hours a week, spring. Elandt-Johnson.

60 PROBABILITY AND STATISTICAL INFERENCE (Statistics 126-127) (6).

Prerequisite, integral calculus. Introduction to the theory of probability: ran-

dom variables, probability distributions, generating functions, sums and se-

quences of random variables. Distributions of functions of random samples;

introductory theory ofestimation, hypothesis testing. Six lecture hours a week,

fall Kuebler.

61 INTERMEDIATE STATISTICAL ANALYSIS (6). Prerequisite, BIOS 150 or

I

equivalent. Application of normal-theory and nonparametric methods to var-

ious topics in statistical analysis, including: descriptive statistics, goodness of

fit, correlation and regression, independent and matched samples and other

i simple experimental designs, categorical data, and elementary multivariate

problems. Six lecture hours a week, spring. Symons and Quade.

(64 SAMPLE SURVEY METHODOLOGY. (Statistics 104) (3). Prerequisite, BIOS
105 or equivalent. Fundamental principles and methods associated with

survey sampling, giving primary attention to as nonmathematical as possible

a treatment of simple random sampling, stratified sampling, and cluster sam-

pling. Also, techniques of questionnaire design, the problems of nonresponse,

and sources ofnon-sampling errors. Practical experience in the applied aspects

of sampling is provided by student participation in the design, execution, and

analysis of an actual survey. Three lecture hours a week, spring. Francis.

165 ANALYSIS OF CATEGORICAL DATA (ORSA 167) (3). Prerequisite, BIOS 105

or equivalent. Statistical methods for analyzing categorized data, including:

multi-factor, multi-response models for contingency tables; measures and tests

of association; interpretation of interactions. Nine lecture hours a week, first

summer session. Koch.

[67 APPLIED STOCHASTIC PROCESSES (3). Prerequisite, BIOS 160 or equiva-

lent. Survey of renewal theory, Markov chains, Poisson processes and exten-

sions, epidemic models, branching processes and other stochastic models of

empirical processes. Disease, population, and health services applications.

Three lecture hours a week, spring. Shachtman.

J13 DATA MANAGEMENT IN BIOSTATISTICS (3). Prerequisite, BIOS 109 or

equivalent. Techniques for designing, implementing, and operating computer-

ized data management systems for large studies with particular emphasis on

collaborative medical studies. Three lecture hours a week, fall. Smith.

215 HEALTH DATA PROCESSING LABORATORY (1 or more). Prerequisite,

BIOS 213. A laboratory course for students who wish to gain experience in

the data processing aspects ofcurrent projects and collaborative medical stud-

ies of the Department. Two or more hours a week, fall, spring and summer.

Smith.

iU STATISTICAL METHODS IN HEALTH SERVICES RESEARCH (2).

Prerequisite, permission of the instructor. A variety of case studies concerned

with current research problems in Health Services are presented and the

underlying statistical methodology is highlighted. Class participation in the

discussion of these problems is encouraged. One lecture and two seminars a

week, spring. Gillings.

230 INFORMATION SYSTEMS IN MENTAL HEALTH (MENH 230) (3). History

and current status ofmental health information systems on federal, state, and
local levels, with emphasis on comprehensive mental health centers. National,

regional and state organizations active in the field ofmental health statistics.
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History and current status of classificatory schemata for mental disorders,

Review ofDSM-11 and some other frameworks of classification. Some statisti
i

cal techniques in classification problems. Three lecture hours a week, fall

Stewart.

240 SPECIALIZED METHODS IN HEALTH STATISTICS (1 or more). Prerequi-

241 site, permission of the instructor. Statistical theory applied to a special prob-|

242 lem area oftimely importance in the life sciences and public health. Lectures,

seminars and/or laboratory work, according to the nature of the special area

under study. One or more hours a week, fall, spring and summer. StaflT.

250 ADVANCED TECHNIQUES IN BIOMETRY (3). Prerequisites, BIOS 109,|

BIOS 160, and 161, or equivalents. Design ofexperiments, bioassay, sequential]

analysis, Bayesian analysis, and other topics. Nine lecture hours a week, sum-

mer. Symons.
i

256 INTRODUCTION TO NONPARAMETRIC STATISTICS (Statistics 179) (3).

Prerequisite, BIOS 160 or equivalent. Theory and application of nonparamet-

ric methods for various problems in statistical analysis. Includes procedures

based on randomization, ranks, and U-statistics. A knowledge of elementary

computer programming is assumed. Three lecture hours a week, fall. Quade.

257 NONPARAMETRIC PROCEDURES IN BIOMETRIC RESEARCH (3).

Prerequisite, BIOS 256 or equivalent. Nonparametric point and interval esti-

mation in linear models useful in biometric research. Robust procedures, in-

cluding those based on ranks, for analyzing designed experiments and bioas-

says. (1975 and alternate years.) Three lecture hours a week, spring. Sen.

260 LARGE SAMPLE THEORY (3). Prerequisite, BIOS 160; corequisite, MATH
121. An introduction to limit theorems and laws of large numbers in probabil-

ity, statistics, and stochastic processes. Three lecture hours a week, fall. Sen.

265 LINEAR MODELS IN CATEGORICAL DATA ANALYSIS (3). Prerequisite,]

BIOS 266. Theory of statistical methods for analyzing categorical data by

means of linear models; multifactor and multiresponse situations; interpreta-

tion of interactions. Three lecture hours a week, spring. Koch.

266 LINEAR MODELS I (4). Prerequisites, Linear Algebra; and BIOS 109, 160 and;

161, or equivalents. Multivariate normal and related distributions; basic

univariate and multivariate linear models; computational aspects. Four lec-

ture hours a week, fall. Helms and Grizzle.

267 LINEAR MODELS II (4). Prerequisite, BIOS 266. Principal components, dis^j

criminant functions, canonical variates, repeated measurements experiments,
;

analysis of longtudinal data, components of variance. Four lecture hours a

week, spring. Grizzle and Helms.

270 DEMOGRAPHIC TECHNIQUES 1 (3). Prerequisite, BIOS 100 or equivalent:

Fundamental principles and methods employed in the study of population;

Attention is given to providing the student with a basic understanding of the

characteristics of censuses, vital statistics registration systems, and other

sources of demographic data, and the problems involved in the interpretation^

of the available data on population structure and change. The topics coveredi

include rates and ratios, standardization, complete and abridged life tables,i

estimation and projection of fertility, mortality, migration, and geographic

distribution, population composition, and population projection and estima-s

tion. Three lecture hours a week, fall. Wells.
'

271 DEMOGRAPHIC TECHNIQUES 11 (3). Prerequisites, BIOS 270 and integral

:

calculus. Methods of analysis when data are deficient; population projectionj

methods; stable and quasistable methods; interrelations among demographic
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variables; migration analysis; uses of population models. Three lecture hours

i
a week, spring. Suchindran.

•75 STATISTICS IN POPULATION PROGRAMS (2). Prerequisite, permission of

instructor. Covers applications of statistical and demographic methods in

population programs with special emphasis on their use in planning, operation

and evaluation ofprograms. Topics include data needs, systems for data acqui-

sition through operation sources and special studies, methods for obtaining

estimates when data are inadequate, evaluation of effectiveness of birth con-

trol methods, target setting in program planning, and evaluation techniques

useful in population programs. Two lecture hours a week, spring. Abernathy.

^77 MATHEMATICAL MODELS IN DEMOGRAPHY (3). Prerequisite, permis-

sion of the instructor. A detailed presentation of natality models, including

necessary mathematical methods, and applications; deterministic and stochas-

tic models for population growth, migration, etc. (1975 and alternate years.)

Three lecture hours a week, spring. Suchindran.

t81 STATISTICAL METHODS IN HUMAN GENETICS (Genetics 281) (3).

Prerequisite, permission ofthe instructor. An introduction to statistical proce-

dures for testing genetic hypotheses and estimating genetic parameters, with

emphasis on the special methods required for human data. Topics covered

include maximum likelihood estimation, chi-square tests, statistical models

! for the effects of mutation, selection. Bayes' theorem and its genetic applica-

tions, segregation ratios and linkage under incomplete ascertainment, racial

mixture, quantitative inheritance and twin data. (1975 and alternate years.)

' Three lecture hours a week, spring. Elandt-Johnson.

587 STATISTICAL METHODS IN EPIDEMIOLOGY (Epidemiology 287) (3).

Prerequisites, BIOS 100 and EPID 160, or equivalents. Lectures, discussions,

and laboratory work on the principles and methods ofepidemiological investi-

! gation, with laboratory work in assembling and analyzing crude data resulting

from field investigations of epidemics. Consideration of the theory of epidem-

ics, and models that have been used to demonstrate the effects of varying

factors which influence the course ofepidemics. Two lecture and two laboratory

' hours a week, spring. Kuebler.

m FIELD OBSERVATION IN NATIONAL HEALTH STATISTICS (0). Orienta-

tion to the organization and operation of the major national agencies con-

cerned with demographic and health statistics. Supervised visits to the U.S.

Bureau ofthe Census, National Center for Health Statistics, and the National

Institutes of Health; lectures and demonstrations by adminsitrative and re-

search personnel. Field fee $150. Spring. Coulter, Wells and agency counselors.

(02 FIELD TRAINING IN PUBLIC HEALTH STATISTICS (8). This course is

designed to offer students majoring in biostatistics an opportunity for super-

vised experience in all phases of the statistical programs in selected health

departments. Open only to students majoring in biostatistics. Field Fee $450.

Summer. Wells; field counselors.

"J40 STATISTICAL CONSULTING IN THE HEALTH SCIENCES (2 or more).

541 Prerequisite, a minimum of one year ofgraduate work in statistics. By actual

542 participation in current projects, the advanced student will be given instruc-

tion in the processes of statistical consulting service for the health sciences:

initial and continuing conference with the research worker in a health science,

definition of the problem in statistical terms, design of experiment with refer-

ence to statistical implications, analysis of data, and report writing. Four or

more laboratory hours a week, fall, spring and summer. Staff.
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350 TRAINING IN STATISTICAL TEACHING IN THE HEALTH SCIENCES (

351 or more). Prerequisite, a master's degree or equivalent. Principles ofstatistic;

352 pedagogy. Students will be responsible for assistance in teaching elemental

statistics to students in the health sciences. Students work under the supery

sion of the faculty with whom they have regular discussions of method
content, and evaluation ofperformance. Four or more laboratory hours a wee

fall, spring and summer. Staff.

390 RESEARCH IN BIOSTATISTICS (2 or more). Individual arrangements ma
391 be made by the advanced student to spend part or all of his time in supervise

392 investigation of selected problems in statistics. Four or more laboratory hou,

a week, fall, spring and summer. Staff.

393 MASTERS THESIS (0-6). Fall, spring and summer. Staff.

394 DOCTORAL DISSERTATION (0-9). Fall, spring and summer. Staff

400 GENERAL REGISTRATION (0).

I

I

I*
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101

READING IN ENVIRONMENTAL SCIENCES AND ENGINEERING (1 .

more). Prerequisite, departmental permission. For students outside the D
partment. Arranged with the faculty in each individual instance. Two or mo
hours a week, fall, spring, and summer. Staff.

ELEMENTS OF ENVIRONMENTAL HEALTH (2). The study ofenvironme

tal pollution; its sources, public health significance, and methods of contrci

Air, water, food, housing, waste disposal, insects, rodents, accidents, and tl

physical sources of heat, light, noise and ionizing radiation are considere

Two lecture hours a week, spring, and summer. Christman, Turner; staff.
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11 MAN AND HIS ENVIRONMENT (3). Three lecture hours a week, spring.

ShifFman, Chanlett.

15 APPLIED ELECTRON MICROSCOPY (3). Prerequisites, college physics and

permission of instructor. The use ofthe electron microscope as a research tool.

Two lecture and two laboratory hours a week, spring. Fraser.

18 QUANTITATIVE STUDIES FOR ENVIRONMENTAL SCIENCES (5).

Prerequisite, Mathematics 15 or equivalent. Applied mathematics from the

viewpoint of the needs of those studying environmental sciences. Ten lecture

and eight laboratory hours a week, summer. Staff.

20 READING IN ENVIRONMENTAL CHEMISTRY AND BIOLOGY (1 or more).

Two or more hours a week, fall, spring, and summer. Staff.

22 WATER CHEMISTRY (4). Prerequisites, CHEM 11 and CHEM 21, or equiva-

lents. Principles and applications of water chemistry. Thermodynamic back-

ground for equilibrium calculations is presented. Proton transfer, solubility,

!

complex formation and redox reactions in natural waters are discussed. Three

lecture and two laboratory hours a week, fall. Johnson, O'Melia, Singer.

23 ORGANIC MATERIALS IN NATURAL WATERS (3). Prerequisites, organic

chemistry, instrumental analysis, or permission of the instructor. Spring.

Christman.

27 OCEANOGRAPHY (ZOOL 126, MASC 101) (3). Prerequisite, ZOOL 11 or

BOTN 11. Fall. Kuenzler.

28 CHEMICAL OCEANOGRAPHY (MASC 105) (3). Prerequisites, one semester

of physical chemistry or ENVR 122, CHEM 180 or equivalent. Variation and

abundance of sea water constituents, the chemical, physical and biological

processes contributing to their distribution as well as problems of dispersion

of conservative nonconservative substances are considered. Spring. Johnson,

Kuenzler.

28L CHEMICAL OCEANOGRAPHY LAB (MASC 105L) (1). Two laboratory hours

a week, spring. Johnson, Kuenzler.

31 BIOLOGY IN ENVIRONMENTAL SCIENCE (3). Prerequisite, general chem-

istry. Two lecture and two labaratory hours a week, spring. Little.

32 LIMNOLOGY AND WATER POLLUTION (3). Prerequisites, two semesters

of chemistry or ENVR 122. Two lecture and two laboratory hours a week, fall

and spring. Weiss.

33 ENVIRONMENTAL BIOLOGY (3). Prerequisites, general and organic chem-

istry, ENVR 131 or equivalent. Two lecture and two laboratory hours a week,

fall. Little, Pfaender.

34 ENVIRONMENTAL MICROBIOLOGY (3). Prerequisites, organic chemistry,

ENVR 131 or ENVR 132, general biology, or permission of instructor. Two
lecture and three laboratory hours a week,, spring. Pfaender.

35 ECOLOGY (BIOL 102, ZOOL 108, BOTN 141) (3). Prerequisites, BOTN 11 or

ZOOL 11 or BIOL 21, 22. A study of the principles governing the environmen-

tal interrelationships of organisms, populations, communities, and ecosys-

I tems. Fall and spring. Lieth, McCormick, Stiven, Kuenzler, Carl.

35L ECOLOGY LABORATORY (BIOL 102L, BOTN 141L, ZOOL 108L) (1). Corequi-

site, ENVR 135. Three laboratory hours a week, fall and spring. Lieth, McCor-
mick, Stiven, Kuenzler, Carl.

36 BIOLOGICAL OCEANOGRAPHY (ZOOL 140S, MASC 104S) (6). Prerequi-

sites, ZOOL 106 and 108 or permission of instructor. Offered at Morehead City,

N.C. Five lecture and 25 or more laboratory hours a week, summer. Kuenzler,

Wood and Staff of Institute of Marine Sciences.
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137 ECOLOGY OF WETLANDS (MASC 137) (6). Prerequisites, environments
biology, general ecology or permission of instructor. An introduction to thi

functioning of freshwater and estuarine marsh and swamp ecosystems, witl

emphasis on systems of south-eastern U.S. Six lecture and 16 laboratory hour

a week, first summer session. Kuenzler, Frankenberg.

140 READING IN AIR AND INDUSTRIAL HYGIENE (1 or more). Prerequisite

permission of the instructor. Two or more hours a week, fall, spring, am
summer. Staff.

141 ELEMENTS OF AIR HYGIENE (2). Prerequisite, admission to graduate

standing or permission of the instructor. Four lecture hours a week, first sum
mer session. Fox, Jeffries, Stern; staff.

142 ELEMENTS OF INDUSTRIAL HYGIENE (2). Prerequisite, admission bl

graduate standing or permission of instructor. Four lecture hours a weeki

second summer session. Eraser, Harris, Reist; staff

143 APPLIED PHYSIOLOGY AND TOXICOLOGY (3). Prerequisite, admission td

graduate standing or permission of instructor. Two lecture and two laborator

hours a week, fall. Eraser.

144 AIR POLLUTION MEASURING, MONITORING AND SURVEY (3;

Prerequisite, graduate standing or permission of the instructor. Course wil

cover the theory and application of the analysis of samples; manual method^

sensor calibration; site selection; monitoring; stack sampling; and source test

ing. One lecture and four laboratory hours a week, spring. Fox, Jeffries,

145 INSTRUMENTATION AND DATA ACQUISITION (3). Prerequisite, gradu

ate standing or permission ofthe instructor. Concepts and principles employe<

in electronic-aided measurements of air quality including acquisition of mea
surements, principles of input transduction, and on-line minicomputers. FaU
Jeffries.

146 INDUSTRIAL HYGIENE ENGINEERING CONTROL DESIGN (3). Prerequi

site, engineering degree or permission of the instructor. Design of Industrie

exhaust systems and control ofheat exposures in occupied spaces. Fall. Harris

147 OCCUPATIONAL SAFETY (2). Prerequisite, permission of instructor. Fundai

mentals of occupational safety emphasizing legislation and organization C;

industrial programs. Spring. Eraser.

150 READING IN ENVIRONMENTAL MANAGEMENT AND PROTECTION (!§

or more). Two or more hours a week, fall, spring, and summer. Staff.

152 MICROBIOLOGY OF THE INSTITUTIONAL ENVIRONMENT (3). Prerequ:

site, permission of the instructor. Study of microbial contaminations in th

hospital environment and their relationships to the infectious disease process

Routes of transmission and epidemiology of noscomial infection will b

stressed. Fall. Turner, Craddock.

154 MANAGEMENT OF THE INSTITUTIONAL ENVIRONMENT (3). Prerequ

sites, ENVR 131 or equivalent and permission of the instructor. Sprini^

Turner.

160 READING IN RADIOLOGICAL HYGIENE (1 or more). Prerequisite, permi

sion of the instructor. T\uo or more hours a week, fall, spring, and summe
Staff

161 ELEMENTS OF RADIOLOGICAL HYGIENE (2). Prerequisite, ENVR lU

One lecture and two laboratory hours a week, spring and second summer
sion. Staff.

162 MODERN PHYSICS FOR ENVIRONMENTAL SCIENCE (3). Prerequisit

ENVR 118. Modern physics with the emphasis on radioactivity and ionizin

radiations. Fall. Staff.
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63 RADIATION INSTRUMENTATION (3). Prerequisite, ENVR 162. A labora-

tory study of measurements of radioactivity with emphasis on the principles

ofoperation of the instruments. One lecture and four laboratory hours a week,

fall. Staff.

64 FIELD OBSERVATIONS IN RADIOLOGICAL HYGIENE (3). Prerequisite,

ENVR 118. Field fee, $350. Instruction is conducted during summer-fall and

fall-spring intersession periods in field. Chanlett, Willhoit.

70 READING IN SANITARY ENGINEERING AND WATER RESOURCES (1 or

I

more). The subject and requirements of the project are arranged with the

faculty in each individual instance. Two or more hours a week, fall and sum-

mer. Staff.

71 PRINCIPLES OF WATER QUALITY MANAGEMENT (2). Fall. Lamb; staff

72 WORKSHOP IN WATER QUALITY MANAGEMENT (1). Corequisite ENVR
i

171 and permission of instructor. Fall. Lamb.

74 WATER AND WASTES TREATMENT PROCESSES (3). Prerequisite, ENVR
122, corequisite, ENVR 131 or permission of instructor. Spring. Singer.

74L WATER AND WASTES TREATMENT PROCESSES LABORATORY (1).

I Corequisite, ENVR 174. Laboratory exercises to illustrate the process princi-

;

pies discussed in ENVR 174. Two laboratory hours a week, spring. Singer.

i83 SPECIAL TOPICS IN WATER RESOURCES (1). Prerequisite, permission of

instructor. Two seminar hours a week, fall. Howells.

00 PROBLEMS IN ENVIRONMENTAL SCIENCES AND ENGINEERING (1 or

1
more). For students outside the Department. Prerequisite, permission re-

I quired. Requirements of the project are arranged with the faculty in each

individual instance. Two or more hours a week, fall, spring, and summer. Staff.

II ENVIRONMENTAL MANAGEMENT (3). Prerequisite, permission ofinstruc-

tor. An analysis of decision-making for environmental protection programs

i
including policy development, program implementation, management ap-

proaches. Case studies emphasize public policy, organizational structure, insti-

tutional arrangements. First summer session. Shiffman.

12 PLANNING AND DEVELOPMENT OF ENVIRONMENTAL HYGIENE
PROGRAMS (3). Prerequisite, ENVR 111 or equivalent or permission of the

instructor. Two lecture and two seminar hours a week, spring. Shiffman.

15 ENVIRONMENTAL ASSESSMENT (2). Prerequisite, ENVR 111 or permis-

sion of the instructor. Concepts and methodologies for assessing the environ-

mental consequences of technological development. Procedures and ap-

proaches for the preparation of environmental impact statements will be

i considered as well as case studies at the state, national and international level.

1 One lecture, two seminar hours per week. Spring. Shiffman, McJunkin.

17 SYSTEMS ANALYSIS IN ENVIRONMENTAL PLANNING (PLAN 217) (3).

Prerequisite, calculus. Fall. Sherwani.

18 ENVIRONMENTAL SYSTEMS ANALYSIS I: DETERMINISTIC MODELS
(PLAN 218). (3). Prerequisite, calculus. Concepts ofsystems analysis. Modeling

of environmental and urban systems. Elements of linear algebra. Classical

optimization techniques. Marginal analysis models in economics. Mathemati-

cal programming models. Selected topics in linear, nonlinear, and dynamic
programming. Fall. Sherwani.

19 ENVIRONMENTAL SYSTEMS ANALYSIS II: PROBABILISTIC MODELS
(PLAN 219) (3). Prerequisites, BIOS 135 or 150 (STAT 101), ENVR 218 or

i equivalent and permission of instructor. Elements of Markov processes, sto-

chastic programming, simulation and response technique. Spring. Moreau.
20 PROBLEMS IN ENVIRONMENTAL CHEMISTRY AND BIOLOGY (1 or
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more). The technical report requirement for the MSPH is usually met by

experimental study of a selected program in environmental chemistry or bi-

ology. This investigation may extend for more than one semester and crediti

is carried accordingly. Fall, spring, and summer. Staff.

221 INSTRUMENTAL METHODS OF ANALYSIS (4). Prerequisites, inorganic

and analytical chemistry or permission ofthe instructor. Two lecture and fow\

laboratory hours a week, spring. Johnson, Shuman.
222 SPECIAL TOPICS IN AQUATIC CHEMISTRY (2). Prerequisite, ENVR 122.|

Modern topics in aquatic chemistry, application ofchemical concepts to under-

standing and controlling man's aquatic environment. May be taken for credit!

more than once, as special topics change. Fall, spring. Johnson, O'Melia.

223 TRACE ANALYSIS (3). Prerequisite, ENVR 221 or permission of instructor.j

Sampling and sample preparation; electrochemical, spectrophotometric, nu-

clear techniques; chemical speciation; precision and validaton of results. Lab

will deal with local samples. Two lecture, two laboratory hours a week, spring

Shuman.
226 ECOLOGICAL AND GENERAL SYSTEMS THEORY (3). (ZOOL 226),i

Prerequisite, calculus or permission of instructor. Study of systems ecologj

including languages, theoretical formulations, and models for the design, syn-

thesis, and prediction of systems of man and nature. Spring. Staff.
'

231 LIMNOLOGICAL METHODS (3). Prerequisites, basic limnology and statisj

tics. Professional preparation for field study of freshwater aquatic systems

Three lecture and eight laboratory hours a week, first summer session. Franj

Cisco.

232 SPECIAL TOPICS IN AQUATIC BIOLOGY (2). Prerequisite, ENVR 132 oi

permission of instructor. Topics of contemporary concern to the management

of the aquatic environment will be discussed in depth. Course may be taker

more than once, as new topics are offered. Spring. Weiss, Kuenzler, Sobsey.

233 MICROBIAL ECOLOGY (4). Prerequisite, ENVR 23 1 or permission of instruo

tor. (1975 and alternate years.) Two lecture and four laboratory hours a week

fall. Pfaender.

235 ECOLOGY OF PHYTOPLANKTON (BOTN 245) (4). Prerequisite, genera

ecology or biology. Three lecture and two laboratory hours a week, spring

Kuenzler.

240 PROBLEMS IN AIR AND INDUSTRIAL HYGIENE (1 or more). Prerequi

sites, graduate standing and permission of the instructor. Fall, spring am
summer. Staff.

241 INTRODUCTION TO AEROSOL SCIENCE (3). Prerequisite, admission to th<

Department of Environmental Sciences and Engineering or permission of th<

instructor. Fall. Reist.

242 INDUSTRIAL HYGIENE PRACTICES (3). Prerequisites, ENVR 241, 143. Tws

lecture and two laboratory hours a week, spring. Fraser.

243 AIR AND ITS CONTAMINANTS (3). Corequisite, ENVR 241. Fall. Stern.

244 INDUSTRIAL HYGIENE LABORATORY (3). Prerequisite, ENVR 241

corequisite, ENVR 242. One lecture and four laboratory hours a week, spring

Reist.

245 AIR POLLUTION CONTROL (3). Prerequisite, Envr 243. Three lecture hour\

a week, spring. Stern.

246 BIOLOGICAL EFFECTS OF AIR POLLUTION (3). Prerequisites, ENVR 143

243, or graduate standing in one ofthe biological sciences. (1974 and alternat;

years.) Three lecture hours a week, fall. Fox.
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247 CHEMISTRY OF THE TROPOSHERE (3). Prerequisites, physical chemistry

and permission of the instructor. (1975 and alternate years.) Fall. Fox.

248 INDUSTRIAL MEDICINE—PRACTICE AND MANAGEMENT (3). Prerequi-

site, ENVR 143 or equivalent. The roles and responsibilities of the industrial

physician, nurse and industrial hygienists and the etiology, diagnosis, treat-

ment and prevention of diseases and stresses found in modern industry are

discussed. Spring. Eraser.

249 AIR POLLUTION METEOROLOGY (3). Prerequisite, GEOG 110 or equiva-

lent. Theory of transport and diffusion of air pollutants and application to

practical problems and computations involving both single sources and multi-

ples sources. Spring. Staff.

250 PROBLEMS IN ENVIRONMENTAL MANAGEMENT AND PROTECTION
(1 or more). The technical report requirement is satisfied by the extensive

study of a problem in environmental management or protection. This study

may extend over one or more semesters and credit is assigned accordingly.

Fall, spring, and summer. Staff.

251 ENVIRONMENTAL PROTECTION I (3). Prerequisite, ENVR 118 or equiva-

lent. Scientific rationale and technology of control of semipublic and private

water supplies, liquid and solid waste disposal, the thermal environment and
ventilation. First order reactions, electromagnetic spectrum and fluid mechan-
ics applied to environmental hygiene problems. Two lecture and three lab/field

hours a week, fall. Chanlett.

252 ENVIRONMENTAL PROTECTION II (3). Prerequisite, permission of the in-

structor. The scientific rationale and technology ofthe control ofchemical and
biological hazards in food and the quality ofhousing are presented. The princi-

ples, methods, and interpretation of laboratory and field tests for the evalua-

tion of environmental contaminants are examined. The effect of environmen-

tal stress on behavior is studied. Two lecture and two laboratory hours a week,

fall. Shiffman, Turner.

253 ENVIRONMENTAL PROTECTION III (3). Prerequisite, permission of the

instructor. The scientific rationale and technology of the control of pesticides,

community noise, accidents and consumer products are presented. The princi-

ples of environmental hygiene are applied to health care and recreational

facilities. Two lecture and three lab/field hours a week, spring. Turner.

255 SOLID WASTES MANAGEMENT (2). Prerequisite, graduate standing in en-

vironmental sciences and engineering. Spring. Chanlett, Singer.

260 PROBLEMS IN RADIOLOGICAL HYGIENE (1 or more). Prerequisite, admis-

sion to the Radiological Hygiene Program. Fall, spring, and summer. Chanlett,

Willhoit.

261 RADIATION BIOPHYSICS (3). Prerequisite, ENVR 162 or equivalent. Bio-

physical factors of radiation quality and the response of cell populations,

models of the mechanisms of radiation action on biological systems, micro-

dosimetry and dosimetry at interfaces. Spring. Staff.

262 HEALTH PHYSICS (3). Prerequisites, ENVR 163, 261, 263. The principles of

radiation protection. (1975 and alternate years.) Six lecture and six laboratory

hours a week, second summer session. Staff.

263 RADIATION HAZARDS EVALUATION I (3). Prerequisite, ENVR 162. The
fundamentals of dosimetry are presented. Three lecture hours a week, spring.

Staff.

264 RADIATION HAZARDS EVALUATION II (3). Prerequisite, ENVR 263. One
lecture and four laboratory hours a week, spring. Staff.
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270 PROBLEMS IN SANITARY ENGINEERING AND WATER RESOURCES (1

or more). The subject and requirements of the project are arranged with the

faculty in each individual instance. Two or more hours a week, fall, spring, and
summer. Staff.

271 MODELING IN NATURAL AQUATIC SYSTEMS (3). Prerequisite, permis-

sion of the instructor. Examination of selected physical, chemical and biologi-

cal phenomena in natural aquatic systems. Use of mathematical models for

water quality control. Spring. O'Melia, Lauria.

272 TECHNOLOGY OF ENGINEERED WATER SYSTEMS (3). Prerequisite, per-

mission of instructor. An examination of technology and planning techniques

for water and waste-water systems including pumping stations, reservoirs,

water distribution and wastewater collection networks. Three lecture hours a
\

week, fall. Lauria.

273 WATER AND WASTEWATER TREATMENT PLANT DESIGN (3). Corequi-

site, ENVR 174, and prerequisite, ENVR 272. Two lecture and two seminar

hours a week, spring. Okun, Brown.

274 ADVANCED WATER AND WASTES TREATMENT PROCESSES I (3).

Prerequisites, ENVR 174, ENVR 122 or permission of instructor. Fall

O'Melia, Singer.

275 ADVANCED WATER AND WASTES TREATMENT PROCESSES II (3).
\

Prerequisites, ENVR 274, ENVR 131 or permission ofthe instructor. O'Melia,

Singer.

276 INDUSTRIAL WATER QUALITY MANAGEMENT (3). Water supply and

wastes disposal problems of industries. Two lecture and two seminar hours a

week, spring. Lamb.

277 ENGINEERING PROJECT DESIGN (3). Prerequisites, ENVR 217 and BIOS
135. Six lecture hours a week, first summer session. Sherwani.

278 DEVELOPMENT OF A WATER PROJECT (3). Prerequisite, engineering de-

gree. Analysis of a real water project, including data collection, preliminary

;

design, evaluation of engineering alternatives, and assessment of feasibility,

culminating in the preparation of an engineering report. Two lecture and two

seminar hours a week, spring. Okun.

281 TOPICS IN ADVANCED HYDROLOGY (3). Prerequisites, ENVR 272, and

BIOS 135, or equivalent. Spring. Sherwani.

282 PUBLIC INVESTMENT THEORY AND TECHNIQUES (PLAN 232) (3).

Prerequisite, permission of the instructor. A study ofnew methods of econom-

ics, engineering, and governmental analysis in public investment planning.

Fall. Hufschmidt.

283 NATURAL RESOURCE LAW AND POLICY (PLAN 233) (3). Prerequisite,

permission of instructor. Fall, spring. Heath, Campbell.

284 PLANNING OF WATER RESOURCES SYSTEMS (PLAN 234) (3). Prerequi-

sites, ENVR 217, 282, and permission of instructor. Spring. Hufschmidt.

285 SPECIAL PROJECT IN WATER QUALITY PLANNING (3). Prerequisites, a

master's degree or two semesters residence in the Department ofEnvironmen-

tal Sciences and Engineering. A specific real project integrating the many
elements that affect water quality and the decisions that must be made in

water management. Second summer session. Staff.

300 RESEARCH IN ENVIRONMENTAL SCIENCES AND ENGINEERING (2 or

more). Prerequisites, consultation with the faculty and approval ofsubject and

proposed program. For students outside the Department. Four or more hours

a week, fall, spring, and summer. Staff.
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301 SEMINAR IN ENVIRONMENTAL SCIENCES AND ENGINEERING (1 or

more). No prerequisites. Readings and discussions to provide opportunity to

develop new concepts and topics in various aspects ofEnvironmental Sciences

and Engineering. Fall, spring, and summer. Staff.

311 SEMINAR IN ENVIRONMENTAL HEALTH (1). Open by special arrange-

ment to students doing advanced graduate work. Two seminar hours a week,

fall and spring. Weiss; staff.

313 ENVIRONMENTAL HEALTH PROBLEMS IN DEVELOPING COUNTRIES
(1). Two seminar hours a week, fall. (1974 and alternate years.) Shiffman.

320 RESEARCH IN ENVIRONMENTAL CHEMISTRY (2 or more). Fall, spring

and summer. Staff.

330 RESEARCH IN ENVIRONMENTAL BIOLOGY (2 or more). Fall, spring and
summer. Staff.

340 RESEARCH IN AIR AND INDUSTRIAL HYGIENE (2 or more). Prerequi-

sites, graduate standing and permission of the instructor. Fall, spring, and
summer. Staff.

350 RESEARCH IN ENVIRONMENTAL MANAGEMENT AND PROTECTION
(2 or more). Independent study and research in environmental protection and
food protection. Fall, spring, and summer. Staff.

360 RESEARCH IN RADIOLOGICAL HYGIENE (2 or more). Prerequisite, ad-

vanced standing in the Radiological Hygiene Program. Fall, spring, and sum-

mer. Staff.

370 RESEARCH IN SANITARY ENGINEERING (2 or more). Prerequisites, con-

sultation with the faculty and approval ofsubject and proposed program. Four
or more hours a week, fall, spring, and summer. Staff.

380 RESEARCH IN WATER RESOURCES (2 or more). Prerequisites, consultation

with the faculty and approval of subject and proposed program. Four or more
hours a week, fall, spring, and summer. Staff.

393 MASTER'S THESIS (3 or more). Fall and spring Staff.

394 DOCTORAL DISSERTATION (3 or more). Fall and spring Staff.

400 GENERAL REGISTRATION (0).



Department of Epidemiology (EPID)

John C. Cassel, Chairman

Professors

John C. Cassel (1) Cardiovascular Epidemiology, Health Services

Research

Michel A. Ibrahim (6) Health Services Research

Berton H. Kaplan (8) Social Epidemiology

Abdel Omran (10) Population Epidemiology

Cecil Slome (12) Evaluation of Health Services

Herman A. Tyroler (13) Environmental Epidemiology

Associate Professors

Barbara S. Hulka (5) Health Services Research

Ralph C. Patrick (11) International Health Programs

Assistant Professors

Dragana Andjelkovic (2) Environmental Epidemiology

Mary Caroline Becker (3) Hypertension Intervention Programs

Joan Claire Cornoni (4) Alcohol, Behavior, and Health

Sherman A. James (7) Social and Psychological Epidemiology

Richard P. McDonagh (25) Pathology

Anthony McMichael (9) Environmental Epidemiology

Edward H. Wagner (15) Clinical Epidemiology

Carolyn A. Williams (16) Health Services Research

Lecturer

Carl M. Shy

Adjunct Associate Professors

Kenneth Bridbord

Stephen H. Gelbach
Michael Hamilton
Douglas I. Hammer
Carl G. Hayes
G. J. Love

Emeritus Professor

John T. Fulton

(14) Environmental Epidemiology

(18) Environmental Epidemiology

(19) Clinical Epidemiology

(20) Primary Care

(21) Environmental Sciences

(22) Environmental Epidemiology

(23) Environmental Epidemiology

(28) Dental Epidemiology

140 PROBLEMS IN EPIDEMIOLOGY (1 or more). Two or more hours a week, fall,

141 spring, summer. Staff.

160 PRINCIPLES OF EPIDEMIOLOGY (3). One lecture and two seminar hours a

week, fall. Cassel; staff.

161 EPIDEMIOLOGY IN POPULATION DYNAMICS AND FAMILY PLAN-
NING PROGRAMS (3). Includes: 1) principles ofepidemiology applied to popu-

lation field; 2) the epidemiologic transition; 3) epidemiology in family health;
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4) epidemiology in human reproduction; 5) epidemiology in family planning

programs. Two lecture and and two seminar hours a week, fall. Omran.

162 EPIDEMIOLOGY IN ENVIRONMENTAL HEALTH (3). Prerequisite, permis-

sion of instructor. This is an introductory course in the history, principles, and

uses of epidemiology for the understanding and control of population health

and disease in relation to man's environment. One lecture and two seminar

hours a week, spring. McMichael, Shy.

211 DETERMINANTS OF COMMUNICABLE DISEASE (2). Biological determi-

nants, changing patterns of communicable diseases, definition of high-risk

sub-populations, methods of control. Two lecture hours a week, fall. Becker.

230 APPLIED METHODS IN EPIDEMIOLOGICAL RESEARCH (3). Prerequi-

sites, EPID 160, BIOS 105. The application of statistical techniques to health

related data. It relates hypotheses being investigated with statistical methods

for analysis. Spring. Cornoni.

231 EPIDEMIOLOGIC RESEARCH IN PERSONAL HEALTH SERVICES (3). Em-
phasizes research methodology and techniques for measurement in the areas

ofquality ofcare and utilization ofservices. Current studies as well as selected

examples from the literature will be presented for discussion. Fall. Hulka.

240 ALCOHOL, BEHAVIOR AND HEALTH (2). The major objective of this inter-

disciplinary course is to acquaint the student with the variety of problems

associated with alcohol abuse and alcoholism. Fall. Cornoni.

241 RESEARCH METHODOLOGY IN ALCOHOL USAGE (2). Emphasis of this

seminar will be on research skills, involving illustrations, design and planning

of studies and analysis of data. Spring. Cornoni.

260 EPIDEMIOLOGICAL FOUNDATIONS FOR DISEASE CONTROL PROB-
LEMS (3). Prerequisite, EPID 160 or equivalent. The current state ofepidemio-

logical knowledge of, and pertinent issues about selected health problems and

further research. Spring. Slome.

261 DENTAL EPIDEMIOLOGY (3). Prerequisite, EPID 160 or equivalent. Spring.

262 EPIDEMIOLOGY OF PROGRAM ACCEPTANCE (2). Prerequisite, EPID 160.

Spring. Patrick.

264 CULTURE AND HEALTH (3). Prerequisite, EPID 160. Study ofthe social and
cultural determinants of health. Spring. Kaplan.

265 HISTORY OF EPIDEMIOLOGY (3). Prerequisites, EPID 260 or 262 and 264.

Six lecture hours a week, first session, summer. Slome.

266 EPIDEMIOLOGICAL INVESTIGATION (3). Prerequisite, EPID 160. Spring

and summer. Tyroler.

270 APPLICATION OF PSYCHOLOGICAL THEORY AND RESEARCH TO
HEALTH (3). Prerequisites, EPID 160, BIOS 105. Reviews contributions of

clinical and social psychology to health, with emphasis on evaluation and use

of behavioral measures. Spring. James.

287 STATISTICAL METHODS IN EPIDEMIOLOGY. (Biostatistics 287) (3). Two
lecture and two laboratory hours a week, spring.

315 FIELD TRAINING IN EPIDEMIOLOGY (6-10). Prerequisite, advanced stand-

ing. This course is designed to give epidemiology majors a supervised field

experience in population health research. $450.00 field fee. Fall and spring.

Cassel.

360 RESEARCH IN EPIDEMIOLOGY (2 or more). Open to advanced students

361 only. Four or more laboratory hours a week, fall and spring. Graduate faculty.

362 ENVIRONMENTAL EPIDEMIOLOGY SEMINAR (3). Detailed, critical re-

views of selected topics in environmental epidemiology. Students work col-
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laboratively with faculty members conducting research in environmental

determinants of disease. Spring. Tyroler.

368 EVALUATIVE RESEARCH METHODS (2). Prerequisites, basic course in

epidemiology and biostatistics; preference to students with practical experi-

ence in a public health agency. An introduction to principles, research meth-

ods and indexes of program evaluation. Two seminar hours a week, spring.

Ibrahim.

393 MASTER'S THESIS. Fall, spring and summer. Staff.

394 DOCTORAL DISSERTATION. Fall, spring, and summer. Staff

400 GENERAL REGISTRATION (0).



Department of Health Administration (HADM)

Sagar C. Jain, Chairman

Professors

MoYE W. Freymann (2)

John T. Gentry (3)

Thomas L. Hall (4)

William G. Hollister (5)

John T. Hughes (6)

Sagar C. Jain (1)

Harry T. Phillips (7)

Leonard S. Rosenfeld (8)

Morris Schaefer (9)

David G. Warren (10)

Associate Professors

James E. Allen (11)

William S. Flash (12)

Charles L. Harper (13)

Lydia S. Holley (24)

Albert L. Johnson (14)

Arnold D. Kaluzny (15)

Donald L. Madison (16)

Robert Smith (17)

James E. Veney (18)

Assistant Professors

Patricia Z. Barry (20)

Dan E. Beauchamp (21)

Chester W. Douglass (22)

Population Policy, Program Development,

Technical Assistance

Medical Care Services Administration

Manpower Planning, Population

Mental Health, Leadership Development,

Group Dynamics

Dental Public Health

Organizational Analysis and Development,

Human Services Administration, Popula-

tion

Health Planning, Health Facilities Manage-
ment, Community Health Services

Financing ofHealth Services, Health Planning

and Evaluation, Institutional Management
Planning and Evaluation, Administrative The-

ory, Systems Management
Health Law and Policy

U.S. Health Policy, Management Information

Systems, Population Policies and Programs

Policy Analysis, Program Evaluation, Re-

evaluation Counseling

Personnel and Finance Administration, Com-
munity Health Administration

Community Health Administration, Long-

Term Care Administration and Rehabilita-

tion

Interorganizational Behavior, Research Meth-

ods

Organizational Behavior, Innovation Diffu-

sion, Medical Care

Rural Health

International and Comparative Health Sys-

tems

Social Research Methods, Health Policies

Accident and Injury Control, Emergency
Health Services

Health Policy Analysis, Alcohol and Drug
Problems

Program Evaluation, Dental Public Health
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William T. Herzog

Margaret L. Moore
Dirk J. Spruyt

David L. Zalkind

Instructor

Laurel F. Gooch

(23) Systems Analysis and Planning, Personal De-

velopment

(25) Long-Term Care and Rehabilitation

(26) Program Planning and Evaluation

(27) Operations Research, Health Status Indices

(28) Policy Analysis, Human Services Administra-

tion, Mental Health

Lecturers

Hans Krusa
Robert A. Loddengaard
Robert B. Moorhead

(31) Marketing, Population

(32) Program Evaluation

(33) Financial Management

Adjunct Professors

Jacob Koomen

James W. Osberg

Adjunct Associate Professors

B. J. Campbell
Abraham S. David

Martin P. Hines

W. Burns Jones

Florence Kavaler

Ernest A. Pearson
Janice A. Westaby

Adjunct Assistant Professors

George G. Dudney
William L. Hales
Jerome B. Hallan

Noel Mazade

(35) Health Policy, Program Development, Com-
munity Health Services

(36) Mental Health

(37) Highway Safety

(38) Health Economics, Population

(39) Communicable Disease Control, Occupational

Health, Veterinary Public Health

(40) Program Planning and Evaluation, Commu-
nity Health Administration

(41) Long-Term Care, Health Finance, Health

Facilities

(42) Dental Public Health

(43) Accident Prevention and Injury Control

(44) Dental Public Health

(45) Mental Health

(46) Systems Analysis, Program Evaluation,

Health Administration Research

(47) Mental Health

104 HEALTH AND DISEASE (3). Description and interpretation ofnormal physi-

ology, disease processes, and management of representative illnesses and inju-

ries. Special attention is directed to the implications of specific disease proc-

esses for the nature and rationale of patient care standards and support

services. (For persons without prior health background.) Spring. Gentry,

Spruyt.

105 CONCEPTS OF HEALTH ADMINISTRATION (3). No prerequisite. Applica-

tion of administrative theory and methods to the field of health and human
services. Topics such as concepts of administrative systems; governmental,

legal and public interest aspects; organizational and interorganizational
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behavior and relations in the settings of human service agencies; alternative

models of administrative process. Fall. Staff.

106 QUANTITATIVE AND ANALYTICAL METHODS FOR HEALTH AD-
MINISTRATION (3). Prerequisite, HADM 105 or permission of instructor.

Introduction to the use of management science and alternative problem-solv-

ing methods in health planning, evaluation, and management. Topics include

problem modeling and analysis, generic concepts and methods ofplanning and

systems analysis and selected techniques such as network and decision anal-

ysis. Spring. Zalkind, Schaefer, Allen.

107 ORGANIZATION, FINANCING AND DELIVERY OF HEALTH SERVICES
I (3). No prerequisite. Evaluation and current status of health service with

special emphasis on financing the purchase ofservices, organizing the delivery

ofhealth services, regulating and improving standards ofcare, developing and

allocating resources, planning and coordinating relationships. Fall. Gentry,

Spruyt, Phillips.

108 U.S. HEALTH SYSTEM: EVOLUTION AND FUTURE TRENDS (3). No
prerequisites. Historical, societal, and political forces shaping the U.S. health

system covering topics such as: the public policy process; changing societal and

group definitions of health and disease; medical care, professional dominance

and consumer movement; the public health perspective; emergence of a fed-

eral health role. Fall, spring. Flash, Beauchamp.

110 ELEMENTS OF HEALTH ADMINISTRATION (2). No prerequisite. A survey

of the theory and practice of health administration within the context of the

American health system (not open to HADM majors). Spring. Staff.

111 HUMAN ECOLOGY AND HEALTH SYSTEMS (3). Prerequisite, permission

of the instructor. An examination of factors in man's physical and social

environment that affect health states and individual and community health

actions, with emphasis on variables that affect community health needs, plans

and services. Summer. Staff.

113 INTRODUCTION TO HEALTH FACILITIES ADMINISTRATION (3).

Prerequisites, HADM 105 and 107, or equivalent. Foci are: (1) types of facili-

ties, (2) personal health care of the individual before, during, and following

institutional care, and (3) the internal functioning of a facility from the per-

spective ofthe staffs and in terms ofpatient processing, work flow, information

needs, quality control, space, and supply needs. Fall. Gentry, Rosenfeld; staff.

117 THE ECONOMICS OF HEALTH CARE (3). Prerequisite, permission of in-

structor. Attention is directed to the demand for health services, supply, and
costs ofservices, economic implications ofthe distribution and alternative uses

ofhealth care resources, and insurance and other methods ofpaying for health

care. Consideration is given to applicable tools of economic analysis. Spring.

Coulter.

126 INTRODUCTION TO POPULATION POLICY (3). Corequisite, PUBH 310.

Concepts ofpopulation policy in the context ofsocial policy, policy implications

of population dynamics, policy issues and alternatives, and studies in policy

development process. Fall. Freymann, Allen.

140 READINGS IN HEALTH ADMINISTRATION (1 or more). Staff

148 CONCEPTS OF MODELING PROBLEMS IN HEALTH SERVICES DELIV-
ERY (3). Prerequisites, High School algebra and HADM 106. Philosophy and
concepts ofmathematical modeling. Emphasis on modeling as a "way ofthink-

ing" not on mathematics. Purpose is to enhance communication between ad-

ministrators and "quantitative types." Fall. Zalkind.
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153 HEALTH CARE COSTS AND FINANCING (3). No prerequisites. Analysis of

trends in utilization ofservices, costs, sources and methods ofhealth financing.

Extensive review of multiple socioeconomic and geographic factors affecting

costs. Examination of the evolution and trends in third party payment (insur-

ance) mechanisms. Fall, spring. Rosenfeld, Coulter.

167 INTRODUCTION TO DENTAL PUBLIC HEALTH: BASIC KNOWLEDGE'
AND SKILLS (2). Survey of the theory and practice of dental public health,

I

epidemiology and natural history of dental disease, dental indices, methods

!

of prevention and control on population groups. Fall. Hughes, Douglass.

168 STRUCTURE AND FUNCTIONS OF COMMUNITY HUMAN SERVICES
SYSTEMS (3). Study of local human services systems, surveying political,

economic, demographic, social, and other aspects of community organization

and governance. Study ofintra- and inter-organizational relationships, respon-

sibility and accountability ofcommunity and administrators, staffrole identifi-

cation, including inter-personal and inter-role relationships. Fall or spring.

{Alternate years.) Holley, Gentry, Phillips.
I

182 BUDGETING AND FINANCIAL MANAGEMENT (2). Structural, process,

and functional aspects of budgeting and finance related to health, focusing on

review estimation, budgeting, and accounting purposes and processes. Spring.

Moorhead.

183 PERSONNEL ADMINISTRATION (2). Philosophy, structure and processes of

personnel administration in health organizations, including position classifi-

cation, job allocation, orientation and training, performance evaluation and

related elements. Spring. Harper.

187 SURVEY OF MENTAL HEALTH PROGRAMS (3). A survey of the develop-
i

ment and organization of mental health services available to the public. Se-

lected reading and field observation. Fall. Staff.
i

188 HEALTH LAW (2). Familiarization with nature, perspective and objects ofthe

legal process. Provides skills in understanding legal terminology, legal reason-
i

ing and the tools of law, particularly for application to health care manage-

ment and in making health policy decisions. Spring. Warren.

189 DEVELOPMENT OF PERSONAL EFFECTIVENESS (3). Prerequisite, per-i

mission of instructor. To increase, (a) awareness of how personal feelings and

those of others affect the ability to behave rationally and (b) ability to deal

with those feelings. Approach used is a peer, self-help method. Emphasis is

on capacity to respond awarely to others and deal effectively with the environ-

ment. Spring, summer. Staff.

196 ORGANIZATIONAL BEHAVIOR OF HEALTH INSTITUTIONS (3). Review

oftheory and empirical findings providing a contingency approach to manage-

ment and organizational behavior. Topics included: effect of technology and

size on organizational structure, process and performance; roles of profession-

als, leadership styles, motivation; organizational change and innovation. Fall.

Kaluzny.

197 INTRODUCTION TO INJURY CONTROL (2). An examination of the biologi-

1

cal, psychological, and social factors associated with injury. Conceptual frame-

works for understanding injury etiology and intervention strategies. Fall.

Barry, Waller.

202 ISSURES IN HEALTH ADMINISTRATION (1 or more). Staff'.

204 POLICY ISSUES IN ALCOHOL, DRUGS AND MENTAL ILLNESS (3).

Prerequisite, permission of instructor. This course will review the issues in
I

formulating policy for mental illness, alcohol and drug abuse, and other
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related problems. Attention will be given to the historical development of

policy in these areas, to the value these problems raise, and to anlyzing current

strategies. Spring. Beauchamp.

'2O6 FIELD WORK IN HEALTH ADMINISTRATION (1 or more). Staff.

209 PROCESSES OF HEALTH SERVICE PROGRAM DEVELOPMENT (Mater-

nal and Child Health 209). (2) Non-majors require permission of instructor.

Through review of health service program characteristics and analysis of the

processes by which they came about, students will acquire understandings for

preparation of a proposal for a program, or some aspect of one, for a specific

community. One lecture and two seminar hours per week, fall. Miller, Jenkins,

Spruyt.

217 THEORY AND METHODS OF HEALTH PLANNING AND EVALUATION
I (3). Full year sequence. Prerequisites, HADM 105, 106, 107, and 108 or

permission of instructor. A two semester learning simulation to develop a

j

community health plan. Covers the phases ofrole and health problem analysis

considering community and group perceptions; resource inventorying; pro-

gram objective setting; selection of program strategies; initial planning for

: program control and review. Spring. Schaefer, Phillips, Spruyt.

218 THEORY AND METHODS OF HEALTH PLANNING AND EVALUATION
II (3). Prerequisite HADM 217. Includes setting of administrative objectives

and program standards; program activity specification; budgeting and project

grant formulation; implementation planning by network analysis; specifica-

tion of records and reports and other information system elements; plan for

control and evaluation. Fall. Schaefer, Zalkind.

221 HEALTH MANPOWER PLANNING: METHODS AND ISSUES (3). Prerequi-

site, permission of instructor. Topics include: Manpower study design, plan-

ning methods, new careers, distribution, productivity, training and manpower
utilization. Case examples and practical exercises in planning. Spring. Hall.

222 ORGANIZATIONAL PATHOLOGY (3). Prerequisites, HADM 105, 107 and
permission of instructor. Deals with malfunctions of individuals as well as

organized work systems. Fall or spring. (Alternate years.) Jain, Hollister.

223 THE POLITICS OF HEALTH ORGANIZATIONS (3). Prerequisite, HADM
108 or permission of instructor. A view ofhealth agencies from the perspective

of the competitive struggle for public support. Topics covered include: the

concept of public support; the constituencies of health organizations; leader-

ship, expertise, values and public policies as generators ofpublic support. Fall.

Beauchamp, Flash.

227 ORGANIZATION, FINANCING, AND DELIVERY OF HEALTH SERVICES
II (3). Prerequisite, HADM 107 or permission of instructor. Focus is the health

delivery system as a whole, with emphasis on delivery models such as HMO's,
neighborhood health centers and others. Through cases organizational goal

achievement is examined and approaches to strengthening health agencies

are reviewed. Spring, summer. Gentry, Rosenfeld, Phillips.

228 ADMINISTRATIVE EPIDEMIOLOGY (3). Review and analysis of cases deal-

ing with the process of how community problems and technological data are

used in the development ofprogram strategies, evaluations and plans. Sections

may be organized around minority group needs, mental health, family plan-

ning, animal-related health problems, and similar interest area. Spring.

Hines; staff.

229 HEALTH FACILITIES PLANNING (3). Prerequisite, permission of instruc-

tor. This course has two objectives: (1) to acquaint students with area-
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wide facility planning methods and to help students gain skills applying

these methods; (2) to introduce students to functional and arthitectural criteria

upon which facility designs are based. Fall, spring. Gentry, Rosenfeld,

Phillips.

234 INJURY CONTROL POLICY AND PROGRAM ADMINISTRATION (3). So-

cial economic and political issues in injury control. Course material drawn!
from federal, state and local intervention programs including occupational

safety, highway safety, product safety, and poison control. Spring. Barry,

Waller.

237 LOCAL PUBLIC HEALTH PROGRAMMING (2). Description and analysis of

trends in local public health activities on a program basis. Uses student inter-

ests and experience to select topics to be developed. Spring. Jones, HoUey.i

Phillips.

241 QUANTITATIVE METHODS FOR PLANNING AND EVALUATING
HEALTH SERVICES (BIOS 241) (3). Prerequisites, HADM 105, 106, 107 or

permission of instructor. Selected quantitative methods used in planning and;

evaluating health services, includes formation of indices, cost, benefit and cost

effectiveness analyses, measurement of objectives, PERT, MBO, PPBS, pa-

rameters of evaluation such as efficiency, balance, adequacy, and consistency.

Spring. Douglass, Gillings, Stewart.

243 LONG TERM ILLNESS AND DISABILITY (3). Prerequisites, HADM 104 and

EPID 160, or permission of instructor. Examines the impact of chronic disease:

and disability on the individual, family, community and nation.

245 MANAGEMENT OF LARGE SCALE RESEARCH IN HEALTH (3). Prerequi-

sites BIOS 100, EPID 160 or 161, or permission of instructor. Individualized!

study of research objectives, budget development, study organization and

monitoring. Field trial strategy, personnel management data collection instru-

ments, and computer assisted data control and analysis. (Alternate years.)

Kessel, Veney, Jain.

247 POPULATION PROGRAM DEVELOPMENT AND ADMINISTRATION (3).

Prerequisite, HADM 105 or permission of instructor. Offers basic knowledge,!

methods and skills required to plan, implement, administer and evaluate

fertility control programs. Utilizes discussions, readings, planning exercises,

and a computer game. Spring. Jain, Gooch, Loddengaard; staff.

248 ORGANIZATIONAL ANALYSIS AND DEVELOPMENT (3). Prerequisites,

HADM 105 and 107, or permission of instructor. The concepts of organiza-i

tional effectiveness are defined and an analytical framework for identifying

differential roles ofvarious factors bearing on effectiveness is discussed. Alter-

nate strategies for improving organizational performance explored. Fall. Jain.

252 EMERGENCY MEDICAL SERVICES PLANNING AND ADMINISTRATION
(3). Emergency medical services systems planning and evaluation processes,!

characteristics and determinants of EMS systems; indepth consideration of

manpower, facilities, and technological resources, including quality, perform-

ance, and related specifications; analysis of selected EMS system models. Fall

Barry, Waller.

253 OPERATIONS RESEARCH AND THE HEALTH SYSTEM (3). Prerequisite,

permission of instructor. Critique of current operations research health ap

plications literature. Detailed analysis of implications of mathematical as-

sumptions of several applied health service models. Spring. (Alternate years.

Zalkind.

255 PUBLIC POLICY ANALYSIS FOR HEALTH (3). Prerequisite, HADM 108 oi
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permission of instructor. This course reviews issues in the analysis and design

of public policy for health. Topics will include: policy and ideology; public vs.

private, majority vs. minority, individual vs. collective issues; the uses and

assumptions of formal techniques, such as cost benefit analysis, systems anal-

ysis and social policy analysis. Spring. Beauchamp, Flash.

163 DENTAL PUBLIC HEALTH PRACTICE (3). Dental care in the comprehen-

sive health services setting, financing and payment, social and behavioral

science applications, emerging role of auxiliary personnel, prevention and

health education, organization and care delivery, professional regulation and

accountability, role of health department and community dentistry in the

academic setting. Spring. Douglass, Hughes.

{76 LONG TERM CARE AND REHABILITATION (3). Prerequisite, HADM 243

or special permission. Meeting needs of the chronically ill and disabled.

Philosophy of rehabilitation and institutional rehabilitation centers, and

noninstitutional alternatives for long-term care. Spring. Kavaler.

J82 COMPARATIVE NATIONAL HEALTH SERVICES SYSTEMS (3). Prerequi-

sites, HADM 105, 106, 107, 108 or permission of instructor. Anal5d;ical descrip-

tions of the national health services system of selected countries, in compari-

I

son with each other and the U.S. Exploration ofcommon issues and problems

and study ofhow these have been handled. Spring. (Alternate years.) Schaefer,

Smith; staflT.

587 MENTAL HEALTH PROGRAM LEADERSHIP (3). Explores knowledge, skill,

and materials for planning, operating and administering community psy-

chiatry programs and community mental health centers. Fall. HoUister.

193 HEALTH POLICY AND THE GOVERNING PROCESS: EXECUTIVE,
LEGISLATIVE, AND JUDICIAL (3). Prerequisite, HADM 108 or permission

of instructor. This course examines the political ideology, structures, and

processes through which health policy issues are generated, legislated, ad-

judicated and administered at local, state, national, and international levels

of governance. Spring. Flash.

596 UNITED STATES HEALTH POLICY (Maternal and Child Health 266) (2)

Examination of policy issues pertaining to delivery of health services in the

U.S. Evolution and current development are examined in an effbrt to evaluate

the administrative implications of current and proposed systems of health

delivery in the U.S. Spring. Miller, Allen.

598 FAMILY PLANNING PROGRAM EVALUATION (3). Theoretical structure

covers effbrt, adequacy of performance, efliiciency, effectiveness and process.

Program issues include costs, recruitment, educational programs, administra-

tion, reduction of unwanted births, maternal deaths and high risk pregnan-

cies. Lectures, cases, seminars are used. Spring. Loddengaard, Hall.

101 RESEARCH METHODOLOGY IN HEALTH ADMINISTRATION (2). Exami-
nation of available methodology in terms of its application to researchable

problems in health administration. Provides directed supervision of students

carrying out empirical research as part of their major paper requirement.

Fall, spring. Staff".

{04 SEMINAR IN TEACHING OF HEALTH ADMINISTRATION (3). Problems
and processes of teaching health administration, including supervised prac-

ticum experience. Fall, spring, summer. Schaefer; staff".

117 MANAGEMENT AND ORGANIZATIONAL ISSUES IN MENTAL HEALTH.
(3). Prerequisites, HADM 105, 187, 287 or permission of instructor. Deals with

selected issues like integration or mental health in human services depart-
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ments, federal-state-local funding mix, changing professional roles and similar

other issues. Spring. Jain; staffl

319 ADVANCED METHODOLOGY IN HEALTH ADMINISTRATION RE-
SEARCH (3). Prerequisites, doctoral standing and BIOS 145. Research meth-

odology as applied to understanding problems in health care delivery. Consid

eration is given to experimental design, data collection and application of

appropriate modes of analysis of data. Fall, spring. Kaluzny, Veney.

331 INTERORGANIZATIONAL RELATIONS IN HEALTH AND HUMAN
SERVICES (3). Prerequisites, HADM 105, 107 or permission of instructor. The
primary focus ofthis course is the inter-relationships among provider agencies

in human services. Emphasis is given to conceptual models that relate to

various interorganizational networks and various factors affecting these in-

terdependencies. Spring. (Alternate years.) Jain, Schaefer.

332 ORGANIZATIONAL MEASUREMENT (3). Prerequisite, doctoral standing.

Application of measurement theory to problems associated with organiza-

tional assessment. Principles of validity and reliability as well as associated

techniques of application are reviewed. Indices used to assess organizationed

context, structure, function and performance are considered with special ap-

plication to health. Spring. Veney, Kaluzny.

333 DOCTORAL SEMINAR IN HEALTH ADMINISTRATION STUDIES (2)

Prerequisite, doctoral standing. Provides a forum for discussion at an ad-

vanced level of selected topics in health administration. Student presents a

paper on dissertation oriented topic of his or her choice. Departmental and

school faculty and visiting scholars discuss recent policy and research develop-

ments in the administration of health care organizations. Fall, spring, sum-

mer. Staff.

373 SEMINAR IN HEALTH ADMINISTRATION (1 or more). Fall, spring sum-

mer. Staff.

384 ADVANCED STUDIES IN POPULATION POLICY (3). Prerequisite, permis-

sion of instructor. Individualized studies on special problems in population

policy analysis and development to provide skills in aspects of goal identifica-

tion, analyzing relevant organizational processes. Fall or spring. Staff.

393 MASTER'S PAPER (1-6). Staff.

394 DOCTORAL DISSERTATION (3-9). Staff.

400 GENERAL REGISTRATION (0). Staff

k

i
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104 SCHOOL AND COMMUNITY ORGANIZATION FOR HEALTH EDUCA-
TION (4). The influence of school administration and the curriculum upon the

evolution and development of school health programs, factors in the total

school health program, community health agencies and organizations, school-
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community health agencies and organizations, school-community relation

ships, representative programs, and the organization and administration of

health education in communities and schools. Required for undergraduate
majors in health education. Three lecture and two laboratory hours a week,

spring. Barr.

105 METHODS AND MATERIALS IN TEACHING PUBLIC HEALTH EDUCA-
TION (EDUC 93) (6). The description for this course is the same as that for

the other methods and materials courses in the School of Education in the 61

through 95 series. Two lecture and two laboratory hours a week, spring. Barr.

106 STUDENT TEACHING IN COMMUNITY HEALTH EDUCATION
(EDUC 94) (6). The description for this course is the same as that for other

student teaching courses in the School of Education in the 62 through 94

series. Spring. Staff.

108 THE BLACK EXPERIENCE AND HEALTH SERVICES (2). Prerequisite, per-

mission of instructor. The life experience of black Americans with special

reference to the implications for their participation in health programs. Two
hours a week, spring. Steuart; staff.

130 PRINCIPLES OF HEALTH EDUCATION (2). Permission of instructor. The
relationship between human behavior and health; natural and planned

change in health-related behavior in the individual, small group and commu-
nity; principles of program design and evaluation; the role of the client. One
lecture and two seminar hours per week, spring. Hochbaum.

133 INTERPERSONAL AND GROUP RELATIONS (2). Prerequisite, permission

of instructor. An experimental study of human relations with emphasis on

analysis of Interpersonal and group interaction, the effective use of interven-

tion in group problem solving, leadership styles and team building, intergroup

cooperation and conflict. Six hours a week for ten weeks, fall and spring. Staff.

140, PROBLEMS IN HEALTH EDUCATION (1 or more). Prerequisites to be ar-

141, ranged with the faculty in each individual case, depending upon the problem

142 that is to be studied. A course for students of public health who wish to make
an intensive study of some special problem in public health education. Fall,

spring, and summer. Staff.

200, SPECIAL STUDIES IN BEHAVIOR CHANGE (1 or more). Prerequisite, per-

201, mission of instructor. HEED 200—natural change process in health-related

202, behavior; HEED 201—planned change; personal and non-personal methods;

203, HEED 202—program design and evaluation; HEED 203—personal develop-

204 ment and community action; HEED 204—social class and culture variations

in planned change. Fall, spring, and summer. Staff.

206 EDUCATION AND SOCIAL CHANGE IN POPULATION PLANNING (2).

Permission of instructor. The study of social and behavioral factors in the

adoption ofnew practices; cross-cultural analyses and planning for the educa-

tional aspects of population control programs including implementation,

evaluation, and training of personnel. Two laboratory hours per week, spring.

Dawson.

209 UNITS OF PRACTICE I: INDIVIDUAL, SMALL GROUP AND NETWORK.
(1-3). Corequisite, enrollment in HEED 241, or permission of instructor.

Behavior systems in the individual, small group, family and other styles for

planned change in personal health-related behavior, interpersonal and non-

personal methods. Three lecture hours a week, fall and spring. Staff.

210 UNITS OF PRACTICE II: THE COMMUNITY (1-3). Corequisite, enrollment

in HEED 241, or permission of instructor. The nature and delineation of
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communities as social systems; theories, principles and practices relevant to

health-related community development processes; the identification of formal

and informal leadership and power structures, etc. Two lecture and seminar

hours per week, fall, spring, and summer. Dawson.

211 UNITS OF PRACTICE III: LARGE POPULATION UNITS (1-3). Corequisite,

enrollment in HEED 241, or permission of instructor. The nature and delinea-

tion of large population units ranging from county through national levels;

the planning and implementation of social and cultural change strategies in

terms oftheir implications for health. Two lecture hours per week, fall, spring,

and summer. Steuart.

222, PROFESSIONAL PRACTICE (1 or 2). Corequisite, enrollment in HEED 242

223 or permission ofinstructor. Studies in the professional role ofthe change agent

and consultant with special reference to cross-cultural settings; the develop-

ment of the professional and sources of innovation in practice. One or two

hours a week, summer. Steuart; staff.

230, CROSS-CULTURAL CONSULTATION (1-3). Permission of instructor.

231, Enrollment required in total series. The process and content of cross-cultural

232 and international consultation in technical assistance to developing

country health programs with special reference to planned social and

behavioral change. Two or more lecture hours per week, fall, spring, and
summer. Steuart.

234 TEAM PROBLEM SOLVING (1 or more). Prerequisite, HEED 133 or permis-

sion of instructor. An experimental study of interpersonal relations in profes-

sional team settings; intra-and inter-team relationship processes to large so-

cial systems with emphasis on intervention techniques. Two or more hours a

week, spring. Staff.

235, INSTRUCTIONAL MATERIALS AND DEVELOPMENT (1-3). Permission of

236 instructor. Independent projects in the design production, validation and utili-

zation of self-instructional training materials for use in college courses, in-

service training programs, patient education, etc. Students may arrange for

credit proportionate to the complexity of the individual projects. Two or more
lecture hours per week, fall and spring. Flair, Stritter; staff'.

240 FIELD WORK: INTRODUCTION TO COMMUNITY ACTION (2 or more).

Corequisites, HEED 130, HEED 133 or permission of instructor. Establishing

client-professional relations; community group development and participation

in planning; preliminary analysis ofselected demographic, social, cultural and
epidemiological features of the community needs. Field fee, $450.00. Fall.

Dawson; staff.

241 FIELD WORK: PROGRAM PLANNING AND DESIGN (2 or more). Prerequi-

site, HEED 240 or permission of instructor. Data-collection and analysis rele-

vant to program objectives, methods and evaluative research with associated

community group participation in planning and implementation. Spring.

Dawson; staff

242 FIELD WORK: PROGRAM DEVELOPMENT AND COMMUNITY ACTION
(2 or more). Prerequisite, Heed 241 or permission of instructor. Client-profes-

sional partnership in community action in selection and design of techniques

for health related behavior change and in program evaluation. Summer. Daw-
son; staff.

243 FIELD WORK: ADVANCED COMMUNITY HEALTH DEVELOPMENT (2

or more). Prerequisite, HEED 242 or permission of instructor. Client and
professional consultation in community health development, in personal de-
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velopment and supervision of non-professional and professional community
health workers. Summer. Dawson; staff.

244 FIELD WORK: EVALUATION (2 or more). Prerequisite, HEED 243 or permis-

sion of instructor. Studies of change processes in the community setting and
evaluation of the effectiveness of the role of the change agent. Fall. Dawson;
staff.

250 RESEARCH METHODS IN HEALTH EDUCATION (1-3). Corequisites, enroU-

251, ment in HEED 241, 242, 243 or permission of instructor. Introduction to

252 research and evaluation methods of particular relevance to planned change
in health-related behavior. Fall, spring and summer. Hochbaum.

253 NATURAL CHANGE DETERMINANTS IN HEALTH-RELATED BEHAV-
IOR (3). Permission of instructor. An intergrated behavioral science approach

to unplanned determinants to change in the health-related behavior systems

of the individual, small group and community. Fall. Steuart.

254, PERSONNEL DEVELOPMENT. (1-3). Corequisite, enrollment in HEED 234,

255 or permission of instructor. The study of training and supervision processes

for personnel development in programs of planned change; training system

strategies, design, teaching styles, methods and evaluation; the personnel de-

velopment role in supervision, effects of organizational climate, etc. Fall and
summer. Staff.

310, SEMINAR IN BEHAVIOR CHANGE (2 or more). Prerequisite, permission of

311, instructor. HEED 310—social epidemiology and health education; HEED
312, 311—the behavioral science foundations ofhealth education; HEED 312—cul-

313, tural change processes and health; HEED 313—behavior change processes in

314, the individual and small network; HEED 314—power structure, leadership

315, and community action; HEED 315—the dynamics of planned change; HEED
316, 316—health personnel and the client; HEED 317—cross-cultural and interna-

317 tional aspects of health programs. Four or more hours a week, fall, spring, and
summer. Staff.

340 ADVANCED FIELD TRAINING IN HEALTH EDUCATION (8). Under the

guidance of faculty and field counselors, students in this course may assume

major responsibility in field centers for a special phase of public health educa-

tion—program planning and development, intensive studies and surveys of

problem situations, evaluations, in-service training, etc.—or for a community-

wide program on a temporary basis. Open only to advanced graduate students

who have been engaged in public health education at least two years beyond

completion of the master's program. Field fee $450.00. Fall and spring. Staff

350, ADVANCED RESEARCH IN HEALTH EDUCATION (2-9). Permission of

351, instructor. Available only to students capable of pursuing independent re-

352 search projects under supervision. Four laboratory hoursper week, fall, spring,

and summer. Staff.

393 MASTER'S THESIS (3-6). Fall, spring and summer. Staff

394 DOCTORAL DISSERTATION (3-9). Fall, spring, and summer. StaflT.

400 GENERAL REGISTRATION (0).

t
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(2) Preventive Health Services

(9) Health Policy and Priorities, Public Accounta-

bility, Child Health

(10) Primary Maternal and Child Health Care, Hu-
man Sexuality, Epidemiology of Reproduc-

tive Outcomes

(11) Family Relationships, Child Care and Educa-

tion, Parent-Professional Interaction

(12) Perinatal Health, Health and Family Plan-

ning, Early Child Care

(14) Population, Family, Program Evaluation

(1) Health Program and Policy Evaluation

(3) Nursing, Family Planning

(4) Interpersonal, Small Group, Organizational

Communication and Social Influences Af-

fecting Health

(6) Methods of Fertility Management and Devel-

opment of Delivery Systems

(13) Child and Family Health Assessment and

Care, Day Care, School Health

(8) Consultation and Training for Individual and
System Change, Family Planning Program
Development, Sexuality Training

(7) Community and Program Development, Social

and Political Factors Affecting Health and

Welfare of Families

103 REPRODUCTIVE PHYSIOLOGY AND CONCEPTION CONTROL (2). Repro-

ductive physiology, methods of regulation; pregnancy, fetal wastage, infer-

tility, sterilization, abortion and community responsibilities will be discussed.

Two lecture hours a week, fall. Hulka.

105 DISORDERS OF DEVELOPMENT AND LEARNING IN CHILDHOOD
(Physical Therapy 105) (2). Permission of instructor. Interdisciplinary ap-

proach to developmental problems in children. Overview of etiological factors,

diagnostic and management techniques. Lecture and discussion. Individual

and group projects. Two lecture hours a week, fall, spring, summer. C. Knobe-
loch and DDDL staff.
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140, PROBLEMS IN MATERNAL AND CHILD HEALTH (1 or more). Prerequi-

141, sites to be arranged with the faculty in each individual case. Two to six hours

142 a week, fall, spring, and summer. Staff.

150 DISCUSSION LEADERSHIP: HUMAN SEXUALITY (HEED 150) (3). Permis-

sion of instructor required. Study of theoretical framework for understanding

of interpersonal and group interaction; experientially based learning oppor-

tunities in leadership role with small groups of university students enrolled

in course "Topics in Human Sexuality." Emphasis on interpersonal and group

interaction with effective use of intervention modalities in group setting. De-

sign and application of training exercises for human sexuality discussion

groups. One lecture and four seminar hours per week, fall and spring. Knauff.

151 EFFECTIVENESS IN INTERPERSONAL RELATIONSHIPS (3). Course is

designed to develop recognition of the effect of feelings on interpersonal rela-

tionships and on behavior. Methods of handling feelings to promote construc-

tive performance are considered. Teaching is based on Re-evaluation Counsel-

ing method emphasizing self-help, peer counseling and group support.

Techniques are applicable for training of other professional and lay groups.

Six Seminar hours per week, fall and spring. Gourley.

200 ISSUES AND TRENDS IN MCH AND FAMILY PLANNING (2). For students

outside the department of MCH who desire an overview of content and pro-

grams in maternal and child health and family planning. Emphasis will be

on current developments and trends in providing services for families. Four

seminar hours a week, spring. Edmands, Miller.

209 PROCESSES OF HEALTH SERVICE PROGRAM DEVELOPMENT (HADM
209) (2). Non-majors require permission of instructor. Through review of

health service program characteristics, and analysis of the processes by which

they came about, students will acquire understandings for preparation of a

proposal for and MCH program, or some aspect of one, for a specific commu-
nity. One lecture and two seminar hours per week, fall. Miller, Jenkins, Spruyt.

210 MATERNAL AND INFANT HEALTH AND FAMILY PLANNING (2). Non-

majors require permission of instructor. Health needs, problems and program-

matic issues in maternal-infant health and family planning. Includes biologic,

socicultural and psychological factors. One lecture, two seminar hours, fall.

Siegel, Morris.

211 MATERNAL AND CHILD HEALTH II (3). Continuation of MHCH 210 but

deals primarily with health problems and programs for school age children

and for children with handicaps. Two lecture and two seminar hours a week,

spring. Schaefer, Stocking; staff.

212 COMMUNITY EXPERIENCES IN MATERNAL AND CHILD HEALTH
(var.). Students who have no previous health professional degree will partici-

pate under faculty supervision in extramural MCH service programs. The

community experiences are linked to other required courses of the depart-

ment. An additional fee of $150 will be assessed to cover administrative and

supervisory costs. Staff

213 RESEARCH UTILIZATION IN MATERNAL AND CHILD HEALTH (2). This

course is designed to provide each student with major interest in maternal and

child health the ability to utilize research conducted by others. Emphasis is

upon evaluating the research methodology used by others and applying that

research to the assessment, planning and implementation of policies and pro-

grams in maternal and child health. Two hours per week, spring. Bauman.

214 FIELD TRAINING IN MATERNAL AND CHILD HEALTH (2-8). Required
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of selected students in terms of their background of experience, special inter-

ests, and future professional plans. An additional field fee of $450.00 will be

assessed. Summer, 6-10 weeks. Staff.

215 CHILD HEALTH ASSESSMENT (2-3). Designed primarily for nurses with

community health orientation and career goals; also for physicians, physical

therapists, and others with appropriate professional background and profes-

sional objectives. Focuses upon wellness care. Emphasizes development of

assessment knowledge and skills within the framework of normal individual

and family growth and development. Four seminar hours a week; nurses who
elect additional credit hour will be provided opportunities for clinical practice

in area of developmental assessment. Permission of instructor required. Vari-

able number of hours a week, spring. Stocking.

216 NURSING AND FAMILY PLANNING (PHNU 216) (2). This course for nurses

is designed to provide the student with knowledge of current developments,

trends, and content in maternal health and family planning. Emphasis is on

the opportunities and responsibilities of nurses in these particular areas. Con-

tent will include discussion and exploration of many factors which will affect

utilization of maternal health and family planning services. Three hours a

week, spring or summer. Edmands.

217 CHILD HEALTH: NURSING INTERVENTION (3-6). Course designed

primarily for nurses with community health nursing orientation and career

goals. Builds upon content developed in MHCH 215. Course emphasis is upon

nursing practice with infants, young children and their families in a variety

of community settings. Provides opportunity for some nurses to further in-

crease knowledge and skills in area on physical assessment. Limited enroll-

ment. One lecture hour and a variable number of clinical hours a week, sum-

mer. Stocking.

266 UNITED STATES HEALTH POLICY (Health Administration 266) (2-3). An
examination of policy issues pertaining to delivery of health services in the

United States. Evolution and current developments are examined in an effort

to evaluate the administrative implications of current and proposed systems

of health delivery in the U.S. Two hours a week, spring. Allen, Miller.

300 RESEARCH IN MATERNAL AND CHILD HEALTH (2 or more). Open by

special arrangement to students desiring to initiate and pursue an original

investigation of a selected problem. Four or more hours a week, fall, spring,

or summer. Staff.

307 SEMINAR IN DISORDERS OF DEVELOPMENT AND LEARNING IN
CHILDHOOD (Physical Therapy 307) (2). Permission of the instructor. Semi-

nar for students with prior background in child development or related areas

on interdisciplinary diagnosis and management of developmental problems

in childhood. Focus on staff and student prepared case material. Two seminar

hours a week, spring. C. Knobeloch and DDDL Staff

315 SEMINAR IN MATERNAL AND CHILD HEALTH (1). Non majors require

permission of instructor. This seminar provides an opportunity for students

and faculty to explore in greater depth selected subjects within the field of

maternal and child health. Two seminar hours a week, summer. Siegel.

320 SEMINAR IN PROGRAMS TO AFFECT HUMAN REPRODUCTION (2). Ap-

plication of health services research and behavioral, biological, epidemiologi-

cal, and clinical studies in human reproduction to the design of programs to

affect patterns of reproduction and reproductive outcomes. Four hours a week,

fall. Udry, Morris.
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321 SEMINAR IN PROGRAMS TO AFFECT CHILD CARE AND DEVELOP-
MENT (2). Analysis of programmatic research and behavioral and biological

studies in child care and development; its contribution to the design and to

the research and evaluation ofprograms affecting child care and development.

Four hours a week, spring. Schaefer, Siegel.

393 MASTER*S THESIS (3-6). Fall and spring. \

^

394 DOCTORAL DISSERTATION (3 or more). Fall and spring. L
400 GENERAL REGISTRATION (0).
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Department of Nutrition (NUTR)

Joseph C. Edozien, Chairman

Professors

Joseph C. Edozien (1)

Richmond K. Anderson (2)

Associate Professors

Rebecca B. Bryan (3)

John J. B. Anderson (4)

Assistant Professors

Boyd R. Switzer (5)

M. EuzABETH Brannon (6)

Joel M. Teitelbaum (7)

Instructor

Brenda M. Cines (8)

Lecturer

M. Helen McLachlan (9)

Malnutrition, Abnormal Intake of Nutrients

and the Endocrines, Clinical Nutrition

Nutrition and Population

Community Nutrition, Maternal and Infant

Nutrition

Calcium and Phosphorus Metabolism, Endo-

crines and Food Nutrients, Physiology

Nutritional Biochemistry, Research Methods,

Hormones
Nutrition of the Handicapped

Culture and Food, Anthropology

Malnutrition and Behavior, Food Habits, Psy-

chology

Therapeutic Nutrition: Clinical Instruction,

Chronic Disease and Aging

Adjunct Professor

Leonard W. Aurand (10) Food Science

Visiting Associate Professor

J. Audrey Wight (11) International Nutrition

100 FOOD AND MAN (2). A nutrition course designed for the non-specialist. His-

tory of nutrition. The biochemical and physiological foundations of modern
nutrition science. Human nutritional requirement. Biological, psychological,

special, cultural and economic determinants of food habits. Nutritional as-

pects ofhuman health and disease. Food politics and human welfare. National

and international nutrition problems. Food, family planning and population

growth. Nutrition of the future. One lecture and two seminar hours per week,

spring. Edozien, Anderson.

140 READING IN NUTRITION (1 or more). Prerequisite, permission ofinstructor.

Reading and tutorial guidance in special areas of nutrition such as interna-

tional nutrition and nutrition and population. Fall, spring, and summer. Staff.

200 CELL BIOLOGY (3). A review ofthe general structure and function ofthe cell.

Chemistry of compounds of biological interest including carbohydrates, pro-

teins, lipids, and vitamins. Intermediary metabolism. Integrated cellular and
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nervous integration. Topics of special interest to the nutritionist will be em-
phasized. Two lecture hours and two seminar hours per week, fall. Anderson,

Switzer.

201 CELL BIOLOGY LABORATORY (3). Prerequisite, concurrent registration in

NUTR 200 or the equivalent graduate course (biochemistry and physiology).

A laboratory course designed to acquaint students with the equipment and

theory of modern biochemical and biophysical methods used in nutrition re-

search. Six laboratory hours per week, fall. Anderson, Switzer.

202 NUTRITIONAL BIOCHEMISTRY (3). A review of recent developments in

nutritional science. The laboratory is designed to acquaint students with

standard procedures in nutritional biochemistry and physiology, including the

identification and estimation of nutrients and their metabolites in foods, tis-

sues and body fluids. Human and animal experiments in nutrition. Six labora-

tory hours per week, fall, spring. Edozien, Anderson, Switzer.

203 FOOD SCIENCE AND TECHNOLOGY (3). The sources and properties of nu-

trients for man and factors affecting their supply and availability will be

studied. Methods of handling, procuring, storing and preserving food and the

changes in the values and/or characteristics of their nutrients resulting from

these processes will be emphasized. In addition, consideration will be given

the basic foods and their preparation, meal planning and budgeting. Two
lecture hours and two seminar or demonstration hours per week, spring. Staff*.

204 NUTRITION AND HUMAN HEALTH (3). A critical review of human nutri-

tional requirements and the relation of diet to human health and well being.

Topics for discussion will include dietary requirements, food habits and their

determinants, the politics of food, national and international nutrition prob-

lems, the food-people equation, nutrition of the future, nutrition in relation

to regulation of metabolism, reproduction, growth and development, morbid-

ity and mortality, deficiency diseases, obesity, dental health, and chronic de-

generative diseases. Two lecture hours and two seminar hoursper week, spring.

Edozien.

205 COMMUNITY NUTRITION (3). This course is designed to acquaint students

with the roles and functions of the nutritionist in community health and to

assist them, through classroom work and practical experience in the commu-

nity, to acquire the basic knowledge and skills required to perform these

functions. Four seminar hours and concurrent field work per week, fall. Staff".

206 FOOD HABITS: DETERMINANTS AND TECHNIQUES FOR MODIFICA-
TION (3). This course will review the psychological, sociological and cultural

determinants of food habits including both normal and abnormal patterns.

Attention will be paid to those attitudes towards food actually encountered

in the field. A critical review of materials and methods used for nutrition

education including approaches for individuals and various age and interest

groups. Development and use of effective teaching aids. Methods ofevaluating

the effectiveness of education programs. Two lecture hours and two hours of

seminar or laboratory sessions per week, spring. Cines.

207 THERAPEUTIC NUTRITION (3). Prerequisite, NUTR 200 or equivalent. A
study of the relationship of diet to diseases ofman and of dietary intervention

in the prevention and/or treatment of these conditions. Two lecture hours and

two hours of clinical demonstration per week, spring. McLachlan.

208 NUTRITION PROGRAMS AND SERVICES (3). This course is designed to

illustrate the need, planning, delivery and evaluation ofcommunity nutrition

programs and services. Each student will be required to make an in-depth
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study of the application of the principles of program planning and evaluation

to meeting the needs of a high-risk group such as mothers and infants, the

chronically ill and aging or the handicapped. Four hours of seminar and
concurrent field work each week, spring. Bryan, Brannon, McLachlan.

250 CLINICAL NUTRITION PRACTICE (1 or more). Experience in preparation

and use of diets for medical care of patients in hospital wards, outpatient

clinics or community health facilities. Two or more seminar or laboratory hours

per week, fall, spring, and summer. Staff.

251 FIELD EXPERIENCE (6-8). Students are assigned to a local or district health

department or other appropriate agency for six to eight weeks of supervised

field experience. Field fee $450.00. An abridged report ofactivities undertaken

during this period is required. Students must consult their faculty advisors

for guidelines in preparing the report. Those who wish to do so may submit

an extended report in lieu of a master's thesis. Fall, spring, and summer. Staff

and field preceptors.

252 FIELD EXPERIENCE SEMINAR (2 or more). Student seminars based on field

experience are presented. Other sessions are devoted to specific topics relating

to nutrition program development, behavior modification, communication

processes and media, and other educational techniques. Fall, spring, and sum-
mer. Staff.

340 SEMINAR IN NUTRITION (1 or more). Prerequisites, a minimum ofone year

of graduate work in nutrition and permission of the instructor. Seminars

and/or laboratory work, according to the special area under study. Two or

more hours a week, fall, spring, and summer. Staff.

390 NUTRITION RESEARCH (2 or more). Individual arrangements may be made
by the student to spend part or all of his time in supervised investigation of

selected problems in nutrition. Four or more laboratory or field hours a week,

fall, spring, and summer. Staff

391 NUTRITION RESEARCH SEMINAR (1 or more). Doctoral and MPH students

registered for NUTR 390 shall present at least one formal seminar each term
on some aspect of their research project (community or laboratory). Two or

more hours per week, spring. Staff.

393 MASTER'S THESIS (3-6) Fall, spring, and summer. Staff.

400 General Registration (0).



Department of Parasitology and Laboratory Practice

(PALP)

John E. Larsh, Chairman

Professors

Hilton T. Goulson

John E. Larsh

Norman F. Weatherly

Associate Professors

Elmer F. Chaffee

James R. Hendricks

John K. Read

Assistant Professor

Judy R. Clem

Adjunct Associate Professors

Libero Ajello

Marion M. Brooke
John B. Brooks

Charles H. Calisher

William B. Cherry
Hugo L. David

Walter R. Dowdle
VuLus R. DowELL, Jr.

John J. Farmer III

John C. Feeley

Andrew R. Fodor
John E. Forney
John W. Foster

Michael L. Furculow
Lucille K. Georg
William Kaplan
Leo Kaufman
Lynn G. Maddry
Max D. Moody
C. Wayne Moss
Erskine Palmer

(2) Immunity to Helminths, Host-parasite Rela-

tions, Diagnostic Parasitology

(1) Immunoparasitology, Immunity to Helminths,

Host-parasite Relations

(3) Immunoparasitology, Immunity to Helminths,

Host-parasite Relations

(6) Public Health Diagnostic Bacteriology and My-
cology, Serological Reactions in Parasitic In-

fections

(4) Diagnostic Parasitology, Survey Methods, Hel-

minth Life Cycles

(5) Public Health Microbiology, Bacterial Patho-

genesis

(7) Serology of Parasitic Infections, Public Health

Microbiology
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Clyde Thornsberry

H. Mac Vandiviere

Kenneth W. Walls
Hazel W. Wilkinson
Donald W. Ziegler

Roslyn Q. Robinson

Charles C. Shepard

W. Daniel Sudia

G. Briggs Phillips

Leo Pine

Public Health Microbiology Research

Public Health Microbiology Research

Public Health Microbiology Research

Public Health Microbiology Research

Public Health Microbiology Research

Public Health Microbiology Research

Public Health Microbiology Research

Public Health Microbiology Research

Public Health Microbiology Research

Public Health Microbiology Research

Emeritus Professor

Robert B. Watson (8) Malariology, Scientific Writing and Editing

131 PARASITISM AND HUMAN DISEASE (2). One lecture and two laboratory

hours a week, fall. Clem, Goulson.

134 HUMAN PARASITOLOGY (4). Prerequisite, permission of instructor. Two
lecture and four laboratory hours a week, fall. Larsh, Weatherly, Goulson.

140 PROBLEMS IN PARASITOLOGY (1 or more). A course for students who wish

141 to make an intensive study ofsome special problem. Two or more hours a week,

fall and spring. Staff.

142 PROBLEMS IN PUBLIC HEALTH LABORATORY PRACTICE (1 or more).

143 A course for students who wish to make an intensive study of some special

problem in the laboratory field. Two or more hours a week, fall and spring.

150 PUBLIC HEALTH BACTERIOLOGY (3). Prerequisite, permission of instruc-

tor. Two lecture and two laboratory hours a week, fall. Read.

151 PUBLIC HEALTH VIROLOGY (3). Prerequisites, PALP 150 and permission

of instructor. Two lecture and two laboratory hours a week, spring. Read.

230 THE NATURE OF PARASITISM (3). Prerequisite, permission of instructor.

Three lecture hours a week, spring. Weatherly.

232 PARASITOLOGICAL METHODS (4). Prerequisite, PALP 134. Two lecture

and four laboratory hours a week, spring. Goulson.

233 MALARIOLOGY (3). Prerequisite, permission of instructor. Two lecture and
two laboratory hours a week, fall. Hendricks.

234 MEDICAL ENTOMOLOGY (3). Prerequisites, Zoology 11 and PALP 134, or

equivalents. Two lecture and two laboratory hours a week, spring. Hendricks.

235 PROBLEMS IN PUBLIC HEALTH LABORATORY METHODOLOGY (1 or

236 more). Prerequisite, permission of instructor. Two or more hours a week, fall

and spring. Larsh.

250 PUBLIC HEALTH LABORATORY METHODS I (2). Prerequisite, permission

of instructor. One lecture and two seminar hours a week, fall. Chaffee.

251 PUBLIC HEALTH LABORATORY METHODS II (5). Prerequisite, permission

of instructor. Two lecture and six laboratory hours a week, spring. Chaffee,

260 PUBLIC HEALTH LABORATORY MANAGEMENT I (2). Prerequisite, per-

mission of instructor. One lecture and two seminar hours a week, fall. Maddry.
261 PUBLIC HEALTH LABORATORY MANAGEMENT II (3). Prerequisite, per-

mission of instructor. Two lectures and two seminar hours a week, spring.

Maddry.

Staff.

Clem.
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331 SEMINAR IN PARASITOLOGY (1). Prerequisite, permission of staff. One
seminar hour a week, fall and spring. Staff.

333 SEMINAR IN PUBLIC HEALTH LABORATORY PRACTICE (1). Prerequi-

site, permission of staff. One seminar hour a week, fall and spring. Staff.

334 RESEARCH IN PARASITOLOGY (2 or more). Open to advanced students

335 only. Four or more laboratory hours a week, to be arranged, fall and spring.

Larsh, Goulson, Hendricks, Weatherly, Chaffee.

336 RESEARCH IN PUBLIC HEALTH LABORATORY METHODOLOGY (2 or

337 more). Open to advanced students only. Four or more laboratory hours a week,

to be arranged, fall and spring. Larsh, Weatherly, Chaffee, Read.

393 MASTER'S THESIS (3 or more). Fall and spring Staff

394 DOCTORAL DISSERTATION (3 or more). Fall and spring Staff

400 GENERAL REGISTRATION (0).



Department of Public Health Nursing (PHNU)

Dorothy M. Talbot, Chairman

Professor

Dorothy M. Talbot

Associate Professors

Nora F. Cline

Elizabeth M. Edmands
Marion E. Highriter

Marie J. McIntyre
Virginia M. Nelson

Julia D. Watkins

Assistant Professors

Irene D. Courtenay

Beatrice B. Mongeau

(1) Public Health Nursing: Research, Administra-

tion and Education

(2) Mental Health in Public Health

(3) Nursing and Family Planning

(4) Public Health Nursing and Program Evalua-

tion

(5) Public Health Nursing Education

(6) Public Health Nursing Practice and Middle

Management
(7) Nurse Practitioner in Public Health

(8) Occupational Health and Occupational Health

Nursing

(9) Folk Practices, Institutional Analyses, and So-

cial Change

140 READINGS IN PUBLIC HEALTH NURSING (1 or more). Prerequisites to be

141 arranged with the faculty. Reading and tutorial guidance in a selected area

142 of public health nursing. Fall, spring, and summer. Staff.

180 READINGS IN OCCUPATIONAL HEALTH NURSING (1 or more). A course

for students in occupational health nursing. Reading and tutorial guidance

in a selected area of occupational health nursing. Hours to be arranged. Fall,

spring, and summer. Courtenay and staff.

181 OCCUPATIONAL HEALTH NURSING I (3). Prerequisite, experience in occu-

pational health nursing or permission of instructor. This course is concerned

with factors influencing the development of occupational health nursing pro-

grams on a full-time, part-time, or selective service basis. Consideration will

be given to the general and special health services required because of poten-

tial health problems within the work environment or inherent health prob-

lems in the employed population. An opportunity will be provided to identify

areas requiring greater in-depth study and to explore the expanding role of

the occupational health nurse. Six hours a week, fall and spring. Courtenay

and staff.

193 INNOVATION AND CHANGE IN PUBLIC HEALTH NURSING (2 or more).

Permission of instructor required. Analysis of selected factors and approaches

considered in innovation and change. These include the various alternatives

involved and the educational approaches that effect innovation and change
in public health nursing. Two to three hours a week, fall, spring, and summer.
Talbot; staff.

197 PHILOSOPHY AND PRINCIPLES OF SUPERVISION (3). For public health

nursing students or permission of the instructor. Philosophy, principles and
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methods of supervision with emphasis on supervisor's responsibihty for im-

provement of nursing service through the professional development of the

nursing staff. Two lectures and two seminar hours a week, spring. Cline.

198 COMMUNITY NURSING SERVICE ADMINISTRATION I (3). Prerequisite,

permission of instructor. Analysis of patterns of organization of public health

nursing services and relationships to the medical care system. Consideration

of the role of nursing administrator in various types of organizations. Special

emphasis on relationships with other disciplines, lay groups, and other organi-

zations, official, voluntary, and combination agencies at local, state and federal

level. Analysis of role in various organizations. Consideration of above in

context of social change. Two lecture and two seminar hours a week, spring.

Talbot.

201 FOUNDATIONS FOR MENTAL HEALTH PRACTICE (MHCH 201) (2). Per-

mission of instructor. Exploration of problems, issues, services, and needs in

the field ofmental health; implications ofmental health education roles. Field

observations. Two seminar, two laboratory hours, fall. Cline.

202 FOUNDATIONS FOR MENTAL HEALTH PRACTICE (MHCH 202) (3). Per-

mission of instructor. A continuation of 201, with participation in community
mental health programs; relevant concepts and theories from the behavioral

sciences; role delineation. Two seminar, four laboratory hours, spring. Cline.

203 FOUNDATIONS FOR MENTAL HEALTH PRACTICE (MHCH 203 (2). Per-

mission ofinstructor. A continuation of202; continued involvement in commu-
nity mental health programs, emphasis on evaluation, research. Two seminar,

two laboratory hours, summer. Cline.

216 NURSING AND FAMILY PLANNING (MHCH 216) (2). This course for nurses

is designed to provide the student with knowledge of current developments,

^ trends, and content in maternal health and family planning. Emphasis is on

the opportunities and responsibilities of nurses in these particular areas. Con-

tent will include discussion and exploration of many factors which will affect

utilization of maternal health and family planning services. Four seminar

hours a week, spring. Edmands.

237 MENTAL HEALTH AND PUBLIC HEALTH NURSING (2). Permission of

instructor. Mental health and other behavioral concepts are utilized with

family case material for the study of health maintenance; prevention and

treatment of emotional-social dysfunction. Fall and spring. Cline.

240 PROBLEMS IN PUBLIC HEALTH NURSING (3 or more). A course for stu-

241 dents in public health nursing. Students will make an intensive study ofsome

242 special problem in public health relevant to public health nursing. The study

will demonstrate the application of research principles. Hours to be arranged.

Fall, spring, and summer. Staff.

255 CONSULTATION: A PUBLIC HEALTH METHOD (MHCH 255) (2). Deline-

ates skills, problems, and potentialities of consultation. Role, functions, proc-

ess, and relationships in consultation are analyzed with attention to utiliza-

tion of this knowledge in special fields of interest. Six hours a week, summer.

Cline; staff.

271 PRACTICUM IN TEACHING COMMUNITY HEALTH NURSING (3). Per-

mission of instructor. Supervised experience involved in teaching community

health nursing to students at the undergraduate level. Problems related to

curriculum, organization, and faculty roles will be explored under faculty

direction in biweekly seminars. Two biweekly seminar, eight laboratory hours,

fall, spring. Mclntyre.
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281 OCCUPATIONAL HEALTH NURSING (3). Prerequisite, PHNU 181. Con-

tinuation of Occupational Health Nursing I. During this course consideration

will be given to the leadership roles in occupational health nursing and to

factors influencing the organization, implementation and evaluation of occu-

pational health nursing programs. Six hours a week, spring and summer.

Courtenay and staff.

282 PROBLEMS IN OCCUPATIONAL HEALTH NURSING (3 or more). Prerequi-

sites, PHNU 181 and BIOS 100 or the equivalent. A course for students major-

ing in occupational health nursing. Students will make an intensive study of

some special problems in occupational health relevant to occupational health

nursing. The study will result in a paper which demonstrates the application

of research principles. Hours to be arranged. Fall, spring, and summer. Cour-

tenay, Highriter, Mongeau.

290 PUBLIC HEALTH NURSING SERVICES (1). For non-nurse graduate stu-

dents in public health. Introduction and orientation to the philosophy and

principles of public health nursing. Emphasis is given to supervision and

administration ofpublic health nursing services. Current practices, trends and

problems in public health nursing are explored in light of the multi-discipline

approach to community health program. Two seminar hours a week, spring

and summer. Talbot.

291 PLANNING COMMUNITY NURSING SERVICES I (3). Corequisites, EPID
160, BIOS 100, or permission of the instructor. Methods of assessment of

community nursing needs including collection and analysis of existing data,

identification of additional data needed for community nursing diagnosis and

collection of these data. Six hours a week, fall. Nelson.

292 PLANNING COMMUNITY NURSING SERVICES II (3). Prerequisite, PHNU
291. Identification of community nursing needs based on data collected and

analyzed in PHNU 291. Consideration of processes involved in the solution

of identified needs. Six hours a week, spring. Nelson.

293 INSTRUCTIONAL APPROACHES IN PUBLIC HEALTH NURSING (3). Per-

mission of instructor. Educational issues involved in preparation for public

health nursing practice. Study and evaluation ofpublic health nursing content

in nursing curricula. Strategies of instructional approaches involving innova-

tion and change. Three lecture hours a week, spring. Mclntyre.

294 PUBLIC HEALTH SCIENCES IN PUBLIC HEALTH NURSING EDUCA-
TION (3). Permission of instructor. Exploration of current issues in public

health nursing practice. Consideration of alternatives and educational strate-

gies in the application of concepts of public health sciences in public health

nursing education. Three 3-hour lectures weekly, first summer session. Mcln-

tyre.

296 ADVANCED PUBLIC HEALTH NURSING PRACTICE I (3). Exploration

of concepts of family and group behavior in relation to family health and

illness. Selected experiences with families or other groups. Analysis of case

material and the nursing process. Six hours a week, spring. Watkins,

Cline.

297 ADVANCED SUPERVISION IN PUBLIC HEALTH NURSING (3). Prerequi-

site, PHNU 197 or equivalent. Includes the administrative function of the

supervisor, concepts, theories and principles of administration as related to

public health nursing services. Program planning and evaluation, consulta-

tion and current trends in public health nursing are included. One lecture and
four seminar hours a week, summer. Cline.
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298 COMMUNITY NURSING SERVICE ADMINISTRATION II (3). Prerequisite,

permission ofinstructor. Concepts and methods ofadministering public health

nursing services. Community structure, assessment, program planning, priori-

ties, evaluation of services, fiscal management, personnel management, work
measurement, time and cost studies, control measures, records and reports.

Two lecture and two seminar hours a week, summer. Talbot.

299 RESEARCH METHODS IN PUBLIC HEALTH NURSING (3). Prerequisite,

BIOS 100 or the equivalent. Primarily for graduate students in public health

nursing. Selection of research problem, development of the research design,

collection and analysis of data and interpretation of results. Students will

develop a problem, collect and analyze data and interpret the results. Two \

lecture and two laboratory hours a week, spring. Mongeau, Highriter.

300 SEMINAR IN PUBLIC HEALTH NURSING (1). Prerequisite, permission of

staflT. Discussion of selected topics in public health nursing. Two hours a week,

fall. Staff.

340 RESEARCH IN PUBLIC HEALTH NURSING (3 or more). A course for stu- \

341 dents in public health nursing. Independent research under supervision. Fall,

342 spring, and summer. Mongeau, Highriter.

381 ADVANCED PRACTICE IN OCCUPATIONAL HEALTH NURSING (3-6).

Prerequisites, PHNU 181, PHNU 281. A combination seminar and field course

designed to meet the career needs and interests of each student. An oppor-

tunity will be provided to study occupational health nursing administration ,

at the national or corporate level; or occupational health nursing consultation

at the local, state, regional or national level as provided by governmental or
i

insurance agencies. Field fee, $450.00. Hours to be arranged. Summer. Cour-

tenay and staff*.

393 MASTER'S THESIS (3-9). Fall, spring, and summer. Staff*.
'

396 ADVANCED PUBLIC HEALTH NURSING PRACTICE II (3). Prerequisite,

PHNU 296. Use and evaluation ofvarious approaches and methods in relation

to the nurse's role in maintaining and promoting family health. Field fee,

$450.00. Six hours a week, summer. Staff*.

398 PROBLEMS IN COMMUNITY NURSING ADMINISTRATION (3). Prerequi-

site, permission of instructor. Study and observation of a problem(s) related

to administration of public health nursing services, carried out in selected

agency under faculty guidance. Field fee, $450.00. Six hours a week, summer.

Nelson.

400 GENERAL REGISTRATION (0).

i



DEPARTMENT OF RADIO, TELEVISION AND MOTION
PICTURES

William H. Melson, Chairman

Professors

William M. Hardy
William H. Melson

J. Paul Nickell

Wesley H. Wallace

Earl R. Wynn

Associate Professors

Robert J. Gwyn

Calvin Pryluck

Assistant Professor

BiSHETTA D. MeRRITT

(2)

(3)

(5)

(7)

(8)

Writing, Directing, Performance

Broadcast Journalism, Broadcast Management,
Effects of Mass Communications

Television and Motion Picture Directing, Writ-

ing, Criticism

History and Regulation of Broadcasting, Man-
agement Problems, Social Implications of

Mass Communication

Speech; Motion Picture, Television and Stage

Performance; Motion Picture Production

(1) Instructional Broadcasting, Educational Tech-

nology, Political Communication

(6) Theory ofFilm/TV Communication, Media and

Society, Media History

(4) Citizen Groups and the Media, Minorities in the

Media, Black English and the Communica-
tion Process

The Department offers a program leading to a professional degree:

Master of Arts in Communication. The program assumes that the

student expects to be involved professionally in broadcasting or mo-
tion pictures or in a field related to one or the other of these. The
curriculum falls into five divisions: institutional, which includes his-

torical, economic, social, and legal aspects of the media; criticism;

production, which includes performance and direction; research;

and writing.

Facilities for graduate work in the Department are good. Library

resources at The University of North Carolina are excellent. The
Department's Communication Center houses radio production and
recording studios, a motion picture sound stage, a large television

studio, film editing and projection rooms. Also in Swain Hall are the

Chapel Hill studios of University of North Carolina Television,

where many students gain additional experience. Both dramatic and
nonfiction programs and films are produced by the Department, with

students active in the roles ofwriting, production, and performance.
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Both video and audio recording facilities permit self-criticism by the

student.

Requirements for the Master of Arts in Communication
Degree

The Thesis: This requirement may be satisfied by completing an
approved research thesis, or an approved creative thesis involving

the planning and writing of a series of dramatic or nonfiction radio

or television programs, or the planning and the writing of a major
length dramatic or nonfiction picture. All of these topics must re-

ceive prior approval by a departmental committee ofthe departmen-

tal graduate faculty. Normally the research thesis will be required;

a creative thesis may be attempted only with special permission of

the committee.

Undergraduate courses required: Students whose undergraduate

majors have not been in broadcasting or film or who have not had
a significant amount of undergraduate course work or experience

in these fields may be accepted in the graduate program but will be

required to complete twelve semester hours of undergraduate

courses or satisfy the requirement by examination or by offering

equivalent academic work and experience; RTVMP/JOURN 20, In-

troduction to Mass Communication; RTVMP 30, Basic Writing for

Broadcasting and Film; RTVMP 50, Production Fundamentals; and
one other chosen to fit the student's needs. Applicants who are ac-

cepted for graduate work in our department and whose undergradu-

ate majors are in areas or subject matter fields other than broadcast-

ing, film, mass communication, or equivalent will be required to

enter in the first summer session. Accepted applicants who are re-

ceiving their baccalaureate degrees at the end ofthe spring term (the

terminus of which conflicts with UNC-CH's opening dates for the

first summer session) may be permitted to enter at the beginning

of the second summer session. This requirement permits the enter-

ing student to complete all (or some) ofthe undergraduate prerequi-

sites during the summer.
Graduate courses required in the major: 290, Social Aspects ofl

Mass Communication (3); 300, Seminar in Communication (3); and

393, Thesis (3). The student will elect from the graduate curriculum

four other courses to complete the twenty-one semester hours of the

major.

The Minor: The minor, a significant element of the graduate pro-

gram, must be taken in another department approved by the major

department. This portion ofthe graduate program should be worked

out by the student upon consultation with and approval by the Direc-
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' tor of Graduate Studies of the minor department. Normally, the

student will choose a minor in a department in which there has been

significant undergraduate preparation. In the minor, at least three

courses at the graduate level, nine semester hours, are required. The
minor department may require additional undergraduate prerequi-

sites.

Language requirement: A reading knowledge of one modern for-

eign language. With departmental approval, course work leading to

che development of other research tools may be substituted for the

language requirement.

Residence requirement: One academic year.

Courses for Graduates and Advanced Undergraduates

113 INTRODUCTION TO INSTRUCTIONAL MATERIALS PRODUCTION (Edu-

cation 113) (3). Prerequisite, permission of the instructor. The planning and

production of two and three dimensional instructional materials, such as:

television graphics, slides, overhead transparencies, manipulative tactile

materials and animated motion pictures. Open to RTVMP majors (seniors and

graduate students only). One lecture and six laboratory hours per week, fall

and spring. Wileman.

125 SOUNDS AND IMAGES IN THE CREATIVE PROCESS (3). Not available for

graduate credit to graduate majors in Radio, Television, and Motion Pictures.

Examines the expressive resources of motion pictures and television through

consideration of the relationship of the physical world, ideas, and sound and

image representation. Fall and spring. Pryluck.

140 EDUCATIONAL TELEVISION PRODUCTION AND INSTRUCTION (3). Per-

mission of the instructor. To prepare the educational television participant,

including the producer-director, the classroom and studio teacher and the

curriculum coordinator for effective production of instructional materials.

Current uses of television; content considerations; cooperative program plan-

ning; techniques of television teaching; classroom considerations; production

techniques; sources of material; special visual considerations; potentials of

various instructional forms; evaluation methodology. Two lecture and two

laboratory hours per week, fall. Gwyn.
141 CONCEPTS OF PUBLIC BROADCASTING (3). Provides students with the

understanding of the rationales, modes, and processes of public broadcasting;

permits students to examine the underlying assumption ofcommercial broad-

casting. Spring. Bair, Trapp.

143 BROADCAST CRITICISM (3). Study of contemporary radio and television,

aimed at developing sound critical criteria for media. Current criticism is

examined, and relationship ofcriticism to broadcasting content in recent years

is considered. Two lecture and two laboratory hours per week, spring. Hardy.

144 THE DOCUMENTARY IDEA (3). Historical and theoretical examination of

expressions of the documentary idea in different eras and various modes in-

cluding film, television, and radio. Three lecture and two laboratory hours per

week, spring. Pryluck.

145 HISTORY OF FILM (3). Study of the development of the art and craft of the

film through examination of individual films and topics stressing the interac-
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tion of aesthetic considerations with socio-cultural and institutional settings.-

Fall. Pryluck.

146 INTERNATIONAL COMMUNICATION AND COMPARATIVE JOURNAL-
ISM (Journalism 146) (Political Science 146) (3). Development of international

communication; the flow of news and international propaganda; the role of

communication in international relations; communication in the developing

nations; comparison of press systems. Fall. Bishop.

147 BROADCASTING IN DEVELOPING COUNTRIES (3). The cultural and edu-|

cational uses of radio and television are studied in the developing countries!

of Africa, Latin America and India. Emphasis is placed on the new electronic

media and its effectiveness in serving developing countries. Fall. Merritt.

150 MINORITIES AND THE MEDIA (3). The course traces the development of;

minorities in film, radio and television, and the press, looking at trends andl

treatments of minorities by the media, and how and if they have changed.

Spring. Merritt.

151 INTRODUCTION TO MASS COMMUNICATION RESEARCH (Journalismj

151) (Speech 151) (3). Fundamentals of communication research techniques

(content analysis, historiography, survey research, experimental design) in-

cluding an overview of computer application, statistics, theory development,

and trends in published literature. Fall and Spring. Bishop.

157 BROADCASTING AND THE LAW (3). Prerequisites, RTVMP 20 and permis-l

sion of the instructor. A study of the various laws affecting broadcasting; the

actions ofthe courts in interpreting the laws; the actions of federal regulatory

agencies relating to broadcasting. Topics include: political broadcasting; the

"fairness" doctrine"; regulation of programming; freedom of speech in broad-i

casting; public access; regulation of new media; and others. Fall. Wallace,
j

158 SOCIAL RESPONSIBILITIES OF BROADCASTING (3). Prerequisite,

RTVMP 20. A study of the changing dimensions of broadcasting's "public

interest" responsibilities within the framework of American social, political,

and economic attitudes and behavior. Fall. Wallace.

159 INTRODUCTION TO BROADCAST STATION MANAGEMENT (3).

Prerequisites, RTVMP 20 and permission of the department. A study of audi-

ences, station organization and operation, and economic, cultural and political

factors which influence broadcasting. Emphasis is placed upon factors affect-

ing management, sales, and program policies and decisions. Spring. Melson.i

160 COMMUNITY AND MEDIA (3). A study of the electronic media as feedbackj

mechanisms for community organization and social change. A variety of

broadcast and non-broadcast uses of the media are studied. Spring. Gwyn. '

161 INFORMATIONAL BROADCASTING (3). Study ofthe structure, preparation;

and production of informational radio and television programs including the

investigative, documentary, and radio and television "talk" programs. Instruct

tion in data collection, analysis and preparation of informational programs.;

Fall. Gwyn.
171 IDEA, FORM, AND MEDIUM (3). An investigation of the relationship be-|

tween the idea to be expressed, the form ofexpression, and the medium chosen.

Examples of this relationship will be studied in the works chosen from four

media: the stage, the motion picture, radio, and television, and will include

examples from Greek, Tudor, and modern drama as well as selected examples

of naturalism, expressionism, and related forms in radio, television and mo-

tion pictures. Fall and spring. Nickell.

174 ADVANCED BROADCAST NEWS REPORTING (3). Prerequisite, RTVMP
73. Examination and application of in-depth broadcast news reporting tech-
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niques, especially investigative reporting, special events coverage, and the

documentary. Students film and produce radio and television programs of

actual news events. Two lecture and two laboratory hours per week, spring.

Melson.

175 RESEARCH PROJECTS IN THE MASS MEDIA (Journalism 175) (3). A
proseminar for the study of research methods in the mass media and the

completion of special research projects. Spring. Gwyn.

176 RADIO PRODUCTION ARTS (3). Prerequisites, RTVMP 50 and permission

of the instructor. Analysis and application of the principles and methods of

radio production and direction. Standard and experimental program forms

will be studied. Two lecture and two laboratory hours a week, spring. Settle,

Trapp.

177 TELEVISION DIRECTING (3). Prerequisites, RTVMP 50 and RTVMP 77. The
aesthetics of television directing: script analysis, direction of performance, set

and lighting design, creative visual and audio communications. Students di-

rect several television projects. One lecture, one seminar and four laboratory

hours per week, fall and spring. Nickell.

179 WRITING FOR ADVANCED BROADCASTING AND FILM (3). Prerequisite,

RTVMP 78 or RTVMP 81 or permission ofthe instructor. Three major projects

will be completed by each student, either dramatic or nonfiction, and for any

of the three media. Fall. Hardy.

182 MEDIA ACTING AND PERFORMANCE (Dramatic Art 182) (3). Prerequisite,

permission of the instructor. Study and practice in acting and performance

for radio, television and motion pictures. Limited to majors in fine arts and

speech. Two lecture and two laboratory hours per week, fall and spring. Wynn.
187 MOTION PICTURE PRODUCTION ARTS (3). Prerequisites, RTVMP 50 and

RTVMP 87; and permission of the department. The theory and techniques of

film form are studied in lecture, demonstration, and individual student films.

Two lecture and two laboratory hours a week, fall and spring. Wynn, Pryluck,

Scroggs.

Courses for Graduates

225 VISUAL COMMUNICATION: REALITY, PERCEPTION, AND ART (3). Ex-

amination of the evidence, theories, and relationship of psychology and aes-

thetics as they affect communication through film and television. Fall. Pry-

luck.

MEDIA RESEARCH METHODS (Journalism 251) (3). Prerequisite, Journal-

ism 151 or equivalent. A high degree ofsophistication in research methodology

is also necessary. Advanced work in experimental design in communication

research, audience surveys, and content analysis. Spring.

290 SOCIAL ASPECTS OF MASS COMMUNICATION (3). Required. A survey of

current research in communication media as related to propaganda and public

opinion and cultural and social patterns, with particular emphasis upon those

backgrounds essential to an understanding of the impact of communication

media on society. Spring. Wallace.

300 SEMINAR IN COMMUNICATION (3). Required of all graduate majors. Ex-

amination of and practice with major forms of research methodologies in the

mass media; individual research and reports. Fall and spring. Gwyn, Melson,

Wallace.

^01 SEMINAR IN FILM (3). Permission of the instructor required; may be re-

* peated for credit. Selected problems in aspects of film including: the nature

of the critical enterprise in film; the relationship between society and specific

25]
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groups of film; economics of the film industry; consequences of economic and
institutional structure on films produced; the nature of film history; documen-
tary film in various periods. Exact topic to be covered each semester will be

announced before preregistration. Spring. Pryluck.
I

302 SEMINAR IN MASS COMMUNICATIONS EFFECTS (3). A critical examina-

tion of assertions regarding effects of the mass media through published re-

search in mass communications and related areas. Fall. (Not to be offered in;

1975-1976). Gwyn, Melson.
|

303 SEMINAR IN THE HISTORY OF MASS MEDIA (3). Prerequisite, permission
j

of the instructor. Application of historical research techniques to problems in

the mass media. Spring. (Not to be offered in 1975-1976). Wallace.

305 PRODUCTION PROJECTS (3). Prerequisites, RTVMP 176, 177 or 187, and!

abc permission of the instructor. Individual students carry through to completion

projects they initiate, which may include documentary films, a series of dra-

matic or documentary radio programs, or a television drama. Fall or spring.i

Wynn, Nickell, Scroggs, Settle, Pryluck.

306 PROBLEMS IN INSTITUTIONAL ASPECTS OF BROADCASTING (3).

abc Prerequisite, RTVMP 158 or 159. Students carry on individual investigation

ofproblems in broadcasting management and programming and complete any!

individual projects assigned. Spring. (Alternate years.) Wallace.

310 EXPERIMENTAL AND CREATIVE WRITING (3). Prerequisite, RTVMP 179

or permission of the instructor. Individual projects in writing accomplished

with appropriate research, conferences, and criticism. Fall and spring. Hardy.
|

392 READING AND RESEARCH (3). Prerequisite, graduate standing in RTVMP
or Journalism. Advanced reading or research in a selected field; reports to and

conferences with the responsible member ofthe graduate staff*. Graduate staff*.

,

393 MASTER'S THESIS (3 or more). Fall and spring. Staff*.
j

400 GENERAL REGISTRATION (0).

ll
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CURRICULUM IN RECREATION ADMINISTRATION

H. Douglas Sessoms, Chairman

Professor

H. Douglas Sessoms (1) Theory, Recreation Education, Sociology of Lei-

sure

Associate Professor

Thomas A. Stein (2) Recreation Administration, Community Recre-

ation Services

Instructors

Cynthia J. Hampton

Lee E. Meyer

(4)

(3) Therapeutic Recreation Services, Program De-

velopment

Group Dynamics, Services to the Aging

The Curriculum in Recreation Administration provides an inter-

! disciplinary approach to the study of leisure and the preparation of

specialists to work in the field of parks and recreation services. It

is a major area of study within the College of Arts and Sciences and
offers the Master of Science in Recreation Administration degree at

the graduate level. Optional areas ofconcentration include the study

of recreation services to special populations, general recreation and
park administration, and community recreation services.

I

This professional degree program brings into play both academic

and practical experience. It is highly individualistic, the specific

requirements depending somewhat upon the student's undergradu-

ate major, work experience and professional objectives. A minimum
of eighteen hours of course work in Recreation Administration is

required; the remaining hours ofthe thirty-three to thirty-six semes-

ter hour program may be taken in related areas of study.

All students admitted to this program must fulfill the require-

ments for admission to the Graduate School. To be admitted uncon-

ditionally, applicants will be required to have prerequisite training

equivalent to an undergraduate major in one of the following: Dra-

matic Art, Physical Education, Education, Political Science, Recrea-

tion, or Sociology. The Master of Science in Recreation Administra-

tion normally requires twelve months for completion.

Three options are available for the fulfillment of the degree re-

quirements. They are: (1) 30 hours of course work and a thesis (3

credits); (2) 30 hours of course work and a three-month (6 credits)

internship, or (3) 30 hours ofcourse work and 6 hours ofindependent
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field study. The choice of option is based upon the student's interest!

and past experiences. Normally, those wishing to do further gradu-l

ate work or those seeking an academic career in Recreation Ad-
ministration elect the thesis option. For those experienced in recrea-

tion services or currently employed as recreation specialists while

pursuing their graduate degree, the 6 hours of independent field

study is recommended. For students with limited practical experi-!

ence who seek a practitioners role upon graduation, the internship,

option is suggested.

All candidates for the M. S. in Recreation Administration are

expected to have a concurrent work experience with their course

work. No academic credit is given for this experience, but it is a

curriculum expectation. A variety of opportunities exists through|

the cooperative efforts of the various recreation services and agen-i

cies within the university environs.

Limited numbers of graduate traineeships and fellowships are

available, particularly for those interested in recreational services!

for special populations, e.g., the Bureau for the Educationally Hand-'

icapped. Office of Education, has awarded to the Curriculum a grant !

to prepare recreation specialists to work with handicapped children.!

Also, the Tri Sigma National Society provides fellowship support for

the development of play therapists. The Curriculum is recognized

as a pioneer in the preparation oftherapeutic recreation specialists,

especially those serving handicapped youth. These awards testify to

that recognition.

Minor Courses

Depending upon individual interests, a student may elect a minor.

If so designated, at least three to four courses (nine to twelve semes-

ter hours) must be chosen with the advice of the department in

which the minor is being selected. It is possible for a student to split

a minor (two courses or six semester hours in each area). The minor

is not required; students may choose to elect a variety ofexperiences!

from various departments rather than concentrate on one subject

area. If one does elect a minor, it must be declared and a minor

representative designated as a member of his or her advisory comn

mittee.
^

171 PLANNING FOR RECREATION PROGRAMS, AREAS AND FACILITIES

(4). Prerequisite, Recreation 73 or permission of instructor. A study of the

principles of planning recreation programs, facilities, space and the intern

dependent relationship of activities to the physical environment. Fall. Meyerj

172 RECREATION SERVICES FOR SPECIAL POPULATIONS (3). An analysis

of the problems confronting disadvantaged individuals and groups. Specific
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attention will be given to the unique characteristic of the disadvantaged,

particularly the aged, physically handicapped, and culturally deprived. Tech-

niques for involving these groups in meaningful community roles through

recreation and leisure experiences will be developed. Spring. Stein.

173 INTRODUCTION TO GROUP DYNAMICS AND COMMUNITY LEADER-
SHIP (3). Prerequisite, Education 73. An analysis of the techniques, methods,

and motives of group and community leaders. Attention is focused upon the

role played by the organization's policies and structure in shaping leadership

patterns. Fall and spring. Sessoms.

176 LEISURE AND THE AGING (3). Survey in gerontology and geriatrics as fields

of study and professional services as they relate to the free-time behaviors of

the aging. Visits to local service facilities and recreation agencies. Spring.

Hampton.

177 ADMINISTRATION OF RECREATION (3). Analysis of recreation from the

standpoint oforganization; administration; finances; training; legislation; pub-

lic relations; and coordination ofcommunity resources. Fall and spring. Stein.

270 WORK, LEISURE AND ORGANIZED RECREATION IN THE UNITED
STATES (3). To describe and analyze the scope of organized recreation sys-

tems, the evolution of work and leisure attitudes and the trends in individual

recreation behavior. Fall. Sessoms.

271 PROBLEMS OF ORGANIZED RECREATION (3). To promote insight into

some problems confronting organized recreation in community life; to inter-

pret and analyze the problems, determine specific needs; to plan for adjusting

the problems. Spring. Stein.

272 THERAPEUTIC RECREATION I: PRINCIPLES AND PRACTICES (3). The
development and expansion of recreation services to the ill, disabled and

disadvantaged. Fall. Meyer.

273 THERAPEUTIC RECREATION II: PROGRAM PLANNING AND IMPLE-
MENTATION (3). The delivery ofrecreation services to various special popula-

tions in the community and residential or treatment setting. Spring. Meyer.

370 INDEPENDENT FIELD STUDY (3). Permission of faculty and may be re-

peated for credit.

371ab INTERNSHIP IN RECREATION ADMINISTRATION (3,3). Fall and spring

Staff.

375 SEMINAR IN LEISURE STUDIES (3). A survey of contemporary views of

society, its structures and functions, as they relate to concepts of leisure and

recreation behaviors. Fall. Sessoms.

376 RESEARCH SEMINAR (3). An appraisal ofcurrent recreation research efforts

including a survey of descriptive statistics methods and research methodolo-

gies. Spring. Sessoms.

393 THESIS (3). Staff.

400 GENERAL REGISTRATION (3). Staff.
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DEPARTMENT OF RELIGION

John H. Schutz, Chairman

Professors

Bernard H. Boyd
John W. Dixon, Jr.

Charles H. Long

John H. Schutz

Associate Professors

Giles B. Gunn
William J. Peck

Jack M. Sasson

Assistant Professors

Jouett L. Powell
James H. Sanford
Mary Carroll Smith

(1) Old Testament Studies

(2) Religion and Art

(4) African Religions, General History ofthe Reli-

gious Life ofMankind, Black Religion in the

United States

(10) Early Christianity and Religion in the Roman
World

(12) American Literary and Religious Studies

(6) Psychology of Religion and History of Reli-

gions

(9) Ancient Near East

(7) Modern Western Religious Thought

(8) Far Eastern Religions

(11) Indie Religions and Literature

At the present time, specific proposals for graduate programs in

the Department of Rehgion are being formulated. The work of the

Department focuses on: religious belief systems, practices and insti-

tutions considered from historical, rhetorical, aesthetic, artistic, psy-

chological and sociological perspectives; the interpretation of scrip-

tures of major religious systems in their historical and cultural

setting; inquiry into religious views ofhuman behavior, social insti-

tutions and the historical process.

This Department participates with Duke University in a Coopera-

tive Program in Judaic Studies which makes available several

courses in Judaica not listed here. Further details are available from i

the Department office.

Currently, students may receive graduate credit for a number of!

courses in the Department ofReligion. They may undertake a minor

program in the study of religion while pursuing an M.A. or Ph.D.

in another field. Anyone interested in devising such a minor pro-

gram may consult with the Chairman ofthe Department ofReligion.

Courses for Graduates and Advanced Undergraduates

113 ELEMENTARY BIBLICAL HEBREW (3 each). Fall and spring. Sasson.

114
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115 INTERMEDIATE BIBLICAL HEBREW (3). Prerequisite, Religion 114. Read-

ing in Biblical and medieval poetry and prose. Fall. Sasson.

116 INTERMEDIATE BIBLICAL HEBREW (3). Continuation of Religion 115.

Spring. Sasson.

117 ELEMENTARY AKKADIAN (3). An introduction to the cuneiform script and

118 the elements of Akkadian grammar. Selected readings in Old Babylonian

(Codex Hammurabi, Atrahasis Epic), and Neo-Assyrian texts (Epic ofCreation,

Gilgamesh Epic). Fall and spring. Sasson.

121 THE BIBLICAL PERSPECTIVE (3). Prerequisites, Religion 28 and permission

ofthe instructor. A systematic consideration ofthe central themes ofthe Bible,

and the tension between the Biblical Weltanschauung and other world views.

Spring. Boyd.

135 THE RELIGIOUS ELEMENTS IN THE AMERICAN TRADITION (3).

Prerequisite, Religion 35 or permission of the instructor. An analysis of the

interaction of American religious institutions and concepts with dominant

ideas, movements, and values in the American tradition. Spring. Gunn.

138 RELIGION IN THE SOUTH (3). Prerequisite, Religion 35 or permission ofthe

instructor. An inquiry into the history, sociology, and dominant ideological

patterns of religion in the American South. The interaction of religion and

the regional culture will be considered. Fall. Staff.

141 THE RELIGIOUS LITERATURE OF ISLAM (Comparative Literature 141) (3).

Prerequisite, History 25 or 101, or permission of instructor. Analysis of texts

in translation displaying major religious themes from the beginning of Islam

to the modern period. Spring. Sasson.

147 ASPECTS OF BUDDHIST THOUGHT AND PRACTICE (3). Prerequisite,

Religion 46 or permission of the instructor. Problematic topics in Buddhism

such as: Buddhist psychology; the religious meaning of "Emptiness"; Bud-

dhism and modernism. Fall. Sanford.

150 THE RELIGIOUS IMAGINATION IN THE MEDIEVAL AND MODERN
WORLD (3). Prerequisite, Religion 50 or permission of the instructor. A study

of the religious imagination in selected manifestations in literature, art, and

types of worship, from the Middle Ages to the present. Spring. Dixon.

152 THE DEVELOPMENT OF MEDIEVAL PHILOSOPHY (Philosophy 152) (3).

Prerequisite, Philosophy 56 or 58, or special permission. Staff.

155 RELIGIOUS ART IN THE WEST (Art 155) (3). Prerequisite, Art 39 or permis-

sion of the instructor. A study of the origin of religious art in faith and the

formal liturgy, and the impact of artistic development on the life and thought

of religious institutions. Spring. Dixon.

156 THE ART OF FLORENCE (Art 156) (3). Prerequisite, Religion (Art) 39 or

permission ofthe instructor. A study ofthe art ofFlorence from the beginning

to the 16th century with primary emphasis on its religious dimension. Spring.

Dixon.

158 GREEK NEW TESTAMENT (Classics 158) (3). Prerequisite, Greek 22 or

equivalent. Spring. Stadter.

160 PSYCHOLOGY OF RELIGION (3). Prerequisites, Religion 26 and permission

of instructor. Critical investigation of the religious consciousness in relation

to such topics as mysticism, conversion, and myth interpretation, based on

contributions from depth psychology, cultural anthropology and theology. Fall

and spring. Peck.

161 MYTH, HISTORY AND THEOLOGY (3). Prerequisite, permission of the in-

structor. An analysis of myth, history and theology as modes of religious
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expression and of their interrelationships in various religious traditions.!

Spring. Long.

167 HINDU TEXTS: SRUTI (3). Prerequisite, permission ofthe instructor. Hymns
|

of the Rg Veda and Arthava Veda. Critical readings of three complete Upani-\

shads. Fall. Smith.
i

168 HINDU TEXTS: THE EPIC (3). Prerequisite, permission of the instructor.

Reading of the Bhagavad Gita. Narrative studies on the Mahabharata and\

Ramayana. Spring. Smith.

170 RELIGION AND SOCIETY (Sociology 170) (3). Prerequisite, Sociology 51 or|

permission of instructor. Sociological analysis ofgroup beliefs and practices

—

both traditionally religious and secular—through which fundamental life ex-

periences are given coherence and meaning. Fall and spring. Staff.

171 THE WORK OF THE DEUTERONOMISTS (3). Prerequisites, Religion 28 or

Religion 80 and permission of the instructor. A study of the work of the

Deuteronomists, their philosophy of history, their continuity with the pro-

phetic movement and their contributions to the development of Biblical

thought. Fall. Boyd.

174 NINETEENTH CENTURY WESTERN RELIGIOUS THOUGHT (3).

Prerequisite, one of the following: Religion 33, 73, 175 or permission of the

instructor. An exploration of several nineteenth century critiques of religion

in their cultural and intellectual context. Fall. Powell.

175 RELIGIOUS THOUGHT IN THE TWENTIETH CENTURY (3). Prerequisite,
i

Religion 26 or 28 or 70. Representative themes and approaches in the work

of such contemporary Western thinkers as Barth, Buber, Rahner and Tillich.

Fall and spring. Peck.

176 RELIGIOUS LANGUAGE AND THE PROBLEM OF RELIGIOUS KNOWL-
EDGE (3). Prerequisite, one of the following: Religion 33, 73, 174, 175; Philoso-

phy 52; permission of the instructor. A critical analysis of religious discourse

in Western traditions, with particular attention to the problems of meaning,

truth and function. Spring. Powell.

185 THE CONFLICT OF RELIGIONS IN THE EARLY ROMAN EMPIRE (3).

Prerequisite, Religion 86 or permission. Case studies in the impact of eastern

religions on the early empire and on one another within the empire. Particular

attention will be paid to political and social implications. One semester. Schutz.

187 EARLY CHRISTIANITY AND ITS HELLENISTIC SETTING (3). Prerequi-

site, Religion 81 or 82 or 86 or permission. An analysis of the hellenistic

religious world and its impact on the development of early Christianity.

Spring. Schutz.
I

188 LITERATURE OF THE ANCIENT NEAR EAST (Folklore 188) (3). Prerequi-

site, one ofthe following: Religion 28, 31, 83, History 51, English 63 or permis-

sion of instructor. An examination of Babylonian, Cananite, Egyptian, Hittite !

and Sumerian texts from the pre-biblical era, focusing on representative'

myths, epics, sagas, songs, proverbs, prophecies and hymns. Fall. Sasson.

191 RELIGIOUS ETHICS AND ISSUES IN CONTEMPORARY MEDICINE (3).

Prerequisite, senior or graduate standing. Examination of religious-ethical I

dimensions of such issues as the dying patient, organ transplants, abortion,

prolongation of life, and experimentation on human beings, drawings on the-

ory from the traditional western religions and the social sciences. Fall and

spring. Peck. i

195 THEORIES AND METHODS IN THE STUDY OF RELIGION (3). Prerequi- I

site, senior major or graduate standing. Systematic investigation into the i
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nature of religious phenomena, including ideas and images, behavior, docu-

ments, and institutions, with principal reference to the methods suitable to

such inquiry. Spring. Staff.

325 READINGS AND RESEARCH (3). Prerequisite, consent ofthe instructor. Fall

and spring. Staff.

400 GENERAL REGISTRATION (0).



DEPARTMENT OF ROMANCE LANGUAGES

Jacques Hardre, Chairman

Professors

French

Jacques Hardre
Alfred G. Engstrom

Eugene H. Falk
Edouard Morot-Sir

George B. Daniel

I. R. Stirung Haig II

Italian

Aldo D. Scaglione

Spanish

Juan B. Avalle-Arce

Frank M. Duffey
William A. McKnight
Alva V. Ebersole

(1) Twentieth Century French Literature

(2) Nineteenth Century French Literature, Dante

(3) Contemporary French Literature

(4) French Thought and Criticism, Seventeenth

and Twentieth Century French Literature

(5) Seventeenth Century French Literature

(6) Seventeenth and Nineteenth Century French

Literature

(13) Dante and Renaissance Literature

(16) Medieval and Renaissance Spanish Literature

(17) Spanish Phonetics and Civilization

(18) Contemporary Spanish Literature

(19) Spanish Golden Age Literature

Associate Professors

French

Frederick Wright Vogler
George Mallary Masters

(7) Seventeenth Century French Literature

(8) French Renaissance

Edward D. Montgomery, Jr. (9) Romance Philology

Italian

Antonio Illiano

Portuguese

Lawrence A. Sharpe

Fred M. Clark

Spanish

Janet W. Diaz

AUGUSTIN MaISSEN

Pablo Gil Casado
Maria A. Salgado

(14) Modern Italian Literature

(28) Portuguese Language and Literature

(29) Portuguese Language and Brazilian Litera-

ture

(21) Contemporary Spanish and Spanish American

Literature

(22) Minor Romance Tongues

(23) Contemporary Spanish Literature

(24) Contemporary Spanish and Spanish American

Literature
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irabic

1 Juuo Cortes

issistant Professors

french

' Yves D. de la Queriere

I

Catherine A. Maley
Carol Lynn Sherman

Spanish

I Frank A Domi'nguez

Jerald R. Foster

I Read Grant Gilgen

Instructor

Ennio I. Rao

Emeritus Professor

Sterling A. Stoudemire (31) Sixteenth Century Spanish Drama, Seven-

teenth Century Spanish History, Nine-

teenth Century Spanish Literature

Requirements for Advanced Degrees

The degree of Master of Arts is offered with concentration in

French, Italian, Portuguese (Luso-BraziUan), Spanish, or Spanish-

^.merican Uterature. The program for the M.A. degree is open to

students holding the Bachelor of Arts degree or the equivalent, and
whose major field of undergraduate study was normally a Romance
Language and Literature. Students are expected to have proficiency

in the Romance Language and in English upon admission to the

program.

The degree of Doctor of Philosophy is offered with concentration

In Romance Languages and Literatures, Romance Philology,

French, Italian, Portuguese (Luso-Brazilian), Spanish-American, or

Spanish Language and Literature.

Teaching experience is an essential part of professional training.

Therefore, teaching assistance or lecture instruction equivalent to

at least three contact hours a week for two semesters, or until teach-

ing competence is acquired, is required of all doctoral candidates.

Research Facilities

The library is a subscriber to all important periodicals in which
space is given either wholly or in part to the Romance languages and

(30) Hispano-Arabic Studies

(10) French Stylistics and Twentieth Century

French Literature

(11) Romance Linguistics

(12) Eighteenth Century French Literature

(25) Medieval Language and Literature

(26) Spanish Language and Spanish American Lit-

erature

(27) Spanish Language and Spanish American Lit-

erature

(15) Italian Renaissance
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literatures. Materials for research are especially rich in Romancei
linguistics, medieval literature, French literature of the sixteenth,

seventeenth, nineteenth and twentieth centuries; in Spanish litera-

ture ofthe seventeenth and nineteenth centuries, and ofthe contem-

porary periods; and in Latin American literature. In Spanish drama
a collection of over 30,000 plays offers a wealth of material for re-

search. The reference collection of the general library is unusually

good for Romance bibliography and the collections of books in Por-

tuguese and Catalan are also quite important.

Since 1940 the Department has been publishing a series of mono-
graphs with the title of Studies in the Romance Languages and
Literatures. The purpose behind this series is to publish the work
of the students, faculty, and some outside scholars. One hundred
thirty-four volumes have been published.

In 1959 the Department began publishing Romance Notes, a semi-

annual journal, which has had wide acclaim throughout the profes-

sion. In 1967, the Department became responsible for the publica-i

tion of Revista Retoromontscha, and, in 1969, of Hispanofila. i

FRENCH 1

Courses for Graduates and Advanced Undergraduates

lOlX ELEMENTARY FRENCH FOR GRADUATE STUDENTS (3). These courses

102X are designed for preparation of reading knowledge examination for higher

degrees. Passing of the examination at the end of 102X will certify that this

requirement has been satisfied. Three hours a week, fall and spring. Staff
\

105 CELTIC: OLD IRISH (3). On demand. \

106 CELTIC: OLD WELSH (3). On demand.

108 INTENSIVE LANGUAGE AND CULTURE I (3). Intensive course providing

review for elementary junior and senior high school teachers. Emphasis on

spoken language. Summer Session only. Staff

109 INTENSIVE LANGUAGE AND CULTURE II (3). Intensive course providing

review opportunity for junior and senior high school teachers. Emphasis om

spoken language. Summer Session only. Staff.

126 HISTORY OF THE FRENCH LANGUAGE (3). Prerequisites, French 60, 61

or equivalent. Spring. Montgomery.

145 FRENCH PHONETICS (3). Prerequisite, French 51 or equivalent. The theory

and practice of the production of the speech sounds of modern standard

French. Lecture, discussion, and laboratory, fall. Maley, Daniel.

146 STRUCTURE OF FRENCH (3). Prerequisite, proficiency in French language.;

Designed to acquaint students with the phonology, morphology, syntax and|

semantics of modern standard French and with theories ofmodern grammar.i

Fall Maley.

Courses for Graduates I*

201 SURVEY OF FRENCH LITERATURE FROM THE MIDDLE AGES
THROUGH THE SEVENTEENTH CENTURY (3). A survey course in French

i
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literature of an historical and factual nature emphasizing the French gradu-

ate Reading List. Taught in French. Fall. Staff.

;02 SURVEY OF FRENCH LITERATURE FROM THE EARLY EIGHTEENTH
CENTURY TO THE PRESENT (3). A continuation of French 201. Taught in

French. (May be taken before French 201 with the Advisor's consent.) Spring.

Staff.

!03 ADVANCED COMPOSITION FOR GRADUATE STUDENTS (3). Review of

advanced grammar. Exercises in translations from English into French of

literary and critical materials. Free composition and training in the use of

stylistic devices derived from significant models. Fall. De la Queriere, Hardre.

205 FRENCH PROSEMINAR (3). Prerequisite, French 201 or 202. An introduction

to scholarly methodology, bibliography, and applied criticism. Spring. Haig.

ill FRENCH NOVELISTS OF THE TWENTIETH CENTURY (3). A study of the

novels of Gide, Malraux, Bernanos, Sartre, etc. The topics may change from

year to year. Spring. (1975 and alternate years.) Hardre, Falk, Morot-Sir.

>12 FRENCH POETS OF THE TWENTIETH CENTURY (3). A study ofthe poetry

of Claudel, Valery, Peguy, and the major Surrealists. Spring. (1974 and alter-

nate years.) Hardre.

m MASTERS OF TWENTIETH CENTURY LITERATURE (3). This course will

deal with the works of a single major author of twentieth century French

literature. Fall. (1974 and alternate years.) Hardre, Falk, Morot-Sir.

IIA FRENCH DRAMATISTS OF THE TWENTIETH CENTURY (3). A study of

the theater of Claudel, Giraudoux, Anouilh, Montherlant, and Sartre. The
topics may change from year to year. Fall. (1975 and alternate years.) Hardre,

Morot-Sir.

220 VULGAR LATIN (3). Spring. (1974 and alternate years.) Montgomery.

121 OLD FRENCH (6). Fall and spring Montgomery.

222

225 PROVENCAL (3). Fall. (1975 and alternate years.) Montgomery.

233 THE FRENCH MEDIEVAL DRAMA (3). A survey of the medieval religious

and comic theater in France from its origins to 1548. Fall. (1974 and alternate

years.) Engstrom.

234 THE FRENCH CLASSICAL THEATRE (3). After surveying the Greek and
Roman backgrounds, this course covers French classical drama, its Renais-

sance origins, golden age (Corneille, Racine, Moliere, et al.), and decline (Cre-

t billon pere and Voltaire). Fall. (1975 and alternate years.) Daniel, Vogler.

235 DEVELOPMENTS IN POST-CLASSICAL FRENCH DRAMA (3). A study of

the changing concepts of the genre from Diderot to the end of the nineteenth

century. Spring. (1974 and alternate years.) Falk.

236 FRENCH STYLISTICS (3). A theoretical and practical approach to the study

of style. Spring. De la Queriere.

237 LITERARY CRITICISM IN FRANCE (3). A study of literary doctrines from
the Renaissance to the present. Fall. (1974 and alternate years.) Falk.

238 STRUCTURES AND EVOLUTION OF FRENCH THOUGHT IN ITS RELA-
TION TO LITERATURE I (3). The Greco-Latin heritage, Descartes and carte-

sianism, in relation with the empiricist movement. The Enlightenment and
the European scene. Jean-Jacques Rousseau and the Ideologies of the French
Revolution. Fall. (1975 and alternate years.) Morot-Sir.

239 FRENCH THOUGHT FROM THE NINETEENTH CENTURY TO THE
PRESENT II (3). Idealism and Romanticism; Hegel in France; socialism and
Utopias; Auguste Comte, Karl Marx; science and European epistemologies;
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existentialism and phenomenology; Bergson, Teilhard de Chardin; humaD
sciences and structuralism. Spring. (1974 and alternate years.) Morot-Sir.

248 FRENCH LITERATURE OF THE FOURTEENTH AND FIFTEENTH CEN-;

TURIES (3). Spring. (1975 and alternate years.) Montgomery.

265 RABELAIS AND THE "ECOLE MAROTIQUE": EARLY RENAISSANCE!
HUMANISM AND REFORM (3). A critical historical study of the literary

works of Rabelais and the poetic movement associated with Clement Marot

in the perspective of early Renaissance humanism and Calvinism. Fall. (1975

and alternate years.) Masters.

266 MARGUERITE DE NAVARRE AND THE ECOLE LYONNAISE: RENAIS^
SANCE PLATONISM (3). A study of Marguerite de Navarre and her Hterary

circle; the poetry of Sceve, Pernette du Guillet and Louise Labe; and the

conteurs. Spring. (1975 and alternate years.) Masters.

267 THE PLEIADE: THE HIGH-RENAISSANCE IN FRENCH POETRY (3). Al

study of the poetry (epic, theatrical, scientific and lyrical) and prose of the ten

members of the Pleiade. Spring. (1974 and alternate years.) Masters.

268 MONTAIGNE AND HIS AGE: PROLEGOMENA TO THE BAROQUE (3).

Montaigne's Essais in the perspective of the political writings of La Boetie;!

Amyot's translations; the early Baroque as seen in the works ofDesportes and

dAubigne. Fall. (1974 and alternate years.) Masters.

271 FRENCH PROSE FICTION OF THE SEVENTEENTH CENTURY (3). A study

of the development of prose fiction principally through the works of D'Urfe,

Cyrano de Bergerac, Sorel, Scarron, Furetiere, Perrault, and Mme. de La

Fayette. Fall. (1974 and alternate years.) Daniel, Vogler.

272 FRENCH POETRY OF THE SEVENTEENTH CENTURY (3). French poetry!

from Desportes through Racan emphasizing poesie precieuse et galante, reli-

gieuse, pastorale, officielle, libertine, and satirique. In addition to Desporte^

and Racan, works by Chassignet, Sponde, La Ceppede, Malherbe, Saintr

Amant, Theophile de Viau, Maynard, and Regnier will be considered. Spring}

(1975 and alternate years.) Daniel, Vogler.

273 MASTERS OF SEVENTEENTH CENTURY LITERATURE (3). This coursel

deals with the works of a single major author of seventeenth-century French*

literature. Fall. (1975 and alternate years.) Vogler, Daniel, Haig, Morot-Sir.

274 THE MORALISTS (3). A study of the works of Pascal, La Rochefoucauld,!

Bossuet, La Bruyere and La Fontaine. Spring. (1974 and alternate years.)

Vogler, Daniel.
I

281 MASTERS OF THE EIGHTEENTH-CENTURY FRENCH PROSE FICTION
(3). An array of novelists and conteurs such as Prevost, Lesage, Marivaux^

Laclos, Crebillon fils, Duclos, Vivant Denon and others. Fall. Sherman.

283 MASTERS OF EIGHTEENTH-CENTURY LITERATURE (3). Intensive study

of a major eighteenth-century writer. Fall. (1974 and alternate years.) Sher-

man.

284 THE "PHILOSOPHES" (3). Intellectual currents (religious, scientific, epis-

temological) and morals as reflected in such writers as Bayle, la Mettrie,'

Condillac, Helvetius, d'Holbach, the Encyclopedists, and others. Spring. (1974

and alternate years.) Sherman.

291 THE FRENCH ROMANTIC NOVEL (3). A study of major novelists of French

Romanticism. Fall. (1975 and alternate years.) Engstrom, Haig.
j

292 FRENCH ROMANTIC POETS (3). A study of the major poets of French

Romanticism (Lamartine, Hugo, Vigny, Musset, and Nerval). Spring. (1974]

and alternate years.) Engstrom.

I
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93 MASTERS OF NINETEENTH-CENTURY FRENCH LITERATURE (3). In-

tensive study of a single major author of the Romantic or Post-Romantic

period. The subject will change from year to year among writers in the differ-

ent literary genres. Fall. (1974 and alternate years.) Engstrom, Haig.

U FRENCH PARNASSIAN AND NINETEENTH-CENTURY SYMBOLIST PO-

ETS (3). A study of leading precursors and poets of the Parnassian and early

Symbolist movements (Gautier, Banville, Baudelaire, Leconte de Lisle,

Heredia, Lafargue, Lautreamont, Verlaine, Rimbaud and Mallarme). Spring.

(1975 and alternate years.) Engstrom.

95 THE FRENCH REALISTIC AND NATURALISTIC NOVEL (3). A study of

major Realistic and Naturalistic Novelists (Flaubert, the Goncourts, Daudet,

Zola, Maupassant, and Huysmans). Fall. (1974 and alternate years.) Engstrom,

Haig.

96 FRENCH BRIEF FICTION OF THE NINETEENTH CENTURY (3). A study

ofthe nineteenth-century short story and related forms ofbrieffiction (Nodier,

I Merimee, Balzac, Gautier, Barbey d'Aurevilly, Flaubert, Daudet, Maupassant,

Villiers de ITsle-Adam, et al.) On demand. Engstrom.

^4 ROMANCE PALEOGRAPHY (3). Spring. (1975 and alternate years.) Mont-

I

gomery.

30 SEMINAR (3 or more). Proust, Spring, 1972, Hardre; Stendhal, Spring, 1972,

I

Haig; Baudelaire, Fall, 1972, Engstrom; Surrealism, Spring, 1973, Morot-Sir;

Balzac, Spring 1973, Haig; Structuralism, Fall, 1973, Falk; Renaissance,

i

Spring, 1974, Masters; Beckett, Spring, 1974, Morot-Sir; Gide, Fall 1975, Har-

dre.

31 THE HISTORY OF FRENCH LITERATURE PRIOR TO 1300 (3). Fall. (1974

and alternate years.) Montgomery.

^0 SPECIAL READINGS (3 or more). Members of the graduate faculty.

70 MINOR ROMANCE TONGUES (3). Fall. (1974 and alternate years.) Maissen.

f71
SEMINAR IN RAETO-ROMANCE LANGUAGES AND LITERATURES (3).

On demand. Maissen.

pa MASTER'S THESIS (3 or more). Member of the graduate faculty.

34 DOCTORAL DISSERTATION (3 or more). Research in a special field under

the direction of a member of the graduate faculty.

00 GENERAL REGISTRATION (0).

TALIAN

[lourses for Graduates and Advanced Undergraduates

OIX ELEMENTARY ITALIAN FOR GRADUATE STUDENTS (3). These courses

02X are designed for preparation of reading knowledge examination for higher

degrees. Passing of the examination at the end of 102X will certify that this

requirement has been satisfied. Three hours a week, fall and spring. Staff*.

26 HISTORY OF THE ITALIAN LANGUAGE (3). Prerequisites, Italian 15 or 21

and consent ofinstructor. The evolution ofthe Italian language as documented
in literary texts from origins to the present. Fall. (1975 and alternate years.)

Staff*.

33 DANTE IN ENGLISH TRANSLATION (3). (Not open to undergraduate ma-
jors in Italian or to graduate majors or minors in Italian). Fall. Engstrom.

41 ITALIAN LITERATURE OF THE RENAISSANCE I (3). Prerequisites, Italian

15, 21 or equivalent. Fall. Scaglione, Rao.
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151 ITALIAN LITERATURE OF THE RENAISSANCE II (3). Prerequisites, Itsd

ian 15, 21 or equivalent. Spring. Scaglione.

171 THE AGE OF THE BAROQUE AND OF ENLIGHTENMENT 1600-1800 (3]

Prerequisite, Italian 15 or 21. Major trends and figures of the age: Baroque

Galileo, Marino, Chiabrera, Arcadia, Metastasio and the melodrama; the En|

lightenment: G. B. Vico, Goldoni, Parini, Alfieri. Fall. (1974 and alternat<

years.) Illiano.

181 ITALIAN ROMANTICISM (3). Prerequisite, Italian 15 or 21 Preromanticismi

Alfieri; the lyrics and novels of Foscolo, Leopardi, Manzoni; the Romantit

drama from Pindemonte to Niccolini. Spring. (1974 and alternate years.) D
liano.

194 MODERN ITALIAN POETRY (3). Prerequisite, Italian 15 or 21. The majoii

poets and trends of the late 19th and 20th centuries: Decadenti, Crepuscolari

Futuristi and Ermetici. Fall. (1975 and alternate years.) Staff.

195 MODERN ITALIAN FICTION (c. 1860 to the present) (3) Prerequisite, Italiai-

15 or 21. Verga, DAnnunzio, Pirandello, Svevo, Moravia, Pavese, Vittorini

etc. Fall. (1974 and alternate years.) Illiano.

196 MODERN ITALIAN DRAMA (c. 1860 to the present) (3). Prerequisite, Italiai

15 or 21 Neo-Romanticism and Naturalism; I grotteschi; Pirandello; Betti

Italian Drama after World War II; Eduardo de Filippo. Fall. (1975 and alter

nate years.) Illiano.

Courses for Graduates i

201 SURVEY OF ITALIAN LITERATURE I (3). Prerequisite, graduate standing

or permission of instructor. Fall. Scaglione.

202 SURVEY OF ITALIAN LITERATURE II (3). Prerequisite, graduate standinfj

or permission of instructor. Spring. Illiano.

205 PROSEMINAR (3). An introduction to methodology and bibliography—Mod!

ern Italian literary criticism and exercises in applied criticism. On demand
Staff.

221 OLD ITALIAN (3). Fall. (1974 and alternate years.) Montogomery.
j

222 HISTORICAL ITALIAN GRAMMAR (3). The development from Latin of Itali

ian linguistic structures. Spring. (1975 and alternate years.) Staff.

231 DANTE I (3). Prerequisite, graduate standing or consent of instructor. Fali]

Scaglione.

232 DANTE II (3). Prerequisite, Italian 231. Spring. Scaglione.

245 THE ITALIAN TRECENTO: PETRARCH AND BOCCACCIO (3). Fall. (197(

and alternate years.) Scaglione. i

330 SEMINAR (3 or more). Staff".
:

340 SPECIAL READINGS (3 or more). Members of the graduate faculty.

393 MASTER'S THESIS (3 or more). Members of the graduate faculty.

394 DOCTORAL DISSERTATION (3 or more). Research in a special field undeil

the direction of a member of the graduate faculty.

400 GENERAL REGISTRATION (0).

PORTUGUESE ^ JL

Courses for Graduates and Advanced Undergraduates I

101 SURVEY OF PORTUGUESE LITERATURE I (3). Prerequisites, Portugues*^

4, 15, or equivalent. An introduction to Portuguese literature from its origii

through the 18th century. Fall. (1974 and alternate years.) Sharpe. |J[
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02 SURVEY OF PORTUGUESE LITERATURE II (3). Prerequisites, Portuguese

4, 15 or equivalent. A survey of Portuguese literature of the 19th and 20th

centuries. Spring. (1975 and alternate years.) Sharpe.

03 SURVEY OF BRAZILIAN LITERATURE I (3). Prerequisites, Portuguese 4,

15, or equivalent. A survey of Brazilian literature of the colonial period and

19th century. Fall. (1975 and alternate years.) Clark.

04 SURVEY OF BRAZILIAN LITERATURE II (3). Prerequisites, Portuguese 4,

15 or equivalent. A study ofmajor writers of20th century Brazilian literature.

Spring. (1974 and alternate years.) Clark.

26 HISTORY OF THE PORTUGUESE LANGUAGE (3). Prerequisite, Por-

tuguese 15 or equivalent, or consent of Instructor. Survey of the history of

Portuguese with special stress on the characteristics of Brazilian Portuguese

and the factors underlying them. Spring. Sharpe.

35 BRAZILIAN DRAMA (3). Prerequisite, Portuguese 15 or equivalent or consent

of Instructor. A study of representative Brazilian plays of the twentieth cen-

tury with a review of the development of the theatre in Brazil. Fall. Clark.

bourses for Graduates

!03 ADVANCED COMPOSITION FOR GRADUATE STUDENTS (3). Advanced
grammar with exercises in the translation from English into Portuguese. Free

composition and training in the use ofstylistic devices derived from significant

models. Fall. Sharpe, Clark.

!05 LUSO-BRAZILIAN BIBLIOGRAPHY AND METHODOLOGY (3). An intro-

duction to bibliography and methodology in Luso-Brazilian literary and lin-

guistic research. On demand. Sharpe, Clark.

510 THE PORTUGUESE NOVEL (3). A study of prose fiction, particularly from
the 19th and 20th centuries, with special emphasis on Camilo Castelo Branco,

Ega de Queiros, Aquilino Ribeiro, Ferreira de Castro, and the neo-realistas.

Fall. (1974 and alternate years.) Sharpe.

!12 THE BRAZILIAN NOVEL (3). Extensive reading of representative Brazilian

novels from the second half of the 19th century to the present. Spring. (1975

and alternate years.) Clark.

!13 MACHADO DE ASSIS (3). An in depth study ofthe prose fiction, drama poetry,

and criticism of Machado de Assis, with reference to other major writers of

the second half of the XlXth century. Spring. Sharpe, Clark.

\U MODERN BRAZILIAN SHORT FICTION AND ESSAYS (3). A study ofBrazil-

ian short stories, novelas, and essays of the 20th century. Spring. (1977 and
every third year.) Clark.

121 OLD PORTUGUESE (3). A study ofPortuguese historical phonology and mor-
phology with readings from medieval verse and prose. Spring. (1974 and alter-

nate years.) Sharpe.

^31 CAMOES (3). The works ofCamoes (epic, lyric poetry and dramas) are studied

with reference to contemporary Iberian historical and literary background.

Fall. (1975 and every third year.) Sharpe.

291 PORTUGUESE OVERSEAS LANGUAGE AND LITERATURE (3). A survey

of the use and characteristics of Portuguese as used in Africa and Asia (espe-

cially Cape Verde crioulo) and readings from contemporary authors in Por-

tuguese Africa. Fall. (1976 and every third year.) Sharpe.
m SEMINAR IN PORTUGUESE LITERATURE (3). Staff.

i33 SEMINAR IN LUSO-BRAZILIAN LINGUISTICS (3). StaflT.

135 SEMINAR IN BRAZILIAN LITERATURE (3). Staff.
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340 SPECIAL READINGS (3). Member of the graduate faculty.

393 MASTER'S THESIS (3 or more). Member of the graduate faculty.

394 DOCTORAL DISSERTATION (3 or more). Member of the graduate faculty

400 GENERAL REGISTRATION (0).

SPANISH

Courses for Graduates and Advanced Undergraduates

lOlX ELEMENTARY SPANISH FOR GRADUATE STUDENTS (3). These couri

102X are designed for preparation of reading knowledge examination for higher

degrees. Passing of the examination at the end of 102X will certify that this

requirement has been satisfied. Three hours a week, fall and spring. Staff.

108 INTENSIVE LANGUAGE AND CULTURE I (3). Intensive course providing,

review opportunity for elementary junior and senior high school teachers,

Emphasis on spoken language (in Spanish). Summer Session only. Staff.

109 INTENSIVE LANGUAGE AND CULTURE II (3). Intensive language coursej

providing review opportunity for elementary junior and senior high schoolj

teachers. Emphasis on spoken language. Summer session only. Staff.

113 COLONIAL AND NINETEENTH CENTURY SPANISH AMERICAN LITER^

ATURE (3). Prerequisite, Spanish 71, 72, 73. Fall. Salgado, Foster, Gilgen

114 MODERNIST AND CONTEMPORARY SPANISH AMERICAN LITERA
TURE (3). Prerequisites, Spanish 71, 72, 73. Spring. Salgado, Foster, Gilgen

116 DON QUIXOTE IN ENGLISH TRANSLATION (3). Study and discussion oi

Don Quixote with consideration of the Exemplary Novels and background ol

Renaissance prose. (Not open to undergraduate majors in Spanish or to gradu

ate majors or minors in Spanish) Fall. McKnight.

117 CERVANTES (3). Prerequisites, Spanish 71, 72. The works of Cervantes

stressing the Quijote and the Novelas ejemplares, with consideration of back-

ground of Renaissance prose (the Romance of Chivalry, Pastoral, Sentimentajj

Novel). Spring. Avalle-Arce.

126 HISTORY OF THE SPANISH LANGUAGE (3). Prerequisites, Spanish 71, 72

Introduction to Linguistic Bibliography and Geography, Dialectology, Lex

icology and Toponymy. Pre-Roman languages, Latin and Old Spanish to Stand

ard Castilian. Linguistic Texts. Spring. Maissen.

135 MODERN SPANISH DRAMA (3). Prerequisites, Spanish 71, 72. A study o!

plays by principal Spanish dramatists of the twentieth century. Spring. (1974

and alternate years.) McKnight.

145 SPANISH PHONETICS (3). Prerequisite, Spanish 51 or equivalent. The the

ory and practice of the production of the speech sounds of general Americar

Spanish. Lecture, discussion and laboratory. Fall. Duffey.

146 THE STRUCTURES OF MODERN SPANISH (3). Prerequisite, Spanish 51 oi

equivalent. An introduction to phonology, morphology, syntax, and semantic}

of modern standard Spanish, and to modern theories of grammar, especiallj

as applied to the teaching of Spanish. Fall. Gilgen.
g|

Courses for Graduates
I

201 SURVEY OF SPANISH LITERATURE TO 1700 (3). A survey of significan"

works and movements from the Middle Ages to 1700. Fall. Staff.

202 SURVEY OF SPANISH LITERATURE SINCE 1700 (3). A survey of signifi'

cant works and movements from 1700 to present. Spring. Staff.

J
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03 ADVANCED COMPOSITION FOR GRADUATE STUDENTS (3). Review of

advanced grammar. Exercises in translation from English into Spanish of

literary and criticism materials. Free composition and training in the use of

stylistic devises derived from significant models. Fall. Casado, Diaz.

05 HISPANIC BIBLIOGRAPHY AND METHODOLOGY (3). Designed to aid stu-

dents in preparing term papers, theses, dissertations, with attention to biblio-

graphical guides, problems, and methods ofresearch and scholarly procedures.

Spring. Salgado.

08 EARLY SPANISH FICTION (3). Fall. (1975 and alternate years.) Avalle-Arce.

09 NON FICTION PROSE OF THE SIXTEENTH AND SEVENTEENTH CEN-
TURIES (3). Consideration of the histories, chronicles, didactic works of the

Renaissance and the Siglo de Oro, with special emphasis on the literature of

exploration. Spring 1974 and alternate years. Avalle-Arce.

10 THE SPANISH NOVEL, 1605-1898 (3). Fall. (1975 and alternate years.)

Casado.

11 MODERN SPANISH NOVELISTS (3). Fall. (1974 and alternate years.) Diaz.

15 EARLY LYRIC POETRY (3). Fall. (1974 and alternate years.) Staff.

16 MODERN LYRIC POETRY (3). Spring (1974 and alternate years.) Diaz.

18 THE SPANISH BALLAD (3). Spring (1975 and alternate years.) Maissen.

19 UNAMUNO, ORTEGA AND THEIR SUCCESSORS (3). Major Spanish (penin-

sular) thinkers from the "generation of 98" to the present. Includes Ganivet,

Maetzu, Marias, Casa, Aranguren, with emphasis on Unamuno and Ortega.

Spring. (1975 and alternate years.) Diaz.

21 OLD SPANISH I (3). Fall. Sharpe.

'22 OLD SPANISH II (3). Spring Sharpe.

29 IDEOLOGICAL FRAMEWORK OF THE GOLDEN AGE (3). An investigation

of the phenomena that influenced Golden Age literature: Inquisition, censor-

ship, blood-purity, spiritualism, idea of Empire, consciousness of decline, etc.

Fall. (1975 and alternate years.) Avalle-Arce.

30 THE SPANISH DRAMA BEFORE LOPE DE VEGA (3). A study ofthe medie-

val and renaissance drama in Spain prior to Lope de Vega. Fall. (1974 and

alternate years.) Ebersole.

31 LOPE DE VEGA AND HIS CONTEMPORARIES (3). Spring (1975 and alter-

nate years.) Ebersole.

:32 CALDERON AND HIS CONTEMPORARIES (3). Spring (1974 and alternate

years.) Ebersole.

134 SPANISH DRAMA OF THE NINETEENTH CENTURY (3). A survey ofSpan-

ish drama from 1700 to 1898, with particular stress on Spanish Romanticism,

and the realistic theater of the second half of the nineteenth century. Fall.

(1975 and alternate years.) McKnight.

!36 SPANISH STYLISTICS (3). A theoretical and practical approach to the study

of style. Spring. Diaz.

137 LITERARY CRITICISM IN SPAIN (3). A study of literary doctrines from the

Renaissance to the present. Fall. (1974 and alternate years.) Ebersole.

!91 EARLY SPANISH MEDIEVAL LITERATURE (3). Fall. (1974 and alternate

years.) Avalle-Arce.

592 LATE MEDIEVAL SPANISH LITERATURE (3). Spring (1975 and alternate

years.) Avalle-Arce.

530 SEMINAR (3 or more). Staff.

540 SPECIAL READINGS (3). Member of the graduate faculty.

593 MASTER'S THESIS (3 or more). Member of the graduate faculty.
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394 DOCTORAL DISSERTATION (3 or more). Member of the graduate faculty.

400 GENERAL REGISTRATION (0).

SPANISH AMERICAN

Courses for Graduates and Advanced Undergraduates

113 COLONIAL AND NINETEENTH CENTURY SPANISH AMERICAN LITER
ATURE (3). Prerequisites, Spanish 71, 72, 73. Fall Salgado, Foster, Gilgen.

114 MODERNIST AND CONTEMPORARY SPANISH AMERICAN LITERA-
TURE (3). Prerequisites, Spanish 71, 72, 73. Spring. Salgado, Foster, Gilgen.

Courses for Graduates

240 THE NOVEL IN SPANISH AMERICA (3). Fall (1975 and alternate years.;

Salgado, Gilgen.

241 SPANISH AMERICAN ESSAYS AND SHORT STORIES (3). Spring. (1974

and alternate years.) Foster.

242 SPANISH AMERICAN POETRY (3). Spring (1975 and alternate years.) Sal

gado.

243 SPANISH AMERICAN THEATRE (3). Fall (1974 and alternate years.) Sal-

gado.

335 SEMINAR IN SPANISH AMERICAN LITERATURE (3). Fall Staff.

SEMITICS

(See listings under Linguistics)

Courses for Graduates and Advanced Undergraduates

111 BEGINNING CLASSICAL ARABIC (3). Study of standards and basic gram-

mar. Fall Cortes.

112 READINGS IN BASIC CLASSICAL ARABIC (3). A continuation ofArabic 111.

Spring. Cortes.

Courses for Graduates

201 ROMANCE-ARABIC STUDIES I (3). Fall Cortes.

202 ROMANCE-ARABIC STUDIES II (3). A continuation of Arabic 201. Spring

Cortes.

i



)EPARTMENT OF SLAVIC LANGUAGES

Paul Debreczeny, Chairman

^ofessors

Paul Debreczeny

Walter Vickery
(2)

(6)

Russian Literature

Russian Literature

issociate Professors

Madeline Levine

Vasa Mihailovich
(4)

(5)

Russian and Polish Literature

Russian and Serbo-Croatian Literature

issistant Professor

Lawrence Feinberg (3) Slavic Linguistics

Visiting Assistant Professor

Gerald Berent (1) Slavic Linguistics

The Department ofSlavic Languages offers graduate work leading

the degrees of Master of Arts and Doctor of Philosophy. The
iegree programs meet general requirements ofthe Graduate School

)lus certain departmental requirements.

iequirements for the M.A. Degree

For the degree of Master of Arts a student may emphasize either

lussian literature or Slavic linguistics:

1) A student wishing to emphasize Russian literature must take

it least five courses representing Russian literature from its begin-

ling to the present, at least two courses in Slavic linguistics; and
nust take outside the Department one course on literary criticism

Comparative Literature 242, Modern Literary Criticism, or another

uitable course chosen in consultation with the adviser). The student

nay take one elective course (3 hours). Students will write and
lefend a thesis (3 hours). In addition the student is required to

satisfy a language requirement in either French or German.
2) A student wishing to emphasize Slavic linguistics must take at

east three courses in Slavic linguistics; two courses (one year) in

dther Polish, Czech or Serbo-Croatian, and at least two courses in

lussian or another Slavic literature. He or she must take at least

)ne course outside the Department in linguistics (normally Linguis-

ics 101, Introduction to Historical and Comparative Linguistics, or

inguistics 120, Introduction to Descriptive Linguistics). The stu-

ient may take one elective course (3 hours). Students will write and
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defend a thesis (3 hours). In addition, the student is required tc

satisfy a language requirement in either French or German
In addition to the above requirement, graduate students will nor-j

mally be expected to take Russian 111, Fourth Year Conversation

and Reading. Students who obviously are not in need of Russian 111

will be excused from the requirement.

The comprehensive examination covering the student's field ol

study may be either oral or written. This is the choice of the candi-

date. A candidate electing to take a written examination may subse-

quently, at the discretion of the examination committee, be asked!

to take an oral examination if the results of his or her writtenl

examination indicate to the committee that this would be necessary.'

Students are reminded: (1) to acquaint themselves fully with their

responsibilities through the reading lists, which are available in the

Department; (2) to make sure that thesis topics are acceptable to

their examining committee.

Teaching experience is an essential part of professional training

Therefore, teaching assistance instruction equivalent to at least'

three contact hours a week for one semester is required of all M.A.

candidates.

Requirements for the Ph.D. Degree

An admitted candidate must have received an M.A. degree from

this University or be able to show that his or her previous studies

have provided a knowledge of the Slavic field comparable to that

required for the M.A. degree at this University. A student may
concentrate in either Russian literature, another Slavic literature,

or Slavic linguistics. The candidate in Russian literature must dem-

onstrate a sound knowledge of Russian literature and competence;

in one other Slavic literature or, in special circumstances, in a non

Slavic European literature. The candidate in a Slavic literaturci

other than Russian must demonstrate a sound knowledge of thai

literature and competence in Russian literature. The candidate foi

the doctoral degree with concentration in Slavic linguistics musi

demonstrate a good working knowledge of Russian, and of one West

and one South Slavic language. In addition, all students must satisfy;

their language requirement in either French or German. All stu

dents must write a dissertation based on independent original re

search.

Teaching experience is an essential part of professional training

Therefore, teaching assistance instruction equivalent to at least

three contact hours a week for one semester is required of all Ph.D!

candidates.

I

I
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IZECH

|01 ELEMENTARY CZECH (3 each). Pronunciation, structure of language, and

02 reading are emphasized. The audio-lingual approach will encourage generat-

ing of simple native sentences and thinking in Czech. Fall and spring. Staff.

03 READINGS IN CZECH LITERATURE (3 each). Prerequisite, Elementary

04 Czech 101-102 or permission of the instructor. While continuing the study of

the language started in Elementary Czech 101-102, this course will provide

an introduction to outstanding works in Czech literature. Fall and spring.

Staff.

OLISH

(01 ELEMENTARY POLISH (3 each). Pronunciation, structure of language, and

102 reading in modern Polish. Fall and spring. Levine.

03 READINGS IN POLISH LITERATURE (3 each). Prerequisite, Elementary

04 Polish 101-102 or permission of the instructor. While continuing the study of

the language started in Elementary Polish 101-102, this course will provide

' an introduction to outstanding works in Polish literature. Fall and spring.

Levine.

.USSIAN

01 THE STRUCTURE OF MODERN RUSSIAN (3). Prerequisite, Russian 31.

Synchronic phonology, morphology and syntax. Spring. Feinberg.

OIX ELEMENTARY RUSSIAN FOR GRADUATE STUDENTS (0). Designed for

02X preparation for reading knowledge examination for higher degrees. Passing

of 102X will certify that this requirement has been satisfied. Fall and spring.

Staff.

51 PUSHKIN (3). Study of major works. Fall. Vickery.

59 EARLY RUSSIAN LITERATURE TO ABOUT 1700 (3). Literature from the

beginning to the Petrine period. Lectures and interpretation of Old Russian

texts. Feinberg.

60 RUSSIAN LITERATURE OF THE EIGHTEENTH CENTURY (3). A survey

of leading writers and works of Russian Classicism and the New Sensibility.

Spring. Vickery.

62 RUSSIAN POETRY OF THE NINETEENTH CENTURY (3). Readings and
lectures on nineteenth century Russian poetry. Vickery.

63 THE RISE OF RUSSIAN PROSE FICTION (3). Prerequisite, Russian 22 or

permission of the instructor. Russian prose of the first half of the nineteenth

century, especially that of Pushkin, Lermontov, and Gogol. Spring. Debrec-

zeny.

64 DOSTOEVSKY (3). Study of major works of Dostoevsky and a survey of con-

temporary authors and literary trends relevant to his creative career. Read-

ings in Russian or English. Fall. Debreczeny, Levine.

65 CHEKHOV (3). Study of major works of Chekhov and a survey of contempo-

rary authors and literary trends relevant to his creative career. Readings in

Russian or English. Spring. Debreczeny.

66 RUSSIAN SYMBOLISM (3). Prerequisite, reading knowledge of Russian or

permission of instructor. Introduction to the leading writers and works of the

Symbolist movement in Russia. Vickery.

67 ACMEISM AND FUTURISM (3). A study of the major poetic works of Gumi-
lev, Axmatova, Mandel'stam, Majakovskij, and Xlebnikov. Levine.
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168 MASTERPIECES OF SOVIET LITERATURE (3). Prerequisite, Russian 22 or

permission of the instructor. A study of outstanding works in Russian litera-

ture of the Soviet period, including works by Blok, Zamyatin, Sholokhov,

Pasternak, and Solzhenitsyn. Readings in Russian for majors, in English fori

non-majors. Fall. Mihailovich. ]

171 GOGOL (3). Study of major works ofN. V. Gogol and a survey ofcontemporary,

authors and literary trends relevant to his creative career. Lectures and semi-l

nar discussions. Fall. Debreczeny. S

179 TOLSTOY (3). Study of major works of Tolstoy and a survey of contemporary!

authors and literary trends relevant to his creative career. Readings in Rus-

sian or English. Spring. Debreczeny, Levine.

192 RUSSIAN VERSIFICATION (3). A study of technical problems and thematic

aspects in the development of Russian poetry. Spring. Vickery.

193 RUSSIAN SHORT STORY (3). Prerequisite, Russian 22 or permission of in-

structor. Short stories from Pushkin to the present are analyzed both histori-

cally and artistically. Readings in Russian. Spring. Mihailovich.

199 HISTORY OF THE RUSSIAN LANGUAGE (3). Elements of phonology, mor-

phology, syntax; reading of Old Russian texts. Staff.

350 SEMINAR IN RUSSIAN LITERATURE (3). Prerequisite, permission of the

instructor. Seminar on selected topics in Russian literature. Spring. Staff.

393 MASTER'S THESIS (3). Fall and spring Staff.

394 DOCTORAL DISSERTATION (3 or more). Fall and spring Staff.

SERBO-CROATIAN

101 ELEMENTARY SERBO-CROATIAN (3 each). Pronunciation, structure of the

102 language, and reading are emphasized. The audiolingual approach will en-

courage simple conversation and writing of simple sentences. Mihailovich.

103 READINGS IN SERBO-CROATIAN (3 each). Prerequisite, Serbo-Croatian

101-102 or permission of the instructor. While continuing the study of the

language started in Serbo-Croatian 101-102, this course will provide an intro-

duction to outstanding works in Serbo-Croatian literature. Fall and spring.

Mihailovich.

SLAVIC

105 INTRODUCTION TO SLAVIC LINGUISTICS (3). Introduction to the sound

pattern of Slavic languages from the late Indo-European to the split of the

Common Slavic linguistic unity. Fall. Staff.

107 OLD CHURCH SLAVONIC (3). Elements of phonology, morphology, syntax;

reading of Old Slavic texts. Fall. Feinberg.

111 WEST SLAVIC LITERATURES (3). Introduction to the literatures ofthe West

Slavic peoples (chiefly Polish and Czechoslovak), with some consideration oi

their relations to West European literatures. Levine.

112 SOUTH SLAVIC LITERATURES (3). Introduction to the literatures of the

South Slavic (chiefly Serbo-Croatian and Bulgarian), with some consideration

of their relations to West European literatures. Mihailovich.

115 SLAVIC FOLK LITERATURE (Folklore 115) (3). Development of heroic songs,

folk tales, and ballads in various Slavic areas and their influence on the

development of written literature. Spring. Staff.

135 PRAGUE SCHOOL STRUCTURALISM (Linguistics 135) (3). Prerequisite,

Linguistics 100. Alternate years. Discussion of selected works by Trubetskoj,
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Jakobson, Mathesius and other scholars associated with the Prague Linguistic

Circle. Evaluation oftheir influence on more recent linguistic trends in Europe

and America. Feinberg.

40 READING COURSE (3 or more). On demand. Staff*.

05 SEMINAR IN SLAVIC LINGUISTICS (3). Selected issues in Slavic synchronic

and diachronic linguistics. On demand. Staff".

93 MASTER'S THESIS (3 or more). Staff*.

94 DOCTORAL DISSERTATION (3 or more). Staff*.

00 GENERAL REGISTRATION (0).
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SCHOOL OF SOCIAL WORK

Morton L. Teicher, Dean

Professors

Phiup W. Cooke

Alan Keith-Lucas

Morton I. Teicher

John B. Turner

Associate Professors

Thomas S. Baldwin

Morris H. Cohen

S. Rachel Dedmon

Maeda J. Galinsky

Albert L. Johnson

Jane H. Pfouts

Richard H. Uhlig

Assistant Professors

Barbara H. Cleaveland
Andrew W. Dobelstein

Nancy M. Hall
H. Carlisle Henley, Jr.

Albert W. King
Hortense K. McClinton

Alsi R. McKinnon

Janice H. Schopler

Lecturers

Elaine P. Armstrong
William E. Bakewell

Hope W. Davis

Marjorie L. Faraday
Anita M. Farel

(5) Administration, Manpower and Organiza

tional Development, Marriage Counseling

(22) Child Welfare, Public Welfare, Consultation

(32)

(33) Community Organization, Organization De
velopment, Urban Social Policy

(37) Research, Human Resources Development

Management
(4) Community Organization, Community Devel

opment. Social Planning

(38) Mental Health, Staff Training, Social Case

work

(12) Social Group Work, Research, Social Worl

Practice Theory

(20) Management of Human Organizations,

Epidemiology

(28) Family Theory, Childhood Socialization'

Family Research

(34) Research, Social Planning, Urban Studies

(3)

(7)

(17)

(18)

(23)

(26)

(27)

(31)

(1)

(2)

(6)

(8)

(9)

l!

I

Social Casework, Mental Health, Supervisior

Local Political Systems, Research Social Wei

fare Policy

Aging, Public Welfare Services, Staff Training

Research, Public Health, Child Welfare

Family Therapy, Suicidology

Social Casework, Mental Health, Family an<

Children's Services

Social Casework, Mental Retardation, Super

i

Medical School Administration, Undergrade

ate Medical Education, Patient Care

Individual, Family and Group Services; Hu
man Development

Consultation, Group Child Care, StaffTrainini

Family Therapy, Supervision, Social Worl

with Individuals and Families I
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Gladys B. Frankford (10)

Samuel R. Fudge (11)

Elaine L. Goolsby (15)

Hansel H. Hollingsworth (19)

Samuel H. Kornegay (39)

Sharon I. Lanier (24)

Noel A. Mazade (25)

Merlin B. Outcalt (40)

Erwin H. Plumer (29)

Clifford W. Sanford (30)

Esther T. Walton (46)

John M. Wasson (35)

Betty K. York (36)

Reginald O. York (41)

Supervision, Public-Child Welfare, School So-

cial Work
Consultation, Supervision, Child Welfare

Developmental Disabilities

Social Group Work, Group Dynamics, Child

Welfare

Community Organization, Administration, So-

cial Group Work
Mental Health, Corrections, Supervision

Program Planning, Mental Health Program

Administration, Program Evaluation

Administration, Consultation, Child and

Family Services

Consultation, Social Casework, Group Care of

Children

Child Welfare, Consultation, Staff Training

Mental Health, Supervision, Psychotherapy

Community Organization, Training, Public

Health

Social Policy, Social Casework, Staff Training

Administration, Child Welfare, Social Policy

The School of Social Work offers a curriculum leading to the Mas-

:er of Social Work degree in two areas of concentration—services

,:o individuals, families and groups, and organizational and commu-
nity services. The educational plan ofeach student includes practice

md/or specific social work projects.

Admission is based on an evaluation of the student's transcript,

references, written statement of interest in the field, and readiness

:o undertake graduate professional training. A personal interview

md the Graduate Record Examinations Score may be required. The
applicant for admission to the Graduate School to pursue studies in

the School of Social Work leading to the master's degree must have

received a bachelor's degree from a college or university of recog-

nized standing with a broad liberal arts background, preferably with

substantive preparation in the social sciences and the humanities.

The student deficient in these requirements may be admitted to

courses, but must remove the deficiencies before being eligible for

admission to candidacy for a degree.

The School also operates work-study programs at selected off-cam-

pus centers in which the first year of graduate professional training

may be taken in two successive academic years. Admission to these

programs is granted on the same basis as admission on the campus
except that the applicant must be currently employed in a social

work agency which will grant him released time for the unit's pro-

gram.
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i'

Further information and a separate bulletin may be secured from

the School of Social Work.
The normal time period for the degree is four semesters. However,

students who have exceptional undergraduate preparation for social

work, or have had graduate courses acceptable to the School, may
be admitted to advanced standing. A minimum of two semesters

must, however, be taken in residence.

Students are normally admitted only in the Fall Semester. Excep-

tions can be made only for students requesting admission with ad-

vanced standing for whom a sound educational plan beginning ini

the Spring or Summer can be devised.

Courses for Graduates and Advanced Undergraduates

100 PERSPECTIVES ON HUMAN BEHAVIOR AND SOCIAL ENVIRONMENT
I (3). Examination of selected perspectives and theories about the nature ol

man and society with focus on the assumptions underlying these perspectives

and the implication of each for an understanding of social functioning and

social work practice. Dedmon, Pfouts, McClinton, Cleaveland.

101 FOUNDATIONS OF SOCIAL WELFARE AND SOCIAL WORK I (2). An
investigation of the socio-cultural, economic and political factors which influ-

ence both the understanding of social issues and the evolution of the profes

sional response, using the historical method as an analytic tool. Dobelstein

Turner.

102 SOCIAL WORK RESEARCH I (3). An overview ofthe assumptions underlying;

scientific methods and the applicability of various research designs in either

developing knowledge relative to some problem area or in assessing the results!

of various intervention strategies applied by social workers. Henley, Uhlig

103 PROFESSIONAL INTERACTION AND COMMUNICATION (2). Purposes!

and roles played in social work; basic interactional, relationship and communi
cation theory. Student expected to provide examples of professional encoun-j

ters from practice and participate actively in the group. Hall, Farel.

104 SOCIAL WORK PRACTICUM I (4). This Practicum provides the student an

opportunity to learn beginning practice skills and to identify and critically,

appraise the social worker's operational activities within the context oforgani

zations and systems designed to meet human need. All day Tuesday and

Thursday. Special fee: $75.00 per semester. Staff.

105 DISORDERS OF DEVELOPMENT AND LEARNING IN CHILDHOOD (Psy.

chology 105) (Maternal and Child Health 105) (2). Interdisciplinary approach

to developmental problems in children. Overview of etiological factors, diagi

nostic and management techniques. Lecture and discussion. Individual and

group projects. Goolsby.

105L LABORATORY FOR 105 (1).

106 RACISM: IMPLICATIONS FOR HUMAN SERVICES (3) This course offers

students an opportunity to examine the forces of racism on individuals^

groups, and institutions; to explore these forces in the context of implications

for practice in the human services professions. McClinton.

140 SUICIDOLOGY AND CRISIS INTERVENTION (3). Suicide and self-destruc-|

tive behavior within the context of cultural attitudes towards death and psy-

chosocial environments. Historical, philosophical, and legal perspectives?

r
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epidemiologic and demographic variables; theory and dynamics; clinical man-
agement and research. King.

Courses for Graduates

200 PERSPECTIVES ON HUMAN BEHAVIOR AND SOCIAL ENVIRONMENT
II (2). Dedmon, Pfouts, McClinton, Cleaveland.

201 FOUNDATIONS OF SOCIAL WELFARE AND SOCIAL WORK II (2). Dobel-

stein, Turner.

205 HUMAN VALUES AND SOCIAL PROBLEMS (3). A consideration of the

nature of human values, personal and professional, as a factor in shaping

human behavior and in the definition and selection of approaches toward the

resolution of social problems. Dedmon, McClinton, Pfouts.

206 WOMEN IN SOCIAL WORK: PRACTITIONERS AND CLIENTS (3). An ex-

amination of theory and research concerning the participation of women as

j

social work practitioner and as clients of the helping professions including

[

implications for the organization and delivery of services and social policy.

J

Farel, Pfouts.

210 HISTORY AND PHILOSOPHY OF SOCIAL WORK (3). The course traces the

development ofhelping method from its Greek, Hebrew and Latin roots to the

modern day, with special attention to the effects of culture, philosophy and

theology on helping theory. The process is related to similar and different

processes in administration, art, literature, religion and the practice of other

professions. Class discussion, reading, and a term paper.

221 SOCIAL WORK PRACTICUM II (4). Prerequisite, completion of Practicum I.

In this Practicum the student becomes directly engaged in the providing of

professional services. He is involved in translating theory into practice and

learning practice skills appropriate to the learning objectives of his chosen

concentration. All day Tuesday and Thursday. Special fee: $75.00 per semes-

ter. Staff.

222 SOCIAL WORK PRACTICUM III (6). This Practicum provides students with

the opportunity to further develop practice skills in the area ofthis concentra-

tion and provides opportunity to further their knowledge and understanding

j

of program development, planning, analysis and implementation. All day

Monday, Wednesday and Friday. Special fee: $75.00 per semester. Staff.

223 SOCIAL WORK PRACTICUM IV (6). This Practicum offers the student in-

j

depth development, integration and reinforcement of competence through

performance in specially selected service situations. Students admitted to

course by permission. All day Monday, Wednesday and Friday. Special fee:

$75.00 per semester. Staff.

224 SOCIAL WORK PRACTICUM V (Variable). An individualized, tutorially-ori-

ented unit of study and action consisting of a time-limited set of related social

work tasks which leads to the development of a specific professional product.

Special fee: $75.00 per semester. Staff.

^25 THEORETICAL BASES FOR SERVICES TO INDIVIDUALS, FAMILIES
AND SMALL GROUPS (3). Selected approaches and intervention models are

I

presented and analyzed as preparation for work with various client systems.

Pfouts, Cleaveland, King, McKinnon, HoUingsworth.

^26 SOCIAL WORK SERVICES TO FAMILIES (3). The family as the unit ofsocial

work treatment. Stress is placed on patterns of family communication and
interaction. Lectures, tapes, discussions and student presentations. King.
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227 SOCIAL WORK SERVICES TO INDIVIDUALS (3). The helping process in

working with individuals. Selected theories are applied to the differential

assessment, goal setting, and interventive strategies related to a variety of

problems of increasing complexity. McKinnon, McClinton, Dedmon, Walton.

228 SOCIAL WORK WITH GROUPS (3). Advanced treatment of several theories

of social group work and of models of work with groups used by other profes-

sions. Application of material to students' current field practice experiences.

HoUingsworth, Galinsky, Schopler.
i

229 PRINCIPLES AND PROBLEMS OF AGENCY CHILD CARE (3). An examina-

tion of process, structure and principles involved in caring for children away
from their own homes, or where separation from home is in question. Foster!

family, group and part-time care, placement for adoption, counseling andi

protective services. Readings, papers, and class discussion. Outcalt.

230 PSYCHOPATHOLOGY OF HUMAN BEHAVIOR (3). Lectures and clinical

demonstrations on the dynamics ofdevelopment and ofnormal behavior, with

emphasis on unconscious motivations and mechanisms. For practical purposes

differentiation is made between essentially normal responses and those signifi-l

cant in psychoneuroses, psychopathic personality and psychoses, but similari-j

ties will also be noted. The course will include such reference to treatment

methods. Collateral reading will also be assigned. Bakewell, Dedmon.

231 PERSPECTIVESON THE FAMILY (3). Description and analyses ofthe family!

viewed as a social system and as a societal institution and appropriate theory

and research. Problems of particular interest to social work practitioners are

stressed. Galinsky, Pfouts.

232 SMALL GROUP THEORY (3). Selected concepts from small group theory as

a basis for social work practice. Galinsky, HoUingsworth, Dobelstein.

240 BIOLOGICAL PROCESSES AND INTERVENTIVE STRATEGIES (3). An in-

troduction to selected biological processes at special developmental stages in

the life cycle of humans in such a manner as to suggest major points and

processes of social work intervention. Johnson, Goolsby.
i

241 SOCIAL COMPONENTS OF HEALTH CARE. This course is concerned with

rationale, issues and problems related to the growing concept ofquality health

care as right of all. New programs and proposals for delivery ofhealth services

will be considered along with implications for social work practice.

242 APPLICATION OF SOCIO-BEHAVIORAL TECHNIQUES TO SOCIAL
WORK PRACTICE (3). An examination of socio-behavioral techniques appro-

1

priate for application to social work practice. Readings, papers and discussion
i

will be specifically related to each student's field experience. Schopler.

243 MARRIAGE COUNSELING (3). A clinical seminar which analyzes the opera-

tions and character of marriage counseling as a human service technique.
|

Cooke. )

244 MENTAL RETARDATION AND SOCIAL WORK (3). Mental retardation isi

examined as an individual and social problem from various perspectives: defi-

nition, epidemiology, historical trends, behavioral functioning, impact oni;

family, community, and the role of social work in service delivery. McKinnon.

250 THEORETICAL BASES FOR SERVICES TO LARGER GROUPS, COMMU-|
NITIES, AND INSTITUTIONAL SYSTEMS (3). A variety of concepts of com-

1

munity and its functioning are reviewed, the major principles on which com-

munity work is based are examined, and the knowledge required to participate

effectively as a professional in community planning and problem-solving are

identified. Cohen.
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251 CITIZEN PARTICIPATION AND GRASS ROOTS ORGANIZATION (3). The
role ofthe social worker in facilitating citizen participation and in the develop-

ment of grass roots organizations for problem-solving, and community im-

provement are analyzed and methods for practice identified. Cohen.

252 PLANNING AND COORDINATING FOR PROBLEM SOLVING AND SERV-
ICE DELIVERY (3). Review of agencies engaged in planning, coordinating,

and interorganizational functions. Examination of theories, perspectives and

procedures in social planning. Identification ofknowledge and skills necessary

to problem solution. Cohen.

260 POLITICS OF SOCIAL PROGRAM ADMINISTRATION (3). An exploration

ofthe constraints on local program administration or a result ofcontemporary

issues and innovations in local governance and the effects of these on the

delivery of social services. Dobelstein.

275 DESIGN, MANAGEMENT, AND EVALUATION OF ORGANIZATIONS (3).

A review of forces and aspirations which create formal organizations, the

functions and dysfunctions of such organizations, and the processes evolved

to cope with inter- and intra-organizational conflicts. Johnson.

276 PRINCIPLES AND PRACTICE OF ADMINISTRATION (3). Various ap-

proaches to and practice of administration within an organizational develop-

ment context. Emphasis on the task of the administrator in service planning,

management and resource development. Cooke.

277 HUMAN RESOURCE PLANNING AND DEVELOPMENT (3). Issues, ap-

proaches and trends in human resource development as an organized activity

involving preparing persons to function in a specific system, directed towards

individuals or towards those systems in which individuals are expected to

participate. Cooke.

278 TRAINING AND DEVELOPMENT (3). Principles of program planning and
administration applied to the design of training and development activities

for specific populations or groups. Cooke.

280 INTRODUCTION TO CONCEPTS AND PROGRAMMING FOR COMMU-
NITY MENTAL HEALTH (3). Designed to provide a comprehensive under-

standing of the organization and delivery of community mental health serv-

ices, with an effort to integrate concepts from several other human service

disciplines. Mazade.

285 ANALYSIS OF INCOME MAINTENANCE SYSTEMS (3). This course exam-
ines programs for economic security, including national employment policies,

fiscal policies, and income maintenance programs. Emphasis is placed on the

problem identification and formulation phase of policy making. Criteria are

developed by which the student learns to anlayze policies and programs with

respect to effectiveness and efficiency. Income maintenance programs in other

nations are examined. Cohen.

286 ANALYSIS OF SOCIAL SERVICE SYSTEMS (3). Prerequisite, second-year

standing. This course examines the various systems into which social services

are organized and by which they are delivered. Using the criteria developed

for income security programs in SOWO 285, students will analyze the organi-

zation of social services with special reference to problems in the delivery of

the services to varying population groups. Economic, social, professional, and
racial barriers to service delivery will be examined as will the problems

related to effective planning of service systems.

287 SOCIAL WORK AND THE LAW (3). Seminar on law as a resource in social

work practice, with emphasis on areas where the two professions frequently
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meet, i.e., public welfare, juvenile court, family law, adoptions, etc. Examines
attitudes of law and social work toward each other, development and com-

plexity of law, basic constitutional principles as applied to socio-legal institu-'
|]

tions, the adversary process as a method of seeking truth, role of courts and
the attorney, similarities and differences in the two professions.

288 SOCIAL WORK ADMINISTRATION (3). Problems and principles in the ad-

ministration of a social agency. Readings, class reports, and discussion.

289 LEGISLATIVE PROCESS IN SOCIAL WELFARE (3). State and national

legislative processes on selected social welfare issues illustrative of ways in

which social policies are made and their consequences, both intended and

unintended, on programs and populations. Dobelstein.

290 SOCIAL WORK RESEARCH II (3). Designed to explore basic principles, and

to provide advanced instruction, in data analysis including the construction

and analysis oftables, statistical tests, and introduction to the use ofcomputer

programs. Henley.

291 ANALYTIC TOOLS IN PLANNING AND ADMINISTRATION (3). To provide

an introductory acquaintance with, and use of, a number of diagnostic, ana-

l3^ic and evaluative techniques and methods as a data base for social planning

and administration. Such tools include, for example, cost-benefit, program

budgeting, needs assessment, social indicators, area analysis and management
information systems. Uhlig.

300 SEMINAR: STUDIES IN SOCIAL WORK PROCESS (3). Successful comple-

tion ofa substantial study, professional in content and in its manner of presen-

tation, in which the student examines some problem or area of practice in

which he or she has been engaged and supports findings with evidence from

his or her own learning, experience, and practice. Staff.

301 SEMINAR IN ADVANCED PRACTICE (3). Open to professional social work-

ers with M.S.W., or comparable degree, or by special arrangement. This course

focuses on the changing strategies of social work intervention in relation to

social problems and various client systems.

305 SEMINAR IN HUMAN BEHAVIOR AND THE SOCIAL ENVIRONMENT
(3).

311 SEMINAR IN SOCIAL POLICY (3).

315 SEMINAR IN SOCIAL RESEARCH (3).

325 SEMINAR IN SERVICES TO INDIVIDUALS, FAMILIES AND SMALL
GROUPS (1-3).

350 SEMINAR IN SERVICES TO LARGER GROUPS, COMMUNITIES AND IN-

STITUTIONAL SYSTEMS (3).

375 SEMINAR IN ADMINISTRATION AND PLANNING IN SOCIAL WELFARE
(3).

378 SEMINAR IN SOCIAL WORK SUPERVISION (3). Prerequisite, master's de-

gree in social work. A course designed for supervisors who are practicing

supervision in their agencies, to learn the teaching of social work knowledge

and skills to the beginning or less experienced worker through the supervisory

relationship within the social agency.

400 GENERAL REGISTRATION (0).
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|
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The Department offers the Master of Arts and Doctor of Philoso-

1

phy degrees in Sociology. Students receive training that will equip

them for careers in both teaching and research. All sociology stu- >

dents take basic work in sociological theory, research methods and
statistics, and substantive areas. The program emphasizes balanced

training and the integration of theory, method, and substantive

!

knowledge. All Ph.D. candidates in sociology who have not had
equivalent courses take Sociology 200, 201, 202 (two sections), 203,

!

208, 209, and 211, or equivalents, plus one elected course in research

methods, a minimum offour courses in a major field ofconcentration

and a minimum of two courses in a minor field. All M.A. candidates

in sociology take 200, 202 (two sections), and 203, plus one elected

course in research methods. Detailed information on graduate de-

gree procedures is given in information brochures available from the

Department. For further information, including information about

financial aid available to students, inquiries should be directed to

the Department's Director of Graduate Studies.

The Department's main concentrations of faculty research inter- i

est and graduate training are in comparative social organization, i

social psychology, research methods and statistics, demography and

ecology, race relations, sociology of health and the health profes-

sions, societal development, and sociology of education.

A number of nonservice fellowships are available for first-year as !

well as more advanced students. Several teaching assistantships are

also awarded each year.

The Department works closely with the Institute for Research in

Social Science and with the University Computation Center. The

Institute maintains a Statistical Laboratory with modern processing

:

equipment for training and research. Computer programming as-

sistance, consultation, and computing services are available without

:

charge for student research. The Department sponsors and edits i

Social Forces, a national sociological journal.

Courses for Graduates and Advanced Undergraduates

102 SOCIAL LEARNING AND EXCHANGE (3). A social psychological examina-

tion of behavior from the perspectives of social learning and social exchange
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theories. Applications include common interpersonal experiences and contem-

porary social problems. Fall and spring. Wiggins.

110 CONFLICT, AGGRESSION, AND VIOLENCE (3). Prerequisite, Sociology 51

or an introductory psychology course or graduate standing. Survey and anal-

ysis of various explanations for these phenomena at the interpersonal, inter-

group, and international levels. Suggestions for control or elimination ofthese

phenomena also examined. Spring. Cramer.

115 ORGANIZATION AND SOCIETY (3). The place of sociology in the study of

industrial relations. The application ofsocial science principles to the analysis

of social relationships in business, with special emphasis on individual firms.

Spring. Warren.

118 SOCIAL ORGANIZATION IN ECOLOGICAL PERSPECTIVE (3). Sociology

51 or its equivalent, or permission ofinstructor. An examination ofthe history

ofhuman ecology as a theory and point ofview with emphasis on recent efforts

to clarify and reformulate the field. Focus will be on the concept ofecosystem,

the elements of the system, and related research. Fall. Purdy.

120 SOCIAL STRATIFICATION (3). Prerequisite, Sociology 51. Analysis of social

structure and stratification in terms of class, status, prestige, rank, and func-

tion. Attention is given to the social role of the elite, bureaucracies, and

professional and middle class. Staff.

128 SOCIAL PROCESS IN EDUCATION (3). Examines social influences (e.g. , com-

munity, school, family, peers) affecting academic performance and attitudes,

with particular emphasis on the disadvantaged and the dropout. Fall. Wig-

gins.

134 COLLECTIVE BEHAVIOR AND SOCIAL MOVEMENTS (Psychology 134)

(3). Prerequisites, Sociology 51 or Sociology 102/Psychology 133 or permission

of instructor. Studies social behavior breaking with existing patterns and

expectations such as riots, crowds, revolutions and social movements. Expla-

nation and prediction use some principles that govern human behavior in

general. Fall and spring. Elder.

145 SOCIAL CHANGE IN LATIN AMERICA (3). Introduction to Latin American

ideologies and values; economic and demographic changes; major pressure

groups (old elites, entrepreneurs, peasants and working classes, military and
intellectuals); and relations with the United States. Spring. Landsberger.

148 THE STATE AND SOCIETY (3). Prerequisites, major in one of the social

sciences and either Sociology 51 or Political Science 41. Analysis of the recip-

rocal influences of state and social organization upon each other, the social

bases of political authority and stability, or revolution and counter-revolution.

Staff.

151 ADVANCED IN INTRODUCTION TO SOCIOLOGY (3). Open to juniors, sen-

iors, and non-departmental graduate students who have not taken introduc-

tory sociology. Equivalent to Sociology 51 in satisfying prerequisites for other

sociology courses and in meeting General College requirements. An introduc-

tion to basic sociological concepts and their application to the study ofmodern
society. Fall and spring. Staff.

154 LITERATURE AND SOCIETY (3). An examination of selected modern liter-

ary works as social process and aesthetic object. Topics discussed will include

literary creativity, the writer's social role, and social psychological approaches

to the contents of literature. Fall. R. Wilson, Rieker.

155 EDUCATIONAL INSTITUTIONS (3). Sociology 51 or permission ofinstructor.

A study of theory and research on the educational institution, with emphasis
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upon the multiple and changing functions of formal education in industrial

societies. Fall. Eckland.

156 SOCIOLOGICAL CRIMINOLOGY (3). Sociology 51 or permission ofinstructor.
\

An analysis ofthe social construction ofcrime and delinquency as legal catego-
|

ries, perspectives on causation, and the consequence of variable social reac-
{

tions to crime and delinquency. Not open to graduates and undergraduates

who have had Sociology 55. Staff.
'

159 SOCIOLOGY OF MEDICINE (3). A sociological analysis of (1) the social proc-

esses affecting conditions of health and disease and (2) the cluster of social
I

relationships and organizations that comprise the institution of medicine.
\

Fall. Gray and Staff.
|

161 FAMILY STRUCTURE AND PROCESS (3). Sociology 51 or permission of
i

instructor. Description and analysis of the family and its interrelations with

other institutions. Open only to undergraduates who have not had Sociology

62 and graduate students not majoring in Sociology. Fall and spring. Elder,

Uhlenberg, Allen. i

162 SOCIALIZATION AND PERSONALITY (3). Prerequisite, Sociology 51 or per-

mission of instructor. Examines the generic process by which human orga-

nisms become members of society. Topics include conceptions of socialization,
j

language and thought processes, and development of the self. Fall. Elder,

Heise.

163 RACE, POVERTY AND POLITICS (Political Science 171) (3). Analysis of

cause and consequences of economic and racial inequality. A focus on the i

relationship between power and conflicts over public polity. Spring. Goldsmid,

Schwartz.
I

168 THE CITY AND URBANIZATION (3). Prerequisite, Sociology 51 or permis-

sion of instructor. The city as a social phenomenon in the modern world.

Analysis of urban trends, characteristics, functions, and social organization.

Distinction is made in the study of the city as a dependent variable and as a
|

setting for social behavior. Fall and spring. Goldsmid, Purdy.
j

170 RELIGION AND SOCIETY (Religion 170) (3). Prerequisite, Sociology 51 or

permission of instructor. Sociological analysis of group beliefs and practices

—

both traditionally religious and secular—through which fundamental life ex-

periences are given coherence and meaning.

173 COMPARATIVE MINORITY RELATIONS (3). Prerequisite, Sociology 51 or

permission of instructor. A comparative analysis of dominant-minority group
:

relations. Includes both cultural and racial minorities. Fall. Cramer.

175 THEORIES AND PROBLEMS OF DEVELOPING SOCIETIES (3). Theories

concerning the development process (motivational vs. institutional; economic

vs. political and social development; similarity of sequential stages and of

outcomes) will be related to policy problems facing the developing nations.

Spring. Chirot, Landsberger.

179 SCIENCE AND POLICY (3). Prerequisite, consent of instructor (for under-

graduates). The problem of using expert knowledge in democratic policy for-
|

mation. These relate to communication within scientific disciplines; scientists'

values; and the use of scientific information and personnel in decision making.

Spring. MacRae.
j

186 POPULATION (Genetics 186) (3). Prerequisite, Sociology 51. A study of prob-

lems of quality and quantity of population including theories of population

increase and problems of composition, distribution, differential fertility, popu-

lation pressure, and internal migration. Students who have had Sociology 54
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cannot get credit for this course. Fall and spring. Hawley, Namboodiri, Uhlen-

berg.

1.99 SOCIOLOGICAL ANALYSIS: SPECIAL TOPICS (3). Examines sleeted topics

from a sociological perspective. Course description for a particular semester

is available in the Departmental office. Fall and spring. Staff.

200 HISTORY OF SOCIAL THOUGHT (3). Prerequisite, graduate standing in

Sociology, or written permission of instructor. Historic social ideas of western

culture considered against a background ofgeneral cultural analysis in terms

of systematic theory. Required of all graduate degree candidates in Sociology.

Fall. E. Wilson.

201 CONSTRUCTION OF SOCIAL THEORIES AND MODELS (3). After an ex-

amination of social theory from the perspectives of the philosophy of science

and the sociology of knowledge, an introduction is provided to principles of

theorizing, specification of models, and elementary aspects of empirical test-

ing. Causal theories and models are emphasized. Fall.

202 MAJOR SOCIOLOGICAL THEORIES (2). Prerequisite, graduate standing in

Sociology, or written permission of instructor. Examination of selected writ-

ings, concepts, and issues of some major sociological theory or theoretical

approach. Fall and spring. Staff.

203 ISSUES IN SOCIOLOGICAL THEORY (3). Prerequisite, Sociology 200. Diver-

gent perspectives on a series of theoretical issues are presented and discussed.

Discussion of each issue is led by a pair of small group of faculty members or

students. Fall. Staff.

207 MEASUREMENT AND DATA COLLECTION (3). Prerequisite, Sociology 201

or consent of the instructor. Provides an introduction to measurement theory

and a review of various methods of data-gathering. Gaining experience with

a variety of techniques of measurement and preparing a pretested research

proposal are required for all students. Spring. Wiggins.

208 MATHEMATICS FOR SOCIOLOGISTS (3). Prerequisite, Sociology 201 or con-

sent of the instructor. Elements of finite mathematics, matrix algebra, cal-

culus, probability and statistics. Focus is on issues and techniques of value to

research sociologists. Spring. Rockwell.

209 STRUCTURAL EQUATION MODELS IN SOCIOLOGY (3). Prerequisite, Soci-

ology 208. Principles of specification, identification, and parameter estimation

for structural models. Analytic devices such as regression analysis, factor

analysis, two-stage least squares, the Joreskog techniques, and DYNAMO
simulations are presented as means of estimating model parameters and as

ways of dealing with problems like measurement errors, unmeasured varia-

bles, feedback and higher order feedback. Fall. Heise.

210 SOCIETAL EVOLUTION (3). Prerequisite, graduate standing in sociology or

anthropology, or permission of instructor. An introduction to the theory of

social evolution and relevant research. Fall. Lenski.

211 ANALYSIS OF CATEGORICAL DATA (3). Prerequisites, Sociology 208

and Sociology 209. Introduction to techniques and programs for analyzing

categorical variables and nonlinear models. Special attention is given to

decomposition of complex contingency tables, discriminant function analysis,

Markov chains, and nonmetric multidimensional scaling. Spring. Nam-
boodiri.

212 DEMOGRAPHIC TECHNIQUES (3). The fundamental principles and meth-

ods employed in the study of population structure and change will be covered.

On demand. Uhlenberg, Namboodiri.
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218 HUMAN ECOLOGY (Seminar) (3). Prerequisite, graduate standing in Soci-,

ology or permission of instructor. Consideration oftheory and research emerg-

ing around the contemporary development. Fall. Hawley.

223 SOCIAL ATTITUDES (3). Prerequisite, Sociology 24 1 or permission of instruc-

tor. Basic theories and methods in attitude research, with special attention

to attitude dynamics and social relations. Spring. Heise, Reed. \

229 SOCIAL STRUCTURE AND PERSONALITY (3). Prerequisite, Sociology 241

or permission ofinstructor. The generic processes by which individuals become

members of a society, with emphasis on the influence of social structure on

socialization and the patterning of personality. Fall. Elder.

234 WORKING CLASS AND PEASANT MOVEMENTS (3). Deals with the ori-!

gins, structure, and effects ofsocial movements. Special emphasis will be given

to working class and peasant movements ofblack people in the United States.

Spring. Landsberger. !

241 HISTORY AND THEORY OF SOCIAL PSYCHOLOGY (3). Permission of in-

structor. A general review of the history of the field, followed by systematic

assessment of modern theoretical developments and empirical research. Fall

Wiggins.

245 SOCIOLOGY OF ORGANIZATIONS (3). Prerequisite, permission of instruc-

tor. Structural features of organizations. Behavior in organizations. Organiza-
\

tional career patterns. Comparative analysis of structure, behavior, and

careers in different types of organizations. Interorganization and organi-

zation-environment relations. (1975-1976 and alternate years.) Spring. Simp-

son.

253 EXPERIMENTAL DESIGN IN SOCIOLOGY (3). Prerequisite, graduate stand-

1

ing in sociological methodology or permission of instructor. Statistical aspects

of experimental designs with emphasis on applied problems involved in ex-

ecuting a statistically sound design. On demand. Namboodiri. '

254 SURVEY SAMPLING (3). Prerequisite, graduate standing in sociological'

methodology or permission of instructor. The different sampling techniques

are discussed. Major emphasis on planning of large scale sample surveys

;

rather than on statistical theory. On demand. Namboodiri.

260 HEALTH ORGANIZATIONS AND OCCUPATIONS (3). Prerequisite, Soci-

ology 159 or equivalent. Considers various treatment settings, socialization

and job performance of health workers, patienthood, the relation between

organizational structure and effectiveness, and professional self-regulation.

Fall. Staff

261 SOCIAL EPIDEMIOLOGY OF CHRONIC AND MENTAL DISEASE (3).

Prerequisite, Sociology 159 or equivalent. Considers differential distribution

of health states in population groups, assessment of social psychological pre-

cursors of illness, etiology ofchronic physical and psychological disorders, and

implications of differential risk for preventive strategies in social medicine.

Spring Staff.

262 COMMUNITY ORGANIZATION AND HEALTH CARE DELIVERY (3).

Prerequisite, Sociology 159 or equivalent. Study of community health care

delivery systems, to include the supply and distribution of medical personnel

and facilities, mechanisms of healtli care financing, role of the consumer in

:

policy formulation, and community power and analysis. Fall. Staff

265 THE SOCIOLOGY OF HEALTH AND HEALTH PROFESSIONS (3). Registra-

tion by permission of the instructor. Reviews the work done in the area of

i
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convergent interests of the medical and social sciences with emphasis on

further research. Fall. Staff.

269 EXPERIMENTAL ANALYSIS OF INTERPERSONAL BEHAVIOR (3).

Prerequisite, Sociology 241 or permission of instructor. Analysis of social

behavior from the perspective of exchange theory and experimental methods.

Evaluation of laboratory and field experiments pertaining to interaction,

power, conformity, cooperation, aggression, delinquency, education. Design

and pretest of experiments. Spring. Wiggins.

274 SEMINAR IN URBAN SOCIOLOGY (3). Prerequisite, Sociology 168. Theory

and research in the study of the location and growth ofurban areas, the effect

urban areas have upon behavior, and the study of social behavior in different

I

urban subareas. Each member of the seminar will complete a project inter-

relating theory and research. Fall. Hawley.

287 MIGRATION AND POPULATION DISTRIBUTION (3). Prerequisite, Soci-

ology 186. Treats migration trends, patterns, and differentials and their effects

i on population distribution in continental and regional areas. Attention is

given to theoretical and methodological problems in the study of population

movement. (1974-1975 and alternate years.) Spring. Hawley.

i289 SOCIO-ECONOMIC FACTORS IN FERTILITY (3). Prerequisite, Sociology

186. Fertility differentials by social and economic factors, changes therein over

time, the manner in which these factors affect fertility and the implications

thereoffor fertility control programs will be studied. On demand. Namboodiri.

iSOO TRAINING PROGRAM SEMINARS (1). Continuing seminars in selected top-

ics. Spring. Staff.

301 READING AND RESEARCH (3 each semester). Registered by permis-

':302 sion of instructor. Advanced reading. Library research or field research

303 on a selected topic under guidance of the instructor. Fall and spring. Staff.

304

307 SEMINAR ON POLICY ANALYSIS (3). Common normative, political, and
behavioral aspects of policy choice in diverse fields, e.g., urban, education,

health, welfare, population, and foreign policy. Public policies may modify or

replace the market. Fall or spring. MacRae.
310 SEMINAR IN SOCIAL STRATIFICATION (3). Prerequisite, Sociology 120, or

consent of instructor. Analysis of major theories of social stratification with

special attention to modern trends toward convergence. Spring. Lenski.

314 SEMINAR IN SOCIAL CONTROL AND DEVIANCE (3). Registration by per-

mission of the instructor. The relation of social norms to conforming and
deviant behavior. Types of social and personal controls. Theoretical and re-

search problems are reviewed. On demand. Staff.

315 READING AND RESEARCH IN METHODOLOGY (3 each semester).

1316 Registration by permission of the instructor. Special work on selected prob-

lems of research methodology. Fall and spring. Staff.

321 FIELD RESEARCH (3 each semester). Registration by permission of the

322 instructor. Fall and spring. Staff.

326 SEMINAR IN SELECTED TOPICS (3 each semester). Course description

327 for particular semester is available in Department Oflftce. Registration by
permission of the instructor. Fall and spring. Staff.

329 SEMINAR IN SOCIALIZATION AND GROUP PROCESS (3). Prerequisites,

Sociology 241 or equivalent and permission of instructor. Analysis of theoreti-

cal issues and empirical research relevant to socialization. Special emphasis
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upon group process effects on the evolution of the social self, the "fit" between

personality and role, and other issues. Spring. Staff.

333 SEMINAR IN MARRIAGE AND THE FAMILY (3). On demand. Elder.

346 SEMINAR IN OCCUPATIONS AND PROFESSIONS (3). Societal roles of oc-

cupational groups, types ofoccupations and careers, interoccupational cooper-

ation and competition, and processes of professionalization are examined.

Fall. Simpson.

380 SEMINAR ON THE TEACHING OF SOCIOLOGY (3). Prerequisite, doctoral

candidate in Sociology or permission of instructor. Examines teacher's role

and teaching process: planning a course, constructing syllabi, testing for teach-

ing or grading, evaluating teacher performance, needs of different student

populations. Fall and spring. E. Wilson.

393 MASTER'S THESIS (3 or more). Individual research in a selected field under

the direction of a member of the Department. Fall and spring. Staff

394 DOCTORAL DISSERTATION (3 or more). Individual research in a selected

field under the direction of a member of the Department. Fall and spring.

Staff'.

400 GENERAL REGISTRATION (0).

I



SPEECH DIVISION

James W. Pence, Jr., Director

Professors

Paul D. Brandes

J. Calvin Callaghan
(2)

(3)

Communication Theory, Public Address

Public Address, Parliamentary Procedure

Associate Professor

James W. Pence (8) Rhetoric, Public Address

Assistant Professors

Ted J. Barnes
J. Robert Cox
Howard Doll
Martha Hardy

(1)

(5)

(6)

(7)

Communication Theory, Small Groups

Argumentation, Rhetoric

Oral Interpretation, Public Address

Oral Interpretation, Readers Theatre

Visiting Assistant Professor

Diane McGrath (4) Speech Education, Medical Communication

The Speech Division offers graduate work leading to the degrees

of Master of Arts and Doctor of Philosophy (an interdisciplinary

degree in Mass Communication Research offered jointly with the

School of Journalism). Faculty offices and classroom facilities are

located in Bingham Hall.

Candidates for advanced degrees in the Speech Division are nor-

mally required to hold an undergraduate degree in speech. However,

a student who has achieved a good record as an undergraduate in

a major field other than speech may, at the discretion ofthe division,

be accepted for graduate study in speech. In such cases, some
prerequisite course work may be added to minimum degree require-

ments.

Requirements for a master's degree include satisfactory comple-

tion of thirty semester hours; mastery of a research tool such as a

foreign language, statistics, computer science, or historiography: a

comprehensive examination covering course work; a thesis, and an
oral defense of the thesis. The courses elected by a candidate for the

master's degree must include Speech 298. If a minor outside the

division (normally nine semester hours) is chosen, the minor pro-

gram must be approved by the Director of Graduate Studies. The
graduate program as a whole must be closely unified, and no depart-

ment may be chosen as a minor unless the candidate has previously

completed, as an undergraduate, an amount ofwork in that depart-

ment sufficient to constitute an undergraduate minor.

Requirements for the degree ofDoctor ofPhilosophy in Mass Com-
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munication Research will be determined by a committee of faculty

members from the Speech Division and the School of Journalism

(See pp. 294-296 for a complete description of the requirements.]

Several graduate teaching assistantships are available for quali-

fied students. '

Sophisticated computers and language laboratories are available

for use in experimental studies. The Southern Historical Collection

(containing manuscripts, letters, diaries, etc.) provides an un-

'

matched opportunity for research in public address in the South. A
Reader's Theatre series offers the interested student continuing op-

portunity for theory and practice in performance, direction, and

script preparation.

Graduate Courses In Speech

103 INFORMATION SYSTEMS IN HUMANISTIC AND SOCIAL SCIENCE RE-

SEARCH (Computer Science 119) (3). Prerequisite, one of Computer Sciencei

16-19, 216X-219X preferably 19 or 219X. An introduction to computer hard-

ware and software systems, with an emphasis upon their use in the humanities!

and social sciences. Computer programming, with practice on the computer,

will be stressed.
j

111 CLASSICAL RHETORIC (Classics 111) (3). Lectures on the nature, develop-

ment, and influence of Greek and Roman rhetoric, with class discussion of

important rhetorical treatises, including Plato's Phaedrus, Aristotle's Rheto-

ric, Cicero's De Oratore, and Quintillian's Institutio, read in English transla-

tion; illustrations from the Attic orators and the speeches of Cicero. Students
j

will make an independent study ofone or more aspects oftheory ofthe history!

of rhetoric and a rhetorical analysis of one speech. Fall. (Alternate years.)

Kennedy.

120 CONTEMPORARY SPEECH COMMUNICATION THEORY (3). A study of

contemporary theories of human communication, focusing on speech com-

1

munication. Examines communication theories, variables, and research find-

ings in light of their contribution to our understanding of speech communica- ^

tion.
!

130 INTRODUCTION TO PHONETICS (3). Prerequisite, Speech 40 or equivalent.

A detailed study ofthe International Phonetic Alphabet with emphasis on the

sound system of American English. Application of phonetics to problems of

pronunciation and articulation.

140 APPLIED PHONETICS (3). Prerequisite, Speech 130 or equivalent. A study

ofthe acoustic, articulatory, auditory, and physiological aspects ofthe produc-

tion of speech.

141 READERS THEATRE (3). Prerequisite, Speech 41 or equivalent. Preparation;

for and participation in oral interpretation activities in both individual and

group forms. Preparation will include detailed analysis of novels, plays and

poems and their adaptation to being read aloud. Fall and spring. Hardy.

142 THE ORAL INTERPRETATION OF PROSE (3). Prerequisite, Speech 41. Ap-;

proaches to the analysis and oral intrepretation of prose, with emphasis on

narrative fiction. In depth study of selected prose periods, styles and forms,:

in preparation for oral presentation. (Offered alternate years.) Doll.
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1143 THE ORAL INTERPRETATION OF POETRY (3). Prerequisite, Speech 41.

Textual and dramatistic approaches to the analysis and to the oral interpreta-

tion of narrative, lyric, dramatic and didactic poetry and English and Ameri-

can poets. Emphasis on communicating the meanings and emotions of poetry

through oral reading. (Offered alternate years.) Doll.

144 A SURVEY OF RHETORICAL THEORY (3). Prerequisites, Speech 37, 44 or

equivalent. An introduction to theories of rhetoric ranging from Plato and

Aristotle through Burke and Perelman. A study of how rhetorical theory

! developed, its eclipse during the nineteenth century and its redevelopment in

the twentieth century. A detailed study of the classical rhetorical figures.

1145 PHILOSOPHY OF FORENSICS (3). Study of representative forensic situa-

tions—debate, oratory, extempore, interpretation—and of methods of prepar-

j

ing for each one.

1146 THEORIES OR ARGUMENT (3). Prerequisite, Speech 45 or permission of

instructor. Traces development of oral argument in classical and modern
theorists: topics include probability, the grounds of inference, logical models,

and the role ofargument in the resolution ofcontroversy and decision-making.

il51 MASS COMMUNICATION RESEARCH (Journalism 151) (3). Prerequisite,

j

permission of instructor. Fundamentals of communication research tech-

niques (content analysis, historiography, survey research, experimental

j

design), including an overview of computer science, statistics, theory of de-

velopment, and trends in the published literature. Fall and spring. Journal-

ism staff.

154 PERSUASION (3). Fusion of classical canons of rhetoric with contemporary

I

persuasion theory. One day speaking in field, collecting data. Results comput-

I

erized for term report. Fall. Brandes.

160 AN INTRODUCTION TO EXPERIMENTAL METHODS IN SPEECH (3).

1

Prerequisite, Speech 154 or permission of the instructor. A study of the re-

search methods in oral communication currently used by behavioral scientists,

I

and an application of one methodology by each student in a term project.

165 COMMUNICATION AND OPINION (Journalism 165) (Psychology 165) (Soci-

ology 165) (3). Prerequisites, any two of the following courses: Psychology 26,

I

Political Science 41, Sociology 51. A survey of the methods, findings, and

conjectures of behavioral scientists working in the field of persuasive com-

munication. Fall and spring. Journalism staff.

170 VOICE AND ITS PRODUCTION (3). Anatomy and physiology of the speech

producing and aural mechanisms.

183 ORIENTATION TO DISORDERS OF SPEECH, HEARING, AND LAN-
GUAGE (Special Education 143) (3). Fall and spring.

187 HISTORY AND CRITICISM OF AMERICAN PUBLIC ADDRESS FROM
COLONIAL TIMES TO THE CIVIL WAR PERIOD (3). Emphasis on a critical

study of the resources of selected speakers, the content of their speeches, and

their effect on significant issues.

^88 HISTORY AND CRITICISM OF AMERICAN PUBLIC ADDRESS FROM THE
I

CIVIL WAR PERIOD TO THE NEW DEAL PERIOD (3). Emphasis on a criti-

cal study of the resources of selected speakers, the content of their speeches,

and their effect on significant issues.

189 HISTORY AND CRITICISM OF AMERICAN PUBLIC ADDRESS FROM THE
NEW DEAL PERIOD TO CONTEMPORARY TIMES (3). Emphasis on a criti-

cal study of the resources of selected speakers, the content of their speeches,

and their effect on significant issues.
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191 SPEECH DEVELOPMENT IN CHILDREN (3). An investigation of the acqui-

sition and development of speech in the normal child. Units in environmental

factors, the sounds ofthe language, creative dramatics, choral speaking, story-

telling, and semilar oral communication experiences.

192 SOCIAL DIALECTS (3). The philosophies of social dialects, with particular

emphasis upon the speech of the culturally different in North Carolina.

Brandes, Pence.

193 PSYCHOLOGY OF SPEECH (3). Prerequisites, Psychology 26 and 28 or per-

mission of the instructor. An investigation of psychological aspects of speech,

such as oral humor, stage fright, speech snobbery, the oral lie, and the relation-

ships between speech and personality. Spring. Brandes.

241 STUDIES IN LITERARY CRITICISM (English 241) (3). The classical tradition

in criticism.

256 SMALL GROUP COMMUNICATION VARIABLES (3). Prerequisite, Speech

56 or permission of the instructor. An in-depth study of the variable involved

in oral communication in small groups. Includes a critical review and synthe-

sis of recent research findings.

298 BIBLIOGRAPHY AND METHODOLOGY (3). Designed to aid students in

preparing term papers, the thesis, and dissertations, with attention to biblio-

1

graphical guides, problems in speech research, and standard scholarly forms

and procedures. Fall

300 DIRECTED STUDY (3). Permission of instructor required. May be repeated

once at the doctoral level. Offered every semester. Staff.

331 SEMINAR IN ORAL INTERPRETATION OF LITERATURE (3). Prerequi-

sites, Speech 41 and 141 or equivalent. Special problems in the oral interpreta-

tion of literature.

351 SEMINAR IN RHETORIC (3). Prerequisite, Speech 144 or equivalent. Special

problems in rhetoric.

361 SEMINAR IN PUBLIC ADDRESS (3). Prerequisites, Speech 187, 188, 189 or;

equivalent. Special problems in public address.

393 MASTER'S THESIS (3 or more). Prerequisite, graduate standing in speech.

Individual supervision of theses. Fall and spring. Barnes, Brandes, Callaghan,

Cox, Doll, Hardy, Pence.

.

i

I



CURRICULUM IN SPEECH AND HEARING SCIENCES

Robert Peters, Chairman

Professor

Robert W. Peters (9)

Associate Professors

Robert B. Mahaffey (7)

W. Grady Thomas (11)

Assistant Professors

George D. Allen (1)

Sophia Hadjian (4)

F. Calvin Knobeloch (5)

Thomas J. Wood (12)

Clinical Professor

LuVern H. Kunze (2)

Clinical Associate Professors

Henry B. Creech (3)

Linda B. Swisher (10)

Clinical Assistant Professors

Laura R. Love (6)

Stanley J. Martinkosky (13)

Robert G. Paul (8)

Clinical Instructors

Sandra B. Blackley (14)

Margaret F. Carun (15)

Burton B. King (16)

Auditory Processing, Speech Perception, Stut-

tering

Aphasia; Anatomy, Physiology and Neurology

of Speech and Hearing; Computer Applica-

tions

Audiology, Auditory Physiology and Psycho-

acoustics

Speech Physiology, Speech and Language, Ex-

perimental Design and Analysis

Disorders of Articulation, Disorders of Voice

Developmental Aspects of Language, Speech,

and Hearing; Disorders of Language,

Speech, and Hearing in Children

Clinical and Research Audiology with Empha-
sis on Computer Applications

Speech and Language Disorders in Children

and Adults

Clinical Audiology, Hearing Conservation

Language Problems of Children or Adults,

Accountability of Intervention Techniques,

Neurological Speech and Language Prob-

lems

Clinical Speech Pathology with Emphasis on

Neuro-Physiological Correlates of Speech

and Hearing

Alaryngeal Speech and Aphasia

Clinical Audiology

Early Language Development and Language
Disorders

Pediatric Audiology

Clinical Audiology
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Robert B. McCabe (17) Articulation, Cleft Palate, and Mild Func-

tional Therapy

Elizabeth O. Robertson (18) Development of and Disabilities in Central

Auditory Processing Abilities

Barbara Stern (19) Communicative Disorders

Richard N. Young (20) Aural Rehabilitation, Impedence Audiometry

and Hearing Aids.

The Curriculum in Speech and Hearing Sciences is a multi-disci-

pUnary effort that involves personnel and clinical and research ac-

tivities of other University departments and other institutions as

well as those of the Institute of Speech and Hearing Sciences. The

.

faculty hold joint appointments with either a primary or a secondary

appointment in Speech and Hearing.

Speech and Hearing Sciences is concerned with the body ofknowl-

'

edge and scientific study that pertains to both normal and abnormal

speech, hearing and language and with professional, academic and
research involvements in these areas. The Speech and Hearing Cur-

riculum provides an environment where learning can be based on

laboratory, both clinical and experimental, experiences. Four major

areas of concentration are possible within the master's curriculum:

Audiology, Speech Pathology, Language and Language Disorders

!

and Speech and Hearing Sciences. Many students, hopefully, will

want training that covers several of these areas.

The entrance, academic and resident requirements for the Master

of Science degree correspond to those of the Graduate School. A
program leading to the Master of Education degree is also possible.

Individuals with intensive backgrounds in Speech and Hearing
i

and/or related areas can complete a degree in a calendar year and

thirty credit hours. For students with little or no background the

degree will probably require two years to complete. A brochure de-

scribing graduate training can be obtained by writing to The Insti-

tute of Speech and Hearing Sciences.

Courses for Graduates and Advanced Undergraduates i

130 INTRODUCTION TO PHONETICS (Speech 130) (3). A detailed study of the

International Phonetic Alphabet with emphasis on the sound system ofAmeri-

can English. Application ofPhonetics to problems ofpronunciation and articu-

lation. Fall, summer. Allen.

140 ADVANCED PHONETICS (Speech 140) (3). .4s the demand warrants.

170 VOICE AND ITS PRODUCTION (Speech 170) (3). Anatomy and physiology

of the speech producing and aural mechanisms. Fall. MahafFey.

183 ORIENTATION TO SPEECH, HEARING AND LANGUAGE DISORDERS
(Education 143) (3). Fall, spring, summer. Lubker.

184 SPEECH PATHOLOGY I (Education 144) (3). Prerequisite, SPHS 130 or its

equivalent. First semester of two course offerings in evaluation, analysis and
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measurement (assessment), modification ofbehaviors, breakdown of processes

in speech disorders with empheisis on voice and articulation disorders.

Courses for Graduates

201 PROFESSIONAL SEMINAR IN SPEECH AND HEARING SCIENCES (3).

Overview to provide a baseline ofcommon experience for all master's students

in the department. Covers organization of normal and abnormal speech and

hearing with historical review, models, instrumentation, etc. Spring. Peters.

. 205 AUDITORY PROCESSES (3). The nature of hearing behaviors and their

anatomical, physiological, neurological, psychological and linguistic bases in-

cluding psychophysical measurements, acoustics and psychoacoustics. Spring.

' Thomas.

!206 SPEECH PROCESSES (3). The nature ofspeaking behaviors, respiration, pho-

nation, resonation, articulation and non-auditory feedback mechanisms and

acoustic phonetics. Summer. Allen.

|207 LANGUAGE PROCESSES (3). The study of speech processing with reference

to input, storage, retrieval, transformations, output, chunking and analysis

by synthesis and synthetic speech and memory. Spring. Peters.

1221 BIOLOGICAL PROCESSES IN HEARING (3). Prerequisite, SPHS 281.

Neuroanatomy and neurophysiology of the auditory system, peripheral and

central, dynamics of the cochlea, electrophysiological data in various levels

of the auditory system. Spring. Mahaffey.

223 AUDIOLOGY I (3). (Education 283) Theory and practice of the measurement
ofhearing, causative factors in hearing loss, evaluation ofaudiometric results,

demonstration and participation in clinical program in audiology. Fall. Wood.

224 AUDIOLOGY II (3). Prerequisite, SPHS 223 or its equivalent. Emphasis on

special tests, diagnostic evaluations, use of hearing aids, hearing conservation

and instrumentation. Demonstration and participation in clinical program in

audiology. Spring. Wood.

225 DISORDERS OF AUDITION (3). Breakdown ofprocesses in audition and their

management. Spring. Wood.

241. BIOLOGICAL PROCESSES IN LANGUAGE AND SPEECH (3). Neurophysi-

ology, Anatomy, Speech processes with reference to both normal and abnor-

mal, neural pathologies, and linguistic, psychological and neurological inte-

gration of speech. Spring. Mahaffey.

244 SPEECH PATHOLOGY II (Education 284) (3). Prerequisite, SPHS 184. A
continuation of a two course offering as described under 184 with emphasis

on stuttering and organic disorders of speech. Summer. Mahaffey.

262 LANGUAGE ACQUISITION (3). Theories of language learning; stages of lan-

guage development; and relevant literature. Fall. Allen.

263 LANGUAGE BEHAVIORS I (3). Prerequisite, SPHS 262. First section of two

course offering in analysis and measurement (assessment), modification of

behaviors, education and re-educative processes (all modalities) and break-

down of process in language disorders. Spring. Peters.

264 LANGUAGE BEHAVIORS II (3). Second part oftwo course offering described

in 263. Summer. Staff.

281 HEARING SCIENCE (3). Topics and current research in auditory sensation

and perception including psychoacoustics, signal detection theory, subjective

correlates of audition and auditory physiology. Fall. Peters.

282 SPEECH SCIENCE (3). Speech analysis, synthesis, perception, observable phe-

nomena of speech behaviors and models and procedures utilized in the under-

standing of speech behaviors. Spring. Allen.
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302 PROBLEMS IN SPEECH AND HEARING SCIENCES (1-3). May be repeated

for credit. Fall, spring and summer. Staff.

303 CLINICAL PRACTICUM (1-3). Supervised clinical experience. May be re-

peated for credit. Fall, spring, and summer. Staff.

321 SEMINAR IN AUDIOLOGY (1-3). May be repeated for credit. Special topics

and significant literature in the field of audiology. Fall, spring and summer.

Staff

341 SEMINAR IN SPEECH PATHOLOGY (1-3). May be repeated for credit. Spe-

cial topics and significant literature in the field of speech pathology. Fall,

spring and summer. Staff

361 SEMINAR IN LANGUAGE AND LANGUAGE DISORDERS (1-3). May be

repeated for credit. Special topics and significant literature in the field of

language and language disorders. Fall, spring and summer. Staff.

381 SEMINAR IN HEARING SCIENCE (1-3). May be repeated for credit. Ad-

vanced special topics and current research in hearing science. Fall, spring and

summer. Staff.

382 SEMINAR IN SPEECH SCIENCE (1-3). May be repeated for credit. Advanced

special topics and current research in speech science. Fall, spring and summer.
Staff.

383 LABORATORY IN SPEECH AND HEARING SCIENCES (1-3). May be re-

peated for credit. Practical experience in various areas involving laboratory

usage. Fall, spring and summer. Staff.

393 MASTER'S THESIS (3 or more). Fall, spring and summer. Staff.

\

\



DEPARTMENT OF STATISTICS

Norman L. Johnson, Chairman

Professors

Charles R. Baker (1)

Indra M. Chakravarti (3)

Wassily Hoeffding (4)

Norman L. Johnson (5)

Statistical Communication Theory, Stochastic

Processes

Design of Experiments, Combinatorics, Infor-

mation and Coding Theory

Statistical Inference

Multivariate Analysis, Statistical Inference

Malcolm Ross Leadbetter (7) Probability, Stochastic Processes

Walter L. Smith (10) Probability, Stochastic Processes

Associate Professors

Stamatis Cambanis (2)

Douglas G. Kelly (6)

Gordon D. Simons (8)

K. J. C. Smith (9)

Edward J. Wegman (11)

Statistical Communication Theory, Stochastic

Processes

Probability, Combinatorics, Real Analysis

Sequential Analysis, Statistical Inference

Design of Experiments, Applied Statistics

Applied Probability, Statistical Computing

Assistant Professor

Raymond J. Carroll (12) Ranking and Selection, Sequential Analysis

Visiting Professor

Daniel J. De Waal Multivariate Analysis

Emeritus Professor

R. C. Bose

Courses for Graduate Students Not Majoring in Statistics

The offerings of the Department of Statistics include a variety of

pourses of potential value to students majoring in other disciplines.

The basic ideas of probability and statistics are taught in Statistics

LOl. Somewhat more theoretical and mathematical than 101 are

Statistics 126 and 127.

In addition to these basic courses the Department offers courses

n operations research (180, 181, 280), statistical methods (102, 200),

stochastic processes (129), time series analysis (133), and combina-
torics (156, 158).

, Graduate students who need a knowledge of statistics as a re-

search skill may register for Statistics lOlX, 102X without graduate
redit.
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Graduate Program in Statistics

The Department of Statistics offers both M.S. and Ph.D. programs I

in statistics. Students who plan to teach statistics or to engage ini

research ofany kind should work for the degree ofDoctor ofPhiloso-

phy. This requires at least three years of full-time graduate work,

predicated upon a substantial undergraduate mathematical prepa-i

ration. Research is an important part of the work of candidates for

the doctorate. Those interested in obtaining an understanding ofthe

fundamental notions of statistical theory and practice are directed

into the Master of Science degree program. This degree may be

obtained with or without the writing of a thesis, and normally re-

quires three to four semesters for completion. i

Doctoral students not holding an M.S. degree in statistics com-j

plete the M.S. program without delay of their Ph.D. work.

The philosophy of the Department is that its Ph.D. graduates

should be broadly based in statistical theory and practice, and at the

same time be able to conduct basic research in some special area. I

The typical first year program is Statistics 102, 112, 129, 134 in the|

fall semester and 111, 132, 135, 150 in the spring. In the second and
third years a student taking advanced courses may specialize in ani

area of interest. Six main areas ofspecialization are currently recog-

nized: Inference, Design of Experiments, Multivariate Analysis, Op-

erations Research, Probability, and Statistical Communication The-

ory. Students may also take courses offered by other departments

such as the Departments of Mathematics and Biostatistics, on the

Chapel Hill Campus, and by various departments ofNorth Carolina
!

State University at Raleigh and at Duke University in Durham.!

The Department is located in Phillips Hall and Smith Building,]

together with the Departments ofMathematics and Physics. In addi-
'

tion to a statistical laboratory, equipped with calculating machines
|

and a programmable electronic calculator, the Department has sev-'

eral remote teletype computer terminals available for students and
faculty use. The Mathematics-Physics-Statistics Library, located in!

Phillips Hall, maintains an extensive collection of books and jour-

nals pertaining to statistics.

Short series of lectures on specific topics in statistics by distin-;

guished authorities and visiting scholars are arranged from time to!

time, and a statistics colloquium meets on alternate weeks for the

presentation of the latest research developments.

The graduate curriculum in the Department of Statistics places!

strong emphasis on the mathematical theory of probability and sta-

tistics. A sound mathematical preparation is thus an essential!

I
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prerequisite for admission to the department. An applicant's math-

ematical background should include a one year course in advanced

multivariable) calculus or real analysis, and at least a one semester

:ourse in matrix algebra. Introductory courses in probability and

statistics are desirable but not required.

Application forms for admission and/or financial aid may be ob-

tained by writing either to the Graduate School or to the Depart-

ment of Statistics. Applicants are strongly urged to submit scores

for both the Aptitude and Advanced Mathematics portions of the

G^raduate Record Examinations in support of their application, and

a supplementary sheet providing briefcourse descriptions, including

:ext title where applicable, of previous undergraduate and graduate

courses in mathematics and statistics.

The Department of Statistics offers a number of assistantships

3ach year, with stipends of $3000 for an academic year. Assistants

perform teaching or academically-related duties, which typically

require not more than ten hours service per week. Applicants for

financial aid are considered also for numerous fellowships and assist-

iintships awarded by the Graduate School in university-wide compe-

ition. Stipends range from $2300 to $4000 for the academic year,

vvith most awards including tuition in full.

Applications for admission and financial aid beginning in the fall

semester should be completed by February 1. For admission only,

:he deadline is July 1.

More detailed information about the Department of Statistics is

available in the Department's separate catalog. Requests for this

iDublication and specific inquiries should be addressed to the Director

)f Graduate Admissions, Department of Statistics.

[bourses for Graduates and Advanced Undergraduates

01 ELEMENTS OF PROBABILITY AND STATISTICAL INFERENCE (Biosta-

OIX tistics 150) (3). Prerequisite, integral calculus. Fundamentals of probability

theory; descriptive statistics; fundamentals of statistical inference, including

estimation and hypothesis testing. Fall and spring. K. J. C. Smith, Carroll.

02 ELEMENTS OF STATISTICAL ANALYSIS (Biostatistics 151) (3). Prerequi-

l02X site. Statistics 101. Various topics in statistical methods, including applied

regression analysis, analysis of simple experimental designs, data analysis.

Fall and spring. Johnson, K. J. C. Smith.

04 SAMPLE SURVEY METHODOLOGY (Biostatistics 164) (3). Prerequisite, Sta-

tistics 101 or equivalent. Spring. Francis.

-11 METHODS OF MATHEMATICAL STATISTICS (3). Prerequisite, advanced

calculus. Introductory treatment of special mathematical techniques of par-

ticular importance in probability and statistics, including complex variables,

Fourier and Laplace transforms, elements of finite difference equations.

Spring. Simons, W. L. Smith.
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112 MEASURE AND INTEGRATION (Mathematics 194) (3). Prerequisite, ad-

vanced calculus. Lebesgue and abstract measure and integration, convergence

theorems, differentiation, Radon-Nikodyn theorem, product measures, Fubini

theorem. Lp-spaces. Fall. Cambanis, Leadbetter.

126 INTRODUCTION TO PROBABILITY (Mathematics 146) (3). Prerequisite,

Mathematics 34. Introduction to mathematical theory of probability covering

random variables, moments, binominal, Poisson, normal and related distribu-

tions, generating functions, sums and sequences of random variables, and
statistical applications. Fall and spring. Cambanis, Kelly.

'

127 MATHEMATICAL STATISTICS (3). Prerequisite, Statistics 126 or equivalent.

Functions ofrandom samples and their probability distributions; introductory

theory of point and interval estimation, and of hypothesis testing; elementary

decision theory. Spring. Carroll, Kelly.

129 INTRODUCTION TO STOCHASTIC PROCESSES (3). Prerequisite, Statistics

'

126. Elementary theory and application of random process models, recurrent

events, random walks. Markov chains. Poisson processes, birth-and-death

processes, queuing processes, branching processes, Brownian motion, station-

ary processes. Fall and spring. Hoeffding, Kelly.

132 INTERMEDIATE PROBABILITY (Mathematics 195) (3). Prerequisite, Statis-

tics 112 or permission of instructor. Foundations of probability. Basic classical

theorems. Modes of probabilistic convergence. Central limit problem. Generat-

ing functions, characteristic functions. Conditional probability and expecta-

tion. Spring. Leadbetter, Cambanis. !

133 INTRODUCTION TO TIME SERIES ANALYSIS (3). Prerequisite, Statistics

126. Topics chosen from: Time series data analysis. Fitting parametric models,

such as regression-autoregression models to time series. Spectrum analysis.

Filtering. Fall. Wegman.
134 INTERMEDIATE STATISTICAL THEORY I (3). Prerequisite, two semesters

of advanced calculus. Fundamentals of probability and distribution theory'

including: axiomatic treatment of probability, independence, random varia-

bles, characteristic functions, convergence and approximation, common distri-

butions. Fall. Simons, Wegman.
135 INTERMEDIATE STATISTICAL THEORY II (3). Prerequisite, Statistics 134

or equivalent. Fundamentals of statistical inference including: sufficient sta-

'

tistics, estimation, h3^othesis testing, decision theory, various classical tests.

Linear estimation, analysis of variance and regression are largely excluded

(see Statistics 150). Spring. Simons, Wegman.
140 LINEAR SYSTEMS (3). Prerequisites, advanced calculus, elements of Fourier

transforms theory; linear algebra and Lebesgue integration helpful. Introduc-

tion to linear spaces, including basic results on normed linear spaces, Hilbert

space geometry, bounded linear operators. Linear systems theory, including

signal representations, impulse response, transfer functions, dynamical sys-'

terns, state variable methods, elementary modern control theory. Fall. Cam-'

banis.

141 LINEAR OPERATORS AND OPTIMIZATION (3). Prerequisite, Statistics 140

or a knowledge of the basic theory of normed linear spaces and linear opera-

tors. Basic properties of compact operators. Dual spaces. Optimization in lin-

ear spaces, especially algorithmic methods. Optimization of functionals and

constrained optimization. Spring. Baker.

142 INTRODUCTION TO ESTIMATION AND DETECTION THEORY (3).

Prerequisites, Statistics 129, 134, and 140. The Wiener-Kolmogorov and the
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Kalman-Bucy filtering theories. Modulation theory. Basic problems of detec-

tion theory. Spring. Cambanis.

50 ANALYSIS OF VARIANCE WITH APPLICATION TO EXPERIMENTAL
DESIGNS (3). Corequisite, Statistics 135. Linear estimation. Gauss-MarkofF

theorem. Sums of squares. Analysis of variance and simple factoral designs.

Intrablock analysis of incomplete block designs, Balanced, lattice and Latin

square designs. Spring. Chakravarti, Johnson.

56 COMBINATORIAL MATHEMATICS (Mathematics 190) (3). Prerequisites,

Mathematics 135 or 136, Mathematics 121 or permission of the instructor.

Topics chosen from: Generating functions, Polya's theory of counting, partial

orderings and incidence algebras, principle of inclusion-exclusion. Mobius in-

version, combinatorial problems in physics and other branches ofscience. Fall.

Kelly, Brylawski.

^8 INTRODUCTION TO GRAPH THEORY (Mathematics 149) (3). Prerequisite,

linear algebra. Basic concepts ofdirected and undirected graphs. Connectively,

j

traversability, and factorization ofgraphs. Planar graphs. Extremal problems.

Automorphism group of a graph. Matrix representations. Coloring problems

and the chromatic polynomial. Spring. Kelly.

70 ORDER STATISTICS (Biostatistics 254) (3). Prerequisite, Statistics 127. Distri-

bution and moments of order statistics. Estimation of location and scale pa-

[

rameters, censoring. Robust estimation. Short-cut procedures. Treatment of

outliers. Extreme-value theory. Spring. Carroll.

71 INTRODUCTION TO NONPARAMETRIC STATISTICS (Biostatistics 256) (3).

Prerequisites, Statistics 102, and basic courses in statistical theory. Sign test,

rank sum tests, rank correlation methods, order statistics. Kolmogorov-Smir-

nov goodness-of-fit tests, Fisher-Pitman randomization theory, K-sample tests,

method of paired comparisons, power and asymptotic relative efficiency. Fall.

Quade.

30 STOCHASTIC MODELS IN OPERATIONS RESEARCH (ORSA 180) (3).

Prerequisite, Statistics 126. Introduction to queueing theory (substantial),

Markovian sequential decision process, inventory theory and topics from sto-

chastic linear programming, simulation, scheduling, game theory. Applica-

tions. Fall and spring. W. L. Smith.

31 DETERMINISTIC MODELS IN OPERATIONS RESEARCH (ORSA 181) (3).

Prerequisite, Mathematics 147. Linear, integer, non-linear and dynamic pro-

gramming, classical optimization problems, network theory. Fall and spring.

W. L. Smith.

PO APPLIED MULTIVARIATE ANALYSIS I (2). Prerequisite, Statistics 102 or

135. Relations between multiple regression, analysis of variance, multivariate

analysis and factor analysis. Principal components. Discriminant analysis.

Canonical analysis. Scaling methods. Classification problems. Cluster anal-

ysis. Spring. Johnson, K. J. C. Smith.

10 DESIGN AND ANALYSIS OF EXPERIMENTS (3). Prerequisites, Statistics

102 and 150. The principles of the design and analysis of experiments.

I

Randomized blocks. Latin and Graeco-Latin squares, factorial experiments.

Confounding, fractional factorials, split plots, missing plots. Interblock

analysis, Covariance analysis, Response surfaces. Fall. Johnson, Chakra-

varti.

20 THEORY OF ESTIMATION AND HYPOTHESIS TESTING (3). Prerequisites,

Statistics 132, 135. Bayes procedures for estimation and testing. Minimax

I

procedures. Unbiased estimators. Unbiased tests and similar tests. Invariant
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procedures. Sufficient statistics. Confidence sets. Large sample theory. Fal
Hoeffding.

221 SEQUENTIAL ANALYSIS (3). Prerequisites, Statistics 132 and 135. Hypotht

sis testing and estimation when the sample size depends on the observation}

Sequential probability ratio tests. Sequential design of experiments. Optima

stopping. Stochastic approximation. Fall. Simons.
j

222 NONPARAMETRIC INFERENCE (3). Prerequisite, Statistics 132, 135 an

112. Estimation and testing when the functional form of the population distr

bution is unknown. Rank, sign, and permutation tests. Optimum non-paramel

ric tests and estimators, Robust procedures. Spring. Hoeffding.

223 STATISTICAL LARGE-SAMPLE THEORY (3). Prerequisites, Statistics 13j

and 135. Asymptotically efficient estimators; maximum likelihood estimators

maximum probability estimators. Asymptotically optimal tests; likelihoo

ratio tests. (1975-1976 and alternate years.) Spring. Hoeffding.

231 ADVANCED PROBABILITY (3). Prerequisites, Statistics 132, 112. Advance
theoretic course, covering topics selected from: central limit theorems, law|

of large numbers, stable laws, infinitely divisible laws, random walks, martir

gales. (1974-1975 and alternate years.) Fall. Simons, W. L. Smith.

232 GENERAL THEORY OF STATISTICAL DECISION (3). Prerequisites, Statii

tics 135 and 112. Selected topics in the general theory of statistical decisionf

based on the work ofAbraham Wald. (1974-1975 and alternate years.) Spring

Hoeffding.
j

235 STOCHASTIC PROCESSES (3). Prerequisites, Statistics 112 and 132. Ac

vanced theoretic course including topics selected from: Foundations ofstochaj

tic processes. Renewal processes. Stationary processes, Markov processes

Martingales, Point processes. (1975-1976 and alternate years.) Fall. Leadbelj

ter, W. L. Smith.

237 TIME SERIES ANALYSIS (3). Prerequisites, Statistics 112, 132. Analysis c

time series data by means of particular models such as autogressive an

moving average schemes. Spectral theory for stationary processes and as

sociated methods for inference. Stationarity testing. (1974-1975 and alternatj

years.) Spring. Leadbetter, Wegman.
242 ADVANCED DETECTION AND ESTIMATION THEORY (3). Prerequisites

Statistics 235 and 140. Singular detection problems, determination of th

likelihood ratio for non-singular detection, non-parametric detection, nor(

linear filtering theory. Spring. Baker.
I

245 ADVANCED TOPICS IN STATISTICAL COMMUNICATION THEORY (3j

Prerequisites, Statistics 142, 242 and 252. Topics of current research interes'

Fall. Baker.
1

251 COMBINATORIAL PROBLEMS OF THE DESIGN OF EXPERIMENTS (3

Prerequisite, Statistics 150. Finite fields and finite geometries. Constructio;

of orthogonal Latin square and balanced incomplete block designs. Differenc

sets. Fall. Chakravarti.

252 INFORMATION THEORY (3). Prerequisite, Statistics 134. Transmission c

information, entropy, message ensembles, discrete sources, transmission char^

nels, channel encoding and decoding for discrete channels. Spring. Chat

ravarti. I

253 ERROR CORRECTING CODES (3). Prerequisite, Statistics 251, or permissio:

of the instructor. Linear codes and their error-correcting capabilities. Hanj

ming codes. Reed-MuUer codes. Cyclic codes. Bose-Chaudhuri codes. Burs

error corrections. Majority logic decoding. Spring. Chakravarti.
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54 SPECIAL TOPICS IN DESIGN OF EXPERIMENTS I (3). Prerequisite, Statis-

tics 150. Factorial experiments. Confounding, construction and analysis of

symmetrical and fractional factorial designs. Orthogonal arrays. Asymmetri-

cal factorial designs. Response surface designs, second and third order rotat-

able designs. Mixture designs. Recent developments. Fall. Chakravarti.

55 SPECIAL TOPICS IN THE DESIGN OF EXPERIMENTS II (3). Prerequisite,

Statistics 251. Combinatorial properties and construction of balanced, group

divisible and partially balanced designs. Impossibility proofs. Orthogonal

Latin squares of non-prime power orders. Orthogonal arrays. Asymmetrical

I

fractionally replicated designs. Recent developments. Spring. Chakravarti.

50 MULTIVARIATE ANALYSIS (3). Prerequisites, Statistics 135 and matrices.

I Multivariate normal distributions. Related distributions. Tests and confidence

t intervals. Multivariate analysis of variance, covariance and regression. As-

sociation between subsets of a multivariate normal set. Theory of discrimi-

I nant, canonical and factor analysis. Fall. Johnson.

51 ADVANCED PARAMETRIC MULTIVARIATE ANALYSIS (3). Prerequisite,

' Statistics 260. Distribution problems involved in the normal theory analysis

of general multivariate linear models including the growth curves. Roy's un-

ion intersection principle and its role in multivariate analysis. An introduc-

tion to Zonal polynomials and orthogonal groups. (1974-1975 and alternate

!
years.) Spring. Sen.

J2 INTRODUCTORY NONPARAMETRIC MULTIVARIATE ANALYSIS (3).

I The problem ofsymmetry in the multivariate case. Nonparametric MANOVA
' in one-way classifications. Robust rank order estimation in MANOVA. Large
I sample properties ofthe tests and estimates. Tests for independence. Fall. Sen.

53 ADVANCED NONPARAMETRIC MULTIVARIATE ANALYSIS (3).

Prerequisite, Statistics 262. Nonparametric inference in multifactor multire-

sponse experiments. Robust procedures in general linear models including the

growth curves. Nonparametric classification problems. (1975-1976 and alter-

nate years.) Spring. Sen.

10 ADVANCED STOCHASTIC METHODS OF OPERATIONS RESEARCH (3).

Prerequisites, Statistics 132 and 180. Topics chosen from: renewal theory;

queues with random arrivals; inequalities for queues; priority systems; theory

of reservoirs; stochastic inventory problems. Spring. W. L. Smith.

)0 SEMINAR IN STATISTICAL LITERATURE (1 each). Prerequisite, Statistics

)1 135. Fall and spring. Staff.

^2 SEMINAR IN STATISTICAL DATA ANALYSIS (Var.) Prerequisite, Statis-

! tics 102. Spring Staff.

lO seminar in theoretical statistics (3 each). Prerequisite, Statistics

.1 135. Fall and spring. Staff.

M SPECIAL PROBLEMS (3 each). Prerequisite, permission of the instructor.

52 Fall and spring. Staff.

II ADVANCED RESEARCH (3 each). Prerequisite, permission ofthe instructor.

\2 Fall and spring Staff.

13 MASTER'S THESIS (3 or more). Prerequisite, permission of the student's

adviser. Fall and spring. Staff.

>4 DOCTORAL DISSERTATION (3 or more). Prerequisite, permission of the
i student's adviser. Fall and spring. Staff.

K) GENERAL REGISTRATION.
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Embryology

Developmental Genetics, Biochemical Reguh
tion in Drosophila

(11) Termite Biology, Insect Diversity in Sal

Marshes

Ichthyology

Population Ecology, Energetics and Reguli

tion, Salt Marsh Ecology
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(6)

(7)

(8)

(10)

(22)

(18)

(31) Biochemistry of Mineralized Tissue in Mariiij

Invertebrates

Vertebrate Evolution, Avian Evolution an

Paleontology

Protein Chemistry, Enzyme Mechanismi

Structure Function Relationships

Embryonic Induction, Epithelio-Mesenchyma

Systems, Differentiation and Histogenesis

(12) Cell Biology, Electron Microscopy, Role (

Lysosomes

Vertebrate Behavior, Predation, Early Exper

ence on Behavior

Biochemistry of Development, Gene Contra

Ribosomal and Histone Genes

Marine Ecology, Oceanography

(3)

(29)

(13)

(17)

(24)

(27) Genetic Control of Meiosis, Mitosis, and Dave
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1. With recommendation of the Department and the approval of the Administrative Board of the Gradual

School, special courses and the direction of graduate studies are offered by members of the staff of the Institui

of Marine Sciences.
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The Department ofZoology offers programs ofstudy leading to the

iegrees of Master of Arts, Master of Science, and Doctor of Philoso-

)hy. The curricula are primarily designed for students who plan to

continue for the Ph.D. A master's degree may be taken as part of

he program leading to the Ph.D. in this or other departments; how-
ever, a master's degree is not an essential part of the doctoral pro-

gram.

The Master of Arts is a research degree and as such is valuable

)reparation for advanced study toward the Ph.D. It also prepares

)ne for positions as research or technical assistants in colleges, uni-

/ersities, medical schools, and institutes for biological research. Stu-

lents desiring a master's degree for teaching in high schools and
unior colleges are referred to the Master of Arts in Teaching in the

school of Education.

The Master of Science degree differs from the M.A. in requiring

I written report based upon library research in lieu of the master's

hesis. It may be taken as a terminal degree or as preparation for

esearch for the Ph.D.

The Doctor of Philosophy prepares one for independent research

n special areas of biology and qualifies one for teaching in colleges

imd universities and for research positions in private, industrial or

Tovernmental institutes, laboratories and experimental stations.

Embryology, Cytology, Morphogenetic Move-

ments

Marine Ecology, Population Biology

Systems Ecology, Mathematical Modeling,

Stream Ecology

Invertebrate Evolution, Meiofauna, Marine

Invertebrate Zoology

Population Biology, Evolutionary Biology, In-

sect Ecology

Animal Behavior, Avian Social Systems,

Avian Mating Systems

Marine Biology

Invertebrate Evolution, Ecology of Meiofauna

Crustacea
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Graduate Program and Facilities

The Department of Zoology is housed in a modern building anc^

is well equipped for graduate instruction and research in the disci-

plines of Biochemistry and Molecular Biology (with emphasis on

fertilization and early development, protein synthesis, and enzyme
mechanisms and control). Cytology and Cell Biology (with special

reference to mitotic mechanisms, enzyme histochemistry and ultra-j

structure). Ecologyand Population Biology (focusing on life histories

photoperiodism, population and systems phenomena in terrestrial,'

freshwater and marine ecosystems). Embryology (with emphasis on

experimental morphogenesis, chemical differentiation and determi-i

nation, morphogenetic movements, and tissue culture). Genetic^

(with emphasis on the role of genes in development, bacterial

molecular genetics, and population genetics). Physiology (with em-

phasis on cellular metabolism and comparative neuroendocrinologyl

and neurophysiology of higher invertebrates). Behavior and Neuro
biology (with emphasis on behavior in social insects, mating behav-

ior in birds, the ecology and ontogeny ofbehavior in vertebrates and
neurophysiology ofbehavior), and Marine Biology (with, emphasis onl

marine ecology, oceanography, and the biology of interstitial fauna).

Special graduate training is also available in Vertebrate and Inverte-

brate Zoology with emphasis in ecology, systematics, evolution, and

paleozoology.

The research facilities include general laboratory and special in-

strumentation required for instruction and experimentation in the

areas listed as research courses 300 or higher.

Students in Marine Biology, after completing required course

work in the department, have access to the research facilities of the

Institute ofMarine Sciences, Morehead City, N.C. Additional oppor-

tunities for marine studies are provided by the facilities of the

Wrightsville Biomedical Marine Laboratory. By cooperative ar-

rangements, deep water research can be carried out through the use

of the research vessel. Eastward, of the Duke Marine Laboratory.

Interdepartmental degree programs in Genetics, Ecology, Neurobi-

ology, and Marine Sciences offer unusual opportunities for special

training through participation of stafffrom the Department of Zool-!

ogy and many other departments in Arts and Sciences and Health

Affairs.

The departmental library subscribes to the major American and^

foreign journals related to the fields of research direction in the

department. It has a good working collection of treatises, mono-

graphs, the more important symposium volumes, and a large collec-
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.on of reprints; among the latter are included the H. V. Wilson and

;. N. Harvey collections. The botany and medical libraries are

earby and contain most biological references not included in the

epartmental holdings.

A major research asset is the central location of the University

1 the state which makes the varied fauna and flora of the Smoky
lountains, Piedmont Plateau, Coastal Plain and Atlantic Coast all

ccessible for research and instruction.

lequirements for Admission and Graduate Appointments

Applications for admission and graduate appointments accom-

anied by credentials and Graduate Record Examination scores

lould be submitted by February 1.

Requirements for admission to graduate study in zoology include:

the general prerequisites of the Graduate School as stated on

ages 44-46; (b) an overall B average or better in undergraduate

Durses which will include eight courses in biology, two courses each

1 mathematics, physics and organic chemistry, and three courses

1 a modern foreign language; (c) satisfactory scores on the verbal,

uantitative and advanced sections of the Graduate Record Exami-

ation.

Departmental Awards.

Teaching Fellowship, with 6 to 9 laboratory contact hours per

^eek.

Graduate Teaching Assistantships, with duties totaling 12 hours

er week including 6 laboratory contact hours and 6 hours of prepa-

ation of other services associated with instruction.

Neurobiology Training Fellowships, nonservice awards for one or

lore years, for students majoring or minoring in the Neurobiology

raining Program.

Research Assistantships, salaries and duties variable as deter-

lined by research needs of the faculty. Applications for these ap-

ointments must be made personally to faculty members directing

rant supported research.

H. V. Wilson Marine Scholarship, a nonservice award for summer
raduate study at a marine laboratory.

University Awards. Several special service and nonservice ap-

ointments are made each year by the Graduate School from appli-

ants recommended to the Graduate School by University depart-

lents.

Awards restricted to first-year graduate students include First-

ear-Graduate Scholarships with stipend plus tuition, and First-
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Year-University Fellowships requiring in-state tuition, fees, an^

limited duties not in excess of 6 hours per week.
|

Requirements for the Master of Arts and Master of Science

A minimum of 30 semester hours of graduate credit beyond thosi

counted for the bachelor's degree are required. It is recommended
that at least 6 of these hours be taken in courses outside the depart

ment. If a student elects a minor, all 9 hours of the minor must (b^

Graduate School regulations) be taken outside the department.
|

The master's curriculum will include: (a) a minimum of 30 semes
ter hours including courses recommended at the time of a prelimi

nary oral evaluation, (b) at least one zoology course in an approved*

area of specialization, (c) at least one zoology seminar, (d) researcl

in a field numbered 300 or higher not to exceed 6 hours credit, (e

a written examination to be taken no later than the fourth semeste:

of residence, (f) an approved thesis prepared in acceptable fornj

presenting the results of original research (M.A.), or an approved

library report (M.S.), and (g) a final oral examination.

Completion of the program for the master's degree will usualbj

take more than one year but generally not more than two years.

Requirements for the Doctor of Philosophy '

Students taking their Ph.D. degree through the Department &

Zoology graduate program are expected to possess a breadth oi

knowledge of the basic concepts and principles of biology, as well a
a high degree of comprehension of their special field within biology

Each must acquire professional competence, command of the literal

ture, and mastery of techniques necessary for scholarly research iii

one of the subdisciplines of biology. Each must be capable of experi

mental design, independent research, objective evaluation, and liter

ary competence in the preparation of the Ph.D. dissertation. N»

amount ofcourse work alone will qualify one for the doctor's degree

A minimum of 60 semester hours of graduate credit beyond thosf

counted towards the bachelor's degree are required. It is recomi

mended that at least 12 hours be taken in courses outside the depart!

ment. If a student elects a minor, all 15 hours of the minor must (bj

Graduate School regulations) be taken outside the department!

Graduate courses taken for a master's degree may, with approval

after passing the doctoral oral examination, be credited towards iM

doctoral program.

The doctoral curriculum will include: (a) a minimum of 60 semes

ter hours including zoology courses recommended at the time of th<

preliminary oral evaluation, (b) at least one zoology seminar, (c
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esearch in an approved area ofzoology numbered 300 or higher and

ontinued as long as is necessary to acquire material for an accepta-

le doctoral dissertation, (d) grammar and reading knowledge ofone

jreign language, (e) a doctoral written and a doctoral oral examina-

ion to be taken no later than the 6th semester of residence, (f) a

efense of dissertation oral examination, and finally (g) laboratory

gaching equivalent to 6 contact hours per week for at least two

emesters or until teaching competence is acquired. It is strongly

ecommended that at least one Summer Session be spent in study

r research at a marine laboratory.

/ourses for Graduates and Advanced Undergraduates

00 TOPICS IN CELL BIOLOGY (4). Prerequisites, Zoology 11, IIL or equivalent.

Especially designed for secondary school teachers ofbiology; not open to others

except by special permission. Three lecture and three laboratory hours a week,

fall Staff.

33 STRUCTURE AND EVOLUTION OF VERTEBRATES (3). Prerequisites, Zo-

! ology 11, IIL. A study of the evolutionary history of the vertebrates, with

emphasis on phylogenetic reconstruction, earth history and paleoecology in

relation to vertebrate evolution, invasion of major adaptive zones, and the

evolution of vertebrate organ systems. Three lecture hours a week, fall. Fe-

duccia.

03L STRUCTURE AND EVOLUTION OF VERTEBRATES LABORATORY (1).

Prerequisite or corequisite. Zoology 103. Three hours oflaboratory a week, fall.

Feduccia.

p4 VERTEBRATE EMBRYOLOGY (3). Prerequisites, Zoology 11, IIL. General

principles of development with special emphasis on fertilization, cleavage,

germ-layer formation and organogensis, with emphasis on mechanisms and
' experimental analysis. Three lecture hours a week, fall and spring. Lehman,

Harris.

[)4L VERTEBRATE EMBRYOLOGY LABORATORY (2). Prerequisites or corequi-

1

sites. Zoology 104 and 154. Four laboratory hours a week, fall and spring.

I

Lehman, Harris.

35 VERTEBRATE HISTOLOGY AND MICROTECHNIQUE (4). Prerequisites,

Zoology 11, IIL and permission of the instructor. The preparation of selected

' tissues and organs for microscopic examination; study ofthese to acquaint the

student with the essentials of histology. One lecture and six laboratory hours

a week, on occasion. Staff.

p6 GENERAL INVERTEBRATE ZOOLOGY (3). Prerequisites, Zoology 11, IIL;

corequisite, 106L or 106D. The biology of invertebrate animals with special

reference to structure, function, classification, and ecology. Three lecture hours

a week, fall. Jenner, Rieger.

[)6L GENERAL INVERTEBRATE ZOOLOGY LABORATORY (3). Corequisite, Zo-

ology 106. Six laboratory hours a week, fall. Jenner, Rieger.

06D GENERAL INVERTEBRATE ZOOLOGY DEMONSTRATION (1). Corequi-

site, Zoology 106. Two demonstration laboratory hours a week, fall. Jenner,

Rieger.

37 BIOCHEMISTRY FOR STUDENTS OF BIOLOGY AND CHEMISTRY (Bio-

chemistry 100) (3). Prerequisites, one course in a biological science; Chemistry
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11, IIL, 21, 61, 62. Lectures on the chemistry and metabolism of carbohy-

drates, lipids, amino acids, proteins and nucleic acids; elementary enz5m[ic

kinetics; biochemical genetics; regulatory mechanisms; bioenergetics. Threi

lecture hours a week, fall. Staff.

107L BIOCHEMISTRY LABORATORY (Biochemistry lOOL) (1). Prerequisite or

corequisite. Zoology 107. Laboratory for Zoology 107. Three laboratory houn
a week, fall. Staff.

108 ECOLOGY (Biology 102, Botany 141) (3). Prerequisites, Zoology 11, IIL or

Botany 11, or Biology 21, 21L. A study ofthe principles governing the environ

mental interrelationships oforganisms, populations, communities, and ecosys-

tems. Three lecture hours a week, fall and spring. Reice, Stiven, White; Leith

(Dept. of Botany).

108L ECOLOGY LABORATORY (Biology 102L, Botany 141L) (1). Prerequisite or

corequisite. Zoology 108. Laboratory and field studies of ecology. Three labora

tory hours a week, fall and spring. Staff

109 INTRODUCTION TO HYDROBIOLOGY (4). Prerequisites, Zoology 106, 106L,

108, 108L, or permission of the instructor. A study of the biology of aquatic

organisms. (1974-1975 and alternate years). Two lecture and six laboratory

and field hours a week, fall. Jenner.

110 GENERAL PARASITOLOGY (4). Prerequisites, Zoology 11, IIL and 106. A
comparative study of structure, life cycles, and classification of parasites of'

invertebrates and vertebrates and laboratory methods for the collection, cul-

ture, and microscope preparation of parasitological materials. (1975 and alter-

nate years.) Two lecture and four laboratory hours a week, spring. Hendricks

(School of Public Health).

112 VERTEBRATE FIELD ZOOLOGY (4). Prerequisites, Zoology 11, IIL. An in-

troduction to the natural history of vertebrates. Lectures on selected topics.

Laboratory and field exercises on the identification, habits, and local distribu-

tion of amphibians, reptiles, birds, mammals. Two lecture and six laboratory

and field hours a week, spring (on occasion). Staff.

113 ANIMAL BEHAVIOR (3). Prerequisites, Zoology 11, IIL, or permission of

instructor. An introduction to animal behavior, with emphasis on the animal's

relationship to the environment, the ontogeny ofbehavior, and the physiologi-

cal bases of behavior. Three lecture hours a week, fall and spring. Mueller,

Wiley.

113L ANIMAL BEHAVIOR LABORATORY (1). Prerequisite or corequisite. Zool-

ogy 113. Techniques ofobservation and experiment in animal behavior. Three

laboratory hours a week, fall and spring. Mueller, Wiley.

114 AVIAN BIOLOGY (3). Prerequisites, Zoology 11, IIL, or permission of instruc-

tor. A study of avian evolution, zoogeography, migration patterns, behavior,

food and feeding habits, and a survey of the families of birds of the world

(emphasizing the N.C. avifauna). Three lecture hours a week, spring. (Alternate

years, or on demand.) Feduccia.

114L AVIAN BIOLOGY LABORATORY (1). Corequisite, Zoology 114. Three labora^

tory hours a week. Feduccia.

115 CELL BIOLOGY (Biology 103, Botany 160) (3). Prerequisites, introductory

biological science course, Chemistry 11, 12, or permission of instructor. Cell

structure in relation to function. Cytology, biochemistry and physiology of

animal, plant and bacterial cells and their viruses. The cell in division and

development. Three lecture hours a week, fall and spring. Misch; Edgell (De-i

partment of Bacteriology); Brown (Department of Botany).

I:
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.5L CELL BIOLOGY LABORATORY (Biology 103L, Botany 160L) (1). Corequisite,

Zoology 115. Limited to biological science majors except by permission of

instructor. Contemporary methods for the analysis of cell structure, function

and contents are illustrated by laboratory exercises and demonstrations.

Three laboratory hours a week, fall and spring. Staff.

L6 POPULATION BIOLOGY (3). Prerequisites, Zoology 11, Botany 11, or Biology

21. An introduction to the structure, interactions and evolution of biological

populations. Three lecture hours a week, fall or spring. Stiven, White.
I? GENETICS (Biology 101, Botany 170) (3). Prerequisite Bacteriology 51 or Bi-

ology 21, 21L, Botany 11 or Zoology 11, IIL, or permission of the instructor.

An introduction to the principles of inheritance. Molecular aspects of gene

action, Mendelian laws of transmission, the role of genes in development, the

i

genetics of populations. Three lecture hours a week, fall and spring. Baker,

Maroni, Lucchesi; Barry (Department of Botany); Hutchison (Department of

Bacteriology).

17L GENETICS LABORATORY (Biology lOlL, Botany 170L) (1). Corequisite, Zool-

, ogy 117 or permission of instructor. The principles of inheritance are illus-

I

trated by experiments with viruses, bacteria, fungi, and higher plants and
animals. Three laboratory hours a week, fall and spring. Staff.

JO COMPARATIVE PHYSIOLOGY (3). Prerequisites, Zoology 11, IIL; prerequi-

I

site or corequisite Chemistry 61. The comparative physiology of respiration,

digestion, excretion, osmotic and ionic regulation, coordination, and move-

I

ment. Three lecture hours a week, fall. Hagadorn.

SOL COMPARATIVE PHYSIOLOGY LABORATORY (3). Corequisite, Zoology

120. Laboratory studies of comparative physiology. Six laboratory hours a

week, fall. Hagadorn.

II INTRODUCTION TO CELL PHYSIOLOGY (3). Prerequisites, Zoology 11, IIL;

corequisite. Zoology 121L; permission ofinstructor; four to six hours oforganic

,

chemistry with lab. Cell and protoplasmic functions as expressed in physical

and chemical properties ofcells; with laboratory emphasis on cellular metabo-

I

lism, active transport, and quantitative evidence of cell activity. Three lecture

I

hours a week, spring. Humm.
flL CELL PHYSIOLOGY LABORATORY (2). Corequisite, Zoology 121. Six labora-

tory hours a week, spring. Humm.
12 HUMAN GENETICS (3). Prerequisites, Zoology 11, IIL. A study of biological

, inheritance in man. Effects of mutation, selection, migration, and racial mix-

I

ture; applications of genetics to medicolegal questions. Three lecture hours a

week, fall (on occasion). Staff.

55 INTRODUCTION TO NEUROPHYSIOLOGY (3). Prerequisite, Zoology 120 or

i

121 or permission of instructor. Comparative approach to structure and func-

tion of membranes, neurons, synapses, and complex functional units of nerv-

ous systems; the neurophysiological basis of behavior. Three lecture hours per

week, spring. Staff.

f6 OCEANOGRAPHY (MASC 101) (3). Prerequisites, Zoology 11, IIL or Botany

11, and Chemistry 21 and Physics 25; or permission of the instructor. A study

I

ofthe seas and their processes. Three lecture hours a week, fall. Neumann and
Kuenzler.

^8 TOPICS IN MEMBRANE BIOLOGY (3). Prerequisites, Chemistry 62 and Zool-

[

ogy 115 or 121, or permission of instructor. The structure and function of

various biological membranes are considered. Three lecture and discussion

hours a week, fall. (1976 and alternate years.) Misch.
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130 BIOLOGY OF INSECTS (3). Prerequisites, Zoology 11, IIL. Study of insec

biology, with emphasis on physiology, ecology, and behavior. Three lectun

discussion, and demonstration hours a week, spring. McMahan.
130L INSECT BIOLOGY LABORATORY (1). Corequisite, Zoology 130. Thn

laboratory hours a week, spring. McMahan.
134 INVERTEBRATE DEVELOPMENT, LARVAE AND PLANKTON (MAS<;

134) (3). Prerequisites, Zoology 104 and 106, or permission of instructor, ij

survey of diversity in patterns of Euiimal development and life cycles wit)

emphasis on marine invertebrates. Three lecture hours a week, spring (o

occasion). Lehman.
134L INVERTEBRATE DEVELOPMENT LABORATORY (MASC 134) (2|

Prerequisite or corequisite, Zoology 134. Laboratory experience in obtaining

culturing, identifying and microscopic preparation of embryonic, larval am
planktonic material, with emphasis on free-living marine forms. Four laborc

tory hours a week, spring (on occasion). Lehman.
140s BIOLOGICAL OCEANOGRAPHY (MASC 104s) (6). Prerequisites, Zoolog;

106, and 108, 108L or permission ofinstructors. Physical, chemical and biologi

cal factors characterizing estuarine and marine environments emphasizin;

factors controlling plant and animal populations including methods of ana]

ysis, sampling, and identification. Five lecture and 25 or more laboratory hour

a week, first summer term. (Offered at Morehead City, N.C.) Staff of Institut

of Marine Sciences.

141s SPECIAL PROBLEMS IN MARINE BIOLOGY (6). Prerequisite, Zoology 140

and/or permission of instructors. Comprehensive surveys of problems ajos

laboratory methods in any one ofthe following areas: marine MoUusca (Chesi

nut), marine Crustacea, marine Vertebrata (Deubler, Fahy), marine ecolog;

(Woods). Thirty or more conference and laboratory hours a week, second sun

mer term. (Offered on demand at Morehead City, N.C.) Staff of the Institut

of Marine Sciences.

146 MARINE ECOLOGY (3). Prerequisite, Zoology 106 or 108, or permission c

instructor. An introductory study ofoceanography as it pertains to the ecolog,

of marine organisms. Three lecture hours a week, spring. Kuris, Rieger.

154 EXPERIMENTAL VERTEBRATE EMBRYOLOGY (3). Prerequisites, Zoolog

11, IIL. Survey of problems of vertebrate development relating to nucleoc)^

plasmic-interactions, embryonic determination, organogenesis, differentiatioj

and regeneration. (See Zoology 104L for laboratory). Three lecture, discussio

and seminar hours a week, spring. Lehman, Harris.

156 ADVANCED MARINE INVERTEBRATE ZOOLOGY (4 each). Prerequisites

157 Zoology 106, 106L and permission of instructor. Biological aspects of selecte

groups ofmarine invertebrates (especially ofNorth Carolina coast) with assisi

ance of visiting specialists. Content will change in each offering and courg

may be repeated with credit. Three lecture and three laboratory hours a wee^

with two weekend field trips to the North Carolina coast, and one three-da

cruise aboard theRVEastward; in the spring recess one field trip to the Florid

keys; fall and spring. (1973-1974 and alternate years.) Jenner, Rieger; visitin

staff.

158 STRUCTURE AND EVOLUTIONARY PATTERNS (3). Prerequisites, tw

semesters of biology and permission of instructor. A discussion of the princ.

pies of evolution, including theories of homology, inferences from structure

comparisons, and predictability in phylogeny. Three lecture hours a week, /a.

(on occasion). Riedl.
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159 MARINE MEIOBENTHOLOGY (4). Prerequisites, Zoology 106, 106L and per-

! mission of instructor. Detailed survey of meiobenthic invertebrates. Environ-

ments considered include sandy beaches, mudflats, Spartina marshes and
' mangrove swamps. Field trips to the North Carolina coast, Georgia and the

I

Florida keys. Two lecture and three laboratory hours a week, fall (on occasion).

Riedl, Rieger.

163 DEVELOPMENTAL GENETICS (3). Prerequisite, one course in genetics. The

genetic control of gametogenesis, fertilization, and the molecular basis for

gene expression during development. Three lecture hours a week (on occasion).

Lucchesi, Maroni.

164 MOLECULAR BIOLOGY (3). Prerequisite or corequisite. Chemistry 61. The

nature, production and replication of biological compounds and their relation

to structure and function in development. Three lecture hours a week (on

occasion). Stafford.

165 MOLECULAR GENETICS (Biochemistry 165) (3). Prerequisite, a genetics

course; Zoology 164 also recommended. The genetics ofprokaryotes and model

systems for understanding the duplication, transcription, repair, mutagenesis

and coding of nucleic acids. Three lecture hours a week, fall. (1974-1975 and

alternate years.) Staff.

166 UNSOLVED PROBLEMS IN CELLULAR BIOLOGY (3). Prerequisite, either

Zoology 104, 115, 117, or 120, or permission of instructor. A survey of areas

of current interest in C5^ology, embryology and genetics, concentrating on

those problems which remain unsolved, but which appear to be near solution.

Three lecture and discussion hours per week, fall. (1975 and alternate years).

Harris.

170s ELECTRON MICROSCOPY (4). Permission of instructor. Introduction of

ultrastructure and optical bases ofmicroscopy. Basic methods for the prepara-

tion of biological materials for ultrastructural studies. Four and one half

lecture and fifteen laboratory hours a week, summer session. Misch.

172 COMPARATIVE ENDOCRINOLOGY (3). Prerequisite, a course in physiology,

or permission of the instructor. A survey of hormonal mechanisms in verte-

brates and invertebrates; the comparative anatomy and physiology of the

endocrine organs, their target tissues, and their role in neuroendocrine corre-

lation. Three lecture and discussion hours per week, spring. (1975-1976 and

alternate years.) Hagadorn.

Courses for Graduates

204 EXPERIMENTAL METHODS IN VERTEBRATE EMBRYOLOGY (3).

Prerequisite, Zoology 104; corequisite. Zoology 154 or permission ofthe profes-

sor. (On demand.) Six laboratory and conference hours a week, fall or spring.

Lehman.
205 FUNCTIONAL CYTOLOGY (3). Prerequisite, Zoology 105 or permission ofthe

professor. (1976 and alternate years.) Three lecture and discussion hours a

week, spring. Misch.

205L METHODS IN CYTOLOGICAL ANALYSIS (2). Prerequisites, Zoology 105

and permission of professor. (1976 and alternate years.) Six laboratory hours

a week, spring. Misch.

207 INTRODUCTION TO NEUROBIOLOGY (Neurobiology 107) (3). Prerequi-

sites, one course in the biological sciences and permission of the Director of

the Neurobiology Program. (Alternate years.) Three lecture hours a week, fall.

Members of the Neurobiology Program.
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208 POPULATION ECOLOGY (3). Prerequisite, Zoology 108 or permission of the'

professor. (1974-1975 and alternate years.) Three lecture and discussion hoursi

a week, spring. Stiven, White.
|

208L METHODS IN POPULATION ANALYSIS (2). Prerequisites or corequisitesj

Zoology 208 and permission of the professor. (1974-1975 and alternate years.);

Six laboratory and problem hours a week, spring. Stiven, White. '

209 EXPERIMENTAL INVERTEBRATE EMBRYOLOGY (3). Prerequisite, Zool-

ogy 104. Three lecture, seminar, and demonstration hours a week, fall and
spring (on occasion). Staff.

j

213 ADVANCED MARINE ECOLOGY (3). Prerequisites, Zoology 109 and 146; or

Zoology 146 and special permission ofthe professor. (On occasion.) Six lecture,

seminar, or laboratory hours a week, and one or more field trips to the coast,

spring. Jenner, Rieger; staff of the Institute of Marine Sciences.

218 EXPERIMENTAL ENDOCRINOLOGY (Neurobiology 218) (2). Prerequisites!

or corequisites. Zoology 172 and permission of instructor. (1976 and alternate:

years.) Six laboratory hours a week, spring. Hagadorn.

220 ADVANCED CELLULAR PHYSIOLOGY (3). Prerequisite, Zoology 120.

(1974-1975 and alternate years.) Three lecture and discussion hours a week,

fall. Humm.
220L EXPERIMENTAL METHODS IN CELLULAR PHYSIOLOGY (2). Prerequi-

sites, Zoology 120 and permission of the professor; corequisite, Zoology 220.1

(1974-1975 and alternate years.) Six or more laboratory hours a week, fall.

Humm.
224 CHARACTERIZATION OF BIOLOGICAL MACROMOLECULES (3).

Prerequisite or corequisite, Zoology 164, or permission of the professor. Sir

or more laboratory hours a week (on occasion). Stafford.

225 EXPERIMENTAL NEUROPHYSIOLOGY (Neurobiology 225) (3). Prerequi-

site, permission of the instructor. Six or more laboratory hours a week (on

occasion). Staff.

226 SYSTEMS ECOLOGY (3). Prerequisites, Calculus and Zoology 108 or equiva-!

lent. The ecosystem approach to ecology. General systems concepts. Math-i

ematical modeling of ecological systems. Role of computers in ecology. Three

lecture hours a week, fall. Reice. i

226L SYSTEMS ECOLOGY LABORATORY (2). Corequisites, Zoology 226 and per-j

mission of instructor. Practical experience in systems modeling of ecological

systems. Computer used for simulation and analytic models. Students will doi

team modeling projects. Six laboratory hours a week, fall. Reice.

227 SPECIAL TOPICS IN PHYSIOLOGY (3). Prerequisite, one introductory:

course in physiology. Lecture and seminar consideration of selected advanced

aspects of physiology. Topics will vary from year to year; may be repeated foi'il

credit. Two lecture and one seminar hours a week, spring. Staff.

240s ICHTHYOLOGY (5). Prerequisites, introductory zoology, vertebrate struc-

ture, or equivalent and permission of instructor. (1974 and alternate years.i

Given at Morehead City, N.C.) Five lecture and five laboratoryperiods a week,^

second summer. Schwartz.

241s TECHNIQUES FOR SAMPLING MARINE FISHES (1). Corequisite, Zoology!

240s or permission of instructor. Design, history, theory and practice of equip-

ment used in sampling marine organisms. A variety of devices will be used

in field exercises. (1974 and alternate years. Given at Morehead City, N.C.) Six

laboratory hours a week, second summer. Schwartz.
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The following seminars will survey the current literature, con-

cepts, and theories in their respective fields.

250 SPECIAL SEMINAR (2). Prerequisite, permission ofthe professor. Considera-

tion of special topics in Zoology. (As occasion demands.) Fall or spring. Staff.

252 SEMINAR IN POPULATION GENETICS (Genetics 252) (2). Prerequisite, per-

mission of instructor. Fall or spring. Staff.

253 SEMINAR IN EMBRYOLOGY (2). Prerequisite, Zoology 104 or 154, or permis-

sion of the professor. Fall and spring. Lehman, Harris.

254 SEMINAR IN CYTOLOGY (2). Prerequisite, Zoology 105 or permission of the

professor. Fall. Staff.

255 SEMINAR IN ECOLOGY (2). Prerequisite, Zoology 108 or permission of the

professor. Fall or spring. Hairston, Reice, Stiven, White.

256 SEMINAR IN INVERTEBRATE ZOOLOGY (2). Prerequisite, Zoology 106,

106L or permission of the professor. Spring. Jenner, Rieger.

257 SEMINAR IN EVOLUTIONARY BIOLOGY (2). Spring Feduccia; staff.

258 SEMINAR IN CELLULAR PHYSIOLOGY (2). Prerequisite, Zoology 120. Fall.

Humm.
259 SEMINAR IN COMPARATIVE ANIMAL BEHAVIOR (Neurobiology 259) (2).

Fall. McMahan, Mueller, Wiley.

260 SEMINAR IN COMPARATIVE PHYSIOLOGY (Neurobiology 260) (2).

Prerequisite, Zoology 120 or permission of the professor. Spring. Hagadorn.

261 SEMINAR IN ANALYTICAL CYTOLOGY AND ULTRASTRUCTURE (2).

Prerequisite, permission of the professor. Spring. Misch.

262 SEMINAR IN MOLECULAR GENETICS (Genetics 262) (2). Prerequisite, per-

mission of instructor. On occasion. Staff.

263 SEMINAR IN DEVELOPMENTAL GENETICS (Genetics 263) (2). Prerequi-

site, Zoology 117, or Genetics 155, or permission of the professor. On occasion.

Lucchesi.

264 SEMINAR IN MOLECULAR BIOLOGY (2). Prerequisite, Zoology 104 or 120,

or 121, or permission of the professor. Fall. Stafford.

265 SEMINAR IN MARINE BIOLOGY (2). Prerequisite, permission of instructor.

Fall or spring. Jenner, Rieger.

266 SEMINAR IN NEUROPHYSIOLOGY (2). Prerequisite, permission of instruc-

tor. On occasion. Staff.

,275 GENETIC SYSTEMS (Genetics 275) (3). Required of all candidates for the

degree in Genetics. Fall. (1974-1975 and alternate years.) Members of the

Genetics Curriculum.

290 SEMINAR IN NEUROBIOLOGY (Biochemistry 290) (Neurobiology 290) (Pa-

thology 290) (Pharmacology 290) (Physiology 290) (3). Prerequisites, one gradu-

ate course in the biological sciences and permission of the Director of the

Neurobiology Program. Three lecture hours a week, fall and spring. Members
of the Neurobiology Program.

Courses numbered above 299 require the permission ofthe profes-

sor and are designed for applicants for advanced degrees. Research
may be continued for two or more semesters under the same course

number. Each course six or more laboratory and conference hours
a week, Fall and Spring.
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299 INTRODUCTION TO GRADUATE RESEARCH (3). Graduate research for sh

weeks in two laboratories. Designed primarily for first year students to ac

quaint them with research techniques and to access their propensity for re

search. Arranged by mutual agreement of students and faculty members dur

ing fall orientation. May be repeated once with credit. Six to nine hours pe

week, fall and spring. Staff.

300 RESEARCH IN CYTOLOGY AND CELL BIOLOGY (3 or more). Costello

Harris, Misch.

301 RESEARCH IN ECOLOGY (3 or more). Jenner, McMahan, Mueller, Rieger

Stiven, White, Reice, Hairston.

302 RESEARCH IN NEUROBIOLOGY (Neurobiology 310, Biochemistry, Pa
thology. Pharmacology, and Physiology 310) (3 or more). Hagadorn, Mueller

Smith, Wiley, members ofthe Neurobiology Curriculum from the above listec

departments.

303 RESEARCH IN ETHOLOGY AND ANIMAL BEHAVIOR (3 or more). McMa
han, Mueller, Wiley.

304 RESEARCH IN EMBRYOLOGY (3 or more). Costello, Harris, Lehman
305 RESEARCH IN GENETICS (Genetics 305) (3 or more). Baker, Maroni, Luc

chesi.

306 RESEARCH IN MARINE SCIENCES (MASC 300) (3 or more). Jenner, Rieger

307 RESEARCH IN MARINE SCIENCES (at the Institute of Marine Science?'

in Morehead City, N.C.) MOLLUSCA, CRUSTACEA, ICHTHYOLOGY
OCEANOGRAPHY (3 or more). Approval by Department of Zoology required

Chestnut, Fahy, Kuris, Schwartz, Wood.

308 RESEARCH IN MOLECULAR BIOLOGY (3 or more). Humm, Stafford

309 RESEARCH IN PHYSIOLOGY: CELLULAR, COMPARATIVE, NEURG
PHYSIOLOGY (3 or more). Hagadorn, Humm.

310 RESEARCH IN VERTEBRATE OR INVERTEBRATE ZOOLOGY (3 or more)

Feduccia, Jenner, Rieger.

393 MASTER'S THESIS (0 or more). Fall and spring. Staff

394 DOCTORAL DISSERTATION (3 or more). Fall and spring Staff.

400 GENERAL REGISTRATION (0).
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neering, Combined Program in, 168

Polish, courses in, 483

Political Science, courses in, 390-398;

Department of, 379-390

Population Center, The Carolina, 83

Portuguese, courses in, 476-478

Press, The University of North

Carolina, 71

Professional Degree Programs, require-

ments for, 92

Professional Schools, The Division of,

44

Prosthodontics, courses in, 199-200

Psychology, courses in, 403-409; De-

partment of, 399-403

Public Administration Degree Pro-

gram, 385-388

Public Health, courses in, 411-456;

School of, 410

Public Health Nursing, courses in, 453-

456; Department of, 453

Radio, Television, and Motion Pictures,

courses in, 459-462; Department of,

457-459

Readmission to the Graduate school,

68-69

Recreation Administration, courses in,

464-465; Curriculum in, 463-464

Registration regulations, 67

Registration, final-semester seniors, 67

Registration, undergraduate courses,

68

Religion, courses in, 466—469; Depart-

ment of, 466

Reproductive Biology, The Laborato-

ries for, 83

Research Funds, 70-71

Research Institutes and Centers, 74-83

Research Publications, 70

Residence credit requirement, 68-69,

86, 89-90

Residence Hall, Privately Owned, 62
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Residence Status for Tuition Payment,
54-58

Romance Languages, courses in, 472-

480; Department of, 470-472

Russian, courses in, 483-484

Sanskrit, courses in, 307

Scandinavian, courses in, 278

School Administration, Two-Year
Graduate Program in, 234

School Psychologists, Two-Year Gradu-

ate Program for, 233

Semitics, courses in, 480

Serbo-Croatian, courses in, 484

Service appointments, 50, 69

Slavic Languages, courses in, 483-485;

Department of, 481-482

Smith Fund, 71

Social Science, Institute for Research

in, 74-75

Social Work, courses in, 488-492;

School of, 486-488

Sociology, courses in, 494-500; Depart-

ment of, 493-494

Spanish, courses in, 478-480

Spanish American, courses in, 480

Specialized Professional Education,

courses in, 241-246

Speech, courses in, 502-504; Division

of, 501-502

Speech and Hearing Sciences, courses

in, 506-508; Curriculum in, 505-506;

Institute of, 76

Statistics, courses in, 511-515; Depart-

ment of, 509-511; Institute of, 78-79

Student Health Service, 58 m
Studio Art, courses in, 109

™
Summer Session, The, 4, 46

Supervision, Two-Year Graduate Pro-

gram in, 233

Swahili, courses in, 307

Theses, A Guide to the Preparation of,

88, 91

Thesis, master's, 87-88

Thesis registration, 85, 87

Transfer of credit, 68-69, 89-90

Triangle Universities Consortium on

Air Pollution, 80-81 #
Tuition and Fees, 53-54

Undergraduate courses, 68

University of North Carolina, The, 2-3

University Regulations and Policies,

General, 64

Urban and Regional Studies, Research

Programs in, 169-170

Urban Design, Joint Program in, 168

Vocational Rehabilitation, Graduate

Program in, 234

Water Resources Research Institute,

80

Work-Study Program, 52-53

Year, The University, 63

Zoology, courses in, 521-528; Depart-

ment of, 516-521
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